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VORTEX ATONCE 

The Solution in 286 AT Emulation for 

Amiga 500, Amiga 500-Plus, Amiga 2000 

vortex ATonce-classic and 
vortex ATonce-Plus are the 
solutions in 286 AT emulation 
for the Amiga 500, Amiga 
500-Plus and Amiga 2000. 
These emulators convert your 
Amiga into a PC/AT compatible 
computer with multi-processor 
and multi-operating system 
facilities. 
Work with PC/AT programs 
and games under DOS as well 
as with your Amiga under 
AmigaDOS. ATonce runs as a 
task within AmigaDOS and is 
totally transparent when not 
in use. 
All components guarantee 286 
AT emulation with a high 
degree of compatibilty and 
provide your Amiga with full 
system reliability. 

ATonce is compatible with 
Kickstart 2.0. Windows 3 runs 
unrestrictedly in the Protected 
Mode. It accesses the entire 
environment of your Amiga: 
Commodore compatible hard 
disks, internal/ external disk 
drives and RAM, the serial/ 
parallel interface, mouse, 
sound, ETC and CMOS RAM. 
Video emulations such as EGA 
and VGA in a monochrome 
graphics mode, CGA with 16 
colors, Hercules, Olivetti and 
ToshibaT3100 are available. 
ATonce fits directly into the 
socket of the 68000 CPU1; so 
that a RAM expansion, if 
present, need not be removed. 
The expansion port at the side 
and the trap-door expansion 
port at the bottom remain free. 

ATonce-classic is the emulator 
for the Amiga 500/ A 500-Plus. 
Its 286 CPU, rated with 7.2 
MHz, offers a Norton ST < 6.3. 
Start with £ 139 

ATonce-classic for: HRP INC VAT 
ATonce-Plus is the professional 
286 AT emulator with 512 KB 
RAM and a socket for an 
optional 80C287-12 arithmetic 
co-processor. The 286 CPU, 
with a 16 MHz clock frequency, 
offers a Norton SI < 16.2. Full 
640 KB DOS memory are 
available. ATonce-Plus can be 
fitted inside the Amiga 500, A 
500-Plus and A 2000. 
The price for £ 249 
this solution: imp INC VAT 
For more information, contact 
your local Amiga dealer or call 
Compuserve   at 100015,330. 

1 The guaranty might hv. voided. All company or product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their rwjpwlivi- huldrr-s. ATmico is the registered (iorrrum tra<lrin;jrk ul 
vortex Computersysteme Cm ML Distributed'in the UK by: SDL, 10 Huxley Corner Industrial Estate, Edtfnffton Way. Sidcup, Kent, UAH 5SSh Tel. DBl-309 5000, Fax. 081-300 5440 



WELCOME 

0 / f v r r 'u; 

AT A GLANCE 

GUIDE 

To help you find what you want 
quickly and easily, this Js a cross- 
referenced list of aff the products 
and subjects covered in this 
month's Amiga Shopper, The 
subjects covered in Amiga Answers 
are detailed on page 45; the many 
PO programs covered on page 148 
are listed there. The page numbers 
given are for the first page of the 
article in which the product is 
mentioned. 

A570   .32 
Amiga Answers....   45 
AmigaDOS...   90 
AMOS   110 
Amiga Shopper Show „  40,136 
Animation    29 
Artific ia [ f nte 11 igence. ♦.  .34 
Bulletin boards ♦♦♦♦   115 
Buying advice.  .,.146r161 
CO-ROM   . 32 
CDTV   32 
Comms ...  ..115 
Compendium 6 .88 
Competition r., 170 
Co mpress ion 148 
Databases „139 
Desktop publishing „ 77 
DPaint Hi .,,,29 
DTP "... ...77 
Education 88 
ExpertDraw. 77 
For safe .,...148 
Graphics ...29 
Hand scanners 15 
Imagine-2,,, , 82 
Index „ 166 
letters ; 13 
y stings. „T _134 
Memory * 21 
MiDfJ^;:... ..,98 
Modems... 115 
Music... , , ....98 
Networking.,  .104 
Neural networks [ ......38 
News ,„r\  7 
Product Locator.....  ..162 
Programming ,  ...,75,132 
Public domain   ,^148 
RAM upgrades   21 
Reader ads.....  .> .,145 

 15 
Shareware   148 
Subscriptions ,  .130 
Superbase Personal...  ..139 

Are there any products 
or subjects you'd like 
us to take a look at? 
Well, just drop a fine to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
30, Monmouth Street, 

Bath BA1 2BW. 

WELCOME 

When we ran our readers survey a 
couple of months back, the one 
item which most of you stated you 
intended buying turned out to be a 

RAM upgrade. Seems to me that memory is like 
money - everyone wants more of it, And even if 
you've got the full 8 Meg upgrade on board your 
Amiga, you'fl probably still find it insufficient one 
day. So buy as much as you can afford now. But 
not until you've read our definitive five pager on 
RAM boards which starts on page 21! 

The other main feature this month is a round- 
up of the best hand-held scanners. These really 
are the most cost effective way of importing 
pictures into your various applications, but next 
month, for those of you with serious needs (and 
serious dosh) we'll be reviewing a new Epson 
colour flatbed scanner - the GT6000 - which will 
handle 24-bit images at up to 600 dots per inch. 
Oh and incidentally, guess what its memory 
overhead is at maximum resolution? - a single A4- 
sized image takes up an unbelievable 148 Megs! 

So, as you might expect, we Ye playing around 
with lower resolutions. But it just goes to show 

^BTITTITII mm T IIHI W.HIM.IJMW.I'Xft iff Mi ■ i. i ■ ■ 111 Jxn T 1 IT 11 f l ,AtUXXtTT*inftnTifnfiTOTrrawrifii»Tii'f.vivJ-VTJ^B 

COMPRESSION SPECIAL 
There are thousands of Amiga programs which are 
available for little more than the price of a disk. And 
many more which allow you to try the software free 
before you buy. Each month in Public Domain World 
we examine trie best of these programs and explain 
how to get hold of them. 

This month our resident PD sampler, Ian Wrigley, 
scans through his latest batch to pick out the top 
PO and shareware compression utilities that'll save 
you disk space and make archiving a doddle - so... 

SQUEEZE IT! 
THE PRESSURE BEGINS ON PAGE 148 

that memory is the 
key to getting the 
most from your 
Amiga. 
Otherwise, the main 
piece to look out for 
this month is the 
first part of our new 
series on Artificial 
Intelligence. While it 
won't build into a 
practical guide to turning your Amiga into a fully- 
functioning cyborg, it wifl at least show you how to 
get to grips with the exciting area of neural 
networks. So get to it, and if you manage to build 
an AI, tell us first - we'll run it in our news pages! 

feu S\p*f 

1 
Editor 

15 

PAGES DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY 

TO ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS 

Every month in Amiga Answers our panel of experts 
answer more genuine reader questions than any 
other Amiga magazine,, And for beginners our easy 
Expert Tips will help you get to grips with your 
Amiga, and understand the other features in tftfs 
month's Issue, 

We answer questions every mo nth on 
Workbench * The CU * Comms * Programming * 
DTP * Video * Business software and more. 

THE ANSWERS START ON PAGE 45 

FOU Jk FULL LIST OF CONTIiffS, fURN THI PAGE 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just seven years ago, but which 
now sells more computer magazines than any 
other publisher in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with bps, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by 
the best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and 
you need it fast. So our designers highlight key 
elements in the articles by using charts, 

Your guarantee of value 

diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance At Future, editors operate 
under two golden rules: 
* Understand your readers' needs. 
• Satisfy them, 

More reader interaction. We draw strongly on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the liveliest 
letters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one 
of our magazines is like joining a nationwide user 
group, 

Better value for money. More pages, better 
quality: magazines you can trust. 

uiure 
PUBLISHING 

The home of Britain's finest computer magazines; 
Amiga Shopper« Amiga Format » Amiga Power 

• Public Domain * Commodore Format 
• PCW Plus - PC Plus 

ST Format • Your Sinclair • Sega Power 
Amstrad Action • PC Answers * PC Format 

Mountain Biking UK • Needlecraft * Classic CD 
• Cycling Plus » Photo Plus » Total! 
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Friday May 15th 

Saturday May 16th 

Sunday May 17th 

Wembley Exhibition Centre 

You can't afford to miss it! 
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All that's happening in the brave new CD whirl 
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15 pages of the most definitive expert advice in the Amiga 
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Freehand drawing has never been easier on the Amiga 
thanks to ExpertDraw. Jeff Walker puts it through its paces 
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of Hampshire Established 7 years 
UleServe 

NEW 

Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated Amiga 
colour. 
Special price IL^L / «OU 

New Price 

Citizen 224 

24pm Colour* 

Enhanced 24pin printer, * optional colour 
with easy to use control panel 

2 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

Mono £215 

Colour £234 
Amiga printer driver £5.00 

Ail Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Swift 24E 
Enhanced 24pin. Colour printer 

with cable & paper 

£275 

Citizen Swift 9 
with cable & paper 

Mono £175 
Colour £1 94 

Citizen 120D + 
with cable & paper 

£119 

Panasonic 

KXP1123 
Probably trie best 24pin mono 
primer available. With cable & paper 

£179 

Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 9pin  134 
KXP1124I 24pin . 227 
Epson LX400 9pin  135 
Epson L0450 24pin  222 
Epson LQ570 24pin  265 
Epson E PL-4100 Laser.. 680 
Epson EPL-8T00 Laser.. 1115 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

with house & mat 

£21.50 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga 

£13.90 

Midi Interface 
4 channel Midi Interface for Amiga 

£29 
Or. Ts Midi Music Software 
(not sutta bl e for A500 +) £9.95 

New Price 

HP 
Deskjet Colour 

300dpi colour inkjet printer. 
Colour laser quality at 1 / 10 of the cost. 

3 year warranty. Price with cable & paper 

£559 

Deskjet 500 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at ctot matrix price, 
3 year warranty. With cable & paper 

£359 

Printer Drivers 
Citizen Swift Colour  5.00 
Canon BJ-10e 4.95 
Deskjet 500 Colour ...... 9.95 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 inc VAT 

Hard Disks 

Supra 500XP52M 
fwAsoo £329 

GVP Series 2 52M 
forA500 £369 

GVP Series 2 105M 
for ASOO £469 

GVP Series 2 52M 
forAISOO £279 

GVP Series 2 120M 
fafAisoo £419 

1M Simm 
Suitable for GVP Hard Disks etc. 
£29.90 par 1Mb 

£29.90 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana 
CAX354  TM external 

The most reliable drive you can buy 

£ 5 2      While stocks la st 

Commodore 
A1011 1M external 

£ 5 6     While stocks last 

Roctec 
RocLite RF382C   1M external 

£56 

Commodore 

1084SD 
14" Colour Monitor with cable 
dot pitch 0.42mm 

£229 While stocks last 

A2286 Bridgeboard 
CBM 286 Bridgeboard for A1500 

£319 

Amiga 1500 
with full software pack 

£499 

1 /2 Meg Ram + Clock 

£24.95 

Canon BJ-10ex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 
£235 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 

with cable & paper 
£229 

Star 
LC20 Mono 9pin   135 
LC200 Colour 9pin  189 
LC2420 Mono 24pin ..... 195 
LC24200 Mono 24pin ....219 
LC24200 Colour 24pin ., 275 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Rocgen Plus 
Genlock with RBG switcher 

£129 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2.04 full upgrade 79,00 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .... 41.50 
Kickstart ROM only vl.3   29.00 
Phoemx Rom sharer  24.95 
VXL30 25MHz Accelerator .,239.00 
Fatter Angus custom chip .... 37.50 
A590 or Supra Hard disk PSU 49.00 

Naksha Scanner 
200 to 400dpi. 105mm width 

with express-fT software 

New Price £99 

Commodore 
1085SD 

14" Colour Monitor with cable 
dot pitch 0.52mm QQ 

A500 PLUS 
Cartoon Classics full software pack 

£319 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
Colour monitor with cable 

£219 
UK. 240V with 13A mains lead 

Protar vistoi4CM 
14" Colour Monitor with cable 

£199 

Accessories 
Joystick/Mouse twin extension 4.70 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3.75 
ASOO Printer cable  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension ..... 10.95 
23way Plug or socket  2.95 
ASOO Dust Cover  4.70 
A501 1/2M Memory + Clock 29.00 
Mouse Mat {thick soft type) .. 4,95 
Mouse House  *  2.95 
1M internal 3.5" drive  57.50 
A50O replacement PSU   39.00 
1/2 Meg Ram NO Clock  23.90 
Delta 3AS Analogue Joystick 15,90 

SONY 
DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty} 

{100% certified error free) 
lOx  3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  7.50 
50x   3.5* DS/DD 135tpi  32.30 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi ....... 59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  141.00 
ikx   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  540.50 

DISKETTES 
SONY/DYSAN bulk 
{lifetime warranty) 

{100% certified error free) 
10x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  5.95 
5Gx   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  21.86 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  39.60 
250x3,5" DS/DD 135tpi  94.88 
Ikx   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi   353.68 
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock .... 5.49 
100 x 3.5" Disk box with lock 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3.53 
Phone for our GO page catalogue 

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification, 
Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 

Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 
Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 I £5.50 + VAT} 

UleServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amiga/Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Porte he star Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 325354 



G-FORCE 

REDESIGNED 

The G-Force series of accelerators 
from American-based QVP has been 
revamped to provide improved 
performance at reduced prices, 

The bottom-ofthe-range board 
has had the speed of its 68030 
processor upped from 22 to 25MHz. 
It comes with a SCSI controller, a 
68882 Boating Pomt Unit and 1Mb 
of 32-bit RAM, expandable to 13Mb. 
It costs £599. 

The Combo 33 has been 
replaced by a 40MHz version. This 
also features a SCSI controller and 
Floating Point Unit It comes with 
4Mb of 32-btt RAM, expandable to 
16Mb. There is an option for a factory 
installed Quantum hard drive on the 
board- of 120 or 240Mb capacity. 

These two accelerators make use 
of the 680EC30 processor , an 
economical version that does not 
require a Memory Management Unit, it 
is stllE possible to remap the Kickstart 
ROM into 32-bit RAM as other 
accelerators do (thus increasing 
operating speed) via the use of hard- 
ware trickery. The board costs £999. 

The leader of the G-Force range 
comes with a standard 68030 
processor docked at 50MHz. Also 
included is a Floating Point Unit, a 
SCSI controller and 4Mb of 32-bit 
RAM, expandable to 16Mb, An option 
is available to have a 240Mb 
Quantum hard disk installed on the 
board, ft sells for £1399. 

GVP is on * 0101 215 337 
8770. Products are distributed in 
this country by Silica Shop ^ 081 
309 1111, Both companies will be 
present at the Amiga Shopper Show, 
on stands A26 and B2, 

New accelerators for the Amiga blessed with a touch of the divine 

GOD'S SPEED FOR 

AMIGA OWNERS 

American-based Progressive 
Peripherals & Software has 
announced a number of new 
accelerators for the Amiga. 

Most impressive of the new 
products is Zeus, a 68040 
accelerator, SCSI-2 controller and 
RAM expansion for the A1500/2000. 
Zeus comes with a 68040 
processor, clocked at 28MHz+ A 
33MHz version will be available when 
Motorola releases the chip, probably 
in June or July, 

The SCSI-2 controller is 
compatible with ordinary SCSI drives, 
but when used In conjunction with a 
SCSI-2 drive it delivers a transfer 
rate of up to lOMb/s - eight times 
faster than a standard SCSI system. 
Zeus is expandable to 64Mb of 32-bit 
RAMr using lMbxS or 4Mbx8 SIMM 
modules. These can be page, static 
column or nibble mode SIMMs. The 
basic system, with 28MHz processor 
and no RAM, is £1,449. 

The Progressive 040/500 es a 
28MHz 68040 accelerator for the 
Amiga 500 and A500 Plus, providing 
a 25-fold increase In speed. The 
board fits internally in the Amiga. It 
comes with 4Mb of 32-bit RAM and 
has on-board Kickstart 2 ROMs. It is 
software switchable between 

PANASONIC PRINTERS LAUNCHED 

Two new dot-matrix printers 
have been launched by 
Panasonic, Both the KX-P2123, 
a 24-pin model, and the 9-pin 
KX-P2180 QuietPrinters provide 
full colour output at sound levels 
which are claimed to be lower 
than many laser and ink-jet 
printers. 

Each of the printers has a palette 
of seven colours - magenta, blue, 
violet, yellow, red and green - and 
each comes with six letter quality 
fonts: Courier, Bold PS, Prestige, Sans 
Serif, Roman and Script. The KX- 
P2123 also comes with a Super 
Quality Roman font, 

Paper can be fed into the printers 
from the bottom, top and rear, either 

Be very, very quiet If you're hunting 
for printers - Panasonic's two colour 
QuietPrinters join the hardcopy jungle 

as single sheets or continuous forms. 
Maximum print speed is a claimed 
240 characters per second in draft 
mode. 

The KX-P2123 costs £340; the KX- 
P2180 costs £270. Panasonic is on 
* 0344 853915. 

V*■ " . . M! 
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By Zeus I An accelerator for the Amiga that processes over 30 million 
instructions per second. Overtake those slow-coach SPARC and RISC-based 
workstations as you head for the Olympian pinnacle of computing performance 

versions i.3 and 2. The supplied 
FASTROM utility enables the user to 
copy the operating system in 32-bit 
RAM to further improve performance. 

Another model, the Progressive 
040/500! offers all the facilities of 
the above, but Es missing the built-in 
floating point processor. Prices for 
both boards are to be announced. 

Also new is Mercury, a 68040- 
based accelerator for the Amiga 
3000. The card runs at 28MHz and 
includes a built-in floating point 
processor and Memory Management 
Untt Up to 32Mb of 32-bit RAM can 
be installed on-board, This can be 

augmented by Progessive's Pro RAM 
board for the A3000 which, with its 
64Mb, takes the A3000's memory 
up to a staggering 114Mb. Prices for 
Mercury start at £1,249. 

Progressive Peripherals & 
Software is on » 0101 303 825 
4144 and exhibiting on stand A32 at 
the Amiga Shopper Show, where it 
will also be demonstrating 
Rambrandt, its 32-bit colour video 
graphics system. Its products are 
available in the UK from Power 
Computing w 0234 843388 on 
stand C6 at the Amiga Shopper 
Show, 

WORKBENCH UPGRADE TESTING 
Version 2.1 of Workbench Is 
currently undergoing testing In the 
developer community before 
general release. 

The latest incarnation of the 
operating system comes on disk and 
requires the Kickstart 2 ROM to run. 
\t boasts a number of Improvements, 
primarily:-the inclusion of a choice of 
European languages for menus and 
requesters; the abolition of 
Mountlist and its replacement by a 

Storage drawer; and the inclusion of 
Cross DOS, giving the Amiga owner 
the ability to read and write to PC 
format floppy disks as standard- 

When asked to comment, 
Commodore's Andrew Ball stated 
that there are many products 
currently being tested, not all of 
which will see the light of day. He 
remarked that Workbench 2.1 was 
evidence of the continual evolution 
of the Amiga 's operating system, 
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NEWS 

MORE MUSIC FROM BLUE RIBBON 

Blue Ribbon Sound Works, the company behind 
music software such as Bars&Ptpes and 
Super J AMI, has released a universal 
synchronisation box. 

Called Sync Pro, the unit enables users to 
synchronise MIDI music with multimedia, video and 
audio hardware. It works with any Amiga application 
that uses MIDI Time Code, including the company's 
own sequencer products, 

The box supports al! major synchronisation 
formats, including SMPTE, MIDI Time Code and 
Song Pointer. A UK price has not been finalised. 

A number of other products have been launched 
by the company. These include an update to 
Bars&Ptpes Professional. Version l.Oe fixes some 

of the bugs present in earlier versions and enables 
owners to get the most out of the Pro Studio Kit 
and the Creativity Kit. The upgrade is free to 
existing owners. Bars&Pipes Professional costs 
£299. 

Three Extras disks have been released for use 
with Super J AMI These sell for £24,95 each, and 
provide collections of musical styles, demos and 
chord progressions. The three disks are entitled 
Pop/Rockr Classical and Cutting Edge. The 
Pop/Rock disk includes such styles as Gospel 
Waltz, Go Go and FunkMeilow; the Classical disk 
covers everything from Bach to Rachmaninov, with a 
touch of Stravinsky (an office favourite here) thrown 
in for good measure; while the Cutting Edge disk 

includes such dangerous sounds as Punkarama and 
Funkjungle. 

The company has also announced the start of 
the Tools Without A Home scheme. The idea is to 
distribute on disks tools and accessories developed 
by users of Bars&Pipes and Bars&Pipes 
Professional. The first disk includes utilities to 
create arpeggios and to re-direct MIDI event 
descriptions to a file or device. Full source code is 
included with all of the utilities supplied. A UK price 
has not yet been finalised. 

The Blue Ribbon SoundWorks is on   0101 404 
377 1514. Its products are sold in the UK by Zone 
Distribution * 071 738 5444. Zone will be 
exhibiting on stand A34 at the Amiga Shopper Show, 

CLIP ART     Interactive systems launch into action at the Amiga Shopper Show... 

New company Diskotech is to release 
a series of clip art disks for the Amiga. 

Called Moviecdp, the library intially ■ ■ ■ 
boasts six separate disks covering 
different aspects of transport. They 
are: Road Traffic 1, AEr Traffic, Rail 
Riders, Horse Traffic, Water Traffic 
and Road Traffic 2. The graphics - 
consisting of animations, cut and .. 
paste images and backgrounds - on 
each disk share the same 32 colour 
palette, and so may be combined with 
ease. The disks cost £10 each. A 
demo disk is available for £1. 
Diskotech is on » 05912 242. 

CAD PACKAGE 

CHANGES HANDS 
The development and distribution of 
the XCad range of draughting 
programs has been taken over by 
Digital Multimedia Services. 

The company is [aunching XCad 
2000 and XCad 3000f both of which 
should be avaliable by the time you 
read this, They will sell for £151.50 
and £352.50 respectively. A full 
refund is available to users upgrading 
from XCad 2000 to XCad 3000. 
Digital Multimedia is on a 0702 
206165, 

MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM TO 

BE LAUNCHED AT SHOW 

An information system Is to be 
launched by Pictureware at the 
Amiga Shopper Show In May. 

Called the Information Centre, 
the system is based around an 
American A2500 (an Amiga with a 
68020 processor clocked at 
16 M Hz) and provi de s multimedia 
facilities for such applications as 
point of information, point of sale, 
and point of advertising. Its debut 
role will be at the Amiga Shopper 
Show, where it will be used as a 
300 page electronic show guide to 
dispense information about the 
exhibitors. 

Other applications are planned, 
including a museum and a zoo guide. 
As Nik Williams, MD of Pictureware, 
points out, computers are only the 
foundation of a multimedia system. 

His company supplies not only the 
hardware but the software and 
programming skills as well. "We 
don't see any two applications being 
the same," he says, "so it is 
imperative to remain flexible on how 
we structure our service to each and 
every one of our clients." 

For more details on the 
Information Centre, call Pictureware 
on * 0792 470503, 

Alternatively, try it out yourself at 
the Amiga Shopper Show. With about 
300 pages of information at your 
fingertips, you can key in to the 
latest infomation on exhibitors and, if 
you're feet are failing you at the end 
of a long day, you can even find the 
shortest route to your chosen stand 
with its map of the exhibition .The 
Information Centre is on stand A12. 

Plctureware's new Information 
Centre, to be launched at the Amiga 
Shopper Show, Wembley, in May 

Pronto printer from Seikosha 

A high speed 24-pin dot matrix printer 
Is to be launched by Seikosha. 

With claimed speeds of up to 320 
characters per second in draft mode 
and 108 cps in letter quality mode, the 
SL210 is no slouch. Compatibility is 
assured with Epson LQ850 and IBM 
Proprinter 24 emulation modes. 

Nine fonts are provided, each of 
which can be printed as normal, bold or 
italic. Printing can be to continuous and 
single sheet stationery. An unsual 
feature is the printer's view button, 
which enables the user to scroll the 

paper up so that what has already been 
printed can be clearly seen. Releasing 
the button returns paper to its previous 
position, ready for further printing, 

Seikosha sees the printer as a real 
challenge to the laser printer market. 
Said Gareth Cornish, Seikosha1 s sales 
manager: 'Print speeds and 24 pin 
quality are comparable to those of low 
end lasers but the dot matrix has many 
advantages in paper handling flexibility, 
lower capital outlay and running costs." 

The SI210 will retail for £611. 
Seikosha * 0753 685873. 

POWER UP SCHEME 

TO BE INTRODUCED 

Commodore UK Is set to introduce the popular Power Up scheme from the 
United States. 

The scheme will enable existing owners of Commodore computers to 
receive a discount when upgrading. 

Details have yet to be finalised, but Et seems likely that the deal wtil only 
apply to users wishing to upgrade to the Amiga 3000. 
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The Digit a range* 

Home Accounts2® 
An advanced version of 

Home Accounts, which is 
limited only by the capacity of your 

computer. Sophisticated reporting with 
graphic^ and special options such as VAT 

and loan calculation facilities. Equally 
suitable for businesses, clubs and charities 

(ST and Amiga}. £54,99 

VI 

Home Accounts 
Ideal for home users who want a simple 
low-cost way to plan and manage home 
finances. £29.99 

DOCak 
This fast, simple spreadsheet includes 
many advanced features, including a 

windowing facility, so that you can look at 
different parts of the spreadsheet at the same 

time. £39.99 

Moil shot Plus 
if you ever need to send out mailings or 
print labels, this program is for you. 
Animated labels appear on-screen as a 
continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll 
backwards and forwards. You can search, sort 
and detect duplicate labels, print side by side 
and much more. £49.99 

DGBase 
]f you're looking for fast access to 

information, and the ability to create 
customised reports, then this relational 

database is for you (ST). £49.99 

Day-By-Day 
An excellent way to get organised. You'll 
be reminded of birthdays, meetings and 
appointments. It includes month/week/day 
planners and automatic reminders of overdue 
events. £29.99 

Personal Tax Planner 
Plan your own tax with ease. This simple 

program will calculate your income tax 
liability, allowing you to perform instant 

'what-if' calculations and produce pertinent 
facts about your tax position. A professional 
version is also available for accountants and 

financial advisers. £49.99 

Transform your computer into a type- 
writer. Because text is printed instantly, you 
can line up your formr press return and space 
a few times to move to the correct place, and 
then start typing, ideal for filling in forms 
and envelopes. £39*99 

System 3 
A suite of programs which perform all the basic functions 

for a small business. They may be used 
independently or integrated and include 
Cashflow Controller, Stock Control and 

Invoicing and Statements. £59.99 

System 3e 
Like System 3, but with extended capacity 

for customer accounts and stock items, 
£79.99 

Cash bo ok Controller 
Take the drudgery out of book keeping as 
this program will replace your cash and 
petty cash books. In addition to recording 
cash, bank and VAT transactions, you can 
enter credit sales and purchases, and for all 
these entries the program will automatically 
complete double entry routines, to ensure 

your records are always in balance. £59*99 

Final Account* 
Using the information created with 

Cashbook Controller, this program will 
produce a complete set of accounts, including 

Trial Balance, Trading and Profit and Loss 
Account, Balance Sheet, as well as useful 

accounting ratios £39.99 

Cashbook Combo 
A money-saving combination pack containing Cashbook 

Controller and Final Accounts. £79.99 

Wordworth® 
The graphical nature of VVordworth makes 
producing documents faster and easier. 
With the enhanced printing fonts, Collins 
Spelling Checker and Thesaurus, no other 
word processor comes close (Amiga). £129.99 

The Digita range is available for Commodore Amiga, 
Atari ST and IBM PC unless stated otherwise, and every 
program comes with a seven day money-back guarantee, 

The only way to really appreciate Digita software is to 
use it. Phone 0395 270273 for more information, or write 
to Digita, FREEPOST, Exmourh EX8 2YZ. All prices 
include VAT, postage and packaging. 

® 

DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

software thats right1* 

The Digita range is available to the trade through Columbus, Gem, 
HB Marketing, IBD, Lazer, Leisuresoft, Precision and SDL. 

Digita International Ltd   Black Horse House   Exmouth EXS 1JL   ENGLAND   TeJ 0395 270273   Fax 0395 268693 
- A member of the Digits group - 

Dig Ha. I he Dt^itd logo. Home AcciiynKi and VVordworth are registered trademarks, and *>/ru*irtf thith fight MM trademarks ot Diyiij Holdfrigs Ltd, 
All other trademarks and the»r owners are acknowledged Sold subject to standard conditions of sale-E & OE. 



NEWS 

Amiga Shopper 

Show imminent 

The UK's only show dedicated exclusively to the Amiga Is about to happen. 
The place Is Wembley Exhibition Centre and the time Is May 15-17. Tickets 
are still available for £4.95 from our hotline on tr 051 356 5085 (entry will be 
£0 on the day). Advance bookers will receive a free shew guide! 

For more details of why this is going to be the greatest show on Eartht turn 
to page 136. 

New details on A600 

NEW SOUND SAMPLER 
A new sound samplerr the Beat 
Studio, has been launched by City 
Beat, creator of the software for 
Pandaal's hand scanner. 

The package consists of a cartridge 
which plugs into the Amiga's parallel 
port and accompanying software, Sound 
can be taken in stereo from a variety of 
sources, including CO players, 
Walkmans and tape recorders. 

Sampling can be done m stereo 

Further details of Commodore's 
latest Amiga, the A600, have 
emerged. 

Contrary to what was said in our 
report last month, Commodore's CD- 
ROM drive, the A570 will not plug 
into the side of the A600. The side 
expansion port has been completely 
replaced by the smart card slot. It 
would be madness for Commodore to 
release a new Amiga that was 
incompatible with CD technology; 
rumours are therefore rife at the 
moment that the company plans to 
release a version of the A570 
specifically for the A600. 

Steve Franklin, Managing 
Director of Commodore, offered tne 
following comments on the new 

machines: "Ever since its launch in 
1985, the Amiga has been subject to 
a program of constant improvement 
and evolution, designed to keep it 
safely in its position of market 
leader. This Eatest range is a giant 
leap forward, giving the user state-of- 
the-art computing power at an 
affordable price." 

These words have struck many 
industry figures, disappointed with 
the timid specifications of the A600, 
as ironic. The A600 boasts no real 
improvements over the A500 Plus, 
which was released late last year. It 
has a built-in TV modulator and hard 
disk interface, but these offer no 
improvements in computing 
performance. 

The use of surface mounted 
technology, although reducing 
Commodore's costs, gives the end 
user no pay-off* The slot for smart 
cards, touted as a step against 
piracy, has been greeted with 
ambivalence by developers. In an 
article published by the trade 
newspaper CTW, spokesmen for 
companies such as Ocean and 
Domark were adopting a 'wait and 
see1 attitude regarding the prospect 
of releasing software on a smart card 
format. 

The A600, along with 
Commodore's A570 CD-ROM drive, 
will be given its UK consumer launch 
at the Amiga Shopper Show. Check 
out stand A50* 

(at 36KHz), mono (at 57KHz) or 
simulated stereo modes. The user can 
edit and mix samples and add effects 
such as echo, amplify and filter. 
Looping features are included to 
extend samples, and 9 samples can 
be linked together to create a song. 
There is also a facility to grab sound 
samples from games. 

The Beat Studio costs £39,95 
from; Citv Beat * 0234 857777, 

MOUSE FOR 

THE KIDDIES 

Logitech Introduces a mouse with a 
friendly face - the Kidz mouse. Now 
you'll never be able to get your kids 
away from the Amiga 

NEW VISTAS OF FRACTALS 

A new, much enhanced version of 
Vista Pro, the fractal landscape 
generator, has been released by 
Virtual Reality Labs. 

A number of new features have 
been added to version 2. It now 
supports user definable backgrounds 
and foregrounds. Oak, pine, palm, 
cactus, and sage brush trees can be 
added in varying mixes and densities. 
Buildings and roads may be added to 

the landscape, and the 
sky can be given a 
sunset effect. 

The program costs 
£69.95 from HB 
Marketing « 0753 
686000. Those users 
who got Vista from the 
Amiga Format cover disk 
can upgrade for £39.95. Virtual Reality 
Labs is on * 0101 805 545 8515. 

Create stunning Images like this one 
with the aid of fractals and Virtual 
Reality Labs' Vista Pro 2 

Logitech has released a mouse 
designed specifically for children. 

The Logitech Kidz mouse is 
shaped as much as possible like its 
mammalian relation, is coloured grey 
and has two buttons for its ears, The 
cable represents its tail. Although 
physically smaller than an ordinary 
mouse, the Kidz mouse retains the 
sensitivity of the others, with a 
resolution of 200 dots per inch* 

The product is aimed at 5 to 11 
year-olds to encourage their 
familiarity with computers. A birth 
certificate is included with each 
mouse so that the child can name it. 
The Kidz mouse costs £37.60 from 
Logitech * 0344 S91313. 

PHILIPS IN GREY MONITOR SHOCKER 

A furore erupted after the publication of an advert 
by Diamond Computing in last month's Issue, 

The advert, headed 'Did you get a shock last 
Christmas1, claimed that nearly 20,000 Philips 
monitors had been unofficially imported into this 
country by retailers .Hie advert further claimed that 
these monitors were electrically unsafe. 

Like a bolt from the blue, Philips responded 
with a statement to Amiga Shopper, it said: 

The advertisement has caused considerable 
public concern, and we'd like to make clear to your 

readers that, while the monitors are not designed .. 
for the British market, they do not pose a risk for 
users so long as the user ensures that a British 
power lead, correctly earthed, is used. 

Purchasers of the grey imported monitors, 
identifiable by the product codes 10G or 20G, may 
find that they lack a British power lead and will have 
to ensure that they properly earth the monitor when 
changing the power lead before use. Users will also 
certainly miss out on Philips' one year on-site 
warranty Support and of course not receive the free 

. F-19 flight simulator games software which is 
included with every UK version of the CM8S33 
monitor; 

lA1l genuine UK monitors have the product 
codes 05G, 55G or 656 and fully com ply with 
either the British Safety Standards BS415 or 
BS7002 as well as being approved by BEAB. 

'We hope your readers win appreciate the 
extensive benefits of buying a genuine UK Philips 
monitor, and are reassured on the issue of safety 
for atl Philips monitors on the market,' 

10 
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NEWS 

PLAY BY MAIL 
A multi-user game in which players 
make their moves by post is being 
set up on two Amigas by Phantom 
Designs. 

Players participate by sending 
their moves into the company by 
post; these are then processed by 
computer and the results are sent 
out to the players in the form of 
reports. Several hundred players may 
participate at once. The game itself 
is a mixture of role-playing and 
strategy. 

Phantom Designs was set up 
with the aid of the Government 
Enterprise Allowance Scheme. The 
equipment it uses to run the game 
includes two Amiga 500s linked via a 
serial cable, a GVP series II 105Mb 
hard drive, PageStream, DPaint, and 
AMOS. 

The joining fee is £6+50; 
subsequent turns at the game costs 
£2.50 each. For more information 
call Phantom Designs w 0602 
222329. 

STEP INTO THE SHADE 

A new release from Meridian 
Software will be of interest to 
PageStream users. Shades Is a 
collection of object-oriented clip art 
which provides smooth gradient fills. 

The disk contains 25 different 
shapes and styles for use with 
SofLogik's PageStream desktop 
publishing package. Because they 
are object-oriented, the clips can be 
re-sizedr rotated, twisted and so on 
without introducing jaggies. They use 
PageStream1 s step screening 
facilities to achieve gradient fills of 
100 steps. 

Shades costs £59.95 from 
Meridian Software * 0533 896743. 

FROM BULGARIA 

WITH LOVE 

Bulgaria Is Europe's leader In 
computer virus production, It was 
claimed at the 5th Annual Computer 
Virus & Security Conference. 

At the conference, Vesselsn 
Bontchev, director of the Laboratory 
of Computer Virology at the Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences, described 
viruses as 'Bulgarian freeware', 

A number of reasons were given 
for this phenomena, including: low 
payment of programmers coupled 
with wide-spread piracy; poor 
legislation against the creation and 
distribution of viruses; and the fact 
that virus victims consider 
themselves the butt of a joke rather 
than a crime. 

A new age in Sunrize sampling software dawns 

DIGITAL AUDIO TO DISK 

The long-awaited digital sampling 
system from Sunrize has finally 
begun shipping. 

The package consists of a 12-bit 
resolution digital audio card, the 
AD1012, and Studio 16, the bundled 
software. The card fits an 
A1500/2000/3000. 

The card can sample at up to 
100,000 samples per second, 
recording direct to hard disk to create 
very long sounds. Both an input and 
an output filter are provided to 
prevent aliasing (the effect of high 
frequencies outside the sample 
range distorting those frequencies 
being sampled). The card can 
simultaneously play back four 
channels of sound. 

Also included is the facility to 
synchronise with video tape via the 
SMPTE time code standard. Complex 

multi-track cue lists can be created 
with the Studio 16 software. Full 
facilities are provided for editing 
existing samples on the hard disk. 

Included in the hardware is a 
digital signal processor, which 
provides for digital effects, such as 
flanging, chorus and echo, in real 
time. 

This is the first of two audio 
cards planned by Sunrize. The next 
will have 16-bit resolution. Other 
developers, including Blue Ribbon 
Sound Works, are currently working 
to provide support for the Sunrize 
sound cards, 

Sunrize is on * 0101 408 374 
4962. The AD1012 costs £399 and 
is distributed in the UK by HB 
Marketing * 0753 686000, which 
will be exhibiting at stand D16 in the 
Amiga Shopper Show, 

Sunrize's Studio 16 combines an 
attractive display with facilities to 
edit, play and sample digital sounds 

NEW WAVE OF EDUCATION 
Education specialist 
LCL has released new 
versions of Its Micro 
French and Micro 
English program for the 
Amiga. 

The programs have 
been re-written to 
comply with the latest 
National Curriculum and 
GCSE directives. The 
programs are augmented 
with sound and colourful, 
animated graphics to 
encourage student 
motivation 

Micro French takes the student 
from complete ignorance of the 
language up to GCSE standard- 
Topics covered Include verbs, 
grammar, vocabulary and spoken 
French. 

Micro English, which covers 
reading, writing and speaking, takes 
eight year-old students from 

THINK AGAIN 

Thinker, the hypertext system from 
Poor Person Software, has received 
an update to bring it into line with 
CD-ROM technology. 

The new version enables users 
to deal with CD-ROM databases as 
hypertext files. A separate update 
file is kept on floppy or hard disk to 
keep a track of the changes made to 
the original database, 

Parlez-vous Franglais? You will be able to 
after a few sessions with Micro French 
and Micro English 

beginners right up to GCSE level. 
Both programs cost £24 (plus 

99p postage) and are available from 
LCL * 0491 579345. Owners of 
older versions can obtain an upgrade 
for £5. 

Hypertext works by creating [Inks 
between Important words in a 
document and relevant sections of 
text elsewhere. The new Thinker 
enables the user to create links 
between tha main database and 
other, separate ASCII files. 

The update is available to 
existing users for $15; Users of 
version 1 can obtain an update for 
$25. The Eatest version of Thinker 
costs £80 from Poor Person 
Software w Q10 x 415 493 7234. 

Amiga owners wanting to got full 
colour prints of their artwork will be 
pleased to learn of the service 
be trig offered b# Diglcopy, 

The company will produce prints 
at up to A3 size for £3. Subsequent 
copies of the same print cost £1 
each. Digicopy is on ^ 0634 
57268S. 

CORRECTIONS 
The advert last month for Option 
2000 was printed with an incorrect 
phone number. The correct number 
is « 0623 720659. 

In last month's education 
column we omitted to mention that 
Touch Window is available from Think 
Limited on w 021 384 4168, 

DIARY DATES 

May 15-17: Amiga Shopper Show. 
Wembley, London. * 051 356 
5085. 

May 16: All Formats Computer 
Fair. Horticultural Hall, London. 
-a 0225 868100. 

May 17: Computer Technology 
Fair, Norbeck Castle, Blackpool. 
* 0273 607633. 

May 17: All Formats Computer 
Fair. Brunei Centre, Bristol. 
* 0225 868100. 

May 30; Computer Technology 
Fair. St. Andrews Hall, Norwich. 
* 0273 607633. 
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You deserve the best! 

Now you can get the best... with PEN PAL! 

A superb package* with immense power, to fulfil all your 
word processing requirements and... it includes a Database! 
It's all so easy to use* you probably won't need to refer to 
the extensive 250 page manual too often. 
Whilst working, you can open up to four documents 
simultaneously (memory permitting), search and replace; cut, 
copy and paste; check your spelling with a 100,000+ word 
dictionary. You can import your favourite IFF/HAM 
graphics, from programs such as DPaint II or Clip Art files 
in various sizes and colours. You can auto- 
matically flow text around graphics in any 
Workbench compatible font (there are over 
200 available styles), in different sizes and 
colours to suit your design.,, even as you 
type. All this from a word processor 
and... Much, Much, More! 

As you can see, this is not just any ordinary word 
processor J Full Page View with position, edit and creation 
of graphic objects, Mail Merge using the built in database 
and forms designer. Creation of templates for complex 
reports, into which the database can be merged. 
Operating with 32 fields per record, and 32,000 records 

#per database with a fast sort of 1000 records in less 
than 5 seconds this is a real database. 

I¥n Pa! 

Ik 

Pen Pal requires an Amiga 500/1500/2000 
or 3000 with a minimum of 1 megabyte 

of available memory. ^-■^^fc of available memory. 

Pen Pal 

Q01 

When,..you deserve the best! 

£79.95 

."..its handling of graphics is unsurpassed: 
Pen Pal is the only program I tested that will 
automatically wrap text around graphics..." 

Amiga World,, Jul. '90 

."..without beating around the bush Pen Pal is very 
special." - "There is little to fault Pen Pal and it 
deserves to do welL"    Amiga Fonnat.„Dec. '90 

"...I am extremely pleased with your product especially 
the Graphic Capabilities within the Word Processor. Having 
the Database on the same disk has made PEN PAL the best 

program I have..."    D.S.B., Plnmstead, LONDON 

"...Please let me tell you how amazed 1 am at how EASY 
IT IS TO USE PEN PAL, The manuals supplied are 

very informative and very clear.," 
PS.S,f Clifton, NOTf'INGHAM 

"...A most excellent piece of software,,,'" 
Strathdyde, SCO HAND 

Software CEHTRESOFT 

[JJQJQHB MARKETING 

Pen Pal Order Line 

0773 836781 
Pen Pal is also available from good 

computer stores everywhere! 

Pen Pal is supplied into the UK thorough,.. 
Gordon Harwood Computers New Street AVfreton Derbyshire DE5 7BP 

Telephone: 0773 836781        Facsimile: 0773 831040 

GORDON 

HARWOOD 

HARWOOD 

Oo^ers 



TUHI1 

Talking 

Shop 

We/come to your letters page - the only place 

to be If you're serious about your Amiga, 

It you've got a view then send it to: 

Andy Storer, Talking Shop, Amiga Shopper, 

30, Monmouth St, Bath, BA1 2BW 

FULL MOTION CDTV 
I have heard Philip's CD-I, the 
supposed equivalent of 
Commodore's CDTV, is to upgrade 
Its machines to accept "Full video", 
meaning full length feature film, on 
12 centimetre compact disks. 
The new CD-I will be ready for 
production next spring in the US. 

This might mean Philip's CD-I 
completely wiping out sales of 
Commodore's CDTV. 

There is no doubt Commodore is 
fully aware of the new CD-I. The 
question Is whether it will do the 
same for its CDTV, or will It be 
discontinuing production of CDTV 
and ignore CDTV owners, as It is 
planning to do to A500 owners? 

YK Au 
London E15 

Full motion video (FMV) is still some 
eighteen months away on any CD 
machine since it relies on massive 
co m press io n/decom p ress i Q n rate s, 

The exact algorithms handling 
these are still the subject of a 
debate within the Motion Pictures 
Expert Group (MPEG) - a subset of 
the International Standards 
Organisation (ISO). Given that no 
manufacturer worth its salt is going 
to embark on a non-standard image 
compression format, everyone is 
waiting for an agreed standard to be 
adopted across the board. 

Hence all there is out there at 
the moment are prototypes running 
on custom chipsets. You can bet 
Commodore has Its own waiting in 
the pipeline to upgrade CDTV and the 
A570 to FMV once an international 
accord has been reached. 

Meanwhile let's just see how 
well CD-I shifts In the shops. 

A2000 PLUSES 
Will CBM be releasing ECS A2000s, 
or will we have to wait until 
someone opens a box to find an 
"A2500" or something In place of 
its A2000? 

I have had an A500 for about 4 
years, still with Kickstart 1,2, 
WB1.3, and an A590, but am also 
going to be buying a basic CAD 
system for work. I cannot be sure 
though that the A2000 will be 
supported In the future f Commodore 
certainly shows no desire to keep 
existing customers happy). 

So I fear I will have to purchase 
an Inferior IBM-based system, purely 
because I can be confident of good 
quality support. Why, oh why does 
CMB insist on treating us tike 
idiots, or as If all we bought the 
machine for was to play games? 

It is very difficult to defend the 
Amiga as a serious machine when it 
Is still based on the original 68000 
chip at 7MHz, compared with IB Ms, 
which I think, have had throe or four 
CPU updates In the same period. 

How much could it cost to bring 
out an A2Q0Q model C with WB2 
and ECS, based on a 14MHz 68020, 
instead of making the user tear 
his/her machine apart and wire in 
third-party upgrades? 

If there was an official upgrade 
facility which offered guaranteed 
compatibility, and future support, 
I'm sure that many (new) 
professional users would pay for it. 
Am I right? 

Nlall Davies 
Edinburgh 

Tne easy answer is that CBM hasn't 
made an official pronouncement on 
an upgraded A200G. So we can only 
take an informed guess as to what 
they're up to behind closed doors. 
While rumours persist of a 6802O 
based A2000 modelf CBM won't 
comment on the matter - either on 
or off the record. And, therefore, I 
don t think it would be a good idea 
for me to go on the record either way 
(Off the record though - and 
remember you never read It here and 
i hereby deny all knowledge of ever 
saying it - I reckon it'll phase out the 
A2000 and offer trade-in deals), 

All I can suggest is that in the 
meantime you should shop around 
for an A300G, 

2000 OR 3000 AMIGAS? 
It is the second time I have bought 
Amiga Shopper. And now I can say 
it is excellent. In Germany we don't 
have any really serious Amiga mags. 
I mean they all include game testing 
and game previews. 

Now my question is, I plan to 
buy later In this year an Amiga 2000 
or 3000.1 read in Amiga Shopper 
and in a German magazine that 
Commodore will sell newer A2000s. 

Do you know anything about 
them, I mean when Commodore 
starts to ship the new ones with 16 
bit sound and 68020 processors? 
Excuse me for this bad language 
style, because I hate grammar. 

Stefan Muller 
Kaiserslautern. Germany 

Oh stephan, what we ran last issue 
were our ratings of the rumours of a 
whole bunch of new Am [gas 
supposedly in the pipeline, Td be 
interested in seeing any directly 
attributable quote from a CBM 
executive who claims theres'a new 
2000 on the way though. Send me a 
clipping... 

WHO NEEDS 24-BIT? 
With regard to the DCTV review In 
April's Amiga Shopper, who really 
needs 24-bit colour anyway? In 
truth, nobody. 

The fact is, a standard PAL 
monitor has a resolution of 640 x 
256 pixels, a total of 163,840 
pixels in all. Supposing that the 
Amiga, using 24-bit colour, Is 
displaying a picture in which each of 
these pixels are a different colour 
{and it rarely, if ever does), then 
less than a hundredth of the 
16,777,216 colours possible with 
24-bit colour are used. 

In other words, 24-bit colour 

doesn't mean that you have all 
16,777,216 colours at your disposal 
for use on screen, but instead you 
merely have a palette of this 
amount of colours. 

Another problem limits 24-bit 
colour even further. This is the 
colour perception of the average 
human eye which needs a 1,5% 
change in any given colour in order 
for the viewer to perceive a 
noticeable difference. 

f come to a conclusion; 24-bit 
colour is just a very expensive 'toy', 
and 18-bit colour, In my opinion, Is 
perfectly adequate and forms a 
cheaper, more practical alternative 
to 24-bit, leaving 262,144 colours 
to play around with. 

So, In fact, the 24-bit power of 
Ham-E, DCTV, the Harlequin, etc are 
Just unnecessary luxuries. 

Stuart Reid 
Nelson 

Unless, of course, you're into 
broadcast-quality graphics and have 
a multi-sync monitor at your disposal. 
"Then, 24-bit colour is absolutely 
essential because lower resolutions 
just look naff. 

CORRECTING HYPE 
Many congratulations on an 
excellent magazine 11 have read 
every issue and many a happy hour 
is spent with each new one. 

This month I must however leap 
to the defence of HyperBook by 
Gold Disk. In reply to Paul 
Matthews In May's 'Amiga 
Answers' you say that 'the 
work sere en is restricted to NTSC 
mode only'. This Is simply not true. 

I have used HyperBook happily 

continued on page 14 

IMPORTING AMIGA PICTURES THE INGENIOUS WAY 
I have come up with an Idea that may 
be of use to some of your readers 
who like me wish for an easier way of 
getting pictures Into their Amigas. 
I'm talking about getting accurate 
pictures and not ones merely traced 
using a mouse with a bit of plastic 
stuck on the side ( - Don't you talk 
about our Traoey tike that or I'll send 
our Dad round - Ed). 

What surprises me Is that most 
of us have the required materials to 
hand and that no one In the DTP 
world has mentioned it before. 

What you need is a fine overhead 
projector pen or similar - permanent 
or water soluble, a transparent loose 

leaf insert {for an A4 ring binder) and 
a picture. 

All you need to do is this: cut the 
loose leaf insert into two sheets of 
A4T place one over the picture and 
trace it. place this Insert on to the 
monitor - static should be enough to 
hold It, tf not breath on It - and trace 
the outline using your mouse! 

Once a little practice with using 
line and curve tools is gained then 
the process speeds up dramatically. 

M D Ronnie 
Herts 

I haven't had chance to try this myseJf 
but I'm sure It's a neat idea, Thanks! 
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IF ONLY I'D 

REALISED... 
CONTINUING OUR SERIES OF 
HANDY TIPS BRINGING YOU THE 
BENEFITS OF HINDSIGHT... 

I have had my Amiga 500 for some 
three years now and have been very 
happy with it until now. Last month, 
however, I purchased a Commodore 
1084S monitor. Then when I tried 
to set it up, I noticed that the 
screen started to flicker and shake 
when my external disk drive was 
accessing data. 

I phoned the computer shop 
and It told me that It could be my 
external disk drive or my power 
supply unit. Turns out It was the 
power supply. 

I have it some 3ft away from my 
Amiga so my problem was not 
solved like Brian Wadge's In the 
last Issue. Luckily my computer 
shop exchanged It for another 
model. 

RJ Marshall 
Stockton-on-Tees 

Seems like there are a few different 
types of power supply out there and 
some are better than others. 
Although Amiga PSUs tend be rather 
expensive you can use a PC unit if 
you're absolutely confident about 
dealing with compatible voltages. 
But beware, the results could be 
fatal rf you er..,blow ft. And in any 
case, never work with a PSU with the 
power switched on - always wait a 
good minute or two after you've 
powered down beforehand. 

Meanwhile if any other readers 
can pass on tips learnt from 
problems experienced and overcome 
then just send them to:" I can laugh 
about it now", Amiga Shopper, 30, 
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW. 

similar features that it Is extremely 

continued from page 13 
for several months and always In full 
PAL mode. So that shouldn't be any 
bar to Mr Matthews buying it. 

I agree with the remainder of 
the answer, although 1 find that 
HyperBook is much easier to use in 
producing multi-media 
application/decks, although it is let 
down by not being able to play 
animations or sounds without 
reference to external programs 

Mike Dodson 
Brighton 

I can't imagine how we managed to 
slip up there Mike - well spotted. 

HERR O BE RED I TOR 
Why is It that only the editor gets 
an actual photograph printed at the 
start of his column, while the rest of 
the team have to put up with a hand 
sketched look-a-like? 

Come on lads and lassies, get 
out the placards - "Real photos for 
real people", "Give readers our true 
image" and so on. After all, poor old 
Jason Holborn doesn't look too 
healthy in the photograph presented 
along with his review article 
covering Stereo Master in the 
March issue. 

Ronnie James 
Alloa 

Jason Holborn doesn't look too 
healthy in any case, The only reason 
I have my photo upfront is that my 
mother lives 3r500 miles way and 
this is the only way she can rest 
assured I'm looking well and eating 
properly. Actually though, we sent off 
a quid to all our contributors at Xmas 
saying go down the bus station , 
jump in a machine and get your mug 
shot'. They all just pocketed the 
money, Typical. 

BUBBLING THROUGH 
1 have been reading your magazine 
since Issue 1 and have enjoyed and 
learnt much from each issue. The 
point I am writing about is that in 
your Amiga Answers pages a lot of 
people have been enquiring about 
the Canon BJ-lOe bubble jet printer. 

I feel a lot have been put off by 
printer driver problems, as the BJ- 
lOe only supports IBM Proprinter 
and Canon BJ-130© emulation. This 
can be got round by using a Canon 
48 driver obtainable from a number 
of computer suppliers. 

My word of advice to those 
thinking of buying this marvellous 
little printer Is to go ahead, hut to 
buy the BJ-iOex. This little baby 
looks exactly the same as the BJ- 
lOe but it also supports Epson LQ 
emulation, so you can use the 
EpsonQ driver on your Extras disk. 

Perry Tatman 
Lee-On-The-Sole nt 

Cheers Perry, I agree the BJ-lOex is 
a great little printer - expect to see a 
full review soon. 

KEYBOARD CAPERS 
Can you explain why Commodore 
has mixed up some of my keys? On 
my A500+ the quotes above the 
number '2* key are above the hash 
sign. However the hash sign really 
Is not on Its proper key either, it is 
on the number '3' key; the @ is 
above the '2F key, and I don't have 
a *£' sign I (phew). 

Lee Brown 
Motherwell 

Phew indeed! This is known as the 
Commodore Dimensional Transitory 
Vortex, Lee, and is a well known 
feature of certain A500 Pluses 
designed to induce despair in certain 
carefully selected users. You should 
move to the USA immediately and 
undergo psycho-analytic counselling. 
Meanwhile, can any other readers 
help out? 

BEST PEST TIP 
Firstly, I would like to say how great 
I think It Is that your magazine 1$ 
publishing useful programs written 
in DOS and ARexx which do not 
require additional expensive 
software. A number of Amiga 
owners I have met complain about 
the cost involved in buying or 
writing utility programs in both time 
and money. 

This only goes to show the little 
understanding that many computer 
users have for the power in 
Amiga DOS and ARexx. as much can 
be written using the programs 
supplied on Workbench. I have just 
finished playing around with the 
little AmigaOOS routine listed in 
Amiga Shopper Issue 13 called 
Test". 

Although I now have an Amiga 
3000, It was not that long ago that 
I was working with an Amiga 500 
version 1.2 with two disk drives. I, 
therefore, still remember the 
problems associated with there not 
being enough room on my 
Workbench Disk for the extra 
programs I wanted access to. This 
normally resulted in deleting 
programs that were not normally 
required (from a copy of the 
Workbench Disk!.) eg ED and EDIT 
In the Cdirectory. 

This would make the potentially 
useful "Pest" program unusable. 
However, this Is not the end of 
"Pest", as by making use of other 
Amiga Dos 2,0 facilities "Pest" can 
live on, be smaller and work 
quicker. By replacing the first three 
lines with the following: 
ECHO > ENV:Teinp "'DATE'" J 
len 18 
ECHO > EHV:now "$Temp" J 
first 0 len 9 

ECHO > T:pf "- ~ Reminders J 
for: $now= =*n" 
NOTE: The Miii character Is produced 
by pressing "Alt'" (The key above 
the TAB key). This results In the 
output of DATE being placed 
between the    for the ECHO 
command to work with. The extra 
characters produced by DATE are 
stripped by ECHO En two stages 
(see manual). 
I hope this might be of interest 

Alan Munday 
Bath 

Thanks for that little tip Alan, and 
let's hear it for the first listing ever to 
appear in the letters pages of Amiga 
Shopped Talking of listings, we've 
had a couple of dozen or so sent in 
for the new listings pages on 134- 
135. So keep 'em coming-we're 
after anything and everything and 
we'll pay you £20 for your troubles, 
Just send your code on a disk to 
'Listings', Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW. 

IMPORTER WANTED 
What is happening with the German 
raytracing program "Reflections", 
made famous by the amazing art of 
Tobias Richter? 

I have been waiting for an 
English translation of this program 
to appear for about 18 months now. 
Gary White ley indicated several 
months ago that he had a copy of 
the German version, and would 
review it very soon as had had a lot 
of contact with the publishers, but 
nothing further has appeared. 

I phoned IVTarkt & Technik in 
Germany, eventually spoke to 
someone directly involved with the 
program and was told that it had 
had no success in finding a 
company who would market an 
English version. Surely there must 
be some company In Britain which 
would market an English version of 
this program. Reflections has the 
potential to become the leading 
Amiga raytracer. It is far cheaper 
and produces much better results 
than any of the competition seem 
to. Could you use your weight as 
one of the leading Amiga mags to 
try and get this situation sorted 
out? Surely you can find a company 
which would handle distribution? It 
certainly would be worth the effort 
to get this brilliant program on to 
the market. 

Alexander Kerr 
Down ton 

OK guys - anyone out there 
listening? We'll see what we can do. 

CHOOSING A WP 
I am at present trying to decide 
which new word processor to buy. 
The problem is that there are so 
many on the market today with 

difficult to compare them, when 
retailers give (have ?) so little 
information about them. 

What I'm after are the following 
features: not too expensive, Ee less 
than £100, graphics Import either 
IFF or HANI, scaleable fonts Built 
in', columns (max 5)r will run from 
floppy disks, text to flow around 
graphics, output to Preferences 
printer in colour and a spellchecker 
and thesaurus. 

Would it not be possible to 
publish comparison charts of similar 
serious software listing all the major 
features? 

Tony Hawker 
Blandford Forum 

A good idea and one which we will be 
taking up. Meanwhile, catch next 
month's main article which will show 
you how you can get hold of most of 
your required word processor 
features from the public domain! © 
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your man 

Jeff Walker looks 

at which features 

you should look 

out for when 

buying a hand 

scanner and 

reviews five 

models which fit 

the bill... 

■ f you want to transfer pictures 
I from paper to your computer 
I screen, and from there to disk 
I and printer, a hand scanner Is 

the quickest and cheapest way to 
do it. The price you pay for this 
comparatively Inexpensive solution 
Is loss of colour and loss of image 
resolution; trade-offs which are 
nevertheless worth considering. 

If the resulting images are to be 
used for some kind of desktop 
publishing, and if you are printing on 
a monochrome printer, then loss of 
colour won t matter, will it? And as 
the highest resolution of your printer 
is something like 240, 300 or 360 
dots per inch, the loss of image 
resolution doesn't matter either 
because even if you could grab an 
exact photographic resolution scan 
of the original, the quality is limited 
by the top resolution of your printer, 

So for this particular application 

- getting images off paper on to disk 
for importing into desktop publishing 
or word processing packages, where 
they can be rotated, rescaled, and 
positioned freely on the page, then 
printed on your monochrome dot- 
matrix, inkjet or laser printer - 
monochrome hand scanners are the 
ideal solution. Anything more would 
be overkill. But to be useful for DTP, 
the images generated and saved by 
the scanning software have to have 
certain properties. The initial image 
produced by the software is of 
limited use - a massive black-and- 
white bitmap which is typically about 
1,200 to 1,600 pixels wide and up 
to about 4,500 pixels high. 

This bitmap is constructed of 
groups of pixels called grains1. A 
scanner generating 64 ievels of grey 
creates grains that are S pixels wide 
by 8 pixels high, 64 in all; the pixel 
pattern contained in each grain 

represents a single shade of grey; 
solid white would be 64 white pixels 
and solid biack would be 64 black 
pixels- In scanning jargon we call this 
black-and-white bitmap the 'dither', 
because it is an image made up of 
patterns of black and white pixels, as 
opposed to true greys or cotours. 

DITHERING ABOUT 
There are several reasons why the 
dither is not much use to mono- 
chrome desktop publishers. First, 
when created using the halftone' 
setting on the scanner head (the 
smallest dot) it contains patterns 
that represent 64 levels of grey, but 
our printers - even high resolution 
inkjet and laser printers - will have 
trouble reproducing more than about 
20 that the human eye can see the 
difference between. This means that 
many of the subtle changes in tone 
will be lost unless we scale the 

picture so large that the individual 
pixels in the grains are discernible in 
the printed output. 

But the main problem is that 
because the size of the dither is so 
large we have to scale the bitmap 
down to something like 25 per cent 
to get an image on the page of 
approximately the same size as the 
original image scanned from paper. 

In itself this isn't a problem, 
apart from the fact that the massive 
bitmap takes up a lot of memory and 
the scaling process takes time; the 

Scans for the memories: 
the hand scanners pictured 
clockwise from top left: Ha rid I scan 
from Datel Electronics, AlfaScan 
Plus from Golden Image, Daata 
Scanner from Pandaal Marketing, 
Handy Scanner from Zydec and 
Power Scanner from Power 
Computing 
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The line art Images created by the AlfaScan Plus 
never suffer from the corruption which some of the 
other scanners produce at 400 dpi 

Although the Handiscan's line art scans are 
arguably the best of the lot, the ridiculous height 
restriction of 1,024 pixels means it Is of limited 
use to the desktop publisher 

The DaataScan scanner corrupts 400 dpi line art 
scans with short horizontal black and white lines, 
however at 300 dpi and below scans are glitch free 

real difficulty is that to increase their 
dots-per-inch resolution, most 
printers overlap the dots produced - 
even if a printer says it has a 
resolution of 360 dots per inch, this 
doesn't mean that each dot is 
l/360th of an inch wide, far from It; 
even laser printers overlap dots. 

Can you see that if the printer 
starts to overlap the dots in the 
dither, then the patterns in each 8 
pixel by 8 pixel grain of the bitmap 
are not being printed correctly? What 
actually happens is that you get 
weird and unacceptable patterns in 
the output. 

So the black-and-white dither is 
only useful for images created using 
the Text or Line Art setting - this 
type of image contains no grains and 
so will not suffer when scaled down, 
unless it just happens to contain an 
intricate or regular pattern because 
the original does too, 

SHAPING UP THE SHADES 
For greater flexibility of halftone 
images we need to be able to 
convert the dither to a true greyscale 
image, 

The standard Amiga can produce 
only 16 true shades of grey - on the 
RGB values scale these are 0,0,0 
(black) to 15,15,15 (white), so the 
software has to employ a certain 
wizardry to change 64 dithered levels 
of grey into 16 true greys. 

How it achieves this will be down 
to which algorithm the programmer 
has decided to use. The simplest 
method is to read the dither in 4 
pixel by 4 pixel grains (instead of 8 
by S), count how many white pixels 
there are in that 16-pixei matrix, and 
then create one true grey pixel of 
that RGB value. For instance, say a 4 
by 4 grain contained six white pixels 
(and therefore ten black ones), it will 
convert that grain Et to a single grey 
pixel whose RGB value is 6r6r6 - a 
darkish grey. 

A more complicated method 
would be to convert each 8 by 8 
grain of the dither into a 2 by 2 

matrix of true grey pixels; by clever 
mixing of the 16 possible greys it is 
possible to represent in this matrix 
all 64 levels of grey - in high 
magnification you will be able to see 
that there are only 16 actual greys, 
in normal magnification the pixels 
are so small that the eye is fooled 
into seeing more. 

The patterns En the grains of the 
black-and-white dither are produced 
by the scanner head, so there's 
nothing the software can do about 
them, but the conversion to grey- 
scale is very much in the software's 
hands and the method used for the 
conversion will affect the quality of 
the greyscale image. 

Whichever method is employed, 
the conversion process results in the 
image shrinking to a quarter of the 

size of the dither - a 1,600 pixel 
wide dither comes down to a 400 
pixel wide greyscale. 

This greyscale image is 
preferable for monochrome DTP as it 
contains only 16 shades of grey, and 
most monochrome printers will be 
able to represent these shades 
adequately. But the image needs to 
be fairly bright because towards the 
dark end of the scale the difference 
between greys becomes less 
discernible, so the quality of the 
conversion to grey routine is all- 
important. 

Having learned how a 
monochrome hand scanner works, 
and decided what results we require 
from it, it's time to look at the 
scanners currently available to see if 
they come through with the goods. 

JARGON BUSTING * JARGON BUSTING 

24-oft ILBIW - A picture file format capable of 16.7 million colours. 

Bitmap - The internal computer representation of an Amiga graphic, a 
memory map of bits (Os and Is), 

Clipboard - A temporary area of memory which can either be scanned to 
directly or to which parts of the main work area can be moved to and fro 
for cutting and pasting etc. 

Dither - In the context of this article, the name given to the initial black-and- 
white picture produced by the scanner, 

DPI - Dots per inch, a measure of resolution. 

Grains - The parts of a dither which contain the patterns representing levels 
of grey; 

Greyscale - An image consisting of true shades of grey rather than dithered 
black-and-white representations. 

Halftone - Photographs or artwork broken up into fine dots. 

ILBM - The standard Amiga picture file format, capable of displaying up to 
4,096 colours, but only 16 true levels of grey. 

Imagesetter - A lump of machinery which costs a lot of money. It's what the 
pages of this magazine are produced on ready for reproduction. 

Line Art - Artwork that contains only two colours, ususHy black and white, 

Monochrome - 'Single colour' not 'black-and-white'. Monochrome printers for 
example produce only one colour of dot, usually black ones. 

TIFF - A picture file format used mostly by DTP software, capable of 256 true 

H A R D W A R E 
One piece of hardware! was not able 
to include in this round-up is the 
much-advertised Naksha Amiga Hand 
Scanner; at the time of going to 
press the software was going 
through a major rewrite and despite 
several phone calls the company was 
unable to provide me even with the 
current version, Sorry. 

Hardware-wise all five scanners 
are fairly similar. The scanning head 
itself is (currently) in all cases the 
Marstek M-105 Plus, although one or 
two companies have re-badged it 
with their own company logos, The 
interfaces all plug into the para tie I 
port, and all come with separate 
power supplies. Points to note are 
that the DaataScan and Handiscan 
interfaces plug directly into the 
parallel port, whereas the AlfaScan 
Plus, Handy Scanner and Power 
Scanner interfaces have short cables 
which enable the interface to be 
lifted on to the top of the computer; 
which may be important to you. 

Only the Power Scanner has 
addressed the problem that you may 
want your printer plugged into the 
parallel port at the same time as the 
scanner: the Power interface has a 
thro ugh port to which your parallel 
printer cable can be connected, 
although the power supply must be 
connected to the interface and 
switched on to be able to access the 
printer, even if you are not using the 
scanner, This isn't a problem, I've 
had the Power Scanner's power 
supply and interface plugged in for 
about four months solid now and it 
isn't even slightly warm. 

With the other interfaces, if you 
need this dual scanner-printer facility 
you will have to buy a separate 
parallel port switch box. 

All of the interfaces except the 
Handiscan s are of an adequate 
build quality - the Handiscan 
interface has part of the printed 
circuit board poking out the back on 
which the connections for the power 
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supply and scanner are mounted; 
works fine of course, looks a bit 
Heath-Robinson though, One final 
observation is that the power supply 
unit which comes with the Handy 
Scanner doesn't have a 13-amp plug 
on it, all the others do, 

AlfaScan Plus 
DaataScan 
Date I Handlscan 
Handy Scanner 
Power Scanner 

'MOO 
i#000 
• IOOO 

FACILITIES 

The big differences between these 
five scanners is the performance of 
the software, I don't mean the speed 
at which ft scans or operates, I mean 
how easy or difficult it is to use and 
the number and power of the 
features available. 

For the actual job of scanning, 
none of the scanners is any easier to 
use than any other. In essence they 
all work in the same way inasmuch 
as you first decide the size and 
resolution of the scan, then hit the 
scan button and pull the head slowly 
over your picture. 

One package, however, places a 
restriction on the maximum size of 
the scan - Datef's Handiscan. This 
software only allows you to scan a 
maximum of two hkes screenfuls, 
that's 1,024 pixels. It doesn't take 
an Einstein to work out that at the 
maximum scan resolution of 400 
dots per fnch this converts to about 
2.5 inches; at 100 dpi it would be 
just over 10 inches. So what if you 
want to scan, say, a five inch high 
picture at 400 dpi? With Handiscan, 
you'd have to drop to a lower 
resolution, in this case 200 dpi. 

All the other packages decide on 
the maximum allowable size of scan 
by either automatically looking to see 
how much memory you've got or by 
allowing you to specify a maximum 
scan buffer size. 

At this point f hear all the owners 
of Power Scanners screaming in one 
voice: "Oh no they don't!" 

Aha, but they do! Power 
Computing is developing version 2 of 
the PowerScan Professional software 
as I write, and one of the new 
features is the ability to 
automatically scan to expansion 
(Fast) memory if available, instead of 
the just graphics (Chip) memory 
restriction in version 1. 

Power Computing was kind 
(brave?) enough to send me a pre- 
release copy of the new software, 
and my comments regarding 
PowerScan Professional will be 
based upon what I have seen and 
what the programmer has toid me 
will be implemented in the final 
release of version 2. Power has 
asked me to pass on the news that 
current owners of the Power Scanner 

The Power Scanner also corrupts 400dpi line art scans 
with glitches, but an automatic Image processing 
feature gets rid of them at the touch of a button 

will be able to upgrade to PowerScan 
Professional 2 free of charge if they 
send back the original disk and a 
stamped addressed envelope. By the 
time you read this version 2 should 
be shipping. 

VITAL STATISTICS 
Every package has facilities for 
specifying the width of the scan. The 
AlfaScan Plus software (Touch-Up) 
has just two choices, half width or 
full width, all the others allow you to 
specify a particular measurement. 

Touch-Up and the software that 
comes with DaataScan and Handy 
Scanner allow you to set up a 
particular size 'page' on to which to 
scan. So for instance you could 
specify an A4 size page and employ 
the clipboard to scan images directly 
on to particular positions on the 
page. The amount of memory a page 
requires differs according to its 
physical size and what scanning 
resolution you have chosen - while 
an A4 page at 100 dpi needs about 
120,000 bytes, the same size page 
at 400 dpi uses up about 2Mb, so 
you shouldn't get excited about this, 

unless you have stacks of memory. 
You can of course simply scan to 

the page, rather than the clipboard, 
in which case the size of the scan 
becomes the size of the page. 

Touch-Up allows you to change 
the size of the page at any time 
without losing what's on it, the 
DaataScan and Handy Scanner 
software will let you change the page 
size but whatever was on that page 
will be lost; you are warned about 
this, naturally, and asked to confirm 
before you destroy your image. 

The Power Scanner 'page' is 
always dictated by the height and 
width of the scan. If you specify a 
scan width greater than the width of 
the scanner head, this area will be 
left blank after the scan has 
completed, but you will be able to 
scan to the clipboard and 
subsequently place the contents of 
the clipboard in that blank area if you 
like. In this manner the Power 
Scanner gives you the ability to scan 
a wide picture in two vertical ha Eves 
and visually join the two halves 
together on-screen. 

The Handy Scanner and 

BEST BUYS 

FOR GREYSCAUES - POWER SCANNER 
ltTs dead easy to use and capable of stunning grayscale images provided the 
picture being scanned is of high enough Quality, and while the facility to join 
the left half and right half of a wide scan is a fiddly and inexact procedure, 
with practice it becomes easier. The Power Scanner is also the cheapest; 
who says there isn't a god in heaven? 

FOR LINE ART - ALFASCAN PLUS 
The sheer power and range of Touch-Up's scanning, art and file format 
features, the MergHt software that lets you join two halves of a scan 
together, the comprehensive 170-page manual..... ail these things make the 
comparatively high price of the AlfaScan Plus worth it if line art is your main 
consideration. What a shame its greyscale conversion is naff, otherwise ltd 
be the perfect Amiga hand scanner. 

By the way, for another £140 there is a version of the AlfaScan Plus that 
comes with OCR software. 

Handy Scanner Isn't so handy at 400 dpi, covering the 
Image In glitches which have to be removed by hand In 

DaataScan have no special facilities 
for joining two halves of a scan 
together, but it is possible by 
scanning the left-hand half on to the 
main page, and then dragging out a 
clipboard or 'current area' to the 
right of that image and scanning the 
right-hand half into that. I tried it a 
few times and couldn't even get a 
close match let alone an exact one - 
you need to be extremely precise 
with positioning the scanner head. 

The AlfaScan Plus comes with a 
separate program called Merge-lt 
which allows you to load in the left- 
hand and right-hand dithers (the big 
black-and-white bitmaps), visuaily join 
them together on-screen, and then 
save the result as a single image. 

STRAIGHT AND NARROW 
I should emphasise that it is very 
difficult to get good results by 
scanning wide pictures and joining 
them together in this way. Even with 
tons of practice you really need a 
proper scanning tray to ensure that 
the scanner head is perfectly straight 
for both scans. If you intend to scan 
a lot of pictures wider than four 
inches, a hand scanner may be a 
false economy, you probably need an 
A4 flatbed scanner. 

One final point I should make 
here is that Zydec's Handy Scanner 
comes with an earlier version of the 
same software and interface 
supplied with the Pandaal DaataScan 
scanner - DaataScan Professional. 
There is one important difference 
between these two versions which I'll 
get to later, but in the meantime HI 
leave you to ponder the reasons why 
a scanner which comes with old 
software costs £15 more than what 
is basically the same thing with new 
(and better) software. 

AlfaScan Plus • • • • O 
DaataScan IttOO 
Date! Handlscan lOOOO 
Handy Scanner 11100 
Power Scanner IIIOO 
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SCANNERS 

LINE ART 

Scanning line art is the simplest 
thing you can ask a monochrome 
hand scanner to do. I'd expect all the 
scanners to excel in this area. 
However this is not the case. 

To make the best use of 
scanned line art we need to scale it 
down (using DTP software) to 
increase its output (printed) 
resolution. Quick explanation: the 
scanned line art is saved as an IFF 
ILBM file which has a resolution of 
75 dpi; you want it to print at the 
highest resolution your printer is 
capable of, let's say 300 dpi; 
scale the image on your DTP page 
to 50% and you double its output 
resolution to 150 dpi, scale it to 
25% and you quadruple its output 
resolution to 300 dpi. 

Remember that scaling for 
output isn't the same as resizing 
a brush in an art program, where 
by halving its size you are 
removing every other pixel from 
the image. When scaling in a DTP 
program you are actually shrinking 
the size of each dot, so it is 
possible to get almost jaggie-free 
output of scanned line art. 
Provided, that is, the initial bitmap 
was big enough so that when it is 
scaled down it is not the size of a 
pinhead. To do this you need to 
scan it in at at least 300 dpi if 
your printer has that resolution 
too, or 400 dpi if it has a top 
resolution of 360 dpi. This ts where 
the problems start. 

DateLs Hand is can restricts you 
to such a small height of scan at 
300 and 400 dpi (two to three 
inches) that it is difficult to see how 
it can be taken seriously. But the 
quality is excellent. If you intend to 
use a scanner primarily for getting 
line art off paper into an art package 
for colouring in and subsequent use 
in a program or multimedia presenta- 
tion or anything else to be displayed 
on the screen as opposed to being 
printed, the Datel Handiscan will do 
the job well. I'd go so far as to say 
that the Handiscan software has 
been designed with this application 
in mind rather than publishing. 

THE NEED FOR SPEED 
DaataScan and Handy Scanner have 
problems scanning line art at 400 
dpi unless your machine is 
accelerated - both programs corrupt 
the images with short, horizontai 
black and white lines; the manuals 
btame this on the fact that the data 
is being transferred from the scanner 
to the computer at such a fast rate 
that the Amiga can t keep up. A 
classic case of a bad workman 
blaming his tools. If this was the 
reason then all the other scanners 
would suffer from the same problem 
- they don't. However both the 

The results of 
converting a 
scanned halftone 
to 16 true grey 
levels; to the left 
fs AlfaScan Plus, 
DaataScan m the 
middle and Power 
Scanner on the 
fight 

The Power Scanner is the only scanner package which enables you to 
zoom in and work on the grayscale Image 

DaataScan and the Handy Scanner 
work perfectly at 300 dpi and below, 
line art images' quality is excellent, 

The Power Scanner also suffers 
from these 'glitches' at 400 dpi, but 
the version 2 software has a Cleanup 
feature that will process the scan 
and remove the stray black and white 
pixels. It works very well indeed and 
Power should be applauded for doing 
something about it rather than 
passing the blame. Again, the quality 
of the line art scans are excellent 

The four packages discussed 
above all do a 'realtime' scan - as 
you pull the scanner head over your 
artwork the computer image is built- 
up on-screen at the same time. The 
advantage is that you can immedi- 
ately see if the scan is coming out 
too light or dark, and twiddle the 
brightness wheel accordingly. The 
disadvantage is that by taking your 
eyes off the scanner you may wander 
off the straight and narrow or pull too 
quickly. Swings and roundabouts. 

The Alfa Scan Plus is the only one 
of the packages that doesn't do a 
realtime scan. After completing the 
scan the software has a short think 
about it and then displays the 
results. There are never any glitches 
on 400 dpi line art scans, and the 

quality of the results is excellent. 
Comparing like with like, there is 

nothing to choose between the 
quality of the line art scans produced 
at 300 dpi with each scanner. The 
real difference is that the Datel 
Handiscan appears over-sensitive to 
a jerk when pulling the scanner over 
the artwork, which can result in a 
black line across the scan. But with 
practice this problem goes away. 

AlfaScan Plus 
DaataScan 
Datel Handiscan 
Handy Scanner 
Power Scanner 

• •«•» 
• #•00 
• •ooo 
• tioo 
• •••o 

If you intend to scan halftones 
(photographs or artwork with more 
than two colours or shades of grey)t 
you can forget the Datel Handiscan 
and Zydec's Handy Scanner because 
neither can convert the original black- 
and-white dither to a grey scale 
image. {The reasons grey scale is 
preferable to a dither were discussed 
in the introduction to this article.) 

Only three of the scanners can 
produce grey scales - AlfaScan Plus, 
DaataScan and Power Scanner. 

AlfaScan Plus 
gives you three 
choices, you can 
convert to a 16 
grey level ILBM, a 
256 grey level 
TIFF, or a 256 
grey level 24-bit 
ILBM. Your guess 
is as good as 
mine as to how it 
produces 256 
levels of grey 
from a dither that 
only represents 

64 levels of grey - although the 
manual doesn't say so, I guess that 
while TIFFs and 24-bit I LB Ms contain 
up to 256 shades of grey, only the 
64 in the dither are present. In any 
case it's more than the 16 that a 
standard Amiga ILBM can contain. 

Naturally you will not be able to 
view these greyscales in all their 
glory without extra hardware, but the 
files can be imported into DTP 
packages and printed without having 
to own a 24-bit graphics board J 
tried the TIFFs with PageStream, and 
the output quality is excellent; the 
24-bit ILBMs load into PageStream 
also, but the printed output was 
weird, covered in little white dots. 
Using The Art Department to convert 
an AlfaScan Plus 24-bit ILBM to HAM 
I got similar results. I've asked the 
Editor to publish a couple of '256 
grey level' TIFF and 24-bit images so 
we can see what they look like when 
output by an imagesetter, 

The 16 greys hade ILBMs 
produced by the AlfaScan Plus 
software look great in isolation, but 
held against those produced by 
DaataScan and Power Scanner, they 
appear muddy and blurred. The same 
is true of the printed output, It's a 
crying shame, Touch-Up is otherwise 
superb and I cannot understand why 
Migraph is having so much difficulty 
perfecting its convert to grey routine; 
it was poor in version 1 and still poor 
IS months later in 2.62. 

SHARP SHOTS 
The battle for greyscale supremacy is 
between DaataScan and Power 
Scanner, Both produce sharp images 
that viewed in isolation look 
excellent Put them together and 
compare them and there is no doubt 
that the Power Scanner greyscale 
images are brighter and sharper, and 
consequently show more detail. 

On-screen the difference is 
negligible, in fact you might even 
prefer DaataScan's on-screen 
images, but there is a noticeable 
difference in the quality of the 
printed output; because the Power 
Scanner images are brighter, dot- 
matrix printers make a much better 
job of them than the DaataScan 
images, particularly when printed to 
a PostScript device or with the better 
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dither patterns produced by 
TurboPrint Professional. 

AlfaScan Plus IIIOO 
DaataScan • • • • O 
Date I Handiscan N/A 
Handy Scanner N/A 
Power Scanner • • • • • 

We've looked at the most important 
aspects of monochrome hand 
scanners, but there are many other 
features on offer. 

The ability to clean up' a line art 
scan at the press of a button by 
automatically removing any isolated 
black or white pixels from the image 
Is a great help. Otherwise you1 II have 
to do it by hand, which is one of 
life's less interesting pastimes, Only 
two of the packages can do this, 
AlfaScan Plus and Power Scanner. 

Another useful feature for line art 
scanning is the ability to lighten or 
embolden the Image by adding or 
removing another fine of pixels 
around the edges of the lines already 
there. Again, only AlfaScan Plus and 
Power Scanner do this. 

One trick to get a picture that is 
wide but not very high into the 
computer is to scan it sideways and 
then rotate it by 90 degrees using 
the software. Only the Date I 
Handiscan software cannot do this. 
And only the AlfaScan Plus software 
will allow you to rotate images 
through any angle in 0.1 degree 
steps, not just in 90 degree jumps- 
with excellent results I must add, 
although it does take a long time. 
Power Computing tells me that an 
any angle' rotation facility will added 

to the 2.1 release of the PowerScan 
Professional software (although not 
the version 2 release). It'll have to 
be good to match the AlfaScan Plus. 

Along similar lines, flipping an 
image about its horizontal or vertical 
axis can be useful; again everything 
except Datel's Handiscan can do it. 

Something the AlfaScan Plus 
software can do that none of the 
others dares to attempt is to slant or 
'skew' images horizontally and 
vertically. It takes quite a long time 
to compute the changes, and the 
results may not always be what you 
expected, but the quality is good. 
(Power Computing says that 
PowerScan Professional 2.1 will 
include a skew feature. To be fair to 
the other packages, this version of 
PowerScan is still 'vapourware1 and 
may or may not actually happen.) 

Mixing scans on the same page 
as other scans can be fun, and all 
the packages except Datel's 
Handiscan allow you to scan to a 
'clipboard' which is either first 
positioned on the page by dragging 
out a box for it, or by scanning it into 
a moveable brush-type object 

attached to the mouse pointer to be 
stamped down wherever you like. 

The ability to resize the line art 
scans and halftone dithers might be 
important to you, Al! the packages 
can do this. Datel's Handiscan has a 
reduce by half in either direction' 

feature, and Power Scanner can also 
only reduce in 50% steps, but this 
software has separate facilities for 
reducing halftone dithers, which need 
special treatment because of the 
complicated patterns within them. 

DaataScan and Handy Scanner 
have a marvellous resize feature to 
enlarge or reduce the image in the 
clipboard in percentages or pixels; 

First Impressions count - the 24~brt 
option with AlfaScan Plus means you 
get closer to the original masterpiece 

you can click on arrows or type in 
specific numbers, Alas, the same 
routine is used for line art and 
halftones - reducing halftone dithers 
by removing even/ other pixel doesn't 
work, which is why there is a special 
facility for this in Power Scanner. 

RESIZING IMAGES 
The AlfaScan Plus software is the 
most flexible of all for rescaling 
images. As in DTP packages, moving 
handles are arranged around the 
outside of the image. Alternatively 
you can create a clipboard box of 
specific dimensions and then import 
the image into it, either keeping its 
original aspect ratio or ignoring so 
that the image distorts to fill the box. 

As useful as these re-sizing 
features may seemt do keep in mind 
that the results of reducing or 
enlarging a halftone dither in steps 
of anything other than 50% will 
produce strange patterns when the 

With an Imagesetter, 24-bit Images 
can make Vincent van Gogh lock just 
like his old self 

image is converted to grey because 
the original patterns in the 8 by 8 
pixel grains produced by the scanner 
have been drastically altered. You 
are advised to convert to grey and re- 
scale the grayscale Image within the 
DTP software you are using. 

Line art is a different matter and 
the flexible resizing facilities within 
AlfaScan Plus, DaataScan and Handy 
Scanner enhance those packages. 

SQUIGGLE ABILITY 
Another feature related to scans of 
line art is the ability to add your own 
squiggles to them, For this you need 
facilities to draw lines and shapes, 
fills and fill patterns, Datel's 
Handiscan has no art tools, but then 
the images it saves are so small that 
they can be managed by an art 
package, and indeed it comes with 
an early version of Photon Paint, 
which isn't the best art program ever 
written, but it's better than nothing. 

DaataScan and Handy Scanner 
only allow you to draw on images 
pixel by pixel in a zoom mode. To be 
fair this feature isn't supposed to be 
an art tool, it's there so you can 
'clean up' the scan by hand removing 
isolated black and white pixels. So if 
you want to work on images saved 
from these packages you'll have to 
load them into an art package, and if 
they are massive 1,600 pixel wide 
images created on the 400 dpi 
setting you'll soon discover that 
there isn't an Amiga art package to 
cater for them- One or two might load 
themt but from then on you'll be 
walking a tightrope to the Sand of 
fireworks and frozen mouse pointers. 

TTie Power Scanner software has 
a collection of standard art tools of 
which the best thing that can be said 

SCANNERS 

is that they are better than nothing at 
all - lines are always solid and one 
pixel thick, you cannot easily create 
curves, and there is currently no fill 
option (something to be added to 2), 
although you can paint freehand with 
a selection of fill patterns. 

In the drawing department the 
AlfaScan Plus software, Touch-Up, is 
light years ahead of the competition. 
You can select from six different line 
styles, bezter and b-spline curves can 
be drawn, there's a user-configurable 
spray can, 36 fill patterns, four 
drawing modes (Replace, 
Transparent, XOR, and Replace and 
Transparent), any part of the image 
can be cut out as a brush of any 
shape and painted with.., the list 
goes on; what DPaint is to coloured 
art, Touch-Up is to black-and-white, 

Touch-Up is also streets ahead in 
file format support. The only format 
supported by all the others is IFF 
ILBM - Touch-Up can import those 
(of course), and also IMG, PCX, TIFF, 
MacPaint and PrintMasterfiles► It will 
export all those formats, plus Degas 
and GIF, Because of Touch-Up's 
range of extra features, all the others 
pale in comparison, only Power 
Scanner is making an effort, 

AlfaScan Plus • ••€»# 
DaataScan liOOO 
Datel Handiscan 4 0 0 0 0 
Handy Scanner ••GOO 

QOOQOOOOQt 

SHOPPING LIST 

AlfaScan Plus_  £19S 
by Alfa Data Computer Technic Corp, 3FL, 
Na.fi, Lane 263, Chung Yang Road, Nan 
Kong, Taipei, Taiwan, China 
Distributed in the UK by 
Golden Image (UK) Ltd, Unit 12a, 
Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Rd, 
London H179QU. 
^081 365 1102 

Handiscan  £129.95 
by Datel Electronics Ltd, Govern Rd, 
Fentofl Industrial Estate, Fenton 
Stoke-on-Trent ST4 2RS. 
n 0782 744707 

Handy Scanner  £139.95 
by Pandaal Marketing 
Distributed in the UK by: 
Zydec, P.O.Box 46, Evesham WR116TZ. 
is- 0386 45999 

DaataScan . £124.95 
by Pandaal Marketing Ltd, 44 Singer 
Way,KempstonMK427AF, 
« 0234 855666 

Power Scanner,  .£99.95 
by Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8, Railtan 
Rd, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, 
Kempston MK42 7PN, 
t*0234 843388 
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LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 

CORTEX 1/2 Mb RAM 
EXPANSION 

for the Amiga A500 
Essential A50Q upgrade-1Mb Am^j* 
now standard - 
A501 -Lower power 1Mbit ORAM ' Laest 
technology high-quality comments' 
fatter Agnus' compatible for 1Mb CHIP 
MEM • Low proOle enable/disable RHP 
Available with or without battery-backed 
clock' calendar module. 

CLOCK E24.95 

£19.95 

immmiumim 

■ 

GVP 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 
for the 

Amiga A1500/A2000 
Fully implemented auto-configure 
. zero wait states- Uses IMxSbrt 
SIMMs 2,4, or 8Mb configuration^ 

2Mb £175.00 

CORTEX 8Mb RAM EXPANSION 

for the Amiga A500/A1000 
The ONLY RAM upgrade approved by Commodore UK * 
Fully compatible with A500 plus for 10Mb maximum RAM * 
External fitting (Warranty remains intact) * Through port 
(covered by blanking plate) * Fully implemented auto- 
configure ■ Zero wait states • Compatible with A590 and all 
major hard disks • UsesIM x 8bit or 1M x 9bit SIMMs ■ 
Complete with its own power supply unit (UK, US, or 
EURO) * FullyAIOOO compatible ■ RAM test software. 

2Mb        4Mb 8M 

£199.001 £269.001 £399.00 

CORTEX 1 Mb 
MODULE 

FOR A500 plus 
Gives 2Mb CHIP MEM • 

Pius Ultra low power desion • 
Low component count for 
maximum reliability - Available 
populated to V2MB or 1MB 

4Mb 8Mb 

GVP IMPACT SERIES 2 
HARD DISK WITH RAM 
(A500HD8+) 
52Mb Hard disk system with up to 
8Mb of RAM ■ Factory-fitted 
Quantum Pro-drive, 11ms access 
Uses 1M x Sbit SIMMs (see RAM 
CHIPS section for prices) ■ Gam 
switch (hard drive disable) and powe 
supply. 

£245 OOI £375.001       52Mb 1 05Mb 
1 £379.00 I £569.00 

Other GVP products availble: call lor prices 

ENHANCED CHIP SET 
(E.C.S.J UPGRADES 

EXTERNAL FLOPPY-DRIVE 

8372A 
Fatter Agnus 
S373 
Super Denrse 

High-quality silent mechanism 
Through- 

switch, 

ry 
u 

MB 

mm m 

£45.00 

fi rough-port * Enable/disable 

£49.00 

fitted to A500/15007200m 
See 'KICKSTART " 
ROMS' for ROM 
upgrade. £199.00 

ROM SHARERS 

cortralferJ switching • Has 3 ROM sockets 
to allow foMulure 
expansion. 
As above but with 
3-position slide switch -— 

KICKSTART ROMS 
VI .3 Kickstart ROM 

XETEC HARD DISKS 
Systems available for all Amigas 

INCLUDING AIOOO call for prices 

£29.00 

V2 04 Kickstart ROM 
IN STOCK 

PRICE PROMISE 
Cortex will maich any genuine price offered by one of our U.K. competitors on 
goods that are in stock on a like-for-like basis. This offer applies at the time of 
purchase only and does not apply la prices offered in sales of bankrupt stock, 

clearance or closing down sales 
2 YEAR GUARANTEE 

All product bearing the Cortex brand name carries a 2-year guarantee. Olher 
products in this advertsment carrv a 1 year guarantee. 

All prices include VAT and postage & packaging. All products shipped same day 
where possible. A'lcw 14 days for delivery if ordering by cheque. Make cheques.' 

P,OJs payable to CORTEX. 

RAM CHIPS 
tM x Sbft SIMMs 
(for Cortex, GVP 
etc. 2Mb. 
256K x 4bit DfPs 
(for A590f 2091 
'CD etc) each 
tM x mt DIPS 
(for older A2000 
cards) each 
1M * 4bri Statrc- 
CoJumn Mode ZIPs 
fforA3000) 4Mb 

£75.00 

Hi] 

£199.00 

DEPT AS, CORTEX DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY LTD, BRITANNIA BUILDINGS, 
46 FENWICK STREET, LIVERPOOL L2 7NB. • 24 HOUR SALES 

TELEPHONE: 051-236 0480 24 HOUR FAX: 051-227 2482 



MEMORY 

)tal recall 

Mark Smiddy answers more 

questions on RAM and compares 

fifteen of the best memory boards 

We're delving into 
memory again this 
month, with more on 
the intricacies of 

RAM. With all the knowledge you've 
acquired, we thought a guide to the 
best boards might also be useful. 

Computers don't just work by 
addressing single bits - that would 
take too long. The exact number read 
or written at one time is determined 
by the width of the data bus. A 
system with an 8-bit data data bus 
will take four successive reads to 
read four bytes of information. 

The 68000 has a 16-bit data 
bus; tt reads the same data in half 
the time. The 68000's data registers 
are 32 bits wide, which gives rise to 
the expression 16/32; To fill a data 
register the 6S000 must read 
memory twice, first collecting the 
lower 16 bits, then the upper 16, 
The 68020 and above have 32-bit 
data buses which can read 
long words in one munch, if the 
actual memory expansion is also 32- 
bits wide. 

Consider a 512 K byte memory 
bank: there are 524288 separate 8- 
bit wide locations; on most Amigas 
these are organised as 262144,16- 
bit words, If each RAM chip stores 1 
bit, then each one will need 16384 
separate address lines! 

• IS THE ADDRESS BUS 
THAT COMPLEX? 
No - in fact, the cells are organised 
on a square matrix. Any location can 
be reached by supplying a row and 
column address. To further reduce 
external lines, the row and column 
address lines are shared. 

Take a look at the 41256 DRAM 
in the diagram top right. It has nine 
external address lines, numbered AO 
to AS - this gives 29 or 512, so the 
chip has 512 rows and 512 columns 
{RAM is always configured on a 
square matrix) giving 262144 (256K) 
cells in all. 

The final calculation is arrived at 
by counting the number of data lines. 

The 41256 has two [one int one out) 
which count as one. The 4464 has 
four. Multiplying the number of data 
lines by the number of possible 
addresses gives the device's size. 

This still doesn't solve the 
problem that there are 256 or 512 
possible rows and columns - this is 
handled by decoders on the chip. 

• WHY'S THERE ONLY ONE 
SET OF ADDRESS LINES? 
Each address requires two separate 
inputs and this is handled by 
discrete logic between the CPU and 
the RAM. The process of reading or 
writing a single byte of information 
goes like this: 
1. Take CE LOW (make the chip 
appear on the bus.) 
2. Pass the address to the 
decoding logic. 
3. Decode a row address and load 
the address lines with it. 
4. Take RAS LOW, The address 
lines are read and latched 
(memorised) internally. 
5. Wait for the latch to take effect. 
6. Decode a column address and 
load that on the address lines. 
7. Take CAS LOW. The address 
lines are read and latched. 
8. Wa i t f o r the decod i ng I ogi c to 
take effect and then wait for address 
to validate then take DTACK to 
logic 0. 
9. Read or write to the data bus. 

In the Amiga, all this is taken 
care of by the Gary (gate array) chip, 

• WHAT ADVANTAGE IS 
STATIC COLUMN RAM? 
Static Column RAM or SCRAM can 
only be fitted to processors which 
support it such as the 68020 and 

A8 □ 1 ^16 ^GND 1 ^16 

Din Q □ ess Did ZlD4 

WE □ ^|DoUt D2 £ 

w □ ] D3 

AO Q 3 A3 RAT £ □ AO 

A2 L ASH □ A, 

A, C AC □ A2 

Vcc [ 7 8 A4 Q 
8 9 

□ A3 
Vdd Q □ A7 

41256 4464 
Memory chips come in a variety of configurations. Both these devices are 
256K bits. The 41256 is 256K x 1 Bit, the 4464 Is organised as 64K x 4 bits 

above. An awful lot of a processor's 
time is spent accessing sequential 
addresses - here there is no need to 
decode a separate Row and Column 
for every single address, since the 
data can be accessed by 
incrementing the Row, Hence the 
invention of static RAMr and the 
upgrading of processors to deal with 
it On the 680x0 series SCRAM 
addressing is invoked by setting the 
BURST modeh speeding accesses by 
almost 50%. 

• WHAT ARE THOSE 
ACCESS TIMES? 
The access time of any RAM chip is 
the maximum time taken from a valid 
address appearing on the address 
bus to valid data appearing on the 
data bus. DRAM chips have a 
secondary memory cycle time - you 
can't read a bit, then read another 
bit straight away. A typical 120ns 
Hitachi DRAM requires a complete 
memory cycle of 220ns. 

Such DRAMs are typically used in 
the Amiga A500 series. They can 
often cause problems for the 
designers of accelerator cards, since 
the RAM is too slow for the 
processor and wait states are 
generated. 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

CE - Chip Enable - active low. 
DTACK - Data Transfer Acknowledge - active low. Used by external devices 
fsuch as RAM) to signal the CPU it is ready to continue. 

n - Prefix meaning the number should be multiplied by 10"9t Therefore: 
InS = 1 thousand millionth of a secondf 

• SO, WHAT ARE WAIT 
STATES THEN? 
The system clock provides a 
continous square waveform (at a 
frequency of 7.14MHz on an A500), 
Every time the clock level changes a 
new state begins - so for every 
complete clock cycle there are two 
states. The CPU uses states to 
internally time certain events. Insofar 
as RAM is concerned, the 68000 
allows four complete states for valid 
data to appear on the data bus. If 
the RAM does not respond within 
that time the 68000 halts external 
processing and generates "wait 
states'. Every wait state lasts a 
complete clock cycle, so if Gary 
signals on an intermediate cycle, half 
a wait state is generated. This leads 
to some [mainly PC) systems 
described as "1,5 wait-state". In 
practice it never happens in the 
Amiga, apart from when there is 
heaving DMA or you add a bus- 
sharing accelerated processor like a 
16MHz 68000 or an AT-Once Plus 
16MHz 80286. 

The total normal read/write cycle 
on the 68000 takes four clock cycles 
or 560nS. But the custom chips 
steal about half those (when 
accessing Chip RAM) leaving a total 
cycle time of 280nS. Since the 
DRAM responds in 220nS - well 
inside that, and wait states do not 
occur. Add lots of DMA contention 
(lots of colours on screen for 
instance} and the custom chips start 
to get cycle greedy and pinch extra 
cycles. This is why Chip RAM can be 
slightly slower than Fast RAM. 
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The Zydec 512K - one add-on for the A500 and the 
A500 Plus you definitely shouldn't forget 

The Cortex 1Mb - so easy to install that the 
instructions are on the back of the box 

With the Cortex 8Mb, you can run programs which 
are out of reach with a lesser equipped machine 

MEMORIES ARE M 

ow we've seen how 
RAM works, those of 
you whose brains are 
still waving the white 

flag can relax, because in true 
Amiga Shopper tradition, we're 
going to pick the best of the 
memory boards. 

There isn't much to be said 
about individual systems; when it 
comes to the crunch RAM is RAM. 
No matter what people tell youf all 
RAM expansions run at the system's 
speed - generally, no one expansion 
will be faster than any other. 

In the A500 512K category (by 
far the largest) there is very little to 
choose between the Zydec and 
Cortex boards with the Date I designs 
coming a very poor third. They lose 
points in two areas: the construction 
quality was below par and the 
designs skimped on those important 
decoupling capacitors. These devices 
stop the power supply "crow barring1' 

when the chips are accessed; an 
effect which may crash the machine. 
Every DRAM chip should have one 
soldered as near its power lines as 
possible; the same goes for the 1Mb 
internal designs for the A500 Plus. 

On the warranty busting 1.5Mb 
designs there is little to separate the 
Zydec units from the Power 
Computing design. Power and Date I 
share a similar compact Gary 
adapter, but the Date I loses out on 
poor construction and design. 

SLOT EXPANSIONS 
Only two externally fitted expansions 
managed to find their way here - one 
from American specialists, Supra 
and one from Cortex in the UK. 
Supra's Ifttle beasty features a bus 
pass-thrut offers up to 8Mb RAM and 
takes up next to no desktop real- 
estate. Sounds great - but there are 
two little snags. The expansion is 
achieved with rather rare lMbx4 ZIP 

SEPARATE OR COMBINED? 

The question of externa! {Fast} RAM Is an Interesting one because you 
must pick tite expansion carefully. For instance, although the Supra 
50ORX system works fine on most A500 machines, it stopped my A590 
working. In the event It will usually work nut cheaper in the long run to 
buy a combined ft AM and hard disk expansion. 

The A590 Is a typical choice but tliat only offers 2Mb extra RAM and 
is always supplied with a hard disk, Roctec's Roc Hard, on the other hand 
can accept SMb of SlrVlM RAM and you can use it without a hard drive 
adding one at a later date. Notably some designs are restricted to the 
type of chips they will accept. SIMMs are cheaper and easier to fit than 
DIP cousins; but some designs require special ones. One culprit is the 
otherwise excellent GVP Impact Series It It requires four expensive 2Mb 
SIMMs to take it to 8Mb, The original fitment of up to 4Mb of 1Mb SIMMs 
becomes useless unless you can find someone to take them off your 
hands. 

H 0,5Mb to 1Mb is your ticket the KCS Power PC board is a very 
expensive nut worthy inclusion, it provides all the RAM of a standard 
expansion (1/2Mb or 1Mb) besides being the best PC emulator I have 
seen on anything micro. 

••"A COMPARISON OF THE MEMORY BOARDS • • • * 

Product Zydec 0.5Mb Zydec 1Mb Zydec Megaboard Zydec 1,5 Mb Datel 512K RAM Master 1,5Mb Date! 1Mb 
Construction it • • ■ ■ t ■«•• ■ 4 m • • * • * to to 

• Clever Irttte four-chip Nice boardt marred  Quality'oomporserrt A two compact hoards; No? th£ kfi%' around DuOrou^ liMrtl lonks &MT lookfr mc* 
design and wet! made too slightly by tt.it the jumpsr took?, nicely fruit too nice bat iaak& normal hut i8CM& proper 

thin: soldering prone tc tacura decoupling denoupJing 
Documentation * * • • • * * * e • • ft to to to to to to 

What diet you expect? Thin Out Quite adequat ■i         Not much ixit ' Onfl photooop?ffl sheet Better than average AhnvR oar for ■ymmrn., 
you get what arVwetL. this typo 
you pay for 

Ease of fitting * * • * • • * * * * * • to to to to 

Simple i easy, a chimp . Drop in and go O^n up finci r;mwbn? IT in Veil'II hsv<? KO open Si mole ;^ntpss you want fcfbt too hart Gary 
could probata do it the lid to get this In ' the Chip RAM option . adapter is quite sHrh 

thanks to SMTs 
Overall * * * * • • • • * * • * II to * * * * * * 

Groat stuff ood good Neat httJo expansion Great if you have a (out Not for the o-?g^ner Design looks a Warranty dasher, not OK tor the money 
value too pity iitxjut the switch the jgh    chip 512K board little suspect- for ti\e beginner 
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POWER C0I1PJJTIN0 

The Aries 8Mb is a real star - the astrological sign 
which symbolises the RAM, the symbol of strength 

Power Computing's 1,5Mb RAM expansion card 
scores the top marks in Its class 

OE OF THIS 

SUPPLIERS* 

Product: Supra SOOBX/Aries BAM for A2000 
Supplier: WIS Electronic Ltd, Chaul End Lanev 

Luton,-Beds » 0582 491919 

Product: Cortex RAM expansions; GVP SPVtb 
for S2000 

Suppliers Cortex Design & Technology Ltd. 
Britannia Buildings, 46 Fenwrck St, 
Liverpool 12 7NB'n 05.1-236 0480 

Product: AddUpRArM 
Supplier: Zye Technology w 0293 538666 

Product: Zydec RAM 
\ Supplier: Evesham Micros, Unit 9, St. Richards 

Road, Evesham, Worcs. VVR11 6XJ 
-0386 765500' 

Product: Power 1.5Mb RAM 
Supplier: Power Computing Ltd, 

• : tt 0234 843388 

RAM ROUND-UP 

Size A500 A500+ 2/3000 Clock** Total*** Price Manufacturer 
512K Yes Yes NO Yes 1Mb 22.99 Zydec 
1Mb No Yes No NLA 2Mb 42.99 Zydec 
1.5Mb * Yes No No Yes 2Mb 79.99 Zydec 
1Mb * Yes No No No 2Mb 54.99 Zydec 
512K Yes No No Yes 1Mb 29.99 Date! 
1.5Mb* Yes No No Yes 2Mb 79 99 Datel 
1.5Mb* Yes No No Yes 2Mb 79.00 Power 
1Mb No Yes No NA 2Mb 79+99 Datel 
512K Yes Yes No No 1Mb 19.95 Cortex 
512K Yes Yes No Yes 1Mb 24.95 Cortex 
1Mb No Yes No NA 2Mb 44.95 Cortex 
8Mb Yes Yes 1000 NA 8.5Mb 369.00 Cortex 
8Mb Yes Yes No NA 8.5Mb 380.00 Supra 
8Mb NO No Yes NA 9Mb 369.00 GVP 
8Mb No No Yes NA 9Mb 269.00 Aries 

Unit requires internal modifications to motherboard. 
Many units are also available without clock. 
Assuming standard 512K or 1Mb fitted to machine and fully 
populated board, 

RAMs (if you want 2Mb or more). 
There's also an irritating switch to 
configure it for RAM test mode 
(software supplied). This disables 
the RAM, is easy to accidentally 
catch and intriguing for six-year old 
pinkies! Large expansions require 
additional power - a supply point is 
included but a suitable adapter isn't. 

By contrast, the Cortex design is 

in a class of its own. Words almost 
fail me in describing just how 
beautiful this design really is. It is 
big, but gaze in awe at its 
construction. A steel box; 8Mb of 
SIMMs; compatible with the A1000 
(remember those); comes with a 
power supply; proper thru-port. Big is 
beautiful: Cortex, can I keep this one 
please? tf^l 

BEST BUYS • BEST BUYS • BEST BUYS 
Zydec 512K for A500 and A50O Plus 
Also available as AtftiUp RAM; narrowly beats Cortex 

Cortex 1Mb for ASOO Pius 
Just pipped by the Zydec card, but they're both good 
Cortex 8Mb ASO0/A500 Plus/AlOOO 
What can I say? British Is best after all! 
Aries 8Mb A1500/B2000 
The GVP looks better^ hut tills Is a clean, no fuss design. 
Power Computing 1.5Mb 
Not my personal taste, but best of its $enre 

Certex 512R (no clock) Cortex 512 K Cortex 1Mb Cortex 8Mb Supra 8Mb Power 1,5Mb Aries 8Mb GVP 8Mb 
* * * • * * * * • • • • • * * * »• * * 

Reasonable and very Good tridt tough LOOKS J3iiiit lo Beautifully busit and Very wttU huik Power's tisuai btgr^quaitty T racoon a; build but it Typical high-tech 
compart: four chipper British design and ittade to last for year's about me 1\P$ design and manufacture dues what's required SMT design with 

cu3toro goobers 
• ••                            *••                            •                             •••••                       *****                     *****                       *••*                    ***** i 

Pnnfed on the back Printed on the bacK Prmted on Wve baci< More th&n yoti Quite a lot but mostly Typical qyatity from OK. inckides software Plenty of ft, i 
of the box of the box of      bo* . migM aspect covers the utility d&k Power Computing and fiveysar Warranty. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Drop it in and A itfio minute job, A 3itfJe tricky, made 
you're off anyone tan do this easie? by the manual 

* #'# * * * t * * * * * • * * * * * 
Makes ii mice addition One of the best m Touch contender for the Not cheap A iH-tte expensive to sxpa? =fl      Beit value 0.1       less gimmicky than the tiVR Quality 

to the Zydec Megatjoetct the soioc^on best n category bat worth the mo^ey ■ if you start with 2Mb this category that's a51 Chars required kit 
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Forgotten something important 

about memory? Can't get those 

synapses snapping into place? 

Our Amiga Answers Speciai 

RAMs the solutions home 

DAU-ING CLOCK 
Since fitting an A501 0.5Mb 
expansion, the clock on my Amiga 
has been erratic, seldom keeping 
time for more than a few days. 

This is likely to be a simple case of a 
flat battery. Since the battery backed- 
up clock in your machine is supplied 
with a Nickel-Cadmium rechargeable, 
simply leave the machine switched 
on for 24 hours to give it time to 
charge up. After that, the clock 
should keep reasonable time in 
normal use. It will run down in two to 
three weeks if the machine is not 
switched on. 

RAM CLASH 
] bought a GVP hard disk with 2Mb 
of RAM fitted. Most of my programs 
ran OK, but when I tried to run 
Pagestream 2, Protext 5f Photon 
Paint 2 or Aegis Draw from the hard 
disk they ail crashed. 

As soon as 1 removed the extra 
2Mb from the hard disk the 
programs ran like a dream. Is the 
extra memory at fault, or is it a 
simple case of incompatibility? 

••• UPGRADING RAM ••• 
I own an Amiga A500 with two 
externai drives and 1.5Mb Zydec 
RAM upgrade board. I am thinking 
of buying an A590 hard drive. Is it 
possible to upgrade the A590 to 
its 2Mb RAM facility and still use 
my existing 1.5Mb upgrade? 

The 1.5Mb expansion fits inside 
the trap-door of the A5Q0, whereas 
the A590 hard drive is designed to 
fit easily to one side, so there are 
no physical problems fitting the 
equipment. The two will work in 
harmony, including the extra 2Mb 
RAM upgrade. The cost of the 2Mb 
RAM is around £100. 

There is no reason why programs 
such as Pagestream 2 and Protext 5 
should crash with extra memory. 

It certainly sounds like a memory 
problem. Firstly, check to make sure 
that both SIMMs are properly 
installed. They have to be very firmly 
pushed into place. If one SIMM is 
slightly misaligned it could cause the 
problems you are having. If this is 
not the problem, it looks like you 
have a faulty memory chip 
somewhere on your GVP board. This 
is sometimes difficult to diagnose 
with software RAM-testing utilities: 
some chips, for example, work fine 
until they warm up. The first thing to 
try is to leave the RAM test program 
running overnight If that does not 
find any problem , your best bet Is to 
send the 2Mb of chips back to your 
supplier and ask for them to be 
checked out on a professional chip- 
tester or, better still, ask them to 
give you 2Mb of new chips. 

There is also a chance that your 
GVP card could have a fault on it, but 
get the chips replaced first. If that 
does not solve it, send the board 
back. 

EXPANSION FOR FREE? 
While looking Inside my Amiga 
2000 I found a Commodore 
expansion board labelled 'A2000 
1Mb RAM EXP, ASSY No 380 745 
REV .3 a 101-042 . I noticed that 
there was room for 16 more chips. 
Does this mean I can have more 
memory without having to buy an 8- 
up board? 

That particular board is rather old 
and only takes the machine up by an 
extra 0.5Mb using a set of 120ns 
41256, or similar, RAM chips. 
However, before you rush off and buy 
those chips, there is more to this 
upgrade than meets the eye. 
Although the board can be configured 

MEMORY 

ADD-ONS 

to take the extra RAM, it has a 
design fault. Testers have reported, 
and Commodore confirms, that the 
machine becomes highly unstable 
when the extra RAM has been added 
and frequently crashes without 
warning. We cannot therefore 
recommend that you make the 
modification. A better bet would be 
to buy a later board, or one of the 
many third-party expansions. 

POWERBOARD RAM 
Can the Vortex AT-Once PC 
emulator access all 1Mb of my 
Amiga memory? 

Yes, clicking on a few buttons means 
that the AT-Once installation software 
will enable you to decide how much 
of the memory you have fitted is 
available to the PC. 

FAT AGNUS LOW-DOWN 
I recently bought a Fat Agnus chip 
for my A500, which also has a Datel 
512K RAM expansion. What do I 
need to do to get 1Mb of Chip 
RAM? 

Getting your fatter Agnus chip to 
recognise 1Mb of Chip memory is 
possible on your machine, but the 
details vary depending on which 
revision motherboard you have. If you 
have a recent revision six 
motherboard, you will need to find 
JP2 on the motherboard (three small 
square solder pads), cut the 
connection between the bottom two, 
and solder a connection between the 
top two. Then, find JP7A (by the 
expansion RAM connector). Again, 
there are three solder pads; with the 
bottom two connected. Cut this 
connection. When you reboot your 
machine, you should have 1Mb of 
Chip memory. 

If, on the other hand, you have a 
revision five motherboard, the 
procedure is a little more tricky. First, 
do the JP2 modification as described 
above for revision six boards. Now 
you need to cut a solder track. 
Please bear in mind that this is a 
difficult operation, and one which will 
void your warranty. We take no 
responsibility for any damage 
inflicted on your machine as a result 
of performing this operation, and we 
suggest that you get an authorised 

engineer to do it for you. 
The track you need to cut is the 

one carrying the _EXRAM signal, 
connecting to pin 32 of the trapdoor 
expansion connector, on the 
underside of the motherboard. {You 
can find the pin numbering of the 
expansion by looking in Appendix F of 
your User Manual.) There is a hole 
about one eighth of an inch from pin 
41, from which a track runs up the 
board. It is very close to a white line 
printed on the board - this white line 
hides another track beneath it, and 
must not be cut. The track coming 
from the hole is the one to cut. 

DOTTY SCREEN 
My Amiga's screen flashes every 
time I hit a key, and pixels appear 
at random on it. The disk prompt 
after a reset is greatly corrupted. 
When I try to reboot, the drive 
either continually spins or Just spins 
a bit and then stops. 

This weird effect of random dots 
appearing all over the screen is 
simple to diagnose in general, but it 
is not always easy to track down the 
specific cause. The problem is 
simple: either the RAM chips are 
faulty or they are not being 
refreshed. DRAMs used in many 
computers need to be refreshed 
every couple of micro-seconds so the 
data they contain is not lost When 
bits drop out because something has 
gone wrong, the result tends to 
manifest itself as random crashes 
and/or bits of garbage appearing like 
holes all over the screen. 

First remove any RAM 
expansions you may have and see if 
that cures the problem. For instance, 
a faulty A501 clone could give rise to 
this type of fault. Failing that, get the 
machine checked over by an 
approved Commodore repair 

PC RAM IN AN AMIGA 
I recently purchased, for a bargain 
price, a 4Mb memory expansion for 
a Compaq computer. Obviously this 
Is not suitable for the Amiga, but I 
was hoping I could transfer the 
chips to an Amiga expansion board. 

The board is populated with 
these chips: TC5U.000AP-10. If 

□nqe 26 
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GVP S erl89 
(A500) 

2 HD 

Jp to 8MB Fast RAM on board 
2QMB 0MB £369 
2QMB 2MB £419 
2QMB 4MB £469 
2QMB 8MB £599 

105QMB 0MB 
105QMB 2MB 
105QMB 4MB 
105QMB 8MB 

£479 
£529 
£579 
£719 

GVP  AB30  Turbo HD 
(ASOO) 

OMHz 68030EC accelerator 
)ptional 688132 maths co-processor 
Jp to 8MB 32-bit Fast RAM on board 
8882 Upgrade kit £239 
2MB 0MB £729 105MB 0MB £869 240MB 0MB £1069 

GVP  Series  2 HD 
Jp to 8MB Simm RAM on board 
upports external SCSI devices 
orA1500/A2000 
iare £199 
2QMB0MB £279 105QMB 0MB £479 
2QMB 2MB £339 105QMB 2MB £539 
2QMB4MB £399 105QMB 4MB £599 
2QMB 8MB £469   105QMB 8MB £74? 

GVP G-Force 
8030 Accelerator board 
S882 Maths co-processor 
5MHz 1MB RAM £579 
OMHz 4MB RAM £949 
OMHz 4MB RAM £1349 
[ard drive mount kit £35 

GVP  A2000 RAM 
Expansion 

2MB £129 4MB £179  6MB £239 8MB £299 

Kicks tart ROM 
S w itch 

New style case with built-in power supply 
^ High power cooling hn 

V. SCSI ID switch for instant ID switch or 
25-Way & 50-Way SCSI pOrtS (one may used as thnj'port) 
Compatible with all major SCSI controllers 
Up to 128MB on each removable cartridge 

| Compatible in speed with many hard disks 
^ 128MB HD (internal fitting) £999 

128MB HD (external cased) £1199 
128MB W optical cartridge £39.95 each 
SCSI controller card for A1500/A2000 £199 

A%X Compatible with Amiga, PC, Mac. A SCSI controller is required on [fie 
Amiga and PC 

^   Progressive Peripherals 
68040 Accelerator Board 

^ 25MHz Motorola 68040 
. Built-in maths co-processor 
\ Expandable up to 32MB of RAM 
I Software compatible with 68000 processors 
\0MB RAM £1449    16MB RAM £2109 
{4MB RAM £1569    32MB RAM £2525 

^ 8MB RAM £1689 

w       Nexus Hard Corel 
Dp to 8MB RAM on board 

^ For Al500/2000 

The Power Kickstart ROM Switch fits into any 
A500 or A500+ and can be fitted with up to three 
Kickstart ROM's and can be enabled when you 
switch on your Amiga, 
This gives you all the benefits of the new versions 
of Kickstart while still being able to use your old 
games and software. 

I Kickstart ROM sw itch (Bare) £17.95 
Kickstart ROM switch with 2.04 £59-95 

Chips 
256K x 4DRAM £4.50   4MB x 8Simm £150 
1MB x 1DRAM £3.95    1MB x 8Simm £30 

I 8372 Fatter Agnus £39 1x4 Zip £19-95 
N£> A3000 Static column RAM £22 

^ Simm 32 x 1MB-60 £65 (suitable for GVP ASSO) 

I Simm 32 x 4MB-60 £234 (suitable for GVP A530) 

2.04 Kickstart (chip only) £39-95 
, 2.04 Kickstart ROM chip, 

I Workbench software 
I Install disk 2.04 

J Font disk & extras disk £99.95 
5 With ROM share £115 

i 

*fB £92 

GVP 
Sound Sampler 

igh quality 8-bit sampler 
imple up to 51,000 samples/sec 
forks on any Amiga £55 

Bare £199 
I I 52QMB 0MB £279 
^ 52QMB 2MB £339 
V    52QMB 4MB £399 
\ 52QMB 8MB £469 

105QMB 0MB £479 
105QMB 2MB £539 
105QMB 4MB £599 
105QMB 8MB £749 

Avideo 24 
W 24-bit graphics for the ASOO 
* 768 x 580 quality resolution 

16.8 million colour frame buffer 
Small easy to fit circuit board 

m Overlay Amiga graphics & animations 
IT5 Fully genlockable 
^ Runs on a standard A500 (1MB of chip RAM) 
^tj Comes with 24-bit paint package 
^ Allows picture in picture £599 (includes TV Paint) 

N 
JSI 24-bit colour 

16 million colours 
A1500/A2000 £1500 

l 

mbrandt 

Bare SCSI 
Drive 

52 Quantum £199    105 Quantum 

Herd 

£299 

P° ft. 
Send your order to Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8 Railton Road, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7PN 

Ring your credit card order through on 0234 843388 (10 lines) or Fax 0234 840234. Technical helpline 0234 841882 

All prices include VAT, delivery and are subject to change. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Next day delivery 44.50 CU.K. mainland only), all trademarks acknowledged 
PowerComputfjigSHLluly, Via Dclk- Baleari, 90, 00121 Ostia Lido, Soma 

Tel 10C J W63 If) (2 lines! Fax iM«OI 

\ .in 

Power Computing prance, IS Bid Voltaire 750] 1, Paris, FrirHv 
Tel (1) 43S70I69 ft lines) Fax f 1) 433KW# 

Comptitfng IXfcA.. 21 South 5th Street, Suite POO, Philadelphia, PA 19106 
Tel 215 922 0050 Fax 215 y22 0116 
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continued from page 24 

these chips can be utilised, could 
you please recommend a suitable 
expansion board? 

The chips on the board are 1Mb x 1 
100ns chips, In theory these can be 
used; most Amiga 2000 cards use 
1Mb x 1 chips. However, there are a 
few problems. First, recent Compaq 
memory cards use surface mounted 
memory chips. These look like small 
square blocks with pins on each 
side, soldered directly to the circuit 
board. These are not removable and 
can't be used with the Amiga. If the 
chips are socketed they are likely to 
be one of two types: DIP type are 
standard chip-shape with a row of 
pins along each side; ZIP are newer 
chips which stand side-on with all the 
pins along one edge. 

The only board I know of for the 
Amiga 500 that will take 1Mb x 1 DIP 
chips is the Spirit X-RAM expansion, 
although I don't know of anyone who 
is still supplying this. 

As for ZIP chips, I haven't found 
anything that will use 1Mb x 1 ZIPs. 
AH the expansions for the Amiga 
using ZIP chips take the 256 x 4 ZIP 
instead, 

WHO IS AGNU5? 
What Is the significance of the 
Agnus chip, and why are some fat? 
Also, what Is the difference 
between Fast and Chip RAM? 

The Amiga has a Motorola 68000 
16/32-bit processor - the chip which 
has control over the rest of the * 
computer, the 'brain'. It has an 
address space of 16Mb; the Amiga 
is set up in such a way that 9Mb of 
this is available for random access 
memory (RAM). 

Not all of this addressable 
memory is the same; the difference 
stems from the fact that part of the 
RAM address space is shared by 
both the 68000 processor and the 
Amiga's three custom chips, ft is this 
shared memory that is known as 
'Chip' memory. 

The three custom chips (called 
Agnus, Paula and Denlse) handle a 
number of specific tasks involving 

graphics, general screen display 
operations, sound and so on. (The 
blitter, the device which can move 
pixel data around the screen at 
speeds approaching one million 
pixels per second, is part of the 
Agnus chip.) The amount of memory 
that these original custom chips 
could share was limited to that 
definable within a 19-bit address 
space. This meant that no matter 
how much memory was available in 
the machine, the custom chips could 
only access the lower 512K. Since 
Amiga graphics and animation 
programs have grown in size and 
power, the 512K limitation has 
become noticeably restrictive. 

Several years ago, Commodore 
began working on an enhanced chip 
set (ECS) and this included a 
replacement for Agnus called 'Fat 
Agnus5. This new version, so called 
because of its physical shape, 
effectively does the same job as the 
original chip, but reduces the 
support component chip count - all 
clock generation for the Amiga 
system, for instance, is now 
incorporated into Fat Agnust as are 
the control signals for handling Chip 
RAM access. 

The big difference as far as Chip 
memory goes, though, is that Fat 
Agnus now has address lines which 
can access twice as much memory. 
Hence a machine fitted with Fat 
Agnus has 1Mb of shared address 
space and so can have 1Mb of Chip 
memory fitted. 

Fast RAM is so-called because 
processor accesses to it are quicker 
than to Chip RAM. This is because 
the Amiga's bus contention scheme 
is such that the main 68000 
processor can sometimes get Socked 
out of the Chip memory address 
space because of something known 
as cycle-stealing. One graphics- 
intensive situation in which this can 
occur is during Direct Memory 
Access-oriented high-speed blitter 
operations. A program running in 
Chip memory could therefore be 
slowed down at these times. Some 
clever hardware tricks, however, 
allow the 68000 processor, even 
while locked out of Chip memory 
space, to still access memory 

DISAPPEARING MEMORY 

Before double clicking on a program's Icon I record the available memory In 
the Workbench tltfe bar. If 1 double click and start the program several 
times rapidly one after another, and then wait for them to terminate, there 
Is always an overall memory loss. I'd like to know where the memory goes. 
Is it caused by a bug In the operating system? I am aware that after the 
first execution the free memory may be reduced due to libraries being 
loaded. * 

Anything which Is happening will be due to a flaw En the memory allocation 
and deallocation routines of the program concerned and not to bugs In the 
Amiga's operating system. The program asks the system for some memory, 
but does not free it after use. Exec therefore cannot reallocate it afterwards. 
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Agnus chip - The custom chip dedicated to graphics. The first three versions 
- 8361, and the 8370 and 8371 Fat Agnus - can access 0.5Mb of Chip 
RAM. A later version, 8372a, can access 1Mb; white the ones used in 
A500 Pluses and A3000s can access 2Mb. 

Blitter - Part of the Agnus chip which can move and alter areas of memory 
(specifically graphics memory) at high speed, without intervention from 
the central processor. As a result, it is used extensively for animation. 

Chip RAM - The area of the Amiga's memory directly accessible by the 
custom chips, originally a maximum of 512K, Newer machines with the 
fatter Agnus graphics chip can access 1Mb, enabling smoother 
animations and more screens to be o^splayed at once. The new A500 
Plus comes with an Agnus chip capable of addressing 2Mb of Chip RAM, 

EMS - Expanded Memory System, or LIM (Lotus Intel Microsoft) EMS - a 
system enabling an application to use more than the normal MS-DOS 
limitation of 640K of RAM. 

Fast RAM » Extra memory which is not Chip RAM, The custom chips cannot 
access it, and since such accesses to Chip RAM can block out the 
central processor and slow down Its own accesses, Fast RAM is faster. 

outside this region, This non-Chip 
memory region, or Fast memory, is 
therefore an ideal place for putting 
your executable programs. For 
maximum speed you would ideally 
want to have a reasonable amount of 
Fast memory also available - 
programs running In fast memory 
would then not be slowed down by 
any custom Chip cycle-stealing 
operations. 

WHO IS GARY? 
I recently upgraded my A500 to 
1Mb. However, 1 soon realised that I 
really need even more memory. I 
saw an advertisement for the 
Megaboard from Evesham Micros 
which fits In between the 512K 
upgrade and the Amiga to give a 
total of 2Mb. The documentation 
states that Installation requires 
connection to the Gary chip. 

Exactly what Is the Gary chip, 
what does It do, why must the 
Mega board be connected to ft and 
how does the Mega board connect 
tort? 

The Gary chip in the Amiga 500 
controls the memory and the memory 
expansion. When the Amiga 500 was 
designed it was thought that 1Mb of 
memory would be enough for most 
people. The expansion slot was 
therefore only designed to accept 
512K of extra memory, Some 
companies have found that by 
connecting a few extra wires between 
their boards and the Gary chip they 
can get a lot more memory in the 
slot, particularly as modern 
expansions use less chips and are 
therefore smaller, To fit the Gary 
extender you will have to open up 
your Amiga 500 (this will Invalidate 
your guarantee), remove the metal 
shielding and carefully remove the 
Gary chip - which can be done with 

two flat-bladed screwdrivers. You 
insert the chip into the connector, 
and plug that connector back Into the 
motherboard. It's a very simple job; if 
you can wire a plug you can put the 
Gary adaptor in. 

CHEERLESS CHIP RAM 
My computer (Amiga 1500} has no 
Fast memory which seems to affect 
some programs which use this, 
particularly public domain demos 
{Zero Defects, TAS Ego Trip and so 
on). Is there a cheap and simple 
add-on solution, or am I doing 
something wrong when loading? 

The problem is due to sloppy 
programming. With a 1Mb Chip RAM 
system, memory areas are not En the 
same place as En machines with Fast 
RAM, so some programs (particularly 
demos) object strongly. Adding some 
Fast memory Into your system will 
allow these system areas to move so 
more (although by no means all) of 
these programs will work. 

MEMORY SWITCHING 
I have an old AS01 memory 
expansion unit, and I wish to add a 
disable/enable switch to It. Please 
could you tell me the pln(s) to 
connect to and/or the plnout values 
of the unit. 

The pin-out information for the A501 
connector is shown in the back of 
the Amiga 500 manual. To disable 
the A501, cut the EXRAM line on the 
board (and solder a switch across it 
so you can enable it again!). 

Rrstly, rip off the metal shielding 
from your A501 board. You don't 
actually need this; it's purely to 
prevent the A501 giving out RF 
emissions (which is strictly controlled 
In the States). Looking at the bottom 
of the A501 board, there are two 
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EXPANSION BOTTLE-NECK ••• 

I am considering purchasing a RAM expansion for my A500 to take It past 
the 1Mb limit. 1 have been told that If I purchase certain RAM expansions 
using SIMMs, then when I wish to expand beyond the Initial 4Mb to 6Mb or 
8Mb, I have to throw away the existing chips and replace them with another 
type. Is this true? 

Yes. Existing RAM in many cases will have to be removed in order to 
accommodate the increased capacity of the new chips. AH Is not as forlorn as 
it sounds, in many cases you can negotiate a trade-back price on your ofd 
chips. You won't get the full price back and you will have to negotiate. It is 
perfectly possible for the supplier to use these chips again in another 4Mb 
unit, therefore there is no reason why they cannot be credited to you on your 
next purchase. 

fong rows of solder lumps which are 
the legs of the connector that fits 
into the A500. Look at the row 
nearest the edge of the board. 
Holding the board so this row is at 
the top (and the chips are facing 
away from you) counting thirteen pins 
along from the left, you should see a 
small track leading from that leg to a 
larger strip on the board. Cut that 
smail track and solder two wires, one 
to that pin and one to the second pin 
from the left (this is the pin that the 
larger track is connected to). 

Solder the other two wires to a 
small single pole single throw switch 
and you can switch the A501 on and 
off (but the clock will always work, 
which can be handy). 

ELUSIVE RAM 
I have an A500 with a 1.5Mb 
upgrade board. When using the 
normal Fastmem option, everything 
is fine. Programs tell me that I have 
0.5Mb Chip RAM and 1.5Mb Of Fast 
RAM. However, when I switch to 
the Chip mem option, the programs 
say that I have 1Mb Chip RAM and 
no Fast RAM. Where did my other 
1Mb of Fast RAM go? 

The 1,5Mb expansion boards 
available from many suppliers aren't 
that well designed. They are 
designed to have the whole of the 
expansion memory in one block, 
starting at a certain address in 
memory. When you choose the 
Chipmem option it relocates the 
entire block of memory much lower 
down to the Chip memory area. 
Unfortunately, this means that 
although the first 512K is at the right 
memory address for Chip RAM, the 
remaining 1Mb is no longer in the 
Fast memory area, ff it was enabled 
the Amiga would think you had 2Mb 
of Chip RAM (although you would only j 
have 1Mb), so it would try to use the 
second megabyte as Chip memory 
and crash. Rather than design a 
clever board that would keep the 
vanishing megabyte at a safe 
address whichever mode you are In, 
some manufacturers chose the 
simple way out and just disabled the 
extra memory. 

CHIP RAM PIPPED 
I tried to make the modification to 
have 1Mb of Chip RAM on my 
Amiga 500 with A501 RAM 
expansion, but It didn't work. When 
I connected the computer to the 
mains the power light started 
blinking (like when a Guru occurs). 
However, when I put It back to 
normal everything worked fine. 
What could have happened? isn't 
the A501 compatible with this 
change? 

I noticed some (four) unused 
places for ICs between the RAM 
chips. J suppose they could be used 

to Increase the computer's memory 
on board to 1Mb of Chip. If that is 
possible could you please explain to 
me how? 

The early A501 used slow 120ns and 
150ns chips; some of these cards 
are too slow to be used as Chip 
memory with the faster 80ns or less 
chips in the recent A5QQs. Buying a 
new cheaper A501 clone should 
solve your problem (as long as it is 
one of the four-chip boards) 

You can add extra chips inside 
the A500 to give 1Mb of Chip RAM, 
but you can't use this at the same 
time as an A501 card fitted. 

Do the same changes to the 
board as for the 1Mb Chip RAM 
modifications and sofder four chip 
holders into the space for the 
sockets. Solder a decoupling 
capacitor for each chip (O.luF should 
do) in the space below the chip. You 
will need four 256x4 80ns CMOS 
DRAMs to place in the sockets. 

If you want a clock as well, 
disable the memory on your A501 (by 
cutting the EXRAM fine as described 
elsewhere, and you wflI purely have a 
clock card, 

SOUND QUESTIONS 
I currently use MasterSound for 
making jingles for a local hospital's 
radio service. If I buy an 8Mb RAM 
expansion, will I have extra 
sampling time? I have heard that 
samples are stored In Chip RAM, so 
can I sample Into Fast RAM? 

You're right in saying that sound 
samples must be stored in Chip RAM 
for the Amiga sound hardware to 
access them, but most modern 
Amiga sampfers get around this 
limitation by using the 68000 to copy 
the sample data held in Fast RAM to 
Chip RAM as it is needed, 
MasterSound too will enable you to 
grab samples limited in size only by 
the size of your RAM expansion, so 
you already own a sampler that is up 
the job. 

CLOCKING ON 
Is there any way 1 can alter the 
startup-sequence on my Workbench 
disk so that the time from my 

battery backed-up clock Is displayed 
at the top of my screen while 
Workbench is running? 

Enter the following command into 
your startup-sequence between the 
Path and the LoadWB commands 
(remembering to use a copy of your 
Workbench disk): 

run <nil: >nil: clock J 
digital2 

This can be done with a text editor 
such as Ed. 

REMEMBER THE PC 
I understand that the KGS PC 
emulator comes with 1,5Mb of 
memory In total, with 1Mb for the 
Amiga and around 704Kb In PC 
mode. 

If I buy the Cortex 8Mb 
expansion, does it mean I also get 
more memory available In PC mode? 

The KCS Powerboard is limited by 
MS-DOS which can only access 
640K. However, drivers are included 
for LIM EMS (Lotus-Intel-Microsoft 
Extended Memory System) and these 
enable some programs to access the 
extra memory. This only applies to 

external, auto-configuri ng cards fixed 
to the Amiga 500 s expansion port. 

HUGE RAMIFICATIONS 
How can I expand the memory of my 
Amiga 500 to around 2.5 to 3Mb ao 
that I can run Pagesetier, my art 
and word processing packages all 
at the same time? 

One option is the Cortex Expansion 
from Memory Expansion Systems 
051 236 0480). Prices start at £199 
for 2Mb of RAM. The expansion 
plugs into the Amiga's side 
expansion slot, but duplicates this 
slot so that other things such as 
hard disks can be plugged in 
afterwards. 

If you are going to be doing a 
serious amount of work on your 
Amiga, it might be worth buying a 
hard disk drive, Most of these can 
have RAM put inside them. 

RAM RETRACTION 
1 have an Amiga 500 with Kickstart 
1.3 and a fatter Agnus r and have 
been using Deluxe Paint IV. It's a 
very memory hungry programt so I 
bought a 2.5Mb upgradef configured 
to 1Mb Chip RAM and 1.5Mb Fast 
RAM. 

Now, whenever I use Deluxe 
Paint IV In hi-res mode every other 
page Is corrupt, and often the 
computer Gums, Would upgrading 
to Workbench 2 solve my problems? 

Your board is faulty. Commodore 
does not recommend using any 
memory board that fits in the 
trapdoor expansion and carries more 
than 512Kb of RAM. This is because 
some are unreliable and some 
simply do not work on certain Amiga 
configurations. Unfortunately, you 
have found one of those. Workbench 
2 will make no difference, 
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Guru - A message from the Amiga system saying that a fatal error has 
occurred. The message appears in a large, flashing red bo* and includes 
two numbers which are of use to programmers trying to ascertain why 
their programs have failed. 

Hard drive - Like a floppy drive, but much bigger and faster. Afso, the disk 
cannot be removed, so once the hard drive has been filled, it's either 
time to delete excess files or get another one. 

PC emulator - A software or hardware addition to the Amiga which will 
enable it to run programs written for the IBM PC, This is useful because 
there is a greater range of business programs available for that machine, 

RAM - Random Access Memory, so called because any part of it can be 
accessed immediately, rather than having to search through from the 
start of memory to the point of interest. RAM is used to hold programs 
while they are being executed and temporary data. The contents of RAM 
are lost when the power is switched off. 

SIMM - Single Inline Memory Module, a collection of RAM chips in a 
package, 
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Fractal Universe 

Three strikingly beautiful fractal generators are at 

the heart of the new CDTV title from Almathera - 

FRACTAL UNIVERSE. 

Fractal Universe allows you to create your own 

fractal images, travel deep into the heart of the 

famous Mandelbrot set and create stunningly 

beautiful fractal trees or plasma images. 

The Art Gallery provides a continuous display 

of fractal images - each numbered and described. 

And you'll find sections detailing the history 

of fractals and explaining the complex 

mathematics involved. 

Fractal Universe is fully compatible with the A570. 

Available Now £29.99 

From all usual outlets or direct from: 

Almathera « * 
SYSTEMS LTD C3®0 

Tel: (081) 683 6418  Fax: (081) 689 8927 
Challenge House,616 Mitcham Road, 

Croydon, CR9 3AU 

: AMERICAS LARGES 
: SUPPLIER OF 
AMIGA CUSTOM 
CHIPS + UPGRADES 

8372A (PAL) I Meg Agnus £31.30 
8375   (PAL) 2 Meg Agnus £39.50 
l.3Kickstart ROM £19.70 
A500 UK Keyboard-factor new £35.60 
5719 Gary £10.44 
S362 Denise I bright £13.90 
1 x 4/80 Static Column Zip £ 15.60 
8520A CIA (2MHz) Great price £6.35 
A500 PC Motherboard-PAL, populated & tested - complete £115.40 
A2000 PC Motherboard-PAL, populated & tested  Includes the 1.3 Rom, 8372A I Meg 

Agnus & Super Denise 8373 installed (factory new) £301.60 

6570-036 keyboard chip £8.75 
A500 original P/S. 220 volts (no plug) .£40.25 
A2000 original P/S. 220 volts £64.20 
A3000 original P/S, 220 volts £105.00 
A50I ordinal new 512K module £17.50 
A500 internal floppy drive £46.00 
A500 20Mb int. hard drive £84.60 
A590 hard drive controller £70.00 

UPGRADE VOI K 4500 TO THK A500 PLCS - 8373 SUPER DENISE - £21.25 
Add productivity mode, supcrhi-res mode, scan mode, genlock capability & super hi-res capability 

McCoy PLCC: (Bumdy clone) Agnus chip puller £9.50 
Amiga Diagnostician: Diagnose up to 28 common problems Comes with diagnostic software 

and booklet. Save time & money by locating faulty chips yourself £9.86 
The Final Test: Diagnostic diskette tests keyboard, display, graphics. Workbench, 

sound, timing, realtime clock, RAM. etc < 12 diagnostic programs in all) £6.95 
MrgaChip 2000 by DKB: Upgrade your A50O/A!5O0/A2(MX) to 2Mb 

of chip RAM. Includes 2 meg Agnus, chip puller & "Final Test" 
diagnostic diskette (no soldering) Same K372B chip used in A3000 £173.40 
Buy the MegaChip from us andVc II give you the new Super Denise for £17.00 

Switchltt by Global Upgrades Inc. Electronic ROM selector switch for 1.3 or 2.0. Makes all your software 
compatible. Keyboard or mouse controlled. Does not overlap the 68000 - allows for accelerator 
(2.0 compatible) very popular in the U.S £19.50 

UPGRADE TO THE 2.0 OPERATING SYSTEM 
♦2.0 Upgrade Kit (PAL ed.): Contains ROM, 1,000 page manual and diskettes £50.75 
*2.0 Upgrade ROM only (PAL): No manual or diskettes. Ideal for multi-computer 

owners, schools, businesses, etc £23.30 
AdRAM 540 for A500 by ICD: Add up to 4 megs of RAM with battery backup 

internally in your A500. I Meg/2 Megs £74.20/£95.15 
AdSpeed by ICD: Best accelerator in its price range £118.90 
Flicker Free Video b\ ICD: Eliminates interlace flicker £163.50 
Flicker Fixer bv Microway (PAL) 1.130.50 

DO NOT FLAK! 
Buying directly from the U.S with your credit card offers you the same protection as it docs in the U.K. with the 
added benefit of saving lots of money. Deal directly with North America's largest distributor of custom 
Commodore & Amiga parts and chips. The Grapevine Group has been successfully servicing the U.K. and the 
Continent for 12 years. All our parts and chips are new and guaranteed for 90 days. 

\l KKS-SFNDYOl R LETTERHEAD FOR SPF.( IAl. PRICINC 
42       5fc   THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 

3 Chestnut Street. SufTern. New York 10901 I & A. W International Fax: 0101-914-357*6243 
Customer Order Line: 0101-914-357 2424 

elephone Hours: 1pm to 11pm Mon-Fri British time 
Prices subject to change International Orders: If your order is over £40 send or fax front of 

redit card Air Parcel Charges: All chips £5.36 Keyboard & PCBoard - £8.40 2.0 Kit - £22.62 

VISA 

A "AHA II All All A II All A II A IIAllA11AriAnAnAnA[IAnAnAnAiTAII 
AUTHORISED DEALER FOR * AMIGA * STAR * 

AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY) 
Amiga 1500 PLUS with KICKSTART 2AVB 2 & S/WARE £539 00 
Amiga 1500 DOUBLE with 1.3 and 2.04 ROMs Mouse Switched  £579 00 
Supra RAM 8Mb Board tor A2000 Pop 2/4/6/8Mb £149, £209'£269 £329 00 Supra RAM 500RX 8Mb for A500/Plus Pop 2/4/8Mb £149 £239 £41Q 00 A500 PLUS Cartoon Classics Pack  £349 00 
A2086 XT/AT Bridgeboard  £119 £299 

PRINTERS StarLC-20 £135 00 Star LC-200 Colour   £195 00 
Star LC24-20 NEWI ..ZZZZZZZ.'.£199 00 StarLC24-200  £219 00 Star LC24-200 Colour  £269 00 
Star XB24 200 24 pin Colour £398 ^3 Star StarJet SJ-48 Bubble Jet  £235 00 

MONITORS 
Commodore 1084S Stereo Colour  £249 00 Philips 883341 Stereo Colour + On-site Maintenance £23° 00 

DISK DRIVES 
J RocNte Super Slim Amiga Ext. 3.5*  DAD £2 £59 95 

A2000 Internal 3.5" ZZZZ' pip£2£69 95 A500 Replacement Internal 3.5"  p4p £2 £59 95 
m MISCELLANEOUS AlfaScan Plus Hand Scanner 256 Grey Scale   p&p £2        £159 00 Commodore A2320 Display Enhancer  PAp £2       £219 00 KCS PC Board for A500 inc MSDOS 4.01  ' ' D&D £2 £199*00 KCS PC Board for A500 without MSDOS  b&D £2£1 79 00 KCS A200C Adapter ..,„..... JJj £1 ZZZ..Z69.95 

"Bargain Buys for Amigas 

Supra WordSync 2000 Drives 
52Mb Quantum LPS 11mS with 64Kb Cache 
105Mb Quantum LPS 11 mS with 64Kb Cache 

£239 
£379 

Amiga 500 Hard Drives 
GVP Series II HD8+ 52Mb (11mS) £359 
Roctec RocHard RH800C 52Mb (11mS) £359 

(Both drives may be fitted with up to 8Mb RAM) 
(see left for RAM prices) 

Interquad Multiscan Monitor £329 
0.28mm Dot Pitch Max Res 1024 x 768 

Ideal for A500/A1500 PLUS Productivity Modes 

I Official Commodore Release 2 KickstarVWB Upgrade | Alfa-Data Opto-Mechan»cal Mouse P&P £2 £97 00 
A500 512K RAM/Clock., treep&p £25 99 A500 Plus - 1Mb RAM Expansion free ^."""""M^OO 

Kickstart V2.04 ROM tor A500/2000 .. CHIPS 

Interquad Multiscan Monitor £329 
0.28mm Dot Pitch Max Res 1024x768 

Ideal for A500/A1500 PLUS Productivity Modes 
.  tree D&D Kickstart V1.3 ROM for A500'2000  free p&p Super Denise 8373 free p£p I 1 Mb Fat Agnus 8372  free D&D 

CIA chip 8520 ...zzzzzzz.ueo p&p I Mb SIMMS for GVP'Rochard Drives  free D&D 2Mb DIPS for SupraRAM 2000  " free p&p 

..£39.00 .£25.00 .£35.00 .£35.00 ..£16.00 ..£39.00 £60 00 

Delta Pi ROM Sharer - MOUSE SWITCHED £19.99 
Kickstart 2.04 ROM    £39      Kickstart 1.3 ROM £25 

(Includes P&P) 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT. CARRIAGE £5 (EXPRESS £10) 
 Prices subject to change without notice. E. & O. E. 

VISA 
8 Ruswarp Lane, WHITBY, N. Yorks Y021 1ND 

TEL/FAX: 0947 600065 (9am - 7pm) 
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ANIMATION 

rawing frames for an 
animation is the most 
important aspect of the 
animator's trade, but the 

process of creating a good 
animation doesn't stop once all your 
frames are complete. To create a 
truly life-like computer movie which 
will keep people interested, you 
need to stimulate more than just 
the visual senses by adding sound 
effects and possibly even a little 
atmospheric music here and there. 

Sound is one area where many 
would-be animators go wrong, 
Beautiful frames may not be enough 
to keep your audience captivated. 
Imagine watching your favourite 
television program - if you were to 
turn the volume right down you'd 
soon get bored, After all, it's the 
dialogue, sound effects and music 
which keep you interested. Radio 
plays such as the Archers work very 
welt for this very reason, but when 
was the last time you watched a 
silent movie from start to finish? 

Thanks to its complex sound 
architecture, the Amiga's ability to 
record and play back sampled 
sounds makes it an ideal medium for 
creating animations which stimulate 
both the audio and visual senses. 
Virtually all Amiga animations feature 
sound effects. These range from 
'spot' effects like a door closing to 
complete dialogues. The good news 
is that you can create all this and 
more on your Amiga. 

SAMPLE THIS! 
it's always worth checking that an 
animation package will allow you to 
add sound effects before you hand 
over your hard earned cash. VVe'!; be 
taking a look at the range of Amiga 
animation packages on pages 30 
and 31, but in the meantime let's 
continue with a look at what extra 
equipment and software you1 II need 
to get started. 

The soundtrack for an animation 
will comprise of basically two 
elements - music and sound effects. 
You'll therefore need a package (or 
more likely two) which will enable you 
to create these elements. In the 
case of music, you'll need a sound 
chip composition package such as 
Electronic Arts' Deluxe Music, Before 
you splash out though, check to 
make sure that the music package 
which you have your eye on can 
output files in a format which is 
compatible with your animation 
package. Most will support IFF SMUS 
format at least, so this is always a 
safe bet. 

For sound effects, you'll need a 
sound sampler (a device which 
allows you to Jgrab' sounds from the 
real world and play them back on 
your Amiga). Another useful addition 
to any sampling setup is a 
microphone which will come in handy 

Creating the frames for an animation is only half 

the battle - you also need to add sound effects and 

music. Jason Holborn explains how it's done and 

selects the best package to do the job 

for grabbing 
sounds for 
animations 
because you will 
be able to record 
any real-world 
sound directly 
without having to 
source a pre- 
recording. For 
sound effects, file 
formats aren't a 
problem as all 
samplers use the 
same IFF 8SVX 
format, 

FRAME 
GAME 
The process of 
adding sound 
effects and music 
to your animation 
depends entirely 
upon the package 
that you're using. 
If you've created 
your animation in a program like 
Deluxe Paint 3 or 4P then it's not 
actually possible to add sound 
effects directly, Instead, what you 
must do is load your animation into 
an animation sequencer, a program 
which enables you to tie in sound 
effects with an animation at frame 
accuracy. Several are available within 
the PD libraries, although none are 
particularly special. 

A much better bet is to buy 
yourself a dedicated animation 
package such as the Disney 
Animation Studio, It is particularly 
good at creating animations with 
sound effects thanks to its powerful 
Exposure Sheet facility. Another very 
good package for sound support is 
Gold Disk's Movie Setter, although 
both use very different methods of 
incorporating sound effects. 

All this aside, both MovieSetter 
and the Disney Animation Studio 
enable you to assign a sound effect 
to a particular frame. Let's say, for 
example, you wanted the Amiga to 
generate the sound of a gun being 
fired at the exact moment that an on- 
screen character pulls the trigger on 
his revolver. Within both packages, 
all you would have to do is to find the 
frame which first shows the trigger 
being pulled and then assign the 
sampled gunshot sound to this 
frame. Then, when the animation is 
played back, the sound of a gunshot 
will be played at the exact moment 
the trigger is pulled. 

A worthwhile investment for any would-be animator is AudioMaster which can 
be used to grab digitised sound effects from the real world 

BLOOD THIRSTY 
The Amiga's polyphonic sound 
output can aiso be used to play 
several sound effects at once, 
Take for example a car being 
driven into a wall. Basically 
you'd need four separate 
sounds for this animation - the 
sound of the engine, the 
screeching tyres as the driver 
tries to avoid the oncoming 
wall, a sickening crash as the 
car strikes the wall and finally 
an explosion as the car's fuel 
tank ignites (we're a blood 
thirsty lot on Amiga Shopper])* 

The animation starts with 
the sound of the car's engine 
as the car enters the frame 
from the right, As soon as the 
driver sees the oncoming wail, 
he slams on his brakes causing 
the wheels to lock up producing the 
sound of screeching tyres. At this 
point, the engine noise and the 
screeching tyres sample will be 
played as looped samples at once, 
although both are quickiy replaced by 
a crash as the car strikes the waff. In 
turn, this sample is replaced by the 
final explosion which spells the end 
for our animated jallopy. 

Creating an animation requires 
more than just artistic ability and 
audio skills. Indeed, a good animator 
is someone who can not only draw 

ADDING SOUND EFFECTS 

SOUND EFFECT 

l 

1 Looped Sample of car engine 

2 
Looped Sample of car engine 
Sample ef screeching tyres 

3 
Looped Sample of car engine 
Sample of screeching tyres 

4 
Sample of screeching tyres 
Crash! sample 

5 
Explosion sample 

As you can see, it's perfectly 
possible to assign several sound 
effects to a single frame 

good looking frames and add nice 
sound effects, but can also merge 
these two elements together to form 
a seamless whole whilst still 
managing to make the animation 
interesting. Sounds like a lot of 
work? You d better believe it! At the 
end of the day, a good animator is 
someone who can be an artist, 
musician, sound engineer and 
director all rolled into one. 
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ANIMATION 

Animation packages come 
in all types, but by far 
the most common is the 
traditional 2D page 

flipper variety, These work in 
basically the same way as the mini- 
animations you may have drawn on 
the edge of your text books at 
school. Although the technology 
Itself may have changed, the theory 
is still pretty much the same. 

Of course computers can take a 
lot of this work away from you - in 
the case of packages such as 
Fantavision and DPaint, the Amiga 
can draw frames for you, All you have 
to do is to show it what the first and 
last frames look like and the Amiga 
will generate a number of frames in 
between (hence the name tweening) 
which perform a transformation 
between the first and last frames. 

DELUXE PAINT 4 
£89 Electronic Arts s 0753 49442 
You may not immediately associate 
Deluxe Paint with animation work, 
but it's been a capable animation 
tool ever since Electronic Arts built 
animation support into DPaint 3. 
Back then it was pretty advanced 
stuff, but creating animations from 
scratch was no easy task - touching 
up existing animations was about as 
far as things went. 

With the re tease of Deluxe Paint 
4, Electronic Arts has managed to 
produce what must rate as one of 
the leading Amiga animation 
packages. Many of the problems 
which dogged its predecessor have 
now been addressed, making DPaint 
a very capable animation system. 
When you combine this with its 

painting power, DPaint 4 has 
probably done more to encourage 
Amiga owners to try their hand at 
animation than any other package. 

Animations can be created in two 
ways with DPaint using its lightbox 
facility (a slightly slower adaptation 
of the Disney onion skin system) or 
through its automated frame 
generation tools. These range from 
the simple 'Move' requester which 
enables you to move brushes around 
the screen in three dimensions, to 
its new 'Brush Metamorphosis' 
facility which transforms one brush 
to another creating an animation, 

No-one couid possibly doubt that 

Program 

DPaint 3 1 Mb 
DPaint 4 1 Mb 
Disney Anim St 1 Mb 
Take-2 1 Mb 
Fantavision 512k 

DPaint is a fine package for creating 
animations, but it is let down in 
several areas. For starters, it doesn't 
support sound within its animations, 
so a separate animation sequencer 
will be needed to take your 
animations any further. Secondly, 
frame control is a little weak - some 
form of exposure sheet would have 
helped things considerably. Finally, 
once a frame has been rendered, it 
cannot be altered without a 
considerable amount of redrawing. 

On the whole though, DPaint 4 is 

still one of those packages which 
every Amiga animator should own. 
It's by no means the final word in 
Amiga animation - after all, DPaint is 
still primarily a paint package rather 
than an animation package. What it 
does do though, it does very well, 

DISNEY ANIMATION 
STUDIO 
£79 Silica Systems 
tr 081 309 1111 
For beginners, one of the finest 
animation programs available is the 
Disney Animation Studio, a package 
based on the working practices of 
the traditional Disney animator. 

editor 

No No Yes 
No No Yes 

Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes No 
No Yes Yes 

Developed in conjunction with Disney 
in the Statest the package comes 
with a selection of animated Disney 
characters which illustrate the art of 
the cartoon animator. 

As with a traditional animation 
studio, there are four stages involved 
in developing an animation from 
inspiration to the final full colour 
animation complete with sound 
effects. The Animation Studio splits 
these four stages into three 
programs. The first is called the Line 
Test module which is basically a 2- 

colour paint package which steals 
more than a few tricks from Deiuxe 
Paint What makes this package so 
special though is its special 'Onion 
Skin' feature which enables you to 
'see through' the frame which you 
are drawing with previous frames 
shown in lighter shades of grey. 

The animation can then be 
loaded into the Exposure sheet 
module for editing. Like a real 
Exposure Sheet, Disne/s XSheet 
enables you to organise your 
animation's frames in any order you 
like and to control the timing of each. 
You decide which frames are to be 
shown, when and for how long. The 

T weening 

Yes No Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes No 
No No No 
No No Yes 

Exposure sheet module also enables 
you to tie in IFF sound effects with 
individual frames and load and play a 
sound track in IFF SMUS format, 

The final stage is the Ink&Paint 
module which enables you to add 
colour to your black and white 
animations, A variety of colour 
screen formats are supported 
including both 32-colour and even 
EHB modes, This is perhaps the 
most time consuming part of the 
whole process because each frame 
must be individually painted by hand. 

WHAT THE ANIMATION PACKAGES HAVE ON OFFER 

Memory Frame Sound Built-in       ANIM files     Onion Skin 
Requirements    Control       Support Image 
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ANIMATION 

MOVIE SETTER 
£50 Gold Disk/Silica Systems 
* 081 309 1111 
Badged as the first WYSIWYG (What 
You See Is What You Get) animation 
program for the Amiga, Gold Disk's 
MovieSetter is an almost completely 
mouse-driven animation system 
enabling you to combine digitised 
sound, scrolling backgrounds and IFF 
brushes to create long animations on 
even the most memory-starved 
Amiga, One nice feature is the way in 
which it handles animation elements 
-even if you add a character and 
move it through several frames, it 
does not become a permanent part 
of the animation. As a result, 
animated objects can be altered and 
even removed from a series of 
frames without you having to redraw 
the entire animation from scratch. 

MovieSetter animations consist 
of two basic elements - pictures and 
'faces'. Backgrounds (which are just 
standard IFF ILBMS images) can be 
in any format including overscan, 
giving you the ability to create 
animations suitable for video work. A 
'face' is an IFF brush which can be 
moved across the background. By 
grouping faces into a "set1: these 
brushes can be animated. 

Individual faces and sets of 
faces are created using the Set 
Editor. Although the program doesn't 
directly support IFF ANIM Brushes 
like those produced by DPaint 
Movie Setters face sets are very 
similar. By assigning several faces 
into a setP all you need to do to 
create a series of frames is to enter 
the 'Scene Editor' and click where 
the first face is to appear click again 
for the second and so on. Once 
you've finished, Mo vie Setter renders 
these into individual frames, creating 
the illusion of movement 

Each character' in your 
animation is given its own track' - a 
little like the tracks used within 
music software. Several tracks can 
run concurrently with each, 
controlling the movement of a single 
object. Another important element is 
the 'Event' which initiates a 
particular action. Several events are 
on offer - sound events (these play a 
given sample when a particular frame 
is played), a background event 
(changes the background image), a 
pafette event (changes the screen's 
colour palette) etc. 

MovieSetter may be starting to 
show its age a bit, but it's still an 
impressive package. Whilst it is 
initially rather confusing, it doesn't 
take long to get used to its often 
quirky user interface. As for the 
results obtainable, just check out 
any Eric Schwartz animation. All of 
Eric's work is created using 
MovieSetter - and there's no better 
recommendation than thatf 

TAKE 2 
£95 Rombo Productions 
B 0506 466601 
One of the newest animation 
packages to be released is Rombo's 
Take 2, an animation sequencer that 
has been designed to integrate with 
Rombo's impressive Vidi-Amiga video 
digitiser. Available separately or as a 
package consisting of video digitiser, 
RGB splitter and software, Take 2 
was designed and programmed by 
Geert Vergauwe, a professional 
animator who works in the animation 
department at the Royal Academy of 
Fine Arts in Ghent. 

Just like a professional 
animation system, Take 2 is tied in 
closely to an Exposure Sheet which 
allows you to control the flow of an 
animation and add sound effects to 
frames. Branching off from this is the 
Flipper Page which looks and 
operates in a similar fashion to a 
video recorder. Just like a VCR, there 
are buttons to start and stop, flick 
backwards and forwards plus extra 
buttons to control the playback 
speed and toggle the Amiga's four 
sound channels on and off. 

An animation can be buiit up in a 
number of ways with Take 2. If you 
have access to Vidi-Amiga and a 
mono video camera, you can digitise 
a series of frames from within Take 2 
and pull these into your animation, 
The amount of controf that Take 2 
gives you over Vidi-Amiga is pretty 
impressive - you can alter the format 
of the frames that it grabs and grab 
either just a single frame or a whole 
series of frames limited only by the 
RAM inside your machine, If you 
dont have a digitiser, individual 
frames drawn within a conventional 
IFF paint package can be pulled in. 

As with MovieSetter, you're given 
a considerable amount of control 
over the elements which inhabit your 
animation. By assigning a particular 
element to one of four layers', you 
can alter your animation at any time, 
regardless of how many frames 
you've created, This sort of flexibility 
is important when creating 
animations and it's one feature that 
sets a program like Take 2 apart 

Right: Fantavislon's 
animations may not 
be particularly 
detailed, but it's by 
far the easiest 
animation 
package for the 
Amiga 

Below: 
MovieSetter 
may look rather 
long in the tooth these 
days, but it's a very capable 
system which Is still used extensively 
by top Amiga 
animators 

Mill HI I I  11 111 ■ 

from pseudo 
animation 
programs like 
DPaint 

FinallyH you 
can attach sound 
effects to any 
frame using the 
exposure sheet. 
Up to four sounds 
can be played at 
once, although 
the totai number 
which you can use 
in your animation 
is limited by your Amiga's memory. 

Take 2 is not the kind of system 
to create animations from scratch. 
Unless you're lucky enough to own 
Vidi-Amiga (a recommended 
purchase for all animators!), you're 
going to need a paint package and a 
sound sampler at feast, its inability 
to save animations in IFF ANIM 
format is a let down, but this is more 
than made up for by its exposure 
sheet. Highly recommended. 

FANTAVISION 
£50 Broderbund/HB Marketing 
« 0 7 53 686000 
If you can't draw for toffee and can't 
afford a video digitiser, Fantavision 
could be for you. Unlike the rest of 
the packages featured, it uses an 
impressive image transformation 
system called Tweeningr which 
removes much of the work involved 
in creating individual frames. 

~l—■ 
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AND THE REST. 

AniMagic - Billed as a 'Digital Video Effects' system, AniMagic enables you 
to create animations which include effects such as tumbles, rolls and 
dissolves, its rather difficult user interface lets it down, but it's still a 
powerful program. If you can five with its unfriendly front end, check it out. 

The Director 2 - Programmers wiil probably get on a lot better with The Right 
Answers Group's Director, an animation scripting language which enables 
you to 'program' animations. Unfriendly it may be, but it oozes power. 

AnimButid (PD) - AnimBuitd is a PD program which animators on a budget 
may want to check out. You can t draw frames, add sound effects or 
anything as fancy as that, but for pulling together a series of picture files 
into an animation, it gets the job done. 

Tweening is nothing new - 
DPaints brush metamorphosis 
feature and 'Move' requester offer 
tweening facilities, but Fantavision 
takes the process to the limit by 
actually drawing complex frames for 
you. Instead of treating each object 
as nothing more than a bitmap, 
Fantavision's objects are structured 
polygons manipulated by changing 
individual points. Say you draw a 
square on the screen. To 
Fantavision, your square is nothing 
more than four co-ordinates - one for 
the top left-hand corner, another for 
the bottom right-hand corner and so 
on, By altering the position of the 
points, Fantavision generates the 
frames needed to show the 
transformation between the shape of 
the original and the final object. 

Tweening is by no means perfect 
though, Fantavision shares the lack 
of detail plaguing other polygon- 
based programs such as 3D games. 
As the objects you animate are not 
pixel-based, polygons are restricted 
to one colour and are independent of 
others. So if you want to create an 
animation of a face, several polygons 
have to be defined to form an object 
with more than one colour. 

On the plus side, Fantavision 
animations are very smooth and easy 
to create. If you dont feel up to the 
task of full-blown animation, 
Fantavision is an ideal starting block. 
Quite impressive animations can be 
created in a matter of minutes. For 
beginners everywhere, Fantavision is 
a worthwhile consideration. © 
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AMIGA CD 

Whatshould 

you go for? - 

a CDTV or the 

new A570? 

Andy Storer look at the 

options plus all that's new on 

Amiga CD-ROM this month 

At last month's European 
Computer Trade Show 
held in London, 
Commodore unveiled 

three new peripherals for CDTV. A 
96-key QWERTY keyboard, a two- 
button mouse and a 1Mb 3.5" disk 
drive, all finished in black, will 
shortly be avaialble for CDTV 
owners looking to use their machine 
as a regular Amiga. 

As it happens, the keyboard and 
drive have been around for some 
time now - priced at around £50 and 
£100 respectively; only the infra-red 
mouse - at another £50 - is hot off 
the production lines. Thus, if you've 
bought a CDTV for £500 you can now 
turn it into an Amiga for another 
£2001 

So how does this compare to the 
equivalent of buying one of the new 
A570 CD-ROM drives? Although 
Commodore was hoping to bring the 
drive in at around £200 it now looks 
as though ithll cost £269. Add this to 
the price of an A500 Plus - £399 - 
and you're looking at £670 or so - 
just a teeny bit cheaper. What you 
get is more room for expansion and, 
of course, Workbench 2. What you 
don't get is an infra-red set-up that 
sits among the hi-fi. 

FULL MOTION VIDEO 
One or two readers have written in 
this month asking if and when 
Commodore intends to bring 'full 
video' to its CD machines. This 

stems from an article in March's 
New Scientist suggesting that in the 
US, Philips' rival CD-I system will be 
offering full length feature films' on 
a 12cm compact disk by next spring. 

This is unlikely to be the case for 
a very good reason. For a good two 
years now. the Motion Pictures 
Experts Group (MPEG) has been 
meeting to agree on an image 
compression standard for digital 
video and is still some way off 
reaching a decision, The group, 
consisting of various international 
academic and leading corporate R&D 
chappies, is trying to set a standard 
- similar to the JPEG accord dealing 
with still photographic images - 
which will mean manufacturers have 
a common base for developing the 
chip sets for digital video machines. 

Even at a conservative estimate, 
it will take at least another eighteen 
months for prototypes to emerge 
which feature MPEG standard full 
motion video. You can bet then, that 
Commodore will release a CDTV 2 
featuring FMV, once agreement has 
been reached. 

Although non MPEG FMV does 
already exist - notably using Intel's 
Digital Video interactive (DVI) chips, 
the compression/decompression 
rates required for displaying full 
motion, full screen video are so 
heavy duty that they're beyond 
consumer price levels. 

Consider the problems involved. 
A typical frame of broadcast TV takes 

up around 500K. And there are 25 of 
these making up a second s worth of 
full-motion. So you need to find a 
way of shifting 12.5Mb of code to 
screen memory every second. The 
answer of course is compression, 
but then the decompression has to 
take place in real time too! 

So as a result, third party 
Commodore developers are homing 
in on quarter screen motion video. 
Companies like Optonica on 0455 
558282 are offering CDTV mastering 
facilities whereby moving video of 
any gauge, from home to broadcast, 
can be overtayed onto full HAM 
backdrops and interleaved with lip 
synched audio, Optonica will be 
placing a floppy disk in the public 
domain shortly to show off its 
capabilities, 

AMIGA CD SOUND 
But it's actually in the sound 
department that some of the most 
innovative Amiga CD titles are 
emerging. Microdeal on 0726 
68020 has released its 
Voice Master and Asterix 
French package which 
comprises a 
microphone and 
interface for 
CDTV which 
enables you to 
play back your 
own voice 
through your 
hi-fi as you 
attempt to 
copy the 
intonations of 
the Asterix 
characters. 

There are over 60 
minutes of spoken 
French from 30 different 
Gaullists with over 400 
interactive cartoon drawings, 
complete English translation and 
over 1,500 vocabulary items, Two 
disks are avaiable for beginners and 
advanced speakers at £34.99 
apiece. And great fun they are too - 
much more fun than 
the old 

But If you can t be bothered with 
French and you just fancy a good 'ole 
singalong then check out JB 
Marketing on 0530 61215. It has 
over 40 CDTV Karaoke disks on its 
books, each with 18 tracks for 
£39,99 a throw. There's everything 
from Some Enchanted Evening to 
Like A Virgin on offer but the 
accompanying graphics are a bit 
primitive. 

Slightly more sophisticated in the 
graphics department, but not by a 
long chalk, are the range of CD+G 
disks from Warner New Media on 
0101 955 9999. The G' stands for 
graphics - or what passes for 
graphics in 8-bit format - and this 
accompanies a mass of mainly 
classical titles selling for $19,99. 
Beethoven's in there, as is Mahler, 
Mozart, Prokofiev et at, and the 
displays can either show biographical 
or historical information about the 
piece you're listening to in glorious 
stereo. There are also disks from 

Hendrix, Fleetwood 
Mac, Little Feat 

and Lou 

language z^*^^** 
lab. 

^ ******* C* CKtfT 

CD plus 
Graphics 
and MIDI data 
come to the Amiga 
courtesy of Warner New Media 

..alW    r,*rr,Y** _. 

Just 
one 

of the 
40 or so 

Karaoke 
disks avaialble 

for you to make a 
complete embarrassment of 
yourself on CDTV 

available too but the modern stuff 
does tend to come with pretty low-res 
screen designs. Pity really. But 
Warner's other offering with its range 
of CD+MIDI is an altogether more 

exciting proposition. 
Here you've got audio tracks 

with their MIDI equivalents 
so you can hook up your 

CDTV or A570 to your 
m   keyboard and see what, 
2.1   among other things, a 
k J   piano solo sounds like 
H   as a sax. The first in an 

indefinite series is a 
disk containing 

selections from 
Gershwin's Rhapsody in 

Blue which sells for $39.99. 
w    I hope these disks take off as 

they'd be great in a teaching 
environment, and let's face it, fun to 
have at home if you're lucky enough 
to have a MIDI set-up and a CD drive. 
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ROCLITE 3.5 SLIMLINE DRIVE AMIGA EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE ROCGEN PLUS GENLOCK 
Amiga Format says 
"beautifully made 
slimline drive, quick and 
quiet with all the extras 
-85%' 
♦ 3.5" 860KB External 

Drive 
+ Access time: 3ms 

track to track 
*0.9' high 
+ Enable/disable switch 
+ 23 pin pass through 

socket 
+ Allows connection to 

a 3rd drive 
£59.50 

+ External hard drive for 
Amiga 500 

+ BuiltTn Autobooting ■f On board Ram option 
up to 8Mb 

+ Beginner friendly on- 
line nelp 

+ A super-fast, high 
capacity hard drive 
that leaves others In its 
wake 

Rochard RH800C 
52Mb IDE OK £385.00 

Rochard RH800C 
84Mb IDE OK £465.00 

Rochard RH800C 
52Mb SCSI OK £435 

*■ User friendly design, 
easy installation 

+ Video-Thru 8c RGB - 
Thru Ports 

+ Variable fading 
effect; inversion of 
overlay function 

+ Key-in port for expan- 
sion with external 
keying device 

* Compatible with all 
Amiga models & 
Commodore CDTV 

£175.00 

MITSUBISHI DISKETTES ROCTEC MOUSE AMIGA UPGRADES 

3.5" MICRO FLOPPY DISK 
MF-2DD 3.5 DSDD 135tpi 1MB 

lbox 2-5 boxes       5-10 boxes 
£6.93 £6.46 £6.22 

MF-2HD 3.5 DSHD 135tpi 2MB 
lbox 2-5 boxes       5-10 boxes 

£14.00 £12.90 £10.00 

• Our diskettes are 100% error free and carry a 
lifetime guarantee. 

We only sell top quality products! 

| ADDUP A500 Plus 1Mb RAM expansion board £53 95 | 
AMIGA EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

>DUP Data Drive 3.5' floppy drive slimline 1' floppy drive £55.951 

INTERNAL RAM EXPANSION 
Amiga A501 RAM/clock expansion unit 500/500 Plus £99.50 
Amiga A2508 8Mb RAM board 1500/2000 £345.00 
GVP SIMM 32bit 1Mb Upgrade - 60ms 1500/2000 £65.00 
GVP SIMM 32bit 4Mb Upgrade - 60ms 1500/2000 £112.00 

MICE & SCANNERS 
ROCTEC AMIGA MOUSE rm3000 
Superbly styled, ergonomic design Smooth precise operation! 
200dpi/500mm/sec £13.95 
OPTICAL MEGA MOUSE 6 lead, 300 dpi £29.95 
NAKSHA SCANNER for Amiga 500 £115.00 
DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL A625 SCANNER 
2/3/400 dpi £170.00 

NO APOLOGIES JUST QUALITY! 
QUALITY DISKS! QUALITY VALUEI FREE STORAGE BOXI 
3t" DISKS MITSUBISHI 

M [EG   \M I???] 
DSDD 1 Mb £12.92 £31.10 £60.00 £110.00 
DSHD 2Mb £25.80 £50.00 £95.00 £180.00 

3i" DISKS UNBRANDED 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS CM8833/11 STEREO 
14" COLOUR MONITOR. 

Covered by a 12 month warranty includes connecting 
cable, green screen switch UK specifications 

£229.99 

nooi  [2ooi \m\ 
DSDD 1 Mb £21.15 £41.12 £79.90 £182.12 
DSHD 2Mb..£17.00...£32.50 £54.00....£122.20 

ADD UP STARTER PACK 
Includes   ♦ DUSTCOVER. 4 MOUSE MAT 

* 3.5* CLEANING KIT   ♦ 5 x 3.5" DISKETTES.. £9.99 
3.5" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Free storage box with every 50 disks ordered 

BEST BUYS 
SAVE £ £ £ s 

200 Capacity.. 
100 Capacity.. 
80 Capacity.. 
50 Capacity 

..£19.95 40 Capacity. 
...£6.95 25 Capacity.. 

....£6.50 10 Capacity.. 
. £6.25 

..£5.50 

..£3.95 

..£0.65 

JOYSTICKS 
Maverick QS128F.. 
Flightgrip  
Python 1  

..£14.95    Quickshot Turbo  

....£8.95 Speedking Autoflre.. 

....£9.95    Cheetah Bug  
....£9.50 
..£10.50 
..£1395 

ACCESSORIES 
Mouse Mat  
Mouse Pocket  
Amiga Dust Covers  
2 piece Universal Printer Stand  
Mutltunctlon Printer Stand  
Monitor Stand, (tilt/swivel)  
3.5* Cleaning Kit  
Computer Cleaning Kit  
14' Colour Screen Filter  
Monitor Pryntti  
Mouse Pad Station Includes mouse pad, 
mouse holder, wrist rest and pen/pencil tray  

ADDUP Starter Pack for IBM users inc. 
5 x 3.5* DSDD. 1 x mouse mat. 

1 x 3.5' cleaning kit and 1 x keyboard dustcover 
80 capacity BANX storage box  
CABLES AND SWITCHES 
Parallel Printer Cable 

 £2.50 
 £2 35 
 £3.95 
 £5.95 ..£15.99 
..£12.95 
 £225  £9.95 
 £9.95 
..£22 95 
 £6 99 

..£9.99 
.£9.99 

RS232 EXTENSION CABLES 

CENTRONICS PLUG TO PLUG 

DATA SWITCHES - MANUAL 
2 printers to 1 computer 
2 computers to 1 printer 
4 computers to 1 printer 
2 computers to 2 printers 

2 metre   £5.25 3 metre   £9.50 
 £13.95  £22.50 
 £6.50 
 £8.96 
 £10.95 
 £20.50 
 £9.50 

3 metTe   £11.50 
 £16.95 

Parallel Serial 
£13.50   £1350 
£13.50   £13.50 
£21.00   £20.50 
£21 00   £20.50 

ROCTEC MOUSE 
QUICKSHOT TURBO JOYSTICK 
ADD UP STARTER PACK 
S34r5^    P<&

R
E £28.50 

ROCTEC MOUSE 
MOUSE PAD STATION 
3.5- CLEANING KIT 
10 3.5' DISK IN PLASTIC BOX 
Z&tt   PRICE £23.50 

\ ROCTEC SLIMLINE DRIVE 
) 10X3.5' DISKS IN 
' PLASTIC BOX 

3.5" CLEANING KIT, 
100 CAPACITY STORAGE BOX 
SJ&tt £68.25 

UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND, 
AMIGA DUST COVER, 
1 REAM A4 PAPER, 
14- SCREEN FILTER, 
KEYBOARD STATION. 

SMrfr   P™ £35.50 

s ADDUP AMIGA A500 PLUS UPGRADE, 
] 1Mb EXPANSION BOARD, 
/ 14" SCREEN FILTER, 

50x3.5" DISKETTES, 
50 CAPACITY STORAGE BOX, 
3.5" CLEANING KIT, 
AMIGA DUSTCOVER 

SMttO P^E £93.95 

DOT MATRIX 

Brother Ml309 £205.00 
Brother 1818 £335.00 
Brother 1918 £465.00 
Brother 1824 £410.00 
Citizen 120D £149.95 
Citizen 224 £259.95 
Citizen Swift 9 £210.00 
Citizen Swift 24X £440.00 
Hewlett Packard Deskjet 500 £399.00 

Brother HL4V £1489.00 
Brother HL4V with PCL5 £1015.00 
Brother HL8E £1405.00 
Brother HL8V £1135.00 

Brother HJ100 £287.00 
•12 months on-site maintenance 
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YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS OF ORDERING 
Please add £3.60 per order for carriage up to 12 
kilos. Over 12 kilos charged at cost 
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Laws for 

thoucjht 

Prior to a detailed 

potential; and suddenly a media 
obsession was born. But, a bit 
like fractals, there was only so 
much mileage to be had, and 
despite all the excitable claims 
in the early eighties, there is still 
a long way to go. 

SO LOGICAL/ YET... 
The big concern in artificial 

An early attempt by Descartes to explain human vision 

new series 

explaining how 

you can make your 

Amiga artificially 

intelligent, Philip 

Gladwin sprints 

through the basics 

of a problem that 

doesnft get any 

easier*** 

OK, so why haven't we 
done it? Why haven't 
we got any artificial 
intelligence? Of course, 

that question depends on how you 
define non-artificial intelligence. 
Assume that you could make a 
machine which could beat all- 
comers at chess. Assume that you 
could build a chess-playing 
wunderkind that could predict blips 
on the Dow Jones Index on its days 
off. If you took this same brilliant 
machine into the centre of town, 
booted it out of the carT and told it 
to make its own way home, what do 
you reckon its chances would be? 
0%? Less, You'd probably find it 
flailing Its legs in the window 
display of the nearest china shop. 

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM? 
Thirty years of research have proved 
that we've got to redefine our ideas 
of what is really intelligent. It's only 
now we're realising that it's the little 
things, the things which we humans 
find easiest, that give so-called 
intelligent machines nervous 
breakdowns. For example, have you 
thought how hard it is to make a 
bed? On the face of it, it's a simple 
task, you have to be able to climb 
the stairs, you have to be able to 
find the bedroom, and the bed, You 
have to pull the duvet off, you have 
to be able to smooth the bottom 
sheet over the bed so that it lies just 
right, you have to tuck it in and fluff 
up the pillows... 

No machine in the world can 
manage that simple task. And even if 
it could, if we were to let the 
situation become one for which the 
machine has not been specifically 
programmed, such as the pillow 
being trapped down between the 
headboard and the mattress, and 
your intelligent home help is 
rendered about as useful as the next 
lump of highly complex metal. 

Real intelligence, in a nutshell, is 
an ability to adapt to the unexpected. 
A truly smart machine is therefore 
one that, whether it thinks in a way 
which mirrors our own thought 
processes, or whether it has a brain 
made up from higher order logic, is 
not a prodigy in one narrow subject 
but averageEy competent at anything 
you care to throw at it. 

This Is the reason why artificial 
intelligence (or Al) is currently about 
as sexy as Catastrophe Theory. 
(Remember that old chestnut?) At 
the beginning of the eighties artificial 
intelligence was big. Ed Felgenbaum 
pointed out how the Japanese were 
about to jump into the lead with their 
Fifth Generation Project MYCIN 
showed that Expert Systems had real 

intelligence is knowledge 
'0presentation. Given that we know 
an infinite number of things about 
the world, how do we write them 
down so that a machine can use 
them? Logic is one, very widely used, 
method. 

Logic gives us a language which 
is almost as powerful as English, but 
totally precise, It's based on the 
premise that it is possible to 
represent objects as terms - such 
as x,y,z - and characteristics of 
objects as predicates - such as 
p(x),b(y,z), c(x,y,z...). 

Given this, "rhino" translated 

into logic becomes rhino(X). 
To represent more complicated 

ideas there are connectives such as 
AND, giving us angry(X) AND rhino(X) 
AND charging(X,Y) AND Ron(Y). 

The other commonly used 
connectives are NOT, OR, and IF - 
which give us the ability to express 
even more complicated ideas, such 
as: 

IF((gun(X) ANDjammed(X)) 

OR (Ron(Y) AND frightened(Y) AND 
shoot(Y) AND miss(Y))) 

NOT (dead(Z) AND rhino(Z)) 

Immediately you can see one of the 
problems with this sort of knowledge 
representation - the brackets! 
artificial intelligence is famous for 
'em, and both of the computer 
languages commonly used in 
artificial intelligence - Prolog and 
Lisp - suffer from brackets piling up. 
The only consolation is that, as 
always, it gets easier to cope after a 
bit of practice, 

LISTS AND BRACKETS 
Lisp (List Processing) is one of the 
oldest computer languages around, 
and Prolog (PROgramming in LOGic) 
is a relative newcomer; between 
them, they constitute the two 
languages of choice for serious 
artificial intelligence, 

Prolog and Lisp focus on being 
able to handle symbols rather than 
numbers, and as a result they are 
well suited to dealing with logical 
representations, Because you can 
define predicates In these languages 
as you go along, it s easy to express 
facts about objects and relationships 
between objects. 

Lisp is a procedural language, 
which means that it makes the 
programmer describe in detail how a 
problem is to be solved. To write a 
Lisp program: you need to write an 
algorithm just as you do in C or 
Basic. 

Prolog is a declarative language, 
which means that, in theory, all you 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Backward chaining - Starting from the goal you are trying to prove and using 
the facts in your knowledge base you reason backwards until you have 
arrived at the question, 

DCG (Definite Clause Grammar) - currently one of the best methods of 
structuring your NLP program. 

Deep thought - Named, presumably, after the computer in The Hitchhikers 
Guide that gave the number 42 a whole new significance, this is 
America's answer to Boris Spassky, Custom hardware, incredible 
software, supposedly the world's best chess computer. 

Depth first search, Breadth first search. Hill climbing - Three of the many 
methods of searching the State Space. Which you use will depend on 
the problem you are trying to soive. 

Forward chaining - The opposite of backward chaining. 

MYCIN - The first successful expert system. Diagnosed illness. Asked 
questions about the patient's symptoms and trawled its knowledge 
base for diseases with similar symptoms, 

Scripts - Every situation in dally life has a script attached to it: a cliched 
description of the things you would expect to happen to you and the 
objects you would expect to find In this situation. 
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need to do is write down all the 
things that you know to be true about 
the problem you want to solve. Then, 
when you want to find out something 
- or more interest! ngly, when you 
want to deduce something - you just 
ask the system a question. Prolog is 
officially an Automated Theorem 
Prover. This means that it deduces 

enough to hold two people. There's a 
culinary constraint operating - the 
potential converts are still cannibals, 
and there should never be more 
converts than missionaries on either 
side of the river. Assuming that all 
four of them can row, how shou ld the 
missionaries schedule their boat 
trips so that there's no bloodshed? 

AUTOMATIC THEOREM PROVING 
There is a basic principle of Logic which states that either P or NOT P is 
always true: either the window Is broken or It is not broken. One way to 
automate theorem proving is to take your hypothesis ("the window is 
broken"), and try to prove teat its opposite (*the window 1$ intact") is 
false. If you can do thisT then you know that the window has to be broken, 
and your hypothesis is considered proved. Prolog works like this, 

argument to this predicate is the 
number of missionaries on the right 
bank of the river, the second 
argument is the number of cannibals, 
the third is the position of the 
boat. The Start State is therefore 
state (2,2,L), and the Goal State 
is state (0,0, R). As you can 
see in the diagram at the foot 

from the Start State to the Goal 
State, 

RULES OF THUMB 
In fact this is the approach taken by 
many artificial intelligence systems+ 
In real life problems the number of 
paths possible soon exceeds the 
number of paths which could be 

things by applying rules ("if you do 
this that will happen") to facts ("X is 
a Y", 'two Bs make a C"). Like I 
said, that's the theory. 

STATE OF THIS SPACE 
The central idea in much of Al is the 
idea that all the steps you could take 
to soive a problem could be 
represented as points, or nodes, in a 
theoretical space. Eh? OK, imagine 
the antique problem of two 
missionaries trying to cross a river 
with two potential converts at a point 
where their only option is a boat big 

Rejected through 
danger,., more 
cannibals than 
missionaries 

In Al terms the missionaries, the 
cannibals and the boat constitute a 
system, The legal moves which you 
can make within this system are to 
row the boat between the banks 
carrying 1-2 people, obeying the 
constraint regarding the number of 
missionaries versus the number of 
cannibals. 

The State Space is the set of 
possible states within the system. 
Assuming that they cross from the 
left bank of the river to the right 
bank, we can create a predicate 
called state (M,C,P). The first 

The man walked to the shops 

I I 
[the} [man] 

v£mT PREPOSITIONAL 
PHRASE 

(walked]    / \ 
PREPOSITION NP 

[to] / \ 
DET NOUN 

Figure 2: The surface structure of a 
simple sentence ItheJ [shops] 

of page 34T all these possible 
moves could be represented as 
a tree, 

Once you've done this it seems 
logical that you could write a program 
which could search the tree until it 
had found a route through the tree 

fart) Ao,0,R)7< 

v 
Figure 1: State space for the cannibals and missionaries problem 

searched in a useful time, and so a 
lot of work has gone into producing 
methods of searching the state 
space efficiently. 

One way of cutting down the 
possible options Es to have the 
program search according to rules of 
thumb called heuristics. 

One heuristic you would use 
when you are looking for your car 
keys would be to look in the places 
in the house where you know you 
usually leave them. If the keys aren't 
there, a second heuristic would be to 

"In Al, steps you 

can take to solve a 

problem can be 

represented as 

points in a 

theoretical space/' 

form a list of rooms which you went 
into immediately after coming home. 
If you can't remember having been in 
the spare bedroom recently then you 
would look there last We use 
heuristics like this all the time in the 
real world, and if you're careful about 
them you can usually - not always - 
cut down your program's search time 
dramatically, 

DIRTY PICTURES 
But all the rapid searching in the 
world can t help someone who 
doesn't know what they are looking 
at. 

The first stage for any robot 
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which wants to see Is to produce a 
2D image of a 3D world in the form 
of a matrix of grey level values. (I say 
grey level because most research 
work Is done in monochrome - colour 
being just too complicated.) This 
Image must be processed to extract 
the features of interest. In theory, 
this can be done by reversing the 
processes that formed the image. 
The 3D world will have been 
convolved (smeared) by the imaging 
instrument (eyeball, camera lens), 
and will have had noise added to it. 
In a perfect world both of these 
processes could be reversed 
mathematically. Sadly, it's not a 
perfect world... 

To clean up the image you would 
use a variety of mathematical 
techniques, such as high or low pass 
filtering, contrast stretching, or 
thresholding, in a trial and error kind 
of process. 

Feature extraction - the most 
famous bit of image processing - is 
the process of identifying edges and 
areas of consistent texture. Imagine 
passing a "window", or mask, over 
the image. 

The surface texture of the region 
you are currently looking at through 
the window is found by examining 
the statistical spread of the pixels 
there. Generally, if there are lots of 
pixels with very different values, you 
have a region of very rough texture, If 
there are many similar pixels then 
the texture is smooth. 

In image processing terms, 
edges are generally the line where an 
area of one type of pixel meets 
another area of a different type of 
pixel. They are detected by a 

'There is no 

program which can 

handle anything but 

a fraction of any 

natural language" 

mathematical method called 
convolution. Basically you would put 
your own edge into the window, and 
move it over the Image until you find 
a correlation. These edges can then 
be followed, and described, and, 
using the texture information, 
regions grown to produce meaningful 
shapes. 

But even with all this 
information, how do we know which 
objects these lines and shapes 
correspond to? After all, they could 
be covered in irregular shadows, 
have an unusual orientation, or be a 
long way away. 

This is where heuristics come in 
- the biggest set of which deal with 

the effects of perspective. 
This end of machine vision is 

wide open at the moment, but a 
dominant school of thought uses 
shape grammars. There are several 
ways of doing this - but most 
systems have a system of shape 

infinitely large number of sentences 
- most of which, of course, we have 
never heard before - by processing 
them using a relatively small number 
of syntactic rules and then getting 
the meaning of the sentence from 
the sum of the individual parts. 

FORWARD CHAINING TO IDENTIFY A DOG 
"It has../' 

four legs 
I  

fur paws barks 

Dog 

BACKWARD CHAINING TO IDENTIFY A DOG 

"Is it a dog?" 

four legs two^egs 

Figure 3: Inference strategies for an 
expert system 

primitives (eg cubes, lumps, 
cylinders) they can refer to, So, for 
example, an object could be 
recognised as having the basic 
shape of a cylinder, and with the 
application of heuristics the system 
could decide whether it was a snake, 
a candle, a carrot, or a tower block. 

SPEAK, AMIGA MINE 
The problem for Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) is to describe the 
grammar which underlies English so 
thoroughly and concisely that it can 
form the basis of a computer 
program, 

Every time you speak or write 
anything, you choose words to 
express a concept in your head. NLP 
researchers call the words you 
actually speak, or hear, the surface 
structure, and the concepts which 
form the basis of your speech the 
conceptual or deep structure, There 
are many ways of expressing this 
deep structure, and many ways of 
getting from there to the surface 
structure, 

Syntax is the branch of NLP 
which concentrates on whether a 
sentence is "well-formed" or not - ie 
it could conceivably have been 
spoken by a native speaker of the 
language. Semantics is the study of 
the meaning of the sentence. The 
principle of semantic 
compositionality is a theory which 
explains how we understand an 

By "individual parts" I don't 
necessarily mean words. The sorts 
of syntactic analysts which are 
normally carried out would first 
break (or "parse") a sentence such 
as "the man walked to the shops" 
Into two sections, These individual 
sections would In turn be called the 

• Sentence -» Noun Phrase 1 (MP1) 
+ Verb Phrase (VP) 
• NP1 -» Determiner ['"the"] + 
Noun ["man"] 
• VP-* Verb ["walked"] + 
Prepositional Phrase ["to the shops"] 
• PP    Preposition ["to"] + 
NP2 ["the shops1'] 
• NP2 ■* Det ["the"] + 
Noun ["shops"] 

Most approaches to syntax end up 
producing rules that look something 
like this. The next step would be to 
produce a library of rules for all the 
types of sentences that your program 
is likely to encounter. There is no 
program En existence at the moment 
that can handle anything but a tiny 
fraction of any natural language, and 
most systems which have any 
success operate in a narrow domain 
where the subject matter and even 
the types of sentences that will be 
encountered are all decided in 
advance. 

Finally you need to integrate the 
info you get from parsing with your 
conceptual structure for the text so 
far, so that the knowledge contained 
in the sentence can be used by the 
computer program to alter, say, the 
known positions of the man or the 
cat, This is much more complex, and 
far more disputed than simple 
parsing. 

Although NLP has come a long 
way, and there are systems around 
that, given enough preparation, can 
parse any particular sentence, 
there's not much progress been 
made on understanding sentences. 
For example, "Ron walked into his 
local bank wearing a Margaret 
Thatcher mask and carrying a sawn 

GURUS TO A GENERATION 

Douglas Hofetadter- Wrote Godel, Escfrer, Bach.., - The book to relax an 
A! obsessive. 

John McCarthy- Organised the first Al conference in 1956 with Marvin 
M in sky. Also invented Lisp, A founding father, 

Donald Ntlcbte - Britain's most famous Al person. 

Marvin Mlnsky - Put back the study of neural networks for nearly twenty 
years with his 1969 book proving that they couldn't work, but this 
shoufdnTt be held against him. One of the inspirational people In Al; 
another founding father, 

Roger Schank- Did some terrific NLP stuff, invented Scripts, then 
decided that we were going to get nowhere until we understood how the 
human brain worked. 

Alan Turing - The man who invented the computer and made it all possible, 

noun phrase ("The man") and 
the verb phrase ("walked to the 
shops"). 

Following this, these sections 
would be broken down further, until 
the syntactic analysis of the 
sentence would look like this: 

off shot-gun." More than likely, even 
though you've probably never seen 
this before you can still tell that Ron 
is more intent on staging a hold-up 
than a political debate. How exactly 
you comprehend this is still very 
unclear. 
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KNOWLEDGE ENGINEERS 
Expert Systems are programs which 
mimic the performance of a human 
expert in tasks which require 
knowledge and experience but are 
hard to describe in terms of 

conventional algorithms. 
To explain this, let's take the 

example of the personnel 
department of any large firm. This 
would receive hundreds, possibly 
thousands of CVs every year, and it 
would obviously be useful to 
automate as much of the repetitive 
work involved in processing them as 
was possible. The problem lies in the 
fact that the people who assess the 
CVs find it impossible to actually 
describe how they know if a CV is 
any good or not. Those responsible 
for assessing the CVs are skilled at 
forming an impression of a candidate 
from what isr to all intents and 
purposes, very flimsy evidence; 
subconsciously combining hundreds 
of heuristics and scraps of 
knowledge. 

This is an area which it would be 
hopeless to approach with 
traditional computing, but is actually 
a prime target for an expert system, 
A knowledge engineer would 
interview the experts who usually 
carried out the job of screening the 
CVs and use a variety of 
psychologically based techniques to 
elicit as much information as 
possible about the heuristics used 
by the expert. 

The knowledge base, one of the 
two main components of the expert 
system, would then be built to 
incorporate the knowledge 
engineer's findings, usually in rule 
form, looking something like : 

IF age_of_candidate <19 
THEN candidate is Young 

IF candidate has A level Physics 
THEN candidate is Scientist 

IF candidate is Scientist 

AND candidate is Young 
THEN accept candidate 

The inference engine is the other 
main component of an expert 
system. This is the supervising code 
which grinds away at the knowledge 

wouldn't trust an aero engineer who 
couldn't explain how his plane flew. 

Generating meaningful 
explanations is a whole sub branch 
of artificial intelligence in itself, but 
normally the raw material for the 
explanation will be the trace - the list 

computers are able to. 
Parallel distributed processing, 

or building neural nets, is an 
approach which sets out to learn as 
much as we can from the brain. (See 
figure 4 opposite). It involves building 
custom hardware which works in 
parallel, using networks of 
interconnected processing nodes. 
These nodes can be switched on and 
off, and are Jinked with different 
strengths, which are changed as the 
computer works. Although each node 
can't do much on its own, the fact 
that it works independently and 
simultaneously with the other nodes 
means that a large network built like 
this has potential for massively 
complex and subtle behaviour. 

Systems like this aren't so much 
programmed as taught, At first when 

"Systems have 

been built which 

recognise human 

faces and 

handwriting," 

the net is shown a set of training 
data, it will produce random output. 
Very quickly the weights within the 
net alter, nodes fire, and the net 
learns the features that compose the 
training set. After this it can be let 
loose on new, previously unseen 
data. These types of systems have 
the ability to generalise - moving 
from the information they have been 
explicitly taught until they can handle 
cases that they have not 
encountered before. As I said earlier, 
this is, in my view, the first real step 
towards machine intelligence. 

There are drawbacks of course, 
such as the fact that it quickly gets 
very hard to understand what is going 
on inside the further corners of the 
network, and so, systems built in 
this way have the potential for 
unpredictable behaviour. Despite 
this, neural systems are the hottest 
research topic in Al at the moment 
and systems have been built that 
can recognise human faces, 
recognise different people s 
handwriting and even summarise 
simple stories, 

DO IT YOURSELF 
Next issue sees the start of a new 
series aimed at helping you build 
your own Al system. You wiJl need a 
copy of Prolog for the Amiga - the 
only one I know about is in the public 
domain and costs pennies. It's 
called Stony Brook Prolog, in the Fish 
library, and I got mine from PD Direct 
(£l.50,ir0782 20S22S). CD 

base. In this case it would probably 
take the CV as the starting point 
and, by substituting the data culled 
from it into the IF parts of the rules, 
find a path to either of the goal 
states of "Accept" or "Reject the 
candidate". 

Expert systems (see figure 3 on 
page 36) traditionally have to have 
the ability to expiain their 
conclusions and this is based on the 
analogy to human performance - you 

Al state of the art, circa 1504. Different areas of the 
brain are responsible for various sensory perceptions 

of rules that the system traversed in 
finding its goal state. 

MACHINES THAT LEARN 
The problem with rule based 
programming is that the artificial 
intelligence achievable is limited by 
the things we can find rules for, But 
what are the rules you use for 
recognising, say, your bike from a 
row of others? If you parked it in a 
dodgy area (such as my old school 

bikesheds) there's a 
possibility that when 
you come back to it, 
it could be 
thoroughly mangled. 
Yet you would still 
be able to recognise 
it as being yours. A 
rule based system 
which had that 
amount of subtlety 
would have to 
spend an hour or 
two chasing through 
its knowledge base 
- but we can do the 
same task in a split 
second. Something 
is obviously amiss 
with conventional 
artificial 
intelligence. 

That something 
is the human brain. 
We can learn a lot 
from the human 
brain - it can do all 
of the things that 
we're trying to do in 
artificial intelligence 
and on the whole it 
performs much 
better than our 
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Build 

□ brai 

Heard the fuss about 

neural nets? Want to 

know what they can 

do for you? Look no 

further, Philip Gladwin 

shows you how to simulate your 

brain with your Amiga 

ONLY CONNECT... 
Never mind - you can go a long 
way with a simulation. Figure 1 
shows one of the simplest 
hardware nodes. It is some sort 
of electrical component; it can be 
switched either on or off; it has 
one output and a number of input 
channels. All of these channels 
only carry values of either 1 or 0, 
The Teach Mode Input is a 
special type of input; when that 
has a value of 1 the node is 
considered to be learning 
something, when it ts 0 the node 

This month 
sees the start of a new 
mini-series aimed at 
demonstrating how to use 

your Amiga for leading edge neural 
net research. Well, almost. I'm 
going to be giving you the know-how 
to build a simple parallel distributed 
system or neural net which can be 
used for basic pattern recognition. 
Why bother? Well, If you've read the 
artificial intelligence feature on the 
previous four pages, you'll know 
that neural nets are the future. tf 
you haven't and want to know more 
of the background to this column, 
then that's a good place to start. 

WHICH NOISE ANNOYS? 
Neural computing, or connectionism, 
is an attempt to get closer to how 
the human brain works. Our brains 
are spectacularly good at dealing 
with noisy input. Not just distorted 
sound waves, but noise in the wider 
sense. We can tell a house from an 
elephant, even in thick fog; we can 
recognise the faces of our nearest 
and dearest with make-up or woolly 
black beard, or even both; we can 
even eavesdrop on conversations on 
the far side of crowded bars if we 
really concentrate. This kind of 
performance was unattainable for 
the average Al system, until neural 
nets were investigated again at the 
beginning of the 1980s. After Initial 
work in the early years of Al it took 
ten years or so to throw off the 
malign influence of a book written by 
Minsky and Papert in 1969 which, 
when cited (in the best research 
traditions, naturally) in attacks on 
targets its authors hadn't intended, 
proved conclusively that neural 

TEACH 
MODE 
INPUT 

TEACH 
INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Figure 1: A simple 
processing node: 
the heart of any 
neural computer 

computing could never have much of 
a future. (A bit like the bumble-bee). 
In 1982, Bruce Wilkie and co built 
Wisard, a ground breaking pattern 
recogniser which brought neural 
computing back to centre stage, and 
the bandwagon began to roll again. 

Connectionism uses a 
distributed architecture composed of 
tens, hundreds, or even thousands 
of simple processors, or nodes, 
acting according to very limited 
constraints. The aim is to build 
whole computers in this way, each of 
the hardware nodes working 
distinctly from one another, which 
means that some or all of the nodes 
could be active at any one time. Until 
this hardware is available the only 
way of trying these ideas out is to 
build a software simulation, 
processing each node in rotation and 
therefore, to some extent at least, 
missing the point. 

has stopped learning and is being 
used. When the node is in Teach 
Mode it teams to associate the 
pattern the I Inputs make with the 
value of the T Input. 

OK, example time: you want to 
teach a 5 input node what to do at a 
traffic light. You want it to be able to 
decide whether it is safe to go 

through the light (which it will 
indicate by sending a 1 down its 
output channel) or stop at the light 
{output a 0). 

First of allT set the Teach Mode 
Input to 1. You have three lights to 
consider, Red, Amber and Green, 
Each of these lights can be assigned 
to one of the three primary input 
channels. To teach the node, you 
would run through the possible input 
patterns for the I nodes and 
associate each of them with an input 
at the T node, (While the node is in 

THINK SMALL 
Networks like this are only the very 
beginning. Estimates vary, but the 
human brain has well over 10 
billion processing units, and each 
neuron has many more connections 
than these nodes, There is a 
research project underway which 
aims to produce a map of the 
connections in the brain of an 
earthworm. Even this, trivial as it 
sounds, is a long term proposition. 

Teach Mode it has no output) In the 
case of a red light the 1 input pattern 
would be 1,0,0, and the input at the 
T Node would be 0, For a Red and 
Amber light the I inputs would be 
1,1,0, and the T input would be 1 - 
and so on. The node is assumed to 
have just enough processing power 
to remember these associations of 
input and output. 

When you decide the node knows 
everything it needs to about traffic 
lights you change the mode of 
operation of the node by switching 
the Teach Mode input to 0. From 
then on the node stops learning and 
starts considering what it will output 
down channel 0. When it receives 
the input pattern 1,0,0 from the I 
channels it knows that it has to put 
out a l into channel 0. It has been 
taught that a red light means Stop. 

"So what's the big deal?r 1 hear 
you mutter, Well, when these nodes 
are linked together, their behaviour 
becomes very interesting. But more 
on that next month along with some 
AMOS code for your very own, fully 
auto-associative, pattern recognising, 
neural net. 1^1 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 
Parallel Distributed Precessing (FOP) - One of the many names for neural 

style computing, 

Boltzmann Machine, Hopfield Net - Neural nets which work around a 
particular way of seeing neural nets: when a net Is given a problem it 
has a high energy level, The process of solving the problem and settling 
Into a solution then becomes settling into a low ener^ state. 

Simulated annealing - A Boltzmann Machine has this; a Hopfield net 
doesn't, Basically the Introduction of a random factor to ensure that, as 
the net settles into a solution, it doesn't get stuck at an energy level a 
long way from the bottom. 
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MEMORY EXPANSION 

SUPRA 500RX Manufactured out of Albany, 
U.S.A. SUPRA offer the ultimate in Fast Ram 
expansion units. 
Built to the highest technical specifications they offer 
full auto configuration and quick easy fitting onto the 
side expansion port, 
B Mb pop to 1 Mb* £99.99 
8 Mb pop to 2 Mb*.. . . £124.99 
8Mb pop to 2Mb . , £149.99 
8 Mb pop to * Mb £209.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb £309.99 
*Populated using 256 x 4 Zipsra cost effective way of 
expanding your system if you are unlikely to require 
additional expansion greater than 2 Mb. The other ^ 
configurations use 1 x 4 Zips, a more expensive chip ' 
but you are able to expand easily right up to 8 Mb. 

PHOENIX A500 Plus 
2 Meg RAM Upgrade Modules 

PHOENIX RAM 
Modules will 
expand your chip 
RAM up to 2 Mb 
using the trapdoor 
expansion port. 
Chip RAM is required 
to unleash the full 
graphics capabilities of 

the Amiga 500 Plus. If you are running out of memory 
or just thinking of expanding your Amiga 500 Plus 
system then upgrading has never been cheaper. 
Designed and built to exacting standards in the U.K. 
all our boards carry a full 2 year no quibble 
replacement guarantee. 
PHOENIX 1 Mb Fully populated RAM board £39.99 
PHOENIX 1 Mb unpopulated RAM board ....£16.99 

PHOENIX Kickstart 
ROM Sharer 

Because some older I 
games and business 
software will not run 
on the new Kickstart I 
2.04 ROM. 
PHOENIX have designed i 
a sharer for both ROM | 
chip sets, Swttchabfe | 
between 1.3 and 2.04 you 
can get all the benefits of I 
the latest A500 Plus I 
without the drawback of losing your old software. Fits 
all Amiga 500/1500/2000, 
Kickstart ROM Sharer „ £24.99 
{ROM Chips not included} 
Kickstart T.3 ROM £29.99 
Kickstart 2.04 ROM £44.99 
If you're upgrading your Kickstart 1,3 Amiga to 2.04, 
then you may encounter problems if your machine has 
a revision 3 or 5 motherboard. Mot if you use the new 
Rev 3/fc PHOENIX ROM Sharer, Fits just as easily and 
is ready to accept the 2.04 chip without the hassle of 
any tricky motherboard modifications you may have to 
make. 
Kickstart Rov 3/5 ROM Sharer... ..£27.99 
(ROM Chips not included) 
NEW! Keyboard Switch able ROM Sharer... £34.99 

AMIGA 600 

THI HOENIX PRODUCTS. 

Continuing in our pursuit of excellence, Phoenix are 
proud to announce the release of a brand new range 
of Amiga peripherals including: 
Stereo Samp le r    „      ..£34.99 
(inc. FREE sample editing software + audio lead) 
Pro-Midi 2 Interface ..-.£24,99 
(inc. FREE midi lead) 
Mouse/Joystick Switch, £13.99 
Computer/Video Scart Switch £19.99 

A 600 „£3 
(including software bundle! 
A 600 HO...  
(including 20 Mb Hard Drive) 
Phoenix are pleased to announce the arrival of the 
eagerly awaited AGO0. With its modern compact semi 
portable wedge shape design, the new GOO comes 
with the following features as standard: 

* 1 Mb of RAM as standard (expandable) 
* Kickstart/Workbench 2.05 
* Built in IV modulator 
* Standard smart card slot 
* Trapdoor expansion port 
* 2 x joystick/mouse ports 
* Optional internal IDE hard drive 
* State of the art surface 

mount technology 

TEL: 0532 311932 
FCC DISTRIBUTION, UNIT 19r ARM LEY 
PARK COURT, STANNINGLEY ROAD, 

LEEDS LS12 2AE 
* 

TEL: {0532) 311932 U.K. Sales 
TEL (0532) 319061 Trade/European Sales 

TEL: (05321 319061 Technical Helpline 
♦ 

All prices include V A T. and free U.K. delivery. Next 
day delivery by courier £4,50 

Please make cheques payable to 
F C C. Distribution Ltd. 

AMIGA RELEASE 2 

The long awaited 
Upgrade kit for 
1 2/1.3 owners 
from Commodore 
has finally arrived 
and is selling fast. 
We have managed to 
secure one of the 
largest stocks of this 
product in the whole of the UK.The package 
comprises 2,04 ROM chip, all Workbench software 
(Install disk, Workbench 2.04 disk, Fonts disk and 
Extras disk.) a huge fully hound highly informative 
instructional/technical manual covering every aspect 
of the 2.04 operating system plus an additional 
"Getting Started" manual, a step by step guide to 
Workbench 2,04, This is the essential upgrade kit 
direct from PHOENIX. Please note that due to the 
excessive weight of this item, we have to charge £2.50 
P+P on all orders. 

NOW IN STOCK £89.99 

CHIPS 

PHOENIX have bulk buying 
power which means that 
prices frequently change. 
These prices are accurate at 
the time of going to press 
but please call for the best 
deals. Quantity discounts 
are also available on some 
chips so please ask. 

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
Kickstart U ROM 129.99 Fatter Agnus 8372A. £39 99 
Kickstart 2.04 ROM £44.99 CIA 8520A... £14,99 
NEW Super Denisc £34.38 

MEMORY CHIPS 
4 Mb x 9 (-70) Simm..£119.99 1 Mbx4 (-BO) Zip *£34.99 
1 Mh x 9 I-SO) Simm £29.99 "This price is for 1 Mb of HAM 
256k x 9 ( 80) Simm £12.99 296k x 4 (-80) Zip *£2S 99 
256k x 4 DRAM ....£3.49 'This price is for 1 Mb ef RAM 

These chips cover practically every popular memory 
expansion or Hard Drive system on the market for the 
Amiga ie. GVP, SUPRA, MICR0B0TICS, COMMODORE 
etc. 
RING OUR TECHNICAL HELPLINE IF YOU NEED ADVICE 

HARD DRIVES 

PHOENIX are pleased to offer the stunning 
range of GVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, 
the fastest Hard Drive/Controller for the Amiga. 
Features Game Switch, external SCISI port, 
FAAASTROM SCISI Driver, GVP's custom VLSI chip 
and internal RAM expansion up to 8 meg! AH units use 
high specification fast access QUANTUM Hard 
Drives. 
A50O-HDB+ 52 MEG(Unpopulated) ..£349.99 
A500-HD8+ 105 MEG (Unpopulated) ,...£46199 
Series II52 MEG Hard Disk and RAM card..,..£279.99 
Series I1120 MEG Hard Disk and RAM card £419.99 
Series II240 MEG Hard Disk and RAM card £649.99 

EXTRA MEMORY FOR ALL GVP ONLY 
£29.99 PER Mb ! 

VIDEO 

ROMBO-Complete Colour Solution £84.99! 
Amazing Price Reduction! 
ROCTEC have established themselves in the computer 
peripherals market as makers of high quality products 
and their genlocks are no exception. 
ROC GEN Plus SPECIAL OFFER-ONLY £12999 
Quality features and performance. Recommended. 



Be the first tc 

YOU CAN'T 

AFFORD TO 

MISS IT! 

Book your tickets 
now and save even 

more money with 
our special early 

booking discount. 
Instead of £6 you 

pay £4.95 - or 
£2.95 for under 14s. 

Return the form 

straight way to 

guarantee your 

show ticket. 

YES! I would like to order advance tickets to the Amiga Shopper Show and save £1.05 a ticket. 

Please send me 
Please send me 

adult tickets at the special discount price of £4.95. 
under-14 tickets at the special discount price of £2.95. 

Total payment: £...  

Method of payment (please circle) Access/Mastercard Visa Cheque PO 

Credit card number ■  ■ ,   I  u i Expiry date 
Please make all cheques payable to AMIGA SHOPPER SHOW 

Name # t ,. ,  

Address...,. ...»  

Postcode. AS 

Send this form to: AM EGA SHOPPER SHOW, PO Box 2, Ellesmere Port, South Wirral, L65 SEA 
This offer closes on May 8th. 

11 =1 I- tfl O w < ■- 
O nl 
h- 01 

O £ 
< i 
y i 

Credit card 



see the new Amiga 

Rumours have been circulating for months about a possible 

new affordable Amiga - and now you can be among the first 

people to see it for yourself, Commodore has announced 

that the official launch of the new machine, called the 

A600, will be at the Amiga Shopper Show on May 15-17. 

As wed as the exhibitors, Amiga Shopper will be hosting a 

series of seminars on topics ranging from programming to 

DeiuxePaint. And there will be question and answer ses- 

sions with the Amiga Shopper experts, and a chance to talk 

about the magazine to the team which produces it. 

The announcement confirms that 

the Amiga Shopper Show is the 

premier event of the spring. Also 

being launched at the show is the 

A570 (formerly the A690) CD-ROM 

drive for the A500. 

Dozens of hardware and software 

companies, book publishers and 

dealers will be at the show. This is just part of the list; 

Commodore, Ashcom, AdventureSoft, Bitcon, Bruce Smith 

Books, Citizen, Computer Books, Connect, Cortex, Digita, 

Evesham Micros, FMG, Fujitsu, Future World, GVP, 

Gasteiner, Golden Image, George Thompson Services, 

Harde Cache, Hi Soft, JAM, Kador, Media Ware, New 

Dimensions, Pacific Digital, Power Computing, Precision, 

Progressive Peripherals, Rombo, Silica, Supra, Videk, WTS, 

Zone Distribution... and many, many more, 

WIMBL1Y   EXHIBITION   CENTRE *  MAY   15   - 17 

If you've ever fancied experiencing 

virtual reality, the Amiga Shopper 

Show will be your chance, with the 

opportunity to lose yourself inside 

an incredible computer generated 

world. And gamers will have the 

chance to win prizes for getting 

the high score on the latest 

games from Ocean, US Gold, 

Psygnosis, Electronic Arts and many others in the Amiga 

Power Games Arcade. 

New launches, lots to see, great bargains, informed semi- 

nars, stunning entertainment: the Amiga Shopper Show is 

the best day out for Amiga owners this year, So order your 

tickets now using the form on the left or dial the credit card 

hotline number. Either way, you save money, and you'll get 

a full show guide sent to you before the event! 

SOFTWARE 

See the latest products 
from the tikes of Digita, 

HiSoft and Precision, 
Test them out for your 
self, then pick the one 

you want.. 

The Amiga Power games 
arcade will feature only 

the latest and best 
games - and you'll have 
the chance to play them 

yourself. 

HARDWARE 

Powerful hardware which 
wili transform you Amiga 
will be on display and on 
salef including devices 

from Supra, GVP, 
Gasteiner and more,.. 

IOPENING HOURS The Amiga Shopper Show is being held ot the Wembley Exhibition Centre, London, on these dates: J 

Friday May 15th, 9am - 5.30pm • Saturday May 16th, 9am - 5.30pm • Sunday May 17th, 9am - 4pm 11 1 

051-356 5085 



I RIl.OtiK IIAVK 
BEEN MAILORDER 
SPECIALISTS I OR 

OVER8VEARS, 

Official govern- 
m*nt k educational 

establishment 
i—i      order* welcome. 

£] 39.99 
£99*99 
£57,99 
£99.99 
£149,99 
£519.99 
£58499 
£684.99 
£48499 
£5*9.99 

DESK TOP VIDEO PERIPHERALS 
VIDlComplete Solution 
VIDI 
RGB SPLITTER Rombo Electronic type 
ROCGEN GENLOCK SAVE£££s 
ROCGEN PLUS GENLOCK 
fRAMGRAHBER 
SUPERPIC- Colour DieMser & Genlock 
SUPERP1C ANIMATE 
COLOURPIC colour diritlser 
COLOUP1C ANIMATE 
CABARET FOR COLOURPIC/SO PERP1C£28.99 
CABARET PLUS £&7,99 
DIG I VIEW GOLD the best with a ca mom £99.99 
R E NDA LE 8802 GENLOCK £149.99 
RENDALE SUPER 8802 SVHS GENLOCK £499.99 
HITACHI MONO CAMERA-LOW PRICE £179.99 
EMULATORS, INTERFACES, MEMORY* 

CARDS & SPARES 
KICKSTART1J ROM £39.99 
KICKSTART 2 ROM £77.99 
AMIGA 50*+ ROM SWITCH rocra extra £24,99 
FATTER AGNUS 8372A £69.99 
SUPER DEN1SE £39.99 
GARY £31*99 
B520AL/Qthtp £15-99 
1500/2000 SMEG CARD unpop uses si mirs £79.99 
ST506 CONTROLLER FOR A500 £79*9 9 
1500/2000 SCSIDRIVE CONTROLLER £09.99 
A500 SCSI CONTROLLER & HOUSING £129.99 
A50C IDE CONTROLLER & HOUSING £119*99 
1500/2000 IDE DRIVE CONTROLLER £04.99 
A520 MODULATOR £29.99 
UPRATED A5O0 POWER PACK £44.99 
KCS PC BOARD v3 + MSDOS 4 £20 4.99 
KCS WITHOUT MSDOS £189-99 
KCS 2000 PC BOA RD ADAPTOR £64.99 
AT ONCE + 16MHz PC EMULATOR £199.99 
256*4 CMOS □ RAMS each £425 or £33/meij 
Imeg * 9 SIMMS 70 or 80 ns £37.99 
23 WAY PLUG & COVER wider type £2.99 
23WAY SOCKET &OOVER solder type £2.99 
AMIGA INTERNAL replacement dnve £69*99 
MAI NS SUPPRESSOR BLOCK 4 WAY £12*99 
35" DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANER £4,99 
4 JOYSTICK ADAPTOR £0.99 
PC ANALOGUE JOYSTICK ADAPTOR £9.99 

MICE, JOYSTICKS* SCANNERS, 
TRACKBALLS & CDTV ACCESSORIES 

SPEED MOUSE £15,99 
NAKSHA MOUSE + OPERTN STEALTH £2499 
CDTV KEYBOARD * BLACK £49*99 
CD TV TRACKBALL CONTROLLER £77,99 
ZYDEC AMIGA SCANNER £99.99 
CRPA4 GRAPHICS TABLET £329-99 
GRAVIS MOUSE STICK CONTROLLER £65*99 

£1449 
£12,99 
£9,99 
£13.99 
£13.99 
£19.99 
£26.99 
£13.99 
£11.99 
£10*99 
£3499 
£49*99 
£3499 
£38,99 

DIGIVIE W MEDIASTATION 
DIGIVIEW + DIGIPAINT3 

+ ELAN PERFORMER 
SPECIAL OFFER - £134,99 J 

DELTA 3A ANALOGUE JOYSTICK 
ZIPSTICKAUTOFIRE 
PRO 5000 COMBAT 
PRO 5000 STAR 
QU1CKJOY SU PER5TA R 
QUICKSHOTTOPSTAR 
MEGA STAR HEAVY DUTY JOYSTICK 
NAVIGATOR AUTOFIRE JOYSTICK 
SPEEDKING AUTOF1RE 
QUICKJOY PYTHON 
ZYDEC AMIGA TRACKBALL 
MARCONI TRACKERBALL 
PHAZER LIGHT GUN PACK 
OPTICAL MOUSE 

AMIGA BOOKS 
* - PRICE INCLUDES PROGRAM DISK 
AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS £16.99 
AMIGA BASIC INSIDE & OUT £18,45 
AMIGA SYSTEM PRO GUIDE £3245 
AMIGA ADVANCED SYSTEM 
PROGRAMMERS GUIDE £3245 
AMIGA DISK DRIVES I&O £27,95 
AMIGA DOS INSIDE OUT £19.99' 
AMIGA PRINTERS I &O £31.95 
AMIGA DESKTOP VIDEO £21.95 
AMIGA 3D GRAPHICS £17.95 
MAKING MUSIC ON AMIGA £27*99 
AMIGA GRAHJCS I&O £31.95 
AMIGA MACHINE LANGUA £1445 
AMIGA C FOR BEGINNERS £16.99 
AMIGA C FOR ADVANCED 
PRORAMMERS £27-99 
A Ml GA DOS MANUAL £19,95 
KIDS & THE AMIGA £15.95 
BEST AMIGA TRICKS & TIPS £27,45 
MAPPING THE AMIGA £2495 
MACHINE LANGUAGE FOR 
BEGINNERS £19*95 
ELEMENTARY AMIGA BASIC £1495 
ADVA NCED A MIGA BASIC £16*95 
PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES 
ON THE AMIGA £16*95 
USING AREXX ON AMI GA £27*99 
FIRST BOOK OF THE AMIGA £16.95 
AMIGA ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMME NG £1445 
LSI NG DELUXE PA INT £19.95 
AMIGA VISON HANDBOOK £23.45 
THE IMAGINE COMPANION £24.95 
HARDWARE REF MANUAL £21.95 
68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMMING £24.95 
AMIGA ROM KERNEL REFERENCE 
BOOKS - 3 AVAILABLE - each £28.95 
DELUXE PAINT VIDEO £19.99 
SU PERBASE - THE BOOK        £ 11.49 

1&0 = ABACUS INSIDE & OUT 
SERIES. 

^     SEAL n TYPE > 
KEYBOARD SKIN. 

Moulded to cover each key, but flexible 
enough to type throw eh, 
AMIGA 5 CM & PLUS f state which 
when ordering please) £12*49 
1500/2000 £1X99 
ANTISTATIC DUST COVERS. 
AMIGA 500 &500 Plus £4,99 
AM IG A 1500/2000 2P1ECE      £12,99 
SS33/1004 MONITOR £7*99 
S WI FT 9, LC200 PRINTER £7.99 

C OTHERS TYPES AVAILABLE J 

EDUCATIONAL ^ 
COMPENDIUM & 

SPECIAL BOXED SET COMPRISING; 
KI DS TYPE, 
WEATHER WATCHER, 
CALENDAR QUIZ, 
WORDS & NUMBERS, 
GAME SET & MATCH 
.WHAT IS IT WHERE IS IT ? 

f X COPY 
PROFESSIONAL 

Latest version - £33*99 complete 
NB. Making backups without the permisiion 
of the copyright holder Is Illegal* 
OTHER DISK UTILITIES 
ACTION REPLAY FOR A500 £57.99 
ACTION REPLA Y FOR 2000 £67.99 
QUARTERBACK £38.99 
DISKMASTER £29*99 

LOOK OUT FOR 

LOWER PRICES ON 

MANY ITEMS 

MOUSE/JOYSTICK FORT 
SWITCH NOW £12.99 §x 

Has sockets for mouse & a joystick. 
Push button operation 
Uses no power unlike other types. 
Compatible with many doncjles. 
Saves wear & tear on mouse port, 

C 
CYCLONE 1 ADAPTOR 

£12.99 

NAKSHA AMIGA MOUSE + 
OPERATION STEALTH £24.99 

DISKS & DISK BOXES 
250 SIZE BANK BOX £24*99 
150 SIZE POSSO TYPE BOX £19.99 
40/50 SIZE LOCKABLE BOX £6.99 
20 &L/M D| SK HOLDE R £2*99 
SO SIZE LOCKABLE BOX £7.99 
100 SIZE LOCKABLE BOX £&.99 
TDK BRANDED DISKS PACK OF 10 
DS/DD INCLUDING LABELS* £7*99 

SUPER-Fi ONE 
STEREO SYSTEM 
* POWERFUL 12wattW CHANNEL 
* COMPACT BOOKSHELF CABINET 
' y WOOFER + 1" TWEETER g BASS REFLEX PORT 
* 30Hz - 20kHz RESPONSE 
* BUILT-IN MAINS POWER UNIT 
* REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL* 

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE 
ONLY £34.99*= 

SOUND BLASTER £44,99 
ZYFI £34.99** 

SUPER-Fi TWO 
STEREO SYSTEM 
* MASSIVE 20 watts /channel. 
* BASS & TKliUI E CONTROLS 
* 4" WOOFER, Y TWEETER 
•BASSREFLEX PORT 
* BUILT IN' MAIN'S POWER UNIT 
* THE ULTIMATE SOUND SYSTEM 

FOR COMPUTERS, NICAM VCRs, 
SATELLITE SYSTEMS ETC 

> 

ONLY £59.99 

AMIGA 

SALES: 0274-691115 

We're easy to find, just Unfiles from 

Leave M62 at [unction 26, take A630 
to Bra fool uphill, after about 15 
miles, turn Left just over a railway 
bridge. After 1/4mi le, look for us 
opposite a Royal Mail letterbox. 

FAX 0274 - 600150 
Cornmodoft dealer tince 1894 

TRILOGIC, 

UNIT 1, DEPTAS6, 

253 NEW WORKS RD, 

BRADFORD, BD12 OOP 
HOW TO ORDER, ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
BY PHONE: Simply phone us with your Access or Visa number {inc Connect & bank debt t 
cards) for sameday despatch (if goods In stock - most ate, & orders are received be tore 3pm). 
You are not charged until the goods are despatched. 
BY MAIL Send cheque, (made payable to TRILOGIC), POs, or your c7card number & expiry 
date, order details, & name, address & phone number to the address above 
POSTAGE; Please add nominal post & packing charge of just £1 to orders under £100, or £2 to 
orders over£10* 
OPTIONAL EXPRESS DELIVERY - Recommended for orders over £50.00 In value. 
2-3 day dd ivery - add £3,50 Next Working Day Deli very - add £555 (Please a) low 2-3 days for 
remote areas, Uk mainland only). Weekday delivery only. 
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME. PLEASE ADD £3.50 POSTAGE PER ORDER 
CALLERS MOST WELCOME: Open Mon-Fri S till 6, 5atS-4pm* 

Please phone to check availability before calling* 

MIDI INTERFACE 2 > 
Our unique 5 port Midi interface 2 has In, 

Out fit Thru sockets plus two additional 
switchable out/lhru socket? for ingenious 
versatlily. Complete with free mldi lead* 
fully compatible with Sequencer One, 
Music X, Deluxe Music, Tiger Cub, Bars & 
Pipes etc etc. 

NOW ONLY £26.99 2-c 
M IDl 2+ MUSIC X Ju nlor £59*99** 

Extra Midi lead l«2m£1.49 
Extra Midi lead 3m   Li.99 j 

f     SAMPLER 2 > 
Our Superb sounding STEREO SAMPLER 2 

uses a stale of the art A/D chip which 
samples so fast, it captures every detail at 
the sound, Easily adjusted level control, 
connecting lead & free stereo sampling 
software. Fully compatible with all papular 
so m plin g soft wa te. NOW ONLY £37*99 X 

Sampler! tition4£69*99 
^ = PRICE CUT ~ - LIMITED OFFER 

BARGAIN BASEMENT* 
GFA BASIC 3.5 £199 
PHOTON PAINT 2 £12.99 
SU PE RBASE PERSONAL 2 £29.99 
10 STAR GAMES PACK £2499 
20 SIZE DISK BOX £199 
STEREO HEADPHONE AMP £14*99 

SOFTWARE SUPERBUYS 
ALL SOFTWARE IS UK SOURCED. 

ADVANTAGE £69-99 X 
AMI ALIGNMENT £29-99 x 
A MAS 2 £89,99 
AMIGA VISION £89*99** 
AMOS £34.99 
AMOS 3D £25*99 
A MOS COMPILER £22,99 
ART DEPARTMENT £49,99 
ART DEPA RTM ENT PRO £149,99 3* 
ASSSEMPRO £59,99 
A TALK III £39.99 
AUDITION 4 £37.49 
AUDIOMASTER 4 £49.99** 
AUDIO ENGINEER £1*9.99 
BARS & PIPES £99«993< 
BBC EMULATOR £29*99 ** 
BROADCAST TTTLER 2 £167.99 
CAN DO 1.6 £72.99" 
CASH BOOK CONTROLLER £52.49 
CROSS DOS £21.99 
DAY BY DAY £22.49 
DELUXE PAINT 4 £57.99 
DELUXE MUSIC £49*99 
DELUXE VIDEO 3 £74.99 
DE VP AC 3 - new version £51,99 
DGCALC £29.99 
DIG! PAINT 3 £39.99 
DIRECTORY OPUS £29.99 „ 
DISK MASTER. £29.99* £ 
DISK MASTER 2 £49.99 P 
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDI £59.99** £ 
DOCTOR AMI £29.99 ft 
DRTs TIGER CUB £49*99X E 
DR TS KCS LEVEL II £199.99 5< r 
MIAN PI'RIORMKK 2 £44.99 Z 
E TYPE £29*99 £ 
EXCELLENCE £59*99 H- 
FINAL COPY £54*99" C 
FLOW v3.Q £54,99*' ^ 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II £29,99 « 
FUG HTSEM SCENERY DISKS£ 16*99 £ 
FONT GRABBER £37*49 ^ 
GB ROUTE PLUS £59*99 r> 
GFA BASIC   Special offer £9.99" < 
GOLD DISK OFFICE £7499* 
HIGH SPEED PASCAL £7499 C 
H1SOFT BASIC £47,99 U 
HISOFT BASIC PROFESS £ k* 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 £39.99 T 
HOMEBASE £2499 ^ 
HYPER BOOK £4499 J- 
IMAGINE 2 £199.99 r 
IMAGINE COMPANION £24,95 a 

INFOFILE £29.99 *♦ Q 
INTROCAD £31.99* JJ 
INTROCADPLUS £74.99" N KIN DWORDS £37.49 ^ 
LATTICE C v5 £159.99 r MACRO 6S000 ASSEMB LMR £39.99 £ 
MAILSHOTPLUS £37*49 C* 
MEDIA SHOW £51*99 
MICRON A V FLIGHT SIM £ 99.99 
MUSIC XvLl £54.99* 
M USIC X j UNIOR £39*994 

PAGESTEAM11 £139.9* 
PAGE SETTER 2 £44.99 
PENPAL £5499 
PERSONAL TAX PLANNER £29.99 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANG £23.99 
PLXMATE 
PROFESSIONAL CALC 
PRODATA 
PROFESSIONAL DRAW 2 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 2 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE 3 
PROTEXT v55 
PRO VIDEO PLUS 
PROWRITEvSJ 
QUARTERBACK 
QUARTERBACK TOOLS 
QUARTET 
SCALA54W 
SCRIBBLE PLATINUM 
SCULPT 3DXL 
SCULP ANIMATE 4DJNR 
SEQUENCER 1+ 
SON1X 
SOUNDM ASTER 
STEREO MASTER 
SUPERJAM 
SUPERBASE PROF 4 
SUFERPLAN 
SYSTEM 3 
SYSTEM 3e new version 
TAKE 2 
TECHNOSOUND 
TRANS WRITE 
TURBOPRINT PROFESS 
TV SHOW 
VIDEO EFFECTS 3D 
VIDEOSCAPE 3D 
VIDEO TITLER 3D 
VIDEO DIRECTOR 
WORD PERFECT 41 
WORDWORTH 1.1 
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT 
3D PROFESSIONAL 



YW despatch 100s of orders 
per week from our range of 
over SO0 Amiga Products 

ASK FOR FREE 
PRICE LISTS 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
AMIGA 500PLUS 

* Please phone tocheck 

LEMMINGS 
THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 
DELUXE FAINT 3 

LOW COST 3 &5 YEAR EXTENDED 
WARRANTIES AVAILABLE 

PLEASE SEE BELOW. 

BUILT-IN DISK DRIVE 
1 MEG RAM 
MOUSE 
TV MODULATOR 
WORKBENCH 2. 
BUILT-IN CLOCK 

f COLOUR MONITORS ^ 
PHILIPS CM8833 mk 2 UK MODEL with F19 & 
On site warranty £239.99 
COMMODORE 10B4Sdi - new model £249.99 
AOC CM326 MULTISYNC HIRES £339,99 
TV TUNER - use your monitor as a tv. Costs just 
£40 when purchased with 8833 or 1084 monitor; 
or £50 with AOC. (£5 more if bought separately) 

MONITOR ACCESSORIES 
MONITOR PLINTH WITHOUT SHELF £23,99 
MONITOR PLINTH WITH SHELF £33.99 
DELUXE WORK CENTRE including overall dust cover, 
mouse mat & holder, joystick/mouse extension set £49.99 
14" MONITOR TILT/ S WIVEL BASE £] 2.99 
MONITOR DUST COVER state monltor £7,99 
SCART SWITCH - effectively gives your tv or monitor two 
scarf sockets Enables ANY two scart leads eg Amiga & vcr, ID 
be connected to one scart socket Fully switched. £19.99 

AMIGA TV/ MONITOR LEADS. 
A 1.1 for most Scart tvs except some Goldstar & vers £12.99 
AI 2 for Ferguson MC01/3/5 with 7 or & pin din skt £12.99 
A L4 for Hi ta eh I/Gran ada with 7 pi n RG B skt £12.99 
A L6 for A mstrad CFC moni tor - wi t h no sound £11.99 
AL6B fome w C PC moni tor with stereo sound £12.99 
A L7 for 1084 monitor J nc audio lead (6pin Din plug) £14,99 
AL7P for new 8B*3/1084s - 9 pin D plug £14.99 
A LI 1 for mul ttsync wi t h 9 pi n skt on moni tor £ ] 1.99 
ALUB for multisync with 9 pin plug on monitor £11.99 
AL12 for mu I lisync (our lead has ISpin HD sk t) £l x. 99 
AL13 for multisync {our lead Has 15 pin HD plug) £13.99 
MODULATOR EXTENSION LEAD - Moves modulator so it 
does not protrude & eliminates loose connection. £10.99 
MODULATOR SPLITTER - Enables modulator & RGB lead 
to be connected at the same time - for taping Amiga£] 6 99 
GENLOCK SPLITTER £19,99 
TV/ COMPUTER AERIAL SWITCH £»+99 
COMPUTER / AERIAL EXTENSION LEAD 3m £2+49 
Many other leads available - please phone- 
Alt lead* include audio lead where applicable & are appro* 
1,8m long. Add £1.50 per metre for longer leads. 

c 

STOP AMIGA 600 £?? PHONE FOR 
PRESS AMIGA 600HD £?? PRICE 

AMIGA PLUS 1.3 
COMPATIBILITY. 

We can Install a ram sharer, 
with 1J workbench ran & 
if you need more faast ram, 
our Baseboard Plus 
memory upgrade. There is 
no fitting charge If done 
prior to purchase, however, 
the Commodore warranty 
wilt be invalidated, so we 
recommend an Extended 
warranty be taken ouL 

I SUPERB 10 STAR PACK just 
I £39.99 extra with any Amiga 

MICKOS WITCH JOtSnCK 
10 DISKS, LABELS*BOX 
MOUSE MAT 

J  TAILORED DUST COVER 
PLUS 19 GREAT GAMES; 
DUNGEON QUEST 

: SOCCER 
1  KID GLOVES 
S  RW HONDA 

POWER PLAY 
I SHUFFLE PUCK CAFE 
J TOWER OF BABEL 

DATASTORM 
EMOTION 

5  GRAND MONSTER SLAM 

'     PRINTERS PnCeSarefor- 
b/ w versions 

CITIZEN 120D+ now down in price £129,99 
CITIZEN I24D - best budget 24 pin b/w £194.99 
CITIZEN 224D (24pin - colour option ) £224,99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 (colour option) £177.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9X B/W wide carriage £257,99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24E (colour option) £269.99 
CITIZEN SWIFT 24X wide carriage £379.99 
CITIZEN PRODOT 9 * PROF QUALITY £199.99 
FOR COLOUR KIT to convert 224D, SWIFT *, PRODOT 9 & 
SWIFT M, to colour, add just £20,00. Add £30 for colour kit for 
9X & 24*. (Colour kit contain* ribbon & ribbon motor unit) 
CITIZEN PROJET INKJET PRINTER £399.99** 
CANON BUBBLEJET BJ10EX £269.99 

STAR PRINTERS 
STAR LC20 b/w now down in price £144.99 
STAR LC200 colour £209.99 
STAR LC24-200 b/w £239.99 
STAR LC24-200 colour £299.99 

FREE PRINTER CABLE U DRIVER DISK WITH ALL PRINTERS 

HARD DRIVES - NEW MODELS 
AT EVEN LOWER PRICES 

DATA FLYER 500S 45meg scsi £289.99* 
DATA FLYER 5001 40meg IDE    £259.99 * NEW 
DATA FLYER 500S lOSmegsesi £419.99* 
DATALFYER 50011 OSmeg IDE  £389.99* NEW 
DATA FLYER 2000S 45meg scsi £259.99* 
DATA FLYER 20001   40tneg IDE £229,99* NEW 
DATAFLYER 2000S 105meg scsi£3S9.99* 
DATA FLYER 20001 lOSmeg IDE £359,99* NEW 
Available soon - IDE version with 8meg on board ram 
option, & external power supply* 
"T YOUR OWN DRIVE: IDE (AT) OR SCSI 
DATA FLYER 500& HOUSING & SCSI 1NTERFACE£129.$9 
DATAFLYER 5001 HOUSING & IDE INTERFACE £119,99 NEW 
DATAFLYER 2000S SCSI INTERFACE 1*9.9* 
DA TA FLYER 20001 1 DE INTERFACE £»4 99 N E W 
* DRIVE SIZES QUOTED A RE AF PROXIMATE FORMATTED SIZES 
& MAY VARY SLIGHTLY DEFENDING UPON MAKE OF DRIVE 
FITTED. New IDE versions work with most IDE drives. 

PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND -open frame type with 
paper holder for all 80 column printers. £12.99 
TWO PIECE PRINTER STANDfor any printer £7,99 
80 COLUMN PRINTER DUST COVER state printer £7.99 
COPY HOLD - FREE STANDING OR CLAMP £UM 
GQgrm Fin fold 11x9.5" paper In box of 2000 sheets £21.99 
A 4 60 grm whl te p 1 pe r i n pi cks of 500 sheets £5.99 
AMIGA PRINTER PORTEXTENDER - 2WAY £24.99 
AMIGA PRINTER FORT EXTENDER - 1WAY £27.99 
AMIGA PRINTER PORT EXTENDER - 4WAY £33,99 
Above Printer port switch prices include cable worth £18.99 to 
connect switch to Amiga. These switches are fitted with 
sockets identical to the Amiga's printer port - so your printer 
cables & other peripherals just plug straight In. 
PRINTER SHARER < 2WA Y Inc free lead £27.99 
PRlNTER SHARER - $WA Y inc free lead £29.99 
PR1 NTER SHARER - 4WA Y Inc free lead £34.99 

These have sockets as fitted to printers (36w Centronics) & 
enable one printer to be used with several computers. Lead to 
connect switch to printer included. 

AMIGA PRINTER LEADS 
AMP1 l.8m Iong tor alI para!lei printers £9.99 
AMP 2 3m longforall parallel printers £12.99 
A MP 3 5m long f or a) I pa ra.1 le I pri n ters £16,99 
FRINTER PORT EXTENSION LEAD(M-F) £10.99 
PRINTER PORT TO SWITCH LEAD (M-M) £10.99 

PRINTER RIBBONS (Compatible types) 
9 PIN BVW 80 column ribbon • state printer * available for 
popuIar Amatrad, Citizen, Panasonk, &Star £499 
24 PIN B/W 132col ribbon for LC15, Swi(W24x £6.99 
Swift 9 & 24 Colour ribbon (Citizen brand) £15.99 
StarLC200&LC24-200 Colour ribbon (Sur brand) £15.99 — 
RIBBON RELINK]NG SFRA Y - BLACK ONLY     £13,99 Jf   °ur EXtended Wa rranty & Insurattce plan 

^mul A Q ^ lid irrtii £ £ n A n * „  ' J   „ * o_ *   l_ ■ 11 

r AMIGA 500 1.3 BascModei^ 
Amiga 500, SI 2k ram, workbench 1.3, psu, 
mouse, tv modulator & instruction manuals. 
No extra software. Add £20 for extra 1/2 meg 
(without clock)    ONLY £289,99** 

SPECIAL BONUS PACK- 
AMIGA 50G 1.3 as above 

* PHOTON PAINT 2 + GFA BASIC* TEN STAR GAMES 
PACK (games only * excludes accessories) £299.99 

HURRY - Limited stocks. 

AMIGA 1500 Wkbench 2 £559,99^ 
With lmeg ram, twin disk drives. + Software pack comprising: 

Dpaint 3, Home Accounts, The Works, E3f, Toki, Puzznk & 
'Get the Most from Your Amiga'. 

L  Deduct £60 If software paek not requlred. J 

EXTERNAL DRIVES. 

ROCLITE RF382C £58.99 

ROCTEC 5V4" DRIVE £79.99 
CUM AN A CAX 354 £58.99 

All are Amiga PLUS, 600 &CDTV compatible. 
All drives feature thru port & disable switch. 

MEMORY UPGRADES 
A500 l/2megwithout clock £21.99 
A50O l/2ntegupgrade with clock £27*99 
LOW POWER; 4 CHIP DESIGN, WITH ON/OFF SWITCH. 
Just plug In, warranty unaffected, Amiga PI us compatible. 

NEED EVEN MORE MEMORY? Then fit a... 
BASEBOARD 0.5 TO 4 MEG UPGRADE for Amiga 500 

BASEBOARD UNPOPULATED £79.99 
BAS EBOA RD WITH 1 MEG special pri ce £99.99 
BASEBOARD WITH 2 MEGS £139.99 
BASEBOARD WITH 4 MEGS £219.99 
ZYDEC l.SMEG UPGRADE £79.99 

Internal fitting, invalidates warranty. 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 1 meg upgrade £44.99 
just plugs In. No soldering*Warranty unaffected. Gives you 2 
megs in total. (Made by Phoenix) 
NOT ENOUGH FAST RAM ? You need a«. 
BASEBOARD PLUS 1 - 4 MEG UPGRADE 
BASEBOARD PLUS - 1MEG £99,99 
BASEBOARD PLUS - 2MEG £139.99 
BASEBOARD PLUS - 4 MEG £219.99 
Internal ti Iting * i invalidates warranty - but can be covered by 
our Extended warranty plan, taken out at time of fitting. 
AMIGA 1500 & 2000 UPGRADES, 
2-8 MEG RAM CARD (unpopulated) 

1 meg x9 9 Ons simms    £37,99 each 
£79.99 

GVP HARD DRIVES 
GVP SERIES II HD8+52  Quantum fur A500 
GVP SERIES II HDS+ 10S Quantum for ASM 
GVP SERIES II HC& no drive/ for 1$00/2000 
GVP HD8+ FC2S6 EMULATOR MODULE 

Use 4 redundant XT drive on an AmigaSOO. 
Th* Cumina SlWtxt Dtiv* inttrfir* with l/£m*g tin tt on boacd 
*l«k, fit* in ID the 1/2 m<g       & ttablt* motl ST50^VUl2 drivn to 
b* ujtd. (Driv< pow«r supply it ho atl ng no I includtd) 

£359.99 
£469.99 
£139.99 

£239,99 

COMMODORE A590+ 
A59t) + (no ram)      2€meg Hard driw   £279.99 p 

A590 inc 1 meg ram £309.99 
A590+ inc 2meg ram £339.99 
A590 45meg SCSI upgrade - easy to fit £199.99 
A590105meg SCSI upgrade * easy to fit  £329.99 

SALES HOT LINES: 0274 - 691115. Li nes open from 8am 
©TRILOGIC 1992. E&OE Prices charged are those current on the day you order - occasionally, some may have chan*e eithe7 
Stlot2!^nlW-l^llld (

3
A" infOmi*U0n h^in&^^ * A in gojfaith, Z no responsibility or liabNi^ Is accepted fnr any errors, omissmns or Inaccuracies, Please phone If In doubt or before call ine to 

cfaeelc availability. ORDERS FROM PLCs, LOCAL GOVERNMENT & EDUCATlONAL ESTA8LISHMENTS^ELCU^ME. 

could save you ££s on accident & repair bills. 
When vou buy anv computer, printer or monitor horn us, 

we can offer you o? bw cost Extended Warranty wtth 
Accidental Damage Insurance, Underwritten by a 
leading Uk risuronce company. For example your Amiga 
500 can be covered for three years from date of 
purchase for only £44.99, or £64.99 for five years from 
date of purchase, Covers ol repairs * acckJentaf 
damage, with very few exclusions. Must be taken out 
within 30 days of purchase. Atyptcat Amiga impair cork 
attm<t$t£45 * A fhaft of today's pricmt - JO VOU pant go 
wrong i 

OAP & STUDENT DISCOUNT SCHEME 
if you a« an OAP or Bona fide full time higher education 
student (uni, college or poly), we will gj ve you at least 21 / % 
discount off most items. Bring your Pension book, StuoWs 
Union card OP Student Pot] tax card if calling, or send a signed 
photocopy, & payment by Cheque, cash or PO only (not 
credit card). Please confirm price & availability first, 



The KCS Power PC board is a complete 
*llMhz 1Mb PC sub-system that can be 
fitted to any Amiga in minutes. 
Based around NEC's highly successful 
V30 CPU, the Power PC Board offers a 
very high degree of compatibility at 
machine language level, yet runs faster 
than an equivalent Intel 8086. 
The 1Mb of Autocortftg™ memory can be 
accessed by all current Amiga models 
including the A500 Plus, Even the original 
A500 can access 512 K as a standard expan- 
sion with clock; plus a 512K RAM disk, 
Adored by critics and users alike, the 
KCS Power PC Board is a real alternative 
to buying a complete PC clone. 

The KCS Power PC board fits to any 
Amiga in minutes: 
* On A500 and A500 Plus machines it 
simply slides into the trapdoor expansion; 
and doesn't invalidate your warranty' 
* On bigger Amigas, such as the 
1500/2000/2500/3000, it drops into a 
vacant Amiga slot using the custom 
designed adaptor board. 
* Once fitted, your Amiga can be 
switched into PC mode simply by clicking 
an Icon. Just reset and it's an Amiga again. 
No fuss, no hassle. Just two machines in 
the space of one. 

* Supports the majority of EGA and VGA 
modes in 16 glorious colours and 
monochrome - graphics up to 640x480 and 
text too. Interlace is required for some 
modes but a software flicker fixer is built in. 
* Other video modes include MDA and 
CGA text and graphics. Also supports 
Tandy colour graphics adaptor and 
Hercules monochrome. 
* EGA and VGA graphics can be dis- 
played on a domestic TV or monitor. 
Unlike real PC's, no extra hardware is 
required. 

Disk 
* Up EO four Amiga drives can be con- 
nected to your system and accessed in 
PC modes as 3,5' 720K or.5.25" 360K. 
Typical disk access is at least twice as 
fast as most real PC clones! 
* DOS can be started from any mount- 
ed drive 5.25" or 3.5" and most Amiga 
hard drives. 
* Supports most popular hard disks 
including GVP Impact,. Supra and A590 
(Omd and SCSI), 
* A massive 200K ramdrive (up to 8Mb 
with expansion) is available in PC mode 
and its PC-reset proof too. 

allowing you to run Microsoft 'windows 
without problems and store massive files 
in Lotus 1-2-3. So, if you have 8Mb on 
board, the PC can 
* XMS (extended mrmbry) is supported 
- even though this is not usually possible 
on NEC V30 machines,    ~.Vv 

Its Landmark speed puts it way ahead of 
many true PC systems - it even Compares 
favourably with many AT clones. 
However, the crux of the matter lies with 
the video speed; and this, as many critics 
have noted is where the KCS Power PC 
Board scores over all others. It's no use 
having a wizz-bang processor if the screen 
takes several seconds to redraw itself. 
* Tests in text modes have shown it is 
several times faster than even AT clones 
with dedicated video hardware. Even in 
graphics modes, its no slouch although the 
emulation is limited hy Amiga hardware, 
* Add a processor accelerator card, and 
the 32-bit clean KCS cache software will 
use it to its full advantage, 

* Automatic serial mouse emulation is 
supplied as standard - using your exist- 
ing Amiga rodent. 
* Mouse can be configured as COM1 or 
COM2. 
^ ;r   /  Joystick       $i. 
* Up to two Sticks can be employed at 
any time. You decide how they are 
arranged. 

* Your Amiga's parallel port is accessed 
as LPT1 in PC mode. 

Serial 
* DOS usually supports two serial ports, 
but one Is taken by the Amiga mouse. 
The Amiga's serial can be set as COM1 
or COM2 as desired, ie for MODEM etc, 
up to 19200 baud full-duplex. 

Sound -.Vv/^ 
* PC sound is supported, but there's an 
additional volume control available in 
software. 

Works On*.** 
* All Amigas (except the A1000) fitted with 
Rickstart 1.2 and Workbench 1,2 or higher, 
* Extra memory is not required, but full 
use will be made of extra hardware, like 
accelerators, flicker fixers, modems etc. 

* We want you to get the most out of 
your system so we offer a comprehen- 
sive, free telephone helpline service to 
all registered users. 

*  Since the hardware is a complete PC 
* Even with a base Amiga 704K is free in its own rights all updates are com- 
for DOS programs (640K in EGA and pletely software driven. Registered users 
VGA modes). can update at any time for a nominal fee 
* EMS (expanded memory) is supported to cover media and shipping costs 
"PC emulation b a contentious issue - but the KCS Power PC board is the 
only one to carry my personal recommendation. It Is an excellent product 
that does all it claims and does It well." 

comments Mark Smiddy, co-author of Mastering AmigaDOS 2, 

including MS-DOS and on-board memory £219.93 inc VAX Can- 
Excluding MS-DOS but incl on-board memory..... C 189*95 inc VAT/Carr 
Adaptor for 1500/2000/3000 £74.95 Inc. 

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER SHOP 
(IF NOT* ASK THEM WHY NOT) OR DIRECT FROM BTTCON, 

88 BEWICK ROAD, GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR, 
NE81RS ENGLAND 

I TEL: (091) 490 1919, HELPLINE (091) 490 0202 
j FAX: (091) 490 1918 VlsT 

therefore If your 
of tht? prqgram. 

Vl) 47 89 38. 
xiter Cily/DuWin 

All Lfitde enquiries welcome. UK and Overseas (PAL only) 
WHOLLY DEVELOPED AND PRODUCED IN THE NETHERLANDS, 

ity is excellent but no-one can guarantee every single .program avj 
tepends on a particular program, please -ask us first or send fn i 
bit S.A.E, it to be returned). Price subject to change without notice 

 HPD (Tel) 08 $49 8486. Kaotic (Tel) 03 879 ?W Spain: Discover 
Sweden; Ddika teas-Data (.Tel) 31-300580. Canary; Customs Chipx (TeD J 
Bwafon (Tel) 31 H 02 73. P"rTHtfrtli Softdub (Tel) 01 352 8452, Ireland 
745250. ft, 7m1an^ Pawtc (Tdj 051-82949. 

OPTION 2000 
Complete Systems & Software 

Clumber House, 56 Clumber Street, 
Kirkby - in * Ashfield, Notts 1VG17 7NG Tel/Fax 

(0623) 720659 

BOOKS 
Amiga 3D Basic Graphics £16.00 
Amiga Basic Inside & Out £17.00 
Amiga C lor Advanced £25.00 
Amiga C Jor Beginners £15.00 
AmigaDos inside & oul £16.00 
Amiga For Beginners £15.00 
Amiga Grapnics Inside & Oul £15.00 
Amiga Hardware Reference 
3rded £20.00 
Amiga Machine Language £21.00 
Amiga Printers inside & nut £23.00 
Amiga Use* Interface Guide £15.00 
AmigaDos Manual Ed3 £16.00 
Best rj Amiga Tips/Tricks £19.00 
Desktop Video- Power £20.00 
Imagine Companion Book £20.00 
Making Music Amiga Bouk 
& Dish £23.00 
Superbase. The Boo* £11-00 
Using Arexx Amiga Book & Disk..£23.00 
Visionary Handbook ,..£19.00 
BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTS 

Cashboflk Combo £49.00 
Casebook Controller £37 00 
Day by Day £19,00 
Desktop Budget £40.00 
EType £27.00 
Final Accounts £25.00 
Flow £59.00 
Gold Disk Olfice £73.00 
Home Account £19.00 
Home Accounls 2 £34.00 
Mailshot Plus £30.00 
Personal Tax Planner £29.00 
System 3 £37.00 
System 3E £49.00 

CDTV 
Advance Mililary Systems £21.00 
American Heritage 
Encyclopedia. £35.00 
American Vista ...£43.00 

Asteri* Learns French £30.00 
Barney Bear Goes Camping £22,00 
Barney Bear Goes To School £22.00 
Classic Board Games £25.00 
Japan World £47.00 
MyPaini £21.00 
North Polar Expedition £42.00 
Wor d Vista £43 00 

DATABASES 
Prodala 1.2 £78.00 
Superbase 4 Professional E1EM.0O 
Your Family Tree 39 00 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Comic Setter £40.DG 
Gold Disk Type Pack (Each) £32 00 
Outline Fonts £99.00 
Pacesetter 2 £51.00 
Pagestream 2.2 £150.00 
Professional Page 2.0 £135.00 
Saxon Publisher 11..,, £155,00 
Saxon Script Pro £71.00 

EDUCATION 
Distant Suns 4 ..£50.00 
French Mistress £16.00 
German Master £16.00 
Italian Tutor £16.00 
Maths Ad venture £21.00 
Micro English £21.00 
Micro French £21.00 
Micro Maths £21.00 
Spanish Tutor £16.00 

GRAPHICS & DRAWING 
Design 3D ,,,..£39,00 
Design Works £63.00 
Graphics Slarler Kit £43.00 
Imagine £117.00 
Imagine V2.0 ...£235.00 
Pixel 3DV20 £76.00 
Pixmate £39.00 
Professional Draw 2 £102.00 
Real 3D Beginners 1.4 £93.00 

Real 3D Prolessional 1.4 £256.00 
SOUND & MUSIC 

Aegis Sounrjmagic £120.00 
AudiomasteM £55 00 
Bars & Pipes £117 00 
Bars & Pipes JAM* £78.00 
Bars & Pipes Prolessional £195.00 
Deluxe Music Construction Kit ....£55.00 
Harmoni , £39.00 
Sonrx .£43.00 

SPREADSHEETS 
DGCalc IL24.Q0 
K Spread 4 £B3.00 
Maxiplan Plus,,, £55.00 
Superplan... ,....£55 00 

UTILITIES 
A Talk 3 £37.00 
Aegis Visionary £52 00 
All in One £43.00 
Alter Image Video F/X £102.00 
Amiga LOGO £43.00 
Amiga Vision £117.00 
Deluxe Video 3/ Deluxe 
PtoloLab £91.00 
Directory Opus £32.00 
GB Route Plus £6B.O0 
Kyperbaok £47.00 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing £27.00 
Presentation Master £184,00 
Prescript £32.00 
Showmaker £195.00 
Turbo Text £55.00 
Video Director £119.00 
Video Tiller £83.00 
Videoscape3D £54.00 

WORG PROCESSORS 
Pan Pal , £68.00 
ProtexIS £120.00 
Transwrite  £39.00 
WordPerfect ^.1 £156.00 
WoHhrorth £70.00 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 
ATI prices are inclusive ol VAT al Hie curreni rale and UK postage and packing. All products are altered subject io 

availability. Please make all cheques payable lo OPTION 2000 and aJlow 5 working days tor clearance. Please ring lor 
prices of goods not shewn. AM prices are correct at time of going to press but please note thai prices may Change. 

AMISPEED 

Amispeed guarantees LOWEST prices ever! 

You send us the ad of a rival company, the lowest 

price you can find and we will deduct 10% off the 

price listed in that very advert on the same product. 

You pay 50% after a week hands-on experience with 

your newly acquired hardware. If you are not 

satisfied, merrily send it back! Downpayment 50% 

of the total price to ensure you are serious. We are! 

Amispeed provides 680 XD boards including 040, all 

hard drives, all memory expansions, all digitizers, all 

24 bit cards, all fully warranted. 

Write or call for information on the product you need. 
It will pay off! 

AMISPEED/HOLLAND, P.O. BOX 33098, 

300S EB ROTTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS 

OR CALL 01 - 031 ■ 10 -418553 
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OUR EXPERTS TACKLE YOUR REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS 

PROBLEM WITH YOUR PRINTER? 

WE'LL BLOW IT AWAY FOR YOU 

OfMTARTEP WITH ASSEMBLY LAMOU 
'    "il>^aiLUL-L_ji»»"  "^■^S^^M^"-^''' t  

f 11 111  ?~^^^*A'^MEMORY 

1 MEW YOUR AMIGA BASIC PROORA 

Kill THOSE VIRUS 

MAC EM 

HAVE A RAVE WITH SEQU 

1 

ALL YOUR PROBLEMS EXTERMINATED 

SO WHAT DO ALL THOSE ICONS MEAN? 

Beginners: 
this icon 
will appear 
next to any 

questions which are 
'basic" In content 

Printers: 
this icon 
denotes a 
query 

about printers, printer 
drivers and so on. 

General: 
this icon is 
used for 
any 

genera] Amiga-related 
queries. 

A 

Caution: 
be sure 
that you 
fully 

programming will have 
tills icon next to them. 

understand the answer 
before trying it out. 

Video: this 
icon 
relates to 
any query 

about using your Amiga 
with video hardware, 

Danger: 
the answer 
to this 
question 

could well invalidate 
your warranty - or you I 

Music; this 

questions 
about 

MIDI, sampling, 
synthesizers and so on. 

Hardware: 
^r 'con 's 

used to 
kw ^^LBS denote 
questions relating to 
general hardware. 

! Buying 
advice: we 
use this 
icon if the 

question asks us for 
buying advice. 

II 
Programs: 
any 
program- 
specific 

queries have this icon 
next to them, 

Comms: If 
your 
question 
relates to 

comms, this is the icon 
that we'll use. 



mm 

WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE 

That's the task we have set ourselves lit giving you the best 
possible support for your Amiga. We are confident that our experts 
can cope with any technical questions you can throw at them. If 
they don't already know the answer to your problem, they will find It 
out for you. 

We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the 
Amiga, from general enquiries about AmlgaDOS or Workbench, 
through questions about specific pieces of software and hardware, 
to advice on what you need to buy to do a particular task. If ltfs to 
do with the Amiga, we will help out. What we cannot do Is offer this 
service over the telephone - do not phone us with your enquiries, 
but write to us at the address below. 

We also cannot enter Into personal correspondence - all 
enquiries will be dealt with In the pages of the magazine. This does 
mean a bit of a delay In solving your problem, but you'll Just have to 
be a little patient and wait for it to appear In print. You won't get a 
personal reply even If you enclose an SAE with your letter, so please 
don't bother. 

Send your question on the form below to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA12BW. 

The Amiga Answers panel consists of our consultant editors 

AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT 

Mark Smiddy and Jeff Walker - and, of course, our resident deputy 
editor Cliff Ramshaw* We will also be calling on the services of all 
our other contributors, so you won't be able to catch us napping 
whatever the subject of your query. 

Each panelist will be dealing with queries In their own specialist 
area(s) so it would help us greatly if, when writing, you label your 
query envelope with the name of the expert who can solve your 
particular problem. 

Below is a list of areas of expertise. It's a list that we will add to 
and update every month, so you will know who to write to about any 
subjects not mentioned here. 

GaryWhHeiey- Video 
Paul Overaa - Programming, music 
Mick Oraycott - Hardware, programming, MIDI 
Jeff Walker - Desktop publishing, programming 
Mark Smiddy- AmlgaDOS, business, CDTV, hardware prelects, 

hard and floppy disk drives 
Jason Holborn - Public Domain, AMOS 
Jolyon Ralph - Programming, hardware, CDTV 
Cliff Ramshaw - The really hard stuff that no-one else can answer 

If you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 
all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 

so that we have the best chance of helping you. Send your form and 
question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. Sorry, but we cannot personally reply to any questions - even 
if you include an SAE. 

Hard disk: Mb as DH : Manufacturer. 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size In Mb and manufacturer. 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Address: 

Your machine: 

A500 □ A1000 □ 

A2000 □ A3000Q 

Approximate age of machine: 

A1500 □ 

Kickstart version (displayed at the Insert Workbench' prompt) 

1.2 □ 1.3 □ 2.X Q 

Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

1.2 □ 1.3 □ 1.3.2 □ 2.x □ 

PCB revision (if known}. Do not take you machine apart just to look 

for this!  

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL In Shell for 1.3 Workbench)   

Chip memory available (see AVAIL In Shell)   

Agnus chip (If known)  

Extra drive #1 (3.5V5.25") as DF_: Manufacturer ■ 
Extra drive #2 (3.5Y5.25") as DF : Manufacturer  

Now, use this space to describe your problem, Including as much relevant 

information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet If necessary. 

AS 14 
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NO PROBLEM! 

HI, and welcome to another bumper crop of 
Amiga Answers. Every month we devote more 
space and apply more resources than any other 
Amiga magazine to solving your problems. We 
receive something like 100 queries a week, so 
the service Is obviously appreciated. 

It's my Job to co-ordinate the whole thing; 
sorting through the questions and sending them 
off to the relevant chappies for the kind of in- 
depth answers you've come to expect; and 
compiling them Into the lovingly crafted pages 
which you see before you. 

I call on a wide variety of expertise to make 
sure you get the answers you need, which Is why 
Amiga Answers Is so successful. There's Mark 
Smfddy, Industry guru, ArnlgaOQS-tamer and 
business applications wizard; Jeff Walker, 
probably the most knowledgeable Amiga desktop 
publisher there Is; and Jason Hoitwrn, long-time 
AMOS explorer and PD sampler, as well as good 

all-rounder (or should that be all round good 
guy?). 

If It's a question about video, then I'll pass It 
on to Gary Whtteley, our professional 
vkteographer for whom the word "genlock' means 
"mixing Amiga graphics with video for magical 
results' and for whom the word 'snlpwlrrar 
means nothing at all. 

Programming queries are dealt with by Paul 
Qveraa, who's not afraid to code In any 
language, and who doubles as a MIDI maestro to 
solve your sequencing sh>ups. 

Our hardware guru Is Jolyon Ralph. This man 
knows just about everything about disks, both 
hard and floppy, and what he doesn't know about 
memory he's probably forgotten. 

All In all, a formidable team, supplemented 
by my own not Inconsiderable Amiga suss. Let's 
face It, if we can't answer your question, It's 
probably one of the Mysteries of the Universe. 

This month we point a host of people In the 
right direction for printer drivers; we offer advice 
on the best digftlser; describe how to transfer 
files from an Apple Mac to an Amiga; advise how 
to get started with assembly language 
programming; explain the differences between 
the various types of Amiga memory; outline the 
procedure for getting a print-out of an Amiga 
Basic program; help someone to link two Amigas 
via modem. 

What's more, we finger a Lamer Exterminator 
virus; extol the virtues of TurboPrlnt 
Professional; and much, much more. 

So, if you have a problem, send It to us and 
we'll exterminate It with a zap of logic. 

Cheers, 

THREE'S A CROWD 
I have three annoying 
problems regarding 
my system - an 
Amiga 500, 512K 

memory expansion, A590 hard drive 
with 1Mb memory, external floppy 
drive and a Star LC24-200 printer. 

I use my computer and printer 
with Professional Page 2.0 to 
produce various newsletters and 
programmes for a theatrical 
society. My problem Is that! can't 
print the full width of my page, The 
program seems to chop off the last 
Emm at the right-hand side. 

The second problem also 
concerns Professional Page and 
takes the form of the writing on the 
gadgets In various parts of the 
program being displaced by about 
5mm to the right. This Isn't so bad, 
but It Is annoying. 

My last problem Is that 
although I am never likely to need 
to use the bitmapped fonts that 
come with Professional Page, and 
knowing that they must take up a 
fair bit of space on the hard drive, I 
found that even though the manual 
described a way of leaving them out 
of the Installation procedure the 
program simply won't load without 
them being present. I realise that I 
am probably missing something 
basic, but for the life of mo I can't 
tell what It Is. 

W Craig Macbeth 
Glasgow 
Scotland 

The Star LC24-200 has a maximum 
Sin print width, which is why it is 
cutting off the right-hand part of your 
pages. To cure the problem reduce 

your page width in Professional 
Page, The second problem you 
mention is probably a small 
superficial bug in Professional Page; 
to be honest 1 don't understand what 
you are saying, but perhaps you 
should report ft to Gold Disk. 

Why are you still using 2.0? You 
should have upgraded to 2.1 yonks 
ago, it is much faster and takes up 
much less of your hard drive, We're 
up to 3.0 now. Register today! 

To stop Professional Page from 
attempting to load the bitmap fonts, 
click once on the program icon, 
select Info from the Workbench 
menu, change the Tool Type that 
says F0NTS=ALL to F0NTS=CG, and 
select Save. After this Professional 
Page will only look for Compugraphic 
fonts when it loads. JW 

BAD ADVICE 
After buying an 
Integrex Co lour Jet 
132 printer second- 
hand, no manuals, 

the best quality 1 have managed is 
'poor', using the Quadram_QuadJet 
driver, example enclosed. All other 
drivers rail to work. 

Shops have advised me that I 
am using the correct driver, but 83 
by 84 dpi Is not good enough for 
me. Do you know of a driver which 
will Increase the quality of my 
printouts? 

David Green 
Bowthorpe 

Norwich 

The shops have advised you badly; 
the correct printer driver to use with 
the ColourJet 132 is the one 
supplied by integrex (* 0283 

551551). It costs £54,05 (including 
VAT and P&P) and can be bought 
direct from Integrex Ltd, Church 
Gresley, Swadlincote, Derbyshire 
0E11 9FL 

This driver works in the 
ColourJet's high resolution mode, so 
the output will be very dark unless 
you are using special paper which 
causes the ink to dry the moment it 
hits the paper. The type of paper you 
need is known as 'high performance 
Inkjet paper', and it is not the same 
as the stuff sold for the Hewlett- 
Packard DeskJet and Xerox 4020 
inkjets - these papers are not of a 
high enough quality. 

There are various brands of high 
performance inkjet paper; all of them 
are of Japanese origin, I believe. The 
two brands I have used are made by 
Sharp {for its JX inkjets) and Genuine 
Diablo Supplies. It's more than likely 
that you1 II need to visit one of the 
bigger stationers, I doubt if a small 

High Street outfit will carry these 
brands. 

Be prepared - high performance 
inkjet paper is not cheap. JW 

PP-PROBLEMS 
W~l I went to produce a 
Lrl      [ disk-based magazine 

J  based on the PPMore 
i ^ and PPShow 

utilities. My question Is this - how 
do I give a text file en toon and then 
set Its path to PPMore so that It Is 
displayed when the user clicks on 
It? I've worked out how to do this 
with pictures, but I'm having 
problems with text flies. 

Gary Shaw 
Mexborough 
S Yorkshire 

Attaching an icon to a text file is 
exactly the same as the process 
involved in attaching an icon to a 
picture. Alt you need is a 'Project'- 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Bltplane/bitmap - a bitplane is an area of memory where every binary bit 
corresponds to a pixel on the screen. One bitplane represents a 
monochrome Image, several can be overtayed (a bitmap} to represent a 
colour image, 

Compugraphic fonts - a Compugraphic font represents the shape of each 
character within the font as a mathematical equation of the outline. 
Consequently, as the magnitude of the character is varied in printing, no 
information is lost and the result always looks smooth. 

Digltlser - a device which takes the input from a source such as a video 
camera and converts it to digital information for computer manipulation* 

Printer driver - a program that sits Inbetween any applications program 
producing output and the printer. It converts any codes describing text 
and graphics format into a form suitable for a specific printer. 
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PICTURE POSER 
TA     ^ 1 recently bought a set of picture disks form PD Soft- The 
r%      I problem Is that 1 cannot get them to load Into my paint 

packages, I've tried loading them Into DPaint 2f DPaint 3 
and even DPaint 4 but to no avail. I returned them to PD Soft 

but the company checked them out and returned them to me with a note 
Informing me mat there 1$ absolutely nothing wrong with the disks, I've 
even asked a couple of friends to try the disks for themselves, but they 
reported the same difficulties. What's wrong? 

F Helcoop 
fledge End 

Southampton 

First things first - do the pictures display OK when you boot from the PD 
disks in question? If they dot then the reason why they won t load is that they 
are saved in a special file format which is not compatible with the IFF file 
format used by 99% of Amiga graphics software. My guess Is that they are 
saved in RAW format, the most common non-IFF image format used on the 
PD Gireult* The only way to get a RAW image to load into a program like 
DPaint is to convert it to IFF first using an image processing program like 
PIXmate. Failing that, use a screen grabbing utility lake PicSaver to 'grab' the 
image into an IFF file whilst ft is being displayed, PicSaver is available within 
the Fish collection of disks, JH 

type icon such as those attached to 
■files saved out by any program that 
saves out external files. Just copy a 
project icon across into the same 
directory as your text file and then 
enter the CLJ (or use something like 
StD) to rename the icon file so that it 
is attached to the icon. Say, for 
example, you had a text file called 
'Contents.doc'. You would therefore 
then have to rename the icon file to 
'Contents.doc.info5. 

To make the icon access PPMore 
when it is doubled clicked onf copy 
PPMore into your 'C directory first 
and then click once on the icon in 
question and select 'Info' (or 
'Information,,,' for 2.0 users). A 
window will then pop up showing you 
all sorts of useful information about 
the text file that the icon is attached 
to. Somewhere within this window 
you'll find a string gadget that holds 
the file's 'Default Tool'. Just change 
this to read 'c:PPMore/ select 'Save' 
and you're done. JH 

WHICH DIGITISER? 
I am a very keen 
photographer and I do 
a bit of freelancing, 
so my Amiga Is 

already In use as a filing system for 
work I have supplied to photo 
libraries and magazines. 

Some publishers, particularly In 
America, like to have a 'flyer' on 
their files showing the kind of work 
different photographers do and It 
occurred to mo that the Ideal 
system to produce one wouid be to 
use a program such as ProWrtte, 
PenPat or some other DTP software 
to combine text and graphics 
together. 

So \ require some advice about 
dlgltlsers - so that i can capture my 
photographs via my Sony TR55 

camcorder and tripod. I would like 
to digitise In colour and 
monochrome and It looks like I have 
a choice of three dlgltlsers available 
within my budget: Vldl-Amlga from 
Rom bo; Digi-View Gold from 
NewTek; and the Date I Digitiser II 
system. 

I would like to keep the amount 
of reconnecting to a minimum, as 
the way we have our Amiga set up 
makes access to the back of the 
computer difficult, to say the least. 
The side expansion slot Is, however, 
easily accessible. 

I wrote to Datel for Information, 
but have received no reply, even 
though I sent an SAE. I have 
Information from your review In 
Amiga Shopper on the Rombo 
digitiser, but I have no Information 
on Digi-View. 

Which system do you think 
would be my best buy, linking ease 
of assembly, useT and high quality 
results? 

Paul Broadbent 
Scunthorpe 

Reading between the lines. Til 
assume from your letter that you're 
talking about an Amiga 500 here, 
though you forgot to mention it. 

Like you, I too have no 
knowledge of the Datel grabber 
beyond what I have read in the 
advertising. I plan to change this as 
soon as possible, but for now I'll 
have to admit that all I know about it 
is based upon what I've read, 

I take it that you will be primarily 
interested in getting the highest 
quality you can to incorporate into 
your 'fliers', so I would recommend 
first of all that you consider digitisers 
which are capable of capturing 
images in hi-resolution (640 x 512 
minimum), as these will produce 

hfgher quality prints. This rules out 
the Datel system, capable of only 
320 x 256 max (ie lo-res)t though as 
it is the only one which fits your 
expansion port you may want to take 
it simply for this reason, though this 
defeats the object of your question. 

You've already got my opinion of 
the Rombo system, so all I have to 
do is tell you a little about NewTek's 
Digi-View. Like Vidi-Amiga, Digi-View 
uses the parallel port at the rear of 
your computer so the only way to 
avoid constant swapping around is to 
buy a parallel port sharer - a box 
which allows you to select between 
two (or more) parallel devices 
attached to it, for example your 
printer and your digttiser. As you 
require colour digitising from your 
colour video camera you'll also need 
a colour splitter to provide the 
correct feeds for the digitiser. You 
can use any suitable colour splitter 
with Digi-View, Like the Rombo 
system, the Digj-View digitiser will 
provide all the functions you require, 
so whilst Digi-View is my personal 
choice, I wouldn't like to force your 
hand further. Why not buy British? 
GW 

WORKBENCH GREYS 
|f~j      ^ a) I have a program 
Lri      I in my startup- 
k )   sequence called 
^^^^i RecoverChipMem and 

although this works, It gives me a 
Workbench screen In two colours! 
The only way I have discovered to 
get the Workbench back to four 
colours is by loading and saving 
Klndwords - Is there an easier way? 
b) i am hoping to upgrade my 
system to Workbench 2 and my 
hard drive is backed up using Byte 
*nf Back 3.1. How do I get the 
Information back after I have 
upgraded to Workbench 2? 
c) If I do upgrade will my Supra 
500RX be compatible with the new 
system? 

G Scott 
Bognor Regis 

a) I have not come across 
RecoverChipMem but it seems 
obvious that it nicks a "bitplane" 
(about 16K) from the Workbench 
screen. Two bitplanes give a four 
colour display; one bitplane gives two 
colours* RecoverChipMem isn't 
recovering anything - it's just 
stealing the memory from Workbench 
and giving it back to the system. 
Workbench 2 allows you to 
customise the number of colours on 
the Workbench display from two to 
IB - so you choose how much Chip 
memory is used. 
b) I don't know much about Byte 'nf 

Back - in fact, last! heard it was no 
longer available. Restoring your hard 
drive from a 1.3 backup would be a 
very bad move as it might easily 

overwrite the new system software. 
The solution is to copy all your files 
to floppy disk using either Byte 'nr 

Back, Workbench or Amiga DOS; re- 
install your applications from their 
original disks; then re-install just your 
own files. 
c) Yes. It's an Autoconfig™ memory 
expansion and will work with all 
Amiga A500 machines - no matter 
which ROM is fitted. This, by the way, 
is the safest way to fit any type of 
expansion memory for future 
compatibility. MS 

MOVE OVER DARLING 
I recently bought a 
Canon BJ-lOe printer, 
and as I am using It 
mainly for A4 poster 

work using PageSetter I am 
delighted. However 1 kept hold of 
my Star LC10 as the amount of 
draft copies I run off would make 
the BJ costly to run. 

Herein lies the problem. When I 
use Wordworth 1.1 the Star LC10 
prints OK, as defined on the page 
layout with the left and right 
margins as specified, but when 1 
change to the BJ lOe (yes, J do 
change the printer driver as well) 
the whole page Is moved to the 
right slightly on the printout. I can 
get things right if I readjust the 
margins In Wordworth, but I'd rather 
not do this. 

What am I doing wrong? 
Dominic Thurmer 

You're not doing anything wrong. In 
order not to spray any ink into the 
workings of the printer, the BJ-lOe 
imposes its own slight left-hand and 
right-hand margins. Can't remember 
the actual measurements, but it's 
something like a quarter of an inch - 
look it up in the manual, it'll probably 
be in the section which deals with 
the printer's specifications. 

So, the left-hand margin you 
specify in Wordworth gets added to 
the left-hand margin imposed by the 
BJ-lOe? The only way to put it right is 
to do what you have already done, 
reduce the Wordworth left-hand 
margin. 

The Star LC10 is an impact dot- 
matrix printer that puts marks on the 
page by striking pins against an 
inked ribbon, so there's no danger of 
gumming up the works with wet ink 
and it can consequently print all the 
way to the edges of the paper. JW 

THE MAC LADS 
IT~I i know that 
I/JL      I Messy DOS allows the 
v ..,'] Amiga to read files to 

L ^ be read from PC 
disks, but is it possible to read files 
from Mac disks? I have access to a 
Mac at work and it would be very 

pup 52 
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r FIRST CHOICE 

■/ TEL: 0532 637988 

«** FAX: 0532 637689 

OPENING HOURS        WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE 

OPEN MON - SAT 9.30AM-5.30PM AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE 
SUNDAY OPENING 11.00AM-3.00PM      AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN, 
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9.30AM-7.30PM     COMMODORE, ACORN, ROMBO & PHOENIX 

THE NEW AMIGA A500 PLUS 

CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 

Now complete with: 
* One Mb of chip RAM expandible to ID Mb of RAM in total 
* The new Kickstart 2.04 
* Workbench 1,<M 
* Built in battery backed real time clock 
* New improved user friendly manuals 
This pack also comes with Lemmings, (the only game ever to get a 
100% rating!) The Simpsons, Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 
the incredible paint and animation package plus mouse and modulator 

now only £334.99// 

or £369.99 for the 2Mb version 

E   NEW AMIGA 

SOOfcs'ERIEgl 
The new 600 sereis comes in two specifications, the standard A600 and the 
A600HD which has a built in 20Mb hard drive Features include I Mb RAM 
3.5' internal floppy drive, IDE controller, smaller footprint, and new 
smartcard cartridge port to accept faster loading cartridge software plus 
software bundle. 

Standard AMIGA A600 

only £369.99 

or AMIGA A600HD with 20Mb hard drive 

only £469.99 
Larger Hard Drive 

Configurations Available... £POA 

All our monitors are UK spec 
All monitors come complete 

with a free Amiga lead 
WARNING; Before yau purchase 3 mojiNsr make 
*u re it has a full UK specification, You might be buying 
what you think is a similar monitor at a tower price 
but It Is fliwh/ to be * "GREY" Import These monitors 
do not comply with British safety standards and are 
not covered by an official warranty 

FIRST CHOICE PACK dust cover, mouse mat and 10 blank discs ONLY £29.99/ 

THE NEW AMIGA 1500 &  2000 PLUS 

The New AMIGA 2000 Plus 

Base pack 
now complete with the latest 2.04 Kickstart chip and 
Workbench 2.04 

The 2000 Base pack is the ideal upgrade machine for those 
wanting to upgrade from their present Amiga 500 

only £519.99 

Amiga 1500 Plus Business & 

Entertainment Software pack 
The same spec as the base pack but with Deluxe Paint 3, Platinum Works (the 
best integrated package available for the Amiga), Home Accounts, PuzznEch Elf, 
Toki plus the latest Amiga Format Ttps book (2.04 compatible) and Joystick 

only £549.99 or £759.99 

with 1085SOI colour monitor (UK Spec.) 

The AMIGA 500 Deluxe 
is an uprated version of the A500 Plus with the Phoenix ROM sharer 
and L3 chip because some older software will not run on the A500 
Plus. The AS00 Deluxe has been developed so you can choose to run 
cither Kickstart 1.3 or 2.04 making incompatibility problems a 
thing of the past I The Deluxe also Comes complete with the 
Cartoon Classics software pack. 

only £409.99 or £444.99 
for the 2 Mb version 

The Amiga 1500/2000 Deluxe is an advanced 
version of the standard AMIGA 1500 Plus 

incorporating the famous Phoenix ROM sharer and I.3 Kickstart ROM 
chip. As with the A500 Deluxe, this enables you to switch between the old 
and new operating system to accommodate older software that can only 
run on the 1,3 operating system 

only £579.99 for A2000 base pack or 

£609.99 for the 1500 software pack version 

GVP HARD DRIVES & ACCELERATORS 

AMIGA 1500/2000 Hard Drives 
Impact Series II HC8+ Control card only £ I 34.99 
Impact Series II HC8+with 5 2Mb Hard Drive ,.1279.99 
Impact Series II HC8+ with 3 20Mb Hard Drive £419,99 
Impact Series IIHC8+with 240Mb Hard drive £659.99 
Impact Series IIHC8+ with 420Mb Hard drive 1219*99 

AMIGA 1500/2000 Accelerator Cards 
G-Force 030-25MHz with I Mb 32 bit RAM £559.99 
G-Force G30-40MH* with 4Mb 32 bit RAM .£899.99 
G-Force O30-5OMHz with 4Mb 32 bit RAM , .>.£ I 269*99 
G-Force 040-23MHI with 2Mb 32 bit RAM.,. £ 1699.99 

AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES 
GVP Series 11 

1 GVP Series 11 
GVP Series II 

HD8+ 52Mb £359,99 
HD8+ 105Mb • .....£469.99 
HD8+ 240Mb .£749.99 

GVP Combo Accelerator Series 
for the AMIGA A500 

A530 Combi 40MH* with 52Mb Hard Drive, £699.99 
AS30 Combo 40MHz with 120Mb Hard Drive £849.99 
A530 Combo 40MHz with 240Mb Hard Drive ..£1039.99 
68882 Co-Processor for AS30 £234.99 

GVP memory RAM modules 
Series II RAM 8 RAM card for AMIGA 1500/2000with 2Mb £ 149.99 
32 bit 60ns I Mb SIMM for Accelerator cards... £64.99 
32 bit 60ns 4Mb SIMM for Accelerator cards £179.99 

Protar Stereo 
colour monitor 
This mon iior uses the same tube as the Philips 883 3 MK2 
and has a si milar specification. The Protar comes with a 
full 12 month replacement guarantee. This must be 
the oesi value medium res, monitor on the market 
Amiga, cable included. Tilt and swivel stand only 
£11,99 when purchased with this monitor. 
Cover only £5.99 

only £195.99 uKspec. 

Commodore 
I085SDI Stereo 

Colour monitor 
The perfect complement uo your Amiga system. This I 
Colour .stereo monitor features ,51 doc pitch resolu- 
tion and green screen facility-. Am iga cable included. 
Tilt and Swivel stand only C11,99 when pur- I 
chased with this monitor Cover for monitor | 
only £5.99 

only £219.99 UKSP 

Philips CM8833 
MK2 stereo 

colour monitor 
Colour stereo mentor, 600*385 line resolution, green screen I 
facility, one years on stte maintenance, cable for Amiga I 
included. Tilt and swivel stand only £11.99 when pur- | 

| chased with monitor, Cover only £1.99 
only £234*99 UK spec. 

with F19 Flight Simulator 

Philips Brilliance SVGA 
Colour monitor 

with overscan facility 
The Brilliance monitor has a high quality Super VGA 
resolution ideal for making your AMIGA into a 
professional system, Idudes overscan facility. .2B doc 
pitchand tilt/swivel stand. Monitor cover only £5,?& if 
purchased at the same clme 

1500 VERSION £399.99 
with Flicker Free Video card 

A500 VERSION £499-99 

Goldstar remote control 
TV/monitor 

superior co a standard TV set with full remote control 

now only £179.99 

Commodore 1960 multisync 

only £436.99 



FAX: 0532 637689 

Free Delivery on all products/// |g$ 

AtewCD Rom for the Amiga A500 OICE 

Commodore Dynamic Total Vision 
Complete with Hutchinsons Encyclopedia. 
Lemmings and Welcome CD disk CD TV is a 
powerful media for both entertainment and educa- 
tion. Capable of handling up to 540 Mb of data, 
whole encyclopedias can be stored on Just one 
compact disc The CDTV is also a high quality audio 
CD player. We also stock a targe range of CO TV 
software all at discount prices 

now only 

£449.99 UK Spec. 

All Star printers inc ribbons, free 
std printer cable and 12 month 

guarantee 

The add-on that every one has been waiting for. This high quality CO 
ROM turns your amiga into a CDTV 

only £279.99 

The Star LC20 
Replacing the famous LCIO, the LC20 is faster 
at ISQcps draft and 45 cps NLQ. Its afso qui- 
eter. The front panel now has push button 
operation replacing the old LCIO membrane 
panel. Other spec is similar to LCI 0* 

now only £139.99// 

New CDTV key- 
board 

Effectively transforms your CDTV into 
an Amiga so you can get even more out 
of CDTV* With the aid of a standard 3.5" disc 
drive the CDTV will take most of the normal 
Amiga software from word processing to 
entertainment onjy £49 gg 

New Star LC24-20 
24 pin quality at the price of many 9 pins, IfOcps draft. 
604cps in LQ, 16k buffer expandable to 40k, 10 resident 
fonts, LCD front display Auto emulation selection 

only £199.99 

New CDTV 
Trackerball 

complete with 2 joy- 
stick ports, this is a 
must for CDTV own- 
ers 

only £74.99 

Take the headache out of buying a computer with our ever 
popular FIRST CHOICE Pack. AH the essentials required 

I for the first time buyer. Ideal for any Amiga and great value 
too! 
Comprises: 
* Top quality rriicros witched 
Powerplay Cruiser joystick 

* Mouse Mat . — 
* Dust cover   only £29.99 
* 10 Blank Disks 
* Plus 3 Extra games/' 

Star LC24-200 
Mono and colour, 222 cps draft and 67 cps LQ. 30 resident 
fonts. A4 Landscape printing 

only £229.99 mono 

or £289.99 colour 

Star XB24-200 Colour 
The choice of many professional organisations, mis printer 

draft 100 cps LQ. 29k buffer exp to E&9k. 4 super LQ 
fonts and [4 LQ fonts 

now only £379.99 

SJ4S 

Star LC200 
Colour 9 pin printer with 8 resident fonts and r= high I 
speed of 225eps draft and 4S cps in NLQ, A4 Landscape | 
printing 

now only £199.99 

Star printer accessories : DUST: covers from £4.99 Printer stand just £7.99 when purchasing printer. Mono ribbons from only £3,69 I 

AH Citizen printers inc. free printer c 
and come witf* a full 2 year warranty! 

The Citizen Swift 9 

Colour 
Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 resident fonts, 
192 cps draft and 48 cps in NLQ. Highly recom- 
mended. This printer is also available in a wide 
carriage (I 36 column) version 

only £194.99 (80 col) 

or £314.99 (136 col) 

The New 

Citizen 224 
A replacement for the famous 124Dt the 224 now 
comes with the option to upgrade to a high 
resolution colour printer. If you want 24 pin 
quality, you want to print in colour if necessary 
and you don't want to spend a fortune, the new 
224 is an ideal solution. Using the same technology 
as the Swift 24, the 224 is basically a cut down 
version J 92 cpl draft and 64 cpi letter quality with 
3 built in fonts. 

only £214.99 (mono) 

or £244.99 (colour) 

The New Citizen 

Swift 24e and 24x 

(What Micro Best Buy) 
The best budget 24 pin printer 

has just got better! 
This mitsi be the besc 24 pin colour primer lor less than 
GOO Efc buffer expandable to 40k 216 cps draft. 72 cps 
LQ and muki lingual tog ! 

only £274.99 (80 col)| 

or £414.99 (136 col) 

I With Epson LQ and JBH Proprincer emulation. The 
15J48 is a revolution in printer technology. The quality 
I is almost as good as an expensive: laser printer yet 
I costs less than many 24 pin printers. Portable in size, 
I very quiet, and fester than most dot matrix printers at 
1 f 00 eps In LQ. Printer cable included 

only £229.99 
I Auto sheetfeeder £52.991 

THE NEW EPSON 4100 
With Silk of RAM as standard from First 
Choice, expandable to 6 meg. 6 pages per minute, 
HP2, FX, LQ. GQ compatible, ISO autosheet 
feeder, 12 months on-site maintenance and 

| printer cable. 
only £719.99 

I Toner cartridge £59.99 
HEWLETT PACKARD 

PRINTERS 
The HP Deskjet 500 printer allows I 
jrou to create laser jet quality without the cost, with 
100 pQge auto sheet feeder, printer cable, 3 page / 
minute speed and 

only £339.99 

The HP Deskjet 500C 
TJi e famou s des kjet 500 i s now available as a colour I 
printer. With this printer you can get stunning 
colour output at laser quality 

Citizen printer accessories ; Mono ribbons only £4,99, Printer stands £24,99, auto sheet feeders £85,00, semi auto sheet feeders only £15.00 [  flOW Otlly £569-99 

1 [?CaaSKaCE2 2^©CsXD IJtLCfl© 
PHOENIX ROM SHARER ESS® 

1   We stock the best name in A500 Plus RAM estpansions.These high quality RAM modules will take your 
1   A5D0 Plus up to 2 Mb of chip RAM without invalidating your warranty, 

Unpopulated only £17.99 

Populated to 512K...only £29.99 

Populated to I Mb....only £39.99 

Because some older software will not run on the new 2.04 operating system Phoenix havedesigred 
a hign quality ROM sharer, Recognised as being the best on the market, ma ROM sharer features 
a flexible ribbon connection so that it can be positioned anywhere within your A5D0 Plus. 
Keyboard switchable sharer now available! 

Don't be fooled by cheap low quality alternatives 
to Phoenix, treat your Amiga to the best!! 

now only £19.99 
or £29.99 for keyboard switchable version 
Kickstart 1.3 only £29.99 or Kickstart 2.04 only £42.99 

New Roclite 3.5" 
The new super slim Roclite has recently 1 
received the best review for di.sk drives in 1 
Amiga Format 

only £59.99 

Cumana 3.5" 
1 meg external drive. The best name in 1 
disc drives now at a super tow price. Still 1 
the most reliable. 

only £57.99 All Phoenix products come complete with a full 2 year replacement warranty 

)DEMS 

Supra 2400 
Get on line with this in- 
credible value fast modem 
from Supra with auto dial 
and auto receive. 2400 
baud Hayes compatible, 
V22 BIS, Includes free mo- 
dem cable and comms soft- 
ware.'.' 

only £84.99 

Supra 2400 Plus EMULATORS 

(9600 Baud) 
Even faster than the standard 
2400 modem from Supra with 
auto dial and auto receive, 9600 
baud Hayes compatible.V42 BIS 
and auto adjusting facility to 
maximise transmission speeds. 
Includes free modem cable and 
comms software^ / 

only £ J^9.99 

The New GVP 

PC-286l6MHz 

emulator module 
I plugs into an internal mini slot on the GVP 

Series LI H08 + or GVP A530 hard disc 
| drives 

/ only £239.99 

VORTEX 

AT Once Plus 
emulator turns your Amiga 
into an IBM AT compatible 
The AT-Once Plus can be 
fitted to either the AMIGA 
1500/2000 or theASOO, 
now with 16 MM clock 

speed/ 

only £214.99 

KCS Power board 
Regarded as one of the best emulators on 
the market, this emulator fits easily i n to 
the trip door and also acts as a RAH 
upgrade. Highly recommended. 

only £184.99 
Add £15.00 for MS-DOS 4.01 
ASOO Plus compatible 

KCS Amiga 
1500/2000 adaptor 

only £59.99 



As official dealers for Ram bo, we are able to offer 
this excellent package alagreacpriceThe complete 
colour solution comes with RGB splitter, Vidi Amiga, 
Vidi Chrome, power supply and Photon Paint. 

now only £99,99 

Designed co be used in with: a digitise - or as n. 
stsindl alone program, this is latest animation 
package for the Amiga, from Rombo, Features 
indiwJe load and save from D. Paint animations 
and IFF files. Supports HAM graphics, 

only £69.99 

THE NEW MICROBOT J3a 

AMIGA   MEG A MIX 
High quaNtydigjtizing. Inc Vidi chrome tolourisii>g 

ar* now only £64,99 
r R G BMS B H Ij-frT E R 
Enables you to Colour Dijprj&e in a second. 

I Replaces; red green Nue filter set Can be used 
I with Digi view or Rombo products 

now only £49,99 

This is a low cost 8 bit, high spec 
sampler that plugs into your 
printer port. Special effects in- 
clude echo that can be added in 
real time, fully multitasking and 
easy to use. 

only £29.99 

| The VXL is an advanced 68030 accelerator for 
the Amiga 500^1500/2000 with space for an 
optional co-processor (CP) 
VXL30 25MhzEC. only £239.99 
VXL 30 40Mhz EC.„„ only £369,99 
68881 co-pro for above„.,only £79.99 
The VXL accelerator boards can also accept32 
bit RAM to optimise performance. The superfast 
32 bit RAM comes as a 2 MB or 8 Mb daughter 
board for the VXL. 
2 Mb of 32 Bit RAM (*0n$)..only £214,99 

18 Mb of 32 Bit RAM (60ns)„only £419.99 

PANDAAL HAND SCANNER 

On test this scanner has proved to be the easiest and most 
effective scanner that we have used to date having compared it 
to mast of the other major hand scanners on the market We 
are able to offer this high quality scanner at a fraction of the 
normal cost Complete with the latest improved version of 
Daata-scan software this scanner is able to pick out text and 
graphics at u p to400 d.p.i in real time. Daata-scan enables you to 
easily manipulate the image. Scans in real time up to 64 grey 
scales. Ideal for desk top publishing and presentation. 

now only £104.99 
5r £ 119,99 with 2 way 
parallel switcher box 

new version 
Now faster and easier to use, this superb word publisher from the writers of Pen Pal. 
With built in outline fonts for top quality output, full graphics import capability (IF 
and HAM). Features include Thesaurus, spelling checker and detector, automatic 
hyphenation, insert date, time, and page number, scale graphics to any size, crop 
graphics, multiple columns layout* magnified and reduced page view, full post script 
support and much more. 

Highly Recommended Only £49.99 

Or £ 105.99 with Cumana 3.5" external drive 

Complete with; 
* Kicks tart 2.04 CHIP 
* Workbench 2.04, Install, 

Fonts and Extras disks 
* full Commodore manual set 

only £79.99 

As recommended by Commodore WE beliL-vc this to be one of me best all round integrated 
business packages on the Amig*L It comes with Platinum Scribble w/p, spell checker, thesaurus, 
Anafyse{ a lotus f 23" compatible spreadsheetwrth 3Dgraphics), a database, sideways pcin*ig 
urJiry and communications software plus the best selling D(gim Home Accounts package 

only £49.99/.' 

The new complete graphics creation- 
presentation package for your Amiga. 
Comes complete with the famous Digt- 
View Gold, Digi-Paintand Elan Performer 

only £129.99 

The latest version of this highly acclaJmed 
WYSIWYG word publisher. Comes with 
multiple fonts, powerful thesaurus, large 
spetlchecker, speech synthesis 

only £74.99 

This best selling word publisher incorporates 
many features found only in a desk top pub- 
lisher. Also includes an easy to use database. 

now only £54.99 

PAGESTREAM 2.2 
The latest version of this powerful DTP 
package that we recommend. Better than 
alot of DTP packages on a PC and betterthan 
most on a Mac 

only £139.99 

The latest version of Imagine, the ultimate 
3D animation rendering system 

only £199.99/ 

3D Text Animate. now only £9,9? 
Aegfs Sonix £39.99 
Art Department Pro 2.1 ....£ \ 09.99 
Amos Creator^.♦««♦♦♦„♦,„ £34.99 
Amos Compi ler£22.99 
Amos 3D £27.99 
Audio Engineer £ 169.99 
Audio Master version 4... 139.99 
Broadcast Titler. .only£ 149.99 
C™ssDc«...„..rt™M«*«***.*,**«*«..£ 19.99 
Deluxe Husk Costruttkwi Set.i54.99 
Deluxe Paint 3„JK>W only £16.99 
Deluxe Paint 4..JIOW only £57,99 
Easy AMOS £26 99 
Flexidump printer utility .£31,99 
DEVPAC 3 157.99 
GB Route Planner.-. £29.99 
Gold Disk Office £64.99 
Home Accounts 2..«  £37.99 
Opus Directory. ~~—£34.99 
Pagesetter 2 DTP £42.99 
Platinum Scribble w/p inc spell checker/ 
thesaurus. .....now only £29.99 
Pro Paje professional V3 DTP..£I49.99 
Protext 4.3 W/P~... now only £39.99 
Pro Video Plus. £119.99 
Quarterback hd backup utiL.only £24.99 
Quarterback Tools the ultimate 
Amiga utility disk I!,.only £47,99 
Sequencer One.~.*-..«.*.......«... £74.99 
Super Plan Spreadsheet. £29.99 
YtetaTT „,.„m.„„mrmmmT„ir £29.99 
Vista Pro 2 (2 Mb required).^69.99 
Wait Disney Animator. -.,£48.99 
Xcopy Pro inc . hard ware.....£33.9 9 

GENLOCKS 

Rocgen Genlock 
with built in mode switch 
box and auto pass thru func- 
tion, the Rocgen represents 
excellent value for money 

only 99.99 

Rocgen Plus 
with all the features of the 
standard Rocgen. Also in- 
cludes dual control for over- 
lay and keyhole effects, extra 
RGB pass thru allowing real 
time graph editing. 

only £129.99 

CUSTOM 
CHIPS 

m 
t-i 

The Zy-Fi Stereo 

System 
This is a powerful 3 way speaker 
system with built in stereo ampli- 
fier It whll plug into an Atari STEh 
Commodore Amiga or Acorn 
Archimedes. 

The speakers are optimised with 
reflex ported cabinets. The 3 way 
system has bass, mid range and 
treble drivers. 

Complete with its own power 
supply the Zy-Fi system can also 
be powered by batteries 

only £36.99 

DRAM CHIPS 

All Phoenix 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED FOR A LIFETIME 
and are CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE double sided, double 
density disks are of trie higjhest quality in magnetic media and are 
extensively used by duplicating houses 

QTY Phoenix 
Bulk 

OR Sakura 
Btxmded 
...Li 9 9 
.£13.99 
..£25.99 

I 0 £4.99.... 
25....£ I 1.99.... 
50 £21.99  
100....£39.99 £44.99 
200....£72.99 £84.99 
500 £169.99 n/a... 
1000..£339.99 n/a.. 
Disk Labels....500 now only £6.99 
Disk Labels... 1000 now only £9.99 

The ultimate Amiga AS00 expansiorvTake your A50Q up to 9 Mb 
(10 Mb with the A50G Plus). Fits onto the side expansion port 
Auto configures with net software patching. 

Please note that when 256*4 ZIPS are usedt the Supra RAM can 
only be populated to a maximum of 2 Mb. tf you use this configura- 
tion and want to further increase your capacity you must replace 
the 256*4 ZIPS with 1 Mb by 4 ZIPS 
8Mb pop to 1Mb... .....£99.99 
0Mb pop to 2 Mb using 256*4zips £124.99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb using IMb*4 zips.. £149.99 
8Mb pop to 4 Mb £209,99 
8Mb pop to 8 Mb..... ...£309.99 

512K RAM EXPANSION 
I Top quality RAH expansions for the A500 complete with battery backed 
l clock and on/off switch, This RAM expansion wilt not in any way I 
| Invalidate your Amiga warranty (!   flQyf Qf\\y £24.99 

Kickstart l.3.„£29.99 
Kickstart 2.04.£42.99 
Fatter Agnes..£37.99 
Super Denese.£34.99 

2 Way Parallel port 
sharer inc, cable 

Many peripherals such as printers 
and scanners share the Amiga par- 
allel port causing the user to have 
to swap between the two> Solve 
this problem with the 2 way sharer 
box 

only £17,99 

ROCTEC HOUSE 
This is an excellent high 
quality mouse for the Amiga. 
Fully micro-switched mouse Ex- 
cellent value and highly recom- 
mended. 

only £16.99 
or £19.99 

mat & holder 

 1 

256 by 4 DRAM (DILs) 
ideal for AS90 & Supra Hard drives 
plus many other Amiga RAM appli- 
cations 
QTY 
4+ (SI2K)..now only £3.79 
8+ (IMb)....rtow only £3.59 
16+ (2Mb)..now only £3.29 
t Mb by 8 or 9 SIMM boards 

as used in GVP and Cortex 
boards 

now only £29.99 
4 Mb by 9 Simms <for GVP) 

only £ I 14.99 each 
I Mb by 4 ZIPS 

as used in Supra boards* 21 Mb by 
4 ZIPS equal I Mb 

only £38.99 per Mb 

NAKSHA MOUSE 

MAIL ORDER ? WHY FIRST CHOICE I 

I Order by telephone quoting your credit card 
number. If paving by cheque please make payable 
to FIRST CHOICE In any correspondance please 
quote a contact phone number and post code. 
Allow 5 working days for cheque clearence 

1 Mail order Hotline 6 LINES 

0532 637988 
Prices are subject to change without notice, E&OL 

* All prices include VAT and Standard Delivery 

* All hardware/computers are genuine UK spec. 

* Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day Delivery 

* Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery only £2.00 

* Guaranteed Next Day Delivery only £4.50 

* Open seven days a week for your convenience 

This famous and best selling 
mouse comes complete with 
Operation Stealth, mouse 
mat, holder and 2 year 
warranty. Features include 
290 DPI resolution 

only £24.99 

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL 

DEPTAS, UNIT S, ARMLEY 

PARK COURT, OFF CECIL 

STREET, LEEDS, LS122AE 



continued from page 48 

handy to be able to continue with 
my projects at home. 

Secondly, what about doing a 
feature on monitors? I keep on 
promising myself that Til buy one 
one day but I'm confused about the 
different types available. Are TV 
monitors as good as 'real' 
monitors? Es the Phillips CM8833 
as good as the Commodore 1084SD 
or should I go tor something like the 
Phillips 3332 15" FST TV monitor 
which Evesham Micros Is always 
advertising? 

(Wild) Bill Clinton 
Tooting 
London 

Before we go any further, it's worth 
checking whether the Apple 
Macintosh which you have access to 
has a high density drive built into ft, 
if It does, then you'll be able to read 
and write to PC-format disks on the 
Mac using the Apple File Exchange 
program bundled with the Mac. 
These disks can then be brought 
home and accessed using 
MessyDOS. 

If your Macintosh at work doesn't 
have a high density drive, then there 
are two products which will allow you 
to read and write to Mac disks on 
your Amiga - Central Coast's 
Mac2D0S and BlitSoft's Sybil. 
Mac2D0S is a bit expensive 
especially when you consider that 
you need a Mac external drive to use 
it, but Sybil uses the standard Amiga 
drives and is considerably cheaper 
(£90). Mac2D0$ Is handled in this 
country by HB Marketing 0753 
686000) and Sybil lives at BlitSoft 

0908 666265). 
TV monitors give a considerably 

better display than a standard 
television, but they're still not quite 
up to scratch when compared with a 
good monitor, if you'd also like an 
extra television though, they're a 
good bet. On the subject of the 
Phillips and Commodore monitors, 
they're internally one and the same. 
Commodore doesn't actually make 
its own monitors - indeed, about 
the only thing that Commodore 
produces are the little badges that 
stick on the front! If you have to 
choose between then, just go for the 
cheapest. JH 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Assembler - a program which converts an assembly language program 
written in words {well, almost) into the machine code numbers that 
the Amiga's 68000 processor understands, Writing programs In 
assembly language ensures that the best possible speed and 
memory efficiency is gained from the machine. 

Assembly language ~ the programming language which is native to a 
particular processor. Assembly language is written as a series of 
short words known as mnemonics - these are converted directly 
into numbers for direct processing by the computer, 

genlock - a way of slaving one video source (eg Amiga) to another (eg video 
tape) in order to synchronise their signals to allow stable wipes, 
mixes and other effects including overlay between the two sources. 

MessyDOS - a program which enables the Amiga to read and write to ISM PC 
format floppy disks. This does not mean that it can run PC 
programs, but simple text fifes can be transferred and used 
without' major problems. 

Modulator - a device which combines the output signal from a video source 
with a high frequency signal for further transmission. The video 
source is 'modulated' with a 'carrier signal'. This is required for 
TVs, which expect to receive their signals at very high frequencies. 

ROCGEN TROUBLE 
I've had several 
Commodore 
computers over the 
years, graduating 

from Vic20 to C64 and about 5 
years ago to an Amiga 500. As I've 
become older (and wiser) I've 
shifted from playing games to using 
my computer for more serious 
tasks, such as desktop video. It's In 
connection with this that I need 
some advice. 

I use an unexpanded Amiga 
500, a Roc Gen Plus gen lock, a 
video special effects processor and 
2 VHS recorders, as welt as a 
second disk drive and colour printer. 
I run the video and audio from the 
source VHS to the processor, then 
feed the video output to the 
genlock, and the combined 
Amiga/Video signal goes to the 
VHS recorder. 

When I use the titling software 1 
have my setup works fine, but if I 
try and run some PD software (eg 
demo disks) the video output starts 
to roll, as If the horizontal hold 
needs adjusting. The video signal 
looks OK, so It can't be a fault with 
the TV. Is It a fault with my 
genlock? I'm not using an external 
power supply for the genlock - 
could this be the problem? 

Also, when I use the RGB Thru 
from the genlock to view the Amiga 
output, with a composite video 
signal simultaneously connected to 
the genlock, the RGB Thru output 
turns black and white. If the video 
signal is removed the RGB signal 
returns to colour. This Is a pain as It 
is hard to produce graphics In black 
and white. Is this normal? 

Do you know of any device 
(other than a video recorder) which 
can convert audio and video signals 

to RF output? The reason I ask is 
that I use my Philips CM8833 Mkll 
monitor for viewing the Amiga 
output, a 14" colour monitor to view 
the final output via the video and I 
have another 14" TV that only has 
an RF Input which I would like to 
use to monitor the output from the 
effects processor - which only has 
video and audio outputs. 

My final question concerns 
digitising. Could you recommend a 
good video grabber which could 
grab frames from my video decks? 
They both have perfect freeze frame 
facility, so that's no problem. 
Moneywise, I am willing to spend 
enough to get good results. I know 
that I will have to expand my 
machine to use most of these, but I 
don't want to do that until I know 
how much memory I will need. If the 
grabber works with a video camera 
this would be even better, 

Darrell Symons 
Newbury 

Berks 

The timing problem that you are 
experiencing is more than likely not 
caused by a fault in your genlock, or 
the lack of an external power supply. 
It is probably caused by the demo 
program itself, which, In simple ' 
terms, is often breaking a few rules 
in order to produce graphic effects 
which wouldn't ordinarily be possible, 
I know that Bullfrog's game Populous 
also causes such rolling effects, as 
do some disk copier programs. I'm 
afraid there's nothing you can do 
about this except bypass your 
genlock. 

This loss of colour from the RGB 
pass-through of the genlock when 
you have a composite signal 
connected doesn't sound normal to 
me. As the object of a genlock is to 

add graphics to video then it would 
seem most odd that you have 
problems when you actually put a 
video signal through one. I didn't 
experience this problem when I 
reviewed the RocGen Plus some 
issues back. Are you sure that your 
video input to the genlock is OK? If it 
has no colour signal (ie is black and 
white) or the colour information is 
lower than normal, then this might 
be causing the problem. Otherwise I 
think your genlock may need 
adjusting and you should contact 
your supplier. 

To convert separate composite 
video and audio signals to the RF 
required by an ordinary TV a device 
called a modulator is used, which is 
how VCRs and some computers 
produce their RF outputs. In order to 
fulfil your requirements you will have 
to find a modulator which can handle 
both audio and video inputs, I've 
looked through several electronic 
component suppliers' catalogues 
and the only one I ve found is a 
video-only unit in the Radio Spares 
(RS) catalogue {Part No UM1233). 

My best advice would be that you 
go to a specialist electronic 
components shop and see if they 
happen to have any modulators in 
stock, check through any books of 
circuits they may have, and seek 
their advice. You might also consider 
pulling a modulator from a redundant 
VCR and refitting it to suit. 

My personal choice of low-cost 
digitiser is still NewTek's Digi-View, 
which may be a little slow by modern 
standards but it produces very good 
results. You'll also require a colour 
splitter to split the colour video 
signal into the three colour 
components required by the digitiser. 
This applies to any digitiser which 
can produce colour output from 
colour input. You may prefer to buy a 
package such as Rombo's Vidi-Amiga 
combined with Vidi-RGB. 

Both digit!sers should cost less 
than £150 (including colour splitter), 
will work with your Amiga 500, and 
should give good results. By the way, 
any digitiser which accepts 
composite video input will work with 
cameras, VCRs, laser disks, or any 
other composite video sources. 

Finally, I would recommend that 
you add as much memory as you can 
afford, but at least 2Mb will be a 
great help if you want to do hires 
digitising or animation* GW 

ASSEMBLED FORCES 
I am hoping soon to 
learn assembly 
language 
programming on my 

A500.1 have the following 
questions: 
a) I've noticed that there are a 

continued on i »54 

Because of the width of the 
columns in Amiga Shopper, we 
occasionally have to break 
listings across two or more lines. 
Where this has occurred, and 
you should enter two or more 
lines without a [Return] between 
them, we have used the 
following symbol: J 
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AMIGA 600 

RANGE.. 

-The new addition — 
;ht the Amiga Family has just grown! Not only can you 
the A50O Plus Cartoon Classics Pack, but now, you have 
Of two innovative Amiga 600 models too.,, with or with- 
d Disk Drive built-in! 
Jels cany Commodore^ comprehensive DEW in-Home1 

Plan, unrivalled by any other home computer. There's a 
e Help Line to assist you with those minor problems, and 
■e occassion of something more serious, you'll be pleased 
nat an engineer will make a call to your home to affect a 
pair or even replace the unit completely! 
that for your total 'peace of mind1? 

£ AMIGA AMIGA 

Q   
m   OQQ 

m'm 

toppj Bisk Drive & J J" floppy Disk Drive & 
Free itoftwf«i MMk AW Drive, 
he 600 range is so new... the details given have ali yet to be 
ompktely. By ths time this magazine is on sale we are likely 
e position vf confirming with more detail, 
tions as we know at the time of ping to press: 
met Design, Kie.kstarliWorkbenck2.05,3,5' Interna\88QK 
d Drive, Built-in TV Modulator, 20Mb. Hard Disk Drive [2.5" 
500-HD model only}, I Mb RAM as standard with an option to 
sry simply to 2Mb. with RAM expansion in 'trapdoor', 2 Joy- 
sc pom, Fall Colour Composite Video output. 'Smart Card' 
to games on ROM to be loaded instantly.,, no more waiting! 
iible future upgrade part {eg. RAM cards etc}, 4096 Colours, 
ind, Standard Parallel and Serial ports for printers etc. 
US A CALL NOW FOR A GREAT 
DEAL ON A GREAT NEW AMIGA! 

670CD-ROM 

DRIVE... 

—Available Soon!  
i to bad and play CDTV software on the new Amiga 
IO-HD computers. New Interactive Multimedia on your 
a!H Plus... you can play your favourite music CD Discs 
} discs] tool 
ill soon for further news about the equivalent planned 
ROM drim for Amiga 500 and Plus computers. 

MIGAASOO 

WSPACK... 

AMIGA 1Mb 500 PLUS CARTOON 
CLASSIC PACKAGE INCLUDING 

ALL THE FOLLOWING™ 
NEW Amiga 500 PLUS Keyboard with 1Mb 
RAM and a 1Mb 15" Disk Drive, Mouse, 

TV Modulatory Leads, Manualsf Workbench 
DisksiManmls etc. and featuring... 

m   4096 Colours, Digital Stereo Sound, Multi 
MFMKi ,\   Tasking, Speech Synthesis and more! 
N PLANET 
MM! 
: PAINT III 

£ 

LOWEST EVER 

PHONE NOW! 

ONLY WHILST LIMITED STOCKS LAST! 

WGA CDTV... 
A CDTV FROM MERLIN & WE WILL 
LUDE FREE OF CHARGE EITHER... 
Key QWERTY Keyboard Worth £49.95! 
\ Ji" Floppy Disk Drive Worth £59.95! 

£4^9 ^ 
CDTVuwettsria art ctmiiq dn tint, plnwrphmr lt> (fori aiuiluWiff. 
•ii.-r.M SSKey QWERTY, plugs into thtCDTV. £49,95 

i ••:! Two way infiared remote cantral. £39.95 
im-hiitfi htiiiivy $at?r feature 

WJf&fltjL     Infrared Howie euntrul toilh si/ckct.tfur £?9t95 
tm slmiani joysticks or standard mme 

W Allows loading of compatible Amigfi £99.95 
software. Rack mountabte, 88QK capacity. 

1 \ S «*• •* '* l* mm 

5 EgSlijuiMM 

1   ^ ^^otC^^sf?«-1Co^ 
, I .•.L-,!'"M ' 

PRINTER FREEBIES... 
WITH EVERY PWNTH fEXCEH THOSE M.MIKED WITH ^ 

WLL GET THE FOLLOWING ]?dJUDED 
QtALTTY WSF COVER 
2 PART flKER STANII 

FREE ENTRY INTO THE MERLIN PRIZE DRAW* 
With each haidwarc 
jjutdiast y*m will 
deceive a FREE 
ENTRY form* (at 

*F*1I Details amilabte m written request to Jir.Ewo Disney 
Merlin Express Ltd Please include a SA\E.     Hollda>'c 

Eur* 

Ewo Disney is the Copyright of The Well Disney Corporation 

AMIGA SECOND DRIVES 
^U1 DISK DklVE £56.99 3.5" Second Diik Drive, Enablc'Disable Swiidi, Slim DesigP, Fofmaturd C^p^cicy, No cjcitrtul fmwer .supply ix HCDIJ«CI, ■Itir^ijji-pin SEtiS IS ONE OF OUR UEST SELLERS^ KOCUTfc 5rS ■ DISK DJUVE, ULTRA SUM & LIGHT      £64 94 Ivorv to irntdi your Amiga - CDTV compatible loof 

COMMODORE 16113i' 2sd DRIVE £7*M 
C1MANA 3 JF CAS 354 DRIVE £57.99 EjiabBcTJisabLe switch, Ttnouebpcirl, Eictra LQB£ Cable. 

Hard Disk Drives, Memory 
Upgrades & Accessories 

GVP impact Series IIHD8 Hard Drives 
GVP's Amiga hand diives have a rcputatian for quality antd 
rctiabtlil>- wish an excellent speafkaliou, Simply plugs Into 
yimiT Aml^a A500 trr 50fl Plus mJc pon. GVP Hard Driven 
can be supplkd unpopulated of populated to 4Mb, or 

SMb usiug a comhinalion of plu^-in SI M MS memniv chips, 
• AMIGA A5*0 GVP HARD DRIVES... 

GVP 52Mb, Std Unpop, NEW LOW,,. £344.99 
G VP 105Mb. Std Unpop. NEW LOW... £474.99 
GVP 120Mb. Std Unpop. NEW LOW... £724,99 

* AMIGA A15O0 GVP HARD DRIVES Pnterdalj 
GVP 52Mb. Std Unpop. NEW LOW... £284,99 
GVP 120Mb. Std Unpop. NEW WW... £414.99 
GVP 240Mb. Std Unpop N EW LOW... £634+99 
GVP 420Mb, Std Unpop. NEW LOW   £1164,99 

GVP HARD DRIVES POPULATION [RAM u/gj 
Population to 2Mb (2x1Mb SIMMS) £69,99 
Population la 4Mb (4x1 Mb SIMMS) £ 139.98 
Population to 8Mb (2x4Mb SIMMS) £299.99 

GVP PC EMULATOR FOR AMIGA'S 
Fits iatenui mini-sltf ofGVp Serin II Katd Drives, 
tuclodes 16MHz 286 CPU and is KmipaSible wilb MS DOS 
3.2 or laler, Runs tots of DOS applications 
software uicludiQ^Wifldows.. £269^99 

GVP DIGITAL SOUND STUDIO 
Fits UB Anuga ASO0ii500/2O0IQf3QOa range. Hijji qualily 
fi-rrii iftmplei with s(CTCit inpuls &. variahle jeenrding 3evel. 
Up io 5HO) samplcsysec in stereo. Plugs- into Ihe Amigas 
parallel port. Special effects include echo,, mix, ie-sampleh filter, and mote! 4-Truclt sequencing & Midi support. Save 
in IFF, RAW or SGNIX form a Is. Create SoundTiucker files 
or sJand alone song liles to pEny sepsiaiely rorn D SS Fall 
150 page user manual. uy 

GVP 1500/2000 ACCELERATORS 
Tnes* acceleiisior boards fit the Amiga 15DGY2Q0CI range. 
G-Foice 030-25MHz + 1Mb £579.99 
G-Force 03040MHz + 4Mb £949.99 
G-Fonce 03O-50MHz + 4Mb £1349.99 

ic iirun itittl 
DtSil'OVtKltKH OllAUTYvn 
Aiuisp kt-L'hnsrd; priaMn^ nnahnndt, t 
DISK ST0R.\tit BOXES iSgbq 

- pliME wi?h im'idEir; in raw i 
-BlCU'.ttlTV.^nuk^.W 
DlSKLIBJLARVCAStSl 
PRlVniR STANDS XttAM paper m** 
MtkUX WIKARU Sl\L K S^t^litv,™ 
IITCUJL intiiia i onclifc. snpnb conttnl. OHnrjtnistiii*-10 

AMIGA 5» CONTROL CENTRES I 
Mail lands for LBMIIL \MiBr.2DUi.riiivoL 
XAKSUASCAVKEftltot] 
N'AKSHA M(H;SF.+ft<e t 
$t)Vlk MtKSE E 
AMIGA SOFTHARf^Gptn^B 
\MMJ \ |H.M>KS..U-n-rnic wrrrtiins ,\nn»' Hiune liir Jttlals _ 

0.95 
m. £5.95 

each 

B.99 
laL £9.99 
pnancl 
rom £19.95 

wuii&HOKm.^.jiiJKhD £99.99 
. :..;-.H»-IIU 

| . • :c v . . ,n|v r ini 
mOMAOTTOUST!! 

—AMIGA UPGRADES— 
bwmam ArjpwKor ufynur flump qutok^ t -cwitH" 

1Mb. Memory Upgrade tor Amiga .450ft Plus £44.99 
Simply ntt in the Uipdow of yemr Amig* fJust £39.99 with an Amigtij 
ROM SHARER FOR ALL 5M S AND PLIS AM1GAS ^99 Ksquires fiitlci^ bit?nuH^ and bcrw* Lnvfllian« Amiga wuimtiea. Mows you to use sillier of Ube fcllowing ROM chip s«s 10 ehanu.u o,^ 
VersjM 1J Clips e*,W VersMmlM flips tjg.ijij 
Conmodore 450101Mb. RAM Upgrade fur A590 Amigas Wi.W 
TecaoRus 0.5Mh. RAM ypgnde for ASM fl 3] Aml|« £19.99 
Coan»don Vershm I Klckstart^orlkbciKli Uptjjade Pad £79.95 
wilb Wurikbencbi'Exm.^PnDis diib £ MannaLs 

"MERLIN SORCERORS PACKS — 
AMIGA STARTER PACK f1A Mmise Mn, Dust Cover, Ten blank Dab in. 1 Flaadc X, 1 ", jfy Uhrf.rv Case, Good Chulily IcyslkL.. 
AMJCA 10 GAMES PACK 1*^1 1W1 Dnasiornt, EMngBon Quest, kMoikw, Kid Ufam, 3tZ4*"" 
CirsTid MonsteT Slim, Powcrplay, RVF Honda, KinfDt Puck Caft, MKrapraw Sower ind Ta^iej of llihel 
AMIGA 15 GAMES PACK J?1M flffc As *twve (wt slso,.. Siidtx>> Casino EnulcHfi, 3L5"Ti,"y Saiw el Grejvsie, 20000 Liapaes and Table Tennis 
COMPENDIUM SIX EBVCAnONAT. PACK Fot 4-12 ytar Old Eoildrtn. Kite Type. Calendar Que. fcZ " * 
Wolto Wacchtr, Worfs & Numhert Game Set k \h*A 
»fid m«liiit?mere is it? 

VOTE' tut «W fhcet <re     mpwdaan mArt* 

32*a ion tut, '* •  £14,(5 

01TV.1 

ft i p 

DELIVERY 
'AfmnJ'.'.TMW ui'iiejrarfliW *LI jN.ar.ip.ilW tffi rWwjrt^ i ' i KM it-., irJn ifWwv.': ^ir^HMnt /. iJi'.iiisliilhcii'^ii. vinn-r-r ^u-u^t tuj 

WARRANTY 
1 irtitlttiM<mn ifftft 01l,tiwn^itl]''WiMjn ,C imrwtiL^nmgurantaHE. fimin. Mfltl 

B F P O     &     EXP O 
JHffrtwnc «rrtTpv w.mnjri-. WJJ£-'.<ipji >:w: ma'km w vitv'p'W H-..|HPWII 
k.far'l!'-■ ■!«»■, ,'J|i|JI- n-7.?i j-, 1.1 in- rUHrWurf'Jr.> WddHfon.ifn HKfriUIWW-.li!« 

PLEASE     NO  I L 
••  •     •  *••.••••  - ■   1 « ■■■■■ SturtiS' tt' ibi*wj\ tint! ntti-OHiS flftuftjl*dina-fly am iwfrotfflf-ef r rt.i ^ MfatrtmnR '*i ■'hmtlurtl 

- «r ,R^(ifjf prffw. iditli' ifrif; <3J* *^'4?f :?Ur.iJflwj 

L—  */"5f"irtF 

MPT. AM , UNIT C?. JtOPEWALJC INDUS TRIAL CENTRE. 
STATtOM ROAD, HXE&TON, PiMYSHflU. Ut7 SHX. 



continued from page 52 

number of different books available 
ranging from 68000 programming to 
system programming on the Amiga. 
Such books are expensive and I do 
not wish to pay out money for a 
book which is not going to cover my 
needs. Could you recommend one 
which gives details of the Amiga 
chips? 
b) I've not had any success In 
getting such books from my local 
library. Are there any computer 
clubs which provide book loan 
facilities? 
c) What Is the best PD assembler 
and how does It compare to the 
Devpac series? 
d) Does the new Devpac 3 
assembler actually create faster 
machine code than the Devpac 2 or 
is It just the layout/speed of the 
assembler which has been 
Improved? 
e) In your opinion, Is Devpac 3 
worth the extra expense over the 
Devpac 2 assembler? 

D Millwood 
Wlmbome 

Dorset 

None of the Amiga-specific assembly 
language books seem to help much 
with the general problems of learning 
assembly language. Similarly, none 
of the books which deal with the 
68000 instruction set and writing 
68000 code will mention Amiga- 
specific issues. The bottom line is 
that you II need more than one book. 
For general programming advice I'd 
recommend a book by Kane, 
Hawkins and Leventhal called 68000 
Assembly Language Programming 
(published by McGraw Hill). For the 
Amiga specific chip material the 
Abacus Amiga Systems 
Programmer's Guide contains a lot of 
low-level programming info but, since 
it rather assumes that the reader Is 
already 68K literate, I suspect that 
from a tutorial viewpoint you might 
find it disappointing. 

To be honest there isn't a single 
system book to fit the bill but there 
is no doubt that your biggest problem 
in programming the Amiga using 
assembler is going to be in coming 
to terms with system related issues 
(use of libraries and so forth). 
There's no way around it - you will 
need as much system info as you 
can lay your hands on and this will 
eventually mean the Addison Wesley 
ROM Kernel Manuals, possibly the 
Bantam AmtgaDOS manual and a 
host of other publications as well. 

I've not heard of any clubs which 
publicise the fact that they provide 
Amiga technical book loan facilities 
but some do offer discounts on 
purchases. My advice would be to 
get a general 68K book first and 
spend some time with that (it will 

JARGON BUSTING ♦ JARGON BUSTING 

COBOL - Common Business Orientated Language, used extensively on large 
computers in trie commercial sector. It Is also used, though to a lesser 
extent, on the IBM PC and compatibles. 

Escape codes - a means of sending a printer formatting instructions 
embedded in an ASCII text file. An escape code consists of the ASCII 
code for the escape character itself, followed by other characters which 
describe the formatting operation {bold, Italics, underline and so forth) 
required. 

Font - the group of letters, numbers and special characters that comprise 
variation of typeface, eg: 12pt Times, 12pt Times Bold, 12pt Times Italic. 
Sometimes (mistakenly) used in desktop publishing to refer to a type 
family. 

Library - the Amiga has many special features, and programs are already 
present in the operating system to make use of these features. These 
programs, or library functions, may (and should) be used by applications 
programs, obviating the need for each programmer to write a similar set 
of routines. 

MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a standard devised by 
electronic instrument manufacturers, allowing a number of synthesisers 
to be controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer. 

give you some insight into 
programming the 68000 processor 
itself). Also hunt through old Amiga 
magazines for examples of 
assembler code to get the feel for 
what has to be done. When you need 
answers to specific points write to us 
at Amiga Shopper and we'll be only 
too happy to help. 

The most well known 68000 
public domain assembler is called 
A68k, It was written by Charlie Gibbs 
and you can find it on a great many 
public domain disks. A68k is an 
excellent piece of software but being 
a CLI/Shell based assembler it is 
not particularly user-friendly. Another 
disadvantage is that you will not get 
the official Commodore \V include 
files with any of the A68k public 
domain disks - you'll need to buy 
these separately (they are available 
from Commodore)* 

Assemblers produce code which, 
in terms of the machine instructions, 
is to a large extent identical to the 
assembly language instructions that 
are contained in your program. Most 
assemblers can make minor changes 
to certain addressing modes but in 
the main you will not, in terms of 
final program performance, find any 
noticeable difference between any of 
the Amiga assemblers (public 
domain or otherwise). Devpac 3 may 
carry out extra instruction 
replacement optimisation steps but 
for all intents and purposes you will 
not find any real differences in the 
execution times of a Devpac 3 
assembled program over a Devpac 2 
assembled program. 

The speed of the assembly 
process, ie the time taken for the 
assembler to convert your program to 
the equivalent machine instructions, 

is very dependent on the assembler 
being used* In fact, in the old days, 
when assemblers tended to have to 
read and write temporary files to disk 
during the assembly process, 
assembly times were often a 
significant factor in the overall edit- 
assembie-debug development cycle. 
Things have improved with 16-bit 
machines and on the Amiga even the 
512K machine user will be able to 
assemble most of their programs 
using the ramdisk (ramdisk 
read/write operations are of course 
much faster). 

As far as Devpac goes here is 
the bottom line: Devpac 2 was fine 
but Devpac 3 is better (see the 
Devpac 3 review in AS 12), No-one 
pays me to say kind words about any 
software (and none of us at Amiga 
Shopper would be interested in 
providing those wishy-washy 'always 
brilliant' reviews anyway). The fact of 
the matter is simple... Devpac 3 is 
well worth the extra cash - it has a 
much improved user-interface, a 
much improved editor and all sorts of 
other goodies, such as allowing the 
use of pre-assembled header files to 
further improve the speed of 
assembly, One other advantage of 
the Devpac path is that it comes with 
those all-important system include 
files. PAO 

STAR WONT PERFORM 
Could you please give 
me a simple sequence 
to set up and use 
downloaded fonts on 

my Star LC200 printer, and also 
how to use the escape codes given 
on the manual? 

I recently bought LC10/200 
Fonts by Jeff Tullln (LPD22 from the 

AMOS library) and this Is what 
prompts the above questions. 
Having loaded the program and set 
up the printer, the program would 
appear to download the selected 
font. But when I try to print using a 
word processor such as TextEngme 
V31 cannot get any output. 

GM Uoyd 
Dolgellau, Gwynedd 

TextEngine is a very simple 
shareware text editor, you can't 
really call it a word processor, and I 
don't know a lot about it But my 
guess is that just before TextEngine 
starts to print what you have typed or 
loaded into it, it sends a printer reset 
code in order to reset things like 
page size, margins, text styles etc. 

This Is normally a sensible thing 
for a word processor to do, but in 
your case It means that the font you 
just downloaded gets wiped from the 
printer's memory, The solution is to 
prevent the word processor from 
sending the reset code, but as this 
is not an option provided with 
TextEngine, you're stuck. 

Of the commercial word 
processors available, I know that 
Protext has a specific configuration 
option that before printing either 
sends the reset code or not, 
depending on whether you want it to, 
As for PD and shareware text editors, 
the only way to find out is to 
experiment. I suggest that the latest 
version of TextPfus would be a good 
place to start; this is the only Amiga 
shareware 'word processor' which 
comes close to living up to its name. 

To use all the escape codes 
given in your printer manual you 
either need to write a program to 
send codes directly to the printer 
(PAR:, not PRT:)T or you need a word 
processor which allows you to send 
printer-specific control codes direct 
to the printer, 

There is one thing you can do 
that will solve both your problems - 
buy Protext, JW 

COBOL QUERY 
a) I am taking a 
course at my local 
college In COBOL 
programming and I 

would therefore like to know 
whether there Is a COBOL compiler 
available for the Amiga. 
b) I use music software on both 
systems and I'd like to transfer 
MIDI files from the PC to my Amiga. 
I know that I can do this through 
MIDI, but It would be far easier If I 
could transfer the files straight from 
disk. I already own MessyDOS but 
the files are Incompatible, 
c) Is it possible to connect the PC 
and the Amiga together? 

RCS pence 
BIHIngham, Cleveland 
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You know what you want 

from your computer, that's 

why you rre choosing AMIGA 

.. .NOW YOU'VE CHOSEN THE RIGHT 

COMPUTER MAKE SURE YOU CHOOSE 

THE RIGHT DEALER 

ayone can be good at selling Amiga or CDTV, but sadly, that's 
flten where it ends. So, when it's time to choose the best computer, 
s also time to find the best supplier, The one who is not only 
ways competitive, but the one who also gives you the best possible 
ngoing support for you and your system, 

ordon Harwood Computers, Pioneers of the Complete Pack1 

>proach, have specialised in Commodore, from the earliest VIC 20, 
i the latest Amiga, for almost a decade.,. In fact, we've supplied so 
tany, if you ask ail your friends, the chances are that some of them 
in tell you already of our excellent service. 

ur service means that well help you get the most from your new 
stem straight away. But, if you do have problems, and need that 
ctra hand, that's where we ha?e earned our reputation. 

you ld like all this, and more: 

FRIENDLY AND IIEIPFIIL EXPERT ADVICE 
UNLIMITED ACCESS TO CALL EV SUPPORT AND EX-DIRECTORY 
TELEPHONE TECHNICAL HOTLINE 
ALL ADVERTISED PRICES FULLY VAT INCLUSIVE 
SHOWROOM DISPLAYS OF OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF HARDWARE, 
SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS 
EXPRESS COMPUTERISED MAIL ORDER, STOCK WARRANTY AND 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT SYSTEM 
COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTIONS WITH ALL SYSTEMS HARDWARE 
AND HELP BULUETINS WHERE REQUIRED 
FREE COLLECTION OF MAJOR HARDWARE ITEMS REQUIRING IN 
WARRANTY SERVICE 
NEW PRODUCT 30 DAY REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE 
EXPERIENCED AND TRAINED SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
AND OF COURSE, THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF REALLY 
COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS AND PACKS ANYWHERE! 

STOP PRESS...STOPPRESS...STOP PRESS...STOP PRESS 

NEWl^b^AA/tl©AA600 RANGE 

AT FANTASTIC PRICES 

As this issue of the magazine was going to press, Commodore announced these new models 
due for release at the end of April 1992, 

The details below are provisional/but'rest assured1 the multi title Powerplay pack we are putti 
together around the 600 will include as usual, a'superb value collection of high quality softwE 

and accessories. By the time* you read this,-bur plans shoufd be finalised. 
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR UP TO THE MINUTE PACK INFORMATION AND AVAILABILITY. 

These two latest additions to the Amiga family introduce some stunning new features.. 
COMPACT DESIGN: With built-in modulator for smaller 

desktop footprint. 
SMART CARD SLOT: For instant software loading and 

future expansion/ 
COMPATIBLE: With virtually all Amiga A500+ software. 

INTERFACES; 2 Mo use/ Joy stick ports, Parallel Centro 
Serial RS232, External Floppy Drive, Dir 
RF TV Output, RGB Analogue, Composi 
Colour Vioto, Stereo Audio, Smart Card 
Memory Upgrade Port. 

1Mb. RAM: Expandable to 2Mb. internally with Real Time Clock.* 
JN HOME SERVICE: Means should a hardware fault develop, a technician will visit your home to service or replace y<| 
computer, normally within four working days...FREE! 

*tt is important to note that the sidecar expansion bus & RAM 
expansion slot are differen t from those found on the original 

Amiga A500 and the current Amiga A500+ computers. 
Existing Amiga owners who have peripherals which connect in 
these ways who wish to upgrade computers, should consider - 
whether the new A 600 or its recently launched partner in the 

Amiga range, the A5Q0+, is the most appropriate for their needs. 

A570 & A670 CD ROM DRIVES ► ► 
These fantastic CD ROM Drives will allow you to access the 
growing range of Interactive CDTV Titles for around £299* 
and also play your audio CD collection through your stereo! 
Simply plugs into your Amiga 500+ or A600 for immediate use. 
[*RRP, compatibility and re/ease details yet to be confirmed 
by Commodore UK" - Please telephone for further information] 

The Closer you look, 

The Better we look 
■. \ppk' l\, 1 Uk'itttt •>!' Vy/i ■ It ribr 1 rrj. / r .in vj, < i1, • Jr, ,■• tfnh it ■. hK.Alhittwr Inub'tmirix 



cjXkiMs^ GORDO 

Jt-Sr MEGA GAME 1 

HARWOODS POWERPLAY PACK 1 COMES OF AGE WITH 31* GREAT GAMES & A 

1Mb AMIGA A500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS WITH THE SIMPSONS, LEMMINGS 

AND CAPTAIN PLANET PLUS 28* EXTRA GAMES ONLY FROM HARWOODS!!! 

inni 
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ALL OUR AM1GAS ARE UNITED 
KINGDOM SPECIFICATION AND 

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING... 

1 Mb. Disk Drive 
1Mb Ram Memory 

TV Modulator 
4096 Colours 
Multi Tasking 

Speech Synthesis 
4 Channel Digital Stereo 

Sound 
Amiga Mouse 

Operation Manuals 
Workbench 2 Disks 

ALL Connecting Cables 

PLUS...Alt OURAmigas 
are backed by Harwoods 

Great Service 
[Please see full details in our 

Ordering Made Easy'panel final page] 

THATS RIGHT HARWOODS HAVE PUT TOGETHER THE 
STARTING WITH POWERPLAY PACK 1 WHICH 

Just took at what you get NOW... 
•AMIGA A500 PLUS COMPUTER WITH A FULL 1Mb. OF MEMORY! 
•THE SIMPSONS, BART vs THE SPACE MUTANTS - That* right man! 

you can play the computer version of this popular TV cartoon, By Ocean. 
•CAPTAIN PLANET - created from the award winning TV show, row's your chance to save the 

earths environment with this ultimate adventure.,, your Eco-Copter is waiting. By Mindscape, 
LEMMINGS - Are you as smart as Lemmings are stupid, match your intelligence against their 
lack o1 it as you play the 140 levels of the most original game of 91 (European Computer Leisure 
Awards Winner). By Psygnosis. 

•EDUCATIONAL BASIC LANGUAGE FOR CREATING YOUR OWN PROGRAMS 
•DELUXE PAINT 111 GRAPHICS PACKAGE WITH ANIMATION 
•TAILORED DUST COVER AND MOUSE MAT 
•AND A SUPERB HIGH QUALITY MICROSWITCHED JOYSTICK, 
•PLUS..., 1B MORE GREAT GAMES, THERE'S SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE. 

BLOODWYCH - Fantasy role-playing game, great interaction with your computer created environment 
BUBBLE+ - Help the dawdling ghost and the soap bubble, escape from the old deserted manor house 
CAPTAIN BLOOD - Astonishing creatures and animated 3D graphics, this is a game you just have to play 
ELIMINATOR - A progressive multi stage flying shoot 'em up, on a long winding course, survive if you can! 
HOSTAGES - You must get your team and hostages out of the terrorist overrun embassy., without loss of life 
JUMPING JACKSON - In a deluge of colour and sound save, the earth from sadness and melacnoly music 
KRYPTON EGO - A classic Breakout game, &0 screens, separated by 6 combat sequences 
LANCASTER - Your mission is to fly the classic WWII bomber on its dangerous raids over enemy territioiy 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY ■ You drive your 300 bhp Sierra Cos worth through demanding stages of the rally 
PURPLE SATURN DAY - Four arcade games, an exciting high speed trip into totaf cosmic 3D space 
SAFARI GUNS - Live the African experience in an animal sanctuary, track the poachers & ivory traffickers 
STIR CRAZY {Featuring Bobo) - Booc & his inmates are planning a stunning trampoline jump prison escape 
SKYCHASE - Airborne combat for every simulation fan, In this one or two pfayer game, battle against your 
MIG flying adversary in your F-16 Falcon. 
SKY FOX II - Skyfox Jl7 the only ship fast enough to carry on the Skyfox legend. Fight to blow your federation 
enemies from the Galaxy, at speeds of 9000 kilometres/second! 
STRIKE FORCE HARRIER - Puts you in the cockpit of one of Britains most exiting fighter aircraft. Multiple 
skill levels let you progress to become an ace pilot 
TINTIN ON THE MOON ■ We've been captured by Colonel J org en and he's Iring to scupper the moon mission. 
Come on Tintin, you're the only one who can save us, and be the first on the moon 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL - Strap on your helmet for American football simulation that looks tike the real thing. 
XEN0H 2 MEGABLAST - This time it's war! The Xenites are back and have thrown time itself into turmoil. 

We reserve the right to substitute individual software titles or pack items should the need arise, 

ULTIMATE AMIGA PACKS YET AGAIN. 
INCLUDES 31* GREAT GAMES! 

* OIR POWERPLAY PACK 1 PREVIOUSLY CONTAINED 21 GREAT GAMES 
BUT, MOW WE'RE INCLUDING THESE 10 FANTASTIC BONUS GAMES,. 

...BUT ONLY WHILST STOCKS LASTI 
DATASTQRM ■ The fastest shoot "em up of all time! Defender with a vengence!! I 
DUNGEON QUEST - Ultimate in multisensory gaming! The BEST graphic mysteries! 
E-M0TI0N- 50 levels of multi-coloured puzzles. A challenging emotional experience, 
GRAND MONSTER SLAM - Elves, Trolls, Goblins, Ores, Dragons & Knights do battle! 
RVF HONDA ■ Formula 1 motorbike racing at 17Qmph on a Honda RC30 racing bike! 
DRIVIN4 FORCE - For driving maniacs! 12 competitions day or night with 6 vehicles! 
PIPEMANIA - Classic puzzle arcade game. So addictive you won't want to put it down! 
BOCK "NJ ROLL - Crazy action game accompanied by fantastic Rock n Roll sounds? 
SKWEEK- Paint the town PI NKS kill Schnoreuls and dominate 99 levels of Skweezland 
TOWER OF BABEL - Intricate 3D strategy game. Fantastic lighting & shading effects! 

.AND HARWOODS ALSO GIVE YOU A SUPERS BROCHURE OFFERING UP 1016 NIGHTS FREE HOTEL 
ACCOMODATION EN AN EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF 400 HOTELS AROUND THE UK PLUS NOW A 

SPECIAL BUDGET FRANCE SUPPLEMENT IS INCLUDED TOO! 

rncea ai an HNUHEUIPIJ 

€399 

'Nuance Ufflhs are ami/able (subject to sUitttslfor ttumt prod mis: please see our ttnkrtiiQ ptmd at the end of ibis adtvrt for full detail* 



HARWOOD 

POWERPIAY PACKS 

All our packs contain the new 

Amiga A5Q0 Plus. 

(1,3 Amigas may still be available 

to special order, please enquire.) 

-\   fT\   r\   - N .     ~\ «s /*,a">"Ns ^—^ t— 

HARWOOD 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ 

ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE 

HARWOODS 
BRILLIANT 1Mb 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 
■MEGA 31*' 

GAMES PACK 2 
That's right you get 

the fantastic Amiga & 
ALL THE EXTRAS 

detailed in Harwoods 
"Mega 31* Pack 1 

AND you also get... 
THE PHILIPS 

CM8833/II 
STEREO COLOUR 

MONITOR 

PGWERPRO i 
PROFESSIONAL 

"IT'S THE- 

BUSINESS" 

ATRULY PROFESSIONAL 
PACKAGE SPECIFICALLY 

FOR THE BUSINESS 
MINDED AMIGA USER, 

THIS ONE SHOULD 
FULFILL, EVERY AREA 
OF HOME BUSINESS 

'RE LIKELY TO NEED] | 

THE BUSINESS PACK 
FROM HARWOODS 
INCLUDES ALL THE 

FOLLOWING... 
AMIGA 500 PLUS 

Wrm 1Mb. MEMORY 
+ 

PHIUPSCM 
STEREO COLOUR MONITOR 
See Monitor Panel on Page 6 for Details 

STAR LG2Q0 9 PM 
FULL COLOUR 
See Printer Panejon page S for Details 

AHOfTOFtUMO 
PEN PAL V1.3 (Word Processor}... 1Mb. 
SUPERB AS EIJ PERSONAL (Database) 

SUPEBPLAN (Spreadsheet)...! Mb. 

PRIMARY & JUNIOR PACK A 
Get your children off to the right 

computing start with this software 
learn and play Compendium 6 part., 

KJUS TTfPE, WaTHEfi WMEHei, 
CALENDAR QUIZ. WOflDS & ITUMBEflS, 

mi sei HATCH, 
WHAT IS TT V WHERE IS IT? Actrre. euspuidng young minds wBltnelhefcfi 

of ihesa six sntemmirH) b« *ducatS«fll ettes. 
tour children prnbatrty wont even reafesa 

ItiattlKirTwsons'hawbefinlll. 
HOMEBASE 

Idol home slORflE system. Keep houseroie :isis, 
student records «c Easylo use'push hullcr'ccrtrois. 

• IIRY MATHS COUflSE Around 24 fnodufes in this course frcn 3 yrs eld 
flQfltl up in secondary level, Mows N£ 

READINGS WAITING COURSE module wv!S!,TiachlJifl fwi Ife computer 
and booh. For early starlets i ihe dystedc 

A GREAT EDUCTTONAL PACK 
FOR YOUR CHILDREN AT A 

FRACTION OF THE NORMAL COST 

HARWOODS LEARN & PLAY 

A GREAT TEN 
GAMES PACKAGE 

U THE SIMPSONS 
CAPTAIN PLANET 

& LEMMINGS 
,\ DELUXE PAINT III 

Mow with ANIMATION 
t> MICflOSWTTCHED JOYSTICK 
* 10 BLANK 3,5'DISKS 
_> DISK LIBRARY CASE 
A MOUSE MAT 
A 3 TAILORED DUST COVERS 

Datastefrn, Drhai' Force, Pipe Mania, 
Dungeon Qis&st, Rott-N* Roll, E-Mofion, 
Tcwer cl Babel, Skwek, RVF Honda, 

and Grand Monster Slam. 
ADD A CUMANA CAX 354 SECOND DRIVE 

FOR JUST £50 TO HELP RUN THOSE 
BUSINESS PACKS MORE EFFICIENTLY 

WE MEAN BUSINESS AT A GREAT 
PACKAGE PRICE OF JUST... 

GCSF/Q1 LEVEL PACK B 
GCSE examination level studies on your 

Amiga computer that's lun! 
MICRO ENGLISH. MICRO FRENCH AND 

MICRO MATHS A set ol frireo compfetE setf-tutUwi courses to GCSE level 
which can also be use3 lor revisbn writ All program 
idi"<re lu the Niton* Curriculum and we designed 

and to^nd in schooo by prof»s»nal kactw?. 
Micro French include* "real speech" 10 help your HMtJ 

PEM PAL-Graphics! Word PniMnnr AfarSastic word procesiorwlth all ihe tools ycc II reed 
to create ef^ectrvt willen wurt htejllor JHHW worit, 

projects etc. or tort* tain letters Tert wraps 
jwlonatcaiy around c/^phics. «an as ycjj Type! 
I "dices a bulh-in fcti&e ati Farms bbnapr. 

HQMEBASE 
Hbmebase H ihe Ideal Infemflllofl slortge program tor 

flings Ike household lists. studern notes, and chWrer's 
Bduaiionai projects, Inc. clearly EabelW "push buttao' 
cc^rpis artfcles'corpraheosr.is rslererce manuals, 

A GREAT EDUCTIONAL PACK 
FOR YOUR CHILDREN AT A 

FRACTION OF THE NORMAL COST The Closer you look, 

The Better we look. 

'Finance rerm are available tsutiject to slants) for most products; please seemtroixktit^ panel at tbemi of Ibis aitevtt for full details 



CDTV 

CDTV ACCESSORIES 

IMAGINE, IF YOU CAN, THE CONCEPT OF 
A NEW, MORE POWERFUL AMIGA.. 

...WITH 1 MEGABYTE OF MEMORY, AND A COMPACT DISK DRIVE OF ALMOST INFINITE 
SIZE. A DISK DRIVE SO VAST, IT CAN STORE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DIGITS OF 

DATA. THES DATA COULD BE, SPEECH, ANIMATED PICTURES, DIGITISED STEREO 
SOUND, COMPUTER IMAGES OR WHOLE ENCYCLOPAEDIAS.... AND MORE, 

IMAGINE THIS, AND YOU CAN START TO GRASP THE CONCEPT OF CDTV. 
THE INTEGRAL COMPACT DISK DRIVE, IS THE KEY TO THE POWER OF CDTV. ITS STORAGE CAPACITY IS EQUIVALENT 
TO AROUND A QUARTER OF A MILLION FULL PAGES OF TEXT, TH IS WHEN INTEGRATED WITH THE 1 MB OF INTERNAL 

AMIGA CIRCUITRY, CREATES A SYSTEM, WHICH FROM A CD DISK, CAN GIVE YOU ACCESS TO AN UNIMAGINABLE 
SPECTRUM OF REAL WORLD IMAGES, NEVER SEEN COMBINED BEFORE, THESE VIVID IMAGES, WITH WORDS AND 

SOUNDS, GIVE YOU A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION IN HOME EDUCATION. ENTERTAINMENT* INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. 
AND... DONT FORGET, THAT CDTV CAM PLAY IN SUPERB QUALITY, ANY NORMAL AUDIO MUSIC CD, AND IT CAN 

ALSO PLAY THE MEW CD+G DISKS, WHICH GIVE DIGITAL SOUND AND ON SCREEN GRAPHICS. 
ON CD DISKS NOW AVAILABLE, THERE ARE EDUCATIONAL PACKAGES, ENCYCLOPAEDIAS PACKED WITH 
REFERENCE INFORMATION, STUNNING GAMES, MUSIC SYSTEMS AND MANY OTHER NEW AND VARIED 
SUBJECTS, INCLUDING WHOLE WORLD ATLASES OR EVEN THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SHAKESPEARE, 

EACH ON ONE CD DISK1I! CDTV - NOTHING LESS THAN REVOLUTIONARY 

FREE CDTV STARTER PACK!!! 

WHEN YOU CHOOSE YOUR CDTV FROM GORDON HARWOOD, NOT ONLY DO 
YOU GET OUR LEGENDARY SERVICE, BUT WE GIVE YOU A CDTV STARTER PACK, 

TO GET YOU EXPLORING YOUR NEW WORLD * STRAIGHTAWAY. 
THIS INCLUDES A SUPERB SELECTION OF CD DISK TITLES INCLUDING THE WELCOME 

TUTORIAL & HUTCHINSONS ENCYCLOPAEDIA, PLUS... FIVE GAMES, SHERLOCK HOLMES 
& THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES, SIM CITY, CHAOS IN ANDROMEDA, A TOWN 

WITH NO NAME, AND THE ACCLAIMED LEMMINGS, WORTH IN TOTAL ALMOST £200.00. 
IN ADDITION IS THE INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER, AND ALL THE HARDWARE 

NEEDED TO GET YOU CONNECTED. 

ALL THIS FOR JUST £499.95 

CDTV IS THE SAME SIZE AN D STYLE AS MOST VIDEO RECORDERS, SO IT CAN SIT UNOBTRUSIVELY ABOVE OR BELOW 
YOUR HOME TV AND/OR HI-FI, AND WITH ITS INFRARED REMOTE CONTROLLER, IT CAN BE OPERATED FROM YOUR 
ARMCHAIR, BUT PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY, IF YOU ARE A COMPLFTER ENTHUSIAST, REMEMBER THAT INSIDE 

EVERY CDTV, IS AN AMIGA, JUST WAITING TO BE USED. SO LATER ON. YOU'LL BE ABLE TO BUY THE OPTIONAL 
KEYBOARD AND DISK DRIVE, TO GET INTO THE WORLD OF AM IGA COMPUTING. PRINTERS, DIG1TISERS, 

GENLOCKS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES.CAN ALL BE CONNECTED TO GIVE ACCESS TO MANY OTHER EXCITING 
FACILITIES, AND ALSO MANY OF THE EXISTING SOFTWARE PACKAGES AVAILABLE FOR THE AMIGA COMPUTER. 

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN SO MUCH POTENTIAL FROM ONE NEW STUNNING SYSTEM, PACKED WITH 
TODAYS TECHNOLOGY.! 

CALL /WAND SEE OS FOR YOUR PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION, OR PHONE US FOR YOUR 
FREE DETAILED CCfJV INFORMATION PACK 

Please cait for 
t latest availability. 

AN 89 KEY QWERTY KEYBOARD £49.95 
INFRARED MOUSE WITH BATTERY SAVER. £49-95 
INFRARED TRACKBALL, WITH THE OPTION £79.95 
OF DIRECT CONNECTION TO EXTEND BATTERY LIFE. 
DUPLICATES FUNCTIONS OF 2 BUTTON MOUSE & 
INCLUDES TWO 9 PIN PORTS FOR STD. JOYSTICKS 
FOR HOLDING CD WITHIN DRIVE £935 

CD 1W1 MEMORY CARD PERSONAL RAM CARD CONTAINING £79.95 
64K OF MEMORY FOR STORING DATA OR AS A 
BOOKMARK FACILITY WITHIN CDTV 

CD 1405 MEMORY CARD A LARGER PERSONAL RAM CARD £249.95 
CONTAINING 512K OF MEMORY FOR STORING 
DATA OR AS A BOOKMARK FAdUTY WITHIN CDTV 
3.5' FLOPPY DRIVE WITH 8B0K CAPACITY. £99,95 
MATCHING BLACK FINISH. SUPPLED WITH 
AMIGA WORKBENCH DISKS/MANUALS etc. 
PAL BASED VIDEO INTERFACE CARD FOR £149.95 
SUPERIMPOSING CDTV IMAGES OVER A VIDEO SIGN 
PROVIDED BY ANY STANDARD VIDEO SOURCE 
CDTV COMPATIBLE AND STYLED IN £69.95 
MATCHING BLACK. 

Many Amiga Accessories & Periphsrals (e,g, Printers, Disk Drives, Software etc.) are 
compatible with CDTV. Please phone us lor compataoility information. 

CD 1220 KEYBOARD 
CD 1252 MOUSE 
CD 1200 TRACKBALL 

CD 1400 CADDY 

CBM FLOPPY DRIVE 

CD 1301 GENLOCK 

ROGUTC3.5" DRIVE 

HARWOODS AMIGA 

PRO-GEN 

NEW LOWER PRICE 

OLLOIU 

HESM US? flu ohm photograph mm Spettrtfcaiot whkh has w bcm jeptsai by Photon Paint W 
PRO-GEN Amiga Genlock 
The Pro-gen AMIGA Genlock aJlows you to mix your Amiga display with an/ PAL video 
signal whettier it k torn a VCR, Lasertisk player or a Camcorder- In fact any Item of 
video equipmerrt which Oiitputs a PAL composite video sigrral.Combined w&ft me Amiga 
computer me Pro-Gen gives you the facilities- of a speciaj effects & video titling suite. 
Take your own films ft give them a professional look by OVERLAYING TITLES or by 
SUPER IMPOSING YOUR OWN GRAPHICS created in packages like Photon Paint 2,0 
or Deluxe Paint. Pro-Gen is supplied wtth micro fusions superb Photon PaH ^0 package. 
FREE Photon Paint 2.0 Software 
A powerful Lo-and-Hi resolution hotd and modify (HAM) paint program, with overscan 
(HTSQPAL) and specie] edtects for your Amiga Computer including ail me following... 
Contour Mapping; drapes a brush ever a 3D "landscape". Pforal intensity veJues decide 
the peate and valteys, while a specialty developed ray-tracing algorithm maps the image 
precisely. Surface Mapping: around 3D ohjecte, both Geometric and free hand drawn. 
Luminance; sets the tight source and intensity. Shadowing: automatically with control of 
size and offset. Sruah Control: twist, tilt, resize, flip, rotate, band, adjustable transparency, 
stretch etc etc. PLUS LOTS MOREt A great program allowing use of 4096 colours. Choice 

of horiz/vert page prim, negatives, anti-aliasing, dithered print, adjustable brihgtness etc. 

STOP PRESS 
PWQ-GEN... MOW INCLUDES A VERY 
VERSATILE WUOl COMPONENT VIDEO 
TO GMJDCK CONNECTING CABLE m. 
THIS ALLOWS PttHSEk TO BE USED 
STRAIGHTAWAY Wrffl MQSTttMJLAfl ■StfO ECUtPtENT, WIHQUTTHE NEED 
TO HUNT DOWN Irt CORRECT COW. 
EGTING CAftES. TUB KIT CAN A130 BE 
USED TO CONNECT « OTHER WAYS... 
^YCRTOVCR*; 
A KrT TO START VCU OFF HGHT FROM 
THE MOMENT YOU OPEN THE BOfJIf 

How it works 

Photon Paint 2.0 ONLY £99.95 

Mode Switch-box for Genlocks 
Features Include 
-Compatible With The Pro-Gen And Randal* 8802 
-Supplied With Genlock Extender Cable Worth £9.95 
-Swltorv-box Switches Between Foreground, Back- 
ground, Video And Computer Modes. 

'Finance terms aiv araihtHc (subject tp-sttiitisffir most pmiitctk (fam^sye mrottkfiiif* panel at Ibe. end if'thfc mhvtfjorfijti. tidaik 



All our packs contain (he new 

Amiga A 500 Plus. 

(1,3 Amigas may still he available 

to special order, please enquire.} 

GORDON 

HARWOOD 

HARWOOD 

ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE 

The Closer you look, 

The Better ive look. 

AMIGA DRIVES & MEMORY 

£ Features Include 
Hi Long connecting cable 
ft 1Mb, (B80K Formatted) Capacity! 
-V Enable/Disable Switch, 
ft Throughport 
Af Access light 
* Compatible wilh Amiga5Q0/l 000 
1500/2000/3000 and CDTV 

MOW SUPPLIED WITH A FREE 
3,5" Disk Head Cleaner to maintain 

your mm drive In 'tiptop' condition, 

£57.95 

;• Capacities of 52 to420Mb 
:< Connects to sidecar bus on UH 

side of A8<WA5GOPIiiS 
> Atfotoots with Krckstart 1.3/2.0, 

boot enable/disable switch 
> Sockets for up to 8 Mb of RAM 
^ SCSI Port allows up to 7 other 

devices to be connected 
■> Supplied with easy to use software 
h 2 Year Warranty £ Dedicated PSU 
A Mini skrt for future expansion 
,V FC-AT Emulator planned lo be 

available Jbr 1992 
f GVP AMIGA A500 HARD DRIVES | |    | 3V-iV;G.i -VO'IOX -ic: :,s ,E; 

CAPACITY 
SIZE 52Mb. ! 120Mb. 240Mb. 
0Mb, £349 95 £519.95 £729.95 
2Mb. £419.95 £589.95 £799.95 
4Mb. £489.95 £659.95 £869.95 
8Mb. £629.95 £999,95 

SIZE rS2Mb7 
0Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

CAPACITY 

£359.95 
£429.95 
£559.95 

£479.95 
!549.95 

£679.95 

£709.95 
£779.95 
£899.95 

1.95 
£1239.95 
£1309.95 

>IL UJ 
StaSg 

EDUCATION SOFTWARE 
DON'T JUST PLAY GAMES WHEN YOU 
CAN LEARN WITH YOUR AMIGA TOO! 

MICRO MATHS ■ 24 easy to use prtjgrams for GCSE ('0' Uvaq    £18.95 j 
revision or self tuition 
MEGA MATHS - A 9 level step by step tuition crxiisa. For mature  £20,95 
beginners, 'A' Level studies £ M KXO Maths users 
MICRO FRENCH - GCSE French tuition or revision course. Covers £18.95 
both spoken & Mitten French 
MICRO ENGLISH - Compters self-tuition programs to GCSE taL 
PRIMARY MATHS ■ Ages 3 (o 12, Complete 24 Prog. Cowse. 
SPELL BOOK - Ages 4 le 6, Developed with the help of a Primary 

: Schoot H«d T«actw lo> aid speffing 
HOMEBASE - Home storage prog., ideal for those household lists, 
childrens educational projecte, studenl notes etc Easy to use "Push Button1 j 
controls and a extensive reference manual, 
COMPENDIUM SIX PACK 6 Great EauDafonaJ Progs, for children £29.95 j 

I agBd4-12yearsofage. Each is designed lo keep yix» ch*fe Irtteresftwfiilsft 
| llwy leam. KIDS TYPE - Larfia diansdefs 4 colurful graphics helps Gnation 

of stories. WEATHEt WATCHER ■ Collect & analyse data using graphs ete. 
oven e/unata your ami weather map! CALENDAR QUIZ - Quiz based teaming 
of time related events, WORDS AND NUMBERS ■ Put words & sentences in . 
the cwTictcrdBr or group numbers. GAME, SET A MATCH - Early laamng d 
shapes colours, numbers, cons, sequences and rnclud&ig a "reaction Eimer*. j 
WHAT IS m WHERE fS IT? - Leam names & locations of British cowfes. 

£18.95 

Ml 

£19.95 

HARWOOOS AMIGA 

1Mb PRO-RAM PLUS 
ADD MORE POWER TO YOUR AMIGA 500 PLUS 

WITH A FULL 1Mb. MEMORY UPGRADE!!! 
1Mb. RAM expansion for the Amiga 500 Plus 
Gives a total of 2Mb. of RAM 
Easily Med without any dismantling in 
the trapdoor expansion slot underneath 
Amiga. DOESN'T invalidate your warranty! 

j Low power consumption   2 Yr Guarantee! 
A GREAT NEW OFFER FROM HARWOODS' 

£44.95 

0.5 Mb PRO-RAM 
Compatible with Amiga A500 and 500 Plus        p<A.. 
Gives ASM a total of 1Mb Memory+Clock £*%t% Af 
Gives m Plus a total of 1,5Mb Memory   bbT« ¥3 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 
Muslc-X; Hie ultimate software for professional MIDI sequencing. The software includes a config- 
urable librarian and a synthesiser patch editor. All you need to recreate a song can be recalled from 
one performance file Including sequences, MIDI routing, sync setup, keyboard maps & synthesiser 
or drum machine patch libraries, NEW LOW PRICES ■ £49.95 or just £369,95 with mldMnterface! 
Ml DIINTE RFACE (5 Port}: In, Out, Through plus 2 swilchaWe thru'/out, Inc. 2 cables. £24.95 
AMOS; AMOS allows you to access the power of the Amiga Willi ease. 500 different commands 
make AMOS a sophisticated development language. The AMOS animation language allows you to 
create complex animation sequences. 300 page manual and over 80 example programs £49.95 
Amos Add on Modules: (BOTH require Amoe prog.) f^l^TOH?TTi?TWniTiTM 
Amos Compiler £29.95 Amos 30 £34.95 
SuperBase 4: Most powerful database available for the Amiga,Combines the ease of use of Super- 
Bass Z with a versatile programming language so that you can tailor your data to your own specific 
needs for club/buslness/l ibrary records etc. £229,95 
Lattice C: An ideal fool for the C programmer whether experienced or a novice. The best way to 
create applications for the Amiga.Fully supports Motorola chipset, Nearly 300 functions optimised 
to help the user write the tightest possible code. Includes screen editor Most Amiga C books are 
based around lattice. (Requires either 2 floppy drives OR a hard disk drive) £199,95 
Deluxe Paint IV: Latest version of the Amigas first, and still the best, paint and animation package, 
now including HAM mode. (1 Mb. minimum memory or more recommended} £7$,95 
Vldi, The Complete Colour Solution: Vidi with RGB Splitter. Frame Grabber & Digittser. Grabs 
moving colour video into 16 grey scale frames (up to 16 frames in 1 Mb. Amiga) and digitises from 
still colour video source in up to 4096 colours in less than 1 second! Requires home VCR or video 
camera for grabbing. Requires video camera or VCR with perfect pause for digitising. Now comes 
with Photon Paint 2.0 ABSOLUTELY FREE Of CHARGEIf! £140.95 
STEREO MASTER: High quality'stereo' sampler (best for sampling instruments etc) £39.95 

THE ABOVE t$ JUST A SMALL SAMPLE FROM OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE Of THOUSANDS OF SERIOUS, EDUCATION AND RECREATION 
TRIES. WE CAN'T UST THEM ALL HERE SO PLEASE CALL US IF YOU CANT SEE THE PROGRAM YOU REQUIRE, TPS PROBABLY IN STOCK! 

Pen Pal™ 
WORD PROCESSOR/DATABASE 
With Pen Pal you can mix text, 40% 
colour graphics & ctota in ways no other 
w/p can! "It's handling of graphics is 
unsurpassed; Pen Pal is the only word 
processor I tested that will 
automatically wrap 
text round graphics,. / 
Amiga World, 
Jffly 190 

£79.95 
FEN PAL complete 
WITH 512K Amiga 
RAM Expansion 
ordy..I99.95! 

'TtiittitCi' terms tin* {intihMe tsi\hjL\ t fu stttlust fur m$tJ>n>ilitcfoJfliHtx\siv oitronlering fwtel at the end uftbts tutrert jarfull details 



All printers in our range include a standard Centronics/Parallel Port 
for direct connection to Amiga, PC's, Atari $Ts, Archimedes etc. 

We supply a connection cable to YOUR computer 
plus a Quality Dust Cover with ALL Dot Matrix Printers FREE 

3 x: £J 3 O 

u ^ c £ di ^   QJ   L Q) 2 £ y>o_ ce 

ash. 

GORDON HARWOOD PRINTER STARTER PACK 
All our Dot Matrix Printers are supplied complete with,.. 

200 Sheets of Continuous Printer Paper 
100 Useful Self Adhesive Continuous Labels 

Amiga Printer Drivers Disk  

FREE 
FREE 
FREE 
FREE 

CITIZEN 120D+ 9 PIN MONO ■ Up to 120/25 Ops - £149.95 

£159.95 

£209.95 

□ Very retiable tow cost printer witfi Sntercriangable interfaces for 
Cemronica/RS23a,serial type [C64 etc.) U Full 2 Year manufacturers warranty 

NEW FASTER STAR LC20 9 PIN MONO - Up to 150tt8 cps  
Replacement for our most popular Mono Dot-Matrix at a super Sow price 
_J Multiple- font options easily accessible     □ Simuttaneous, continuous and single 

from front panel                            sheet stationery 
Excellent paper handling facilities IJ 240 x 240 dpi Graphics   

STAR LC200 9 PIN COLOUR PfflKTEH -185/40 cps 
This fe the one in our packs! 

13 SO Column Dot Matrix 
_] 240 dpi-9 Pin COLOUR 
□ 16K Buffer, 8 Resident Fonts 
□ Push/pull tractor & rear/bottom feeds 
O Reverse paper feeds 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 PIN COLOUR * 160/4Gcps 
Mew super high spec 9Pin colour prinler 

_j 8K Buffer 4 Fonts 3 240 x 240 dpi Colour Graphics 
~_j Push and putl tractor built-in U Best text quality In our 9Pfn range 
□ Feed for labels/multi part stationery     Q 2 Year Citizen warranty 

STAR SJ4S INKJET PRINTER 

□ Micro paper feed, Max. paper width 11T 
□ Supplied with colour & mono ribbons 
□I Paper park with auto single sheet loading 
i_J Programmable from front panel 
□ 12 month warranty 

£214.95 

New super high quality bubble ink jet prinler 
3 64 Nozzle ink jet □ Emulates Epson LQ and IBM 

Propfinter for full compatroility 
□ Complete with AC adaptor 

£249,95 
□ Large 28K Butter 
9 360 x 360 dpi near laser print quality 
□ Optional Ni-Cad battery for mains free 

operation 
STAR LC24/2Q0 24 PIN MONO - 220115 cps  I f 9dQ QC 
Mono version of LC24/200 Colour, same spec except for a smaller 7K buffer |„fT 

£299.95 STAR LC24/200 24 PIN COLOUR * 220/55 cps 
Colour version of the LC24-200 Mono. 
□ 80 Column Dot Matrix 
□ 360 dpi - 24 Pin MONO 
□ 30K Buffer (expandable) 

10 Resident Fonts 
LJ Front Panel Pitch Selection 
□ Pusfi/pull tractor & rear/oottom feeds 
□ Reverse paper feed 

NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN 224 COLOUR -160/53 cps 
Brand New, lowest cost colour 24 Pin printer, anywtveret 
□ 80 Column Dot Matrix with 4 Fonts      _3 Push & pull tractor feeds 
O 360 dpi - 24 Pin COLOUR □ Complete paper pariting facilities. 
□ 8K Buffer expandable to 32K □ Supplied with mono & colour ribbons 
□ Easy to use front panel controls □ FuB 2 Year Citizen Warranty 

_i Paper park with auto single sheet cad ng 
□ Micro paper feed, Max. paper width 11T 
Q Supplied with mono ribbon 
:_| Faster than the old LC24-10 
□ Extra font cartridges available 
Q Program from front panel, No DIP switches 
□ 12 month warranty 

£254.95 

£319,95 NEW 24 Pin CITIZEN 5WJFT 24E COLOUR ■ 180760 cps - 
Brand New, superb specification colour 24 Pin printer. 

LJ SO Column Dot Matrix with 7 Fonts      □ Push/pull & bottom tractor feeds 
□ 360 dpi - 24 Pin COLOUR □ Complete paper parking facilities. 
Ij 8K Buffer expandable to 32K □ Supplied with mono & colour ribbons 
□ Easy to use LCD panel controls ~J Full 2 Year Citizen Warranty 

NEW FASTER STAR XB 24 PIN COLOUR 
RANGE XB24-20Q & XB24-2S0 - 275/80 cps 
These NEW top of the range Stars replace the XB24/10 & 
XB24/15, & offer the best possible quality dot matrix printing 

£399.95 
24-200 Colour £499,95 

24*250 Colour 
□ Buffer 29K(XB24/200) & 76K (XB 24/250) 
Li 360 x 360 dpi Colour Graphics 
□ 12rrrtris on-site warranty (UK Mainland) 

£579.95 

□ Exceptional print quality 
□ 4 x 46Pin super letter quality fonts 
□ 14 x 24Pin near letter quality forte 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET COLOUR A4 INKJET - 
Our best quality full colour printer at a realistic price 
□ Parallel/Centronics or Serial RS232 i/F (specify with order, MAC option available) 
□ For presentation grapbics/DTP, CAD and rechnical/scientitlc applications 

A full page of colour graphics in 4 minutes (typical) 
^ Non impact printkig,  □ Will print transparencies 
□ virtually silent, 43dba Q 12 Months on-site warranty (UK Mainland) 

STARSCRIPT - 4ppm POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE LASER 
A4 Laser Printer, will connect to PC, Amiga, Atari ST, Macintosh etc.   £1099.95 

r_1300 DPI, 2Mb. Upgradable to 5Mb. 
□Emulations inc: HP Series II, Epson 

£XBQ0h IBM Proprinler t Diablo 630 
□Complete with "Sterscrtpf (Stars 

postscript language emulation) 

□ Serial and Paraflel Interfaces □ 12month on site warranly [UK Mainland) 
□ 49 quality fonts built-in 
.13 Appletalk for connection to Macintosh 
-J Every desktop publishers dream 

SEE OUR UST Of ACCESSORIES FORBOJH STAfj 
AMD CmZ£M WINTERS, ALL AT COMPETITIVE PRICES* 

AH the characters Per Second speeds quoted above are DrafVLQ at 10cpt 

PRINTER 

CITIZEN PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Citizen 120D+ Sheet Feeder £69.95 
Crtfeen 120D+ Parallel interface £49.95 
Citizen 120D+ CBM C64 Serial interface £49,95 

STAR PRATER ACCESSORIES: 

Citizen 124D32K Buffer 
Citizen 124D Semi-Auto SheetFeeder 
Citizen 1240 Automatic Sheet Feeder 
Citizen 124D Printer Stand 

£13,95 
£39,95 
£79.55 
£24,96 

Citizen Swift 2 Semi-Auto SheetFeeder 
Citizen Swift 9 Automatic Sheet Feeder 
Citizen Swift 9 Printer Stand 

E3&95 
£79.95 
£24.35 

Citizen Swift 9X Printer Stand £34.95 
Citizen Swift 9X Automatic Sheet Feeder £139.95 

Citizen Swift 24 32K Printer Buffer 
Citizen Swift 24 Semi-Auto Sheet Feeder 
Citizen Swift 24 Automatic Sheet Feeder 
Citizen Swift 24 Printer Stand 

£13,95 
£39,95 
£79,95 
£24,95 

Citizen Swift 24X Auto Sheet Feeder 
Citizen Swift 24X Printer Stand 

£139.95 
£34.95 

HEWLETT PACKARD PAINTJET 
PRINTER ACCESSORIES: 

Hewlett Packard PaintJet 
Biack Ink cartridge 
Colour ink Cartridge 
Single Sheet Printer Paper 
Z-Foid Printer Paper 
Transparency Paper; 
Pack of 50 Sheets 

£25,95 
£3149 
£17.95 
£15,95 

£5235 

Star LC-20 Mono Printer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 

Star LC24-10 Mono Printer 
32K Buffer £67,95 
Automatic SheetFeeder 

£67.95 
£74.95 

Star LC-200 Colour Printer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 

Star LC 24-200 Mono/Colour Printers 
32K Printer Buffer £34.95 
Automatic SheetFeeder £74,95 

Star SJ40 Printer 
Automatic Sheet Feeder 
Mi Cad Battery 

£54,95 
£39.95 

Star XB 24-200 Colour Printer 
Pull Tractor 
Font Cartridges - 
Styles To Be Announced 
128K Centronics Printer Buffer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 
Dual Bin SheetFeeder 

£34.95 

£29,95 
£09.95 

£114.95 
£429.95 

Star XB 24-250 Colour Printer 
Pull Tractor 
Font Cartridges - 
Styles To Be Announced 
128K Centronics Printer Buffer 
Automatic SheetFeeder 
Dual Bin SheetFeeder 

£34,95 

£2935 
£89.05 

£174,95 
£469.95 
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PRINTER PRINTER 
TYPE 

BLACK 
RIBBON 

BLACK RIBBON 
SIX PACK 

COLOUR 
RIBBON 

COLOUR RIBBON 
■SIX PACK 

CITIZEN 120D+ BLACK ONLY £4.95 £24.95 N/A N/A 
CITIZEN 124 BLACK ONLY £4.95 £24.95 N/A N/A 
CITIZEN SWIFT 9 BUCK/COLOUR £4.95 £24.95 £16,95 £99.95 
SWIFT 24/24E/Z24 BLACK/COLOUR £4.95 £24.95 £16.95 £99.95 
STAR LCI 0720 Jr BLACK/COLOUR £4.50* > £24.95* i £6,90* £36,50* 
STAR LC200 BUCK/COLOUR £6.95 ZX9 £36.95 ZX9 £12.95ZX9CL £69.952X9CL 
STAR LC24Q00 BLACK/COLOUR £8,95 Z24 £49.95 Z24 £14.95X24CL £74.95 X24CL 
STj&p XE RANGE BLACK/COLOUR £8.95 Z24 £49.95 Z24 £14.95 KZ*CL £74.95 X24CL 
STAR SJ4S INK 
CARTRIDGE BLACK ONLY Ateo compatible with Apple Style writer 

arid Cannon BJ10E Bubblejet £15.95ea. 

BOOK SHOP 
FOR BEGINNERS & EXPERTS ALIKE 

WE ALWAYS CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF THE FULL RANGE OF 
ABACUS $ OTHER BOOKS-Phone mhrMW 

AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS-VOL 1 ABACUS BOOKS, 
From unpachlig to creating ycur own icons, incfcrdes Hist use oi 
basic and extras tfsk. NEW revised wisiw<OT^^berid»t.3and2 
AMIGA BASIC EHS1DE AHDOUT-VOL 2 ABACUS BOOKS, £18-95 
Definitive step by S6p guide ID programming Amiga's in basic. 
AMIGA MACHINE LANGUAGE - VOL 4 ABACUS BOOKS, £14.! 
Practical guide to learning 58050 assembler language, 
AMIGA DOS INSIDE AND OUT -VOLS ABACUS BOOKS, £24.! 
Guide to Arr^a DOS & CU. NEW Edition inc. WB iO (includes Free Kelp D 
AMIGA HARDWARE REFERENCE MANUAL-AiWpsOtl Wwtey, £21.95 
Written by lecnnlcal experts at Corimrxiore Amiga 1ncr USA,, tie peopfe wno 
designed your Amiga. Hardware level machine code po^^mmmg a a' 
level. New revision no* also includes Kkfetart 2. 
AMIGA, BEST OF THICKS & TIPS Vol. 17, 
A complete set of triAs and lips that arable yen to do MORE 
wfth your Amiga and as simply as p0S3*te. (Incfudas Free EM) 
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR AIMGA [without disks; 
From Future Pubfercng. tfve producefs of AnAja Format Magaziw 
arxf tulh/ upefaied for 19S2 OR... 
available with 2 HELP DISKS INCLUDED " £1- 

'Gvdit tmmmvavmlaMe (iiihject to sttmMjbrMlpivditcts; see our wkrinf\ pam.4 at the mloftb'is tulivitforfuRttrtiiik 



Easy Ordering 

Before you choose from whom to purchase, please phone us. We are always 
happy to discuss your requirements; and answer any queries you nay have.,. 

: ,       1   Phone our Order Hotline wilh youf Access, Visa. Mastercard, ■        Switch or Lombard CrerMcJiarge Card quoting number 8. expiry date (Etams, Curryi, 
NASCR and ottier 'slore' cards are Lombard Credhcharge arxi are accepted by us), 

rv J\ '11; I't I; I: V ' <. i: :'i; MaJie cheques, bankers bu=lrj.ng society drafts or postaJ orders 
LXJ payable to GORDON HAflWCOD COMPUTERS. (Personalfcusiness cheques lake 

7days So dear from day of receipl whereupon your order will be despatched). Please 
send Name. Address, and most importanlly if possitrte. a DaytimE Telephone Number 
afong wilh you? order requirements. Please check you are ordering from one of our 
latest advertisements before posting (phone if you require confirmation), Please rem- 
ember trial for example many September pubhcaNjns appear during August, therefore 
prices you see may have changed (either up or down). 

|A   FREE P OSTAL DELIV El; V Ffl EE whhi n 14 wort ing days, U K Mainland only, OR: 
nJ   : -11 ■11.11 I;: I I'IVJCI ..Add £5.95 per major item tor next working day delivery, UK 

' Mainland most regions. 
mm EXPORT ORDERS; Most item are availadte al TAX FREE PRfCES to non UK ; 
: *7~   residents when visiting .'export shipment. Please contact us for ordering information. 
REMEMBER AFTER YOU'VE BOUGHT FROM HARWOODS, WEIL STILL BE HERE™ 

! AL SUPPORT; You will be given our Exclusive Technical Support Phone Number to 
call should you require any help or advice on any aspect of the system you have purchased, 
12 MQNtf H WAHRANT \': ttems proving faulty wilhin 3D days of purchase a/e replaced with 
NEW UNITS urdess olherwise stated. For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will be 
completely FREE OF CHARGE. 
COLLECTION FACILITY: Any computer, monitor or prrnte; requtrir»g warranty service can be 
collected from you- ho.^e FREE OF.CHARGE during the guarantee period (UK Mainland only) 
and a FAST unwound is GUARANTEED by our OWN ENGINEERS! FULL TESTING PROCEDURE: All computers are tested prior to despatch, and all items are 
supplied wtlh mains plug and leads as required - j ust connect up and use straight away, 

REMEMBER WE'RE NOT-JUST ANOTHER Mil ORDER COMPANY,,. 
All listed prices are what YOU PAY, and there are NO HIDDEN EXTRAS. 
VAT and postage are included, and prices are correct at time of going to 
press (Pack details may vary from time to time). Offers are subject to 
a vailability and to being the latest advertised packs and prices. Our offers 
are NO T supplied on a trial basis. E&OE, ! 

■ r A ULl Tit J., tailored to suil your needs. Written details on req nest 
Gordon Harwood Computers offer facilities to purchase using our budget account scheme. 
APR 36.6% (Variable). Available to most adulis of eighteen years or over, subject lo status. 
Simply phone or write and we wifl send you written details along with an application form. 
Applications, required in advance, available to full time U.K. mainland residents and 
overseas British forces personnel. Showroom visitors, please ask for details of our in- 
slore "Instant Account", Written quotations on request. ^-^\ 
II you are already the holder of a Lombard Credit Charge Card you 
can use this to purchase from us (subject to your personal card limit) 

Please pay us a visit where our full range of advertised products, at 
the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES, & MORE, is on sale. 'ALL UNDER 
ONE ROOF, in pleasant surroundings at our purpose buiff showroom j 
(See note below map). There's plenty of FREE parking close by. 

OPENING TMES:9M until 5.00 Monday to Saturday 
BAG until 1.00 Wednesday, Closed on Sundays 

GORDON 

HARWOOD 

HARWOOD 

GORDON HARWOOD COMPU 

ALFRETON, DERBYSHIRE. DEi 
TEL: 0773 836781        FAX: 0773 f 

IONITORS & MONITOR TVf 

Harwoods stock a complete range of both Monitors & Monitor TV's 
to give you your perfect solution to the type of display to buy. 

PHILIPS CM8833/II 
Stereo High Resolution: 

Colour Monitor 
The ever popuiar i*indi Pnil^s CM 8833 MWJ. Its versatility means you nr>t only 

get excellent colour graphics 4 text performance with a wide range of persona] 
computers, hat when connected to a VCR, you get an amazing 800 pbtei TV 

psGture.With the 9833 MM!, Harwoods give you the complete set up, to get you 
going straight away... Monitor, RGB picture and Stereo Audio CeMes, 

Tailored dust cover, and a full 12 Months on s?te service warranty, 
vRGS/AD, TTL, Composite. Video & ste/eo audio inputs ;tCan be used as a TV 

with VCR or Tuner ;*AJso as a Video Camera display monitor JvRetractable stand 
Twin Stereo Speakers ^Headphone Jack i ■ i L Socket FREEIsad for your computer >FREE 

12 Monti on site service warranty. j,     O A ft ft C 1 
THE MOST VERSATILE STEREO JCZ4".90 j 
COLOUR MONITOR AVAILABLE , ,MIF 
CBM 10845 STEREO COLOUR MONITO 
Commodore's Own Stereo High Resolution Colour Monitor with... 
;sRGB/AI/TTL, Composite, Video/Audio Inputs; -->Can be used as TV 

with VCR or tuner. .VTwin Speakers for i 
stereo output ^Supplied with cables for      COCO QC 
A500, GGA PC ,\C 16-64-128, 

Ifs important to remember that most TV Monitors, are still first and foremost televisions, meaning mat their average 400 pixel tube display 
50% tower resolution than a monitor) cannot be guaranteed to display BO column text clearly without risking eye strain. If choosing a Television 
Monitor ensure it has the latest2000 character tube capability, meaning It can handle the Amtgas' 30 characters, by 25 line output clearly. 

JPS 15" FASTEXT TELETEXT Jl^^^lJfiJT^l^^^iV^^^^iJiVll'lJrtl^RRAWn NEW 
SUPERB DEFINITION PHILIPS MONITOR TV. IDEAL FOR AMIGA OR COTV USERS, GIVING FOR THE FIRST TIME TRUE MONITOR 
QUALITY FROM A FULL FEATURE TELETEXT TV AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICEUL JUST LOOK AT THE FEATURES... ^Direct Start 
Connector for Amiga, CDTV, VCR OR SATELLITE RECEIVER AflGB/AD, Composite Video & audio inputs A FULL TELETEXT FACILITIES 
(FOR THIS FACILITY EXTERNAL AERI AL SHOULD BE USED) ^Headphone Jack Socket  FULL TWO YEAR 
GUARANTEE A2000 CHARACTER HIGH DEFINETION FST TUBE VSUPPUED WITH LOOP AERIAL DEMOTE m-Ym 

CONTROL A FREE lead for YOUR computer (IF YOU WOULD LIKE THE MONITOR TV IN OUR PACKS 2,3, AND I 
POWERPRO, AT NO EXTRA COST. TO REPLACE THE 8833/tt, SIMPLY ADVISE US AT THE TIME OF ORDERING) 

details on pa 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES 
KCS POWERBOARD IBM PC EMULATOR AAllowsyouto run many popular IBM PC compatible software — £219.95 
titles on your Amiga or Amiga A5Q0 Plus ^Hercules, CGA & Monochrome Video Support,^Supports Both 3.5 Inch & 5.25 Inch Diskettes 
-iFfc Into A501 RAM Slot, 3088 XT Processor, \ Clock/Calendar Included, VActs AS512K RAM Exp. When In Amfga Mode, ;tIncludes 
MS-DOS 4.01. Shell a GW-BASIC, DOS-Help, & On^Bcard Memory ^Supports A590 Hard Drive, Mouse Driver Software Included 
WHEN ORDERING PLEASE SPECIFY WHETHER YOUR AMIGA ISA 1.3 OR PLUS VERSION 

£189.95 

- £99.95 

KCS POWERBOARD AS ABOVE BUT WrrHOUT; MS-Dos 4.01, GW-Basic, Shell,  
POWER MONO SCANNER COMPLETE WITH POWER SCAN SOFTWARE - 
100dpi TO 4Q0dpi,   Supports up to 64 grey shades.    Throughport for printer etc. 
Supplied with Power Scan software, allows Hill screen Image editing, Interface mode on or off, edit taie grey scale and even colour images. 
SUPRARAM RX 500 (2Mb. to 8Mb. RAM Expansion) f 
The RAM expansion giving massive memory WITHOUT dismantling 
your Amiga* thus avoiding the possibility of Invalidating your warranty. 
Easily connects to sidecar with bus 'pass-through' for HD's etc, 
2Mb. RAM Version £199.95     4Mb, RAM Version £329.95 

8Mb. RAM Version £549.95 
NAKSHA MICROSWITCHED MOUSE £24.95 
HIGH QUALITY OPTICAL MOUSE £32,95 
COMPETITION PRO JOYSTICK 5000 Black £7.95 
Z1PSTICK JOYSTICK £12.95 
COMPETITION PRO STAR JOYSTICK £14.95 
The ONLY joystick to obtain a 100% rating from a magazine review! 
3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER £2.99 
BLANK DESKS with labels 
10 Genuine SONY 3.5" branded Only £9.95 

Only £39.95 
10 Unbranded with library case 3.5" certified 
2QC Unbranded 3.5" certified 

Only £7,95 
Only £84.95 
£299.95 

50 Genuine SONY 3,5" branded 
MIRACLE PIANO TEACHING SYSTEM - Music Keyboard to connect to your Amiga 
Miracle is the first Piano to teach you how to play it, Whether you want help finding Middle C~ or 
want to ieam how to play Mozart, Miracles stunning Amiga Software and Midi Keyboard turns 
(earning into FUN. Study Classical, Rock and even Jazz. 
O128 Built in Sounds    □ Full sized Touch Sensitive keyboard keys    □ Stereo Sound 
□ Get even more from your Amiga □ Miracle even gtves you a recording studio 
□ Versions for other computers available too, please ask for details 

POSSO STORAGE BOXES £19.95 
150 piece statable 3,5" disk storage boxes 

BANX STORAGE BOXES £11.95 AV^iaaKuKSSkl'.' 
60 piece lockable 3.5* disk storage boxes If If S not listed ]USi P,lu< 

N^ty^^PcDftU GORDON HARWOODS. 



continued from page 54 

a) A COBOL compiler on the Amiga? 
I'm afraid not! Your best bet is to 
use an Amiga PC Emulator and run 
the PC COBOL compiler on that. 
b) Raw SysEx files should transfer 
and work directly from PC disk. 
Sequencer files will definitely not 
work, simply because MIDI 
sequencers save files in their own 
proprietry file format. However, most 
sequencers support a standardised 
file format called MFF (MIDI file 
format) which can be used to convert 
sequences produced on one 
sequencer to work on another. 
Programs such as Trax and Music-X 
support MFF, so it's only a matter of 
checking that your PC sequencer 
also supports it (I'd be very surprised 
if it doesn't!). 
c) This depends on your require- 
ments. If you just want to transfer 
files between them, then a null 
modem cable and some Comms 
software will do the job (although 
you'd probably be better off using 
MessyDOS). If you want to do 
anything more complex, then the 
answer to your question is no. JH 

FEED FOR THOUGHT 
^^T^H I am in despair. I 
t nave devoured every 
n^^gM article in every 
L^tflHH publication that I 

could find dealing with the setting 
up of printers. But I am still at a 
loss as to the cause of my problem 
which, as you can see from the 
example I've sent, 1$ rather 
unsightly In graphics printouts from 
my Commodore MPS1550C colour 
9-pln dot matrix printer. 

I have tried ail the density 
settings In Preferences and different 
paper combinations to no avail. 

I have no problem with the text 
output, but any graphics output has 
unsightly lines on it caused by rows 
of dots overlapping slightly. I have 
come to the conclusion that this Is 
due to an Inaccuracy of either the 
paper feed mechanism or the 4 ESC 
3 n' command in the printer driver. 

E am using an Epson JX-80 driver 
which according to the manual Is 
the correct one for the MPS1550C 
in Epson emulation mode. I have 
tried using an IBM graphics printer 
driver In the IBM emulation mode 
with the same results. 

I have a copy of the PD printer 
driver generator program PrtDrvGen, 
and did attempt to alter the 'ESC 3 
n' command, however as PrtDrvQen 
does not decode the graphics 
routines of printer drivers I soon had 
a printer driver that printed garbage 
Incredibly slowly. 

Kelp? 
NJ Mllnes 

Brown ley Green 
Manchester 

Your logic is perfect, and you have 
correctly diagnosed that the banding 
on your graphics dumps is caused by 
inaccurate line feeds, so reading all 
those articles has done some good. 

I notice, however, that you didn't 
take my advice in the article I wrote 
about printers for Amiga Shopper a 
couple of months back and wasted 
some time mucking about with 
PrtDrvGen, an outdated and seriously 
difficult to use piece of software 
written to work with 1.2 printer 
drivers (which have only four graphics 
densities}, which it doesn't appear to 
always decode and subsequently 
save properly. 

It could be the printer driver 
that's causing the banding, but it's 
more likely to be an inherent 
inaccuracy in the printer's feed 
mechanism. If you want to try 
another driver, the MPS1550C 
should work with the StarSPIus driver 
on Jamdlsk 5 (from JAM on 0895 
274449). 

But I think a better solution is to 
buy TurboPrint Professional which, 
apart from dramatically enhancing 
your output, will also allow you to 
increase the line feeds to help 
reduce the banding. TurboPrint 
Professional comes with a driver that 
says ft is for Epson EXP FX and LX 
emulations, but this should work for 
JX emulation as well. JW 

ALL TO NO AVAIL 
I have a 68010-based 
Amiga with 4.5Mb 
RAM, and will shortly 
be fitting another 

2Mb in my A590. When I use AVAIL 
the largest available block of Fast 
RAM Is about 2Mb. I have tried 
MergeMem, Fast Mem First and 
Ad RAM programs In the startup- 
sequence, but I keep getting the 
same result. Is there any way to link 
the blocks together to make one 
large one? Will it make any 
difference when I fit the RAM to the 
A590 or do I need a different type of 
memory. 

Tony Leach 
St Neots 

There's nothing wrong with your 
machine - it just works like that! 
Your 4,5 Mb is divided like this: 

• 512KChip 
• 512K Fast (in the trapdoor) 
• 3,5Mb Fast from the ICD AdRAM 

Fast and Chip are not usually 
connected in one block because they 
fulfil different functions. This leaves 
4Mb and of that 512K is fitted to the 
trapdoor and this can only be 
accessed as Fast or Chip dependent 
on which Agnus you have. That 
leaves 3.5Mb for the ICD unit. Since 
this isn't Autoconfig compatible, it 
just crowbars itself somewhere in the 

memory map - probably addresses 
as one 1.5Mb chunk plus 2Mb. 

Even assuming you could link the 
fCD and Trapdoor, that gives two 
2Mb chunks which accounts for the 
inability to get large segments - 
although I have yet to come across a 
program that requires huge (2Mb) 
chunks of contiguous memory. Most 
programs allocate lots of much 
smaller ones - it rather depends on 
the application. The only way to get a 
massive block of Fast RAM is to 
replace the whole thing with a 
custom made job - such as a Supra 
or Cortex 8Mb, MS 

QUESTIONS, QUESTIONS 
a) What books do you 
recommend which 
concentrate on 
Workbench and 

AmlgaDOS 2? I am particularly 
Interested in its hidden features 
such as the Fast File System, the 
Boot menu, ARexx etc. 
b) What are the Bootmenu s 
advanced options tor? 
c) What does the Fast File system 
do and how does it work? Does the 
Workbench Format Disk' option use 
the standard file system or the fast 
file system by default? 
d) I recently bought a PD program 
called ARQ - The Requester 
Improver' which allows you to 
attach sound samples to gadgets. 
Which format should these samples 
be In? 
e) Under AmlgaDOS L3, which file 
contains the mouse pointer 
definitions? I have quite a few PD 
disks and I'd Ilka to change the 
shape of the mouse pointer, but 
very few of them have the 
Preferences program on them. 
f) How do I use the AmlgaDOS 
commands Ask, Skip, Quit, Lab etc 
within an IconX script file? 
g) Which too I types does IconX 
support? 
h) How do I use ARexx supplied 
with Workbench 2.0? 
I) I recently came across a program 
called NoPalReset on an Amiga 
Format coverdisk. What does It do? 
J) Is It possible to copy the 
Workbench programs 'DlskCopy' 
and ' Format1 to the RAM disk so 
that I do not have to Insert the 
Workbench each time I wish to 
format/copy a disk? 
k) What can the tool types entry of 
a volume be used for? 

Ross McLesd 
Wlrral 

Mersey side 

a) Try Bruce Smith Books' Mastering 
AmigaDOS (volumes 1 & 2} written 
by our very own Mark Smiddy. Both 
volumes are available from good 
book retailers everywhere. 
b) The bootmenu's advanced options 
page isn't actually that advanced at 

all. AI! it allows you to do is to enable 
or disable any floppies or hard disks 
that may be installed. 
c) The Fast Fie System is a more 
advanced release of the Amiga file 
system that works faster and is more 
efficient than the file system used by 
previous OS releases. It's built into 
ROM under 2.0 and therefore its use 
is completely transparent. 
d) I haven't actually used that 
particular piece of PD software, but 
I'm quite sure that it will accept 
samples in standard IFF 8SVX 
format. Just about every Amiga 
sample editor outputs files in this 
format, so you can't go far wrong. 
e) Under 1.3r the mouse pointer 
Image and other parameters are held 
within a file called 'system- 
configuration' which is held within 
the DEVS: directory of your 
Workbench disk, This tile also 
contains other information about 
your system including the screen 
colours, which printer should be 
used (although you'll still need to 
copy across a couple of extra files to 
access the printer) and a whole lot 
more besides. 
f) I'd need the next six pages to 
adequately explain how to use all the 
commands that you mentioned. 
However, these commands are 
explained In great depth within the 
books recommended in answer a). 
g) tconX has two tool types - DELAY 
and WINDOW. Adding delay to IconX 
allows you to keep the window open 
after a script has been executed and 
is entered in the format DELAY=nnnn 
(nnnn is a number expressed in 
l/50ths of a second), The window 
tooltype allows you to specify the 
size of the IconX window. The format 
is 'WINDOW=CON:<Horizontal Pos of 
right edge>/<Verticai Pos>/<Width> 
/< H eigh t>/<Wi ndo w Title>. 
h) ARexx is an interprocess 
communications language enabling 
you to write scripts that control other 
applications. ARexx is virtually a 
programming language in its own 
right, so ft would be almost 
impossible to cover it in any great 
detail within these pages. Stay tuned 
though for features on ARexx in 
future issues of Amiga Shopper] 
i) NoPalReset is a PD program which 
resets a PAL Amiga if it accidentally 
boots up in NTSC mode, 
j) If you're running them from the CLIr 
all you have to do is to add the 
command 'Path RAM: Add' to your 
startup-sequence and they will be 
used instead of their disk-based 
equivalents. It's not possible to 
redirect AmigaDOS to the RAM disk 
when you try to load them from the 
Workbench pull down menus though, 
k) There's a simple answer to that 
question - volumes don't have tool 
types! JW 
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Features 
100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 
64 Greyscales 
Thru'port for printer 

Software 
Full screen image editor 
Interlace mode on/off 
Edit true greyscale & colour images 
Fully multi-tasking 

Editing 
Cut rectangle, cut lassoo, crop, flip, 
rotate, scale, draw, lines, circles, 
boxes elipses, freehand, zoom mode 

Scanning 
Unique 'True feel' real time scan 
mode - Know instantly if you are 
scanning the image too quickly 
Automatic selection of 100-400 DPI 
Produce true greyscale images 

Actual Amiga Screen Shots 

A m iga   can   only   display   1 O 

£99 inc. VAT £239 inc. VAT 
GREYSCALE COLOUR 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Viruses, diskswapping, clicking drives, 
disks which won't back up* Is there no 
end to the whingeing of the Amiga 
user? 

At Power, we want to tell you just 
where you can stick your disks and 
worries. In fact we will show you. The 
slot in this picture belongs to our 
PC880B, the first intelligent disk 
drive. Insert a disk. 

Now you can back up at lightning 
speeds using the inbuilt Blitz Amiga 
hardware *, with free software, (even 
if the disk is Atari or PC) and if your 
computer has a virus the PC880B will 
stop it being written to the boot block 
of any of your drives, though you can 
still save files as normal. 

When you do not want these features, 
switch them off and the PCS80B will 
sit quietly, without clicking, 
pretending to be simply an extra drive. 

The PC880B, the only drive to 
introduce Blitz Amiga, the Power 
anti-click device and to combat 
viruses, is only available direct from 
Power, priced at just £69*95 

We have noticed how pricey unintell- 
igent drives are. Perhaps, it's your 
turn to tell people where to stick it. 
* Due to the precision nature of the Blitz copier high 
density disks may be required with some internal 
drives. 

Description 

i 

Our latest dual drive uses the slimline, 
ultra low power NEC drive 
mechanism. This drive takes less than 
half the power of a normal floppy 
drive. The new dual drive includes all 
the features you would expect from a 
Power Computing Drive, 

The NEC drive mechanism is able to 
access high density 1*44MB disks. 
While this may not be of use to you at 
the moment (the Amiga can only 
access 880K), watch this space for our 
new 'high density' Interface, on the 
market soon! 

Whisper quiet operation 

Blitz Copier built-in (switchable) 

Virus blocker built-in (switchable) 

Anti-click 

PSU included 

New Products 

Released or available soon 
*m\ 8MB board with thru'port 
^ 1,44MB interface 
^/ 1.44MB disk drive 

E Scanner software upgrade 
Jfe PCS SOB with X-Copy 

Power Scanner v2,0 

I enclose a cheque/postal order for 
£ 

Telephone No. 

System owned 

Credit card No. 
n 

 y 

Expiry date rrm 

Signature 

Make cheques payable to Power Computing. Ltd 

Power Computing Ltd 
Unit 8 Railton Road 
Woburn Road Industrial Estate 
Kemps ton Bedford MK42 7PN 
Ring your credit card order through 
on (1234 843388 or fax your order on 
0234 840234 

All prices include VAT, delivery anil arc <4iihjecl K> change. Specifications tire subject to change without notice. Next day delivery £4'50 (U.K. mainland only), all trademark* acknowledged 
*«■ CocnpirtiBi SRL July, Vis Del lc Baicari. JO. UU12 E Ostia Lido. ROM Power Computet PrMt, 15 BW Voklirt 75011, Pins 

Tv\m) 5646310 (2 lines)  Fzx564M0t Ttlfl) 4J570IW (6 lino)  F*x (1) *3JTO435 
U.S.A., 21 South 5th Sireet. Suite 000. EHitladkiphia. PA UJHkt 

Tel215M20O5O  Fix2139220116 



AMIGA 1.3 MEGAPACK ■ stocks VERY limited 
AMIGA 1.3 VERSION COMPUTER RRP £349 ,5 
Only version guaranteed to ngn all Amiga software 
1 MEG UPGRADE BOARD RRP £29.95 Increases your A&QQ to & massive 1 Megabyte oE RAM 
WICKED 50 GAMES PACK RRP £24 « 
50 great games ia get you going4 

FIGHTER MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK RRP £7.99 
Essential to play your 50 games 
QUALITY MOUSEPAD RRP £6.99 

TAILOR MADE DUSTCOVER 
16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMODATION 
-PLUS* PD DISK PACK CONTAINING Wordprocessor•Srxaaflsheet - Database * Virus Kilter - Backup Utility 

RRP £6.99 

TOTAL RRP £426.82 
But yours for on unbelievable.. £299 .95 

ALL OUR AMIGA PLUSES NOW COME WITH A MASSIVE 2 MEG OF RAM 

^^^101*1^^1 PACK ]      GAMESMASTER PACK        AS^
R°FE$S,0NAL MUSIC PACI 

PK°Fr*"!5TLtSSICS PACK _„ BW £399.95    |   A500+ CARTOON CLASSICS PACK ... I "ffi^f !'CS «« 
Z£?J*& BOARD A500+ CARTOON gggSZSP"?. 

?^*^^Ann [latest b,ue design) 
IncrBartsvaurASM CHROME 

VIDI ■ RGB 
E1ectrDnlcCC*3ufsPmtfir 

PHOTON PAINJ 

RRP 
OTP £59.95 

RRP£H9,9S 
RRP £79.95 

RRP 99.95 

RRP £49.95 
RRP £6,99 
RRP £6.99 

TAILOR MADE 

10 CAPACITY^STORAGE BOX 2£2 
SCAfil LEAD TO YOUR COMPUTER fifip £9 9' 

M" TV/MONITOR 

IS.™1R! ™™ VM"E P«K £325.79 

A500 + CARTOON CLASSICS PACK Complete witr> Bart Simps&ft ■ Csplaln PlanHt - Uenmings ■ D Punil III 
2 MEG RAM BOARD (latest blue pcb design) 
JncneasB& your A5Q0+10 a mass^e 2 magabytas ot RAM 
ASTRA TEN GAMES PACK DstSStorm ■ Dungeon Qusst ■ E MtrtiWi- ■ Qr^nd Master Slam * Kid GJfWSS n Q Pqwwplay * RVF Honda * Shufiltpac* dltt ■ Soccw ■ Tower od BtfXrf Hnr £ A £ 7, iNB Ail gangs inciyiduaNy p;ifikji(i^: 
WICKED 40 GAME PACK <*0 groal games 1&gat you flPlnQ I 
2 FIGHTER MICROSWITCH JOYSTICKS 
Net ana bu1 two quality joysticks 
QUALITY MOUSEPAD 
TAILOR MADE DUSTCOVER 
•PLUS* PD DISK PACK CONTAINING WoedpfocBBsar ■ SpuaoVW* - pataijttsa ■ Vmss K** * Backup Utility 
TOTAL RRP £744.59 
But yours for an unbelievable. 

RRP £399.95 
RRP £59.95 

RRP £24.95 
RRP 1 5.9B 

RRP £6.99 
RRP £6.99 

£399. 

Ummlngs. p Pflint „, 

QUALPTYVDT^^ 

/ x AfllOJ CABLES 

QUAUTY MOUSEPAD TAJLORi^DEDUSTCOVER 

ARP£399 

RRP£59J 

mp £149,5 
RRP £34.? 
RRP£13.9J 
RRP £6.99 

yours for 
£399,, 

KftP £8.99 
RRP £6 99 MOUSE HOUSE 

1 PLUS 

TOTAL RRP WITH VALUE PACK £330.75 

^/ours far on unbelievable 

£ 199.,, 

PHILLIPS 2331 15" FST TV/MOMltno 
Same specie**, as 3332 but wJh"ete"°N,T0R 

FuBra«jB 3 water sound oulpaf ^ 
credible value for monev 

Bu* >™«*er an unfcelwvsble 

£239,s 

^ your* for an ^bdievabfe 

£249.,, 

fi^yountoran unbearable 

"»»««ou. JSf9* 

TOTAL RRP WITH"VALUE PACK £360.75 

Dedicated Commodore monitor 

* EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER * 

WHILE STOCKS LAST 

your* for en Unb«rjevdble 

AMIGA CDTV STARTER PACK 
CDTV PLAYER Complete with remote   RRP £499.99 

control, Lemmings etc 
CDTV KEYBOARD RRP £49.99 
CUMANA SUPER SUM DRIVE RRP £79.99 
GFA BASIC used with above, transforms 

CDTV into a fully programmable Amiga RRP 7^ 99 

TOTAL RRP £679,96 
But yours for an unbelievable 

£549.95 

VERY LATEST AMIGA 
FEATURING; 

* Smart Card Stol . 

Hard Disk) 

T01«.llW,sE679-" 
Bu, yours for on unl 

AMIGA 1S00 CARTOON «^£ffi!Lo * 

£399.99 

£499.99 
But yours t 

MEMORY DRIVES & SCANNERS 
1512K RAM EXPANSION WITHOUT CLOCK £19.95 WITH CLOCK £24.95 

1.5 MEG EXPANSION (Not Plus compatible) £79.95 
1 MEG EXPANSION [Gives your A500 plus a massive 2MB) £39-95 
1 MEG EXPANSION WITH THRU-PORT £49.95 
NEW 8 MEG RAM BOARDS FROM POWER Complete with Thru-Port Populated board 

I with OMeg RAM £99 * 2 Meg RAM £129 * 4 Meg RAM £189.95 • 8 Meg RAM £299.9: 
DIRECT ASO0 REPLACEMENT DRIVE with instructions £44.95 
POWER PC8B0E Robust slim drive with anti-click £49.95 
CUMANA CAX 354 SLIMLINE DRIVE £54.95 
POWER PC 880B with Blitz/Virus hardware £69.95 
POWER PC880B+ X-COPY PROFESSIONAL £99.95 
DUAL POWER PC880B complete with Power supply £124.95 

|GVP 52 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE TO 8MB 
0 Me£ RAM £379.95*2 Meg RAM £429.95-4 Meg RAM £499.95-8 Meg RAM £679.' 

iGVP 105 MEG HARD DRIVE WITH RAM EXPANDABLE TO 8MB 
0 Meg RAM £579.95-2 Meg RAM £629.95-4 Meg RAM £729.95-8 Meg RAM £899.' 

POWER SCANNER WITH VERSION 2.0 SOFTWARE £99.95 
UPGRADE KIT FOR NON POWER SCANNER UNITS 
Complete with hardware interface and new version 2.0 Software £49.95 



ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & COURIER DELIVERY 

ORDERING 

MADE EASY 

STAR PRINTERS 
Ail our Star Printers now come with the following 
value pack worth £34.96 COMPLETELY FREE 

QUALITY COMPUTER CABLE       RRP £9.99 
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND        RRP £9 99 
200 SHEETS CONTINUOUS PAPER RRP £4.99 
TAILOR MADE DUST COVER        RRP £9,99 

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMODATION 
•PLUS- PD DISK PACK CONTAINING 

Wordprocessoi>Spreads heel* Database* 
Virus Killer'Backup Utility 

STAR LCSO MONO PRINTER 
9 Pfn Dot matrix 180/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £268,01 
But yours for an unbelievable £149.99 

STAR LC2Q0 COLOUR PRINTER 
9 Pin colour 185/45 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £339.29 
Sgl yours for an unbelievable £209.95 

STAR LC24-200 MONO PRINTER 
24 Pfn mono printer 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £386.29 
But yours for an unbelievable £249,95 

STAR LC24-2M COLOUR PRINTER 
24 pin colour printer 220/55 cps 

TOTAL RRP with value pack £445.04 
But yours for an unbelievable £299.95 

WORDWORTH industry standard, the best! 
DATABASE 
K-DATA Affordable, reliable & easy to use 
SUPERBASI PROFESSIONAL 
The ultimate, you can't get better 

SPREADSHEET 
K-SPREAD 2 Simple & easy to use 
K-SPREAD 3 Enhanced version of above 
MAXIPLAN Well known powerful spreadsheet 
ADVANTAGE Powerful package for business users 
UTILITIES 
PERSONAL FINANCE MANAGER 

Get your finances in order! 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 

Suitable for home & small businesses 
DIVPAC 3 Extremely powerful assembler 
GRAPHICS 
AMOS THE CREATOR Become a budding gamesmaker £49.99 
WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO 

every cartoonists dream £99 99 
MUSIC 
MUSIC X U Special purchase whilst stocks last £49,99 
BARS 4 PIPES Top of the range for the professional £148.99 

£129,99 

£51,99 
£249.95 

£63.99 
£81.99 
£69.99 
£99.99 

£39.99 

£54.99 
£69.99 

PACK B 
1/2 NIK UPGADf BOARD 

RRP £2995 

RRP £15,98 
I 40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX 

RRP £9.99 
10 DS/DD3.511 DISKS 

RRP £9.99 
TOTAL RRP £65.91 

SUPER VAW|PWjW|a 

SUPER ABC 

PERIPHERAL PACKS 

OTAL RRP £40.97 JUpfl/SlJfJ* £92 
VALUE PACK PRICE        ff^J P*ict 
£19.95     \m 44 °* 

PACK A 
QUALITY REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

RRP £19.99 
SOLID PERSPEX DUST COVER 

RRP £12.99 
QUALITY SEMI-SOFT MOUSEMAT 

RRP £7,99 
TOTAL 

SUPER 
£1 

BOX l 

KIT 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 
"Simply The Best" Commodore authorised repair centre 

FREE COLLECTION & DELIVERY BY COURIER Make one simple phone call and leave the rest to us' 
GUARANTEED 7 DAY TURN AROUND We guarantee to return your computer 

WITHIN 7 days of collection 
FULL OVERHAUL INCLUDING OVER 50 DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS Your Amiga will look as good as new 

3 MONTH COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE Our engineers work to the highest standard 
ALL INCLUSIVE PRICE We won't con you with hidden extras 

FREE 50 GAMES SOFTWARE PACK 
For a limited offer we will give you a 50 games pack completely free! 

ALL FOR THE £EA 
INCREDIBLE PRICE OF fe«#7.95 

NB Perianal callers in to ene of our stent moy deduct £10 from rite above price. 
We reserve the right to refuse computers thot have been tampered with or are beyond 

economical repair, In this instance a nominal £10 charge will be made to cover eorrrioge casts. 

EXTEND YOUR WARRANTY TO A TOTAL OF 1 YEAR FOR ONLY AN ADDITIONAL £20.00 

BY PHONE a: ■ ^^^^L   Simply to! I our Hea d Office quoting you r Access/Visa n umber on 
0234 218060 (5 lines) 

BY CALLING PERSONALLY 
Simply call in la your nearest Future World store where our fully 
'rained personnel will be more man happy to deal with your 
requirements. 

BY POST 
Make cheques, By riding Society drafts or POstal Orders payable to 

FUTUREWORLD COMPUTERS LTD 
UNITS 25-27 SERGEANTS WAV 
ELMS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE BEDFORD M41 OEH 

Please write cheque guarantee card number on the reverse of cheque to ensure same 
day clearance. Cheques without a card number subject to 10 days clearance. 

REMEMBER ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE Of 
VAT & COURIER DELIVERY (UK Mainland only) 

FINANCE Fll 
Finance avaflable to suit your specific needs. Written details on request 
Instant credit is available in nil Future World stores 
PREMIER GOLD CARD 
• 7 day money hack guarantee on goods purchased if not completely satisfied 

(subject to goods being returned in mint condition) 
• 30 day exchange lor new policy should a fouIt occur 
• 1 year guarantee giving free collection and delivery service should a fault occur 
• Exclusive Premier Gold Cord with Personal Membership Number en tiffing you to 
special offers 
• All this for only £19 95 per item purchased 
1 YEAR GUARANTEE 
For the whole guarantee period, warranty service will he completely free of charge 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ON SITE ENGINEERS 
Being authorised service centres for AMSTRAD, COMMODORE & STAR, we ore 
equipped to deal with the majority of queries. 
FULLY COMPUTERISED ORDERING SYSTEM 
This enables our telesales staff to provide up-1o~the-mrnu1e stock information coupled 
with efficient dispatch 
FULL TESTING PROCEDURE 
All computer hardware is tested prior to dispatch maintaining our motto; 

Ail goods sbject to availability 
Air prices correct at time of 

going (o press 

YOUR NEAREST ¥&&MG$J{)(0d STORE 

BEDFORD 
70 High Street Bedford Telephone 0234 217070 

NORTHAMPTON 
1-7 College Street Northampton Tel 0604 33996 

WELWYN GARDEN CITY 
16 Church Road Welwyn Gdn City Tel 0707 390029 

WATCH THIS SPACE 
More stores opening soon! 

rrP^^T'-t":fe!iMWl^liltfiT'r"ii>iir- —. , i-   ■ - —f 'MMr'i 'v r 
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CITIZEN 224 DRIVER 
I have a Citizen 224 
colour printer and 
while I am pleased 
with Its own fonts I 

am disappointed that I have so far 
been unable to print from either Pen 
Paf or Deluxe Paint II without 
getting a large number of errors* 

In both cases I am using Epson 
printer drivers, but they don't seem 
to work. Could you please advise 
me as to which driver I should use, 
where I can get It, and tell me what 
the dip switch settings should be? 

Graeme Kneeshaw 
Darlington 

Co Durham 

When used as a monochrome 
printer, the Citizen 224 emulates the 
Epson LQ-500 and LQ-850, and so 
will work with the EpsonQ printer 
driver on the Extras disk in 
devs/printers. 

But the LQ-500 and LQ-850 are 
both monochrome printers, so when 
you buy the Citizen 224's colour 
option (as you have) it has to 
emulate something else in order to 
print colours. Thanks to a very 
helpful young lady called Trish at 
Citizen I can tell you that for colour 
printing the Citizen 224 emulates an 
Epson LQ-2500. 

EpsonQ won t work too well here 
because this driver was written 
before the LQ-2500 was invented. I 
can't give you a definite answer, but 
there are two drivers which should 
work with any printer that emulates 
an LQ-2500 - EpsonQPIus and 
Star24Plusr available on jamdisks 
from JAM on 0895 274449. 

Irish tells me that the Citizen 
224's Epson emulation is 100 per 
cent compatible, so perhaps the 

HOT AND 

I have a 9Mb 
A1500 and I'd like 
to Know Is there 
anything I can do 

about the fan noise? 
Daniel McGilvray 

Lanarkshire 

Wear ear muffs perhaps? All that 
memory will dissipate a lot of 
heat and if something doesn't 
cool it down, it will start to go 
wrong, I have heard of some 
people removing the safety grid (it 
adds to the noise) but I don't 
recommend that. Actually, you'll 
get used to it after a while. 
Alternatively, try playing some 
loud music - Guns and Roses 
should do... MS 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange. It Is the data 
storage method commonly used when we type text files and enables 
data to be exchanged between different programs and even different 
computers. 

Basic - Beginners' All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code is a high-level 
programming language, much favoured by micro-computer users. It 
combines a fair amount of power with ease-of-use. 

Modem - device which converts computer signals into a suitable format for 
transmission along a phone line. Likewise, it will convert incoming 
signals back into a form the computer can recognise, 

PAL - one of the main TV colour coding system (with the exception of 
France's SEGAM system), which is in use around the world and was 
developed in Britain. PAL refers to Phase Alteration Line, 

Startup-sequence - a program which is executed every time the Amiga is 
switched on and after every reset. It sets up the system so that it is 
usable from Workbench, and may be customised by those who have 
unusual hard or software requirements. 

EpsonQPlus driver is the one to try 
first* For the dip switch setting you 
will need to consult your manual. JW 

LISTING BASIC 
Will you please 
advise me how to get 
an Amiga Basic 
program to output to 

a printer. Also how can I get a print- 
out of the program listing so that I 
can see the whole program when I 
debug It. I have KmdWords 2.0, 
Text-Plus and Text-Engine but the 
Basic program format will not print 
out. 

Ron Boxer 
Fleet 

Hants 

The commands which I think you are 
interested in are the line printer 
equivalents corresponding to Basic's 
PRINT and LIST statements. They are 
called LPRINT and LUST and are 
documented, along with the LPRINT 
USING command (which like PRINT 
USING has a more user-controllable 
output format) in the Amiga Basic 
Reference manual. LLIST can be 
used from the Basic command 
window. Used alone the whole 
program will be printed but for 
printing selected portions of a 
program you may include line 
numbers.For example, the statement 
LLIST 200 - 500 Will plint just 
program lines 200 to 500 inclusive- 

Amiga Basic normally saves its 
programs using a tokenised form 
which uses less space and is quicker 
to load and save, This is why your 
word processor program cannot 
make sense of the program files! If 
you want to be able to read such 
programs into the word processor it 
is necessary to save them in what is 
called ASCII format (ie as an 
unto ken ised straight ASCII character 
file). This cannot be done from the 

Amiga Basic menu but it's easy 
enough to do from the command 
window using the SAVE command. 
Just specify the device:filepath/ 
filename you wish to save the 
program under (in double quotes) but 
follow it with a comma and the letter 
A like this: 

SAVE "df 1: myprogram" ,A 

You1 II then be able to read the 
program into your word-processor 
without encountering any problems. 
PAO 

A TOUCH OF ELAN 
My friend and I both 
have Amiga 1500 

I computers and live 
about three miles 

apart. We both have modems. How 
can we communicate with each 
other? 

The manual for Elan Performer 
1,05 is a bit hazy about making an 
auto-playing disk. It mentions 
changing the Startup-Sequence. 
Can you help me in this respect? 

Norman Waring 
Banbury 

Oxon 

Your Comms question is simple 
enough to answer. Excuse me if I'm 
stating the obvious, but get 
yourselves some communications 
software, such as the excellent 
NComm 1.92 (wnlch is shareware), 
install a copy on each of your 
Amigas, connect your modems to 
your computers and telephone lines 
and then arrange between the two of 
you which protocol you are going to 
use. This depends largely upon the 
speed and type of your modems. For 
instancet you'll probably want to 
communicate at the highest speed 
common to both your modems, such 
as 1200, 2400 etc and would also 

generally have settings of SNF1 
which correspond with Data Length 
(8), Partly (None), Duplex (Full) and 
Stop Bits     It's obviously a little 
more complicated than this, and you 
can run into lots of problems, but 
you'll get there. By the way, if you 
become regular Comms freaks, I'd 
recommend you subscribe to Mercury 
and save a few bob. Watch out for 
handy tips in the Comms column in 
Amiga Shopper too. 

I have a solution for your Elan 
Performer problem, though I've 
based it on using Elan Performer 2, 
rather than the version you have. 
There shouldn't be any problems 
though. Here's how I did it: 

Step One: copy your Elan 
Performer disk, and then remove 
everything except Player, Player.info, 
and the S, Ct L and DEVS directories 
and their contents. You can also 
remove all the Key maps from 
Devs/Keymaps (but leave usaO), and 
the printer drivers can go too. 

Step Two: copy as many of your 
presentation images as will fit onto 
this new disk. 

Step Three: run Elan Performer 
and use the new disk to provide the 
images for your presentation. Set up 
your sequence in the usuai way, then 
save the environment (ENV) to the 
new disk, I called my test file TEST 
(because I was being really original!}. 

Step Four: using a text editor 
such as Ed, TxEdT MEM ACS or 
whatever you prefer, load the startup- 
sequence file from the S: directory of 
the new disk and add; 

Player TEST 

above the line which says "LoadWV. 
Save the modified file. 

Step Five: double click on the 
disk Icon of your new disk, click once 
on the ENV icon (which should say 
TEST under it) and the select Info 
from the Workbench menu list. A 
window will appear on the screen. 
Ensure that the text: 

/Player 

appears in the Default Tool line. If 
not, edit it to be correct. You need to 
do this to set the path for the Tool 
{in this case the Player program) 
which the ENV (performance) file 
runs from. 

Step Six: you should now have a 
disk which will boot and then 
automatically play back your 
creation. Note that the initial loading 
of pictures will take a little while, and 
then the display will speed up as it 
pulls back images from RAM: the 
next time round. 

It occurs to me that if you wish 
to do multiple disk presentations you 
should be able to modify the above 
by having extra disks with images on 
them which the boot disk will call for 
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and pulf in as required. Ensure that 
these disks have different names or 
there will be confusion. Have funf 
QW 

WRITE RIGHT-OFF 
I have recently 
bought a second hand 
Amiga but I have 
since discovered a 

problem with my new machine. 
Whenever I try to format or copy a 
write-enabled disk from the 
Workbenchr a requester appears 
Informing me that the disk is write 
protected. 

My son has tried them on his 
Amiga where they format and copy 
OK which leads me to believe that 
there Js a problem with my machine. 
The moulded power supply plug that 
connects to the back of the 
machine seems to have a loose 
connection because the machine 
switches itself on and off If you tap 
the connector. Could this also be 
causing the drive problems? 

J Barker 
Parson Cross 

Sheffield 

It sounds to me as if the drive inside 
your machine has developed a fault. 
My advice to you would be to take 
the machine along to a Commodore- 
approved repair centre and ask them 
to sort out the problem. As for the 
power supply problem, you'd be well 
advised to get this sorted out as ft 
could cause serious (and rather 
expensive) damage to your Amiga. JH 

HARD DRIVE HASSLE 
HAbout 18 months ago 

I bought an A590 In 
Germany. Since day 
one it has had an 

annoying problem In that It refuses 
to boot from cold. I get errors from 
both hard drive partitions (which 1 
have repeatedly reformatted to no 
avail) and sometimes even from 
floppy drives too. I discovered that If 
1 leave the machine on for about 15- 
20 minutes and perform a warm 
re-boot it works perfectly. Could this 
be a vlrust Also, can you tell me 
how to use the Symbol font In 
WordwortH? 

Guillaume Thibaudeau 
N ewcast I e-U pon-Tyne 

Oh dear, what a sorry state that 
seems to be in. In a case such as 
this you should have sent the A590 
back to the supplier - or at least to 
FMG - as soon as you noticed 
something was amiss, It does sound 
like a heating problem - possibly a 
dry joint in the controller board or 
even a dodgy resistor pack. 

It might be something in the hard 
drive mechanism, but this fault 
appears to affect the main board too 
- and that sounds like a controller 

fault; it is almost certainly not a 
virus. This sort of thing is notoriously 
difficult to trace and the only solution 
would be to get it serviced by 
someone specialising in CBM kit 
such as FMG* 

You should be able to access 
Wordworth's Symbol font and print it 
on an LC-10 by printing in graphics 
(as opposed to NLQ) mode. See, it s 
not all bad news. MS 

DCTV V AVJDE024 
I J need some advice! I 

I already have quite a 
comprehensive Amiga 
500 setup - with an 

A590/2Mb RAM and an SSL B5000 
68030 accelerator with 4Mb of 32- 
bit RAM. I've been having great fun 
making animations with imagine 
zm 

Now I'm getting ready to buy a 
video enhancer (DCTV or A Video 24) 
and a decent video recorder and 
need a little help. I only want to 
dump my images to tape, and I 
won't be messing about with fades, 
wipes or titles, Does this mean that 
I only need to buy a PAL encoder 
(can you recommend one?) or do I 
still need a genlock? 

In order to make seamless 
transitions in my video productions I 
think that I need a video recorder 
with flying erase heads and an 
insert edit feature. Am I right? Can 
you recommend such a machine for 
under £300? 

I'm prepared to assemble my 
anims on to tape manually If I have 
to, but will a utility like ShowMaker 
function OK with the output just 
going to one video recorder? Your 
review didn't make It clear whether 
you could use Just one VCR. 

If I recorded an image from 
DCTV on to tape and an AVIdeo24 
image on to tape, which would be 
clearer? If the quality Is roughly the 
same when transferred to tape I 
would be better off buying the 
DCTV, wouldn't I? Because If I did I 
would get a 'free' digitiser and 
(presumably) the DCTV would 
animate quicker than the AVideo? 

I am also thinking of buying the 
DKB MegaChip board to Increase 
my Chip RAM to 2Mb from 512K. 
Will plugging the board In enable 
2Mb of RAM immediately, or do I 
still need to do some soldering? Will 
my B5000 board clash with the 
MegaChlp? 

And, finally, do you have to have 
two monitors to use DCTV - I 
wouldn't like to have to buy yet 
another TV! 

Mark Platts 
Sheffield 

There's a lot to deal with here so I'll 
do my best to help you, though J 
think you might already be confused 
about one or two things. 

MIDDLE OF THE ROAD 

My problem Is in trying to print in A4 landscape from any 
documents written in Gold Disk's Write, DTP'd in PageSetter 
and output to a Star LC24-200 mono printer. 
Despite all my efforts I cannot overcome the left-hand 

margin being some 2-3 Inches in from the edge of the page. 
Can you solve this one for me? 

Alan Sorah 
Simmondfey Village 

Derbyshire 

Although you sent me a printout, Aiant you haven't really given me many 
clues as to what you are doing. For instance it would help if ] Knew the page 
layout you are using within PageSetter. 

When you say you are 'printing landscape' with PageSetter \ assume you 
mean that you have a sideways A4 page on screen and you are putting the 
paper into the LC24-200 sideways? In fact you must be doing this because 
PageSetter doesn't have a landscape output option. 

The problem is that although you can feed a piece of paper into the 
LC24-2Q0 sideways, the printer wasn't designed with this purpose in mind 
so the print head can't actually get to the far left and the far right of the 
paper. What you end up with is an 8 inch wide printout smack in the centre 
of the page. 

The solution is to buy some DTP software that has a landscape output 
option, so you can feed the paper into the printer normally and the page will 
get rotated by 90 degrees before printing, PageStream or Professional Page 
(2.1 and above) will do what you want. JW 

Let's start with AVideo24 v 
DCTV. The straight answer to this 
question is specifically "I can't tell 
you", I was hoping to be able to, but 
I just haven't had a chance to test 
the video out of an A video 24 yet, 
though I wouid expect the quafity to 
be superior to DCTV's composite 
output if a good RGB encoder or 
genlock was used. Since DCTV only 
puts out composite there is no need 
for an encoder or genlock, though I'm 
not too enamoured with DCTV's 
output quafity myself. However, since 
these answers will be submitted a 
week before my video column wordsf 
stay tuned to the Video channel for 
any late news. 

On the single monitor for DCTV 
question, the answer is that you can 
get away with using one monitor, so 
long as it has both RGB and 
composite inputs and is switchable 
between them. My old Commodore 
1081 works a treat. 

Turning to the VCR query, are you 
sure you don't mean single frame 
recording, rather than insert editing? 
Because if you are planning to use 
AVideo24 to display the 24-bit 
frames from imagine, then you'll 
have to record them one at a time to 
tape to produce your animation, as 
AVideo24 doesn't play back 24-bit 
animation (what can on the Amiga?) 
This will require a VCR which costs 
several times more than the £500 
you have, and you'll also require a 
single frame controller of some kind 
if you wish to automate the process, 
further adding to the expense. 

If you simply plan on playing 
DCTV animations to tape then an 
insert capable VCR should be just 
the ticket, as you say. I would 

recommend you check out a 
magazine such as What Video, where 
you'll find detailed reviews of many 
VCRs, and recommendations of best 
buys. There are several models, 
including the Ferguson FV47S (S- 
VHS) at £550, or the JVC HR-D960 
at £570, which might just fal[ within 
your range at street prices. Don't 
forget that even with an accelerator 
you may not get fuli speed playback 
with even DCTV AN IM files. 

Unless some new device drivers 
have been added to ShowMaker 
there is only one VCR that it will 
control, and this is not available in 
the UK, You might consider Video 
Director also by Gold Disk, though 
again I haven't had chance to review 
it yet, so I won't comment on its 
suitability. There are other systems, 
such as EMR s VideoPiiotr or 
Syntronix1 EditMan, though these are 
for editing from VCR to VCR, not 
Amiga to VCR. i wouid think that you 
could arrange your editing by hand, if 
you were careful. 

Whether or not extra work is 
required after fitting the MegaChip 
expansion depends on the revision 
board of your Amiga. The more 
modern Amigas don't require any 
messing about; but eariier models 
require a track to be cut and a small 
amount of soldering. Full details are 
given in the MegaChip manual. GW 

PEN FRIEND 
Some 3 or 4 months 
ago I purchased a 
copy of Pen Pat. As Is 
my usual practice, 

I made three back-up copies of the 
program and then fucked the 
master disk safely away. 

it 
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Unfortunately my computer recently 
developed a fault (It refused to 
duplicate disks) and so I therefore 
sent the machine off to be repaired. 
When It returned however, both the 
Pen Pal backups and even the 
master disks refused to load due to 
read/write errors. Gan you tell 
what's happening? Have I lost Pen 
Pal for good? 

MJCoote 
Hawkers Lane 

Wells 

There are two possible reasons why 
this might be happening. 

You state that your Amiga is 
unable to read the backups of Pen 
Pal, but are you encountering similar 
problems with other disks? If you 
aren't, then I think you may have a 
virus problem which could also 
account for the problems that you 
were having when you tried to 
duplicate a disk, The virus which I 
think your disks might have 
contracted is called the 4Lamer 
Exterminator'. It's a pretty weak virus 
which can be killed using any good 
virus killer so 1 would advise you to 
run all your disks through such a 
program before going any further. 

If the virus killer fails to find a 
virus on any of your disks, then you 
could have a problem with the 
alignment of the heads within your 
Amiga's disk drive which was 
probably caused when the machine 
was sent back to your from the repair 
company. 

If there is a fault with the hard 
disk's heads, I'd advise you to 
contact the company and explain. 
Technically it is its responsibility to 
sort the problem out. JH 

DO ME A FAVOUR! 

I have a Hewlett- 
Packard LaserJet IMP 
printer and a DeskJet 
500 Colour. If have 

specific drivers for either I would be 
grateful for a copy. I enclose a 
blank disk and a stamped 
addressed envelope. 

Nick Teasdale 
Cookham Dean 

Berkshire 

Please. Everyone. Watch my lips, Do 
not send met nor anyone else at 
Amiga Shopper, blank disks, 
stamped addressed envelopes, 
money, cheques, postal orders, gifts 
or offers of marriage in return for an 
Amiga printer driver. Not only do we 
not have the time to provide this 
service, but we don't even have the 
time to sort out and return your disks 
or money or whatever. 

Right, Nick. JAM (0895 274449) 
has a 'better than nothing5 DeskJet 
500 Colour driver on its Jamdisk 8. 
Nothing for the LaserJet IMP though. 
JW 

ALTERNATIVE SAMPLER 
Is It possible to get a 
sound sampler that 
does not plug Into the 
Amiga's parallel 

port or a device which will allow me 
to plug a printer and a sampler Into 
the parallel port at once? I haven't 
actually bought a sampler yet so I'd 
appreciate it if you could also 
recommend a good sampler which 
will work with MED and Amos 

Colin Mackay 
Edinburgh 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

C - a compiled language designed primarily for systems programming, it was 
used to write much of the Amiga's operating system, and is userJ in the 
writing of many Amiga applications. 

Emulator - a device, either hardware or software, that enables programs 
written for another machine to be used on the Amiga. The emulator 
makes trie Amiga take on all (or most) of the characteristics of the 
foreign machine, and is transparent to the programs running under it. 

Sample - a digital - computerised - representation of a sound. A sample can 
be sent through a digital to analogue converter (the Amiga has four of 
these) and be heard as sound. Changing the speed at which the sample 
is played back changes the frequency (or pitch) of the sound. 

Sampler - a device which converts sounds into digitised samples, 

SCSI - Small Computer Systems Interface is the most popular standard used 
for connecting hard drives, CD ROM drives and tape back-up units to 
computers. More common on the PC is the IDE standard, which is also 
used in the hard drives for the new A600. 

Shell - a method of communicating with the Amiga's operating system via 
the keyboard rather than the more usual mouse and windows method of 
Workbench, The Shell is the interface which 'surrounds7 the Kernel, the 
central part of the operating system, The terminology comes from Unix. 

The US company Mimetics used to 
make a sampler that connected to 
the Amiga via the joystick port, but 
I'm not sure whether this is still in 
production. About the only other 
sampler available that doesn't 
connect to the parallel port is the Pro 
Sampler Studio 2 from Date! 
Electronics. It costs £50 and 
connects to the Amiga via the bus 
connector on the left hand edge of 
the A500. I must admit that I wasn't 
too impressed by it, so you'd 
probably be better off buying a 
parallel port sharer like those 
marketed by Maplin Electronics. 

Sampler wise, you won't go far 
wrong with either New Dimensions' 
TechnoSound Turbo or MicroDeal s 
new Stereo Master {reviewed in 
issue 10 of Amiga Shopper). Both 
are sur>£40, so they won't break the 
bank either! JH 

A BRACE OF SCARTS 
I have an Amiga 
500+ and I recently 
bought a Ferguson 
41P3 fastext TV/ 

monitor. I am using an Amiga to 
Sony SCART cable but 1 have a 
problem in that the computer signal 
overrides the TV channels so that I 
cannot switch between channels 
unless I switch off the computer. It 
would appear that there Is a fault in 
the lead or the TV socket. 

Can you recommend a lead 
which would rectify this problem, or 
a company who could make one up 
for me? I can live with the setup If I 
have to, but It would be nice to be 
able to check the TV now and again 
without having to shut down the 
Amiga. 

EG Borney 
Peterborough, Cambs 

I have a Gold Star CIT-4902 TV 
which has a SCART connector and I 
would like to use it with my Amiga 
500, but I can't find a lead that will 
do this. I've tried both Sony and 
Philips' leads and, after showing the 
SCART connections from the 
manual to the bloke at the 
computer shop, I was given a lead 
that went from the SCART to the 
modulator video out - which gave 
poor results. Is there a lead for Gold 
Star TVs? I will make my own lead If 
I have to. Can you help? 

Tim Hollins 
Groby, Leicester 

This SCART problem comes up 
month after month. It seems that it 
really Es a non-standard standard. So 
each time I call Trilogic and ask if the 
company does this cable, or that 
cable, I am invariably told that it 
does. Now, I am obviously unable to 
personally vouch for this, but unless 
I hear from anyone to the contrary, I 
will continue to advise you to contact 

Trilogic on tr 0274 691115. Another 
company which specialises in leads 
of all descriptions, and in particular 
monitor leads, is Meed more 
Distribution on * 051 521 2202. 
GW 

DISK DAZE 
HI want to add a hard 

disk to my Amiga 
system, but if 
possible using an 

MFM or IDE PC hard disk. I know 
the Amiga usually uses SCSI or 
ST506 (whatever that Is). I have 
heard that ICD does controllers for 
IDE but I have not been able to find 
out about them. 

Later on, I'd like to add a 
Bridge board to my system but I'd 
like to know if there Is a 3S6 
version available, as I will prefer a 
faster machine for the MS4)0S 
programs I want to run. 

Mark Northcott 
Colchester 

It seems you are confusing the drive 
formatting techniques with the 
interfaces. ST506, SCSI and IDE are 
forms of interface whereas MFM is a 
disk formatting and transfer protocol; 
the other versions you may see are 
GCR and RLL Oh, I hate jargon. ,, 

The ST506 interface was used 
mainly in the PC-XT clones and it's a 
relatively slow 8-bit bus. IDE, 
employed in the PC-AT clones, is 
faster being 16-bit. SCSI is a smart 
interface which isn't restricted to 
hard disks - it can drive tape 
streamers, printers - you name it. 

Speed wise, SCSI comes out 
about 20% slower than IDE - but a 
lot depends on the controller card. 

The best IDE controller card 1 
have seen is the RocHard although it 
only supports lrr high drives of 
certain makes. 

RocHard II supports both SCSI 
|  and IDE; the original can be 

upgraded and interestingly can 
support IDE and SCSI at the same 
time. Dataflyer supports more 
manufacturers. Give Trilogic a ring on 
tr 0274 691115 for more 
information. 

A 386$X-based Bridgeboard from 
Commodore is about to be released, 
look out for our review. MS 

TURBOPRINT DTP? 
Professional Page 
2.1 uses the 
Workbench printer 
preferences, printer 

drivers and so on. Can It be made to 
use the TurboPrint Professional 
drivers and settings, and how Is this 
done? 

The 'banding11 get from my 
printer Is most annoying, will 
TurboPrint Professional help? 

Dave Bush 
London SE9 
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Yes, Professional Page 2.1 will use 
most of TurboPrint Professional's 
drivers and settings. Read the review 
starting on page 81 of issue 12 for 
full details, including which printers it 
supports. 

You neglected to mention what 
printer you are using, so I can't tell 
you whether TurboPrint Professional 
comes with a driver for your printer or 
whether it'll help get rid of the 
banding. (SorryT the crystal ball's in 
for a service today.) Tell you what I 
do know though, from the 
appearance of the printout you sent 
me it looks like you have been trying 
to make your ribbons last longer by 
spraying them with WD40. Be warned 
that you will damage your print head 
beyond repair by doing this. 

There Is some proper ink you can 
buy called Refresh if you want to re- 
ink your ribbons. Call Caspell 
Computers » 0202 666155 and the 
people there will tell you all about it. 
JW 

VIDEO TITLING HELP 
I have 2 Amlgas {1.3 
500 and 2.0 500+) 
and I have a few 
problems for you to 

solve. So here goes. 
a) What do I need to do simple 
video titling? I have a Panasonic NV- 
333 video recorder, If that's of any 
help? 
b) Is It possible to connect a 
camera to the NV-333 and display 
real-time Images on a monitor? 
c) Is It possible to write software to 
do video titling in C language, or 
would It be better to buy software 
to do this, if possible? I have 
security applications in mind. 
d) I have the Technical Reference 
Manuals (blue covered 2nd editions) 
but I've heard that there is a new 
set out. Are they worth the money? 

Russell Willis 
County Down 

N Ireland 

Do you want to produce titles to 
overlay on to a vrdeo picture, or do 
you envisage trties which are sfmply 
edited in between video images? The 
reason I ask is to help you decide 
whether you need a genlock or not. 
To superimpose on to video you will 
probably require a genlock, which 
enables video to be input on one 
side and mixed graphics and video to 
be pushed out at the other, unless 
you have access to fairly 
sophisticated video equipment which 
can provide a similar effect. 

You'll also need a video source, 
as well as a recorder, if you want to 
superimpose via a genlock. This 
could be from a camera, but it's 
more likely you'll want to use a VCR 
to play back pre-recorded material. 

Then you'll require a program 
capable of actually producing the 

titles. Unless you are really keen to 
write your own software I really 
wouldn't bother, as there is a whole 
gamut of suitable programs already 
available, from public domain to 
professional quaiityt though of 
course you coufd program them In C 
if you really wanted to. 

Your deciding factors will be what 
you require the software to do and 
how much you want to pay. You 
could use a paint program such as 
DeiuxePaint or go for programs such 
as TVText, Home Titier, Big 
Alternative Scroller, Broadcast Titier, 
VideoLab, Pro Video Pius or others. 

You shouldn't have any problems 
displaying live images on your 
monitor if you have a suitable 
camera and VCR. If there is a video 
out connector on your camera, 
simply connect ft to your VCR's video 
input, change its input selector from 
tuner to camera, set your monitor to 
its normal setting for playing videos, 
and you should be in business. 

If you intend writing any sort of 
serious application to work under 
version 2 of the operating system, 
then yes, the latest editions of the 
technical reference manuals are a 
must. GW 

EMULATION SENSATION 
Please could you tell 
me If it is possible to 
get a C64 emulator 
for the Amiga. I 

know that there is a hardware-based 
emulator available in the States, but 
I haven't heard of a UK distributor, 
Could you also tell me whether it is 
possible to use a C64 disk drive 
with the emulator. I already own a 
Cum ana 5 1/4" drive for my Amiga. 
Can I use this Instead? 

John Gay 
Sou thai I 

Middlesex 

The Commodore C64 emulator to 
which you refer is available in this 
country through Entertainments 
International, but it is rather pricey at 
£99. 

I think that your best bet would 
be to treat yourself to A64t a PD C64 
emulator which will do just about 
everything that the commercial 
emulator will do, but it costs just £2 
(the price of a disk!). The emulator is 
actually a shareware product and if 
you register your copy with the 
authors, they will send you an 
adaptor which will enable you to 
connect and use any standard 064 
disk drive including both the 1541 
and the 1571, the enhanced drive 
designed for the C128 (One of 
Commodore's greatest flops!). 
Unfortunately, neither emulator will 
support your Cumana drive, so you'll 
have to splash out for a C64 drive if 
you wish to use the emulator to its 
full potential. JH 

ASK 

Could you please explain how to install SiD 1.6 on to a hard 
disk so that It functions correctly. Could you also explain 

if"    I how to modify the StartUp-Sequence file so that the keymap 
Smmmmjt for Great Britain Is automatically installed. At the moment, I 
have to keep on clicking on the 'KeyMap' program In the Workbench 
System drawer to get it to Install correctly. 

Norman New 
Surrey 

To function correctly, two files need to be installed on to your hard disk - the 
SID program itself and an extra file called 'SID.Config* which should be 
copied to the S directory of your hard disk's boot partition. You'll probably 
have to make a number of changes to the config file (using a standard text 
editor like MEmacs) so that SID uses commands on your hard disk rather 
than those on your SiD floppy disk. 

If you're using the standard Workbench startup, then the keymap should 
already be changed to GB, If it doesn't, then just add the line kSetMap GB'. 
Easy really! JH 

AM WHO? 
Where can I get a 
driver for my Amstrad 
DMP-2160 printer? 

AG Matthews 
Llndford 

Hants 

The EpsonX[CBM_MPS-1250] driver 
on the Extras disk might work, or 
maybe the EpsonXOId one. If not, I 
reckon the Star9Plus driver on 
Jamdisk 5 (from JAM on 0895 
274449) will work with the DMP- 
2160. JW 

FILE SWATTER 
I have tried editing a 
file from Shell as 
follows: 
ED MyFile 

But when I create a file longer than 
about ISO lines I get an error saying 
my Workbench disk is full. So I 
continue editing the remainder on a 
second disk called DATASCAN, 

This Is easy enough but when I 
try to copy the original file on to a 
second disk, it overwrites the 
original. I want to add the second 
lot of text underneath the first lot - 
how? 

Dave Homan 
Liverpool 

Your first file is being overwritten 
because both have the same nameT 
but AmigaDOS has a command to 
join two fifes together like this (called 
appending - because the second file 
becomes an appendage to the first). 
You should do all your editing on the 
second (blank) disk in the first place 
and this should not happen - at 
least not for a long time. Since you 
only have one drive, you can join the 
two files together like this: 

COPY MyFile to RAM:FileA 
COPY DATASCAN:MyFile to J 
RAM:FileB 
JOIN RAM:FileA RAM:FileB AS J 

DATASCAN:MyFile 

This uses your RAM disk as a second 
pair of hands. More information on 
this sort of operation is covered in 
my monthly AmigaDOS section. MS 

SHORT AND SWEET 

containing the 
J program MoreRows 

or whether the Overscan from 
Workbench 2.0 wilt work under 1.3, 

R Jones 
Eastfeigh, Hants 

MoreRows is available in the Fred 
Fish collection of disks and no, 
Overscan will not work under 13. JH 

DEEP THOUGHT? 
I am currently using a 
Facit 4511 printer 
that is Epson FX-80 
compatible, but I 

cannot get It to run properly. I can't 
get more than 42 lines per page and 
commands like bold and italic are 
completely ignored. 

At the moment I am using the 
EpsonXOId driver as this Is the only 
one that I can get near decent print 
from. EpsonX[CBM_MPS-1250] Is 
no use, and I have tried the FX/RX 
driver in Pretext, but to no avail. 

According to a mate of mine 
who rang Epson, a proper driver Is 
needed as the above drivers are 
only approximate. I have a 
handbook, but that may as well be 
written In Japanese for what sense 
it makes to me. Is there a proper 
driver for the Facit 4511. 

I do a lot of work on it for 
Amnesty International as I am a 
group coordinator for a regional 
action network; life would be a lot 
easier if I could get this printer to 
perform as printers should do. 

Jim Beard 
Malvern, Worcs 
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That Faciths a bit of an antique as 
printers go these days, Jim, about 
six years old. However the 
EpsonXOId driver should (in theory) 
work perfectly well with the 4511. 

1 have a suspicion that your dip 
switches are all over the place, 
hence the wide line spacing and only 
42 lines per page. I think the best 
way to get you sorted out is for you 
to phone Facit    0634 868000) and 
the people there will guide you as to 
how to set the 4511 up for the 
Amiga. Ask to speak to Terry Voisey, 
Gary Saunders or Graham Hornsey. 
Good luck, and keep, up the sterling 
word at Amnesty International. JW 

FOUNTAIN OF OUTLINES 
How can 1 get the 

1  outline fonts supplied 
with Workbench 2 to 
work on DPaint HL I 

have followed the instruction In the 
manual but 1 get an error: "Cannot 
open dlskforrt.library V37" 

Also, can I get a lead to 
connect my Commodore 1901 
monitor to my Amiga as it has RGB 
analogue and digital pins. Trilogic 
claimed It could not and said It 
would cost £50 to put a SCART 
(Peritel) connector on it. 

Peter Herman 
County Durham 

As you have probably gathered 
DPaint III (and DPaint IV come to 
that) does not handle outline fonts, 
but it can cope with bitmapped fonts 
created by Fountain. Fountain 
requires Workbench 2rs version of 
the diskfontJibrary (stored in LIBS:). 
The solution is to boot Workbench 2r 
start Fountain, create bitmaps in the 
sizes you require and store them on 
the DPaint disk. 

A couple of further points are 
worth noting here: Fountain Is very 
slow and requires a lot of memory - 
the exact amount depends on the 
size and complexity of the bitmap it s 
trying to create. Also, many older 
programs will not be able to 
recognise larger font sizes - some 
are limited to just 24 point. This 
should not affect DPaint. However 
you should boot Workbench 2 and 
start DPaint from that disk to be on 
the safe side. Alternatively, you can 
copy "diskfontlibrary" from the LIBS 
drawer of your Workbench disk on to 
your DPaint disk's UBS drawer. 

As regards your 1901 monitor, 
Tri logic is more or less correct in 
stating that It Is not directly 
compatible with the Amiga. Further to 
this I hope to be running details on 
the modifications in the near future. 
If you can't wait that long, contact 
Meed more Distribution on » 051- 
521 2202r who can supply the 
information and cabling you will need 
as well as a multitude of others - so 
make a note of that number, MS 

FAST OR SLOW? 

a) Ricking through a 
number of back 
Issues of Amiga 
Shopper, We noticed 

that quite a few ads refer to 
hardware and software as either 
'fast* or 'slow', The only comparison 
I have is with the Amstrad 8256 
which I presume is slow'. What 
does this mean? 
b) I already own a Centronics 8PPM 
laser, 300 dpi serial connector and 
font character card Fl which 
emulates the Diablo 630 and the 
Epson FX80. Will this printer work 
with the Amiga? 
c) Advertised throughout your 
magazine is the A500 Plus which Is 
upgradable to 2Mb of Chip RAM* 
I've also noticed that Commodore 
has just released the A15O0 Pius 
but I understand the Chip RAM 
inside the A1500 cannot be taken 
any further than the standard 1Mb, 
Are the chips inside the A1500 the 
same as the A500? If not, does this 
mean that the A500 is more 
powerful than the A1500? 

Anon 

a) The terms 'fast' and slow' refer 
not to the add-ons or software, but to 
the type of RAM inside the Amiga. 
'Slow' RAM used to refer to the 
additional 512K of RAM which could 
be added to 1.3-based A500s, but 

" Commodore quickly dropped the 
expression. Slow RAM Is basically 
cheap Fast RAM. 
b) As far as I'm aware, your printer 
should work fine with the Amiga, 
Workbench 2.0 comes complete with 
drivers for both the EpsonX range of 
printers and the Diablo 630P so you 
shouldn't encounter any problems. 
c) From a memory point of view, the 
A500 Plus is more powerful than the 
A15GQ, but it's generally cheaper 
and easier to expand the A1500. Not 
only that, but there's quite a lot of 
hardware (24-bit cards, video cards 
and processor accelerators) which is 
only available for the A1500. If you 
don't need these sort of add-ons, 
then go for the A5GU JH 

P-P-P-PANASONIC 
I am using - or 
attempting to use-a 
Panasonic 11241 with 
my Amiga 500 and 

regularly get random letters at the 
start of the page, usually 'PPF. 

I am using the EpsonQ driver, 
although the Panasonic handbook 
recommends a driver for the 11241, 
1124, Epson LQ-85Q, or Epson LQ 
series In that order of preference. 

Is there to your knowledge a 
better driver for the Panasonic 
11241 than EpsonQ? 

B Harrington 
WalgraveT Hampshire 

Nothing for the 1124i, but the 
PanasontcPlus driver on Jamdisk 3 
(from JAM on 0895 274449) was 
written for the 1124, so that looks 
like your best bet. JW 

FOUNTAIN OF KNOWLEDGE 
I bought my Amiga 
A500 Plus In 
December of last year 

M and I have been 
steadily working through the 
Workbench manual without too 
many problems. I have however 
encountered problems with the 
Fountain utility on the 
AmigaFonts2.0 disk. 

Following the Instructions within 
the manual, I created a file for the 
user-startup with contains the line - 

ASSIOI FONTS: AmigaFonts J 
2,0: 

I then saved the file and then exit. I 
placed the AmigaFonts disk in my 
second drive, the Workbench disk In 
my internal drive and then rebooted 
my machine. Once the machine had 
booted up, I Inserted my 2.0 Extras 
disk Into the external drive and 
loaded up the Fountain program, 
However, after a few seconds disk 
access, Fountain failed to load and I 
was informed that Fountain had 
terminated because it was unable 
to load 'diskfont.library version 37'. 
What am I doing wrong? 

Roger Shlwnath 
Sydenham 

London 

Before we go any further, it's 
important that you understand how 
Amiga fonts actually work, For the 
Amiga to display a font, it needs 
access to two sets of files - the 
definition files for the fonts 
themselves and a system file called 

'diskfontJibrary' which tells the 
Amiga how to use these files. 
Without either, you'll be stuck with 
just Topaz, the system font that is 
built into ROM- 

Unfortunate ly, these two sets of 
files aren't located in the same 
directory and therefore the Amiga 
has to look into two separate 
directories to find them - one called 
FONTS: (for the font files) and 
another called LISS: (for 
diskfontJibrary). Although the 
standard Workbench 2+0 disk has a 
diskfont library in its UBS:, it is not 
compatible with the outline fonts 
included on the AmigaFonts2.0 disk 
- these require an enhanced version 
of diskfontJibrary which is En the 
LIBS: directory of the AmigaFonts 
disk. 

What you must do is copy the 
diskfont.library file from your 
AmigaFonts disk across on to your 
Workbench disk. You1 II atso have to 
change your user-startup file 
because the version you have 
created won't work. Change it to 
read 'ASSIGN FONTS: 
AmigaFonts2.0: Fonts DEFER' and 
everything should now work fine, JH 

BRING ON THE MAC 
I would Hke to run 

■■■       Apple Macintosh 
programs on my 
Amiga 500. I have a 

512K memory upgrade, giving me a 
total of 1Mb. 

Is there an Apple Macintosh 
emulator aval la hie for the Amiga? 
Do I have enough capacity to run 
Apple Macintosh programs such as 
PageMaker 27 

I have been considering buying 
a hard drive, can you tell me what is 
the best buy? With a hard disk, can 
I use my Amiga like an Apple 

continued on page 72 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Chip RAM - the area of the Amiga's memory directly accessible by the 
custom graphics and sound chips. Originally a maximum of 512K, newer 
machines fitted with the fatter Agnus graphics chip can access 1Mb, 
enabling smoother animations and more screens to be displayed at 
once. The new A500 Pius comes with an Agnus chip capable of 
addressing 2Mb of Chip RAM. 

Fast RAM - extra memory which is not Chip RAM- The custom chips cannot 
access itP and because such accesses to Chip RAM can block out the 
centrai processor and slow down its own accesses, Fast RAM is faster. 

Point - a standard unit of typesetting measurement equal to l/12tb of a 
pica, precisely l/72nd of an inch in desktop publishing (approximately in 
conventional printing). The height of a font-the distance from the top of 
the highest ascender to the bottom of the lowest descender - is normally 
expressed in points. 

24-blt graphics - normally, the Amiga uses between one and five bits (binary 
digits) to store the colour of each pixel (picture element) of a display. 
This means that between two and 32 colours can be displayed, Hardware 
add-ons are now becoming available which use 24 bits per pixel, giving a 
possible 16,7 million colours. 
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FREE Programs Disk 

with each copy of the latest books from Bruce Smith Books 

Mastering Amiga System 

Paul Overaas massive introduction to System programming on the Amiga using C. 
Assumes no prior knowledge of the System but shows you how to communicate 
with it, handle tasks and processes and work with libraries. Learn how to harness 
the power of Intuition. Full of examples for you to try yourself - all available on 
the FREE Systems Programs Disk. 400 pages, only £29,95. 

Mastering Amiga Printers 

Robin Burton explains everything you will ever want to know about your Amiga 
and printer, be it dot-matrix, Inkjet or laser. Mastering Amiga Printers explains 
how to program your printer and how to use it to full effect from Workbench, 
AmigaDOS and your favourite software. Free programs/utilities disk when ordered 
direct from BSIi Ltd, Available Now. 336 pages, £19.95. 

Mastering AmigaDOS Volume 2: Revised edition of Mark Smiddy's highly 
acclaimed reference guide. Over 25 new commands from AmigaDOS 2.04 included, 
Completes any upgrade to Workbench 2. Covers 1,2 and 1,3 as well. 368 pages, 
£19.95. 
Mastering AmigaDOS Volume 1: A best seller by Mark Smiddy. An ideal 
introduction to AmigaDOS and covers 1.2, 1.3 and 2. 368 pages and just £21,95 
with FREE Scripts disk when ordered direct 
Mastering Amiga C; Paul Overaa s excellent introduction to the C language on 
the Amiga. 320 pages, £19,95 including PD C compiler disk and programs disk 
when ordered direct 
FREE CATALOGUE: Phone or write now for a copy of our new catalogue 
detailing all our Amiga titles for beginners to advanced. 

Ordering; Send cheques/POs made payable to 'Bruce Smith Books Ltd1 to: 
Bruce Smith Books (AS)T FREEPOST 242, PO Box 382, St. Albans, Herts, AL2 

3BR. Credit card phone orders on 0923-894355, All books dispatched same 
day where possible. Postage free in UK. 

Add£3/book (Europe). £6/book elsewhere. 

FOUR GREAT GAMES 
and all this Maths revision.,. 

Times Tables 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Fractions 
Decimals 
Using calculators 
Shape & Space 
Money problems 
Measurements 

J2 

.MATHS 

1ADVENTURE 

SUPER FREE GIFTl Qftty for Kosmos mait order customary m 
CASIO SOLAFtl 

Number patterns ICA L C ULA TOR \ 

AMIGA MATHS ADVENTURE 

For ages 6-14 Price £25.99 inc. VAT 
Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos, 

Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of 
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type) 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 
tiHl rilga fiPblUg imhitipn 

* Price Busters!! * 

* Graphics & General 
Advantage 64.99 

£ Art Department Pro 2....139.99 
Big Alternative Scroller .,.34.99 
Broadcast Tiller 2 154.99 

* Colourburst 399.99 
Deluxe Paint IV 54.99 

)K Disney Animation Studio,.64.99 
Flow 3.0 59,99 

£ Font Grabber - NEW!! 29.99 
Imagine 2.0 - NEW!! 194.99 
Mediastation... 119.95 

* Personal Finance 
Manager ...........19.99 

afe Personal Font Maker 34.99 
Presentation Master 149.99 

^ Pro Draw 2,0 „ ....89.99 
Professional Calc 129.99 
Real 3D Beginners 99.99 

*Scala 179.99 
Scala 500 .69.99 

3|e Scenery Animator 49.99 
Take 2... 64.99 

- Video Director 99.99 
* Vidi Amiga... .....84.99 

Vidi Colour Solution 139,99 
* Vista Pro 2 49.95 

Educational 
Compendium 6 ....26.99 
Distant Suns 4.0 49.99 
Fun School 4 Series .......15.99 
GB Route Plus ........54.99 
Micro Series ...16.99 
Tekno Amiga... 69.99 

Development & Utilities 
AMOS . ...29.99 
AMOS 3D. 22.99 
AMOS Compiler .19.99 
Easy AMOS 22.99 
Anim Fonts 1, 2 & 3... 29.99 
Blitz Basic 59.99 
Can Do V1.6 64.99 
Cross Dos 22.99 
Dev Pac 3.0 49.99 
Directory Opus 25,95 
Diskmaster. ..........32.99 
HiSpeed Pascal 64.99 
Home Accounts 2 36.95 
Quarterback 39.99 
Quarterback Tools 44.99 
SAS C... ...159.95 
Turbo Print Pro  39.99 

Hardware 
A1500 Accessories.. ..CALL 
A1500/2000 40Mb 
Quantum Hard Card. 299.99 
Mouse/Joystick Switch....14.99 
Boot Selector Switch 14.99 
512K RAM with clock 29.99 
1.5Mb RAM with clock ....82.99 
Colour Handy Scanner..279.99 
Dual Serial Board.. ..159.99 
Invision Plus/Live 499,99 
Kickstart Switch 16,99 
Naksha Handy Scanner..89,99 
Naksha Mouse,., ,,..22.99 
Optical Mouse 29.99 
RGB Splitter 59.99 
RocGen Genlock 84.99 
RocGen Plus 129.99 
Podscat Graphics 
Tablet 189.99 
Touch Screen 
tor Amiga 229.99 
3 Button Track Ball 34.99 
Zydec Trackball 29.99 
Zydec Amiga Drive 49.99 
Zydec A500 
1Mb RAM Card..... ....44.99 
Zydec Hand Scanner ....119.99 

Music & Sound 
AD1012/Studio 16 Card 
- NEW! 429.99 
AMAS2... .. 69.95 
Audio Engineer Plus 2 ..149.99 
Audition 4 ...34.99 
Deluxe Music Const, 
Set... ,....,....,.49.99 
Jam - NEW!! 69.95 
Music X 1.1 .69.95 
Perfect Sound 39.99 
Stereo Master 29.99 
Soundmaster... ....84.99 
Techno Sound Turbo 29.99 

DTP & Wordprocessing 
Excellence 2.0 59.99 
Final Copy 59.99 
Kindwords.... 29.99 
Page Setter 2 ....34.99 
Page Stream 2.2.... 129.99 
Pen Pal 54.99 
Personal Write ...19,99 
Protext V5.5. 99.99 
Professional Page 3.0 
NEW!... 129.99 , 
Quickwrite 29.99 
Scribble .24.95 
Transwrite. 29.99 : 

Wordworth 1.1.., 
Works Platinum. 

.89.99 

.49.99 £ 

* FREEPOST or£5Securicor * 

^       48 hour despatch   {cheques 7 days) ^ 

Cheques should be made payable to Softstore 
£ Access and VISA cards accepted ^ 

Softstore, 410 Bath Road, Slough SL1 6JA 

* 0628 - 668320 * 

* CALLERS WELCOME * 
*4jLp ^b ki« ^p ^p ^P'        ^p        ^p        ^p        ^p        #p        ^p ^p 



continued from page 70 

Macintosh, for example when I 
switch on will all programs be 
available to use? 

Darryl White 
Cralgavon 
Norn Iron 

Yes, there is an Apple Macintosh 
emulator for the Amiga called A-Max 
II. The package consists of a 
cartridge that plugs into your Amiga's 
externa! disk drive port and two disks 
which contain the A-Max II software. 

In addition to A-Max II you will 
need a set of 12SK Macintosh ROM 
chips. This is the only other required 
hardware item, but to make your life 
much easier you will want an external 
Macintosh (or compatible) floppy 
drive to read Macintosh disks. 
Software-wise, you will need a set of 
the Macintosh System Software, 
version 4.2 to 6.0.5. The developers 
of A-Max, Ready soft, says that it has 
completed a version that works with 
System 7.0, and this will be released 
with A-Max II Plus, an internal card 
for the Amiga 2000 and 3000, 

While A-Max II is operating your 
Amiga is for all intents and purposes 
a Macintosh. The list of major 
applications that run on A-Max 91 is 
extensive and includes PageMaker 
2, 3 and 4, A-Max II will use all 
available memory in your Amiga, and 
you will almost certainly require more 
than 1Mb to create anything 
substantial within PageMaker. 

Not all Amiga hard drives are 
supported by A-Max II, but most 
popular SCSI hard drive controllers 
are compatible, including those 
supplied with the Commodore A590, 
the GVP Series, ICD IDE and !CD 
SCSI, Supra's A500 Byte Sync 

Controller Amiga Loads Faster (ALF) 
and Xetec's FastTrak. You ask which 
is the best hard drive to buy, which is 
akin to asking which is the best car 
to buy; short question, long answer, I 
recommend you read the article on 
hard disks in Amiga Shopper issue 
12, starting on page IS* JW 

SAS DEFEATED 
I am using Lattice C 
(version 4.0). When I 
try to compile my 
source code,with the 

Ic -I command, 1 keep getting a 
function return value mismatch 
warning. It still compiles my source 
code but does not link It. What is 
going wrong? 

Simon Hoad 
Bognor Regis, W Sussex 

You've got two separate problems. 
The reason that the compiler Is not 
linking the code is because you are 
using the wrong Ic option. To 
automatically invoke the linker you 
need to use an uppercase L not a 
lowercase one. If you use this sort of 
command line scheme: 

lc -L filename 

you will find that all will be well. 
The warning messages that are 

being seen are nothing to do with the 
above slip. The messages are telling 
you that you are not using particular 
functions in the way that they were 
intended to be used. Most of the 
time the warning occurs because the 
return value is being assigned to a 
variable with a different type value 
but whether this indicates a program 
fault or not depends on what you are 
doing. You've not provided any code 
but if you are quite sure that your 

INTERSTELLAR PLOT 

Td like to get a program to produce an astronomical planet 
date/position tine graph on the screen, rd then like to go a 
step further and plot variable star graphs In a similar fashion, 
Would a spreadsheet program do the Job? 

F White 
Hooto 

Chester 

Spreadsheets like MaxiPian have good graph presentation facilities but 
whether it would be suitable for your needs would depend entirely on the type 
of formulae you are working with and the accuracy needed. You've not 
supplied either but, on the face of it I would imagine that a spreadsheet like 
MaxiPian could do the job very easily. 

If you are reasonably competent with Basic you could of course write the 
graph-plotting program yourself. One book which dealt in some depth with 
such terminal plotting and co-ordinate translation was Advanced Basic 
Applications and Problems by James Coan. It was published by the Hayden 
Book Company but I am not sure whether it is still in print nowadays. Most 
advanced basic books do however provide some coverage of the sort of 
graph-plotting facilities that you would need. 

A third possibility is to try some of the public domain libraries- Although I 
haven't got a current catalogue I believe that Akore Software (which can be 
reached on * 0800*252221) offers a number of disks with graph plotting and 
astronomy-orientated programs on them. PAO 

code is OK then the warnings can be 
eliminated by casting the function 
return value to the same type as the 
variable being assigned. PAO 

WRONG DRAWER 
I am relatively new to 
computing so when I 
got my Amiga 500 
Plus I sat down with 

the Workbench manual and 
gradually worked through It When I 
came to start using my printer (Star 
1024-200}, I couldn't copy the 
EpsonQ printer driver on to my 
Workbench disk. 

The EsponQ Icon does appear In 
the Prefs window when I select 
Show All FliesT but when I open run 
the Printers program to set the 
printer preferences the only driver 
that shows is the generic one. 

I followed the Instructions in the 
manual for copying the driver to the 
word. I've spoken to other people 
and none of them can help, they 
seem to have no trouble at all. 

BWD Russell 
BFPO 39 

Actually, you've misread the 
instructions slightly, The EpsonQ icon 
needs to be dragged into the Printers 
drawer that is inside the Devs drawer 
on your Workbench disk. 

Double click on your Workbench 
disk icon to open the disk window. 
Select the Show All Files option (if it 
isn't already on). Find the drawer 
called Devs and double click on it to 
open it. Inside the Devs drawer find 
the drawer called Printers and double 
click on it to open that drawer. This 
window is the one the EpsonQ icon 
should be dragged into for the 
Prefs/PrEnter program to include it in 
the list of printer drivers. JW 

ACCELERATED EMULATOR 
Ha) I have a four year 

old NTSC A500 and 
em Interested In 
obtaining a processor 

accelerator and PC emulator to fit 
inside an already cramped micro 
which contains a Mult (start II ROM 
switcher (with home-made toggle 
switch). Can you recommend 
something suitable? 
b) Also, I recently fitted a Super 
Agnus chip and have now noticed 
that the graphics start to flicker in 
games such as Turbo II. Will fitting 
a Super Denise help or Is this a 
known problem anyway? 

Dave Hartfe 
Campbeltown 

a) I haven't seen the Multistart II but 
if it can hold three ROMs as you 
describe that doesn't leave much 
room for anything else. If you do 
want to fit a processor accelerator 
the only thing that would fit will be a 
16MHz 68000 - but the speed 

increase is negligible due to 
excessive wait states in the rest of 
this 8MHz design, You could replace 
the Multistart with something more 
restrained such as a piggy-back 
design - personally I prefer a single 
ROM {version 2) and to heck with a 
few games. 

The only real choice of PC 
emulator for such a system would 
have to be the KCS Power PC board, 
AT-Once occupies the processor slot 
which the accelerator would require; 
and on that front I'd give the VXL-30 
a good hard look. The 40MHz version 
with 32 bit RAM should really fly. 
b) This could be a software problem 
- then again it might not be, It's 
more likely to be something amiss in 
the machine - and from some of the 
mods you have made this could 
easily be the cause. Early Fatter 
Agnus chips could be configured for 
PAL or NTSC just by clipping a lead. 
Ef that isn't insulated correctly, it may 
cause the interference you describe. 
My advice? Take the machine to a 
repair centre for a good overhaul. MS 

IN THE PICTURE 
■ppM  I use PageSetter ii 

Bfj*3 for DTP and I need a 
Pfc^jyjB black-and-white 
BQjH I scanner, for less than 

£100 if possible, In order to scan 
photographs and pictures. 

The speed of the scanner is not 
that important, but quality is. Which 
do you recommend? 

8 Harris 
Headlngly, Leeds 

You lucky person, you. There's a full 
Amiga monochrome hand scanner 
round-up in this very issue, starting 
on page 16. Only one of them costs 
less than £100, JW 

CONFUSED? YOU WON'T BE 
I don't have enough 
memory (1Mb) to run 
DPalnt 2 properly -1 
keep getting ' Out of 

memory" errors- My friend suggests 
I get a GVP Impact hard drive with 
2Mb fitted - but would that be 
enough? I could buy an 8Mb Supra 
500RX for that money. How much 
memory do I need to run my art 
packages successfully and what 
sort of memory will do the job? 
Finally, can you recommend an art 
program for designing leaflets etc. 

How long is a piece of string? I get 
asked this question time after time 
but at the end of the day the amount 
you need depends on you. DPaint 2 
will run as happily in 3Mb (if you got 
the GVP) as it will in 9Mb if you 
opted for the Supra. For my money, 
combined units are always better 
value. With the GVP option, as your 
pal suggests, you get the speed and 
convenience of a hard disk and 
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enough memory to do what you want 
- plus you'll have plenty of room to 
store your drawings. In your case, 
the Supra, frankly, is overkill. You'd 
need that amount of RAM for running 
lots of memory hungry programs (Pro 
Page, Vistapro etc) at once, 

DPaint 2f by the way is fine for 
designing leaflets, but Amiga 
Shopper's sister magazine, Amiga 
Format recently gave away Gold 
Disk's Page Setter. Combined with 
DPaint Xh\s will give you the power 
and flexibility you want. Add a hard 
drive and you'll never look back, MS 

GREYSCALE TO COLOUR 
[Hj      U I am interested In 
/4      j grabbing colour 
  images but Digi-View 

. i Gold and a video 
camera will cost hundreds of 
pounds, is there any way of 
colou rising grey scale Images from a 
hand scanner? Is there a colour 
scanner available? 

Mark Smith 
Liverpool 

Sure there's a way: you simply load 
the 16 level grey scale Into an art 
package and alter the colours. You'll 
probably need to drop into lo-res 
mode, increase the palette to 32 
colours, change the upper 16 colours 
to those you choose to colou rise the 
image with, and then start painting. 
Fiddly, yes, but it can be done. 

If you mean "is there a program 
that will do it automatically?" - of 
course there isn't. If this was 
possible then the scanning software 
could have colou rise d it to start with, 

Power Computing is planning to 
release a colour hand scanner for 
about £250. The software is still in 
the early stages of development as I 
write, so don't go holding your 
breath. JW 

STRUNG OUT 
I am currently 
working on a 
graphical interface 
and am experiencing 

problems when attempting to read 
floating point numbers from string 
gadgets. As I understand the 
situation I have to convert a NULL 
terminated string stored In the 
String)nfo structure, pointed to In 
the Special Info field of the String 
Gadget structure. When I use the 
standard C function atof() on the 
buffer field of the Strlnglnfo field I 
repeatedly end up with the value 
0.0000. I'd be most grateful for any 
hints as to how to get around this 
problem or indications of what I may 
he doing wrong. 

Nlall Davis 
Karlsdorf, Germany 

It's a great pity that you didn't 
provide your code because without it, 

ft is difficult to be sure where your 
problems lie. I suspect however that 
the reason that the atofQ function 
calls are returning a zero value is 
because they are being provided with 
a zero or nonsense value rather than 
the string equivalent of the number 
entered into the string gadget. This 
in turn would suggest a pointer 
related problem - so, I think the first 
step you need to take is to add some 
debugging code in order to see 
exactly what values you are providing 
atof() with. Read the Stringlnfo 
buffer, extract the string and use a 
temporary printf() function call to 
print it at a CLI/Shell window, if the 
value is not what you expect then 
your problems may lie in the way you 
are extracting the string or in the way 
En which you've set up the string 
gadget in the first place. If, by 
chance, you are correctly reading the 
string and the problem does lie in 
the use of the atof(j function it might 
be something as simple as you not 
including the appropriate header file. 
Either way I'd need to see the code 
and be told what compiler you are 
using in order to decide exactly 
what's going wrong. PAO 

GO FOR IT! 
I have an Amiga 500 
Plus, a Canon BJ- 
10ex printer and Gold 
Disk's PageSetter 11. 

EpsonQ is the recommended 
driver for the BJ-lOex. Having 
selected this, I have a choice of 
seven print densities from 
PageSetter II. The BJ-lOex will print 
up to 300 by 300 dpi, but this isn't 
Included in the seven on offer. I can 
opt for 360 by 180 dpi, but Is this a 
compromise? 

Could I select the HP_DeskJet 
driver instead, as this has 300 by 
300 dpi available? 

Canon says it will supply me 
with a driver if I send a disk, but 
how would I use Jt with my set-up? 

In the PageSetter II info there's 
mention of other Compugraphic 
fonts being available in the future; 
there are only two included, 
Helvetica and Times. Gold Disk 
hasn't produced any more, do you 
know of any In the public domain? 

If I create an A4 sized document 
that contains a lot of very large 
characters, I can only print part of 
the page and then a box appears 
telling me there's not enough 
memory to complete the printing. If 
I reduce the scale in the Print 
requester to about 80%, It prints out 
OK. Would a trapdoor expansion 
help with this? 

Stuart Roberts 
South port, Merseyslde 

Yes, a trapdoor expansion wili give 
you more memory and allow you to 
create and print bigger documents 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Agnus chip - the custom chip dedicated to graphics. The first three versions 
- 8361, and the 8370 and 8371 Fat Agnus - can access 0.5Mb of Chip 
RAM, A later version, S372a, can access 1Mb; while the ones used in 
A500 Pluses and A3000 can access 2Mb. 

Compiler - a means of translating a program to render it understandable to 
the computer, A compiler translates the whole thing into machine code 
before it is run. The compiled program is generally much faster than its 
interpreted counterpart. 

Linker - a program which joins together the various segments of code 
produced by a compiler, along with any relevant library routines, and 
produces a finished, executable program. 

ROfifl - Read Only Memory Is used to store essential programs, such as 
Kickstart. The programs are held permanently, and are not lost when the 
power is switched off. 
No new information can be written to ROM. 

ROM sharer - a device which will hold more than one ROM (the chip in which 
Kickstart is stored) and enable the user to choose which version to use, 

with PageSetter //. The rule with DTP 
is always ' the more memory, the 
better". 

Gold Disk does produce more 
Compugraphic fonts, the most 
popular being the Outline Fonts Pack 
which basically contains the 'classic 
35' fonts that you get in a lot of 
PostScript printers. Check out the 
mail order advertisements; it costs 
about £80. Them are no public 
domain Compugraphic fonts at the 
moment, but the latest version of 
Professional Page comes with a 
utility that converts Abode Type 1 
fonts, of which there are a lot in the 
public domain, into Compugraphic 
fonts which can be used by 
PageSetter as well Professional 
Page. So keep your eyes peeled. 

Now the BJ-lOex. its best 
resolution is 360 by 360 dpit not 
300 by 300 dpi. Get the driver from 
Canon, copy it into your 
HDEVS:printers1 directory and use 
Preferences to select it and save the 
choice. After this you'll find that 
PageSetter If wili give you a 360 by 
360 choice on Density 7, 

You'll need to set the BJ-iOex 
into BJ-130e mode first by flicking 
one of the dip switches. The manual 
will tell you which one, I think it's 
number 10, After flipping dip 
switches you must power down the 
printer and then power up again for 
the dip switch changes to be noticed, 
JW 

WHAT COLOUR MONITOR? 
I wish to purchase a 
good colour monitor 
for my Amiga 500 and 
need some advice. My 

Amiga handbook recommends 
Analog RGB monitors with 4096 
colours and 640 x 512 pixel 
resolution. Most dealers have 
Philips CMSS33 Mkll and 
Commodore 1084D monitors, but 
these do not appear to have a high 

enough resolution. 
I have purchased different 

magazines and there seem to be so 
many different monitors on the 
market (with so many resolutions 
and features) that I am now very 
confused. 

Can you give me some advice 
on which monitor to buy. I am 
looking for good colour and stereo 
sound, with no flickering and low 
radiation. 

AS Osman 
Leicester 

Well, I've just checked my 
(admittedly rather old) Amiga 2000 
manual and I quote the following: 

"The Amiga 1080 and 2002 
monitors feature an analog RGB 
input which allows display of the 
Amiga's 4r096 colours on a screen 
with 640 x 400 resolution/' (Note 
the American references to IMTSC 
(400 line) resolution and the 
obsolete monitor numbers!) 

This is probably similar to what 
you read in your Amiga 500 
handbook. It refers to the Amiga's 
output, not the specification of the 
monitor, which seems to be what is 
confusing you. The analog RGB input 
of the monitor is used to take the 
RGB output from the computer. 

Both the Commodore 1084D and 
the Philips CMSS33 MK1I monitors 
work perfectly well with the Amiga, 
and are undoubtedly the most 
popular RGB monitors in use among 
the Amiga community. You will have 
no trouble connecting either of these 
to your computer. In fact, I've been 
using an original Commodore 1081 
monitor since 1986. 

However, if you really can t stand 
the idea of flickering (which isn't half 
as bad as some people seem to 
imagine) then you'll have to buy a 
multi-sync monitor and a device to fit 
inside your Amiga with a name such 
as Flicker Fixer or Display Enhancer. 
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This will convert your Amiga's normal 
15.6KHZ output into the 31.2KHz 
signal required by a multisync. 
Doubling the display rate effectively 
cures the flickers, but it will set you 
back several hundred pounds extra. 

Lastly, I wish I could help you on 
the radiation question, but I really 
wouldn't know where to start. Maybe 
you could try writing to Commodore, 
Philips, and other TV manufacturers 
and request data. Or see if your local 
Citizens Advice Bureau or library can 
point you in the right direction. GW 

SOUNDS RIGHT 
I would like to 
connect my Amiga to 
a better speaker 
system than the 

present TV speaker, I have a budget 
of about £60? 

Paul Docherty 
Renfrewshire 

There are several amplified speaker 
systems around for a lot less than 
£60. You can start from about £40 
for the Zye-Fi and work up from there. 
Sony does a nice set for around that 
price range but it is meant to match 
up with a personal stereo, which is a 
pity. Your local computer dealer will 
be able to set you up with the Zye-R. 
You might also try Tandy which does 
a wide range. Whatever you do get, 
you'll be able to enjoy your Amiga's 
sound in glorious stereo - as it was 
Intended. MS 

LINE UP NOTEPAD 
I recently bought a 

Citizen 124D printer 
for use with my 
machine and am 

using the EpsonQ printer driver to 
drive It. However, when I try printing 
from Notepad using "Print As...", a 
solid line is printed across the width 
of the page. This also appears about 
half-way down the page where the 
"paper" is about to scroll. Help! 

Alex Wallace 
West Lothian 

There's a simple solution - don't use 
Notepad Quite seriously this piece 
of software is not geared up to the 
job - it's a freebie; and an old one at 
that which has been dumped for 
Workbench 2. Your printer will be fine 
if you use some decent software 
such as PageSetter supplied with 
Issue 34 of Amiga Format 
Alternatively there are dozens of 
commercial, PD and Shareware word 
processors and text editors which 
will do the job better. MS 

Ah 4 4 

RAVE REVIEW 
I am into rave music 
and have sampled bits 
from rave songs 
(using the Tri logic 

sampler) and produced my own 
using Noisetracker. The results are 
fine but the number and length of 
my samples are limited by memory. 
I am now considering buying a 
synthesizer and MIDI interface. 
What benefits will this give me and 
will I be able to mix MIDI notes and 
IFF samples? I can only afford a 
cheap synthesizer. What Is going to 
be the difference between ones 
costing around the £100 mark and 
those which are in the £800 price 
bracket? 

lTve tried using Gajlt's 
Sequencer One but I don't find it as 
easy to use as Noisetracker. Is 
Sequencer One really worth getting 
used to? My last point: Whenever 1 
try loading my own IFF samples into 
Sequencer One It says 'CANNOT 
READ SAMPLE FROM DISK'. Why? 

Chris Priestly 
Botley, Oxford 

Our early MIDI series articles (which 
started in AS 7) should give you an 
idea of the advantages of using 
MIDI. Many Amiga sequencers, 
including Sequencer One, will enable 
you to use IFF sampled sounds and 
MIDI instruments together and this 
will give you the best of both worlds. 
The more expensive keyboard 
synthesizers, as might be expected, 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 
MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a standard devised by 

electronic instrument manufacturers, allowing a number of synthesisers 
to be controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer. 

CAD - Computer Aided Design applications provide designers with the 
graphical facilities to design buildings, circuit boards, and so on. 

IFF - Interchange File Format is a means by which data from graphics or 
sound sampling programs is saved in a compatible way. It allows data to 
be exchanged between programs easily and avoids the situation where 
different graphics packages save data in incompatible formats. 

SIMM - Single Inline Memory Module, a collection of RAM chips in a 
package. 

Touch sensitive - a synthesiser which varies its volume depending on the 
force used too strike its keys. 

will have more sophisticated 
capabilities and will usually be fitted 
with a touch-sensitive keyboard. 
Budget price models will not have a 
touch-sensitive keyboard but unless 
you are already a competent 
keyboard player you will find this 
limitation quite easy to live with in 
the early days. In most other 
respects the lower priced synthesizer 
offerings are very adequate and you 
should be very pleased with the 
results, As far as I know there should 
be no difficulties with Sequencer 
One's use of IFF sound samples, so \ 
suspect that the problem is that your 
samples" have not been stored as 

proper IFF files in the first place, 
Sequencer One is well worth 

getting used to and, to be honest, I 
am surprised that you've had any 
difficulties in using ft To a large 
extent Sequencer One's popularity 
stems directly from the fact that it is 
one of the easiest of the Amiga 
sequencer programs to use. You 
shouldn't have any trouble providing 
you work systematically through the 
manual and experiment with the 
various options. Gajit's Sequencer 
One has recently been enhanced and 
you might find It advisable to 
upgrade to the new version when you 
get your new MIDI gear. The updated 
form is called Sequencer One Pius 
and you can get more information 
about the newly added facilities from 
Gajrts Music Software on » 061-236- 
2515. PAD 

SCAN, BANG! 
My problems started 
when I altered my 
motherboard to 
accommodate 1Mb of 

Chip RAM, to use my four-chip 512K 
trapdoor expansion as the extra 
512K of Chip memory. At the same 
time I bought the GVP series II hard 
drive, complete with 2Mb RAM 
Installed {SIMMs) and the Power 
Scanner by Power Computing. 

When I run the PD Syslnfo 
program It tells me thai 1 have 
1,036,758 bytes of Chip RAM free; 
1,870,708 of Fast RAM free; 
2,907,466 total RAM free; and 
3,137,272 bytes of memory In total. 
It also says that RAM Speed Vs 
Chip Is +17% and that I have Agnus 
Type Pal 8371/67 and Denlse Type 
ECS 6373 fitted. 

This, I believe, Is the way things 
ought to be. 

I can scan pictures, convert to 
grey, save them as IFF and so on, 
but not if the picture size is In the 
region of BOOK. Then, while 
scanning, I get funny lines 
appearing half way along the image 
and more often than not the 
program will freeze. 

If the picture was scanned In 
successfully and saved (around 
200K's worth) then I can load the 

Image into Deluxe Paint II, but only 
In lo-res. When attempting to load It 
In hi-res mode the picture will load 
but as soon as It is about to be 
displayed the screen turns black 
and the program hangs. 

However, If the picture Is small 
enough I can get It to load into hi- 
res mode, but I can only do 
elementary operations such as draw 
freehand. Anything as complicated 
as moving a chunk of the Image 
causes a crash. 

I also have documents written 
in Pen Pal on my 512K Fast, 512K 
Chip days which included a few 
pictures. Now, however, I cannot 
load these files - they load, then, 
just when they are about to be 
displayed, the screen turns black 
and the computer hangs. 

I know that something Is very 
wrong; it's as If the extra Chip 
memory is not working or 
something, even though it is being 
seen by the CPU. 

Please help me as 1 desperately 
need graphics in my presentation 
documents, 

Isthlaq Ahmad 
Edinburgh, Scotland 

There are three things that could be 
causing the problems. Either you 
messed up when you made the 
changes to the motherboard, or the 
RAM chips in the trapdoor expansion 
are too slow to be used as Chip RAM 
- they need to be at least 120 
nanoseconds (the four-chip boards 
are usually OK) - or you've blown the 
trapdoor expansion. 

Tell you what to do: borrow 
another four-chip trapdoor expansion 
from a friend and see if the problem 
persists. If it does, you need to get a 
professional to look at the Amiga 
and (gulp) hopefully fix it. JW 

THE PLOT THICKENS 
I have a Facit 4550 
pen plotter which 
uses Hewlett-Packard 
HPGL language as the 

plotter driver. 
I want to run it from my Amiga 

500 but am unsure as to which 
printer driver on my Extras 1.3 disk 
to use, if any. Dan you help me? 
There are a number of Hewlett* 
Packard drivers on the disk but I 
don't know whether they use the 
HPGL language. 

Brian Wheatley 
Aigburth, Liverpool 

You don't need a printer driver to use 
a HPGL plotter with the Amiga, you 
need software that supports HPGL 
output. Typically these will be 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
packages like X-CAD and tntroCAD or 
data plotting programs. 

It's not sensible to use plotters 
for word processing or DTP. JW 
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TEN   TOP TIPS 

Top tips for 

programming 

0 Design before you oode 
Always create a logical 'blueprint" of 
the program you wish to write. You 
are not aiming for perfection, just 
something to guide you on the way! 

© Document from the beginning 
Do produce at least skeleton 
documentation while you are 
developing the program rather than 
afterwards, This way the program is 
still fresh in your mind. 

€) Make the most of comments 
It may be obvious to you now what 
actions your masterpiece performs - 
but it may not be in a couple of 
years! Use comments to divide the 
program into named sections to 
make the program far more readable. 
See Figure 1 for an example. 

0 Use clear variable names 
Nowadays Basic allows the use of 
long variables names, so make the 
most of this facility to create helpful , 
descriptive, code. Admittedly code 
written in this style will take longer to 
type, but it Is guaranteed to make a 
more sense than the cryptic use of 
variables named 'A', 'B' and so on. 

© Minimize the use of globals 
Global variables are variables which 
can be accessed (and changed} from 
anywhere within a program. Although 
they are useful at times (error 
indicators and program exit flags are 
examples of where global variables 
can be used to good effect) it is 
usually better to create isolated 
procedures which work with local 
copies of any data that is passed to 
them, 

© Keep your code clean 
Isolate any control sequences that 
your program might need so that the 
main body of code is not littered with 
awkward-to-read statments like this 
MIDI/serial-port related fragment... 

PRINT# 1,CHR$(&H90 OR J 
channel)+CHR$(note)+CHR$J 
[velocity); 

Embedding these types of control 
sequences will make your programs 
look messy and more difficult to 
maintain. The best idea is to isolate 

This month Paul Overaa provides 

a bit of guidance to give your 

programming that expert flavour 

REM   COLLECT   -   M A T £ I X 
COLLECT: 
FOR :ROW%=l TO N% 

FOR C0LUMM%~1 TO N% 
.PRINT "A  ( " rROv:?:; " , ";COLUMN%; " ) . . .    " ; 
INPUT U {ROW%, COLU!vfjsj%) 
A(ROW%,COLUMN%)=U(ROW%,COLUMN%) 

NEXT COLUMN% 
INVERSE.L(ROW%,ROW%)=1 'Not relevant to the collection of 

'the matrix - it's just that this 
'input loop is a convenient place 
'to set up an identity matrix. 

NEXT ROW% 
REM   

Figure 1: Use REM statements to isolate, and document, your code sections 

the sequences into separate 
subroutines or functions. For the 
above example the preliminary user- 
defined function definition... 

DEF FNNoteOnS(note,ch)=CHR$ J 
(&H90 OR J 
ch)+CHRS(note)+CHR$(64) 

would enable the rest of the program 
to send its data by using the more 
readable expression-.. 

PRINT#1, J 
FNNoteOn$ (note, channel) 

O Isolate the I/O Code 
Try to to eliminate all I/O and 
machine dependent statements from 
the main parts of code. Instead 
access these facilities indirectly. You 
do not want statements such as... 

PROMPTS="Please enter a J 
record number" 
COLOUR 1,4 
SAY TRANSLATES  (PROMPT$) J 
INPUT etc. 

This would mean that the program 
was linked to the computer on which 
the program was writtten. The best 
idea is to reference the facilities 
using function calls, subroutines or, 
subprograms... 

FNSet ScreenColour(RED} 
GOSUB UserMessage 
GOSUB Collectlnput : J 
REM Get record number 

These are useful if you want to write 
programs that can be easily moved 
to other machines. In- these cases, 
aim to eliminate all screen graphics 
commands, data input or other I/O 
and O/S specific references from the 
main body of the code and place 
them in a set of isolated subroutines 
at the end of the program. To get 
such a program running on another 
machine you will probably have to re- 
write most of those I/O or 0/S 
related calls   but the important 
point is that you are unlikely to have 
to alter the main body of code. 

© Subroutines which do nothing 
You might be forgiven for thinking 
that subroutines which do nothing 
serve little purpose. In fact routines, 
as shown below, can be useful1,.. 

REM DO- 
DoNothing: 

0 T H I 
RETURN 

N G 

Supposing an input,value S has five 
different possible states and, 
depending on the value of S, a 
program has to execute one of five 
subroutines. The code could be 

based on an arrangement such as,,. 

IF  (S >0 AND S <6)  THEN ON J 
S GOSUB A,  B,  C,  D, E 

where A, B. C, D and E are the 
subroutines which perform the 
processing associated with the five 
values. During development some of 
these may be non-operational (or 
non-existent), so you need some way 
of preventing certain subroutines 
from being executed. Suppose you 
wanted to prevent subroutine C from: 
being used in the above example - 
just replace the reference to 
subroutine C with a reference to a 
subroutine that does nothing, tike 
this_ 

IF (S >0 AND S <6) THEN ON J 
S GOSUB At B, DoNothing, D, E 

The approach is useful when you 
have a large number of possible test 
values and where not all values 
require a subroutine to be executed. 
One example is the execution of 
routines performed when control 
characters are detected. On the 
basis of detecting keypresses 
related to particular control codes 
you may wish to perform certain 
subroutines but in all probability you 
will not wish to support all possible 
control characters. Executing a 'Do 
Nothing' routine for all control 
characters that you do not wish to 
support provides an easy solution. 

0 Plan for the unexpected 
Your program should be user-friendly 
but don't expect the user to be 
program-friendly. Assume that the 
user will make all possible mistakes 
as far as use and data input are 
concerned and plan so that your 
programs do not come to a grinding 
halt when a user puts a wrong disk 
into the drive or supplies a wrong 
input value. Programs should provide 
error messages (and helpful 
prompts) to guide the user back on 
course. 

© Keep it simple 
Clarity will pay off. Remember, one 
day you may need to look at (and 
understand) the code you wrote 
years ago in order to make changes. 
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Amiga-64-Link 
DATAPLEX 

COMPUTERS LTD. 
129 Bath Road, 19 High Street, 

VISA Tel: 

Slough t 
Berkshire, 
SL1 3UW 
0753 535557 

Old Town, 
Swindon, Wilts 

Teh 0793 48S448 
Prices including VAT 

AMIGA A500 PLUS 
(CARTOON CLASSIC PACK) 

Includes new A500 Plus with 
1MbRAMl Lemmings, The 
Simpsons, Captain Planet, 

Deluxe Paint III 

£330 inc VAT 

AMIGA A500 (FIRST STEPS) 

Amiga A500 
Plus educational software 

£435 inc VAT 

AMIGA A1500 
new version 

A1500 Accounts Plus pack 
including Puzznick, Toki, Elf, 
Operating Systems Software, 

Home Accounts, 
Platinum Works, 

Deluxe Paint III + manual 

£560 inc VAT 
ADDITIONAL PACKS 

Amiga A500 Plus Cartoon Classic 
with 1- 0 extra games £359 

ASOO Basic Pack (stand alone old version) 
pfus 10 extra games plus Photon Paint 
plus GFA Basic,..,..,,,,,,,.,,, £295 

SHOWROOM 
open: Mori - Fri 

9.30 ■ 5.30 
Saturday 

9.30 - 4,30 
MAILORDER 
Consumables 

add £2,50 
Hardware 
add £9.00 [courier) 

ACCESSORIES 
5t2K Ham + dock £35.00 1. Meg Pam + Clock £1 i 5.00 ASOO Power Supply Unit £39.00 Maksha Mouse plus Operation Stealth £29.00 
1 Mb upgrade tor ASOO Plus ....£49,00 14' screen filter ...£f7.Q0 

MONITORS 
Philips CMBS33 UK II Colour Monitor + FREE Lead 

£210 inc VAT 

PRINTERS 
Star LC20 Mono £135 Slar LC200 Colour 1.9 pm> £188 Slar LC24 200 {34 pin Wfl} £209 Star LC£4 200 Colour (£4 pin)  £253 Pa iconic KXP1124I £235 Panasonic KXP 1123 „ , £1S5 CiliEen 1200 + £125 CH i&n Swift 24E + Colw Upgrade £290 Ci I .zE?n Swift 9 + ColOLPf Upgrade  £195 SI?-jet Ri.inbleiet Printer, SJ4B £229 Canon SJlOEX £234 HP Deskjet 500 +Leads £352 HP Deskjet 500 (colour) , £5&7 Sheeiieeder „ £&& AM above come complete with te&ds 

AMIGA HARD DRIVES / HARD 
CARD (GVP SERIES II) 

FQRA15Q0 
52fcf> h/card (0-8Mb> £275 

120Mb h/card (0-8Mb} £445 
FOR ASOO 

52 Mb h/drive {0-6 Mb} £365 
105Mb Wlva (0-8Mb) ... £525 
Upgrade the above with 1Mb SIMM module £39 

VORTEX AT ONCE PLUS 
PC Emulator for A500. A500 plus and A1500 

£199 inc. VAT 

AMIGA DRIVES 
1 Meg 3.5" internal £55 
1 Ivteg 3.5" external (Cumana) £57 

• Links C64 peripherals to Amiga parallel port > C64 Mol required 

Connects C64 printers to the Amiga 

I Supports MPS, DPS, VIC, Star, Brother, Seikosha & Citizen printers 
I Graphics output on dot-matrix printers      • Works with all software 

Transfers C64 disk files to the Amiga 

• File transfer programs       • Read/Write text, binary & program files 

Standard 7\mi-644.ink* £35.25 Prices indude VAT and delivery 
Budget   "Ami-64-Link" £23.50   Budget stops mufti-tasking during printing 

York Electronic Research (0904) 610722 9mi 
The Paddocks, Jockey Lane, Huntington, York Y03 9NE   - J 

zsssEssamEsm 
Niv.v voii L'an ILS>." VO'.Jr Amir-n I-.I M inri i J i-nhab, electric motors, mains appliuwe$, anything! 
■ 11 Outpuis- Up to J, 3 inpaiis. ■ 10 page instruction manual with program listings in AMIGA BASIC, AH0S & G-FA, ► FREE Technical support. ■ Custom programming service. 

6 Electronic projects which plug Into the VO port. No soldering required. Includes reliymoduk, motor, iJli sensor, reed swiich, tight bulb, 4 LEDs. powerful software on disk and FREE "tJuidc lo Amiga Interfacing'. 
Cumm projects by Svvitchsofi fO Port Owners: Bur$htr alarm, control of model tanks, Control of a iehscope, tintC'lapse cine, camera, robotic arm, Your own unaghtaaotr nnd i-reaiiviiy are the only hounds. 

Tliermo & Photo surnsure which pluu mtu I
!
K misl'.iji i:upis>. Ri>rmAiv im-huli-ii. Prim oui a i;r:ij)h -A temperature variation in your home. Save on FUG] oills. The photo sensor could be used tor in mobile robot {moves toivxtrds a light source}. 

Just plug in mosl Mains appliances. Handles 15 amps. 

CDAHAKITE If not completely satisfied, vou mav return any product within 30 days for a htlt refund. 

Please send cheque payable to SWITCH SOFT or ritiv Switch soft c»? 
0325 464423. Prices include P&R Overseas add C3. 

SW1TCH50FT 
SWITCHSOFT DeptAS06/92 
26 Ridgeway, Darlington, 
Co. Durham DL3 OSF 

WE ARE OPEN ALL HOURS iSEttSr*" 

ACCESSORIES 

HARDWARE 
ASOO Plus & Software., £349,00 
A500 512K £299.00 
A1500 & Software ,..£565.00 
1084S Monitor.., , £237.00 

Phone for 2000 & 3000 prices. 
,  

Amiga Int drive . .£49.00 
Cumana Ext drive .....£54.00 
Zydec Ext drive , £49,00 
512K upgrade with clock £27,90 
512K upgrade no clock £24,90 
1,5 Meg upgrade with clock £79.00 
1 Meg Amiga plus upgrade £46.99 

Star LC-20 £149.00 
Star LC 24-10 £214.00 
Star LC200 Colour .. £204.00 
Star LC-24-200 Colour.. , £294.00 

JOYSTICKS 
Quickshotll ......£6.50 
Speeding Autofire £10.50 
Competition Pro 5000 Black £11.90 
Competition Pro Gb Autofire £12.95 
New Competition Pro Star Autofire £13.25 
Maverick Autofire , ,.£12.95 

^Zipstick Autofire..-...-- - , £12.95 

Unbranded Bulk 100% Certified 
3,5" DSDD 37p each 
3,5" Rainbow 44p each 
3,5" DSHD. 51 peach 
5.25" DSDD .„. 28peach 
„ ril Branded Disks , 3.5 DSDD 43p each 

Please phone for bulk purchase discounts 

10 capacity.. £0,95 
NEW 20 capacity Sony £1.49 
50 capacity lockable .., £3.95 
100 capacity lockable £4.50 
SO cap Banx stackable/lockable £7.99 
150 cap Posso stackable/lockable £15,00 

k250 cap stackable/lockable £18.99 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 
TRACTOR FEED DISK LABELS 

500 plain white labels & software to 
print your own professional labels 

Only £9.95 

Orders by phone or post to: 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782 - 642497     9am - 5.30pm week 
0630 - 653193 Anytime 
0782 • 311471 Evening/Weekend 

54 Spring Road, 

Longton, 

Stoke-on-Trent, 

Staffs ST3 2PX 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mousehouse    ..£1.60 
Mouse Mat £2,50 
Disk Drive Cleaner  ..£1.80 
Amiga Dust Cover £3.50 
Monitor Dust Cover ., . — £3.50 
Mouse/Joystick Auto Shift £14.95 
Amiga Light Pen & Software £32.00 
Mesa Mouse £14,90 
Squtk Mouse . £14.90 
Naksha Mouse & Accessories £22.00 
Zy-Fi Amplifier & Speakers .................£37.95 
Thumb & Finger Trackerball £19.99 
Crystal Trackball.............. £32,00 
Action Replay Mark III £57.00 
Techno Sound Turbo Sampler , £31.00 
2 Piece Printer Stand  ....£5.70 
Midi Master £26.00 
Wordworth1,1 £77.50 

Prices include VAT 

Postage please add £3*30 

We accept cheques/ 
P+0*'s/Visa/Access 



DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

Vector 

Jeff Walker checks out 

ExpertDraw, the new 

structured drawing 

program that aims to be 

easier to use while still 

retaining a fistful of features 

The first time you include a 
piece of IFF clip art in a 
desktop published 
document you discover how 

bad it looks sitting next to that 
lovely high resolution text. 

The resolution of an Amiga IFF or 
'bitmapped' graphic is only 75 dots 
per inch. At this resolution anything 
but straight lines results in jagged 
edges that can only be got rid of by 
scaling the graphic down to a 
ridiculously small size - halve the 
scale of the bitmap and you double 
its output resolution, scale it to 25 
per cent the size of the original and 
you quadruple its output resolution 
to 300 dots per inch. 

But at this scale a graphic that 
filled a whole 640 by 512 HiRes 
screen would be output at about two 
inches square. 

Happily there is another type of 
graphic we can import and use with 
DTP packages - vector or 
structured' drawings. These can be 

manipulated any which way you like - 
enlarged, reduced, rotated, twisted - 
and they will always output at the 
highest resolution your printer is 
capable of. 

Structured drawings are able to 
keep their resolution because they 
are not bitmapped. Instead of the 
picture being described in the file as 
a map1 of dots, structured drawings 
are remembered in the file and in 
memory as mathematical formulae 
which describe the lines and shapes 
that comprise the complete drawing. 

For example a bitmap graphic 
that draws a curved line on the 
screen would contain information 
that says something along the lines 
of: Tut a dot here, and another next 
to it, and another next to that one 
but up one pixel..." and so on until 
the whole curve is drawn. A 
structured drawing that produces a 
similar curve contains information 

that says: "Plot a dot at 
the starting point of the 
curve, plot another dot at the 
ending point of the curve, and 
now insert those co ordinates into 
the mathematical formula which 
draws the curve that the user 
specified. 

So if you change the start and 
end points - by enlarging or shrinking 
the curve for example - the 
resolution is retained because the 
new co-ordinates are simply put 
through the formula again and the 
curve is redrawn, 

And when you send a structured 
drawing to the printer its 
mathematical description gets 
recalculated all over again to take 
into account the resolution at which 
you are printing. 

You may have bought some 
structured clip art to use with your 
DTP package, and if so you will have 

discovered how slowly the graphics 
appear on the screen, especially if 
you are working in colour. Now you 
know how structured drawings work, 
perhaps you'll understand why they 
take so long. 

typically composed of many separate 
simple shapes and lines, known as 
objects'. The trick is putting those 

objects together so that, when 
viewed as a whoie, they look like a 
picture of something, 

It's a bit like putting a jigsaw 
together, only with structured 
drawing you place objects on top of 
and behind other objects, as well as 
side by side. 

It sounds fiddly, and in truth it is; 
it is not easy to create good 
structured drawings without a deal of 
practice, Any package that tries to 
make the job easier has to be taken 
seriously. 

The best known Amiga structured 
drawing package in this country is 
probably Professional Draw, On the 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

IFF - Stands for Interchange File Format Many people call Amiga graphics 
IFFs when they they really mean IFF ILBM - the IL8M stands for 
Interleaved BitMap. IFF is the general file format, ILBM is the 'type1 of 
IFF that is a graphic. 

Bitmap - Another shortened term for IFF ILBM. 

JIGSAW PUZZLE 
The time structured drawings take to 
render on to the screen is nothing 
compared to how long they take to 
create. 

Finished structured drawings are 

Seeing things with a whole new perspective - the Distortion tool lets you 
create special effects very quickly - Ah! So this is what it looks like when 
you're peering down the barrel of a gun 

Continent they prefer Aegis Draw. 
Both programs have reputations for 
being slow and a bit tricky to master. 
German company Gold Vision 
Communications thinks so at least, 
which is why it has developed 
ExpertDraw. 

EXPERTDRAW 
ExpertDraw has four basic drawing 
tools for creating rectangles, 
ellipses, arcs and Bezier curves. 

The first two tools - for ellipses 
and arcs - are very easy to use, you 
simply drag out the shape as you 
would in any art program. Arcs are 
created via a requester that wants to 
know the starting angle (zero 
degrees is due west, 90 degrees is 
due north, and so on) and how many 
degrees of the circle to draw - 360 
degrees would draw an arc that is a 
complete circle. One further option 
allows the centre point of the arc to 
be connected to the two ends of the 
arc, thereby creating a 'pie' with a 
segment cut out of it. 

Bezier curves are the tricky ones, 
and are what put a lot of people off 
using structured drawing programs 
because you need to use Bezier 
curves to be able to create anything 
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but simple, childlike graphics. Until 
you get used to them, Bezier curves 
(named after the Frenchman who 
invented them) appear to have a 
mind of their own. 

As mentioned earlier, an 'object' 
in a structured drawing consists of 
two or more points, and the 
mathematical formulae which 
describe the connections between 
those points. This flexible system 
means that the points can be moved, 
causing the connection formula to be 
changed, thus changing appearance 
of the object. 

But it also means that points can 
be added to an object, and this is 
the bit which confuses newcomers to 
structured drawing. 

For instance, a straight line 
consists of two points, one at either 
end. A formula (which is computed by 
the program) joins those points 
together and draws a line on the 
screen connecting them. Add a point 
to the centre of the line and you 
still have a straight line on the 
screen, although this one is 
composed of three points joined 
together by two formulae - the 
start point to the middle point and 

associated point. The angle of this 
tangent tells the software at what 
angle to start when drawing a curve 
to the point it is connected to, and 
the length of the tangent describes 
the 'force1 applied to the curve - a 
longer tangent applies more force 
and results in a longer line 
connecting the two points. 

If this all sounds highly technical, 
it is; in truth you do have to 
understand the 'properties' of Bezier 
curves to be able to use them 
properly. 

The best way to learn is to 
experiment, and ExpettDraw is easy 
to play with because it does its best 
to help you to do exactly what you 
want to do, 

HIDE AND SEEK 
To start with, it hides the points of 
an object, and the tangents which go 
with those points, unless you ask it 
to show them; this results in a less 
cluttered, less daunting, more 
understandable screen display, 
Select an object (by clicking on it) 
and four markers that describe the 
size of the object appear on the 
screen, one at each corner of a 

Metamorphosis is clever, but of limited use. This example also illustrates 
the Colour Blend feature 

the middle point to the end point. 
This means you can "pick up1 

the middle point and move it. The 
result will be a curve which goes 
from the start point to the end 
point passing through the middle 
point 

How does the program know how 
steep the curve should be? Think 
about it; draw three points on a page 
in triangular formation and imagine 
how many different-looking curves 
you could connect them with. 

This is where newcomers get 
realty scared, because each of the 
points has an invisible 'tangent' line 
which can be rotated about its 

rectangle. In this mode the shape of 
the object cannot be changed 
because you cannot get at the actual 
points. 

But you can move it, resize it or 
rotate it by selecting the appropriate 
tool, adjust the thickness and 
colour of the lines, and alter the fill 
colours. This, if you like, is 
'beginners' mode. 

Once you've learnt how to 
operate the program and gained 
confidence with your abilities, you 
are ready to experiment further by 
clicking the Move Points fool. In this 
mode the four size markers 
disappear to be replaced by small 

black squares all over the object - 
the actual control points themselves. 
Point at a control point and drag it, 
and any lines connecting it to other 
control points stay attached to the 
pointer and form a curve between the 
point being moved and the other 
control points. 

When you are working on an 
object such as a line or simple 
polygon it s almost exactly like 
stretching a rubber band, but I like to 

see how the drawing is progressing. 
Switching Wireframe off didn't 

slow ExpertDraw down as much as I 
expected it to, but if you have a lot of 
objects on your screen ft II take two 
or three times longer to render them 
all. The advantage is that lines get 
drawn as thick or thin as you have 
specified them to be, and fill colours 
are displayed. 

The colour requester can be 
used either as a normal RGB palette 
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The first step with VectorTrace is to load the bitmap- 

think of it more as moulding a lump 
of Plasticine because you can add 
another control point between two 
existing ones and drag that one 
around, giving you intricate power 
over the shape of the object. 

As yet you cannot see the 
tangents of each point, so you 
cannot alter them. By selecting the 
Show Tangents option you can gain 
even more power over the length and 
direction of curves by dragging the 
control points on each end of the 
tangent. This is the real experts 
mode - and really the only way to 
learn is to fiddle about and see what 
results. 

The developers have placed an 
Undo gadget in the toolbox, so you 
can drag something around confident 
that you can immediately reverse the 
effect should it not result in what you 
expected. 

QUICK AND SLOW 
ExpertDraw has three display modes 
- Wireframe, Black & White, and 
Colour, 

It fairly zips along in Wireframe 
mode, although with this display you 
cannot see any line thicknesses or 
fill colours - all you get is the 
outlines of objects. When you get 
used to structured drawing you'll find 
that this is the display mode you'll 
use most, only switching Wireframe 
off now and then when you want to 

with sliders, like the one in 
Preferences, or you enter 
percentages of red, green and blue 
into text gadgets. From this you can 
work out that there is a possible 
palette of one million colours {100 x 
100 x 100), represented on-screen 
by solid black, solid white, 14 solid 
shades of grey and various 'patches' 
made up of grey scale dither 
patterns. 

While the greys and patches on 
the screen don't reflect exactly the 
levels of grey output by black-and- 
white printers, they are a very good 
guide. For instance, if two shades of 
grey look almost exactly the same on 
the screen, the odds are they will 
look almost exactly the same when 
printed. This enables you to select 
contrasting shades of grey for black- 
and-white output. 

Each time you create a new 
shade you have to give it a name, 
and this name gets put into the 
colours requester and can be 
selected again later if needed. Any 
new colours you define get saved 
with the document, plus you save a 
separate colours file as well if you 
like, which can subsequently be 
loaded into a new document to save 
you having to set them up all over 
again. 

If you need colours, ExpertDraw 
will let you select or create them 
using either the RGB system or the 
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more useful (for colour publishing) 
CMYK system. Again, percentages 
for each colour can be entered or 
sliders can be used. 

ExpertDraw is able to create 
different 'patches1 for up to 4,913 
colours, all of which can be displayed 
on-sereen at the same time. It 
achieves this by mixing the 16 
default solid colours together into 
dithered patterns that approximate 
the actual colour - orange, for 
instance, would be approximated on- 
screen by displaying a pattern of red 
and yellow dots. 

Working in colour slows down 
ExpertDraw considerably, especially 
in Hi Res interlaced mode, and 
unless you are intending your 
drawings to be output in colour, it's 
better and quicker to stick to Black & 
White- 

SPECIAL EFFECTS 
There is a fair number of special 
effects features in ExpertDraw, By 
'special effects' I mean anything 
which allows you to automate the 
process of something that would 
otherwise take you ages to do by 
hand. 

A simple example would be 
rotation. Rather than draw everything 

angles into text gadgets or click on 
buttons that step through the 
rotations five degrees at a time. A 
small graphic in the requester shows 
you approximately what effect your 
rotation will have when you dick OK. 

As well as rotating objects you 
can distort them freely in any 
direction (great fun, but an inexact 
science), or horizontal or vertical 
shearing {similar to the effect 
shearing a brush has in Deluxe 
Paint), or horizontal or vertical 
perspective, which makes it easy to 
give an object the appearance that it 
is laying down flat or protruding out 
of or into the page. 

On single objects the rotation 
and distortion features work very 
quickly indeed, but the more points 
your object or group of objects 
contains, the longer the graphic will 
take to recalculate and redraw - it 
takes about a minute on a standard 
Amiga 500 to rotate an object made 
up of about 200 points. 

Changing the size of objectst 
which I mentioned earlier, can be 
achieved by either using the mouse 
to rescale ft on-screen or by typing a 
scaling percentage or width and 
height measurements into a 
requester. A user-definable on-screen 

...after the tracing process is finished this Is what the structured drawing 
version looks like. Drily simple bitmaps result in anything as accurate as this 

at an angle, it's much easier to 
create an upright drawing and, then, 
after you've finished it group all the 
objects together and ask ExpertDraw 
to rotate the lot to the same angle, 

ExpertDraw allows you to rotate 
any object or group of objects about 
a single point - the centre1 point, 
which defaults to the central position 
if the group but can be changed to 
any point on or off the page - or 
around a horizontal or vertical axis, 
The three types of rotation can be 
mixed, allowing complete freedom of 
rotation. You can enter rotation 

grid is provided and can be 'snapped 
to1 if required. 

There are two extra-special 
effects, Colour Blend and 
Metamorphosis. 

Colour Blend lets you easily 
blend from one colour or grey level to 
another colour or grey level, across a 
range of objects. You select the first 
object in the group and give it the 
starting fill colour, select the last 
object and fill it with the ending fill 
colour, group all the objects you want 
the blend to range overT and Eastly 
select Colour Blend, 

This feature comes in useful for 
creating simple things like rainbows 
or for more complicated three^ 
dimensional' objects which have 
graduated fills to give the 
appearance of light shining on them. 

Metamorphosis changes one 
shape into another shape in a 
number of user-definable steps. It 
only works with single objects - as 
opposed to a group of objects or a 
compound1 object, which is a group 

of objects combined into one - and 

ending objects for a metamorphosis 
are different, ExpertDraw will 
automatically perform a colour blend 
at the same time. 

A bit more difficult to use than 
Metamorphosis, but probably more 
useful, is the extremely versatile 
Duplicate Object requester. Any 
number of copies of an object or 
group of objects can be made, and a 
vertical and/or horizontal offset 
measurement can be specified. On 
top of this, a vertical and/or 

This shape started out life as a circle. The straight lines you can see are 
the 'tangents' of the four points, and the distortion has been achieved by 
rotating and 'pulling' on th# left-hand tangent 

the object mustn't contain more than 
100 points. 

But the starting and ending 
objects can have a different number 
of points, and ExpertDraw wit I create 
more during the metamorphosis as 
necessary. The maximum number of 
steps isn't specified in the manual 
but I tried to turn a square Into a 
circle in 1,000 steps and it worked. 
The metamorphosis calculation itself 
took barely 30 seconds on a 
standard Amiga 500, but the 
rendering took a deal longer as 
1,000 overlapping objects of four 
points each had to be drawn. With 
this many objects on a page, 
ExpertDraw pauses for long periods 
between even simple operations, but 
then you've given it a lot to think 
about, haven't you? 

So thank heavens ExpertDraw 
has an 'interrupt refresh' feature; by 
pressing the spacebar while it is 
drawing something on the screen 
ExpertDraw will not bother to draw 
any other objects after the one it is 
working on. The objects are still 
there on the page, it just doesn't 
bother to draw them, allowing you get 
on with something else (such as 
flipping into Wireframe mode for 
much faster refresh, or saving and 
quitting for instance). 

Ah yes, almost forgot,, if the fill 
or line colours of the starting and 

horizontal scaling factor can be 
entered;, and each duplication of the 
object will be enlarged or reduced by 
this amount A Rotate button allows 
you to rotate each duplication by a 
specified number of degrees, either 
about a single point or about the 
vertical or horizontal axis. 

Incredible effects can be 
achieved with just a few mouse 
clicks, although you might have to 
wait a few minutes for the results to 
be calculated and displayed. 

Several magnification levels are 
preset - Full Page, Full Width, 50% 
and 200% - plus there is a variable 
magnification feature operated either 
by hitting the magnification tool and 
dragging a box over the area to be 
magnified, or by entering a 
magnification factor into a text 
gadget 

WORDS TOO 
As well as lines and shapes, 
ExpertDraw will let you put text on 
the page. 

The package comes with two 
fonts, Times and Helvetica, which 
are of its own format. I mean they 
are not Compugraphic or Adobe or 
anything else like that - they are 
ExpertDraw fonts. 

Well, in actual fact they are 
simply special files of compound 
objects that happen to look like 
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letters and numbers. Once they are 
on the page individual letters or 
parts of individual letters, whole 
words or groups of words can all be 
puJJed about and manipulated like 
any other object. 

Two fonts isn't very many, and 
Times and Helvetica are not 
particularly useful as display fonts, 
so ltrs a good job there is an 
additional utility available which will 
convert Soft-Logik outline (.DMF) 
fonts into something which 

of the curve on which they happen to 
be sitting. 

If the whole of the text won't fit 
along the selected curve, you will be 
warned, at which point you either 
need to use fewer words or reduce 
the size of the font. 

Talking of aligning things, any 
object or group of objects can be 
automatically aligned in relation to 
each other or in relation to the sides 
of the page. For instance, to quickly 
position a graphic equidistant 
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ExperfDraw's Text toof has a number 
typefaces with the package 

ExpertDraw can use. Soft-Logik fonts 
are easily available in the UK, but 
the ExpertDraw font conversion utility 
(currently) is not; you'll have to get it 
direct from Gold Vision in Germany, 
I'm sorryT I haven't yet been able to 
find out what it is called - the 
manual refers to it simply as an 
"ancillary product" and the UK 
distributors (Genisoft) said; "Erin..." 

There may well be room here for 
someone to buy the Gold Vision 
utility and the Soft-Logik fonts, 
convert them to Ex pert Draw format 
and flog them on the public domain 
grapevine. 

Text is entered via a requester 
rather than typed directly on to the 
page, A collection of eight buttons 
allows you to choose from a 
selection of sizes from 12pt to 
144pt, or you can type particular 
point sizes into X and Y gadgets - 
fonts can be a different point size 
wide than high if you like. 

Character spacing can be 
adjusted and any slant angle can be 
specified. 

You can also align text with a 
curve. To achieve this you have to 
select the curved object before 
bringing up the text requester. The 
text can be aligned to the left or right 
of the curve, or centred, and 
characters can be automatically 
rotated to the same angle of the part 

of useful features, but you only get two 

between the left-hand and right-hand 
sides of the page you would simply 
select it and hit the central horizontal 
align button in the Align Objects 
requester. 

TRACING BITMAPS 
One special feature of ExpertDraw I 
haven't mentioned yet is 
VectorTrace. This takes an IFF ILBM 
and converts it into a structured 
drawing. The rest of the world knows 
this type of operation as 'auto-trace', 

Now don't get excited; although 
VectorTrace works, the results are 
i nconsistent Much experimentation 
with several associated tracing 
features is required, and at the end 
of the day - almost literally 
sometimes, because it can be soooo 
slow! - you are left with a structured 
drawing consisting of tens of 
thousands of points and many, many 
objects. This means they take up 
lots and lots of memory, they render 
on to the screen more slowly than 
our Editor gets his wallet out when 
it's his round (runs for cover),,, and 
they take even longer to import into a 
DTP package and to print. 

This isn't ExpertDraw's fault, it's 
something that happens with all 
extremely complicated structured 
drawings. 

VectorTrace only works with two- 
colour IFFs as it is intended mainly to 

be used to trace black-and-white IFFs 
of scanned line drawings, If you try to 
import a coloured picture, 
ExpertDraw will warn you and give 
you the option to cancel or load the 
first bitplane of the coloured picture 
and trace that. 

For small, simple line drawings 
VectorTrace works well , and quite 
quickly, but for anything even slightly, 
complicated it takes ages and the 
end result often contains glitches 
and strange filled areas which 
weren't En the original bitmap. 

I would Imagine that the 
VectorTrace function is something 
that will get better and better as Goid 
Vision releases ExpertDraw 
upgrades, 

IN AND OUT 
ExpertDraw has its own document 
file format, but import file formats 
supported are Professional Draw 
(CI i ps), A egis Draw and ExpertDra w's 
own VectorTrace format. Objects or 
groups of objects can be saved as 
Professional Draw Clips or in 
Encapsulated PostScript Format 
(EPSF). 

Page sizes can be anything you 
like; a selection of preset sizes can 
be chosen from or you can type 
measurements into gadgets. The 
gadgets happily accept ridiculously 
large sizes, but screen display 
problems creep in after about 99 
inches by 99 inches, There is a 
Landscape button for those who 
don't like swapping the width and 
height measurements by hand, 

The measuring system is a 
choice of inches, centimetres, 
millimetres, points or real' units (of 
which there are 1,200 to the inch). 

Margins measurements all round 
can be specified, although this area 
isn't like a traditional margin - it's a 
border, an area of the page which 
does not get printed. 

Printing options are fairly 
comprehensive, ExpertDraw utilises 
standard Preferences printer drivers 
and provides the normal seven 
Density buttons, plus it has built-in 
LaserJet llr HPGL, PostScript and IFF 
ILBM drivers, 

IFF ILBM? Yup, select this option 
and the page gets saved to disk as a 
300 dpi black-and-white bitmap. So a 
full A4 page will be about 2,500 
pixels wide by 3,500 pixels high. Off 
the top of my head I can't think of a 
real use for this, except maybe to 
convert multi-coloured structured clip 
art into black-and-white IFF clip art. 

In my tests the LaserJet II driver 
worked perfectly every time, and 
printed the whole length of the page 
- no cut-off at 10 inches. 

The HPGL driver I haven't been 
able to test because I don't have a 
plotter, but the file it creates looks 
correct. The Postscript driver works 
perfectly. 

The Print requester also has 
Mirror and Negative buttons, plus X 
and Y scaling gadgets. 

For such a sophisticated drawing 
package the manual is surprisingly 
short. There is a tiny two-page 
tutorial to get you going, but apart 
from that and a handful of example 
clips, you're flying solo. Despite its 
relative ease of use, I think this is 
one program which would benefit 
enormously from on-line help and a 
good 'tricks and tips' section in the 
manual. 

Overall, though, ExpertDraw is a 
fast and fairly powerful' structured 
drawing package. Pushing it to its 
limits in a low-memory situation and 
in colour mode I managed to crash it 
once or twice, and there's an 
obscure bug I discovered (and 
reported) in the VectorTrace 
requester that gives a Software 
Failure every time. 

OK, it's no Pro Vector But heyE, 
it costs four times less, 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

IxpertDrow £69*95 
by Gold Vision Communications 
Kurfurstendomm 64-65, 
D 1000 Berlin 15 
Germany 
* 010 49 030-883-3505 

Distributed in UK by: 
Genisoft, Unit 3, Poyle 14„ 
Newlonds Drive, Coin brook, 
Slough SL3 ODX 
w 0753 680363 

CHECKOUT 

EXPERTDRAW 

Ease of Use • • • 
No structured drawing package is easy to 
use until you've practised a lot 

Features • • # 
Lacks some of the more powerful tools 
that vector graphic addicts will expect, but 
beginners won't know what tney are 
missing and will find ExpertDraw's few 
tools good enough. 

Speed • ft 0 # 
Pretty nifty in Wireframe and Black & 
White modesH but gets slower and slower 
the more objects you put on a page. 

Documentation    • • 
Describes the features adequately but 
gives little help to beginners. 

Price Value • •• 
The RRP s pe maps a touch expensive for 
what it can do, but if the usual £lO£15 
mail order discounts happen it will 
become much better value 

Overall rating 

A good introduction to structured drawing, 
but eventually you'll want more features. 
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E.M.COMPUTERGRAPHIC 
Amiga Public Domain/Shareware DTP Packs 

WE have imported most of the material on these disks directly from the U.S.A., 
and have compiled these disks especially for Amiga OTP Users in mind !!. 

We offer REAL VALUE FOR MONEY SINCE ALL OUR DISKS ARE AT LEAST 90% FULL fl 
Please NoteS Type 1 Fonts can onty be used with Pagestream 2.1/2.2 and PPage 3.0 
EMC Volume 1 - 5 Disks - £12,50 - Bitmapped ClipArt 
Fully sorted, ready for FAST access and use, saved as brushes!! 
EMC Volume 2 - 6 Disks - £15.00 - PC ClipArt 
gem structured ctipart and .img clipart - a must for P'St ream users!! 
EMC Volume 3 - 2 Disks - £ 5.00 - Pagestream Fonts 

■ 34 Pagestream format fonts, compatible with all versions. i 
EMC Volume 4 - 5 Disks - £12.50 - Type 1 Fonts 
68 Type 1 Fonts, all with IFF Previews, forPPage/P Stream users. 
EMC Volume 5 - 5 Disks - £12.50 - Type 1 Fonts 
64 Type 1 Fonts, all with IFF Previews, for PPage/P'Stream users. 
EMC Volume 6 - 5 Disks ■ £12.50 - Typel Fonts 
83 Type 1 Fonts, all with IFF Previews, for PPage/P Stream users. 
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Atten. Modem Users : 
Log on io 01 FOR AMIGA 
and check out OUR file 
areas :- 60, 61 and 62 

Cheques/Postal Orders to : 
E. M. CQMPUTERGRAPHtC 

S Edith Road, Clacton Essex. C015 1JU 
Tel: 0255 431389     Fax: 0255 426666 

FRUSTRATED? 
Struggling with your Amiga? Having problems with the C LI/Workbench? 
Tired of looking through all those PD lists for the right program for YOU? 
Then stop right now because help is at hand with the latest and greatest 

Disk Magazine for your computer.-| SCANNER | 

If you want the best utilities/ demos/ animations/ 
games / news / reviews / music / articles etc, then 

look no further. PLUS easy to understand tutorials on the Workbench & 
CLI to help you gel to grips with the power of your machine - and that 
includes you Amiga Plus users too! 

AND WHAT DOES ALL THIS COST I CAN HEAR YOU SAY? 

Just £2,50 + 50p p&p for 2 cram packed disks! 

Please make cheques & postal orders payable to N, Jordan and post now to 
Telescan Computer Services, (AS), Hands worth Road, Blackpool FYS 1SB 

f T.K. COMPUTERWAREl 

Tel: 0303-812801 
SOFTWARE: 
Database 
K-Data   33.00 
Prodala   56.00 
Superbase Personal   27.00 
SuperOase Personal 2   65.00 
Supertiasa Professional   ,.,.165.00 
Superbase Professional 4   260,00 
Desk Top Publisher 
Outline Fonts   100,00 
Page setter II   47.00 
Pagestream v2.1   145.00 
ProcNps    22.00 
Professional Page v2.1   200.00 
3D Construction   45.00 
Oesgn 30   60.00 
Professional Draw 2   ,90.00 
Languages: 
3D Construction Set   40.00 
AMOS   35,00 
AMOS 30   25,00 
AMOS Compter....   22.00 
Devpac3   60.00 
GFA Basic Compiler   23.00 
GFA Basic Interpreter.   40.00 
HisoftBasic2   59.00 
Hisoft Extend   15.00 
K-Sete Assembler  38.00 
Lattice C v5.01   175,00 
Spreadsheet: 
Advantage   77,00 
0G Calc   28.00 
Ma«iplan Flus   52.00 
Superplan  
Word Processors: 

 65.00 
Excellence 2   100.00 
Kind words 2   37.00 
Pen Pal   63.00 
Pretext v4.3 ,   50 00 

Frotexl v5.5  
Prop Write v3.1  

 103.00 
 103.00 

Quickwrile   43.00 
Scribble Platinum   43.00 
Transwrtte 2   32.00 
Turbo Text .......  50.00 
Wordworlh   90.00 
CAD: 
3D Consiructioo   45.00 
Design 3D   60.00 
Professional Draw 2   90.00 
UTtUTtESi 
BBC Emulator   36.00 
CrossDOS Transfer   25.00 
Directory Manager ,  36.00 
Disk Master 2   50.00 
Doctor Ami   41.00 
Quarterback Toots   57.00 
GRAPHICS: 
Animation Studio   80.00 
Deluxe Ptiotolab   57.00 
Image 3D Modelling   170.00 
ReaJ 30   120.00 
Deluxe Paint 3   50.00 
Deluxe Paint 4   65.00 
Deluxe PTint 2   33.00 
Deluxe Video 3   ..70,00 
PRINTER RIBBONS: call 
BOOKS: 
Amsga DOS In & Out   19.00 
Arrvga DOS Manual 3e   23.00 
Amsga Desktop Video   19.00 
Kids A The Amiga   15.00 
Learning C lor Beginners   18.50 
Amiga for Beginners   18.50 
Amiga Basic inside 8. Out   20.00 
AmrgaC for Beginners   18.50 
Amiga C Adv. Programmers   32.50 

Please phone for details of other Amiga products in stock. 
All prices are in £ and include VAT. Please add £3.00 for UK P&P. 

Telephone order payment by: 

or send cheque, Postal Orders or Eurocheque to: 
T. K. COMPUTERWARE 

STONE STREET, NORTH STANFORD, 
ASHFORD, KENT TN25 6DF, ENGLAND 

White Knight T©<sfa©]l©gy 

AMIGA Specialists 

Commodore 
AMIGA 

A1500 Witti NEW Workbench 2 £564.99 
A1500 + Colour Stereo Monitor £799.99 
CDTV (+ FREE Lemmings etc) £474.99 
A3000 & A3000T also available £ CALL 

Machines sre supplied with full 
Commodore software packages 

ALL OTHER COMMODORE 
HARDWARE SUPPLIED 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
COMMODORE A2286 

'PC-AT' BRiDGEBQARD 
£299,99 

COMMODORE A2620 
6S020/68881 ACCELERATOR 
+ 2Mb RAM- - A1 500/2000 ONLY 

£374.99 
SUPRA RAM 500RX 

With 2Mb Fitted 
£144.99 

I   WORKBENCH 2JM 
■ UPG RACE for ASOO/1500/2000 I 
| £79.95 | 

AMIGA SOFTWARE ALSO SUPPLIED 
AT COMPETTn VE PRICES 

AMIGA Upgrades 
WAPD TlRTVEJi 

ROC HARD 42Mb CE ForASOO £319.99 
GVPHD8+ 52Mb SCSI For A500 £359.99 
GVP HC8+- 52Mb SCSI ForA1500 £279.99 

«Win Arr-FT TJPATOPS 
GVP Combo 22Mhz Accelerator for 
A1500/2000. Inc 1Mb of 32-Bit RAM 
(exp. 13Mb) + SCSI Controller. £549.99 
COMMODORE A2630 Accelerator for 
A1500/2000, Inc 2Mb of 32-Bit RAM 
(exp. 4Mb) 25MHz 030 / 882     £674 99 
GVP Combo 33Mhz Accelerator for 
A1500/2000. Inc 4Mb of 32-Bit RAM 
(exp. 16Mb) + SCSI Controller. £699.99 
GVP A3O50, SOMhz Accelerator for 
A1500/2000. 4Mb + IDECont. £1599,99 

iwwinArrFTiPaATnps 
GVP G-Force 68040 Accelerator for 
ASOOO only. 28MHz, 22 Mips ! £1774.99 
PPftS 28MHz 68040 Accelerator for 
ASOOO only. £1299.99 
PP&S 68040 Accelerator for A1500/2000 
28MHz inc, 4Mb of 32-BH RAM £1599.99 

GRAPHICS/ VIDEO 
GVP IMPACT VISION 24-Bft Cofour 
Board (1500/2000/3000) from £1549.99 
DCTV (PAL Version) £ 479,99 
REN DALE 8802 Genlock        £ 159.99 

I We supply: PRINTERS. DISK DRIVES, MONITORS. MODEMS. SCANNERS t?/c ■ 
i If you can't see what you require then call to discuss your requirements, 1 

i TOu can call us 7 DAYS A WEEK . until 10pm ! 

Phone / Fax   (0992) 714539 
Specialist Help Available After 6.30pm 

PO BOX 2395,WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS, HNS 7HQ 

PRICES INCLUDE 
VAT & POSTAGE. 

ADD £ m00 
FOR COURIER 

DELIVERY 

THEMATIC CLIP ART 
Each disk contains between 115 and 270 original, high quality, Images for use with Amiga art 

and OTP programmes - Deluxe Paint, Pro Page, Word worth. Penpal, etc. 
1. Pets    2. Castles, cottages and churches   3. Trees 

4. Signs and symbols   5. Wild Animals 
£6.99 each - Buy 3 or more for £6 each - Over 900 images for only £30 

Inclusive of 1 st class P&P. 

}       J Please make cheques/PO $ payable to ARTWORKS. 
1» Pond V*«wt W ootton, Ul o*by, S.Hum berside. DN3fl 6SF » 0469 5BS13B 4St 

Orders normally dispatched within 4Bhrs or immediately after cheque clearance. AP 

THIS IS IT! 

C and Assembler programming for the Amiga. 
In just 12 comprehensive lessons even beginners can learn how to use COPPER, 
BUTTER, HAM, OVERSCAN, INTERRUPTS, BOBS, SPRITES, and a whole lot more. 
By the end of the course, and with a little practice you should be able to write your 
own programmes, either for fun or for business. 
The course, successful running i n Denmark for some years, is now availableto YOU I 
Each lesson costs £12.00 and will be sent out monthly on receipt of payment. Two 
disks are also available at £10.00 each to enhance your enjoyment of the course. 
Should you pay for all twelve lessons in advance, these disks wil I be sent to you free 
- a saving of £20,00! 

Please send me the first lesson in DataSchool's correspondence course for: 
C programming □        Assembler □ 

/ enclose a cheque for £ J 2.00 per course payable to DataSchool for the first lesson 
Name: *  
Address:........ .......... .........   
Send to: DataSchool, PO Box 2550, London N19 5AF, Tel; 071-272 6981. 



VIDEO 

■ List under a year ago I was 
I extolling the virtues of 

imagine (the First 
Generation). Now Impulse 

has released version 2, and packed 
it with new features and improve- 
ments. So, I'll be giving you a brief 
update on that. As well as this, 111 
he taking a look at RayDance, 
possibly the fastest ray-tracing 
software for the Amiga. What's 
more, there's a review of 
SurfaceMaster and MapMaster- 
two new products which promise to 
add clout to your animations. 

In case you've been vfsiting 
relatives on Mars, you probably don't 

Gary Whiteley steps into the third 

dimension with a review of 

Imagine 2, along with MapMaster 

and SurfaceMaster to add new 

texture and life to your animations 

- plus a preview of RayDance 

With new objects like this Porsche you can make some 
great pictures. The lights are 'fog objects' which also 
emit light - giving a soft, diffused look 
know that imagine just might be the 
leading-edge 3D-modelling and 
animation program currently available 
for the Amiga. It can be a pig to use, 
but the results can be exceptional. 
The release of Imagine 2 continues 
the journey which began some years 
ago with Stiver, one of the first ray 
tracing programs for the Amiga, 

IMAGINE 2 - 
THE NEXT GENERATION 
ltHs apparent that the Impulse team 
has been hard at work, because in 
addition to all the new bells and 
whistles there is at last a decent 
manual provided - redressing what 
was, in my opinion, Imagined worst 
failing. Novice users should now be 

able to get a grip on 
what the program 
does by studying the 
manual. Presented 
almost as one long 
tutorial, the manual 
works in short(ish) 
stages through aif 
the program's 
features, building up 
a foundation of 
knowledge as the 
reader progresses. It 
isn't perfect yet - 
the Index has a lot 
of gaps and is 
strangely located 
before the end of the 
book! But it is the 
first one they've ever 
had, so perhaps I'm 
being a bit unfair. 

And a little more illustration wouldn't 
go amiss. Still, 500% for effort. 

imagine 2 is now supplied on 
four disks - and includes a collection 
of great new objects] As before there 
are two versions of the program - 
one for turbocard users and one for 
those without. And it all installs 
painlessly on hard disk. So many 
improvements have been made that 
it's simpler just to list them than to 
describe them all in depth. (See 
boxout opposite). 

CHOOSE YOUR POISON 
One of my favourite new features is 
the Preferences editor, which is a 
real time-saver when used 
intelligently. With Preferences (not to 

imagine can now turn bitmap fonts 
directly Into objects - like the 
letters in this image. Firework 
effects, spotlights and clouds are 
also illustrated 

ves 

be confused with AmigaDOS 
Preferences, you understand) any of 
the menu commands can be added 
to a row of labelled buttons at the 
bottom of the screen. All of 
imagine's edit screens (Forms, 
Detail, cycle, Stage and Action) can 
have their own set of buttons. So by 
adding the commands you use most, 
all you have to do is click on the 
button and it's activated. In addition, 
many of the preset parameters such 
as screen colours, default display 
mode, function keys and rendering 
presets can be easily swapped or 
added to, making Imagine even more 
powerful. Configuration files can be 
saved and loaded later, so you could 
define specialised set-ups if you 
needed to, and load them as you 
wished, 

I get the impression that once 

IMAGINE 2.0: NEW FEATURES 

Quickrender feature - Render the scene from any of the edit windows in any 
preset or user defined format, 

Set up on-screen user buttons to short cut those trips to the overloaded 
Pulldown Menu bars. By adding your favourite commands as buttons you can 
access them with a simple click of the mouse. 
Action Editor is now separate from the Stage Editor, making access easier. 

There's a new Preferences option which makes reconfiguring the program 
characteristics really simple. Select the options you want to change, add a 
name, or other parameter, save and use. Much better than the previous, 
confusing way. 

The Cycle Editor now uses the 'Onion Skin,' so that you can see the last 
move you made - helping you make the next move more accurately. 
Improved handling of brush mappEng1 with auto scaling on to objects. 

New feature to select areas of objects to be mapped onto. 

Direct support for bitmap fonts - Select a font, type in the text and it's 
converted into a 3D object- 

New feature to define different areas of an object as Smooth or Sharp (ie 
Phong shaded or not). 

New feature to give.an object or light "fogginess" - for making items such 
as clouds, water, snow or more realistic, diffused lights. 

Several new Effects have been included - Boing, Fireworks, Flash, Ripple2 
and Tumble. 

Stereo 3D returns by popular demand - Use 3D LCD glasses to make 3D 
animations come to life. 

Direct support for DCTV files. Also direct support for Impulses' Firecracker 
board, which looks like it won't be available in a PAL version though. 

Redesign of the entire interface to conform with WB2.Q look. 
Greatly improved Forms Editor - At last we can make objects which make 
sense. (Or at least more sense than they used to). 
New textures Include Water, which is particularly good and Pastella, which 
provides a sort of blended camouflage effect. 
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VIDEO 

RAYDANCE 

A PRE 

While we're on the subject of 3D 
programs I thought you may be 
interested in hearing about some 
recent software from the US 
which looks quite interesting. 

It's called RayDance, costs $99.95 and it's produced 
by Radiance Software, which claims it may be the fastest 
Amiga ray-tracing software around. 

RayDance is a script-based ray tracer, providing a 
number of unusual functions. I was intrigued to fearn that 
it can 'grow* fractal trees, and produce fractal landscapes 
and 3D Mandelbrot mountains- It can a J so produce soft 
shadows and haze and use cloned objects to produce 
scenes with millions of polygons. All in addition to more 
mundane features such as 24-bit or 8-bit output, HAM 
and wireframe previews, tweening of shapes, surfaces, 
colours, bump maps and object positions, 
hierarchical object grouping, bump and texture 
mapping, lathing and extrusion (...phew!). RayDance 
also imports Videoscape/Modeler 3D objects. 

I've been looking at a demo version (non-turbo 
and turbo versions provided) and J was pretty 
impressed by the pictures and animations I saw, The 
demo gives a good taster for the re a i thing, though it 
can only use around 1400 polygons and its picture 
rendering is interrupted every 15 minutes or so until a 
requester is clicked to continue. There is also no 
manual (over 200 pages long with the full' version), 
so it's a tittle difficult to figure out exactly how to 
make that tree that tempted you to RayDance in the 
first place. 

Nevertheless, there are a number of sample 
scripts provided which can be examined and rendered 
and which will give you an insight into many of the 
program's capabilities. 

Being script based, some form of text editor is 
required, I found the idea of having to write' a scene to 
be a major drawback - the last time I had to do this was 
with Videosoape (and that's a few years ago!). But I can t 
say I really tried with RayDance - I simply didn't have the 
time to experiment without the manual, though judging by 
the potential results, I think it may be worth putting up 
with this shortcoming. A graphical 3D layout editor is 
apparently in the pipeline which may address this 
problem, though I have no further details. 

There's an on-screen user interface for loading scripts 
and setting up the rendering characteristics, where 
screen sizes can be selected and other functions such as 
reflection depth and shadows are determined and there 

VIEW 

An illustration of one of RayDance's unique 
functions - tree creation. It's even got leaves! 

The power of bump and texture mapping Is clearly 
demonstrated on the vases, while in the distance 
the Haze function blurs the sky and ground together 

is also a gauge to show the rendering progress. 
Reasonable on-line help is included with the program, 

so that if you're unsure about a function a short 
description can be quickly obtained. 

Sadly, the current (1.0) version of RayDance does not 
save any of its custom objects in a form usable by other 
3D software, though I was informed that version 1.1 will 
fix this and will be available as a free upgrade to 
registered users, 

RayDance requires at least 1Mb of RAM and two 
floppy drives, though most rendering will require more 
RAM. An accelerator would be helpful - likewise a hard 
disk drive. 

A fractal tree In a fractal world. What will they think of next? 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Ray dance demo version , 
plus shipping 
direct from Radiance Software 
2715 Klein kd, San Jose, 
CA 95148, USA 
« 0101 408 270 7420 
or Fish Disk 585 

$5,00 

Ray dance full version.„ 
plus shipping and handling 
[check for exott costs) 
from Radiance Software 

.„ $99.95 

3D SCANNING 

Many of the objects on the 
Imagine Objects disk are 
created by Viewpoint, from Utah 

USA, which scans En 3D, Impulse is 
now issuing additional object disks - 
Disk One is just out containing, 
among others, an AHosaurus 
dinosaur, a horse, an AH64 heli- 
copter, a Mack truck and an A-10 
Tankbuster aircraft, plus ships, cars, 
and anatomy objects, etc. These will 
retail for $129.95 in the US - keep 
your eyes open for them over here! 

again there's been further 
improvement in rendering speed, 
even in the non-turbo version. I'm 
always impressed by Impulses' 
ability to squeeze more out of the 
program than before, 

imagine 2 is not just a facelift 
and a few bug fixes - it really does 
add more power to your elbow. Now, 
how does that car engine work.... 

You can E-Mail Gary Whitetey as 
drgaz@clx. compullnk.co. uk. 

more video overleaf 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Imagine 2   ..... £269 
by Impulse, Inc. 
8416 Xerxes Ave. North 
Brooklyn Park, MN 5S444 USA 

Distributed in UK by: 
Computed! Services, 87 victor Gdns, 
Hawkwell 
Hockley 
Essex SS54DY 
«/Fax 0702 206165 

CHECKOUT 

IMAGINE 2 

Ease of Use • • • 
A program where you get out what you put 
in. Hard work pays dividends. 

Features • • • • 
Loads, and still room for more. 

Documentation    • • • • 
Vastly improved. 

Quality • • • • 
Any output from 2 colour lo-res to 24-bit, 

Price Value • # • # 
A reasonably priced, high flying contender 
in the 3D stakes, 

Overall rating mmmm 

imagine 2 might not be the easiest 3D 
program to use. but there are so many 
features, and so many options, that it's 
almost certainly one of the most flexible. 
I'm still impressed. 
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VIDEO 

MAPMASTER & 

SURFACEMASTER 

Gary Whiteley 

looks at MapMas 

and SurfaceMash 

new products wh 

promise to add 

new dimensions I 

your animations 

So - you've bought your copy 
of Imagine and you're 
gearing up to produce some 
stunning 24-bit animations, 

You've got a great idea, and you've 
got ail the objects ready to roll. 
Only - you Just can't seem to work 
out how to make that glass look 
right, the chrome shine as it should 
or how to drape that background 
with the pattern of your dreams. 

I'm not surprised, because it can 
be difficult getting to grips with all 
the possible of Attribute, Texture and 
Brush Mapping that imagine offers. 
Even experienced users have gone 
through hell and high water exploring 
some of the more remote regions of 
imagine in their search for buried 
treasure (gold, diamond and other 
attributes, I mean)* 

But despair no more - help is at 
hand. American Louis Markoya (a 
time-served and respected hand in 
the Amiga graphics community) has 
come up trumps with a couple of 
reference works which open up new 
worlds at the touch of a mouse. 

MapMaster and SurfaceMaster 
are two separate packages designed 

■IVi 

8 COLOUR IFF IMAGE 

ALTITUDE MAPPING AN ORANGE WITH IMAGINE 

An illustrated How-to, courtesy of Dr Gaz. Make an IFF brush, 
wrap it on to an orange sphere as an Altitude (Bump) Map 
and Hey Presto! A mouth watering grey orangel 

than what its actual shape is. 
Think about it like this - you want 

a shiny chequered floor, gold fittings 
and a panoramic view from a window 
for the 3D palace you're building. 
Let's take the view first. In the real 
world the objects you see through a 
window have to actually exist, though 
you could use a picture window to 

• • REQUIREMENTS 
To make full use of both MapMaster and SurfaceMaster, Impulse 
Inc s Imagine software is obviously required, though the slide 
shows will run on any Amiga with 1Mb of memory. Some of the 
MapMaster demos for Imagine will require up to 4Mb of memory to 
render. A hard drive and a turbo hoard would also help greatly. 

not only to demonstrate the many 
possibilities which Imagine offers for 
putting the clout into otherwise 
lifeless objects, but also to provide 
you with some new attributes and 
images to experiment with and 
incorporate into your own work. 

But first some technical stuff, as 
a few descriptions are in order for 
those who thought that maps were 
something that Boy Scouts got 
caught in their woggles. 

As one of the leading 3D- 
modelling and animation programs 
for the Amiga, Imagine provides 
many facilities for producing 
marvellous looking objects. Some of 
the most important of these are 
more to do with how an object looks 

obscure a particularly nasty view. In 
a computer 3D world it's possible to 
build all the objects which you will 
see through the window, but this is 
usually wasteful of both memory and 
rendering power, unless you're going 
to move outside the window at some 
potnt. The solution is to MAP a 
graphic image (perhaps a nice 
landscape) into the window area to 
provide the view. This is easily 
achieved by importing a suitable 
picture from a paint program or 
scanner and using it as a brush, 
hence the term Brush Mapping. The 
floor could be made by giving it a 
chequered surface texture (Texture 
Mapping), while the gold objects are 
produced by manipulating their 

Attributes (the 
properties which 
define the physical 
appearance of the object). 

Another mapping example is that 
of an orange, If you were to try to 
model one you'd end up with a 
spherical shape covered with tiny 
dimples - an object composed of 
maybe thousands of points and 
polygons. Although it would look like 
an orange, such an object would use 
excessive amounts of memory and 
take much too long to model. This is 
where Altitude Mapping (or Bump or 
Elevation mapping) comes to the 
rescue. It works like this.,. 

Use a paint program such as 
Deluxe Paint to make a grey scale IFF 
or brush image (16 colours or less 
will usually do). For the orange skin a 

To show off all of SurfaceMaster's attributes I made a 
cone and copied it 24 times. I loaded a new attribute 
on to each of the cloned cones, leaving the last plain 
for comparison. To see any reflection and refraction 
effects I made a chequered floor (using Check Texture), 
and added 2 spherical white lights above the scene 

colour cycled spray of dots ranging 
from dark grey to white on a plain 
background should suffice. Use this 
as an Altitude map to wrap over the 
surface of a simple orange coloured 
spherical object, The result will be a 
convincing looking orange which 
takes only a fraction of the time, 
effort and memory to produce than a 
modelled one. You can see the 
results in the illustration. By the way, 
this is also how details such as 
heads and tails are put on coins, and 
those flash looking backgrounds for 
television are produced. 

imagine has three ways of 
affecting how an object looks, First 

continued an page 87 

3D POWER USERS 

3D programs such as imagine, Real 3D r Ray Dance, all benefit from having 
plenty of memory and a hard drive to load and save images with, Because 
rendering with 3D programs is tough on your computer's data processing 
department, it s often advisable to have an accelerator board as well, 
otherwise the poor old Amiga is continually tied up just producing pictures. 
This might seem a lot of extra hardware if you just have a plain Amiga 500 
and are wondering whether to get into 3D animation, but lrm afraid that's 
the way it is, Producing quality, ray-traced images requires a lot of power and 
storage capacity. Take heart, you can still make great animations in lores 
HAM. Remember - it's not always the quality that counts. If the content 
stinks, it doesn't really matter how good the quality is - it's still going to flop. 
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EARN £POUNDS with your 

*, MICRO 
Financial Security - New car -Holiday 

Your Micro cun give you of this and MORH* The rnukc and power 
is irrelevant - Any micro will become a goldmine if you follow just a 
lew simple instructions. 
Working For others will never get you rich - but we will show how 
working from home can open the door to undreamed of riches. You 
already posess the tools to guarantee your financial security - n<?w take 
the most important step of your life and send for our FULL 
information pack detailing how to set up your own 

HOME MICRO BASED BUSINESS 
NOTE - unlike several other advertisers we do NOT offer just a small flimsy 
printed booklet of ideas, but we DO offer a complete get you started package 
i Deluding training, refers nee male rial, cut price sources, software and backup. 

For FREE details, send SAE to 
'PFV, 3 Greaves Way, Bishops Itehington, Warks, CV33 QFY 

11%% E 

5 □ T T kii 
Tel: 0626 779695 

Day or evening 

Educational 

e
y Programmes 

Written by experienced 
teachers. 

88% in ST Format June 91 
Trade enquiries welcome 

Do you want to see your children use the computer for something 
other than shoot-em-ups? 
Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick? 
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out 
which button does what? QBSEi 

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for 

Send SAE for information or disk/50p for demos, state computer 

To: C.V.S. 16 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon. TQ14 9NH 

ASTROLOGY 
TEACH YOURSELF with our STARTER PACK 

Comprises a simple program to calculate a horoscope, 
an introductory booklet & 2 self-teaching programs 

(how to interpret the horoscope). 
Only £12,50 - No previous knowledge required 

Payment by Access/Visa, Cheque eta 
Or send for free catalogue of our wide range of programs for 
PROFESSIONAL ASTROLOGERS isae (36p about 9" x 7") 

Progression, transits, harmonics, midpoints, eta 
Superb graphics, 5000 year ephmeris, etc (from £25). 

Also GRAPHOLOGY, NUMEROLOGY, etc 

ASTROCALC 
(DEPT AS), 67 Peascroft Road, Hemel Hempstead, 

Herts. HP3 8ER, England. Tel: 0442 251809 

Complete Mail Order Service <A 

DMSMW VIDEO 

The specialist in Ofa 
Video Graphics H% 

Telephone 0792-297660 

Send 3 x 1st class stamps for Amiga Info Disk - Product Guide available 
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BRITAIN'S Hoi Sound Sampling 
System "EVERY AMIGA OWNER 
SHOULD HAVE IT" - Amiga formal 

TECHN0S0UND 

Worth £39.99 - FREE when you purchase any 
one of the following: 

ROMBO   » Complete Colour Solution ..£149.99 
#Vidi Amiga £119.99 
• RGB Colour Splitter ..£79.95 
• Take 2 Animation £99,95 

£7 OFF 

RHP £39.99 

DAaTA 
SCAN 
Pro GS 
V2.02 

Pandoal hand 
scanner with latest 
greyscale software 
£129.99 

TECHN0S0UND TURBO WHEN 
PURCHASED SEPARATELY 

£32.99 (INCLUDES AUDIO LEADS) 

FIRECREST DISTRIBUTION 
P.O. Box 39, 
ABERGAVENNY, GWENT NP7 6XL 
TEL (0873) 850028 

ADD £2.00 P&P 
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FREE PD Software ^Q 

Six 100 Page Magazines 

,      Technical Advice - Discounts 

£19 a year includes £1 joining fee. 

FREE PD CATALOGUE DISK ON 

JOINING.  We support all CBM 

Machines and PC compatibles. 

1991 back issues £2.50 each. 

O SAE for details to Jack S. Cohen 

O  PO Box 1309 London N3 2UT. 

ICPUG 

CALL 
081^346-0050 
after 6.00pm 

Call for overseas rates, 

°°   X N 3 <**1 

AMIGA REPAIRS & SPARES 
5721 Busier. £16.00 
ROM VI .2 .,£30,00 
ROM V1.3 £30.00 
ROM V2.04 £45,00 
41256 Dram £3.00 
414256 Dram £7.50 
68000 MPU , £24.00 
MSM 6242 Clock £12.00 

8371 i Meg Agnus < £35.00 
8372A 1 Meg Agnus ... £50.00 
5719 Gary £24,00 
8364 Paula ♦ £35 00 
8362 Oenise . £29.00 
8373 Denise £39.00 
S520CIA £17.00 
Workbench V2 Kit £83.00 

Many other parts available 
Genuine Amiga 500 service manuals now in stock .... ......£19.95 
A very limited^stock of A500 + Rev 8A boards £160,00 

(Rev 8A boards require Gary, Paula, Denise, ROMr MPU and 2 x 8520) 
Amiga Modulator .£28.00   A500 Internal Drive „„ £55.00 
I Meg Ram + Clock , £33 00 
\ Meg Ram... £30.00 
1 Meg Ram for A500 Plus £54.00 

All prices include postage and packing. 

A500 PSU £45,00 
Amiga Mouse,,,, .£30.00 
Boot Selector , .........£20.00 
ROM Selector £30 00 

Fast Amiga repairs - Phone for details. 
ACE Repairs, Dept AS, Outways Farm, Pelynt, Looe, 
mm Cornwall PL13 2NW 

(0503) 220282 CB VISA 

PALATINE COMPUTERS LTD 

P0 BOX 35 * SOUTH SHORE • BLACKPOOL 

* AlOTonkiOfef  MifM 
* Atr Sea land  «JEI 7*50 
* Board Genfcs ..~~.tt5.00 

Celtic Le^eeds. 124 JO 
* Dragon Wurs ™JH3J0 

Oos Boot, .€24.00 
* Eye of Beholder 2  £16,50 
* F15$tita£agle2 £17.50 
* J.H.GoH £17,50 
* Kid Pix .£10.00 

Knights of The Sky .£27.99 
* Lemmings.. „.£13,00 

Ml Tank Platoon.... JE24.00 
* Medieval Worr £13,00 

Mega lo Manio * £24-00 
Megatraveller 2... £18.00 
%29«„   X2&00 
Mraibas*...*—* ._M„.£2O\00 

* Railroad Tycooo .£17.50 
Heverending Story 2 ™.„.£2IO0 

* Super Base 2,_+ 

* Mouse.-  
* Tmd&aH  
* fighter Joystick. 
* Turbo Pro—^ 
* Turbo 2—  
* Mega Board  
* 1Mb Upgrade... 

Bars and Pipes*. 
Big Band.**.......,. 
Jam «   
Power works*.,,.. 
VidL._  

* SIM City Pop.*.. 
* HendoH „ 
% Heart of Chitto.** 
* Knights of Sky*. 

Ork  
Moonstone........ 

,™.™JE5U0 
- £10,00 
 £1100 
....,...,,.£10,00 
« £4,00 
,*„._„..£6.00 
 £20.00 
 .£20,00 
 £11&00 
 ^£13$,00 
„ 172*00 
** £82*00 
 £10100 
 £1100 
 £17*50 
 .£17.50 
 £17.50 
 £15*00 
 ***£23*00 
• £26*00 

— 

17-50% DISCOUNT. PHQHEFOtfWCE ADD £150 FOR PQSJAHD PAWNS 
mux mm MX (0253) m 435 

m SOtiJH WW] 66278 HORW10253) 780 435 
J 

P.O* Rax 144, Mexborough, 
South Yorkshire $64 9SL 

Teh (0709) 798088 
10am - 8pm Mon-Fri 

10am - 3pm Sat 

THE FRIENDLY P.D. LIBRARY WITH 
OVER 2200 PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS 

TO CHOOSE FROM. 
We carry the complete Collections of Fred Fish, T- 

BAG, Topik, Macro, Scope, N.ZAUG,t AMOS 
P.D., & DejaVu Licenseware. 

DISK PRICES 
1-9 £1.25 each 

10 19 XL10 each {+1 disk free) 
20 or more £1.00 each (+2 disks free) 

Cat disk with free game and full lists of utilities, 
tfames, demos, music disks, slide shows, 
animations and lots more info - only SOp 

The complete Fred Fish lists an disk 5Op 
10 Blank disks £4.50 
10 Blanks + box £5.50 

License ware £3.50 each, 
£5.50 for a two disk act. 

All Liceiueware is supplied with the official 
Dcja Vu label, and a free single disk case. 
Please make chequesIP.O'spayable to Digitz 

* ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED ★ 
No minimum order, same day despatch 

We pay the postage (UK) 
European orders please add 20p per disk. 

Rest of world please add 50p per disk. 

PD BUSINESS PACK 
A500 Plus compatible. Includes a text 
editor, spell checker, databases, spread 
sheet, copier etc 6 disks £6.00 

GAMES PACK 
A500 Plus compatible. Includes Air Ace 
2, Tricky, Go-Moku, Nestor, Tiles, Ball 
Sys and Euchre  ,...5 disks £5.00 

JUNIOR GAMES PACK 
Includes Drip, Frog, Ladybug, Pac, 
Shark, Galactic Worm, Cat & Mouse & 
Five In Line . „.5 disks £5,00 

HAM RADIO PACK 
Full of Ham Radio utilities ...,6 disks £6,00 

UTILITIES 
KING JAMES BIBLE 4 disks of text 
NCOMM V2.0 with arexx support 
BBASEII V5.3 friendly data-base 
COLOUR FONTS 6 disks for dpaint3 
600 BUSINESS LETTERS .templates 
TEXTENG1NEV3 tidy text editor 
HAVEN VOL 1 & 2.„.hardware mod docs 
SID VI ,6 the best directory util 
DPTI UT1LS 2 with diskmaster v3.2 
PCQ PASCAL a pascal compiler 
PERM CHECK dinky pools program 
A68K 68000 assembler 
D-COPY V2.0 disk copier 
ZEROVIRUS & BO0TX V4,40.good killers 
A64 a C64 emulator 
ST EMULATOR English version 
TEXTPLUS 2.2E nice word processor 
AM I BASE V3.67 „.very good database 
ELECTRO CAD .........design your circuits 
M-CAD.,  „ amiga cad p rogram 
C MANUAL V2.00... two disks for C 
MED V3.2G new version music editor 
ANALYT1CALC powerful spreadsheet 

IUNICOPY neat disk copier 

MESSYSIDII handles PC files 
SUPER-DUPER a copier that knows 
HAM RADIO UTILS ,^17 disks to choose 

GAMES 
STORYLAND 2 .. activity adventure 
BOUNCE N BLAST brilliant 
JETMAN tidy arcade game 
WORLD good text adventure 
EAT MIME addictive boulderdash 
ESCAPE (lmeg) great game tidy gfx 
LABYRINTH 2 roleplay adventure 
KIDS PAINT neat paint package 
NADROJ in d & d style 
QUIK AND SILVA a real addictive game 
ARCADIA „„good Amos breakout 
ETHOS ......tidy text/gfx adventure 
PROPERTY MARKET make your millions 
M AH JONG ...nice gfx good game 
STAR TREK 2 disk space voyage 
SHAPES (lmegl.. addictive puzzle 
OUCH clobber those moles 
MEGABALL ...a great game of breakout 
CARD SHARP patience rules 
LAZER-Z0NE , arcade blast em! 
DUNGEON DELVER..2 dish arcade adventure 
HOLLYWOOD TRIVIA an interesting quiz 
CHESS PUZZLE use those grey cells 
PIXIE KINGDOM...........2 disk arcade quest 
SEA LANCE strategy at sea 
POM POM a very good blast em game 
TWIWTRIS tetris for two 
PROJECT 1 ...blast the enemy 
BLIZZARD an arcade type space game 
JEOPARD (Imeg) classic strategy 

SLIDE-SHOWS 
THUNDERBIRDS.... a must for fans 
THE INVISIBLE WORLD very interesting 
DEMONS III great music & pics 

HYPERDISK 1 good pics and story 
AM EGA PARTY GRAPHICS...neat cc-mp piccys 
NEPTUNE PIX... 2 disks of satellite pics 

DEMOS 
HARDWIRED (1 meg), cool 2 disk demo 
CDTV ATTACK .2 disks - great sounds 
GUARDIAN DRAGON..tidy gfx from Kefrens 
INFINITE DREAMS cool demo 
PULLING THE TRIGGER (lmegl« Jove this 
BEATLES DEMO (1 meg)...unusual 2 disker 
REBELS MEGA II .neat gfx 
DIGITAL INNOVATIONS ....nice one anarchy 
DECAYING PARADISE (lmeg) ..great vectors 
RED EMPATHY (lmeg) 2 disks great gfx 

MUSIC 
BRUNOS MUSIC BOX 2 disks - amusing 
AMIGA DEUS great classical sounds 
MANIC RAVES.... 2 disks - good beat 
STAR DREK 2 disk comedy 
JOURNEY INTO SOUND and so it is 
LOONY TUNES.......neat gfx & catchy beat 
VOGUE CD PLAYER...looks and sounds good 
VIVALDI 2 disk classical 
BABY SITTIN BOOGIE .funny sampled song 

ANIMATIONS 
BUZZED (3meg) brill 3 disks 
VIETNAM CONFLICT (1 meg) ..plane combat 
AT THE MOVIES 2 (1/4 meg) 4 disk fun 
THE LEMMINGS (lmeg) anim with a moral 
ATF AGILITY (1 meg) antics in the sky 
PUGGS IN SPACE cute little alien 
TERMINAL (lmegl doctor help 
THE B0INGS (lmegl xute ray traced guys 
CONG AM AN (lmeg) beat dem drums 
DOCTOR A (lmeg) good sculpt anim 
THE DATING GAME (3meg) ...animal antics 



VIDEO 

BUBBLES 

nip • 11 

A glimpse of some of the 16 colour IFF Images provided 
with MapMaster. They're all 640 x 400 grey scale 
images, so those of you reading in black and white 
needn't worry. Use 'em for brush mapping, but 
especially for Altitude mapping - they look superb 
continued f ram page 84 

techniques - 
which are mouse- 
driven via point 
and click mini- 
picture menus. 
Both shows were 
put together using 
the Director 
program, but 
there's no need 
for you to have 
this in your 
software collection 
as a player is 
included. All you 
need do is click on 
the main icon, 
wait for the slide 
show to load, and 
choose your 
subject. 
MapMaster has 18 
slides to select 
from, 

SurfaceMaster 15. One point, though 
- because the palettes have been 
optimised in the demos the images 
do not truly represent the full quality 
of Imagine's output. Nevertheless, 
short of rendering the screens 

SURFACE 
MRSTER I 

rEKTURES 

there's Brush Mapping, which 
includes Colour, Filter and Reflection, 
as well as Altitude, and which allows 
a picture to be wrapped on to an 
object. Secondly there are the 
Attributes - combinations of 
Colour, Reflectivity, Specularity, 
Hardness, Roughness, Dithering 
and Shininess, as well as an Index 
of Refraction - which give an object 
the impression of being made of 
glass, metal, plastic, water, crystal 
or whatever. Thirdly there's Texture 
Mapping, which provides a way of 
making a textured looking surface 
by manipulating a predefined data 
file to give the impression of 
Bricks, Checks, Dots and so on. To 
add that final twist, it is possible to 
combine up to four textures, four 
images and one attribute for any 
single object! 

MapMaster concentrates on the Param*te's «f the "nagtoe Wood Texture 

SURFACEMASTER 
Zooming closer in on SurfaceMaster 
leads us to a single disk and a well 
written manual, with a commentary 
on all the images in the slide show, 
hints and tips on texture and 
attribute mapping and plenty of 
useful supplementary information. 

The disk contains a set of 
around 20 new attributes, including 
chrome, steel, emerald and 
diamond, sets of objects for 
rendering quality versions of the 
demo slides with Imagine, and the 
slide show, as well as its player* 

The demo images are of good 
quality, and cover a wealth of 
subjects concerning attribute 
settings and texture mapping. 
Everything from colour, reflection and 
filter settings to different wood and 
pebble textures are illustrated. 

There Es a batch of objects 
provided which include various 
examples of texture parameters. If 
you've had problems using any of 
Imagines textures (and who hasn't), 
these files provide handy pointers as 
to where you may have gone wrong. 

TULIP IIRCH        NRHDCaiY CHEEP!"' 

• • • # 
DDK nut RED CEMft    2EIRR UDM 

RED HflNQGRHV HKK IfflLNUT        ASH UFLHUT 

How to make different woods by varying the colours and 

aspects of Image mapping, 
SurfaceMaster on Attributes and 
Texture mapping, but both have a 
common system for demonstrating 
how the various effects work... 
Interactive Slide Shows. These are 
collections of IFF images which show 
variations and combinations of the 
relevant subjects - Brush Mapping, 
Attributes or Texture mapping 

yourself (which is the recommended 
way to see results), the quality is 
very high and all the images are 
detailed and educational. Because 
they were rendered on an American 
NTSC Amiga there's a slight 
drawback in that the images are 
smaller than our normal UK screen 
sizes, but this certainly doesn't 
detract much from their usefulness. 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Brush wrapping - Wrapping an IFF image on to a 3D object to give it a new 
surface appearance. 

tfex of refraction - Light is bent as it passes from one transparerv 
medium to another (eg from air to glass). The Index of Refraction is used 
to represent this relative deviation, with standard figures usually being 
used to represent glass, water, air. diamond etc. Higher Index values 
cause more bending and more reflectivity. 

Bring - A method of producing smoother colour graduations by mixing 
one colour with another to give the appearance of a third. Uses le 

MAPMASTER 
MapMaster is the 
heavyweight of the 
pair, weighing in 
with three disks 
and manual 
containing hints, 
tips and guidance. 
Two of the disks 
are dedicated to 
IFF images for 
mapping, while the 
other holds the 
slide show, 
objects, and 
projects for 
Imagine to render. 
The demo images 

are of good quality, well laid out, and 
informative. On the whole i think I 
prefer MapMaster" s presentation, 
because the layout is better and 
slightly more interactive. 

The IFF files are high quality, 16 
colour grey scale images in 640 x 
400 resolution (NTSC strikes again!). 
But size, as they say, isn t everything 
- these images wrap as well as any 
640 x 512 PAL pictures. While grey 
scale images produce rather dull 
results with Colour Mapping, they are 
essential for the Reflection, Filter 
and Altitude mapping methods, 
which take the magnitude of their 
effects from the levels of white or 
black in the image. With Altitude 
Mapping pure white produces the 
most elevated areas, pure black the 
least. Reflection and Filter maps 
work in similar ways. 

There's a variety of images 
provided, all from natural sources, 
from bubbles to reptile Skin, 
Curiously, once wrapped on to an 

object, it may be hard to tell what the 
original image was, 

IN CONCLUSION 
Imagine is a complex program 
offering a wealth of possibilities. 
These two volumes will provide help 
to novice and expert alike. They can't 
simply be read and absorbed, but will 
provide a jump start when you're 
stuck. Try out the supplied attributes, 
objects and textures, render some 
scenes. Learn, and you'll reap the 
benefits of SurfaceMaster and 
MapMaster in your future Imagine 
animations and images, © 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

MapMaster €54.00 
SurfaceMaster £28.00 
by Louis Markoya/Computer Imagery 

Distributed in UK by: 
Alternative Image 
6 Lofhair Road 
Aylestone, Leics 
LE27QB 
» 0533 440041 
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CHECKOUT 

SURFACEMASTER 

Documentation     • • • • 
Good- maybe a little technical in places. 

Ease of use • • • • 
No problems here. 

Teaching value     • • • • 
Lots of useful hints and tips here. 

Price Value • • • » 
Almost certainly worth the money. 

Overall rating • • • • 
See Mapmaster comment. 

CHECKOUT 

MAPMASTER 

Documentation     • • • • 
Good, tries hard to explain some difficult 
ideas. 

Ease of use • • • • 
A cinch. 

Teaching value     • • • • 
A great help in understanding some of 
imagined obscurely explained, but 
wonderful, features. 

Price Value • • • • 
Bearing in mind what's included, not too 
bad at all. 

Overall rating • • • • 
Both packages provide invaluable help for 
the Imagine user, each with a wealth of in- 
depth Knowledge to impart. The prices 
may seem steep, but there has obviously 
been a lot of work and research invested, 
and the time saved in experimentation 
would more than justify the expense. 
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resentations 

with panache 

Wilf Rees, Times Education 

Supplement correspondent, 

examines the art of presen- 

tation v/ith a tutorial on 

how to make first 

impressions count. Plus, 

how Compendium Six could 

teach us a thing or two 

The examination season 
looms. Panic is In the air; 
nail-biting is rife. It's easy at 
these times to forget the 

Importance of presentation. 
Students, in a mad rush, 
concentrate on the content of their 
work, forgetting the form. Yet an 
attractively presented piece of work 
is likeiy to score significantly better 
In exams, 

This month, Tm going to show 
how to present files in a way that 
conveys the impression of caring 
about your work, It isn't peculiar to 
examination work, but just a way to 
collect your efforts so that they have 
a touch of class. 

SELL YOURSELF 
More and more students are using 
Amigas to develop work for exams, 
and when I pick up a disk to see 
what's been offered, I meet a myriad 
of approaches to accessing the data. 

With all the hassle that marking 
entails, grief in trying to get at the 
data is something we can do without. 
The old saying of: "First 
Impressions" still carries clout. 

The following procedures will 
demonstrate how to make a menu to 
present IFF files and call them up at 
the touch of a key. Read through the 
commands carefully, and ensure you 
input them as they are written, 
remembering to avoid spaces or 
typing errors. The DOS commands do 
work if followed accurately. 

O First of all, boot up your 
Workbench disk and format a blank 
disk. Relabel it to "Pictures". Then 
open a Shell window and type the 
following : 

You can design the menu to suit your tastes, 
although the more sophisticated you make It, the 
more memory It uses up on the disk, leaving less 
room for your pictures 
copy c:install to ram: 
Then put the disk in dfO: 
ram:install dfO: 
makedir pictures:s 
makedir pictures:c 
makedir pictures:! 
makedir Pictures;devs 
Makedir Pictures:devs/keymaps 
copy Workbench:c/run Pictures:c/ 

Save this on to the disk 
as "MenuPic". Note: the 
fewer the colours and the 
lower the resolution you 
use to create the menu, 

the more room will be left on the disk 
to display pictures. 

0 Now edit the startup-sequence of 
that disk, so type: 

Ed Pictures:s/startup- sequence 

Once Ed is loaded, type: 

mm by 0wl.es J, Carter 

(ESS)       \"fi H n j| FH H ri | |FEH"F?|[ FS ][ ri |nil (££ 

esoaiiniiiiDi^BmmE&dm UJHD 

Key Selected; £1 
Type in new string for ihs Key! 

M   <■ Enter villain hex (Od- return) 

Ktycafc 50 (hex) Qualifier; none 

Modify Keynup : Cincd 

Here is an example of a key map editing program, Setkey. This program 
enables programming of any key to produce a series of characters 

copy Workbench:system/setmap J 
Pictures;c/ 

These commands set up a disk with 
the files to work, but unless you have 
a second disk drive, this process 
involves a lot of disk swapping! 

Q Next you need to create a menu, 
using an IFF art package. A simple 
idea would be a series of 
illustrations of function keys, 
followed by the pictures' names. 

ctrun >nil: cishowfiles J 
Pictures:menupic 
Setmap MenuMap 

Press <Esc> x <Return> to save the 
file. The commands you have just 
entered into the startup-sequence 
make the computer run the 
commands. Each line is a new 
command; the first tells the 
computer to show the menu using an 
IFF file viewer program, the second to 
load a keymap for menu selection. 

Q Now edit the keymap to run the 
viewing program, thus displaying 
selections from your menu screen. A 
keymap editor program will allow you 
to change key settings to suit the 
keys displayed In the menu. You 
could enter this: 

C:run >nil: c:showfile$ J 
pictures:iffPictureFiLE 

There are utilities that facilitate the 
modification of a keymap, for 
instance, the mouse speed-up 
program, Zoom or MightyMouse. 
If you manage to find a program 
that saves the information that you 
put into it as a keymap file, then the 
line: Setmap MenuMap would be 
relevant as you would save the 
keymap file into the Devs: key maps/ 
directory of your disk, under 
"MenuMap/ 

If the program saves a datafile in 
the S; directory of a disk, for 
example the mouse speed-up (and 
utility) program, Zoom, you would 
replace the line "Setmap MenuMap" 
in your startup-sequence to read 
something like this; 

Run >nil: c:zoom s:zoonuconfig 

© Next copy all the pictures you 
wish to show on to that disk. 
Remember, you can only show the 
files that you have specified the 
keymap to display, If you do not have 
any form of keymap editor, you could 
rename the iff flies with numbers: 

Rename pictures;J 
landscapepic.iff pictures:1 
Rename pictures:J 
j unglesc ene.iff pi ctures:2 

Your menu would need to include the 
relevant keys to press. For instance 
your menu could display; 
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To view Landscape.pic, J 
press "1" then return 

You would also have to remove the 
following line from the startup- 
sequence to tell the computer not to 
set a new keymap: 

Setmap KenuMsp 

Now select your favourite iff file 
viewer, and copy it on to the disk. 
Here is an example- 

copy <Path>: <fileshowernaine> J 
to pictures:c/showfilea 

Some choices for file showers are: 
vilbm, mostra, ppshow show, 
superview and Display (the one on 
the new Workbench 2.04 disks) With 
a bit of luck, the documentation on 
the syntax of these programs will be 
available for reference. Some of 
them do require certain files in the 
LIBS; directory of your disk. To create 
a LIBS; directory on your disk, type 
the following into shell: 

Makedir Pictures:1ibs 

If the IFF vrewer requires the 

iff parse. Library you will need to copy 
that, so type from Shell: 

Copy libs:iffparse.library to J 
pictures:libs 

Other possible libraries that a 
program may need are the iff.library 
or the arp Jijorary. 

Your own menu pic shower disk 
is then complete. Creating different 
menu screens according to the 
nature of the included files will also 
convey the impression of slickness. 

LITTLE BOXES MADE 
OF TICKY-TACKY 
Graphic design often requires some 
form of model to demonstrate the 
solution to a packaging project. With 
a little time and effort, it is possible 
to make these mock-ups look 
professional, and I want to share a 
few tricks to help you make them 
look better. 

Working through a design brief, 
it's easiest to rough out ideas on 
paper, but when you have decided on 
your design, the Amiga can help you 
to sharpen up your presentation. 

WYSIWYG 
Firstly we use a CAD package 
which gives you WYSIWYG, Most 
CAD packages offer this. You 
need to spend time working out 
the "NET, or * DEVELOPMENT* of 
your packaging, so that the it 
appears to be opened out flat on 
the screen. Remember to give 
thought as to how the box is 
going to join together, so you will 
need some additional tabs or 
strips to enable gluing to be 
carried out. Complete the drawing 
up of the snet' and dump the 
drawing on to white card using a 
plotter, When the dump is 
complete, carry out a second 
dump, this time on to detail or 
tracing paper. This will allow you 
to overlay the tracing on top of 
the original card plot. Each facet 
of the packaging can now be 
identified as a single or multiple 
side. 

Draw outthe design using a 
WYSIWYG CAD package. 

Plot it out twice, once on card, then tracing. 

Peel-off coloured paper is cut to fit 
printer. " 

<4)Print autyour coloured A 
graphic sin the colours/ 
of your choice. \f 

~® fc 

Cut outthe prints by usingthe 
tracing as atemplate 

Si 
(g)Stickthe prints to the 

finally cover the 
wholeworkina 
self-adhesive clear 

acetate. 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Keymap - a file that is usually found in the DEVS: key maps/ directory of a 
disk, containing all the information about what happens when a certain 
key is pressed, le function key one (Fl) may print the following into the 
cli window when pressed: 

dir dfl: all 

A keymap is loaded by typing Setmap <keymap>, No path for the keymap 
is required. 

NO NAFF CAD FONTS! 
At this stage quality often begins 
to fall down, You can use fonts 
from the CAD package, let's be a 
little more adventurous... 

Most stationers sell coloured, or 
white peel-off sticky-backed paper. 
Despite what printer manufacturers 
say, I've been using this for years 
and it works perfectly, so, get hold of 
Dpaint, and design the packaging 
exterior as you want ft, and print out 
on to the peel-off paper. The benefit 

A step-by-step guide to creating perfect 
product packaging 

of the tracing that we did on the 
plotter, is that we can overlay it on to 
the printout on the peel-off paper in 
colour, and mark out and cut the 
graphics to fit the 'net1 on the white 
card. Remember to score the card 
before sticking on the graphics. For 
the pro finish, cover with sticky-back 
plastic. You'll find really professional 
looking models can be achieved, £Q 

SIX OF THE BEST 

COMPENDIUM SIX is a suite of six programs which are aimed at the 5 to 15 age 
*roup< In bundling this group together, Gen is oft has brought together a well 
:hought out grouping at an incredibly low price. Briefly, the separate programs, 
sach on its own disk, are; Kids Type - an elementary wo ^processor tutor; 
Weather Watcher- a meteorological database/graphics utility; Calendar Quiz - a 
:i me/spelling/diary function; Words & Numbers - a grammar and number 
urogram; Game Set & Match - geometric, number, sequence, relationships and 
eaction tester and Where is It, What is it?-counties in the UK taught by options of 
shape, location and jigsaw. 

Select ciHinty «nt to s» 
it* railion oa the rap. 

tame Set and Match Is a package 
rfclch looks at remembering sequences 
i both shapes and numbers, and then 
seating them. It was fine in the early 
tages, but it soon got harder 

VIEW AND COMPARE DATA 
= B hlnfell Ew 00 

IV = SJ (tfci! 

ill... 

Ra i nf111 

: !i.    -\*    Hi!     V ?> , .    , ,  —p 

[LAST *ti ( 

Where Is tt, What Is It? tests different 
ways of testing knowledge of the 
location, shape or names of counties In 
the British Isles. I never realised I 
knew so few! 

Weather Watcher allows statistics on 
all manner of meteorological 
characteristics to be displayed In 
assorted ways. Above: rainfall statistics 
over the duration of a year 

I sn-r 

Pr*tt <Sfl«E> gr a-t(DUS«) to return to MP EH MENU.  
Calendar Quiz takes an Interesting 
approach to the teaching of the days, 
weeks and months of the year along 
with a buiIMn quiz to test 
understanding as you go along 

Now, it wouldn't be unusual to see any of these packages offered as an 
individual unit, and selling for around £30. What f think is amazing is that the 
whoEe suite is available for just £35! 

The set of programs are supported by an adequate manual; brief in its 
descriptions, yet sufficient to enable even the most inexperienced of Amiga users 
to get by without too much difficulty. It is not often that I get enthusiastic about 
an educationally oriented package, but I think Compendium Six warrants it, It is 
often the case, that in setting out to convey an educational principle or procedure, 
that educational software becomes blinkered in its overall performance, usually at 
the expense of presentation, friendliness, or stability. Not so this package. Each 
of the programs uses graphical presentation in an Imaginative way, is very easy to 
use, and works flawlessly. Each is commendable for assorted reasons, but as a 
package, which brings together an assortment of some previously released 
software, and some new, this bundle is excellent, 
Compendium Six Is available from HB Marketing 0753 686000 for £34,95 
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AMIGADOS 

Cracking 

ret mon 

ground^ 

breaking 

AmigaDOS 

routines from 

Mark Smiddy 

this month with 

intelligent script 

files and extra 

database 

extensions 

ast month's Cracking the 
Shell introduced the first 
part of a digital diary with 

I the Initial calendar module 
and the first part of the telephone 
and address database. This month's 
module is the search routine which 
will search for and display any sub- 
string which is found In the 

As an added bonus, this month's 
Master Class features a special 
script unlike anything ever attempted 
before. It will search any AmigaDOS 
program and produce a list of the 
commands which need to be made 
resident, (You can use IntelliRes on 
the Database programs if you wish; I 
have not used it here in order to 

save space.) 
When you have entered the 

Find Data module, your database will 
work like this: 

(A)dd & record 
(D) elete records [Start @ J 
#][End @ #)] 
(V}iew records [Start 0 J 
#] [End (3 #] 
(F)ind a record [Search J 
string] 
(E) dit database directly 
(S)ort database [Column #] 
(L)ist entries by number 
(P)rint database 
(Q}UIT 

Command: F Smiddy 
12 Mark Smiddy, Amiga J 

Command: F 
search string: Smiddy 
12 Mark Smiddy, Amiga J 
Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street,J 
BATH 

This can contain up to nine words 
separated by spaces; and can be 
used to narrow the search down. 

Note: although patterns are 
available in 
AmigaDOS 2+s 
search command 
they are not 
supported by the 
module. 

HOW IT 
WORKS: 
FINDDATA 
The FindOata module (snown in 
Listing 4] is called from the main 
Database script like this; 

execute s:FindData {option} 

and, as you may remember, the 

follows; 

1- This key can collect up to 13 
items of data, although it will usually 
only pick one or two. The first item 
found is dumped in <al>, the next in 
<a2> and so on. 

2. Collects the data together in a 
single variable <data>. 

Table 1: LIST'S LFORMAT Strings 

Insert this: To get this: 
%S Filename 
%$.%$ Path. Filename 
%S.%S.%S Path-Filename. Path 
%S.%S.%S.%S Pat h .Filename, Path. Fi 1 en ame 

LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 

INTELLIRES 

8. 

10. 

•key script/a 
-bra { 
.ket } 
copy *{script}" T:SearchMe 
echo >T:Resit *Resident c:Resident" 
echo "Searching (script)*nPlease wait,,*" 
list >T:AutoRes G: Xformat ";%s*nsearch >NIL: T:J 
SearchMe **%£ *" *nif not warn*necho »T: Resit J 
*"Resident %s%s*w*nendif9 

execute T:AutoRes 
echo "Command file now available in T: as the J 
following;" 
type T:resit 

Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street,J 
BATH 

If you enter F on its own followed by 
Return, you wrII be prompted for a 
search string, viz: 

option variable is built from the list of 
key variables. 

This effectively passes a 
command line (search string) to the 
script if the user specified one. The 
rest is handled by the module as 

LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 

AUTORES 
1. ;C: 
2. search >KIL; T;SearchMe "Dir * 
3. if not warn 
4. echo »T: Resit "Resident C:Dir" 
5. endif 
6. [etc] 

LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 

RESET 
1. Resident C:Resident 
2. Resident C:Search 
3. Resident C:Type 
4. [etc.] 

3. Tests for the presence of an 
argument string. You may wonder 
why the collected variable, <data> 
wasn't used here and true enough 
the reason is not immediately 
apparent. 

In fact, <data> is a collection of 
variables separated by spaces, 

If no data was supplied, <data> 
will still contain spaces, thus 
fooling IF into thinking that some 
data has in fact been supplied. This 
is not true of <al> because all the 
excess spaces are removed by 
EXECUTE'S command line parser. Or 
in other words, don't worry, it just 
works that way. 

4* Control will reach here if a 
blank command line was specified 
and then immediately jumps to Step 
19. 

5. Closes the ! F... END1F construct 
opened at Step 3- 

Control only reaches here when a 
command line search string was 
supplied, 

6. This is a bit of extra redundancy. 
It prevents the script from 

crashing if the data file is missing for 
some reason. In this were to be the 
case, control would jump to Step 11; 
ordinarily it proceeds to Step 7. 

7. Using the search command, this 
attempts to locate the search string 
within the data file. 

(Note: the search string is 
surrounded by quotes to prevent a 
blank string confusing the parser.) If 
matching data is found, it is 
displayed with a corresponding 
record number and the WARN flag is 
cleared. 

If no matches are foundt the 
WARN flag is set, which is tested... 

8. .. .here. If the search string was 
found, control jumps to Step 10. 
Otherwise it continues at Step 9 
and... 

continued on page 94 
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.<^ND YOUR \Ht 

QUALITY PRODUCTS jji 

at affordable prices 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD^i 

A500 PRO-RAM BOARD 

1/2 MEG UPGRADE 
t    Latest design incorporates chipmem option at no extra cost 
• Increases computer memory from ]/2 Megabyte to 1 Megabyte 
C   Allows all 1 Megabyte software to run. Now Commodore A5G0 

standard 
C   Direct replacement for Commodore A501, 16 Chip Technology 

for complete compatibility. 

British Made without clock £28.00 with clock 

UPGRADE TO AMIGA 500 PLUS 

> Upgrade the standard Amiga 500 to ECS chipset A500 plus capability & 

★ KICKSTART 2,04 
★ HIGH-RES DENISE 
★ 8372 FATTER AGNllS 
★ 8375 2MB FATTER AGNUS 
★ 2,04/13 KICKSTART SWITCHBOARD 
★ KICKSTART 1.3 
★ A500 PLUS 1MB UPGRADE 

£49 • Upgrades your existing Kickstart to that of the new A500 plus 
£39 • Upgrades your graphic chip capability to that of the A500 Plus inc. anti-flicker 
&49 • Enables you to access 1Mb of chip memory with standard modification 
£65 • Enables you to access a full 2Mb of chip memory when fitted in adaptor hoard 
£24 • Overcomes software compatibility problems at the flick of a switch 
£36 • Allows existing A500 Plus owners tn run old software when used in conjunction with switchboard 
£39 • Upgrades A500 Plus memory to 2Mb chip memory. 

★ GVP 52MB A500 HARD DRIVE £36?! 
★ GVP 52MB A500 HARD DRIVE + 2MB £424 

500AX 2Mb - 8Mb MEMORY EXPANSION 

SUPRA MODEMS 

500AX 2Mb  
500AX 4Mb  

,£179.00 
.£244.00 

100% Hayes compatible 
Tone Pulse auto dial/answer 
RS232 Interface 

• Internal diagnostics 
• Programmable number 

storage 

Supra 2400 £119.00 

Supra 2400+ .£174.00 

 CUMANA 3.5" EXTERNAL 

X DISK DRIVE 

/ W High quality 
/ C   High specification 

^Mf^^^W • Long moulded cable 

^ £54.00 

A500 Internal replacement drive £44.00 / 
Kickstart 2.04 kit includes full manuals + disks £99.00 / 
GVP 52Mb Hard Drive A2000 X279.00 

500AX 8Mb £380.00 

A2000 MEMORY 
UPGRADES 

0Mb ...£109.00 

2Mb., £149.00 

4Mh ..,£189.00 

8Mb ...£269.00 

A500 HIGH 

CURRENT 

POWER SUPPLY 

C  Allow addition of many 
peripherals without 
damage to computer 
or power supply 

C  Switch mode design 

£44.95 
British Made 

}< All prices include P&P & VAT Jr Please add £5.00 if you require 24 hour courier to your door or parcel post will be used > 12 month warranty k 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds. 

Tel: 0582 491949 



AMIGADOS 

HERE'S SMIDDY'S RED HOT TIP 
AmigaDOS 2 has a lot of hidden features and a new one in VERSION 2.04 Is 
the date string. Using this you can not only retrieve a command's version 
number, but also the on which It was compiled! Here's how It works: 

Synopsis: VERSION [NAME] [REVISION] [UNIT] [RLE] [I INTERNA LI RES] [FULL] 
Template: VERSION NAME, REVISION, UNIT, FILE/S, INTERNAL/S, RES/S, 
RJLL/S 

By default, VERSION just returns the Workbench and Kickstart versions: 

1>VERSIQM 
Kickstart version 37.175. Workbench version 37.67 

To get the version of any command you would use this: 

1>VERSI0N C:DIR 
dir 37.5 

Now add the FULL switch to get the date too... 

INVERSION C:DIR FULL 
dir 37.5 (4.6,91) 

If the command is resident, you must specify INTERNAL or RES on the 
command line. 

1>VERSION LAB INTERNAL FULL 
Shell 37,69 (22,5.91} 

The tile switch does not appear to have any effect in the current release. I 
suspect it is supposed to force a search for a file, which is default anyway. 

You can test for specific versions of libraries etc with the warn flag as 
this script fragment demonstrates: 

VERSION LIBS:diskfont . library version=37 
IF WARN 
Echo "wrong version of diskfont library" 

EMDI.F 

This checks for the Workbench 2 Disk Font library. Checking for a specific 
revision does not work correctly. 

You might like to prove this for yourself; the foil owing should display 
"Wrong version.,/ (diskfont is revision 58 in the current release) but it 
doesn't: 

VERSION LIBS:diskfont.library version=37 revision=57 
IF WARN 

Echo "wrong version of diskfont library" 
ENDIF 

Note: this command is case sensitive, DfSKFONTXibrary will not work. 

continued from page 90 

9. ,. .prints a short message to the 
effect of: the search string could not 
be found. 

As you can see the search string 
is enclosed in escaped quotes to 
show the exact contents of the 
search. 

10. Closes the IF., 
opened at Step 8. 

ENDIF construct 

11. Closes the IF,, 
opened at Step 6. 

ENDIF construct 

12, Is the jump point used when an 
empty command string is found at 
Step 3, If control reaches here from 
Step 11, the command is ignored. 

13. Inserts a blank line (*n) and 
waits for the user to enter Y or press 
Return, Entering Y <Return> sets the 
WARN flag; it is cleared otherwise. 

LISTING 4 • LISTING 4 • LISTING 4 

FINDDATA 
1. .key alfa2,a3 ,a4, a5,a6,a7, a3,a9,aa, ab^ac^ad.data/k 
2. .def data *<al> <a2> <a3> <a4> <a5> <a6> <a7> <aS> <a9> 
<aa> <ab> <ac> <ad>rf 

3. if *<al>" EQ 
4. skip FindQne 
5. endif 

6. if exists StData 
7. search S:Data <dat.a> 
8. if warn 
9. echo ***<data>** not found" 
10. endif 
11. endif 

12. LAB again 

13. ask **nSearch again y/N" 
14. if warn 
15. skip FindOne 
16. else 
17. execute Sidatabase 
18. endif 

19. LAB FindQne 
20. echo "search string: " noline 
21. execute >NIL; s:FindData ? 

14. If the user entered Y, control 
resumes at Step 15, otherwise it 
jumps to Step 16. 

15. The user wants to execute 
another search, so control is passed 
to Step 19. 

16. If control gets here from Step 15, 
it branches to Step IS; otherwise it 
continues at Step 17, 

17. Control only reaches here if the 
user did not enter Y at step 14. In 
other words, they want to return to 
the main program. 

18. Closes the IF...ELSE...ENDIF 
construct opened at Step 14. 

19. Marks the jump from Step 15. 

20. Displays the command prompt. 
This is only displayed when a search 
string was not specified or a 

successive search has been 
requested. 

21. Calls the Find Data script again 
recursively and places it En 
interactive mode. The command line 
argument string is sunk to NIL and 
not displayed. This technique was 
demonstrated last month in the main 
Database module. 

AFORE YE GO... 
And now, the end is near and as we 
raise the final curtain on AmigaDOS 
for this month, I can reveal that next 
month I'll be giving away the rest of 
the AmigaDOS database so you'll be 
abie to use the it without restriction. 

Until then, don't forget you can 
still use ED to add and delete 
records so you never need lose a 
telephone number or miss an 
appointment again. (Perhaps you cart 
use it to keep a track on your 
deadlines Mark, Ed.) £Q 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Script - Meta^ArnigaDOS command, built from other AmigaDOS 
commands. More usually referred to as a batch file on other systems. 

String - A variable hoi ding alphanumeric data, as opposed to numbers. 
Each item is a character; all of these are strung together in the variable. 

GOTTA PROBLEM? 

If you get stuck with AmigaDOS or there is anything specific 
you would like to see covered here, drop a line detailing your 
conundrum to: Mark Smiddy. Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 
St, BATH, BA1 2BW. Sorry, no personal correspondence can 
be entered Into. You can EMail me on CIX @ SMIDOID. 
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BCS SUMMER SALE 

LOOKING FOR DISKS & BOXES 

LOOK NO FURTHER 

DISKS! DISKS! DISKS! 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FRIE 

50 3.5" DS/DD.... ... .„ £22,50 
100 3.5" DS/DD £37.00 
150 3.5" DS/DD £52.50 
200 3.5" DS/DD.. „„ ,.£69.00 
400 3.5" DS/DD £138.00 
500 3.5" DS/DD £165.00 

1000 + Call for spot price 
All prices include VAT/free labels 

& free delivery 

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FRIE 

50    3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £2550 
100  3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £40.50 
150  3,5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £56.50 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 100 cap boxes £74.00 
400 3,5" DS/DD+ 4100 cap boxes £147.00 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5 100 cap boxes £174.00 
1000 3.5" DS/DD + 10100 cap boxes £ call 

All prices include VAT/ free labels 

3+5" DELUXE LOCKABLE BOXES 
40 Capacity £4,10 
100 Capacity .,£450 

3*575+25" 10 CAPACITY BOX £1+00 

NEW A600 £369 

DISKS + BANX STORAGE BOXES 
1M% CERTIFIED I 

50 35" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box £31.00 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box £45.00 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £68.00 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes,... £85.00 
500 35" DS/DD + 5 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £199.00 

All prices include VAT/ Free labels & free delivery 

HIGH DENSITY 33 DISK 60P EACH 
(OR 100 3 5* DS/HD FOR £61 fNCL P&P/ 

LA&ELS/VAT) 
5.25" DS/DD Disks.. 
5.25" DS/HD Disks.. 

,21 peach 
..39p each 

( AMIGA 1500 ONLY £575 ) 

ACCESSORIES 
1/2 Meg Upgrade £27.00 
1/2 Mes Upgrade + Clock £29.00 
1000 Labels (coloured) £8.00 
1000 Tractor Labels (white) £10.00 
Amiga Mouse £14,00 
Mouse Mat £2.75 
Mouse Holder,...,, ..£2.50 
1MB Upgrade (A500P) ....£55.00 
Amiga Dust Cover;** £5*00 

JOYSTICKS 
Zipstick £11.50 
Stingray Joystick... £13.50 
Cheetah 125+ £7.50 
Cheetah Star Probe.  ,.£10,00 
JetFighter . £12,50 
Topstar £21.00 
Manta Ray £13.50 
Black Cruiser £10.00 

3*5" STACKABLE BOXES 
60 Capacity Lockable £10.00 
80 Capacity Banx Lockable Box £8,95 
150 Capacity Posso Box ,.,£15,00 

5,25' 50 Cap Lockable £5.10 I 
5.25' 100 Cap Lockable £5.90 
5.25* 70 Cap Posso Box  £16.50 

NEW A600 PLUS 20Mb HD £459 

A500 PLUS 1Mb 

CARTOON CLASSIC 

PACK £335 

Philips CM8833 Mk II Colour Monitor 
UK Spec, lead + F19 Flight Simulator + 

1 year on-site warranty 
ONLY £998 

CDTV 
£445 

c 

  

XPRINTER STANDS 

AMIGA EXT CUMANA DRIVE £58 

C 
14" MONITOR STAND (TILT& SWIVEL) £10.00 

LOOK COLOUR PRINTERS 

StarLC-200 £205.00 

Star LC-24 900 £265.00 
Prices inct. VAT/lead 

GVP 52 Mb HD C359 

BEWARE, BEWARE, DUE TO MASSIVE DISK SHORTAGES STOCKS ARE SHORT IN THE U.K. B.C.S. HAS STOCK 

DON'T DELAY ORDER TODAY ! 

All prices include VAT, Add £4 P*P / add £8 3 day / £10 next day 
Call in or send cheques / postal orders to: 

BCS Ltd., 349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 6JJ 

ORDER HOTLINE: 

Tel 0273 506269 or 0831 279084 VISA 
All offers subject to availability* Prices may change without notice. 

Access 



AMIGADOS 

• HERE'S SMIDDY'S RED HOT TIP • 

AmigaDOS 2 has a lot of Hidden features and a new one In VERSION 2.04 Is 
the date string. Using this you can not only retrieve a command's version 
number, but also the on which It was compiled! Here's how It works: 

Synopsis: VERSION [NAME] [REVISION] [UNIT] [FILE] [INTERNALIZES] [FULL] 
Template: VERSION NAME, REVISION, UNIT, FILE/S, INTERNAL/S, RES/S, 
FULL/S 

By default, VERSION just returns the Workbench and Kickstart versions: 

1>VERSI0^ 
Kickstart version 37.175. Workbench version 37.67 

To get the version of any command you would use this: 

1>VERSICN C:DIR 
dir 37t5 

Now add the FULL switch to get the date too... 

1>VERSI0H C:DIR FULL 
dir 37.5 (4,6,91) 

If the command is resident, you must specify INTERNAL or RES on the 
command line. 

1>VERSI0N LAB INTERNAL FULL 
Shell 37.69 (22.5.91) 

The file switch does not appear to have any effect In the current release, I 
suspect It is supposed to force a search for a file, which is default anyway. 

You can test for specific versions of libraries etc with the warn flag as 
this script fragment demonstrates: 

VERSION LIBS:diskfont.library version=37 
IF WARN 

Echo "wrong version of diskfont library" 
EMDIF 

This checks for the Workbench 2 DiskFont library. Checking for a specific 
revision does not work correctly. 

You might like to prove this for yourself; the following should display 
"Wrong version..." (diskfont is revision 58 in the current release) but it 
doesn't: 

VERSION LIBS:diskfont.library version=37 revisions57 
IF WARN 
Echo "wrong version of diskfont library" 

ENDIF 

Note: this command Es case sensitive. DISKFONT.Ubrary will not work. 

9. ... prints a short message to the 
effect of: the search string could not 
be found. 

As you can see the search string 
is enclosed in escaped quotes to 
show the exact contents of the 
search. 

10. Closes the IF..,ENDIF construct 
opened at Step 8. 

11. Closes the IF. 
opened at Step 6. 

.ENDIF construct 

12. Is the jump point used when an 
empty command string is found at 
Step 3. If control reaches here from 
Step 11, the command is ignored. 

13. Inserts a blank line (*n) and 
waits for the user to enter Y or press 
Return. Entering Y <Retum> sets the 
WARN flag; it is cleared otherwise. 

LISTING 4 • LISTING 4 • LISTING 4 

FINDDATA 
1. .key al,a2,a3;a4,a5,a6,a7,a8,a9,aa,ab,ac,ad,data/k 
2. .def data *<al> <a2> <&3> <a4> <a5> <a6> <a7> <a8> <a9> 
<aa> <ab> <ac> <ad>" 

3. if *<al>* EQ "* 
4. skip FindOne 
5. endif 

6. if exists S:Data 
7. search S;Data <data> 
8. if warn 
9. echo **"<data>*" not found" 
10. endif 
11. endif 

12. LAB again 

13. ask **nSearch again y/N* 
14.if warn 
15. skip FindOne 
16, else 
17, execute S:database 
18. endif 

14. If the user entered Y, control 
resumes at Step 15, otherwise it 
jumps to Step 16. 

15. The user wants to execute 
another search, so control is passed 
to Step 19. 

16. If control gets here from Step 15, 
it branches to Step 18; otherwise it 
continues at Step 17. 

17. Control only reaches here if the 
user did not enter Y at step 14. In 
other words, they want to return to 
the main program. 

18. Closes the IF.,.ELSE...ENDIF 
construct opened at Step 14. 

19. Marks the jump from Step 15. 

20. Displays the command prompt. 
This is only displayed when a search 
string was not specified or a 

successive search has been 
requested. 

21. Calls the FindData script again 
recursively and places ft in 
interactive mode. The command line 
argument string is sunk to NIL and 
not displayed. This technique was 
demonstrated last month in the main 
Database module. 

AFORE YE GO... 
And now, the end is near and as we 
raise the final curtain on Amiga DOS 
for this month, I can reveal that next 
month l il be giving away the rest of 
the AmigaDOS database so you'll be 
able to use the it without restriction. 

Until then, don't forget you can 
still use ED to add and delete 
records so you never need lose a 
telephone number or miss an 
appointment again, {Perhaps you can 
use it to keep a track on your 
deadlines Mark, Ed.) |"Q 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Script - Meta-AmigaDGS command, built from other AmigaDOS 
commands. More usually referred to as a batch file on other systems, 

String - A variable holding alphanumeric data, as opposed to numbers. 
Each item is a character; all of these are strung together in the variable. 

19. LAB FindOne 
20. echo "search string: " noline 
21. execute >NIL; s;FindData ? 

GOTTA PROBLEM? 

If you get stuck with AmigaDOS or there is anything specific 
you would like to see covered here, drop a line detailing your 
conundrum to: Mark Smtddy, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 
Stf BATH, BA1 2BW. Sorry, no personal correspondence can 
be entered into. You can EMail me on CIX @ SMIDOID. 

QA    AMIGA SHOPPER • ISSUE 14 » JUNI 1992 



COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Software since 1984 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. European orders please call or write for a 

quotation. All goods subject to availability, prices subject 
to change without notice. E&OE, 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on request. 

Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance. 
TO ORDER: Credit card orders can be 

placed by calling the telephone number 
below - or send a cheque/PO's made 

out to fi/IJC Supplies to: 
MJC SUPPLIES (ASH) ' 

Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 
Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462)481166 [6 lines) 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

MJC 

GVP PRODUCTS ROMBO PRODUCTS 

280 DPI quality replacement mouse - pack includes 
Mouse House, Mat and Operation Stealth game. 

MJC PRICE £21.95 

NEW - A500 PLUS 1Mb Expansion 

1Mb expansion for the A500 Plus - fits in the trapdoor 
taking your memory to 2Mb - no internal fitting 

MJC PRICE £44,95 

SUPRA 500RX EXPANSIONS 
New memory expansion for the A500 - 

plugs directly into the HD expansion port - 
NO INTERNAL CONNECTION 

SUPRA 500 m 1Mb    (expand to 2Mb) £99.00 
SUPRA 500 RX 2Mb   (expand to 8Mb) £145.00 
SUPRA 500 RX 4Mb   (expand to 8Mb) £209.00 

NEW - ROBOSHIFT 

Auto sensing joystick/mouse switch box. 
MJC PRICE £13.96 

CUMANA CAX 354 DISK DRIVE 
Quality brand name 3,5" second drive includes thru 

port, disable switch and FREE Virus X Utility 
MJC PRICE £54.95 

NEW ROCLITE RF382C DISK DRIVE 
New super slimline, super quiet second drive, 

MJC PRICE £57.95 [cream only) 

GVP A50Q/5QQ Ptus 52Mb Hard Disk: features 
on board Ram expansion to 4/8Mb witfi high speed 
Faastrom controller. Auto booting, includes excellent easy 
to use installation software. 

MJC PRICE £349.95 
QVP agfi PC EMULATOR: for use with the A50O 
Hard Drive, 286 speed running at l6Mhz. 

MJC PRICE £229.95 
GVP S II Hard Drive [A150O/2O0O1: Quality 
Quantum drives running as fast as I lms plus the excellent 
GVP controller board, with the ability to add up to 8Mb 
memory (SIMMSI 

52Mb version €279.95 
NEW - 120Mb version €419.95 

SIMM MODULES - £57.95 per 2 meg 

NEW - ACTION REPLAY III 

MJC PRICE £57.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Deluxe Paint 3 Video Tutorial .£17.95 
Stereo Master £29.95 
Techno Sound Turbo ... £29.95 
GB Route Plus (lmb) . £54.95 
Personal Finance Manager £22.95 
Maxiplan Plus , £34,95 
Home Accounts 2 , ... £36,95 
DELUXE PAINT 4 £59,95 
Hisoft Devpac 3 £47,95 
Hisoft Hi-Speed Pascal £69,95 

SUPRA A1500/2000 MEMORY BOARDS 

SU PR ARAM memory cards with space for up to 8Mb 
SUPRARAM with 2Mb fitted £145.00 
SUPRARAM with 4Mb fitted £195.00 
SUPRARAM with 6Mb fitted £255.00 
SUPRARAM with 8Mb fitted. .......£295,00 

Kind Words 2 [not A500 Plus) ..,.£29,95 
PenPal £54.95 
WORD WORTH v1.1 - Genuine UK version £74.95 

PROTEXT - VERSION 5.5 
Latest version of this best sefling word processor for 
those wanting serious processing power, includes 
new 110 000 word dictionary and Thesaurus [1 megj. 

MJC PRICE €99.95 

PROTEXT ¥4.3 - new low piles £39.95 
PROD ATA V1.2 Amiga £64.95 

- TAKE 2 
New Animation package from Rom bo 

MJC PRICE £69,95 
VIDI COLOUR SOLUTION 

Vidi Colour package - including Vidi Digitiser, Vidichrome 
software and free Photon Paint 

MJC PRICE €79,95 
RGB SPLITTER - for use with Vidichrome 

or Digiview. (includes PSU) 
MJC PRICE £54.95 

COMPLETE COLOUR SOLUTION 
Package includes Vidi Amiga, Vidichrome and the RGB 

Splitter for a complete colour digitising outfit. 
NOTE; For best colour pictures you require a video 

camera or perfect still frame VCR. 
MJC PRICE €129.95 

Camp Col Solution + Tfake 2. MJC PRICE £179,95 

NEW - MEGAMIX MASTER 
New Stereo sampler and digital effects package. 

MJC PRICE £28.95 

VIDEO TITLING/PRESENTATION 

Big Alternative Scroller ...£42.95 
Broadcast Titler II, , ... £159.95 
Broadcast Font Pack ... .£89.95 
Broadcast Font Enhancer Pack £89.95 

ZVP VIDEO STUDIO 
Great video Production package 

(I Meg + 2 drives] 
MJC PRICE €89.95 

ROCTEC ROCGEN GENLOCK 
Budget priced genlock, includes fader. 

MJC PRICE £99.95 

ROCGEN PLUS GENLOCK 
Includes dissolve/fader control + Power supply, 

MJC PRICE £139.95 

AMOS - The Creator 

NEW - EASY AMOS - Powerful but easy...£25.95 
AMOS VI.2 - The original Language £32,95 
AMOS COMPILER ...£19.95 
AMOS 3D .. £21.95 

AMIGA EDUCATIONAL 
FUN SCHOOL 
probably the best selling Educational Software for the 
Amiga - great sound and graphics and now conforms 
to the National Curriculum (FS3 & FS4) 

Fun School 2 - 
Fun School 2 
Fun School 2 
Fun School 2 

Fun School 3 - 
Fun School 3 
Fun School 3 
Fun School 3 

HEW - Fun School 4 
Fun School 4 
Fun School 4 
Fun School 4 

8 programs per pack 
under 6 ..£12.95 
6 to 8™ £12.95 
overS.. £12.95 

6 programs per pack 
under 5 £15.95 
5 to 7 .£15.95 
over 7 ....£15.95 

6 programs per pack 
under 5 ...£16.95 
5 to 7 £16.95 
7 toll £16.95 

All Fun School programs will work with a standard 
512k Amiga and the new A500 Plus. 

KOSMOS Answerback Junior Quiz - 
includes 750 general knowledge questions 
and a game reward , £14.95 

Answerback Senior Quiz - 
as above but for age 12+ „ £14,95 

Factfiles ■ add-on question packs for the Answerback 
Quiz: 
Factfile Spelling (641L. ,£7.95 
Factfsle Arithmetic [6-11) £7.95 

KOSMOS Language Tutors: with a vocabulary of over 
2500 words + the ability to add your own - up to GCSE 
level: 
French Mistress £14.95 
German Master ... £14.95 
Spanish Tutor £14.95 
Italian Tutor £14.95 

KOSMOS Maths Adventure; The latest offering from 
Kosmos covers the National Curriculum metns using a 
series of four games. There are four difficulty levels 
and your performance can be kept and printed 
out. (6-141  .£17.95 

Further information on our Educational range is available in our Educat 

LGl SOFTWARE 
Primary Maths Course (3-12) £19.95 
Micro Maths [GCSE level) .,,.£19,95 
Micro French (GCSE level) £19,95 
Micro English (GCSE level),. £19.95 
Reading and Writing Course (3+) £19,95 
TRIPLE R EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE: 
Picture Book: - Four educational games covering the 
Alphabet, Spelling, Counting and Snap - using pictures to 
illustrate the answer, (ages 2-5 years)   MJC £14.95 

Money Matters; An introduction to British Currency, 
from simple recognition to shopping & change, [ages 
2-5 years) MJC £14.95 
Target Maths: Four games designed to improve math- 
ematical skills, aimed at the National Curriculum, 
(ages 6-13 years) MJC £14.95 
HOORAY FOR HENRIETTA (5-12) 
Making maths fun - covering the four basic maths oper- 
ations with 8 skill levels and a Parent section for cus- 
tomisation ...  , £17.95 
HENRIETTA'S BOOK OF SPELLS ....£17.95 

una! Supplement - on request 

— very! 



WANT MORE 
GAMES 

OR OTHER 
EXTRAS? 

JUST ASK & WE GUARANTEE TO BEAT THE COMPBTHOH 
WTO IflE BEST WCK U THi BEST WICK 

AMIGA 500 1#3 
Full UK spec, int. mouse, power supply, all leads & manuals, etc 

ALONE        WITH MONITOR 
512K 279.00 478.00 
1MB 299.00 498.00 

AMIGA 3000 
25MHZ, 100MB K0# 4MB Fast RAM, 2MB chip RAM 
• SCALA    *  Deluxe Paint IV     • Amigavisiou 

ALONE 3289.00 
WITH PHILIPS 7CM 3279 3539.00 

AMIGA 600 
1 MB, WB 2,05,3.5 FD + Smart Card Interface, with 
• DeluxePuint III 

mo £POA 
AfiOO HD £POA 

STARTER RACK I 
VALUE/RRP 

• 10 Blank Discs + BO capacity lockable disc box 26.98 
• Mouse Mat 4.99 
• Virus Killer Disk 4.99 
• DFaimlH or Home Accounts 79.99 

TOTAL VALUE 116,95 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 17.99 
SEPARATELY 24.99 

STARTER PACK II 
MAX VALUE/RRP 

• Astra 10 games pack ar 1/2MB RAM exp (1.3) 229.78 
• G.FA. Basic 50,00 
• Photon faint liar Back fa the Future II (13) 89.95 
• Holiday Accommodation* 

TOTAL VALUE 369,73 
WITH AM16A/CDTV 17,99 
SEPARATELY 34.99 

"Wtofe stodis lost, entitle! 1 ptapfc to thw up to 16 
ntgflls in over 250 tottfe h Great Brit*, iNM and 
Frame. Alt you novo to pay for is bf M*fost and dinner 

NO OTHER DEALER 
CAN BEAT OUR 
CREDENTIALS 

8+ years experience in Commodore produd end here to stay 
Commodore trained staff are friendly and helpful and are 
parents, multimedia, educational, games, programming or 
technical specialists (usually more than one!] 
Open 9-6 pm Monday ta Saturday and 10,00 am to 4.30 
pm Sundays for convenient shopping. 
Callers welcome for advice and demonstration at our 1600+ sq 
ft High St, Town Centre branches 
Hex! day delivery for most orders received by 5 pm; express 7 
am-? am and Saturday services availahle 
Hardware carefully handled and delivered safely and reliably 
by caged, insured, top name courier service 
Free 30 day, aext day courier collection and delivery of NEW 
replacement. 
Hotline supporl end in-house engineers 
Extended warranty available on maay products 

le ond trade ia offers ta keep you up to date 
Exceptional after sales service 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALER 
Hobbyte proudly announce this highest CBM accolade, 
awarded to only the top few dozen CBM dealers offering the 
best in expertise and supporl. All Amiga* full UK versions. 

kwto from the C7aJii,«™\m' ak'M 

AMIGA 1500/2000 

• Upgrad 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 
Full UK spec, inc. mouse, power supply, leads & mo nun Is, etc, inc. 
updated Agnus I Denis? chips for better screen resolution to 
1280x512, Kkkstart* Workbench 2,04, expandable to 2MB CHIP 
memory & battery clock 

ALONE        WITH MONITOR 
1MB mOO 509,00 
2MB 349,00 549.00 

Zydec external drive with on/off & daisy chain port ADD 43.00 
PFJBOB external drive with built-in anti-click & 
back up device ADD 68,00 

CARTOON CLASSICS 
GAMES PACK EXTRA 

(1MB REQUIRED) 
VALUE/RRP 

Cartoon Classics Games: Lemmings 25.99 
The Simpsons 24.99 
Captain Planet 25.99 

Deluxe Paint III wilh animation 79.99 
3 Disc Home Pock including Word Processor 
Spreadsheet, Datahase or PD Games compilation 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 16K96 

Full UK spec, with 1MB RAM, mouse, expansion as 2000, leads, r 
New including Kkkstart& Workbench 2.04, 
Hard disc configuration Enc. the high performance GVPII controller card, 
EXPANDABLE TO 8MB, Fast reliable 52MB + 105MB Quantum Drives are 
used. 

ALONE WITH SS33 WITH 7CM + FFIXER 
Dual Drive 495,00    695.00 859.00 
DD+GYP+20MB KD 699.00 S99.00 1065.00 
D0+GVP+52MB HD 785.00 985.00 1149.00 
OD+GVP+105MB HD 925.00   1125.00 1289.00 

extra 2MB fitted ta EVP ADD 60.00 

CDTV 

WITH AM1GA/COTY 
SEPARATELY 

15,99 
34.99 

1 500 PACK 
(CAN BE USED WITH A500, 

1MB AND A500+) 
VALUE/RRP 

• The Works Platinum, word processor, spreodsFieel, 
database 169.95 

• Deluxe Paint 111 with animation 79.99 
• Get (he most out of your Amiga book 9,95 
• Hobbyte 50 Programme PD Greats Pack II 39.95 

EITHER OR 
• SimGly • Puzznir 24.99 
• Populous * Toki 24,99 
• Their Finest Hour     • Digital Home Accounts 29,99 
• Bottlechess • Elf 29.99 

24.99 
TOTAL VALUE 424,79 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49,99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

SPECIAL: Also with Cartoon Classics Games ADD 12,99 

WHAT THE CUSTOMERS SAY 
"extremely courteous and rapid response to my problem",..'! will not 

hesitate la recommend you to my colleagues." 
Dr Barrel Maddy - Slouaji 

'Thank you for dealing SD promptly wilri my requests.'"..."! was reluctant 
□bout ordering my computer mail order. However I have been very pleased 
with my dealings with Hobbyte -yau are to be commended for your 
customer service." 

Trevor Patterson - Bangor 
"We have dealt with many of rhir bdnq (ompufer suppliers, in the pas!, 
but the service you provided; was .secondto none/     ^ ^ pn$m 

_'7honk you for everyone's good service'...' it arrived at 7,20am Ihe next 
morning. 

David J Thomas - Wolverhampton 
"1 was very impressed with the service I received in the first instance, I 
really appreciated how quickly you managed to get the printer despatched 
fremyour Luton bronchi no. } s WinQS. Ammham 

The ultimate CD interactive multi media machine with an Amiga inside I 
• CDTV with CD ROM drive     • Hutchinsons Encyclopaedia CO 
• Lemmings CD • Welcome CD + tutorial 
• Disc today • Remote control unit 

ALONE 439.99 
ALSO: With keyboard ond black matching disc drive to allow access lo 
whole range of Amiga disc bused softwa re 549.00 
SPECIAL: Also with up to £90 worth of CD titles of your choice! 

ADD 60.00 

THE HOT LOT PACK 
(1MB REQUIRED) 

VALUE/RRP 
• Cartaoa Classics Games: Lemmings 25.99 

The Simpsons 24.99 
Captain Planet 25.99 

• Deluxe Paint III wilh animation 79.99 
• 10 GREAT i n dividual ly packaged games, previous 269.82 

RRPs up to 39.99 each, phone to choose From current list, or 
leave it to us! Children's games available. 

• 50 Programme Hobbyte PD Great Packs II 39.99 
• Dusl Cover+ mouse mat 9.911 
• 10 Blank Discs + 80 Capacity Disc Sox 26.98 
• Microswrtch turbo joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE SI 172 
WITH AMIGA 59.99 
SEPARATELY 79.99 

SPECIAL: ALSO 10 extra great games     ADD 25*00 

COMMODORE PREMIER DEALE 

PROFESSIONAL FAMILY 
PACK 

(1MB REQUIRED) 
VAlUE/ftRP 

» Cartoon Classics Games; Lemmings 25,99 
The Simpsons 24.99 
Captain Planet 25,99 

• Deluxe Paint HI with animation 79.99 
• The Works Platinum Word Processor, Spreadsheet 

and Database 169.99 
• Tneir Finest Hour, Flight Simulator 29.99 

OR Back to the Future ond Postman Pat (13 only) 
OR Digital Home Accounts 

• Virus Killer Disk 4.99 
• 50 Programme Hohbyle PO Greats Pack II 39,99 
• Hobbyte Infant, Junior (specify) or Secondary 

Educational Pock 19.99 
• 10 Blank Discs + BO Capacity lockable disc box 26.9S 
• Mouse Mat + Dust Cover 9-98 
• Turbo Microswitch Joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 46S.86 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 79,99 
SEPARATELY 99.99 

SPECIAL: Also with Star LC 200 9 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 185.00 
Also with Citizen 224+24 Pin 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 245.00 

BM MULTIMEDIA CENTRE • CDTV CENTRE • 



TRAM FY'S PACK 
2-6 YEARS 

AT LEAST 57 EDUCATIONAL/FUN FILLED GAMES! 
VALUE/RRP 

* The Shoe People - 6 colourful and entertaining gomes 29,99 
featuring Trampy and friends to encourage enrty number 
reeding and pre-reading skills. With Shoe People music. 

* Shapes and Colours ■ Bobby ihe Clown entertains and 
lays dawn the foundation for maths and writing in 6 
colourful animated gomes. 9.99 

* Fun School 2P 3 or 4 - the 'Tun School" suite have won 
just about every award going. 5 or 6 wonderful 
animated games, 24.99 
OR Picture Book: 4 colourful and amusina games from a 
company masterminded by the design ana project manager of 
the award winning Fun School Z With lower case keyboard 
overlay and 'Yaspwrry'',, crowd cheers end animal noises 
thai will delight young children. 

* Deluxe Point fl/Photon Paint II or Elf or Pumiit 89.99 
* Habbyre Infant Educational PD Pock, containing 10 19.99 

fun while you learn games 
* Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Games Pack 19,99 
* 10 Blank Discs, Disc Sox, Joystick, Mouse M 26.96 

TOTAL VALUE 221.90 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATED 69,99 

GOLDILOCKS PACK 
5-11 YEARS 

VALUE/RRP 
* The Three Beors> A colourful educational and entertaining 

adventure loosely based on ihe traditional story .fImproves 
reading skills and develops imaginative and logical 
ihougbt) 22,95 

* Money Matters - Four graphically brilliant and educationally 
sound games wilh coins keyboard overlay, fop reviews 24.99 

* Postman Pal (1.3 only), OR Edd the Duck [7+ years) OR 
Matched Pairs OR BlEnky's Scary School 14.99 

* Hobbyte Infant or Junior (specify) Educational Pack, 
featuring up to 12 "Learn while you ploy" gam es      19.99 

* Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Games, 10 pack disc 
including Train Set and other top entertaining PD lilies  \ 9*99 

* 10 Blank Discs 6,99 
* Joystick 9.99 
* Deluxe Paint ll/Photon Po inf 11 or Elf or Puzzn it 59.99 
* Mouse mat 

TOTAL VALUE 224.06 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49,99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

ACCESSORIES 
Blitz virus protector + hackup devke for any external drive 23.99 
A52Q Modulator 26.99 
A50Q Deluxe control centre 44.99 
Competition Pro Joystick 11,95 
Competition Pro Star Joystick 13,95 
CDTV Keyboard 44.95 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
New A57Q CD-ROM Drive PDA 
Zydec 3.5 extern a I d rive, daisychain + on/off 46*95 
Cumana C AX 3543.5 external drive, beige 52.99 
CDTV external 3.5 drive, black, 59.99 
PC flBOB with anti elkk + Bite bock up and virus protector 69,95 
Dual drive os PC 8B0B 115.95 

MONITORS/tVS/ACCESSORKS 
CBM 1084/1 QflSSDt monitor + leads 225,99 
Philips 8B33 MR II monitor and leads 219,99 
Goldstar TV/Monitor, with remote control + leads blade 188.9 9 
CBM 1960 High res monitor + flicker fixer for 1500/2000 549.99 
Tilt + swivel stand for Philips 8B33 T 2,99 
Philips 7CM3279 Hi-res SVGA 28dp for 3000 inc. till I swivel 259.99 
As a bove, plus flicker fixer for A1500/2000 369.99 

HARD DRIVES 
NewA57Q CO ROM Drive P0A 
New GVP 530 Drive P0A 
A59020M8HD 269,99 
AS9Q 20MB HO + 2MB 325.99 
A59052MEHD 399.99 
A50QGVPII52MGHD,exptoBMB 353.99 
A500 GVPII10MB HD, exp to BMB 525.99 
Al 500/2000 GVP II controller, exp to BMB + Quantum 52M0 HD 265.99 
Al 500/2000 GVP II cunt., exp to 8 MB + Quantum 105 MB HD 475.99 
Per extra 2M8 fitted to above 62.99 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
PACK 

3-9 YEARS 
VALUE/RRP 

• Fun School 2, under 6 years, 6-8 years or 8+ years   19.99 
• Fun School 3 or 4, specify, under 5 years, 5 to 7 years or 

7+ years. 
12 stunning UK educational games with beautiful 
pictures, exciting animation and music thai helps to develop 
number, word and other skills. Up to 6 skill levels. 
Conform to National Curriculam requirements. 24.99 

• Postman Pat (1.3 only), OR Edd the Duck [7+ years} OR 
Matched Pairs OR Blinky's Scary School 14,99 

• H o bbyte Infant a r Ju nior (specify) Ed ucational Pack, 
featuri ng up to 12 "Learn while you play" games     T 9,99 

• Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Games, 10 pact disc 
Including Train Set and other tap entertaining PD titles 19,99 

• 10 Blank Discs 6.99 
• Joystick 9*99 
• Deluxe Paint ll/Photon Plaint II or Elf or Puiznic 69.99 

TOTAL VALUE 206.92 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

SPECIAL: Also with Cartoon Classics Gomes and 
Dpaint III instead af Dpaint It/Photon Paint II [1MB req.} 

VALUE 80.00 
ADD 14.99 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 

SPECIAL: Afso with 10 great individually packaged c 
RRPs up to £39 .99, phone to choose from current lisl, or 
leave ir to us! Children's games available plus Joystick 

VALUE £279.81 
ADD £34.99 

ASOO TRADE-IN 
Up to £175,00 trade-in allowance, extra for peripherals and 
accessories. Trade in your ASOO for o brand new A600/AI500/ 
2000/3000, CDTV or even a PC. 

SCANNERS 
Noksha 400 d pi 32 greysca le + Data-scan software 8 7*99 
Power Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 greyscale, Powerscon software 97.99 
Sharp JX100 Ac Scanner + scanlob software, supports 
409&rols,uptol3hit 595.95 
Sharp JX-300 A4 Scanner +■ s/w, up to 24 hit POA 

EXPANSION 
ASOO 512K RAM exp + clock . 21,99 C8MA501 the official 
1 MB exp for A600 POA 512R RAM expansion 39.99 
15 MB exp for A500 ,„....... 74.99 ASOO plus 1 MB upgrade...43.99 

1.3 to Plus Upgrade. Chip fitting and board upgrade available, by 
our qualified engineers , POA 

EMULATION 
KCS Powerbaord 18**99 AT Bridgeboorcf for 
GVP PC Emulator 26S.99 1500/2000 329.99 
ATOnce 176.99 3S6 SX Bridge board for 

1500/2000 429.99 

10 Blank DS/OD discs in box 
SO Blank OS/DD discs 
50 Blank DS/HD discs 

DISCS 
6.99 

17.99 
27,99 

FAMOUS FIVE PACK 
myiMP, 

* Join Enid Blylon's Famous Five to solve the mystery of Treasure | 
Island in this educational interactive adventure 24.99 

■ Spellbound - 5 exerting arcade type games to develop logic, 
memory an d spelling skills or any Fu n School 25.99 j 

* Target maths, suite of 4 fun programmes aimed ol specific 
National Curriculum targets or Maths Adventure: 
This adventure through time allows pupils la revise and 
check their progress in National Curriculum moths     25.99 | 

* Sim City - Educational gome award winner and Papulous 
OR Elf - travel as Cornelius the Elf and Puzznic-addictive 
puzzle game 49.96 | 

• Hobbyte Junior or Secondary Educational PD Pock, featuring 
up to 12 "Learn while you play" gomes 19.99 

• Hobbyte 50 programme PD Greats II Pack 39.99 
• Joystick 9.99 

TOTAL VALUE 196.92 
59.99 
79.99 

THOMAS'S PACK 
3-9 YEARS 

VALUE/RRF 
Thomas the Tank Engine s Fun with Words 
6 separate easy lo use learning programmes with animation 
and sound, selectable lower or upper case letters and 4 levels. 
Reward sequences feature your child's name. Includes free 
word a nd picture si g h I ca rds, 2 3.99 
Fun School 2, 3 or 4 ■ the "Fun School" suite have won 
fust about every award going. 5 or h wonderful 
onimoted games. 24.99 
OR Picture Book: 4 colourful and amusing gomes from a 
company masterminded by the design and prefect manager of 
the award winning Fun School 2. With lower case keyboard 
overlay and "raspberry", crowd cheers and animal noises 
lhatwilf delighl young children 
Postman Pat, Snap, Snakes and Ladders and 
Ludo (1.3 only) OR Edd the Duck OR Matched Pairs OR 
Blinky's Scary School. 
Deluxe Paint ll/Photon Paint II or Elf or Puzznic 
Hobbyte Junior Educational PD Pock, containing 10 
fun while you learn games. 
Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Games Pack 
TO Blank Discs, Disc Box, Joystick, Mouse Mat 

TOIAL VALUE 

24.99 

19.99 
89.99 

19.99 
19,99 
26,96 

225.90 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

SPECIAL: Also with Cartoon Classics Games and 
Dpaint III instead of Dpaint ll/Photon Paint II (1MB req.) 

VALUE 80.00 
ADD 14.99 

CLASS OF THE 90'S 
FIRST STEPS (1MB REQUIRED) 

VALUE/RRP 
• Pro Write 2.5 WW 
• Deluxe Paint II or Photon Paint II S9.99 
• Deluxe Print II - Create labels, cards,, posiers etc 49.99 
• I nf of ile Database 49.99 
• Music-Mouse music creator using mouse 29.95 
• Logo +- Talking Turtle - Educatiooal prog, languages 49.95 
• Let's spell at home-fun learning 19.95 
• BBC Emulator 39.95 
• Resource File 
• Intro Video 4.99 
• Hobbyte 30 Easy Children's Games, 10 disc pack inc. Train 

Set and other top entertaining PD tllles 19.99 
• Hobbyte Junior or Secondary Educational pack featuring 

up to 12 "Learn while you play" games 19.99 
• Joystick, mouse mat, 10 blank discs 21.97 

TOTAL VALUE 49670 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 139.99 
SEPARATELY 179,99 

SPECIAL Also with Star LC 200 9 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 185.00 
Also with Citizen 224+24 Pin 
Colour Printer and Starter Pack ADD 245,00 

PRINTERS 
ALONE 

OHzen 120+D 112.95 
Star LC20 124.95 
Star LCIOOcol 172.95 
Citizen Swift 9 178.95 
Star LC24-I0..........J7B.95 
Star LC 24-200 216.95 
Star LC 24-200 col 256.95 
Crtizenl24D.. T 76.95 
Citfzen 224.. ...211.95 

WITH 
STARTER 

PACK , 
a* Citizen 224+col 
a* Citizen Swift 24e  

• Citizen Swifl 24e col, 
— Slar XG 24/200  
~ Star XB 24/250  
m HP Deskjet  
^ HP Deskjet col  
Ok HPPoiutiet..... 
«x BilOeBubblejetport. 

ALONE 
236.95 
.246.95 
.26195 
.376,95 
.456.95 
.346.95 
.576,95 
.526.95 
.226.95 

WITH 
STARTER 

PACK 

STARTER PACK: 500 Sheets A4 or continuous paper, Amiga to 
printer lead & Universal Printer Stand 

\ 

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT FACILITIES 
Credit icrms al 3i3 - APR {variable] ton be arranged for put (hoses over 
£150r subject to status. Competitive teasing schemes ore ako available for 

businesses including tale traders and poMnenhips Ju*.t tt I. 
written details and application form. 

ORDERING: 
TELESALES NO: (07271 56005 

Next day delivery far crecfrt card orders pbced before 4.30pm subject 
to availability. Alternatively send cheque, postal order, bankers draft 
or official order {PLCs, Education and Government bodies only} to; 
Dept. AS, Hobbyte Computer Centre, 10 Market Place, % Albans, 
Herts AL3 5D0. Please allow 7 working days for cheque cl&arartce. Subject 
to availability, despatch is nor molly 
within 24 hours of receipt of cleared payment. Prices are correct 
at time of going to press, however, we are sometimes forced to change 
them, either up or down. Please check before ordering. 
DELIVERY CHARGES: UK MAINLAND (NOT HIGHLANDS) 
Small consumables &       Despatched by post, please check 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items, except lasers   Next day courier service, £ 10 per box 
Offshore and Highlands     Normal rote plus £20 + VAT per box 
IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES: 
Saturday deliveries Normal rare plus £15 4 VAT per box 
7am to 9am next day      Normal rare plus £ 10 + VAT per box 
Am next day Normal rate plus £51 VAT per box 

PHILIPS APPOINTED DEALER • IP AUTHORISED DE 
Amigo prices, except wheie staled are int. VAT. E.SO.E.' 

ALER • CITIZEN DEALER PLUS 
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1 | | 

Masterin 

continues his MIDI trail with s 

Basic oriented discussions 

This month, as promised TI 
want to look at MIDI data 
collection from Basic* 
Before getting stuck Into 

some example code however there 
are a number of related general 
Issues to contend with... 

MIDI data arrives at the serial 
port as a series of byte (8-bit) values 
and, on the face of it, a program 
simply has to read a byte as it 
arrives, use it, and then loop back to 
collect another byte ad infinitum. 

In practice this approach turns 
out to be far too simplistic because 
it totally disregards the fact that any 
given MIDI byte that arrives is likely 
to be logically related to either 
preceding and/or succeeding bytes. 

In short, any MIDI program which 
is going to do anything useful with 
the incoming data must be able to 
both recognise and distinguish 
between all of the various classes of 
MIDI information. That means 
recognising status and data bytes, 
being able to cope with real-time 
messages, and possibly running 
status as well. 

This means, of course, that a 
program which is to read and use 
MIDI data is likely to have to 

Figure 1: Basic divisions within the MIDI hierarchy 

r Channel Message 

1 
STATUS BYTE < 

(1 time) 
w J v  System Message < 

r Common 

(+) 

Incoming MIDI Byte 
(n times) (+) 

DATA BYTE 
(itlme) 

^   Real Time 

with a stream of numbers containing 
the odd real-time message thrown in, 
or a stream that is employing running 
status (ie the use of implied status 
bytes), youII appreciate the analysis 
needs to be carefully controlled. 

MIDI HIERARCHY 
At the top of the hierarchy comes the 
status-byte/data-byte division and 
luckily this is simple to deal with. 
Incoming bytes are either status 
bytes or data bytes, never both [the 
left-most bracket of figure 1 shows 
this situation diagrammatically and 
the (+) sign is being used to indicate 
that the STATUS BYTE and DATA 
BYTE entries are mutually exclusive, 
ie any given byte is either a status 
byte or a data byte). 

MIDI status bytes can be 
categorised in exactly the same sort 
of way and, again, figure i illustrates 
the hierarchy whilst figure 2 shows 
the categories that must be dealt 
with for channel message analysis. 

MIDI System messages, as we 

look at these six hex numbers. 

91... 4D.„ 40... 91^ AD... 0... 

91 hex Is a note-on status byte. This 
tells us that two more data bytes 
(specifying the note and the velocity 
values) are going to arrive. With the 
above example the respective data 
bytes, 4D and 401 complete the 
message. The 91 value of the fourth' 

LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Arrays - A grouping of variables, all called by the same name. The 
individual elements of the array are distinguished by a trailing integer 
number. 

MIDI - Musical instrument Digital Interface is s standard devised by 
electronic instrument manufacturers, allowing a number of 
synthesisers to be controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer, 

Real time - Data is altered as it occurs rather than when it is residing in 
the memory of the computer. 

recognise the complete logical 
structure of the MIDI standard even 
if it is only interested in using one or 
two message classes (it is often the 
case that other classes need to be 
identified, so that they can be safely 
ignored). 

To see the type of problems a 
MIDI reader program faces place 
yourself in the same position as you 

byte tells us that the second note-on 
message is arriving and the 4D and 
0 values tell us that this message is 
actually going to turn a note off. 

In analysing those six bytes we 
had to look for status bytes and had 
to identify the messages being dealt 
with so that we could tell how many 
data bytes the messages would 
contain. If you repeat the analysis 

DIM CHANNEL.MESSAGE$(112 
CHANNEL. MESSAGES (0) 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES(16) 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES(32) 
CHANNEL,MESSAGE$(48) 
CHANNEL. MESSAGES (6 4) 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES (80) 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES{96) 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES{112) 

) 
"Note Off" 
"Note On" 
"Poly Key Pressure" 
"Control Change" 
"Program Change" 
"Channel Pressure" 
"Pitch Bend" 
"System Message" 

OPEN "SEE:* FOR INPUT AS #1 LEN=1 
forever^l 
WHILE forever 

x s ASC {INPUTS (1,1) ) 
IF (x AND &H80) THEN GOSUB STATUS.BYTE ELSE GOSUB 

DATA.BYTE 
WEND 
CLOSE 1 
END 

STATUS,BYTE; 
IF  (x<&HF0} THEN GOSUB CHANNEL.MESSAGE ELSE GOSUB 

SYSTEM. MESSAGE 
RETURN 

CHANNEL.MESSAGE: 
channel s (x AND &HF}+1 
status - x AND &H70 
PRINT CHANNEL ^MESSAGES(status);fl on channel 
RETURN 

';channel 

SYSTEM - MESSAGE: RETURN 

DATA.BYTE; RETURN 
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MIDI 

saw in Jssue 11 (instalment 5), 
comprise of a number of system 
common messages and a set of real- 
time messages. The categories are 
shown diagrammaticaJly in figures 3 
and 4 and the only thing we need to 
be aware of fn respect of real-time 
messages is that, because they are 
time critical, they can actually be 
inserted between the bytes of other 
MIDI messages (another 
complication for your program to deal 
with). 

In all of the diagrams I have 
deliberately followed the same 
status byte ordering as used in issue 
11 so you should be able to relate 

FIRST STEPS IN 
REAL CODE 
Using the serial device {SER:) from 
Basic is, as we saw iast 
mo nth, relatively easy providing you 
remember that Preferences needs to 
be used to set suitable serial port 
characteristics (namely a baud rate 
of 31250 with no parity, no 
handshaking, and just one stop bit}. 

To collect serial data using 
AmigaBasic, or any other Microsoft 
flavoured Basic come to that, 
requires that you open a sequential 
file for Input* using a statement 
such as,- 

Figure 2: Part of the status byte hierarchy 

Channel Messages ^ 
{n times) 

NOTE OFF 
(ltlme) 

H 
NOTE ON 
(1 time) 

(+) 
POLYPHONIC KEY PRESSURE 

tltime) 

<+) 
CONTROL CHANGE 

(1 time) 

(t) 
PROGRAM CHANGE 

(1 time) 

M 
CHANNEL PRESSURE 

(ltlme) 

(+) 
PITCH BEND 

(1 time) 

(+) 
MIDI System Messages 

(ltlme) 

the various classes mentioned to the 
status byte bit values mentioned in 
that earlier instalment. 

I m not going to plod on through 
a complete analysis of MIDI'S logical 
arrangements because that takes us 
away from MIDI and too far into the 
realms of program design. 

What I really want to do is use 
these outline discussions, coupled 
with what we learnt about status 
bytes in issue 11, to create a simple 
Basic 'MIDI status byte analyser' 
program. 

This is not going to be a 'state of 
the art offering', and it is not going to 
handle the large number of 
subclasses of controller messages 
which exist. Nevertheless it wilt 
provide a useful starting point for 
further experiments and provide a 
piece of code that will be able to be 
used for a number of diagnostic 
purposes. 

OPEN "SER: 
#1 LEN=1 

FOR INPUT AS J 

Data collection could be done by 
reading bytes one at a time using 
Basic's INPUT${) statement like 
this... 

x$=INPUT${l,l) 

but normally it's more convenient to 
collect the value as a number rather 
than in string form, so we would opt 
for the combined use of the ASC() 
function to produce this input line... 

x=ASC(INPUTS(l,D) 

Using this collection statement in 
conjunction with a loop arrangement 
will allow us to collect as much data 
as we want. To collect one hundred 
MIDI bytes we might use something 
along the lines of... 

LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 

DIM CHANNEL.MESSAGES(112) 
DIM COMMON, MESSAGES (7) 
DIM HEAL.TIME.MESSAGE$ {15) 
CHANNEL,MESSAGES(0) = "Note Off* 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES(16) = "Note On" 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES(32) = "Poly Key Pressure* 
CHANNEL,MESSAGES(48) = "Control Change* 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES(64) = "Program Change" 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES{80} = "Channel Pressure* 

j CHANNEL.MESSAGES{96} = "Pitch Bend" 
CHANNEL.MESSAGES(112) = "System Message" 
COMMON,MESSAGES(0) = "System Exclusive" 
COMMON-MESSAGES(1) = 'MIDI Time Code" 
COMMON.MESSAGES (2} a "Song Position Pointer" 
COMMON.MESSAGES(3) = "Song Select" 
COMMON.MESSAGES (4) * "Undefined" 
COMMON.MESSAGE${5) = "Undefined* 
COMMON.MESSAGE${6) = "Tune Request* 
COMMON.MESSAGE$<7) = *End of System Exclusive 
PEAL.TIME,MESSAGES(0} = "Timing Clock" 
REAL,TIME.MESSAGES(1) = "Undefined" 
REAL,TIME.MESSAGES(2)  = "Start" 
REAL.TIME.MESSAGES (3) = "Continue* 
REAL. TIME. MESSAGES (4)  = "Stop" 
REAL.TIME.MESSAGES(5) * "Undefined" 
REAL TIMS MF's^Af^F^ (f% \   - C^na-infr" x\nizuj . ± J-KLCJ + L'ICrJ               \ of    •-     nt-L-ivt;          its-Lily 
REAL.TIME.MESSAGES(7) = "System Reset" 

OPEN "SER:" FOR INPUT AS #1 LEN=1 
forever=1 
WHILE forever 

x = ASC{INPUTS(Irl)) 
IF (x AND ScHBO} THEN GOSUB STATUS. BYTE ELSE GOSUB 

DATA.BYTE : 
WEND 
CLOSE I 
END 

STATUS,BYTE: 
IF (X<&HF0) THEN GOSUB CHANNEL.MESSAGE ELSE GOSUB 

SYSTEM, MESSAGE 
' RETURN 

CHANNEL, MESSAGE: 
channel = (x AND &HF)+1 
status = x AND &H7D 

PRINT CHANNEL.MESSAGES(status);" on channel 
RETURN 

SYSTEM.MESSAGE: 
IF {x AND kHB)  THEN GOSUB REAL,TIME.MESSAGE ELSE GOSUB 

COMMON. MESSAGE 
RETURN 

REAL. TIME. MESSAGE: 
PRINT REAL.TIME.MESSAGES (x AND 7) 

RETURN 

: COMMON,MESSAGE: 
PRINT COMMON,MESSAGES(x AND 7) 

RETURN 

DATA.BYTE: RETURN 
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MIDI 

Figure 3: 
Diagrammatic form of the system common categories 

r SYSEX 
(1 time) 

W 
MIDI TIME CODE 

(1 time) 

(+) 
SONG POSITION POINTER 

{1 time) 

(+) 
SONG SELECT 

(Itlme) 
Common Messages < (*) [n times} 

UNDEFINED 
{% time) 

(+) 
UNDEFINED 

(1 time) 

(+) 
TUNE REQUEST 

(1 time) 

(*) 
END OF SYSEX 

(1 time) 

FOR i = 1 to 100 

x=ASCUNFUT$(l,l) J 

do something with the value in x 

NEXT i 

another simple scheme which could 
be used to continuously collect MIDI 
data is this... 

forever=1 

WHILE forever 

x=ASC(INPUTS(1,1}} 

do something with the J 
value in x 

WEND 

When collecting MIDI bytes the first 
decision that will need to be made 
as each byte of information is 
received is whether it is a status 
byte or a data byte. This involves 
testing bit? and what I have chosen 
to do is use the results of such tests 
to select between two subroutines 
like this... 

IF (x AND &H80)  THEN GOSUB J 
STATUS.BYTE ELSE GOSUB J 
DATA,BYTE 

This line of code will distinguish 
between a status byte and a data 
byte. However, if a byte turns out to 
be a status byte then we'll need to 
know whether it is a channel status 
byte or a system message. 

As we saw in issue 11, a 1111 
bit pattern in the upper part of the 
status byte signifies a system 
message and so this further test can 
be made... 

IF (x<&HF0) THEN GOSUB J 
CHANNEL.MESSAGE ELSE GOSUB J 
SYSTEM. MESSAGE 

What I am doing in this example is 
identifying the various MIDI message 
classes and, on the basis of the 
results, I'm selecting particular 
subroutines which will carry out the 
processing associated with a 
particular class. 

The subroutine which receives 
channel message status bytes might 
isolate the channel and specific 
channel message class by using this 
type of bit-orientated code... 

channel = <x AND &HF)+1 

status = x AND &H7Q 

do something with this data 

The easiest way to see how this 
subset/subroutinecorrespondence 
helps in practice is to put all the 

pieces together into a runable 
program and this is exactly what 
listing 1 provides, A 'forever' loop is 
used to collect the MIDI bytes, 
status bytes are identified as either 
channel or system bytes and all 
channel byte values are sent to a 
routine which extracts their 

identification code and channel 
number and then uses that 
information to print details of the 
message received. 

Notice that by defining 
CHANNELMESSAGE$(), a message 
type string array whose used 
numerical array element positions 

correspond to the bit contents of the 
upper four bits of the message 
classes, I've made it easy to do the 
conversion from message class bit 
pattern to printed message class 
text name. 

SOME EXTRA GOODIES... 
If you are happy with the logic behind 
the program given in listing 1 it'll 
come as no surprise to you to find 
that we can easily adapt it to cater 
for the remaining status bytes, ie the 
system common and real-time status 
identifiers. The system message 
status bytes, which are ignored in 
listing 1, can be checked and on the 
basts of bit 3 we can execute one of 
two subroutines like this,,. 

SYSTEM,MESSAGE: 

IF  (X AND &H8) THEN GOSUB J 
REAL.TIME.MESSAGE ELSE J 
GOSUB COMMON.MESSAGE 

By defining additional string arrays to 
hold the names of the various 
system and real-time messages, and 
relating the text entries to the 
appropriate bit patterns of the status 
bytes, it becomes easy to display the 
names of the status bytes as they 
are detected. 

Listing 2 gives the final version 
of the program. Once you learn to 
understand how the nested 
subroutine status byte analysis 
scheme is used in conjunction 
with the bit patterns of the status 
bytes you'll be able to use similar 
ideas in any number of MIDI utility 
programs. 

It's also worth pointing out that 
these ideas of allowing the 
subroutine nesting to mimic the 
nesting inherent in the data can be 
equally easily applied to programs 
written in C, assembler or any other 
language. 

LAST WORDS 
You will see from the code 
examples developed this month that 
a strong relationship exists between 
the hierarchies implied by diagrams 
1-4 and the structure of the Basic 
code, 

This relationship between the 
hierarchies is no coincidence and, in 
fact, it stems from the fundamental 
relationships which exist between 
computer programs and their data. 
Unfortunately this isn't the place for 
proper discussions of such issues 
but I feel that it is worth pointing out 
that a number of useful program 
design techniques are available 
which make use of these types of 
relationships. 

Anyway, that's enough of the 
techie' material. Next month I II be 
moving away from programming 
issues and firmly back to the music 
side of things for a while! 

Figure 4; 
Diagram fragment of the MIDI real-time status bytes 

Real-time Messages 
(n times) 

TIIVtE CLOCK 
(Itlme) 

(+) 
UNDEFINED 

11 time) 

M 
START 

(1 time) 

M 
CONTINUE 
(1 time) 

(+) 
STOP 

(1 time) 

M 
UNDEFINED 

(itlme) 

(+> 
ACTIVE SENSING 

(1 time) 

(+) 
SYSTEM RESET 

(1 time) 
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AMIGA PACKS 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE W, ALL ORDERS OVER £100 ARE SUBJECT TO £5 UK DELIVERY CHARGE ORDERS OVER £100 RECEIVED BEFORE 2PM ARE USUAUY 
DESPATCHED THE SAME DAY FOR DELIVERY ON THE NEXT WEEK DAY ORDERS UNDER £100 ARE SENT 1ST CLASS RECORDED POST ALL PRODUCTS ARE UK 
STOCK AND CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH COMMODORE WARRANTY. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TO CHECK STOCKS AND CURRENT PRICES, 

AMIGA A600 - PHONE TODAY t 

AMIGA A500+ 1MB CARTOON CLASSICS Amiga A5O0 computer, supped with 1MB ram built in Kickstert 
V2, expansion to 2MB ram poaaibie via "trap door", mouse, tv mockJator manuala Vtorkbench V2 etc disks, plus the fofbwing top eeJIing 
software titles: Lemmings, The Qmpaona Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 

AMIGA A300+ 2MB CARTOON CLASSICS Amiga ASOO computer appfed with 1MB ram bull in and an 
extra *m expansion board (spving a total of 2 megabytes of ram*. Kickstart V^ mouse tv modulator mentis, Wxkbench V2 etc daka 
ptus the following top aelfing software titles: Lemmings, The Smpsons. Captah Planet and Deluxe Paint 3 

AMIGA A15Q0+ BASE A1500 computer with TMB ram and now with Ktckatart V2 and Workbench V2 software, 
detachable keyboard 2 x 3.5" 880k digk drives bull in, mouse and all mamfila The Anigei AtSOO accepts A20O0 peripherals The 
A1S00 base pack is supplied with no software. Please note mat the A15CK) does      have a modufetor. 

AMIGA AI500+ PACK A consists of A1500* base pack and the following software: Platinum Works, Deluxe Paint 
Verswn 3. Poptioua Srmm City. Battle Chess Their Finest HOT (Battle of Britain) and 2 books 

AMIGA A1300+ PACK. B consists of A150O base pack and the following software ; Platinum Worka Deluxe Paint 
Version 3, Home Accounts Elf. Puzzric. Toki and Gett^ the l^st Out CtfYarAmi^ book 

£339.00 

E379.00 

£499,00 

£549,00 

£549.00 

C.V.P 

Hard Disks 
A500 HARD DISKS 

GVP Series II 52Mb Hard Disk £379.00 
GVP Series U 105Mb Hard Disk £549,00 

A1500 HARD DISKS 

GVP 52Mb Hard Card E28a00 
GVP 120Mb Hard Card E489.00 
GVP 200Mb Hard Card £84900 
PLEASE PHONE FOR PRICES ON RAM 

UPGRADES ETC FOR ANY OF THE 
ABOVE HARD DISK DRIVES 

Have You Got A 
VI.3 Amiga ? 

DO ¥L>U WANT VERSION 2 
KICKSTART & WORKBENCH ? 

If so, we now have In stock the new 
VERSION 2 UPGRADE KIT. The kit 

consists of the Kickstart 2 Rom, 
Workbench 2 software (including the 

Extras disk and the Fonts disk) and the 
Workbench 2 fuU manuals. Easy to fit and 

requires no soldering. 

£ 89.99 

Accessories 

PRINTERS 

ATTENTION ALL CITIZEN PRINTER BUYERS f 
£,1*lrr™ STARTER PACK. The pack comprises of; 

35~ disk fuU of prrtter drivers for me SI Amiga <£ PQ 200 sheets of 
fanfokj tractor feed paper. 200 fanfoid tractor feed address labels; 
5 tractor feed envelopes aft for onfy £1299. 
CmZEM COLOUR PRINTING KIT. This kit enables you to 
upgrade either the Swift 9 Swift 24E or 224 to a fuU colour printer 
The kit comes with a colour ribbon. Normally retaiting at around 
£40.00, we are offering, while stocks last the chance to buy this 
colour kit for only £ia§a 
Citizen 120D * (9-pin U4 cos draft 30 cps NLQ) £124.99 
Citizen Swift 9 (9-ph 192 cps draft 48 cps ALQ ) £184,99 
Qtizen 224 (24-pin 192 cps draft. 64 cps LQ) £224.99 
Qtizen Swift 24E (24-pin. 216 cps draft 72 cps LQ) £279.99 
Qtizen Swift 24X (24-pm, 15' carriage} £379.99 
Qtizen Pro Jet Gnkjei 3BO ops draft t30 cps NLQ 300 £409,99 

Ster LC20Mono (9-pin 180 cps draft 44 cps NLQ) €134.99 
Star LC2G0 Colour (9-pin, 180 cps draft 45 cps NLQ) E194.99 
Star LC24 20 Mono (24-pin 210 cps draft 64 cps LQ) £204-99 
Star LC24-200 Mono (24-pkx 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ) £249.99 
Star LC24-20Q Colour (24-pin 200 cps draft 67 cps LQ) £274.99 
Star SJ-48 (mkjet. 166 cps, portable. 360 dpi) £259,00 

f?^^0.EXft^M ihk ^osori compatible) £265.00 
Hewlett Packard DeskJet 600 Gnk jet 3pages per minute) £389.00 
Hewtett Packard Deakjet 500 Colour (NEW! fui colour Inkjet) £619.00 

Hake your 
Amiga A500+ 

If you want to expand you 
ASOO Plus to a total of 2MB then why 
not fit the new 1Mb Ram Boa id ? This 
extra ram will unleash the full graphics 
capabilities of the ASOO Phis and is 
ideal for may other applications such 
as sound sampling, data storage etc... 
It's simple to fit, without any 
modification, and will not invalidate 
your computers warranty. 

£49.99 

SOFTWARE 

512K ram expansion + clock 
Colour Monitors 
Compatible external dak drive 
ZyR Stereo Speakers 
Squck replacement mouse 
Amiga ASOO dust cover 
Cruiser Joystick 

£29.99 
PHONE 
£59.00 
£37.60 
£14.99 
£6.99 
£3,50 
£8.99 

LEMMINGS 
C 7.99 

CPT PLANET 
£ 7,99 

SIMPSONS 
C 7.99 

D PAINT 3 
£ 19.99 

1 OR LISE WITH THE ASOO FUJS ONLY 

Kickstart Rom 
Switcher 

with VI.1 Rams 
Some older software will not ran on 
the new Amiga ASOO PL 
Kickstart V2,04 Rom but they do fun 
on the older VI .3 A500s. 

We a now stocking the Phoenix Rom 
Switcher which means, once ii 
you can switch between Kickstart 1.3 
and 2.04 giving you all the benefits of 

Amiga* and solving 
problems. 

The Pheomx Rom Switcher can be 
easuy installed to the A500 Ptus and 
comes supplied with Kickstart VO 
Roms. Included in the Lett is 
micioswitch which can be mounted 
virtually anywhere to enable toggling 
between the two Rom versions. 

£49.99 
FOR USL WtTH THE ASOO PLUS ONLY 

E3 

LA^VT^S ?r^S^o^ ,BAN<FPS DRAf13 PQ5TAL ORDERS' ^SH ^ TO OUR MAIL OUOW ADDRESS (PLEASE MAKE- CHEQUES 
^^MTM^^U^^ Mr^t !f RFTWFFN 8 00AM AND 8 OQPM   ) HAYS A WW (OUR LINES ARE PERSONALLY MANNED - THIS IS 

NOT AN AN5WERPHONE) AND \U YOUR CRFDIT CA^D AH Or^DfRSOVER £ 100 SUBJKJ to £S DFLIVFRY CHARGE, OR AL7FRNAIJVHY VISIT OUR SHOP 

^   SHOWROOM & SHOP N 

CHIPS COMPUTE* CENTRE, 53 WW ROAD. 
WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX Stiff 5HB. 

ill i J'j'M^ 
OPENING , MON TO FRt 10AM TO 6PM.   SAT 9.30AM TO 5.30PM 

FFNANCE / CMDU FACIIIM'S (5HOP ONLY) 
PART DCHANGF OONSIDFRFO (SHOP ONLY^ 

NtW AND USLO SI. AMIGA & PC: EQUIPMEN1 ON DISPLAY 
ALL TYPtS Of SOFIWWf (BUSINESS / EFSUIRF / LDUCAIONAL) 

Rr^lRSUNDFRTAUN    TRAINING    INSTALLATION ON SJTI W^RRANTlf^ > 

NAIL ORDER SALES 

BEST PRICES (DEFT AS'), S3 RUGBY ROAD, 

WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BNtl SNB. 

OPENING r    7 DAYS A WEEK   SAM TO 0PM 
ALL PR(Cf.£ INQUDE W All r_)«L)lRS CT^ER £100 ADD Efj K^RNFXI Wf L KDflt 

mURUR DfLTVFRY ORfMRS UNfXR S:iDO ARE SRJT fW PCW 
CREDIT CARDS ARE SUBJECT TO ADDRESS VBRif (CATION SY CARD JSSUEJiS 

r^oax USUAI LY SE NT CXJT THF SAMF rw WHEN 
f ILARLI) IWM UN? I IS RF C FIVE D Bh 11 *ii ?PM 

I t ^SONAI C;HK^JL .S RFQUERE / [W CLEARANf/F 
_A^prjce5mcjodej^ delivery ONLY on orders under ElQO All prices / ipecmcoHona / special oitera subject to chonge without notice 
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AMIGA A600 

* ON SITE MAINTENANCE 
* SMART CARD FACILITY 
* BUILT IN TV. MODULATOR 
* COMPACT HARD DRIVE OPTION 
AfiOO STARTER PACK £364.95 
A6O0 HD + 20 Mb HARD DR(VE.£459[95 

★ AMIGA A500/PLUS PACKS* 
1.3 STANDARD A50O .£259.95 
A5O0 PLUS STANDARD PACK £309.95 
A500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSlCs£324.95 

See our memory section to 
upgrade above 

AMIGA 1500 

PACK 

★ GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS ★ 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 

★ HARD DRIVES ★ 
A500: 
SERIES II HD 8+ 52Mb £334.95 
SERIES H HD 8+ 105Mb £439.95 

Al500/2000: 
SERIES II HC 8+ 52Mb £264.95 

(Configurations up to 420Mb 
8Mb RAM available please call) 

MODEL, INCORPORATING Workbench, 

+'GETTINC THE MOST OUT OF YOUR AMIGA (book) 

Paint 111, Puzznic, Elf&Toki £539.95 

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFER 

* UNBEATABLE MONITOR DEALS, SAVE m'S 
r t DO Qc 

COMMODORE 10S4S flQQgs 
PHILIPS 8833 MK1I J J' 

HARD DRIVE 
+ ACCELERATOR 

THE ULTIMATE A500 EXPANSION PRODUCT! 

40Mhz ACCELERATOR + HARD DISK DRIVE 
+ *lMb RAM 

A530 COMBO 40Mhz + -52Mb HARD DISK = £659.95 
» Up to 8Mb RAM and 120Mb/240Mb 

versions available call now 

★ PC 286 EMULATOR* 

PC 286 lfiMhz EMULATOR MODULE = £219*95 
For the series II and A530 hard drives 

Easy inslallation that does not invalidate your warranty 

STEREO COLOUR MONITORS 

COMMODORE PHILIPS 

1084S 8833 MKII 

£21495 £21495 

* CABLE TO YOUR COMPUTER ONLY £3,99 WHEN PURCHASED WITH MONITOR 

* DISK DRIVES ★ 
ALL OUR DRIVES INCLUDE: 

TEN x 3.5" DISKS + 3.5" CLEANER KIT 
FREE OF CHARGE!! 

*«KECTASO0 INTERNAL 
REPLACEMENT  

L 

£39.95 
*CUMANACAX 354 Slimline design £49.95 
* P0Wer KmE Anti-clkk device £4 9.95 
* Power PCS80B with BHrtfaui hardware ..£69.95 

* This offer will ran for a limited 
period only * 

A570/A670 

CD-ROM DRIVE 

SOON- ORDER YOURS NOW 

A57Q CDTV + INTERFACE ' 
£nhe Amiga 500 Pius 

A570 CDTV + INTERFACE   
HusV.2 upgrade for A500 1J  

A670 CDTV INTERFACE 
For the Amiga bw  

£269.95 

£31495 

£269.95 

CONDUCE PE4L 

DYNAMITE CO%UTERS 

DIG DEEP FOR 
THESE SPECIAL 

BARGAINS..- 

* CLEARANCE AMIGA SOFTWARE ★ 
$ BACK TO THE FUTURE 11 , £3.99 
& NIGHTBREED £3.99 
* DAYS OF THUNDER £3.99 
SHADOW OF THE BEAST II ,...£4.99 
CAPTAIN PLANET £4.99 
LEMMINGS ..,£4.99 
BART SIMPSON £7,99 

m HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION ..£9.99 
ADDICTED TO PUN £12.99 
ROBOCOP 3 „ £12.99 
W,W.F. .,£12.99 
TERMINATOR 2 £12.99 

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER £12.99 
OUTRUN EUROPA £12.99 
ASTRA TEN STAR GAMES PACK £17.99 MEGLOMANIA £9.99 

N,B * DENOTES NOT PLUS/A600 COMPATIBLE 



★ ART STUDIO* 

Deluxe Paint II „ £&99 

Spritz Paint . .£9,99 

Deluxe Paint IIL.. ....£14.99 

Fantavision ,„<£li99 

Comic Setter £19.99 

Photon Paint V2.0 £19.99 

Deluxe Paint IV .£54.99 

Walt Disney Animator ...£64.99 

Professional Draw U2. ...£89.99 

★ VIDEO STUDIO* 

Vidi Amiga + VMi Chrome ...£69.99 

Rombo RGB Splitter £39.99 

Take 2 Animation Package ..£39.99 

Complete Colour Solution..£99.99 

Colour Solution + T*ke 2 .£129.99 

Rocgen Genlock ...£84.99 

Rocgen Plus Genlock £129.95 

ScalaSOO £69-95 

Scala (requires 1Mb) £149.95 

Roctec Genlock £99.95 

★ SOUND STUDIO* 

£19.99 

Midi-Master Interface 
+ 2 Midi Cables  £19.99 

£49.99 

£29.99 

GVP Sound Studio  £49.95 

£89,95 

Bars and Pipes Pro.  £179,95 

★ STAR/CITIZEN* 

PRINTERS 
£109.95 
£119.95 
£169.95 
..£169.95 
.,£179.95 
£199.95 
£209.95 
£214.95 
£249.95 
.£264.95 

CITIZEN 120D+  
STAR LC20.  
CITIZEN SWIFT 9  
STAR 1X200  
STAR 1X24-20 (NEW)  
STAR 1X24-200 (MONO)  
CITIZEN 224  
STAR SJ4S BUBBLEJET  
STAR LC24-200 (COLOUR! 
♦ CITIZEN SWIFT 24e  

★ POWER HAND SCANNER* 
FEATURING: 

★ LATEST VERSION 2 SOFTWARE 
★ 64 GRAYSCALES 
★ 100 - 400 DPI 

| PLUS FREE PHOTON PAINT 2.0 (RRP £89.95) 

A DYNAMITE EXCLUSIVE AT £99.95 

* Complete with free colour kit 
whilst stocks last 

ACCESSORIES 
PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE  
UNIVERSAL I^INTEB STAND.-  

.£1.99 
SOO SHEETS OF CONTINUOUS 

PAPER ■  
COLOUR KIT OPTION FOR 
SWIFT 9/224/24e  £34.95 

* MEMORY * m M 

512K RAM EXPANSION ^""^X^S 
512KRAM EXPANSIONat  ^ 

1Mb by 8 or 9 SIMM boards 1GVP).- 

4Mb by 9 SIMMS (GVP)  

tiffS""**  
2Mb.— —* .,£179-95 

4Mb -*32 £27935 

£109.95 

ACCESSORIES/EXTRAS 

£3,99 
£17,99 
 SlM 

£2,99 
£4.49 

ROLL OF 1000 3.5" DISK LABELS .....£6,99 
MOUSE/JOYSTICK Switcher box unit £9.95 

10 BLANK DISKS (3.5 DS/DD).... 
50 BLANK DISKS (3.5 DS/DD).... 
QUALITY MOUSEPAD--  
40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX,.. 
80 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX.. 

£9,99 
£14,99 

£3,99 
£9.99 

REPLACEMENT MOUSE .£9,99 
REPLACEMENT TV MODULATOR £19.95 
REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLY £29.95 

ZIPSTICK SUPERPRO JOYSTICK 
QU1CKJOY TOP -STAR JOYSTICK 
AMIGA SOFT DUSTCOVER  
AMIGA PERSPEX DUSTCOVER 

HOW TO ORDER 
Call us NOW on 
0234 214212 

Send Cheque or postal order to 
DYNAMITE COMPUTERS 
Dynamite House 
44a Stanfey Street 
Bedford MK41 7RW 

1MB Please write cheque guarantee card number 
on the reverse of cheque to ensure same day 

clearance (cheques without card number subject 
to 10 day clearance) 

Call into our showroom for a fast and 
friendly service 

Retail/Queries 0234 364428 

DELIVERY CHARGES* 
£2.95 tor orders less than £100 
£4,95 for orders over £100 
Next day express service £7.50 

'Charges applicable to UK mainland only 
PLATINUM SERVICE CARD 

Only £19.99! 
Features: • Next day courier delivery 

• 30 day exchange for new 
• 1 year guarantee grving free collection 

and delivery should a fault occur. 
All prices subject to availably and may 

change without notice, E & OE 

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PHONE THE DYNAMITE HOTLINE 

0234 214212 

DYNAMITE HOUSE, 44a STANLEY STREET, BEDFORD 

STOP PRESS • STOP PPKS • STOP PRESS 

-«SSBS?BSSSft»«-;« 

..0   KQT plus/A600 compatible 
» »■»■ This nactoge is MP 



NETWORKING 

Nof the giants 

Are your wires crossed about local 

nroA nAftAA-trlTc? Trtlrt* the* \&nri (ram area networks? Take the lead from 

Brian Watson and unravel the net 

worth of networks 

Local area networks {or 
LANs) are the answer to 
problems of data transfer in 
offices and schools. Here 

we'll be taking a look at a real life 
situation: the installation of an 
Amiga network at DMA Design In 
Dundee made possible by Oxxl's 
ACS software. 

THE REQUIREMENTS 
Obviously the first task was to set 
about purchasing the required 
hardware and software. As we were 
constantly having to transfer 
computer data from togas to PCs, 
this was the prime consideration 

(NFS) client software 
by Commodore. This 
enable&the Amiga to 
connects a Transport 
Control Protocol/ 
Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP) based NFS 
server (typically a Unix 
workstation). This 
seemed to be the only 
option, but I then 
h ea rd so me 1 n t o rc ST I r g 
information about 
some new software for 
the Amiga-which would enable it to 
connect to a Novell Netware based 
network (which is PC based). This 

opytng fin iga 
jS} B i ndF tx 

tient Utilities to Work: Wet work 
JHakeUs*r .5£jR*sToDat Map _ Send Set Pas s SthOwStats stut 

UserLI it 
Dcs.*. inot ian Braver fa tafty to: 

HorkJrletworft 
Proceed \t\th Copy 
Change Dffjit ifi^t i, BIT J. 

<ip Thts Part 
Ftbort Install 

Installing ACS, The format of this Install program follows the standards laid 
out by Commodore comply with a Workbench 2.0 feel 
when setting up our new system. 

The A2Q65 is a Zorro II card for 
the A3000, A1500 or B2000 which 
can take two types of network 
cabling, Standard Thick Ethernet and 
Thin Ethernet (also known as 
Cheapernet). Both cabling types have 
the same data bandwidth but Thick 
Ethernet is less prone to noise 
problems. Cabling with Thin Ethernet 
is cheaper (hence the nickname) and 
a lot easier, you only have to thread 
through a 7mm diameter cable 
instead of 15mm. Finally, the 
file server. With the network we 
chose, the fileserver had to be a 486 
based PC. We installed three hard 
disks which gave an on-line storage 
capacity of 500Mb, 

The only software which has 
been available to work with the 
A2065 card is Network Filing System 

software h called ACS - Amiga Client 
Software, was still in Beta test but 
Oxxi did allow us to become part of 
the Beta test program. With this in 
mind we decided to go for a Novell 
Netware based network. 

INSTALLING ACS 
Installing the ACS software is very 
straight forward. First you have to 
install a ''Key" from the Amiga to the 
fileserver; this is to allow a security 
access by Amigas to the fileserver. 
This only has to be done once for all 
machines. To install ACS on each 
machine just insert disk 1 (of 5) and 
run the install program from the 
Workbench and follow the 
instructions. No hardware specific 
information is needed (except for the 
type of network card). 

To make the installation of this 

The A2065 card. This plugs into a Zorro-ll slot on an A3000 or A1500 and 
connects to an Ethernet based Network. This card converts parallel data 
from the Amiga to the serial data form required by the network 

software much quicker I created a 
script on a floppy which would first 
log-in (from floppy) to the network 
and then copy all files required from 
the network to the local machine. It 
would have been nice if Oxxi included 
this in their installation process. 

LOGGING IN 
Logging in can be achieved by using 
the command line version of the 
login command and typing login'. 
This prompts you for your username 

and password; you can provide the 
username as a command parameter; 
if so you are no longer asked. If you 
do not have a password set, the 
password prompt does not appear. 
You can also use the Workbench 
version of the login command, Here 
you fill out the relevant sections on 
the display and it logs you in. 

The Novell Netware system wide 
log-in script can have sections which 
are specific to the Amiga. This is 
useful for setting up such things as 

CONTACTS & COST 

The cost of setting up our network for 13 Amigas and 6 PCs was: 

Item Cost/Each Sub-total 

The Fileserver 
Novell Netware V3.ll 20 user 
Amiga Client Software 20 user 
A2065 network cards 
PC Network cards 
Cabling & connectors - 

£ 249.00 * 13 
£ 129.95 * 6 

Total Cost 

£3000.00 
£1495.00 
£ 760.00 

£3237.00 
£ 779.70 
£ 450-00 

£9760.70 

UK price rates are not fully available. To give a guide, the US prices are: 

Number of clients List price Cost/client 
1 $199.00 $199.00 
5 $499.00 $99.80 
10 $899.00 $89-90 
20 $1299,00 $51.96 
50 $1799.00 $35.98 
100 $2999,00 $29.99 
250 $5999.00 $24.00 

Oxxi (UK) Ltd, 171 Bath Road, Slough, Berkshire SLi 4AE » G7S3 551777 
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NETWORKING 

directory assigns for software stored 
on the network. We also use it to set 
up assigns to a personal directory. 

SECURITY 
The ACS software and Netware 
provide for security by the use of 
passwords. On top of this, people 
can be restricted or granted access 
to specific storage areas on the 
fileserver. Here, each person has his 
own directory areas to which no one 
except him has access. To hefp 
exchange between project groups we 
have directories set up for each 
group; the members of that group 
can have access. Netware aifows you 
several levels of access.,. 
• User level - Security can be 
assigned to individual users (ie 
access to their own directories). 
• Group level - Users can be a part 
of a group {such as ARTISTS, 
PROGRAMMERS, EVERYONE etc) and 
as a member of that group they can 
be granted access to directory areas 
that they are involved with, 
• Supervisor level - Supervisor has 
overall access to the network 
filesystem. There are no restrictions. 
As you could guess, DELETE NDO; 
ALL could be quite dangerous, so the 
supervisor account has a password 
only known by a few people. 

Files can be marked with 
attributes which enable it to be 
read/only re ad/write, sharable, 
archived, deletable, searchable, 
executable and so on. This is 
independent of the facilities allowed 
by AmigaDOS, thus, only people with 
sufficient privilege can alter the file 
status. For executables, they are 
normally set to Read Only/Sharable - 
this helps to prevent viruses on the 
network software. 

FILENAMES 
As you may be aware, IBM PCs have 
an annoying restriction on filenames. 
They are restricted to eight 
characters followed by a *." and 
another three characters. The Amiga 
has no such restrictions (the 
maximum being in the region of 38 
characters). Since Netware was 
designed for PCs it also has this 
restriction. Netware can also be used 
with Macintoshes which have no 
such restrictions in name length, so 
the design team at Novell introduced 
a 'Macintosh name space" which 
allows names up to 256 characters 
for each fife. This has to be added to 
the volumes to be accessed by 
Amigas to allow full length names. 

USING THE NETWORK 
ACS provides a new device called 
NDO:. The device is given a volume 
name constructed from the fileserver 
name as well as the volume on that 
fileserver. 

Our fileserver is called 
ENTERPRISE (spot the Star Trek 

you far using a i 
. ENTERPRISE . SYS : «S£ HS>*B 3 5 Ol IT > 

Typical Workbench display - note the large amount of space available on 
ENTERPRISE SYS. Screen shows logging in with the command line version 
fans!), the main volume is called SYS 
and so NDO: is assigned the name 
ENTERPRISE.SYS; The reason for 
including the fileserver name is that 
one machine can, potentially, be 
connected to many fileservers. 

The icon for NDO: is present on 
the Workbench (ours has been 
redefined to look like the Enterprise). 
Access fs just the same as any other 
device on the Amiga - totally 
transparent 

BACKING UP 
A network provides us with a method 
of centrally controlling backups; eg, a 
programmer could keep a copy on 
the network of all of his current 
source files, updating them at 
reguiar intervals. At a later stage (say 
once a day or once a week) this 
could be backed up on to a tape 
streamer. The advantage of doing 
this Is speed; it takes oniy a matter 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Fileserver - A computer In a network that controls all of the network traffic. 
Generally used as a central storage area for files. 

Autoconffg - This is a special hardware protocol designed by the engineers 
at Commodore to a How expansion cards to be added to the Amiga with 
as little hassle as possible. 

Network Fifing System (NFS) - Designed by Sun Microsystems NFS, 
enables exchange of filing system information over a network with the 

minimum of problems. Works in tandem with TCP/IP as base transmission, 

Transport Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) - One of the ways 
in which information is passed from machine to machine. 

Amiga Client Software (ACS) - This product allows Amiga computers with 
A2065 Ethernet Cards to connect to a Novell Netware based network, 

Novell Netware - This product is a PC based network operating system, It is 
designed to efficiently transfer information from a central fite storage 
area to a client computer, ft is one of the most popular network 
operating systems for the IBM PC, 

Ethernet (thick) - A standard cabling system to allow the connection of 
many computers on a network. This type of Ethernet cabling uses cable 
which is 15mm thick. It requires special devices (known as traneeivers) 
to connect from the computer to the cable - over and above any network 
card used. Its maximum cable length is much greater than Cheapemet 

Cheapemet (tHln} - This is similar in concept to Thick ethemet since it 
a\lows computers to be connected in a network - although Cheapemet 
is based on 7mm cabEe. This cable is considerably cheaper and easier 
to install although maximum cable length is less than half of Ethemet 
(roughly ISO metres) 

Client - Computer connected to a network requesting use of a fileserver. 

of seconds work, meaning backups 
are done much more frequentfy. 

NETWORK PRINTING 
With ACS, Oxxi has provided for using 
a network printer. 

To allow you access to the 
network printer queues you have to 
define which printers are to be 
attached to each queue. This can all 
be done from a set of programs 
called PRINTDEF/PRINTCON. 
PRINTDEF creates the definitions of a 
particular type of printer (eg, Epson 
LQ88Q, HP LaserJet III) and also the 
forms used with that printer (ie the 
paper sizes). PRINTCOISf allows you 
to set up your own printer job 
definitions such as the type of paper 
for a particular printer and which 
printer is to be your default, This has 
to be done for each user but ft can 
be done by the system supervisor 
and then copied from one person to 
another. 

DATA TRANSFER RATES 
No network software review would be 
complete without data transfer rates. 
The Ethernet standard allows for a 
10 megabit per second transfer rate, 
In theory, this gives a maximum 
burst rate of roughly 1Mb per 
second. In practice this is far from 
the case. Limitations are due to the 
Speed of Ethernet cards and also the 
speed of the controlling software. I 
wrote a small program that would 
test the transfer rate of the network 
by writing a 2Mb file and then 
reading it back. The results follow: 

Test type Write rate Read rate 
ACS 249K/sec 195K/sec 
Amiga NFS 240K/sec 235K/sec 
Amiga Hard Disk 609K/sec 584K/sec 

As we can see the transfer rate to 
local hard disks is roughly two and a 
haif times greater. These tests were 
performed on an A3000, 

CONCLUSION 
To say that our network has become 
one of the most important purchases 
we have made would be an 
understatement. 

If our network fails, not much 
gets done {this, thankfully, does not 
happen very often). Attaching Amigas 
to the network could not have been 
done so easily without ACS and it, in 
my opinion, gets the full seal of 
approval, Score: 4.9/5, never 
commit yourself to a 5! The 
performance, although slower than a 
hard disk, is very acceptable and any 
delays due to network traffic are 
negligible. 

The advantages of having a 
central file storage area with a single 
tape backup unit are too many to 
list. If you use a large number of 
Amigas in your work place it is well 
worth consideration. /Tt 
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NEWSFLASH 
8833 Nik II Monitors 

Genuine UK Model 
ONLY £199.95 

Di A 

PHILIPS TV Monitor 
The best available £279 INC VAT 
OR ONLY £269 when purchased 
with a computer! m 

ON U 

COMPUTER   SYSTEMS LTD 

z 

3 

1Mb 
RAM PACK 

1Mb 
RAM 

THE FANTASTIC NEW 
AMIGA 600 

AS SEEN IN THE COMPUTER PRESS 
EVERYWHERE 

ONLY £399,00 INC VAT 
Or with 8S33 Mk II Monitor 

+F1 ° Promotion 
ONLY £589.00 INC VAT 

COMES WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 
ON A600 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE 

III 

1Mb     W7 1Mb 
RAM   PACK RAM 

600 WORD PRO PACK 
AMIGA 600 PLUS 

With the NEW 
AMIGA 600 H/D with 20Mb hard disk 

AND 9Pin Seikosha Printer 
+■ Trans write Word Processor 

+ All AMIGA standard features, Mouse etc. 

COMES WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 
ON A600 

( DNLY £649.00 INC VAT 
Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 

+F19 Promotion 
! DNLY £839.00 INC VAT A 

ADD £75.00 FOR COL PRINTER >M 
WE CANNOT BE BEATEN VSiSj 

ON PRICE 

1Mb 
RAM PACK RAM 

THE EVEN MORE FANTASTIC 
NEW AMIGA 600 HP 

MTH 20Mb HARD DISK 

AS SEEN IN THE COMPUTER PRESS 
EVERYWHERE 

ONLY £499.00 INC VAT 
Or with 8833 Mk ft Monitor 

+F19 Promotion 
ONLY £689.00 INC VAT 

COMES WH"H FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 
ONA600 

WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 
ON PRICE jgM 

1Mb 1Mb 

RAM     pXcK RAM 
BUSINESS PACK 

AMIGA 600 PIUS 
COMPRISING 
With the NEW 

AMIGA 600 H/D with 20Mb hard disk 
+ Oki 24Pin [360] Business Printer 

+ Transwrite Word Processor 
+ All AMIGA standard features, Mouse etc. 

COMES WITH FREE HOME MAINTENANCE 
ON A600 

ONLY £729.00 INC VAT 
Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor 

+F19 Promotion 
ONLY £919.00 INC VAT 

ADD £50 00 FOR COL PRINTER 
WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 

ON PRICE 

1Mb 1Mb 

RAM      RACK RAM 
THE ALL NEW EVERYTHING BUT 

THE KITCHEN SINK PACK 
NEW AMIGA 600 

+5 GAMES 

Teenage Mutant Turtles Speedball II, Testdrive II, 
Corporation and GunshipJHelicopter Simulation) 

+ AW AMIGA standard features, Mouse etc. 
+ 

Mousemat, Tailormade Dust Cover, Joystick, 
10x3.5" disks, 1 disk storage box. 

COMES WITH FREE MAINTENANCE ON A600 

ONLY £439.00 INC VAT 
Or with 8833 Mk It Monitor 

+ F19 Promotion 
ONLY £629.00 INC VAT 
WE CANNOT BE BEATEN 

ON PRICE 

PACK 
INDUSTRY COMPATIBLE PACK 

INVEST IN TOUR CHILD'S FUTURE 
WITH A REAL COMPUTER 

A 386 Mini Tower PC running at 16MHz, 
40Mb hard disk, 1Mb RAM, single 

3.5" floppy drive, DOS 5, colour VGA, joystick 
+ 6 Top Gomes including 
Risk + other War Games, 
Deep Space and Planet, 

ONLY £699*00 INC VAT 
1 Year Warranty included 
NEW PHOENIX 286 Notebook 

with 20Mb hard disk and 1 Mb RAM 
ONLY £589.00 JNC VAT 

The NEW Adventures Of CAPTAIN DIAMOND 



WANT A 1500 
With Workbench 2.04? 

GOT A 500 
SWAP IT FOR ONLY £399.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

NEW PHILIPS 15"FST TV/MONITOR, 
ONLY £239 
SEE TV PROMOTION ON PAGE 3 
OF THIS ADVERTISMENT1 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND'S 1500 & 3000 CENTRE 

AMIGA 1500 

Specials 

0Mb P/X 2Mb P/X 4Mb P/X 6Mb P/X 8Mb P/X 

A1500GVP 52Mb £839 £669 £899 £729 £959 £789 £839 £849 £1079 £909 
+8833 Mk II Monitor £1039 £869 £1039 £929 £1159 £989 £1039 £1049 £1279 £1109 
A1500 GVP 105Mb £978 

+ 8833 Mk II Monitor 
£808 £978 £868 £1098 £928 £978 £986 £1218 £1048 
£1008 £1238 £1178 £1068 £1298 £1128 £1178 £1356 £1416 £1248 

alf Mk II Monitors come with 
F19 Promotion P/X = part exchange Amiga 500 For Amiga 1500 

GVP SERIES 2 HARD DISKS 
52Mb ONLY £369.00 
105Mb ONLY £529.00 
Perfetlly mnlcKgd in cobur + style rolhc AMIGA 
500p. 1 1 m% accow drive. 1" high drive by 
Quantum. Room few up >0 8Mb of RAM expansion, 
Cur Oft swifch for games Exjponjioo 'Mini SloT. 
External SCSI porf Dedicated PSU tJftd Fan. 2 years 
free warranty. Add £65.00 per exJrea 2Mb RAM 

32Mb 
Ok £369.00 
2Mb £434.00 
4Mb £499,00 
4Mb £564.00 
8 Mb £629.00 

105Mb 
Ok £529.00 
2Mb £994.00 
JMb £659.00 
6Mb £724.00 
8Mb £769.00 

ttOCHARD DRIVES ALWAYS IN STOCK 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
FASTER DRIVES FOR LOWER PRICES. 
QUANTUM    IDE SCSI 
52Mb           £169.95 £179.95 
105Mb         £269.95 279.95 
2 yea* warranty 
fYOUIST 
Rernotfecble Cartridge drive 

44Mb 2Bms £299.00 
TR UMPCARD for above add £69.95 

SPARES AND REPAIRS 
Inter na IA500 Did Drive £41.95 
Fatter Agnui £74.95 
TiMod by one of our Qualified Engineeri 
CIA chip* £14.95 
A500 fixed repoir coil £44.95 

CAPTAIN'S CHIP SHOP 
4X256K DRAMS 
Far A590"S stc 
1X1MB DRAMS For dup/Supra ere 
1x9Mb SIMMS 
Far NEXUS/GVP/Rochard eic 
4x9Mb SIMMS For GVP/NEXUS etc 
CIA CHIPS 
1.3 ROM 
ROM Sharer 

£3,99 
£3.99 

£34.99 
£159.95 
£14.95 
£29.95 

£14,95 
These prices- do nol indvd* fitting; however if you 
don't wont 1o Fit ihem yourself then fhi» con b# 
performed by one aF our Qualified Engineer* at 
any ol our branches. 

DIGITISING PACK 
DOVIEW4 
OIOTISING HITACHI CAMERA  ONLY £249 

AMIGA 3000 

The NEW 
Commodore AMIGA 3000 

25MHz processor, 100 Mb hard disk, 
4Mb Fast RAM, 2Mb Chip RAM. 

+ SCALA + Deluxe Paint IV, 
CM 1960 M/SYNC MONITOR 

£3295.00 INC VAT 

ROCTEC DISK DRIVES & DISKS 
UffraSfim Roclite £54.95 
Slimline Roctec £49.95 
CDTV Drive £64,95 
AMIGA Internal floppy drive 

Only £39.95 
Disks only 40p 

FUSION 40 68040 
THE LEADER IN ACCELERATOR CARDS 

WITH 4Mb ON BOARD RAM £1299 

GVP PRODUCTS FOR THE AMIGA 1500 & 2000 
22MHZ ACCELERATOR 
22MHz 68030 CPU 
6&S32 25MHz maltlf to-pro 
1Mb 32-bil RAM installed 
Expands to 13Mb* SCSI HD an board controller 

ONLY £585 

33MH2 ACCELERATOR 
33MHz 68030 CPU 
68882 40MHz moths co-pro 
4Mb 32 bit HAM rn stalled 
Expands ro 16Mb. SCSI HD On board controller 

ONLY £1289 

50MHZ ACCELERATOR 
FASTEST 030 AVAILABLE 
50MHz 6S030 CPU 
68882 50MHi maths ca-pra 
4Mb 32-bit RAM installed 
Expands to 32Mb, AT HD controller 

ONLY £1789 

IMPACT II HC3 
Wide range of drive sixes 52Mb and 105Mb 
options 
Sockets for 8Mb RAM 
Uses easy to install SIMMs 
Support! virtual] any SCSI device 

-52Mb version £295 
1 05Mb verjion £425 

150Mb STREAMER 
Over 6Mb per min. backup Comes with GVP 
TcpeBrore software Mount! in the 5,25" drive 
bay Optional external casing Includes 1 
DC ISO cartridge 

ONLY £739 

IMPACT VISION 24 
768X5/6 PAL resolution Supports composite 
video, 
S-VH5 and RGB Signals broadcast quality 
genlock Software included 

ONLY £1785 

MONITORS 
PANASONIC M/sync £275 
High Res 21" colour £1599 
8833 MK II + F19 Promotion UK 
Genuine Model  ONLY £199.95 

AMIGA 1500 
With Workbench 2.04 

Software with the machine comprises 
Deluxe Pain! Ill, The Works, Home 

Account$, 3 Games (Puzznic, Tokf and 
Elf), and a book entitled "Get The Most 

Qui Of Your AMIGA- 

ONLY £549 
Or with 8833 Mk II Monitor + FT 9 
Promotion ONLY £769 
Or with NO SOFTWARE   ONLY £499 
Or WITH 
MONITOR NOS/W      ONLY £719 

SUPRA 8Mb BOARD FOR 1 500/2000 
Bareboard 
Add 
Add 

£19 
£6° for 2Mb 
£207 for 6Mb 

A:::: CI 311 far 4Mb 
Add £275 For 8Mb 

NEXUS BOARD 
Bcweboord 0Mb HD 0k RAM ONLY £149 
RAM 0Mb   2Mb  4Mb  6Mb 8Mb 
Ho HD £149 £199 £249 £299 £349 
52Mb HD £299 £349 £399 £449 £499 
105Mb HD £399 £449 £499 £549 £399 

GENLOCKS 
Rocgen    £89.95 
Rocgen +.  £124.95 
Rendale 8802 £119.95 
G2  £575.00 
G2+  £999,00 
Video Pilot. £999,00 
New Philips Editing System 

Only £399,00 

AiUCASAW&Tc 

WW 

THE DIAMOND PR\t£ PLEDGE 
If, whilsJ huyinj flood* tnm u4, yon can 
show us a tw«;r price Ofl LftO same goods 

from (HK Of our U.K. ewnpcLiorc Ihcn 
Diamond will mulch Unit price. 

Even ifotr prices lave increased, we will 
honutii Lhe pr;. .•• in Ihis srivertismcM. MI 

items in stock. 
Ttiis PLEDGE jppli^s only to customefs 

producing or relying on this advcrusm^nl 
before the end of |hc momh of 
puhlicairxi. tr. docs noi apply us 

Mnn p..-. ir.nr- pri'.v -• t .ffrred in tlosiru: 
ilo*nm sicuki-ltararux; sultry 



Join in the special Diamond & Philips promotion to launch our new retail shops 

ULTIMATE SOUND & VISION 

First branch opens this June in the basement of our London Branch at 232 Tottenham Court Road 

Save up to £30.00 

on a Philips TV when you pop into Diamond 

and pick up a bargain today by using Diamonds two ultimate saving plans 

Philips Televisions 

Cube Teletext TV 14" 

Cube Teletext TV 17" 

The new Book TV 

FSTTV 15" 

Normal RRP 

£279.99 

£329.00 

£249.99 

£239.00 

SAVING PLAN 1 

Save £10 on RRP if purchased with 

the new Amiga 600, 

includes connecting leads. 

Come and see the TV & Hi/Fi 

specialists at 

ULTIMATE SOUND & VISION 

To celebrate our opening, anyone visiting our Tottenham Court Road 
branch on May 30th can enter a FREE draw to win a 21" colour TV. 
No purchase necessary, just fill in this form & hand it in at the shop. 

Name  

Address. 

TEL 
SAVING PLAN 2 

VOUCHER 
When you make any 
purchase over £200 
from any branch of 
Ultimate Sound & 
Vision. End 31st July 



P/X Your old 500 
for a new Amiga 1500 

for ONLY £379.95 
WITH WORKBENCH 2.04 

PART EXCHANGE EX DEMO 
AMIGA 500 
+3 MONTH'S WARRANTY 
ONLY £199.95 

CAPTAIN DIAMOND'S PERIPHERALS PAGE 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
APPLICATION SOFTWARE 
Graphics & General 
Advantage 
Anim Font 1 or 2 or 5 
Art Depf 
Art Dept. Pro 2 
Big Alternative Scroller 
Broadcast flHoi 2 
Colon rbursf 
Deluxe Paint IV 
Dig i view Media Station 
Disney Animation Slud 
Flow 3.0 
Font Grabber 
Imagine 2 
Kara Fonts 1 
Kara Fonts 2 
Kara Fonts Sub Headline 
Mediosiatiors 
Personal Finance Mgr 
Personal Font Maker 
Pixel 3D 
Presentation Ma&ier 
Pro draw 
Prodraw 2 
Professional Calc 
Pro Video Past 
Real 3D Beginners 
Scenery Animalion 
Spectra Colour 
Take 2 
TV Text 
Video Director 
Vidi Amiga 
Vidi Complete Or Sol 
Vidi Colour Solution 
Vistra Pro 
Muck & Sound 
AMAS2 
Audio Engineer +2 
Audiomaster 4 
Audition 4 
Ears & Pipes Pro 
Deluxe Music const Set 
Dr T Copiest Apprentice 
Dr T KC5 Level II V3 
Jam 
Music X U 
Perfect Sound 
Stereo Master 
Sound Master 
Techno Sound Turbo 
Educational 
Answer Bock Jnr 
Answer Back $nr 
Answer Back Data Disks 
Arithmetic 

£64*99 
£19.59 
£32.29 
£139.99 
£34,99 
£154.99 
£449t99 
£54.99 
£109.00 
£64.99 
£59.99 
£29.99 
£194.99 
£53.49 
£47.79 
£27,49 
£119.95 
£19.99 
£34.99 
£64.95 
£149.99 
£78*49 
£89,99 
£129.99 
£117.60 
£99.99 
£49.99 
£39*99 
£79.95 
£34.29 
£99.99 
£&4.99 
£129.00 
£139.99 
£49.99 

£69.95 
£149.99 
£44,28 
£34.99 
£156.89 
£49.99 
£58.85 
£147.09 
£69.99 
£69,95 
£39.95 
£29.99 
£84.99 
£29.99 

£15.25 
£15.25 

£7.69 

20rfi Century £7.69 
Spelling £7*69 
World Geography £7.69 
General Science £7.69 
Camped:um 6 £26.99 
Distant Suns 4,0 £27.49 
Fun School Series £15.99 
French Mistress £15,49 
GB Route Plus £54.99 
Mavis Beacon Typing £22.99 
Micro Series £16.99 
Tekno Amiga £69.99 
Yale Bright Star £1 1.49 
DTP & Word processing 
Excellence 2 £59,99 
Final Copy £59.99 
Gold Disk Decorate ci Desiy 
or Publish £23.49 
Gold Disk Video £30.50 
Kindwords £29,99 
Page setter 2 £39.99 
Pagestream 2.2 £129.99 
Pen Pal £54.99 
Personal Write £19.99 
Pretext 5-5 £99.99 
Pro Page 2.1 £169.99 
Pro Page 3,0 £149.00 
Quickwrite £29.99 
Scribble £24,95 
Structured Clip Art £23.50 
Trans write £29,99 
Wordsworth 1.1 £89.99 
Works Platinum £49.99 
Development & Utilities 
AMOS or Easy AMOS £29.99 
AMOS 3D £22.99 
AMOS Compiler £19.99 
Anim Fonts 1,2 & 3 £29.99 
Blite Basic £69,99 
Con Do VI,6 £64.99 
Cross Dos £22.99 
Dev Pac 3.0 £49,99 
Directory Opus £25.99 
Diskmaster £32.99 
Hi Speed Pascal £64.99 
Home Accounts 2 £36.99 
Hyperbaok £42.99 
Lattice C V5.1 dev sys £171.19 
Quarterback £39.99 
Quarterback Tools £44.99 
SASC £159.99 
Superback £35.99 
Superbase Pro 4 £299*00 
Superbose Pers 2 £76.49 
X Copy £30.39 

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

STAR LC20 £116.32 
CITIZEN 124/D £179,77 
STAR LC 24/10 £158.62 
STAR LC 200 £169.20 
STAR LC 24/200 COL £233.82 
SWIFT 9 COLOUR £179.77 
SWIFT 9 £170.37 
NEW SWIFT 24E COL £270.25 
XB 24 200 COL £348.97 
XB 24 250 COL £417.12 

INK JET PRINTERS 

COME AND SEE THE NEW COLOUR 
PANASONIC PRINTER £119.95 
NEW SP2400 SEJKOSHA£ 139.82 
PANASONIC KXP 1123 £159.80 
OKI 380 £199,75 
SWIFT 9X £259.95 
SWIFT 24X £379,52 
NEW SWIFT 224 £229.12 
NEW SWIFT 224 COL £239.70 
NEW SEIKOSHA 24 PIN £245.57 

HP PAINTJET 
HP DESKJET 
HP DESKJET COL 

P.O,A, 
£327.82 
£527.57 

CANON BJ10EX 
CANON BJ300 
STAR SJ48 

£217,37 
£349,95 
£210,32 

LASER PRINTERS 

Qki 400 
HP III P 
OKI LASER 800 0.5Mb 
OKI LASER 800 Dual bin 0.5Mb 
OKI LASER 830 Postscript 2Mb 
OKI LASER 840 Postscript 2Mb 

£551.07 
£809.57 
£999.92 
£1199*67 
£1099.80 
£1399,42 

TOP 30 GAMES SOFTWARE 

STAR BUY 
OKI 400 

1.5MB RAM 
ADOBE 

TYPE 
MANAGER 
£699.95 

Formula 1 Grand Prix „ £20.89 
A320 Airbus £21.59 
Jimmy White's 
Whirlwind Snooker £17,99 
WWF Wresllemama £15,59 
Harleqifn  £15.59 
Birds Of Prey .,.£20.99 
Robocop 3 , ..£15.59 
Dizzy Collection £14,99 
Populous 2 £17,99 
World Series Cricket ...£l 7,99 
Ultima VI .,.,.,£20.14 
Another World  ..£16.89 
Abo ndonod P laces £ 19.49 
Castles... £19.49 
Terminator 2 £16.89 
Oh Nol 
More Lemmings .,,£12.99 

Football 
Crazy Challenge £16.89 
PGA Tour + £19.49 
Alien Breed £16.24 
Monkey Island £19.49 
First Samurai ,,,,£20,14 
2 Hot 2 Handle.,........ £19.49 
Lotus Turbo 
Ghallenge2., £16.89 
Soccer Stars 
Compilation ..,„. ..£16,89 
Knights Of The Sky £22,74 
Hefmdall , £22.74 
teonder £16.89 
Nrnja Collection £12.99 
The Jetsons £8.44 
Board Genius £19.49 
CLUB MEMBER PRICE ONLY 

PERSONAL 
CALLERS 

ONLY FOR 
GAMES 

SOFTWARE 
NOT 

AVAILABLE 
ON MAIL 

ORDER 

LET CAPTAIN DIAMOND PUT YOU IN THE CLUB FOR ONLY £10 

DIAMOND SHOPS AROUND THE U.K. 
DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
144 FERRY ROAD 
EDINBURGH 
TEL: 031 554 3557 
FAX: 031 554 3557 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
1022 STOCKPORT ROAD 
MANCHESTER 
TEL 061 257 3999 
FAX: 061 257 3997 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
1045 HIGH ROAD 
CHADWELL HEATH 
ROMFORD 
TEL: 081 597 8851 
FAX: 081 590 8959 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
232 TOTTENHAM COURT 
ROAD 
LONDON - Wl 
TEL 071 580 4355 
FAX; 071 580 4399 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
406 ASHLEY ROAD 
POOLE - DORSET 
TEL 0202 716226 
FAX: 0202 716160 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
443 GLOUCESTER ROAD 
BRISTOL 
TEL: 0272 522044 
FAX: 0272 521738 

DIAMOND COMPUTERS 
(HEAD OFFICE) 
84 LODGE ROAD 
SOUTHAMPTON 
TEL 0703 232777 
FAX: 0703 232679 

CORPORATE SALES 
TEL 0703 333184 
FAX 0703 232679 

CONTACTS: 
SHARON/DAWN/BA RBARA 

E DUC ATION/GO VE R NME NT 
ORDERS ACCEPTED 

14 DAYS ADO 2% 
30 DAYS ADD 5% 

HOW TO ORDER 
Simply telephone through your order,, giving your Access or Vfsa card number, or send 

a cheque or postal order to your Local Dealer. MAIL ORDER No. 071 580 4355 
Prices include VAT unless otherwise stated. Minimum Courier Service £10.00 

Allow 10 working doys For cheque clearance. Bankers drafts clear on the same day. 
All prices are correct at time oF going to press but may change without notice. 

POSTAL SERVICE FROM OUR TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD BRANCH ONLY 

DIAMOND 
PRICE PLEDGE 

If whilst Buying floods from us{ you can show us a Better price for the same 
floods in stocifrom one of our UL% competitors then we wM match that price 

'Even if our prices have increased we wilt honour the price in this advertisment 
on items in stocfcas long as you Bring it tttitfiyou 

*Ihis 'Fledge applies only to customers relying on this advertismen t Before the end 
of the month of publication. It does not apply to competitors prices offered in 

closing down or stoe^cleamnce sales. 



I t's been a busy month in the 
I world of AMOS. By the time 

you read this your local 
software store should have 

started to stock Easy AMOS, the 
latest addition to the AMOS range. 
I'm not going to say too much about 
It at this point in time because I 
know that our illustrious Editor Is 
planning to run a comprehensive 
review very soon, so I wouldn't want 
to spoil the main course by filling 
you up with facts and figures at this 
early stage, 

Thanks to Richard Vanner and 
Paul Shrimpling at Europress 
Software: I was lucky enough to get 
my hands on the master disks for 
Easy AMOS before they were sent for 
duplication and from what I've seen I 
have to say that I'm very impressed. 
Although Euro press is very keen to 
point out that Easy AMOS is more of 
an introduction to AMOS for would-be 
programmers than an alternative to 
its big brother, it still manages to 
provide most of the facilities which 
have made AMOS such a giant killer. 
Indeed, some aspects of Easy AMOS 
are actually better than AMOS! Don't 
let this worry you though - Europress 
assures me that these 

Jason Holborn gives us a sneak preview of Easy 

AMOS, updates to AMOS and continues his look at 

the ancient art of games programming 

The Easy AMOS Sprite Editor is an absolute joy to use. It may lack in some 
areas, but It still manages to beat the standard editor hands down 

improvements will eventually make 
their way across to the Year AMOS 
when AMOS 2 surfaces. 

I was particularly impressed with 
the Easy AMOS Sprite Editor, which 
is certainly a vast improvement on 
both the standard AMOS Editor and 
even Aaron Fothergill's SpriteX, the 
enhanced editor bundled with the 
AMOS Compiler. It deliberately lacks 
in a few areas, but ease of use has 
been maximised to make it a far 
friendlier and more solid program to 
fF^9"    I El'Ihil I I 

work with. I've always used DPaint to 
draw all my spritest but I've since 
swapped over to the Easy AMOS 
Sprite Editor in preference to both 
DPaint and SpriteX. 

WHAFS IN A NAME? 
On the subject of AMOS 2, Euro press 
informs me that the name has been 
changed so this is the last time 
you'll ever hear me refer to the new 
release as AMOS 2, From now on, 
every time you see or hear someone 

fc 
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With the release of AMOS 1.34, you can load and play Sound Tracker 
modules directly without having to convert them to AMOS format first 

talking about AMOS 2, slap them on 
the wrists and ask them politely to 
call it AMOS Professional instead. 

I'm not quite sure why the name 
has been changed, but you've got to 
admit that the new name certainly 
sounds a little more inspiring than 
plain old AMOS 2. 

I'm sure Euro press would like me 
to quickly point out that AMOS 
Professional is still a long way off, so 
don't jump on the phone and start 
badgering them quite yet, 

Euro press is however interested 
in hearing from you concerning what 
you'd like to see in the new release. 
Once again, don't phone - they're a 
busy lot! If you can, boot up your 
word processor and write them a 
letter instead. That way, the 
company can hang on to your 
suggestions and perhaps even hand 
them straight on to Francois Lionet, 
the AMOS programmer, 

NEW AMOS RELEASED 
Staying on the subject of new 
releases, AMOS users will be 
pleased to learn that despite the 
frantic activity surrounding the 
release of Easy AMOS, Europress 
hasn't forgotten the rest of us. It has 
just released upgrades to both AMOS 
and the AMOS Compiler, bringing 
both up to version 1,34. As well as a 
few bug fixes, Europress has even 
found time to add a few extra 
commands. Here's what the AMOS 
upgrade has to offer, 

• Sound Tracker support 
Sound Tracker programs are 
advancing at such a phenomenal 
rate these days that Europress has 
decided to build direct support for 
Sound Tracker modules into AMOS 
itself. 

The Module player built into 
AMOS is based around the player 
routine supplied with one of the 
most popular PD Sound Trackers, 
Star Trekker The Star Trekker 
routine supports all the usual Sound 
Tracker functions plus synthetic 
instruments and a host of other 
fancy features. 

Sound Tracker module support 
consists of four new commands - 
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TRACK LOAD <Filename> (loads a 
Sound Tracker module into a memory 
bank}, TRACK PLAY n,p (plays the 
module stored in bank n starting at 
pattern p)r TRACK LOOP ON/OFF 
[turns off automatic looping when 
end of module is reached) and 
TRACK STOP (stops the module 
currently playing). 

Although the new Sound Tracker 
command provides a much simpler 
way of playing modules, Europress is 
keen to point out that it is not as 
powerful as the normal AMOS music 
system, For starters, playing a Sound 
Tracker module ties up all four of the 
Amiga's sound channels. You cannot 
therefore piay 
samples and a 
module 
simultaneously. If you 
do, this could well 
result in your machine 
crashing. If you need 
to play both 
simultaneously, then 
the only way to get 
around this is to 
convert the module to 
AMOS format first. 

Another limitation 
of using Sound 
Tracker modules with AMOS is that 
the VOLUME command will not work; 
subtle fades are therefore definitely 
out of the question. Surprisingly 
though, the good old =VU METER 
function does work, Strange but truer 

• Extended sound support 
Once again AMOS programmer 
Francois Lionet has listened to your 
complaintsJ AMOS 1.34 includes 
quite a few enhancements to AMOS' 
sample playing routines including the 
inclusion of a coupte of new 
commands and functions, 

Probably the best of these 
improvements is support for larger 
samples, AMOS used to be 
restricted in this area, but you can 
now play samples that are actually 
larger than the memory inside your 
Amiga using AMOS' new double 
buffer sample commands that pull in 
new sections of a sample whilst it is 
playing using a sort of FIFO (First in, 
First Out) arrangement. 

The new commands are: 

* SLOAD - toads a sample file of a 
specified size opened using the 
normal file handling routines into an 
allocated memory pool. 

• TOTALLY AMOS 3 

The third issue of Len 
Tucker s Totally Amos disk 
magazine is now available. 
It's packed with the usual 
selection of hints, tips, tricks 
and news for AMOS 
programmers everywhere. 

For more information, 
write to Len at 1 Penmynydd 
Road, Penian, Swansea 
SAB 7EH. 

• SAM SWAP - swaps channels 
under interrupt. 
• =SAM SWAP - returns -1 or 0 
depending upon whether the sample 
swap was successful, 
• SAM STOP - stops a sample that 
is currently playing; believe it or not, 
but previous releases of AMOS did 
not allow you to do this! 

Sample double buffer is handled 
under interrupt so it s possible to get 
very long samples playing 
continuously from hard disk without a 
glitch in sight (sound?). This feature 
doesn't work too well with floppy 
drives though - due to the slow 

speed of floppies, the 
maximum playback 
rate that you can 
achieve without 
gf itches appearing Is 
around 4-5 KHz. Even 
then, the maximum 
sample size will be 
restricted to the 
880K that an Amiga 
floppy can handle. 

• Enhancements 
Quite a few of AMOS' 
existing commands 

have been either rewritten for an 
extra spurt of speed or enhanced. 
Enhancements include a much more 
powerful =COL(Bob) function for 
collision between Bobs and a more 
powerful file requester (you no longer 
have to select SetDir" every time you 
change directories and physical 
devices are shown as we J] as disk 
device names). 

Load IFF has also been brought 
bang up to date so that it accepts 
8-bit colour palette definitions 
(some software packages now save 
palette information in this new 
format to cover possible 
enhancements to the Amiga's 
graphics hardware) and AutoBack 2 
mode is now a lot smoother (it used 
to flicker terribly!). 

As was the case with previous AMOS 
updates, versions 1.34 of both the 
Compiler and AMOS are available 
from the AMOS PD Library in the form 
of an installation program which 
tears your existing AMOS program to 
pieces and reconstructs it with the 
new commands and enhancements 
in place. (For more information 
contact Sandra Sharkey on tr 0942 
495261). 

••• HOW TO SNAP UP A BARGAIN 
If you're one of those poor unfortunates who still don't have a copy of 
AMOS to call their very own, then despair no more... If you turn to our mail 

* order pages, you'll find an Amiga Shopper special offer - this means that 
you can grab yourself a copy of AMOS for only £35 951 That's a saving of 
£14. Oh and while we're on the subject of great bargains, there are plenty 
other Amiga Shopper offers to check out. Look out for AMOS Compiler, 
Devpac 3 and Hisoft Pascal; the list goes on... 

AMOS ANSWERS 

if you've got a problem with AMOS, 
send it to: AMOS ANSWERS, Amiga 
Shopper, Future Publishing Ltd, 30 
Monmouth Street Bath, Avon. 

BANKS FOR THE MEMORY 
I am trying to write a demo using 
AMOS but I'm having problems 
sussing out banks. Having looked 
through a few demo programs, I 
notice that such things as back- 
ground Images, bobs and music are 
packed into AMOS banks and saved 
out with the program, but I can't 
work out how to do this within my 
own programs. How do you do it? 

MJ Turner, Leeds 

When you save art AMOS program 
out to disk, the interpreter doesn't 
just save the source code to your 
program. Stored along with it are all 
the banks to which the program 
refers. This explains why AMOS 
source code files can be rather large 
at times. 

You haven't already worked this 
out for yourself because you are 
probably loading all the background 
images, bobs and music from within 
the program itself This means that 
although your demo already has all 
the banks that it needs, your prog- 
ram will just reload them every time 
it is run. To get around this, remove 
the fines from your program which 
load information in to banks and 
enter these from direct mode when 
you start to code your demo. Once 
they're ioaded, they1 li be saved off 
with your source code, so there's no 
reason to reload them unless you 
make any changes to them. 

STUCK ON AMAL 
I'm stuck on one particular aspect 
of AMAL. I've written a section of 
AMAL code which handles a bunch 
of variables that I need to access 
from within AMOS BASIC. How do I 
pass variables between AMAL and 
AMOS and back again? 

H Famham, Westover 

AMAL registers (variables) basically 
come in two flavours - external (RA 
to RZ) and internal (RO to R9). 
External registers can be read 
simply by reading the value returned 
by the =AMREG(register) function, 
(Register must be a value between 0 
and 9 denoting the register number)- 

internal registers can hold 
different values between different 
AMAL programs (even if they are 
running concurrently), so the 
=AMREG{) function has to be passed 
an extra channel parameter which 
tells it which AMAL channel to read 

the value of the register from. The 
format is =AM REG(ch anno I register) 
- once again, register must be a 
value between 0 and 25 (0 being RA 
and 25 being RZ). 

Writing a value to an AMAL 
register uses exactly the same 
function, but instead of reading from 
AMREGQ, you must write to it by 
placing the equals symbol after the 
function name. Say you wanted to 
pass the value 25 to RA. Ail you 
would have to do Is to enter the 
following Sine AMREG(0)=25, 

MUSIC MAESTRO PLEASE! 
I've written a tune for my AMOS 
program using OctaMED, but AMOS 
doesn't seem to have a converter 
program which can convert 
OctaMED modules to AMOS format. 
Please help! 

D Chapman, Dundee 

You're right AMOS doesn't support 
Qcfa/WH>format tunes, but there is 
a way of getting around this 
limitation. With OctaMED running, 
reload your tune and then select 
'Save MODULE', instead of choosing 
;Song+Samples' as the module 
format, click on * ST MODULE1 

instead. This wiii save out the 
OctaMED tune in standard 
SoundTracker format which can be 
converted to AMOS format 

PRINTS CHARMING 
I've just bought AMOS and I'm 
trying to get it to print out a listing 
to my Panasonic KXP-108A printer. 
The AMOS manual says that I can 
get a listing by typing LLIST when 
in direct mode, but this doesn't 
work. Is it a problem with my 
printer or the wrong printer driver? 

K Hughes, London 

You re right that the AMOS com- 
mand to print out a listing is LLISTr 
but there's one smali problem - 
LUST doesn't actually exist In the 
AMOS command set Although the 
manual documents the command, it 
never made it into the AMOS 
fnterpreter so there FS no direct way 
of printing out a listing, Considering 
the amount of updates that have 
been releasedf I'm surprised 
Europress still hasn't fixed this, 

The good news though is that 
there is a way of getting around this 
limitation. Enter the 'Block1 menu 
and mark out your entire program as 
a block using the 'Set Start of Block' 
and Set End of Block' functions and 
then ciick on the Print Block' 
function. You will then get a print out 
of your program listing. 
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You will no doubt, by now, 
be just raring to make a 
start on the Amiga 
Shopper arcade game 

(which will be produced entirely in 
AMOS, of course!). Last month we 
took a good long look at just how 
games tick, but this month we're 
going to start to turn all that theory 
into practice. 

Before you start to write any of 
the game though, it's worth taking 
time out to consider exactly which 
type of game you want to write and 
which routines you 11 need to make it 
all tick, 

Our Amiga Shopper game is 
going to be a cross between the 
classic Williams' arcade game 
Defender and a not so classic arcade 
game called Scramble (anyone 
remember that one?). 

SETTING THE SCENE 
The basic idea behind the game is to 
have a little space ship flying along 
the surface of a barren moonT 
blasting meanies as they appear 
from the right hand side of the 
screen. They may even fight back (I 
haven't decided yet!), so it won't be 
entirely a one-sided fight. 

Right, We now know what type of 
game we want to write, but you 
should never start work on any 
programming project when you're just 
sitting in front of your Amiga. 

PLANNING AHEAD 
Before you go any further, you must 
break the game down into kmeat' 
and 'bones'. The 'meat1 consists 
almost entirely of the routines 
defined within our main game loop - 
handling attack patterns etc, white 
the 'bones' of our game are low-level 
routines which handle house-Keeping 
chores such as scrolling the screen, 
moving bobs etc. These routines are 
very important because they act as 
the foundations for the 'meat' 
routines. In the case of our game, we 
basically need 4 'bone1 routines and 
they are as follows.,. 

• Hardware scroll 
Unlike a true Defender game, we only 
need the background to scroll into a 
single direction (right to left) at a 
constant rate (2 pixels per vertical 

MADE EASY 

With a background image and a bankful of bobs, this is what the two routines 
- hardware scroll and main ship control - will produce 

background will be constantly blank), so this routine can be 
handled more than adequately by 
AMAL as we can leave AMAL to get 
on with the job while our main game 
loop handles the more complex 
routines, 

• Ship control 
Yet another routine which AMAL will 
be able to handle. Because the 

THE HARDWARE SCROLL ROUTWE 

VARIABLES KE¥ 
Acts as   3 conntor for scrull 

Screen OffifftO function  

moving, we need a routine which will 
update the position of the player's 
ship to counteract the screen scroll. 
Slitter objects (Bobs) are rendered 
es pan: of the oitmap, so this is 
necessary to keep the ship 
centralised, 

This routine can also be 
extended to handle joystick input, 

moving the player's 
ship up, down, left 
and right in 
accordance with the 
position of the 
player's joystick. 
Once again, having 
this running under 
interrupt will save us 
a lot of processor 
time which the 
slower AMOS BASIC 
commands will need. 

The hardware scroll routine Is very simple indeed. All It 
does is maintain a counter between 0 and 320 which is 
then passed to the Screen Offset X' parameter 

* Allen ship control 
The routine which will 
handle Alien ship 
movements can also 
be written under 
AMAL; although it's 
going to be slightly 
more complex than 
the main ship control 

routine simply because a certain 
amount of intelligence will have to be 
built into the aliens. 

* Missile control 
No surprises for guessing what this 
routine does! Yep, it's yet another 
general purpose routine which will 
handle the update of missiles fired 
by both the player's ship and the 
aliens. 

At the moment, these four routines 
are all that is needed to get our 
game up and running. 

Once all four routines have been 
written, we should start to see 
something which resembles a game, 
but it's going to take time. To get you 
started though, well start with a look 
at the first two routines - the 
Hardware Scroll Routine and the Ship 
Control routine, both of which are 
written under AMAL 

HARDWARE SCROLL 
Before we can do anything, we need 
a background which can be scrolled. 
You could use something like the 
AMOS TOME map utility to create the 
background from discrete graphic 
blocks, but I'm going to be very lazy 
and use a straight IFF Image instead. 
This method generally uses up a lot 
more memory than using maps (our 
background image is actually a 640 
by 256 pixel 32 colour bitmap, 
scrolled past a 320 by 256 pixel 
viewport), but games like Defender 
don't really require a complex 
background anyway, so it's OK to 
cheat. Not only that, but screen 
refresh will be much faster if we 
don't have to mess around with the 

"The bask idea is to 

have a space ship 

flying along the 

surf ace of a barren 

moon. 
if 

AMOS ICON commands. 
So you've booted up DPaint 

what now? Well, before you dive 
straight in and start drawing a 32- 
colour background that wouldn't look 
out of place on a HAM screen, you 
must remember that the colours 
which you use within your 
background image will also be used 
by your Bobs, so start by allocating 
some colours to the background and 
others to your bobs. 

For our game, I used a 16-colour 
screen, allocating four colours to the 
background image (our game is 
based on a baron moon, so we don't 
really need that many colours!) and 
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MAW SHIP CONTROL ROUTINE 

C 

The main ship control routine handles 
joystick input and the ship's position on 
scrolling background 

12 to my bobs, Colour 0 (the 
background colour) will always be 
black (HEX $000), so this actually 
cuts the number of free colours 
available for bobs down to 11. Take 

palette, you can start to draw 
your background image, Any 
standard IFF paint package will 
do the job and once youre happy 
with your masterpiece, save it off 
to disk and then boot up AMOS, 
Now for the fun bit - coding the 
hardware scroll routine. As you 
can see from the source code 
below, the routine is actually 
fairly simple. All it does is 
perform a continuous loop that 
counts up from 0 to 320 in 4 
pixel increments. Once the 
counter reaches 320, it is reset 
to 0 and the loop starts again. 
This value Is then passed to the 
AMAL system register X which 
causes the screen to scroll. Each 
time X is updated, we wait one 
vertical blank before continuing 
the loop (using the AMAL 
command Pause'). 

MAIN SHIP CONTROL 
The main ship control routine is a 
lot more complex than the 
hardware scroll routine, but it 
uses the variable external 
register RA (which is set up in the 
hardware scroll routine) to keep 
everything in sync. At its 
simplest all this routine does is 
read the value of RA and then 
offset it by the value defined 

 | within Rl (the X position of the 
ship), to keep the ship from 

the    scrolling off the screen. 
The position of the ship 

can also be changed using the 
joystick. Within the main loop of this 
routine, the value returned by the 
AMAL J1 register (the joystick 1 
register) is checked and the loop 
jumps to the appropriate routine to 

SHIP UPDATE 
HARDWARE SCROLL POS  + OFFSET 

HRRDWflHL SCROLL 
Both routines share a common register RA which holds the current X position 
of the hardware scroll. For the position of the space ship, an extra offset 
value is added to this register 

away another colour for our Bob 
masks and that leaves us with 10 - 
It doesn't sound like a lot, I know, 
but that's plenty enough for our 
purposes! 

Now you've allocated your colour 

update the X and Y position of the 
ship accordingly. If the ship is moved 
to the right, then the X position of 
the ship is increased by 4 pixels but 
it is decreased by 5 pixels if the ship 
is moved to the left. If we were to 

decrease it by 4 pixels, the ship 
would move to the left hand side of 
the screen at exactly the same rate 
as the scroll, making it look as if the 
ship had just stopped. By decreasing 
it by 5 pixels, the ship will move to 
the left faster than the scroll. 

The size of both the X and Y 

and Y positions are passed to the X 
and Y registers. Again, after the bob 
position has been updated once, the 
loop is halted until the next vertical 
blanking period. 

The joystick fire button is also 
read and if the button has been 
pressed, then a flag is set and 

NEXT MONTH 

Next month wilt be even more exciting than this because well be 
extending our game to include both the aliens and missile control 
routines. Well also be taking a look at the AMOS 3D Object Editor 
and showing how you too can create the kind of fantastic looking 
3D objects that would turn the pros green with envy. Stay tuned? 

positions of the ship are checked 
within the main loop to make sure 
that they do not increase or 
decrease below or above 20 and 
270 pixels (for the X position) and 
25 and 225 pixels (for the Y 
position) respectively. If they do, 
then they are set to these minimum 
or maximum values before the new X 

stored in the AMAL external register 
RZ, I'm not quite sure whether I'm 
going to use this at the moment, but 
it's there if we need it. After all. it 
always pays to be flexible! 

Well, that's all there's time and 
space for this month; so practise 
what you've learned to be in tip-top 
shape for next month, f^l 

LISTING 

Rem ** SHOOTUMUP vO,lb ** 
Rem ** Written for Amiga Shopper ** 
Rem ** ** 
Rem ** by Jason Holborn ** 
Rem *** AMAL Control Program for Screen Scroll 
S$=" Let RA = 0 " 
3$^S$+" Begin: Let RA = RA + 4 J 

S$=S$+B If RA = 320 Jump C " 
S$=S$+,r jump D" 
S$=S$+" C: Let RA = 0 " 
S$=S$+" 0: Let X - RA " 
S$=S$+" Pause " 
S$=S$+,r Jump Begin " 
Rem **** AMAL Control Program for Main Ship 
A$=" Anim 0,(1,5X2,5) ' 
A$=A$+M Let RO = 160 " 
A$=A$+* Let Rl = 40 " 
A$=A$+n Begin: if RO < 25 Jump E M 

A$=A$+n If RO > 225 Jump G " 
A$^A$+'? If Rl < 20 Jump H a 

A$=A$+" If Rl > 270 Jump I * 
A$=A$+" Let Y - RO 11 

A$=A$+ir Let X = RA + Rl " 
A$=A$+" Pause " 
A$=A$+" if Jl&l Jump Up ■ 
A$^=A$+r If J1&2 Jump Down K 

A$^A$+B If J1&4 Jump Left" 
A$=A$+" If J1&8 Jump Right" 
A$=A$+" If J1&16 Jump Rre M 

A$=A$+" Jump Begin " 
A$=A$+" Up: Let R0=R0-4 ; Jump Begin " 
A$=A$+" Down: Let RO^RO-f-4 ; Jump Begin 4J 

A$=A$+" Left: Let Rl^Ri^S ; Jump Begin B 

A$=A$+" Right: Let Rl=Rl+4 ; Jump Begfn " 
A$=A$+" Fire: Let RZ - 1 ; Jump Begin " 
A$=A$+M E: Let RO - 25 ; Jump Begin " 
A$=A$+,r G: Let RO = 225 ; Jump Begin " 
A$=A$+" H: Let Rl = 20 ; Jump Begin " 
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COMMODORE 
1084S or 5 STEREO | 

MONITOR i 
Including FREE lead 
ONLY £219.00 j 

jPHILIPS 8833 MK Hj 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including Fiee Lead j 

ONLY £219.00 ! 

I KCS POWERBOARD 
|      PC Emulator 

! 
For Amiga A500 

Open Monday to 
Saturday 9am -6pm 

Callers and Mail 
Order welcome 

Easy parking 

|"AT ONCE AMIGA 
I PC 286 AT EMULATOR 
! FOR A500 

I ONLY £159.00 
l_ 1 
1  " HARD DRIVES 

J J 

GVP SERIES H 
1500/2000 

1       52Mb Quantum 
I    Space for 8Mb RAM 
■ £265.00 

GVP SERIES H 
1500/2000 

105Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£389.00 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 

120Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£409,00 

GVP SERIES II 
A500 

52Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£349.00 

GVP SERIES R 
A500 

105Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£449.00 

GVP SERIES H 
A500 

120Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£499.00 

AMIGA A500 FUN PACK --n 
Amiga A500 Plus. Mouse, Modulator, Manuals, Workbench, Joystick. Disk Box* 

10 Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint EI, 1Mb RAM, PLUS 13 GAMES Lemmings, 
Simpsons, Captain Planet. Safari Guns, Bubble Ghost, Tin Tin, Purple Saturn Day. 

Jumping Jackson, Hostages, Bobo, Krypton Egg, Shuffle Puck Cafe, 
ONLY £399.00 inc VAT 

I   SUPRA 500XP 
I      52Mb Quantum 
| Space for 8Mb RAM with 
| 1Mb free 

£319.00 

SUPRA 500XP 
105Mb Quantum 

Space for 8Mb RAM with 
1Mb free 

£429.00 

SUPRA 500XP | 
120Mb Quantum j 

Space for 8Mb RAM with j 
1Mb free | 

£479.00 
ASOO CARTOON CLASSICS ... Only £319,00 

SOFTWARE 

I DELUXE PAINT H ££.0Q PIXEL 3D V2 £79.00 
AMOS + EXTRAS DISK £32.00 QUARTERBACK ... £27.00 
BROADCAST TITLERII .....£149,00 PRO-WRITE V3.2 £69.00 1 ULTIMATE DEMO MAKER £99,00 X CAD 3D £269.00 

I DIGFVTEW MEDIA STATION £105,00 PHOTON PAINT 2 £25.00 
I LATTICE C V5.10 £149 00 FINAL COPY (NEW) ,,,,£39 00 
| PAGESETTER V2 £42.00 VIDEO EFFECTS 3D .£ 109.00 
I PAGE STREAM V2.2, £122.00 DOS 2 DOS £28.00 
I PAGESTREAM FONTS £49.00 Q/BACK TOOLS ,£45,00 
! TV TEXT PRO. £79.00 WORD WORTH . £72.00 1 CROSS-DOS £19.00 SUPERJAM £8500 
■ SCENERY ANIMATOR £53.00 REAL 3D BEGINNERS .„„, ,,...,£99.00 
I HITACHI VIDEO CAMERA, Ideal for use with DigiView .,.£199.00 
I PEN PAL, Excellent easy to use word processor £53,00 
I IMAGINE 3D V2 0 Animations & ray-tracing ,. £189.00 
i ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL V2.05 .„ £119.00 

ALL IN ONE, Word Pro, Midi Music, Paint, 3 games c/w video , ,.,£115,00 
VIDEO EASE, Video titling package -,,..,£35.00 

I BARS + PIPES PROFESSIONAL , „ £189.00 
[ AMOS COMPILER, Compile your Amos programs £23.00 
I THE WORKS PLATINUM. Integrated package., £45,00 
| PRESENTATION MASTER ... ..£159,00 
■ VISIONARY Adventure creation language £53,00 
J WALT DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO ..£65.00 
! REAL 3D TURBO/PROFE SSIONAL £269,00 1 PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2.1 (new) with tutorial video £125.00 

! 386/20 AT Bridfleboard For 1500/2000  
I ROM V2.04 AND ECS DENISE NOW IN STOCK.. 

HARDWARE 

i 
| ROM V7.04 Upgrade Kit.. ■ DCTV 24 bit colour giaptucg  
' AUDIO ENGINEER 2 PLUS sampling hardware & software...... 
I SOPHUS 55 Stereo sour.d sampling hardware/software..  
I AMIGA COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVE on/off & through porl  
J QTEC MOUSE high quality replacement roouse  
I SOUND MASTER Stereo sound sampling hardware/software.. 
I NAKBHA SCANNER Excellent scanning quality , „..,.. 
i TV FJKER foe Philips and Commodore monitors  

 £469.00 
...each £37.00 
 £89.00 
 £469.00 
 £174.00 
, £49.00 
.......,....£57.50 
 £22.50  £105.00 
 ,,£105.00 
 £79.00 

PRINTERS 
I STAR LC-24/200 COLOUR inc. free lead £269.00 1 STAR LC200 9 pin colour inc. free lead £139.00 
I STAR LASER 4 high quality laser printer inc. free lead , £679.00 
I CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 24 pin colour printer inc free lead ,.„,„„,„♦ .£269.00 
I CITIZEN 224 COLOUR 24 pin colour printer inc free lead .£239.00 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead ,., £189.00 
I CANON BJ10 EX bubble jet printer inc free lead , ,....£239,00 
| STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer inc free lead , £225,00 
I HP DESKJET 500 inkjet inc free lead , , .£340.00 

HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR inkjet inc free lead £539.00 
^CITIZEN 224 MONO 24 pin mono printer inc free lead .£209,00 

AMIGA AlSOO 

MEMORY 

The AlSOO inc. Philips or CBM 10B4s or 5 monitor, Twin drives, Dpaint3p j 
The Works Platinum, Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick 

ONLY £739.00 
AMIGA ASOO part exchange available - please phone 

ACCELERATORS 

I SUPRA RX500, 8Mb board for A500 with 1Mb £95.00 
I SUPRA RX500, 8Mb board for ASOO with 2Mb... £119.00 1 SUPRA RX500, 8Mb board for ASOO with 4Mb , „„,£199.00 
I SUPRA RX500, 8Mb board for ASOO with 8Mb .,,£299,00 
I MICROBOTICS 8Mb Ram Board for A1E00/B2000 with 2Mb  £155.00 
! EXTRA 2 Mb OF RAM FOR MICROBOTICS , , £75.00 
I ASOO 512K RAM WITH CLOCK AND SWITCH,., £29.00 
I ASOO PLUS 1MB RAM UPGRADE .£39,00 

ROM 1.3/2.0 Sharer With Switch , £17,00 
ROM 1,3/V 2.0 Sharer by Keyboard reset „„, £29,00 

I 
I Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30. 25MHz ,..,.£222.00 | 

Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 40MHz. £351.00 | 
68882 Floating Point Co-processor for VXL-30 ..,.£132.00 i 
GVP 68030 25MHZ WITH 1 MEG RAM £549.00 
GVP 68030 40MHZ WITH 4 MEGS RAM £959.00 

[GVP 68030 50MHZ WITH 4 MEGS RAM , £1299.QGJ 

MODEMS & FAX 

| B/Bandit 2400 Modem, V21r V22Bis & MNP 5 (speeds up to 4800) £105.00 
I Supra 2400 Plus, MNP5 & V42 Bis (speeds up to 9600} ,£165.00 
I Supra 9600 Modem. Speeds up to 38000 „ £399,00 
I Supra 2400 Plus Internal Modem for A1500/B2000 „,.. £159.00 

Call foi latest Supra Amiga Fax/Modems new in 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque /PO or credit 
card details to our 

address. Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Price* subject to change without 

notification. 

All prices include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 

Units 15-17* 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Claro Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel C0423) 531822/526^22 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 
AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS 



COMMS 

fhe latest version of NComm 
has Just been released. 
Version 2.0 contains some 
useful enhancements, not 

least an ARexx port and improved 
script capabilities. It's also become 
shareware, for just $35 you can 
have your own copy, but is it worth 
it? As promised Til be beginning a 
two part tutorial on the use of 
NComm scripts. Telling you how to 
make the most of the facilities 
available in what amounts to a very 
powerful programming language. I'll 
also be trying out the new NComm 
Log Analyser - it could help you 
keep track of your telephone bill. 

But first, NComm... 

NCOMM 2.0 

NComm from Norway has been one 
of the most popular comms 
packages on the Amiga since its 
release. Now it's been updated and 
has even more to offer. 

NComm*$ system menu provides 
all the general purpose configuration 
commands such as program status, 
phority {for when you1 re multi- 
tasking), script execution, printer 
setup and configuration load and 
save. It also provides the gateway to 
those useful ARexx scripts and of 
course the QUIT command. 

The new CLI command is also 
very useful. It opens up a CLI window 
for you to type commands into and is 
ideat for those times when you need 
to quickly archive up software to 
upload to a board, The macro-key 
feature is another worthy of note. It 
allows you to define a text string 
which is output whenever one of the 
function keys is pressed- This is 
useful for speeding up commonly 
entered strings such as your name. 

The second NComm menu 
covers transfer related settings of 
which there are an awful lot, and 
also the useful scrollback facility. 

PROTOCOL CRAZY 
A host of options are available to 
control the multitude of file transfer 
protocols available (including 
XModem, ZModem and the new 
JModem). I won't go into the options 
here but they include automatic 

if unwi 

This month our comms expert Phil Harris 

investigates the latest incarnation of NComm, 

reviews the NComm Log Analyser and begins the 

ultimate guide to scripts 

s ten Transf er Con T 
Ab o u t  NC o MM OA 
S tatus 
Load confix 
Save confix 
Scrip t OF 

Pi* inter 
New CLI 
Los Calls 
Set Priority 
ARexx Script 
Qui tf C3Q 

NComm1 s system menu contains all 
the general purpose commands 

upload and download for ZModem, 
whether downloaded files should be 
given icons and whether a file 
transfer progress bar should be 
shown during downloads, 

ASCII transfers are covered by 
the CAPTURE, SEND and MESSAGE 
UPLOAD options allowing you to 

._. :"CpIransT^e Sj * fl^ An = late    S O C 4- *nn +■     A XT ^ « 4  1  ,  Start ASCII Capture 
Start  ASCII Sena 
Mess Affe   Up Joad 
l>ovm 1 o Art JKMttHH 
Upload 
OPti ons 
Server Connands 
Pro toco1 
Default Directory 
Load Scrollback 
Save   Scrollback 
View Scrollback 
Searcli  In Buffer 
Save Marked Block 
Send Marked Block 

Disable Adding 
Clear   Scrollback 

osl 
V 

EBB 
U 

The transfer menu is home to all 
transfer related settings 

the 

upload preprepared text for 
messages to save time on-line 
(something I recommend you try to 
do as often as possible), and also 
capture incoming text for later. 

The other method of keeping 
information for later is the 
comprehensive "scrollback" facility 

THE COMPETITION 

So how about the competition? Surely NComm Isn't the only Amiga comms 
package? There must be others... 

Yes there are, the only real contender at the moment is JRComm from 
John Raolgan. JRComm has been around since 1989 and is a very complete 
program, offering a bewildering array of options. 

NComm and JRComm are very similar, both offer pretty much the same 
options although the approach Es a little different. Now NComm has become 
shareware there is very little difference between the two, NComm's big 
advantage lies in its script language and the new ARexx port, things which 
JRComm has never had, 

I feel NComm Is the stronger program, very crisp and clean and little has 
been heard of JRComm since its first official release. Of course this could 
mean that there is a big improvement on the wayt but the program is so 
complete anyway that it's highly uniikeiy. 

I would suggest you try out both for a while and choose the one you feel 
most at home with. I'll be taking a detailed look at JRComm next month so 
you'll be abfe to use that as a guide if you don't want the expense of 
downloading them both. 

B^udl Rat 

Psix* i ty 
S top Bits 
DUJP- lex 
H      4ftsii       i n^f 
Set Device 
Set Unit; 
Set Adjust 

Shat>e cl 
Br e -ale <Pi=r m B 

L o ck S ei* i 3t 1 
S e t   7 51J j> s JD elay 

Use the com menu to control the 
rate of transfer 

NComm provides. This allows you to 
review previous text, search for text 
within it mark blocks and save them 
or transfer them down the serial port. 
Scrollback buffers can also be saved 
to disk and reloaded at a later date. 
This facility can come in very useful 
and it's well worth the time spent 
getting to know its capabilities before 
you start using NComm in anger. 

COM MENU 
The com menu controfs the comm 
port settings used by the program. 
Ail the standard options are there, 
baud rate, data length, number of 
stop bits, duplex etc. Plus a couple 
of useful items allowing you to set 
the device used to access the port 
and the delay time for 1200/75 split 
speed operation. 

TRANSLATE MENU 
This menu provides functions which 
enable the software to function 
better with BBS systems running on 
non-Amiga machines. The majority of 
boards, for instance, run on PC 
compatible machines so NComm 
includes an IBM character set option 
(amongst others) to allow IBM style 

d on page 117 
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OMEGA C™CL0SE| 

QQA |r/^TQWARRINGTON 

T KUJtVlOCHESHIRE,WA35DYI 
(EUROPE) LTD   

S0925-763946 

FOR ORDERS AND TECHNICAL QUERIES 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

ALL CHEQUES, P.O., 
ETC SHOULD BE MADE 
PAYABLE TO OMEGA 
PROJECTS LTD. WE 
ALSO TAKE ACCESS, 
VISA, MASTERCARD 
& EUROCARD 

SOUND ENHANCER 

IF NOT SATISFIED WiTH THIS PRODUCT 
SIMPLY RETURN FOR A NO QUIBBLE 
REFUND. THIS IS HOW SURE WE ARE 
THAT YOU WILL BE MORE THAN 
IMPRESSED, YOU'VE GOT TO HEAR 
IT TO BELIEVE IT. 

100% COMPATIBLE 

WITH ALL SOFTWARE 

IF YOU THOUGHT THAT THE AMIGA SOUND WAS GOOD THEN YOU ARE IN FOR A REAL SHOCK, AS YOU CAN ENHANCE 
THE SOUND TO NEW HEIGHTS WITH THE BRAND NEW RELEASE FROM OMEGA PROJECTS: LOOK OUT FOR THE REVIEWS 

KICKSWITCH ROM SWITCHER 
DOES NOT REQUIRE MACHINE TO BE SWITCHED OFF TO SWAP ROMS 
1. RIBBON CABLE MOUNTED 
2. WORKS WITH ACCELERATORS 
3. AUDIBLE SWITCH OVER 
4. EASY INSTALLATION 
5. FULLY AUTOMATIC 

29.95 (Bare) 

54.95 (inc 1.3 Rom} 

59.95 (inc 2.0 Rom) 

150/2SOMeg SCSI 
TAPE STREAMER 

The ULTIMATE back-up device t FREE copy of AMI-BACK 
INTERNAL 499.95 

AMIGA DOS 2,0 
EXTERNAL 599.95 COMPATIBLE 

OFFICIAL UK 2.04 ROM KIT 
NOW IN STOCK 

89.95 "Tr 

AMI-BACK 
The WCHKLOS rosiest, mod r&Bable herd dbfc back-up utility auati- abta !or ttw AMIGA. Backs up ro 4 floppy drtvss {not I Hke 1t» competitor?) M to TAPE STREAMER without ttw need for addtionol joftoare, has 0 bulrWn SCHEDULER, Sfltactive back-up, Or Dfcfc image. Guaranteed, better fhan     ottwon Ihe mtrtst. 

AMIGA DOS2.0 
  49,95 COMPATIBLE 

IMPACT S00 HARD DRIVE 
Expandable to 8 Meg ram 

ADD 50.00 PER 2 Meg 
52Meg 399,95 IF ORDERED AT SAME 
lQSMeg 499.95        TIME AS DRIVE. 

GVP 

AMIGA 1500 

/2000 
44 Meg Hard 

Drive System 

249.95 

SUPRA RAM 500 RX 
External memory expansion for Amiga 
500 & 500 Plus. Adds up to 8 meg. 

1 Meg 119.95  4 Meg 199,95 
2 Meg 149.95   8 Meg 349 95 

SUPRA 
HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS 

500XP 52MEG 349.95 
500XP 105MEG 499.95 
PLUS UP TO 8 MEG RAM 

GVP SERIES 2 (A1500 2000) SCSI + IP TO 8 Meg ol Ram 
52Meg    299,95 ADD 60.00 PER 2 meg 
105Meg 419,95 IF ORDERED AT SAME TIME 

NEXUS (A1500/Z000) SCSI + UP TO 8 Meg of Ram 
52 Meg 379.95 ADD 50,00 PER 2 Meg 
lOSMeg 519.95 IF ORDERED AT SAME TIME 

BARE SCSI (UPGRADE) DRIVES 
Quantum                52Meg 199 95 
Q ua ntu m 105 M eg 349.9 5 
Quantum 2lOMeg 639,95 
Fujitsu 44 Meg 179.95 
DEC 850 Meg 1299,95 
SCSI Case. inc PSU 109.95 

SYQUEST REMOVEABLE HARD DRIVES 
44Meg inc cartridge 399.95 
88Meg inc cartridge 499 95 

SUPER CARD-AMI II 
THE ULTIMATE & GENUINE DISK DUPLICATOR. 
FULL UK SUPPORT & UK USER GROUP SET UP 

A500 34.95 A1500/2000 

200 WATT PSU 
COMPLETE WITH A500 POWER CABLE & 
OPTIONAL HARD DRIVE POWER LEAD 
READY TO PLUG 
IN AND GO 79.95 FAN COOLED 

A3OO0 RAM 256*4 80ns I Meg,,- 69.99 
A30OO RAM 1024*4 80ns 4Meg ,.199.99 
A500 Replacement Int. Drive....... .,,,,,55.00 
Al500/20OO Internal Drives 59,95 
A590 CMOS RAM Chips (51210 19,95 
B20OO 18 Pin Drams (2Meg) 79.95 
256*1 Drams 150ns 1.00 
1.3 Roms 29.95 
)Meg x & SIMMS (2Meg) 80ns„. ,...,...79.95 
4Meg x 8 SIMMS (BrVteg) 60ns 249.95 
Sound Trap 3 Sampler 29.95 
Mini-Midi I nterfa ce  19,95 
4 Channel Audio Mixer + MSc 34.95 
Sound Trap 3 + Mini-Midi .,.„ , 47.95 
Sound Trap 3 + Audlomaster 2  ,..,,.55.00 
Sound Trap 3 + Audlomaster 3,... 84.95 
Mini-Midi + Music-X 99.95 
Audlomaster 2 29.95 
Audiomaster 3 55,00 
3,5" Ext. Drive (Cumana) , 59,95 
23WAY Connector no hood 1.49 
23WAY Connector + hood.,. , ,...1,99 
150 Cap. Dfek Bo^es. ,,..18.95 
Upgrade Mouse , 18.00 

1CD AD1DE40 AT CONT ...99.95 
ICD ADIDE44 AT CONT   129.95 
ICD ADSCSI 2000 99.95 
ICD ADSCSI 2080....,  149,95 
ICD NO VIA 201 (Fully Internal)*.,, 199.95 
ICD NOV!A 401 (Fully internaD* 299.95 
ICD NOV IA 60i (Fully Internal)* , 399.95 
ICD FLICKER FREE VIDEO 199.95 
ICD ADSPEED ,159.95 
ICD AD RAM 540 89.95 
ICD ADRAM 560 169.95 

* NO NEED TO REMOVE DFO 

CSA MEGA-MIDGET RACER 
The LfKs biflfiest selling ACCELERATOR card. For the A500/2000, 
Offering a modular design allowing you to buy what yon can afford then 
expand later, Up to 38Mhz CPU + 50Mhz Co-pro + $ Meg 32bit ram + 
512K Shadow (STATIC) ram, 
68030 accelerator 25, 33, 38 Mhz 
Co-Processor socket for 68882 up to 50 Mhz 
68000 socket on board for FALLBACK compatability 
Gives you more power than the A3000 
Optional DRAM expansion up to SMeg 32 hit ram 
Fits INSIDE A500/1500/2000 easily and quickly 
Creates a monster machine for progs like FALCON etc 
Cuts Ray Tracing times 30x - 60x for SCULPT etc 
Speeds up screen refresh and overall performance 
Lowest price 68030 THAT WORKS!!!! 
As the ONLY OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS for CSA we offer a 
50% buy back policy, This means that if you upgrade you 
won't be stuck with anything, 

349.95 
449.95 
449.95 
549,95 
499,95 
599.95 

99,95 
219.95 
399,95 
599.95 
749,95 
879,95 

25mhz EC68030 
33Mhz EC68030 
25Mhz MC68030 
33Mhz MC68030 
25MhzEC + 68882 
33MhzEC + 68882 
STATIC RAM (512K) 
2Meg 32Bit ram 
4Meg 32Bit ram 
SMeg 32Bit ram 
25/25 + SRAM + 2Meg 
33/33 + SRAM + 2Meg 
Also coming soon from CSA is a BRAND NEW idea to enable people that own 
the Commodore A2630 Accelerator to increase its speed to a full 50MHZ while 
retaining full original compatability. So don't even think about swapping 
your original card for a faster one until you have seen the performance of 

"ROCKET LAUNCHER" 
595.00 

GVPSERIESII 

68030 COMBO 

CARD 
This   affordable ACCELERATOR 
CARD for the Al 500/2000 gives your 
Amiga a new outlook on processing. 
Complete with CO-PRO, 32 BIT RAM, 
and SCSI HARD DISK controller. 
Allowing transfers in excess of 1.2meg/sec 
25Mhz + lMeg 32 bit ram 599,95 
40Mhz + 4meg 32 bit ram 999.95 
50Mhz + 4meg 32 bit ram 1499,95 

GVPIV24 
24 bit professional video adaptor, Features 16 
million colours on screen at once. Built in 
Genlock, F/Fixer, Frame buffer, Frame grab- 
ber, and Digital keyer. Comes with Caligari 
3D. Scala IV24, & Macro Paint 

1699.00 

Panasonic MULTI-SYNC Monitor 
+ 

ICD Flicker Free Video 

499.95 
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continued from page T15 

character graphics to be displayed, 
Another menu option allows you 

to controJ how the end of a line is 
sent. Some machines use different 
combinations of LINEFEED/ 
CARRIAGE RETURN to the good old 
Amiga so NComm gives you the 
option to specify exactly which 
characters are to be sent/expected. 

Translate Screen Fit 
End of Line 
Character Set 
Swap DEL<->BS 
Show HEX Chars 
ANSI House 
ANSI Capture 
Destructive ES 
Pad Blank Lines 

Above: a translate menu offers 
compatibility with non-Ami gas 

Right: the screen menu gives Info 
on the display related functions 

ANSI SUPPORT 
NComm provides excellent support 
for ANSI control. The translate menu 
allows you to specify ANSI MOUSE 
support which allows you to use the 
mouse to move the cursor in the 
ANSI compatible full screen editors 
you1 If find on many boards. ANSI 
capture specifies whether any ANSI 
control codes you receive should be 
saved in the capture files or not. 

SCREEN MENU 
The screen menu supplies display 
related functions including number of 
colours, what these are, flashing 

Phone Dial 
Phone book 

Dial ft 
Hans Up 

V Redial 

Moden Setup 

Redial at logoff 
Above: the phone menu offers some 
comer cutting phone facilities 

Right: the dial menu provides even 
more short cuts to dialling 

text, blinking cursor, whether a title 
bar should be shown and whether 
the screen should be opened in the 
masochistic interlace mode. 

PHONE MENU 
The phone menu provides [surprise, 
surprise!) dialling related entries 
including a path into the excellent 
phone book control requester. It is 
also possible to dial a number 
directly using the dial # command, 

Also hiding in this menu is the 
modem setup menu item. This takes 
you into the modem setup screen 
where you can define initialisation 
strings etc to go with your modem. 

DIAL MENU 
The final menu in NComm is another 
useful feature. It contains the first 
46 entries in the telephone directory. 
This allows you to rapidly select the 

Screen Phone Dial 
Title Bar dT 
I n t er 1 a.c e W- \ I 
Col ours 
Palette dG 
Split  Screen CJK 

^ Style 
Bell 
Cursor Blink 
Reset eOR 
MB Screen 
Close MB Screen 

Force 86 x 24 
Flashing Text 
Line Hrap  

board you wish to dial without going 
through the longer and slower 
method of selecting them from the 
phone book requester. 

INTO THE FUTURE 
NComm is such a complete program 
it Is difficult to say what comes next, 
particularly now it contains an ARexx 
port. Of course the authors have 
plenty of ideas, including custom font 
support and an even better script 
language, 

One function I d like to see is 
built-in support for archiving and 
unarchiving files from within the 

91 for Aniga 
82 for Aniga 
Avalon HUG 
Base X 
Bi 
CI 
CIX 
CIX 
CIX 
CIX 
CIX 

Bang Burger B 

2 
3 
Blink 1 
Blink 2 
Blink 3 

Lax East Blink L 

software. Nothing too fancy, just the 
ability to call an archiver with the 
command to unarchive a file would 
suffice, although there's plenty of 
room for expansion and more 
complex support. 

All in all, I think NComm is a truly 
superb comms package. The amount 
of thought that has gone into its 
design is obvious from the start, with 
some extremely useful 

continued on pcge 120 

WHAT'S NEW IN 2? 

NComm 2.0 includes a great many improvements on version 1,921 and 
even more bug fixes. There's net room to list them all, but here are the 
highlights. Sv 

m ARexx -The biggest 
single improvement is the 
addition of an ARexx 
interface. ARexx is a 
programming language of 
sorts that concentrates on 
inter-program 
communication so ARexx 
could be used to call an 
external editor, teil it to 
perform some operations 

 ■   ■       COM Ti^ns 1 ate Screen Phone Dial Start A$C1% Capture ( Start ASCII £«n& | Hessasre Up load ( Download t Upload  ___j_~^l-UJ Op-1 i oii.^HHHHH Server Conninds 
Protocol 
Def aui t Directory Load Scro11 b a^k Save  Scro11back {View Scrollback 
Search  In Buffer Save Ma*k»4 Block Send Marked Slock 

Disable Adding 
ClOM*  Sci'al lback 

Xraden CRC Chop Fx les GfiR protoool GSR host node Znoden Res Line Znoden AutoC1 Z no den Autoiu Zttodon ACK ZhOdSh BufSize Hernit llvr.f Kernit IK E-XPR Setup Create leans File Connen ts Transfer Ear 

The comprehensive transfer protocol options, all 
this for 215 NOR! 

on a file and then return to NComm. A new field in the dialling directory 
allows you to specify an ARexx program to be run whenever you caH a 
particular board or there is a menu option to call one direct. 

• improved script - The script facility has been improved and now runs 
approximately 20 times faster, 

• Redesigned fonts -The two fonts used by NComm have been redesigned 
and improved by Bjom Rybakken and also fixed a couple of bugs in the fonts 
(!) in version 1.8. 

• Mew 1200/75 baud support - Version 2.0 adds support for the split 
speed 1200/75 which is popular on low cost modems. This will be a 
welcome addition as it also ailows the program to be used to access 
Viewdata systems 

• Nodelist support - NComm 2.0 supports use of a "nodefist" via the 
traplist program. A nodelist is simply a fist of builetin boards with individual 
IDs for each one. Rdonet for instance, has a nodelist and each board is 
assigned a number such as 2:250/120. If you have a trapiist fife you can 
use a nodelist entry instead of the board 's telephone number and it will look 
it up and dial it for you. 

Unfortunately there is a catch, NComm does not come with the traplist 
program or the associated library so it's up to you to hunt it down. It won t 
be long before it appears in the UK though, and you1 If hear about it through 
this column when it arrives. 

The dialling code now maintains a record of the last time you calied the 
BBS, not particularly usefui but interesting nevertheless. 

There are two new transfer protocols, Compuserve-QuickB and JModem. 
These are both supported using the xpr set of external transfer protocols but 
the authors of NComm haven't actually been able to test either of them! 
They won t be used much anyway so it's not too much of a problem if they 
don't work. 

• Graphic display on download - A new feature has been added for 
downloads allowing a bar to be added to the download requester showing 
how much of the download is complete. Although it doesn't sfow the system 
down much the authors have made this optional and this shows the amount 
of thought that goes into each new feature of NComm. 

• Filenotes - Another new facility is the ability to automatically add an 
AmigaDOS fi lenote to a download giving the name or number of the board 
that it was downloaded from. This is certainly an interesting idea and can 
come in very useful. 

• Flashing text - There is now an option to support ANSI flashing text 
although this will slow things down and can be turned off. If ffashing is 
turned off but styles are turned on the flashing text will be shown in italics. 

These are just some of the new features, features that make NComm the 
best comms package on the Amiga and justify its conversion to shareware. 

Dawn loading a 
file with that 
brand new 
transfer ear 
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SCRIPTING FOR THE MASSES 

PART 1 COMMANDS 

NComm has one advantage over JRComm - its powerful script facilities. Scripts can be used for all 
sorts of things, Most commonly to log on to a board automatically, including ante ring your password T 
but also to perform more complex tasks such as entering messages and downloading replies, 

NComm 2.0 has added several new commands to the system and also speeded up the entire script 
facility, making it about twenty times quicker, in the first part of our tutorial on using script commands 
we'll give a summary of the commands available with some suggestions as to what they can be used 
for. Next month we'll complete the tutorial with some simple examples of logging on and a mere 
complex script featuring a great many of these commands. 

• ASCSEND "filename" - Sends the text file 
specified by '"filename" down the serial port. This is 
ideal for entering messages written off-line. 

• AUTODOWN ONIOFF - Turns the ZModem 
automatic download facility on or off. With this 
option turned on, as soon as the board you are 
dialling begins to send a file using ZModem, 
NComm will start to download it, 

• AUTOUP ONIOFF - Turns the ZModem automatic 
upload facility on or off. 

• AUTOXFER ONiOFF - This controls the G&R 
automatic upload/download options used by the 
MBBS system on or off. This is only useful if you 
cali an MBBS system, 

• BEEP - Causes the screen to flash or a beep to 
occur depending on the current alarm setting. 

• BREAK - Sends a break to the modem you are 
calling. This may stop it doing whatever it is doing. 

• CAPTURE "filename" - This captures all input 
and output and stores it in the file specified. This is 
a very useful option, if only because it allows you to 
keep a copy of what happened during the runn ing of 
the script. This is heipful if the script fails for some 
reason, line noise for instance. 

• CAPTURE OFF - 
closes the file. 

Stops the current capture and 

• CAPTURE ON - Restarts the capture after a 
CAPTURE SUSPEND. 

• CAPTURE SUS - Temporarily halts the capture 
until a CAPTURE ON command, useful if you want to 
skip some system messages to save space in the 
capture file, 

• CD "directory" - Changes the current directory 
for commands called using the QUI option and for 
downloads/uploads. This command has been 
added because problems occur using the 
AmigaDOS CD command, 

• CHAIN "filename*' - Starts executing another 
script This comes in handy if you have large or 
complex scripts. 

• CLEARVARS - Clears any variables you may have 
defined. 

• CLt "command" - Executes a command as 
though it were typed in at the Shell, Ideal for 
automatically un arc hiving messages etc* 

• CUR STACK - Clears the return stack. This will 
cause any current GOSUBs to be forgotten. 

• CONFIG "filename" - Loads in a different 
NComm configuration fifes, useful if you want to call 
several boards in one script, each one requiring 
different protocol options etc. 

• CONVERSE 'In" "out" - Waits for a particular 
message to be received and then replies to It This 
?s one of the most commonly used commands. It 
allows good control over the timing of the script and 
is idea! for replying to password prompts etc. 

• DELAY seconds - Waits the specified number of 
seconds. There is also a DELAY UNTIL option which 
waits until the time specified. 

• DIAL uboardnameTtL"next"] 
named. 

Dials the board(s) 

• DIAL* "number"next"] - Dials a particular 
number. 

• DLWHEN - Deletes the last WHEN command. 

• DORX "filename" - New to version 2>0r this 
executes an ARexx script. 

• DOWNLOAD "filename" [,P] - Downloads a file 
with the given name, A protocol can be specified if 
you require Z for 2ModemT X for XModem etc, 

• DTENTHS tenthseconds - Waits for the specified 
number of tenths of a second, useful for short, 
accurate delays. 

m DUMP ["filename"! - Dumps all the variables etc 
to the screen or a file. Mainly used for debugging 
complex scripts. 

• DWHEN "string" - Delete the WHEN statement 
checking for the string given. See below for more 
information on the WHEN command. 

• DWHENS - Delete all current WHEN statements, 

• ECHO ONIOFF - Determines whether characters 
read using INPUT, ASCSEND and MSGS END should 
be echoed to the screen- 

• END - Stops execution of the script- 

• GOSUB subroutine - Calls a named subroutine at 
the label given. The label is created by adding a 
colon to the end of a word, eg MySubroutine: 
creates a label "JVIy Subroutine", Saves duplication 
of code where identical portions of the script are 
used frequently, makes script easier to understand. 

• GOTO label - Jumps to a label defined as above. 

• HANGUP - Hangs up the phone 

• IF <exp> THEN <command> - Executes the 

command if the expression given is true. 
Comparisons are created using the == operator 
which is case independent 

eg "BORIS" 'BORIS5' is TRUE 
"GERALD" « rtDINKY" is FALSE 

The result can be inverted to get not-equai-to using 
the I operator, 

eg. PBORtS" == "BORIS" is FALSE 
! "GERALD1' a* "DINKY" is TRUE 

IF EXISTS will check to see if a file exists, 
IF RING will check for a RING signal 
IF CARRIER checks for a CARRIER. 

The IF statement also has the useful SELECTFALSE 
statement which opens up a YES/NO requester and 
returns TRUE if the user replied NO 

eg IF SELECTFALSE 41 Slow modem1' THEN GOSUB 
FastEVfodem 

Be careful with this one, the fact that it returns 
TRUE if the user answered NO is a bit strange and 
it's easy to get caught out. 

• INPUT $ variable "stopehaf* - Reeds characters 
from the serial port into the variable given until the 
stopchar is received. The TIMEOUT command also 
affects the INPUT command, it defines how long the 
command will wait for the terminating character. 

• LOADKEYS "filename" 
macro key definitions. 

■ Loads in a new set of 

• LOADPHONE "filename"' - Loads in a new 
phonebook Fife, 

• MENU SELECT "menu" Item sub - This powerful 
option allows you to call any menu item from a 
script file by specifying the menu title and the sub 
item to execute. 

eg MENUSELECT SYSTEM 0    ;Open About Window 
MEN US ELECT TRANSFER 6 2 ; Selects KERMIT 
Change Directory 

• MESSAGE "message" - Displays the given 
message on the terminal. 

• MSGSEND "filename" - Sends the message to 
the serial port, 

• PAD LINES ONIOFF- Turns off the padding of 
blank lines. 

• PALETTE - Calls the palette requester to change 
the program colours. 

• PRINTER ONIOFF - Turns the printer on or off. 

• QUIT - Quits NComm completely. An example of 
the use of this would be using a script to 
automatically call a board at a particular time every 
day, download the messages and then exit NComm 
and add the messages to an archive. 

• READVAR $variable - Reads a line from the 
defined VARFILE {see below) into the variable- 

m REDfAL ONIOFF - Turns redlai on or off. 

• REPEAT<->UNTfL <expression> - Repeats a 
loop until the expression given is true. This 

continued Oft page 120 
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Ladbroke Computing are the longest 
established Atari cfeater in the UK. We 
have developed en extensive 
customer service poScy which means 
thai we test atf Hardware prior to 
despatch to ensure thai goods arrive 
in working order. Although our prices 
are not always the cheapest we do 
endeavour to offer consistently good 
service and backup. This isn't just oar 
opinion, we were voted 'Best Deafer 
1939' by the readers of ST World 
magazine, not for 'the number of 
boxes shifted', but for qualty service. 
AH prices are correct at copy date 
16/04/92 (white stocks last}, and are 
subject to change without prior 
notice. Please phone for up to date 
prices. Alt prices include W & 
deHveryfin mainland UKl there are no 
ftdden extras (WYSIWYG) Next day 
courier deivery is available for an 
extra £7 (Mainland UK) AN prices 
available on Mail Order Shop prices 
may differ. Shop & Mail order 
premises-33 Ormsktrk Road, Preston 
Lancashire, PRI 2QP Open Monday 
to Saturday 930am to S&Qpm 
Phones answered from 9:00am. 
Dealer enzmies welcome, Ladbroke 
Computing International is a trading 
name of Ladbroke Computing Ltd All 
trade marks recognised. 

Due to limitations of space 
we cannot list alt our 

products please phone for 
Diskboxes from €6.99, 

Amiga Workstation £49.99, 
iCD Ad-Speed £169.99, 
Dustcovers from £3.99, 
Phone for details of our 

repair service (ST 3 
Amiga) Repair quote £15. 
Phone for more details. 

The NEW Golden Image 

B' 150 Dpi resolution 

Q' 500mm/SEC Tracking speed 

&  Switchable between ST/Amiga 

£19.99 without software 

Mouse 

Q'   Opto/Mechanical Mechanism 

Q'   Includes Deluxe Paint III software 

12f   Direct mouse replacement 

Golden Image Hand Scanner £119.99 
A 100,200, 300, 400 Dpi hand scanner with 64 halftone levels tor three different 
halftone mode settings and one fetter mode, The scanner comes complete with the 
acclaimed Touch Up software and Deluxe Paint III Art package. 
Jin Scan Hand Scanner £99.99 

Special Offer while stocks last 

Roctec Genlock £109.99 
Rocgen * £179.99 

9 

$f Digital Track Counter 

Daisy chain "through" connector 

Data enable/disable switch 

a' Only £54.99 including P&P 

GVP R A500 Hard drives include injection moulded styling, Internal RAM 
expansion to 8Mb via SJftftrf boards. Capacities from 52h&>. 33' itma Quantum 

mechanism. Internal Fan, Game switch and mini slot for future expansion. 

GVP 52Mb £37939 

GVP 105Mb £55939 

GVP 52Mb + 2Mb Simms £44939 

GVP 52Mb + 8Mb Simms £68939 

1Mb Cartoon Classics 
Pack £339.99 
Includes: A500 Plus computer 
with 1Mb on board RAM, mouse, 
modulator, Workbench 2, 
Lemmings. Captain planet 
Simpsons, Deluxe Paint 111. 
1Mb Cartoon Classic 
Extra Pack £379.99 
Includes: 1Mb Cartoon Classics 
(as above), Datastorm, Dungeon 
Quest, E-Motion, Monster grand 
slam, Kid glovea Powerptay. RVF 
Honda. Shuffle Puck cafe, 
Microprose Soccer, Tower of 
Babel, GFA BASIC, 10 disks * 
box. Mouse Mat, Dustcover, 
Apache 1 joystick. 
Bare Amiga 1.3 
version+Astra 
Pack £299.99 

Golden Image 512K 

Upgrade with clock 

£27.99 
Phoenix 1Mb Board 

(A500 Plus only) £49.99 

£479 
Phone for Ultimate Basketball, Falcon 

F16, Fun School 3, E> Wellman 
Defender of the Crown, Chaos h 
AraJromeda Psycho KBier. World 
Vista. Advanced military systems, 

Illustrated Holy Bbte. 

Star SJ43 Bubblejet £239.99 
Star LC-20 £139.99 
Star LC-200 colour £199.99 
Star LC-24/20 £199.99 
Star LC-24/200 £229.99 
Star LC-24/200 colour £289.99 

Al Slar printers include 12 months on site warranty 
Al printers include STAmga/PC ccmpatibte 

Centronics cable. 

Philips 8833MKJI £229,99 
deludes cable, F19 and 12 months on site 
warranty. 
Philips 15" Cube TV      £ 269.99 
A 60 channel FST Fastext scart input TV 
whidi gves near monitor quality, hcludes 
scart cable. 

10 bulk disks £4.94 
40 Bulk disks £18.80 
100 Bulk disks £41.13 
100 disk box £7.99 
10 Sony branded £5.99 

Gotten Image Opto Mechancat Mouse, 250Dp. 
switchable between ST^mga £17.99 
Golden Image Optical Mouse, 250Dpi, Mouse mat 
no moving parts for greater refabiity. switchable 
between STttrriga £34,99 
Jn Mouse, high quahty replacement 
mouse. £12.98 

Lynx 2 (Console only) £7999        Lynx 2 Rower supply £1199 
Lynx soft gases £9.99 Corntynx cable E&99 
New Battery pack £9.99 Lynx 2 sunvisor £5.99 
Phone ton Kiax, Ultimate chess, Robotrorx Shanghai. Chips challenge. Xybots, 
Roadblasters, Chequered flag, Ninja garien Paperboy, Turbo sub, Xenophobe. Qix, Robo 
squasn, Tournament cyberbai Ms Pac Man, Bl and Teds excellent adventure, APE 
Wartxrcte. Scrapyard dog Stun runrac Hard drivin Slme world, Electracop, 

Sega 

Megadrive 
Includes Kufax 

controllof 
Phono tot Ciiin 
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enhancements beyond those normal 
for a comms package, 

I'm glad to see it's gone down 
the shareware road, I just hope it 
gets the support which it deserves. 
In fact, I wouldn't be at all surprised 
if it gets taken on by one of the 
smaller software distributors in the 
near future. 

NComm should be available from 
just about any BBS, I know Guru 10 
has it, as does CIX. The program is 
shareware with a registration fee of 
215 N0K($35). 

LOG ANALYSER 

Log Analyser is a new NComm log 
file analyser from Martin Chantler. 
The aim of the program is to provide 
a simple, user friendly program for 
analysing the log file NComm 
creates, giving you an estimate on 
the cost of the next telephone bilk 

AMOS ALL ROUND 
The first thing you II notice about Log 
Analyser is that it Is written in AMOS 
and then compiled. This gives the 
program a familiar feel which is not 
necessarily a bad thing. 

SIX OF THE BEST 
After entering the path for the 
program's data files you are 
presented with the main menu 
providing six options,.. 

• 1 Daily usage 
This gives you a graph of modem 
usage per hour. 

• 2 Weekly usage 
This option shows you a graph of 
usage split into days. 

• 3 Top ten boards 
Presumably this option would give 
you a list of the top ten most popular 
boards, unfortunately this option is 
not yet available and just brings up a 
message telling you that this is 
indeed the case. 

• 4 Information on log 
This option gives a summary of the 
log, what dates it covers, the number 
of calls in the log and the total time 
spent on-line. 

• 5 Edit phone prices 
This facility enables you to edit the 
charges used for calculating the cost 
of your activities. 

The charges are shown in table 
form for each of the call bands, 
Local, A, B and Bl, at each of the 
three charge bands. 

This is an excellent method of 
controlling charge setup, very user 
friendly and much better than the 
text file format used by Caflinfo {see 
AS 11). 

• 6 Calculate 
This is the meat of Log Analyser, it 
allows you to calculate the cost of 
your calls. There are two methods 
available, verbose which gives you 
individual call information on a per 
call basis including length of call and 
its cost 

The program cycles through each 
call displaying the information for a 
short time making it rather difficult to 
take it in at once. An option to print 
to a file or a printer would therefore 
be useful. The quick method is much 
less interesting and simply prints the 
total cost. 

When the program is calculating 
your bill it checks each dialling code 
and if it doesn't understand it it will 
prompt you for the portion of the 
number which is the dialling code 
and the charge band to associate 
with that dialling code, These codes 
are then saved to a data file for later 
use. Again this is a much better 
method than that of Callinfo which 
uses a plain text file which is edited 
by the user. 

It seems strange that option 3, 
which would give you a listing of the 
top ten boards, isn't implemented 
yet Although not a particularly useful 
feature, it is an interesting one. It 
seems to have been added in order 
to compete with Callinfo which has 
the same capability. The other 
strange omission is an exit option, 

I did have a lot of trouble using 
the program at first, it was crashing 
whenever I tried to calculate a bill. It 
turned out that the software really 
needs to be in the same directory as 
NComm and the phone.rate data. 
Once I'd moved the program it 
worked much better although it did 
occasionally lock up for no apparent 
reason when run. 

The program; does seem to be a 
little unstable and has its 
idiosyncrasies but this doesn't 
detract from its usefulness too much 
- you'll only need to use the program 
once or twice a month anyway. 

When all's said and done Log 
Analyser Is much better than Callinfo 
and I'm looking forward to the next 
version which will no doubt fix the 
bugs and add some new features. 

The author, Martin Chantler, can 
be contacted on Runway A500 BBS 
(0293 884117) a board, which 
incidentally, is well worth a visit 

COMING SOON 
Next month I'll be taking a close look 
at the current version of JRComm 
and comparing it with NComm. I'll 
also be completing the script tutorial 
with some examples. See you all 
next month, © 

Philip Harris can be contacted as 
piharris on CIX or PHILIP HARRIS on 
GURU 10 BBS (0738 52063) 

continued imm page 1T8 

command uses the same operators as the IF.,.THEN statement. 

eg REPEAT 
SEND "is anybody there?" 
INPUT $cmd 
UNTIL $cmd "YES" 

• REQUEST ONIOFF - Turns system and NComm requesters on and off, If a 
script is being run without a human around tt could be extremely annoying for 
the system to stop with an AmigaDOS, DISK FULL requester. This command 
stops those requesters occurring. 

• RESUME ONIOFF - Turns ZModem auto resume on and off, Resume ES a 
very useful function unique to ZModem. If a download begins and the 
destination file already exists, the ZModem protocol will examine the length 
of the file and begin transmitting from that point. This comes in useful if a 
download has failed for instance and half the file is left. ZModem resume 
would allow you to try again, only downloading the second portion of the file, 
saving you time and money. 

• RETURN - Returns from a subroutine. 

• SEND "string" - Sends the given string to the serial port, 

• SET Svariable = "value" - Assigns the given value to the variable. The 
variable must start with a $ and the next character must be a letter. NComm 
comes with several variables built in: 

• $d ate cent a Ens the eu rre nt d ate and time (READ ONLY). 
• $ncomm contains the current version number (READ ONLY), 
• $oaud contains the current baud rate (Read/Write). 
• $ length contains the current data length (Re ad/Write). 
• Spa rity co nta i n s the cu rre nt parity (Read /W rite J. 
• $stopbits contains the current number of stopbits (Read/Write} 
• $charset contains the current character set (Read/Write), 
• Sfilereq opens up a filereq and returns the filename (READ ONLY). 
• $stringreq opens up a textreq and returns the string (READ ONLY). 

• SIMPLEREQ "string" - Displays the given string in a simple requester, 
ideal for quick help messages to the user. 

• TIMEOUT seconds [command] - TIMEOUT is a simple command which is 
surprisingly powerful. The simple format defines the timeout for all NComm 
commands. If the command does not receive a response within the timeout 
given it will go on to the next command. 

The second syntax takes the form of a timeout value and a command that 
is executed should the timeout ever occur. For instance: 

TIMEOUT 10 QUIT 

would cause the script to drop out of NComm should the timeout occur, not a 
particularly useful example but there are better uses as weTI see next month. 

The timeout command defaults to no timeout (0) so it is always a good 
idea to set the timeout to something sensible just to make sure. 

• UPLOAD "filename"!^] - Upload a file, optionally using the protocol 
defined by Pt ie. Z for ZModem, 

• VARFILE *fllename"ICLOSE - Opens/closes a varfiie to read In variables, 
eg VARFILE "ncomnmhost/users/n$user ;open input file for reading 

READVAR $passwd ; place first line of file in variable $passwd 
READVAR $laston ; pi ace second line of file in variable $laston 
VARFILE CLOSE ;closes the input file 

MESSAGE "Hello "$user"! You were last on at fl$lastQn"\n" 

• WAIT "string" - Waits until the specified string is received from the serial 
port, timing out if a timeout has been specified. 

• WHILE <expression> DO    ENDWHILE - Executes the commands within 
the DO and ENDWHILE statements until the expression is FALSE. 

• WHEN "string" command - Another powerful feature of the NComm script 
language. Whenever the specified string is received the program will execute 
the command given. The most obvious use for this Is removing regular 
prompts such as MORE? by replying with a Y whenever they occur. This stops 
the script file hanging because of an unexpected prompt. 

m WRfTE "filename" "string" - Writes the given string to the file specified. 

• • • * NEXT MONTH - EXAMPLES 
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SGVP 
GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

QUALITY AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
WITH A 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

Silica Systems are pleased to present the GVP 
range of peripherals. GVP are the world's largest 
third party manufacturer of peripherals for the 
Amiga range and have a reputation for high 
specification, quality products. The company 
was founded only four years ago by a man who 
understands the Amiga - Commodore's ex-Vice 
President of Technology. He, along with a team 
of Amiga experts including other ex-Commodore 
staff, understand the add-on requirements of 
Amiga owners better than anyone. Not only do 
GVP provide peripherals that Amiga owners 
want they also offer peace of mind, with a 2 
year warranty on the products they manufacture. 
So, if you are looking for the very best in Amiga 
peripherals, look no further than GVP. 

A530 ACCELERATOR 
40MHz 68030EC 
processor 
Hi-speed SCSI 
interface with 52,120 
or 240Mb hard drive 
1Mb Populated, 
Accommodates up to 
maximum 9Mb of 
32-bit wide RAM 
Optional 68882 Maths 
Co-Processor 
Optional PC-AT 
emulation 

1 
FQfl THE 

J 
ACCELERATOR + HD + RAM UPGRADE Plugging a GVP A53D Accelerator onto your A500 or ASM Plus will 

boost its speed from 7.14MHz lo a blistering 40MHz. The A530 wiEl be available with eilh&r 52. 120 or 240Mb hard drive and can be 
upgraded to include an additional maths Co-Processor, Q)Ab ot 32-bit wide- FAST RAM and mudh more Jhrough GVP's unique "mini-slot". 
40MHz-1Mb RAM/52MD HD H«I: HAROS62 £749 
40MHZ- 1Mb RAM/120m HD Ret MAR QQ74 £8M 
4OMHz*1MbRAM/240MbHD net HAROSSS £1099 

NEW! OPTIONAL PLUG-IN 
16MHz PC286 EMULATOR 
• 16MHz 80286 processor 
• 287 Maths Co-Processor socket 
• 512K of PC RAM plus the use of Amiga RAM 
• Supports Hercules, CGA, EGA/VGA (mono- 

chrome) and T3100 video modes 
• Runs MS-DOS (3,2 and upwards) plus 

thousands of other PC programs 
This powerful 266 emulator module simply plugs 
into the "mini-slot" of the GVP HDS+ or A530 
(without invalidating the warranty). The emulator 
has full access to the Amiga's 
resources and allows you to run 
PC and Amiga programs at the 
same time, giving you two 
computers in one. 

£249 Rfif. EMU OSM 

[52Mb HARP PRlVEl 

FOR THE 
AMIGA 

500 

INCLUDES MANY UNIQUE FEATURES 
NOT FOUND IN ANY OTHER 

AMIGA DRIVES 
l/tf 

• 52/12Q724QMb LIGHTNING QUICK HARD DRIVES New Slate-OfThe-Art V internal SC5I Qiiantom hard drives, with a 1.10OK per second <11ms) transfer rate making 1hfs the las'est hard drive available for the Amiga. 
• LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY High-tech custom VLSI, Faaasl ROM chips and DMA design, ensure ttiat no otter Amiga tia/d drive will cut perform ihe GVPHDB*. 
• 8Mb RAM SOCKETS ■ UNPOPULATED inside every drive there are rackets to expand the Amiga's RAM by 8Mb. 
• USES EASY-TO-FIT 1Mb/4Mb SIMMs Memory upgrades. Please order MEM 3632 at £33.95 par Met (2Mb Jumps only), up So 4Mb. To upgrade to 3Mb, please order 2 MEM 3449 al £199.95 per 4Mb SIMM. 
• CUT-0F SWITCH FOR GAMES Features a special games switch \o 'cut off' we drive tor gams Irtal won't work wtth a rartf disfc, Most other drives require unbotting from the Amioa. 
• "MINI SLOT" EXPANSION This unique slot has been built-in to allow expansion to be made without using any risky LpasS'thrDugh' techniques. See PC2B6 emulator above. 
• EXTERNAL SCSI PORT Add up to 6 external SCSI devices, e.g. CD-ROM. tape streamers, additional hard drives, removable scanners, etc. 
• DEDICATED PSU + FAN Following Commodore's strong recommendations, the GVP HD3+ ts supplied with its own external power supply and cooling fan. 
• FULLY COMPATIBLE FuHy compatible with all AmbQa 500's (inc. PLUS) and versions of Klcksta/t, 
• FREE Z YEAR WARRANTY 

WHAT THE PRESS SAY   
'Superb build, excellent aesthetics ana* blinding speed 
moke this the best A5QQ hard drive' ,„ - AMIGA SHQPP£R 
'GVP claims this Is the fastest hard drive in the world and 
none of oar tests could prove that wrong.' - AMIGA SHOPPED 
'Overall: Untouchable. fHi choke'- AMIGA SHOPPER 
'Still the best hard drive'... 92% - AMIGA FORMAT 

120Mb 

£499 

240Mb 

£799 
Avatotfe PfF: HAfl 0942 

GVP HD8+ 52Mb HD 

£379 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT   Ret: HAR 0655 

r 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SOUND SAMPLER 
* 8-bit stereo sampler 
* Plugs into parallel port 
* MIDI support for song input 
* Extensive editing features 
* Works with all Amigas A taw-cost sound and music soluton lor the se-rv-pri'sssora! and auoc hobbyist i: corssis zs a snail, hah quality E-br: fiiereo sound sarrptar lhal connects irx 'ne caralle port on any Amtga 500, 1500, 2M0 or 30GO computer. Comtined vsith qme the laslest. most powerful and sasy+>use sound and rriLSE edhing programs avartabia, Includes \- iracK sourdlraete'lilfl Cirrpatitte secuercer. 
MUS 
2500 £59 95 

AMIGA 1500 2000 3000 PRODUCTS 

G-FORCE 30-25/40/50 
• 6BO30EC^Sm3QECr6aO30 processor • 25S40/50MHz clock sp&ads 
• 68882 M&bs co-processor 
• Expands lo J3/16f16Mb 33-bit RAM • 33-tot SCSI oonrroSSer on board 
These fast eeos&^SraoEC acceterflere with memory upgrade and SCSI Interface to&rd deliver urcootpr-CfTiising speed and performance without ihe hion price. Each board comes complete with a 68882 mate cMrocsssor and RAM upgrade as standard. Hard Disk Mount Kit available, lo nwurt t" Hart Drive an any G- ForcoCQO BoanJ. GVA4251. £3935 
25MHX/1 Mb M u^DitG £599 
40MHz/4Mb  rvuPGrsuo £999 

£1399 

IMPACT II HC8 
• Factory Installed Hard Drives 
• 52, 120, 240 & 420Mb options 
• On-board 8Mb memory sockets 
• Add up to 8 additional SCSI 

devices 
• Easy to install SIMMS 
These are ihe equivalent of ita HKk hard drive, but 1DT ihs 1500 and £000 models, Nor only axe tney some ot the fastest hard dr-ves abatable, but ihey a'w irccfpcfale an unpopulaled 8Mb RAM expansion board. 

52Mb     fW MAP £299 
120Mb      Ro): HAfi MZD £449 
240M b   m HAR i5«     £6 99 
420Mb     fMA: HAR IMS £1299 

IMPACT VISION 24 
* 768 x 580 PAL Resolution 
• Supports composite video, 

S-VHSand RGB signals 
* Broadcast quality genlock 
• Now with RGB splitter 
This is the very latest 24-bit Professional Video Adaptor. It leaves 16 rniltan colours on screen at once, built-in genlock, dicker finer, frame buffer, irame grabber and digital keyer. Impact Vision 24 comes supplied wim C&*g&ri-|V24 30 rtvadfiillng and rendering software., Scafe IV24 video titjir>5 soltwiaro pius Maco Pa it H cil paint packape. At5O(K2Q0O requres additional adaptor, GVA 5224, £49.95 
VID 7024 £1699 

RAM 8 
• Up to 8Mb of FAST RAM ■ Upgrade in 2Mb increments 
• Supports industry standard 

RAM chips 
e Diagnostic software included 
• Fully auto-configuring 
A simple and convenient 4Mb RAM expansion board for ihe Afl-tga 1500 and 2000, Using industry standard RAM chps. trie RAM-3 offers an easy way 10 upgrade yotir 1500 or 3000 in 2Mb increments. The RAMS & My auto- conhgurinp and s supplied with peace-ol-mnd dagnQstic software, GM>conhgurarion suppoeted (or bridg*bcar<i c^ners 
RAM 2800 Mm £99 
RAM 2802 amwimi £169 

SYQUEST 44/88Mb 
* 44 or 88Mb removable rmbia • 30ms access time » Can bo supplied with or without GYP HC8 Controller » Externa!case available tor ASO0 or A30OO users GVP are now ottering Syquest dives mtfi cr wilhcut lhair HC6 controller. They are abatable ir 44 ard SE.Vb capacities and have a. 20ns access line. Each drive comas ccmplete with one removable cartridge- Syquesl drives gve cornclele sKuage lla^ibiity. oflerng a qjick and easy v^ay to add extra storage to your syssem 

£449 
SI]        an KW1S83 £549 

£599 
S8rVlb^Ht?i      dchMHim £699. 

[ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped In Ihe UK mainland. 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team ot technical experts at your service 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS; Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT; Volume discounts availabte for lame orders 
• SHOWROOMS; Derngnstralton and training facilities at Our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: AH of your requirements from on© supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: W h c-e mated to you with offers and software/peripheral delate, 
• PA YMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards. 
Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you buy them. Consider what it will be tike a few months after you have made your purchase, 
when you may require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice. And, will the company you 
buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have 
nothing to worry aboui. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience 
and expertise, we can now claim lo meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is 
second to none. But don't just take our word for is. Complete end return the coupon now for our latest 
Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 
SILICA 

IVSTEMS 

MAIL ORDER: Order Lines Open: 
LONDON SHOP: Qpenircg Naurs: 

1-4 The Mews. H^herley Rd, Sidcup. Kent. DA14 4DX Teh 081-309 1111' Mon-Sal 9.0Oam-6.O0pm No late Nigh-1 Opening Fax No: C£?-3M O608 

LONDON SHOP: Opening Hours; 

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tei: 081-580 4000 Mon-Sai ■  No late Nighl Opening Fax No," 0?i-333 473? 

SIDCUP SHDP: Opening Hours: 

SeSFridges (1st Ftaori. Oxford Street, London, W1A IAS Tel: 071-629 1234 Mon-Sa1 9,3Qaffi-6,00prn Late NighV Thursday un-il SLIP- Exlursitr : 3914  
H The Mews, Hacherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tei; 081-302 8511 Mon-Sal 9.0Oa<n-5.3Opm Late Nighl: Friday until 7pm Fa* No: 031-309 0017 

To: Silica Systems, Dept AMSHP-0692-68, 1-4 The Mews, Hatfceriey Rd, Sidcup, Kent, 0A14 4DX 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE GVP RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:        Initials:  Surname: 
Address: 

Tel {Home): „  

Company Name (if applicable): 

Postcode.... 
Tel (Work):, 

| Which computer^), if any, do you own? ,  68C^ 
E&OE - Advertised prices and speci'ica-ions may change - Please return Ihe ecupen lor Ihe leteM infcxmuon. 
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NEW DELUXE PAINT III 

TUTOR VIDEO 

Learn to get the best from NEW Deluxe Paint III. This video shows 
you how to design and execute your own Animations/ Titles and so 

much more in aStep-by-Step, Easy-to-Follow way. 

Subjects covered include: 
* Screen Painting 
* Zoom 
* Colours 
* Working with Text and Fonts 
* Stencils 
* Perspective 
* Animation 
* Video Titling etc, etc. 

RUNNING TIME: NEARLY THREE HOURS!! 

Superb Value At 

ONLY £18.99 inc Post & Packing 
"I was a little sceptical about the chances of taking a complete beginner 
to such artistic heights but I must admit to being wrong" AMIGA 
COMPUTING, September 1991. 

FULLY GUARANTEED BULK DISKS 
DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY 135 (pi 

300* Certified - UNBRANDED 
USUALLY SONY. TDK or MITSUBISHI etc 

GUARANTEED AND SUPPLIED WITH LABELS 
DO NOT CONFUSE WITH INFERIOR UNCERTIFIED 

PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES 

20 DSDD £3.99 
50 DSDD £20.99 
100 DSDD £38.00 
200 DSDD £72.00 

Flip T<ip Disk Holder Holds 12 99p 
40 Disk Hokfer, LocLable. Top Quality. Anli-slatich 
wilh Divider: & 2 Keys £199 
80 Disk Holder, Lockablc. Top Quality, Ami sialic, 
with Dividers & 2 Keys -£5-99 

DISKS & DISK BOX OFFERS 
P u k til' 10 in our top quality, 
lockable 40 disk holder , J! 12.99 
Pack of 50 in our top quality, 
lnckaMe KO disk holder £26.99 

10 x Commodore DSDD with labels £9.99 
10 s Sony MF-2DD with FREE Spell Book £9.99 
101 Predion {by Dysan) £S-99 

PossoB-joa 
Drawer Type Box - Can be stacked horizontally or 
vertically- Holds 150 Disks,..,, X16.45 

Disk Uhcls 
Four Assorted Colours 
60 for -£1-00 

, 200 for £100 

Simply open your plastic ribbon case, spray over the 
ribbon, replace the lid and leave for 24 hour*. 

BETTER THAN A NEW RIBBON 
Guaranteed - Restores do/ens of ribbons lo new 
for just £11.99 

K.CS. Power PC Board - Rtl into Ram Exp. Slot under com- 
puter. Does not invalidate warranty £199.99 
Adaptor for 1500/2000 £64.99 
CUM ANA CAX3S4 1Mb 3.5" Single disk 
drive ■ Enable/disable switch - Thru port - Power 
ex Amiga - £52.99 
POWER PC8JWB DRIVE inawporiHc* Ami-click 
Board, Blitz Back up system software and built in Vims 
blocker „_ £67 99 
REPLACEMENT A500 Internal disk drive, fully compati- 
hie and with full insUutlions . £41.99 
MEMORY EXPANSIONS & SYSTEM 
UPtrRADES 512K RAM Expansion* wi(h Clock and 
On/Off Switch _ £23.99 
1Mb MODULE FOR ASM PLUS Gives 2Mb Chip 
Memory , -£44.99 
ROM SHARERS 
Switching from Keyboard.... ,,.£34,99 
or 2 portions Toggle switch £ 19.99 
KiCKSTARi ROMS 
VI.JKickstarl Rucu    
V2.04 Kickstm Rom _ £49,99 
High Res Denix Chip £39.99 

GVP 52Mb Fasl Access Hani Drive, 
with 8Mb RAM board  £274.99 

GVP 120Mb Fasl Access Hard Drive 
with 8Mb RAM board  £449.99 

GVP - 2Mb SIMMS for above  
Fitted FREE if required. 

£64.99 

COMMODORE A2300 Internal Genlock £99.99 

A2088 XT Bridgeboard with 360k 
£129.99 

A2286 AT Bridgeboard wilh 1.2Mb 
5.25" Floppy Disk Drive  £329,99 

J u 

OUH LOWEST AMIGA PRICES EVER!!! 
ALL OUR AMIGA PRICES INCLUDE 

FREE NEXTyxyytvg w PEUHEEI 

rABTOHtt CLASSICS PACK 
Iciest puck from CorciTTUHlore featuring: KLC LSUH VJ 
& Workbench V2.04. built in 1 Meg RAM, TV 
Modulator & Mouse, plus Leaning*, Simpsons, 
Captain Planet and Deluxe Paint III 
Our best price including Next day delivery .,.£339.99 
NEW AMIGA Aflfl „ ^ 
NEW COMPACT DESlliti Kick-itart/Wnrkbench 2.05 interna] 3.5" Disk Drive & 
IDF Hard Disk CuniruHer. huill kn TV MLHJLLI.UOI, 
Composite Video Output, Smart Card Slot, 2 joystick/ 
Mouse poct>. FREE ability to use memory cards of 
0.5Mb to 4Mb. Introductory price including one year 
on-site maintenance for in home service and Deluxe 
Paint 1T1 and free game 384.99 
NF.W AM[GA A600 HP 
Similar to above but with built in 20Mb Hard Drive, 
introductory price including one year on-site mainte- 
nance for in-house service £479.99 
CARTOON CLASSICS SOFTWARE PNLV PACK 
Lemminip, The Simpsons, Captain Planet and 
Deluxe Paint III Only £59.99 
ESSENTIAL ACCESSORIES PACK T(.i]i quality 40 disk holder. W best qualily disks with 
labels, qualily mouse mat, mouse holder, tailored 
monogranimed dust cover. Special price £21.99 
Extra special price if bought with any Amiga .£19.99 

Ring for details, and latest quote 
AMKTA 12 months on-site warrantv available on all new Amiga 
1500/2000 systems Only £59,99 
AMIGA 1500 3TAKTER PACK Amiga 1500 Dual drive with I Mb RAM. Mou«, 
Manuals and Amiga DOS. The Works - Platinum 
Edition, Delude Paint 111, Home Accounts. Elf, Toki 
and PuJTJiic. 
Total RRP £699.99 Audition Price £549.99 
AMMiAlgWSIrtBTKRFACK Plus IUH45 StcTeo Colour Monitor 
Total RRP £959 Audition Price £774.99 
AMIGA 1500 STARTER PACK 
Amu::* 1500 Dual drive with 1Mb RAM. Mouse. 
Manuals and Amiga DOS, The Works - Platinum 
Edition, Deluxe Paint 111, Home Accounts, Elf, Toki 
and Puz2nic 1,3 Workbench Model 
{Upgxadeable) Special Audition Price of £499.99 
AM KM 2m _L 1 meg RAM, Dual 3.5" Drives. Kkkstart/Workbench 
2.04, Fitted wilh 40Mb Hard Drive SPECIAL PRICE 
including NEXT DAY DELIVERY £689,99 
C.D.T.V Complete with Hutchins Encyclopaedia, Lemmings and 
Welcome CD Disk .£449.99 
GDXV Keyboard JE49.99 
C.D.T.V External Amiga Disk Drive... ..£79.99 
AMHIA ZO00 P),T:S MS-IKHi XT EMULATION 
Amiga 2000 Dual drive with Commodore A20&6 XT 
Bridgeboard and 5.25" MS-DOS Floppy Drive. 
Total RRP £1229 Audition Price £699.99 
A MFC A IIMMIPIJIS MS-DOS AT EMULATION 
Amiga 2000 Dual drive wilh Commodore A2286 AT 
Bridgeboard and 5,25" MS-DOS Floppy Drive. 
Tuial RRP £1449 Audition Price £899.99 
AMHIA 2000PVPVTI>KOPRESELNTATIQK 
SYSTEM Amiga 2000 Dual Drive with 52Mb Quantum Fast 
Access Hard Drive SCSI High Speed Coniruller, A2300 
Internal Genlock, Deluxe Paint 111, Scala Presentation 
Software, Video Cables and presentation video. 
Total RRP £1299 Audition Price £1049.99 
Commodore 2300 Internal Genlock £99.99 

GVP 52Mb Hard Drive Plus 
HMb RAM Board 1349.99 
OVP 105Mb Hard Drive Plus 
8Mb RAM Board £459 99 
GVP COMBO 40Mhz Accelerator Plus 52Mb 
Hard Drive Plus 8Mb RAM Board, 
all in one case -£68*99 
GVP 2MbSimnv. t. r ...   >.M 

Fitted FREE if required 

We are CITIZEN SUPER DEALERS and Authoosed Co n 
Full 2 Yeas GuaaniBe on ait CITIZEN Products. 

This Guarantee covers all parts and labour including Prir 
We will also give, on request, a FREE drivers disk to «ta 

Citizen printer to be perfectly matched to your Ami 
PLUS WE ARE ADDING FREE OF CHARGE 
OWN PRINTER STARTER KIT WORTH £30 \ 

EVERY CITIZEN PRINTER. 
CONSISTING OF: 

★ 200 Sheets Quality Paper 
* 200 Sheets ContinuoLJs Paper 

★ 200 Tractor Feed Address Labels ★ 2 Metre Amiga Printer Cable 
* Special Citizen/Amiga drivers disk to m 

your Amiga perfectly lo the Swift Colour Pr 
Wilh this kit your printer is ready to gc 

- no more to buy - just plug in. 
PANASONIC KXP 11241 

Ivcry high quality 24 pin printer with 7 ktta quali 
land I Supef Letter Quality font. Easy to use liquid 
|paneL$pccial Price including FRHE Starter Kit,,, 

PANASONIC KXP 1170 
[High quality 9 pin printer with 6 near letter quality 
land single or tractor feed paper option and paper □ 
|s pec id price including FREE Starter Kit.  NEW STAR LC24/20 
I Versatile low cost 24 pin letter quality printer - 10 
Icasv to use liquid crystal display. Special price inc 
| FREE Starter Kit  

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 
I Colour High Spec, y Pin with 
14 Fonts and 240x240 dpi graphics ,RJ 
| Starter Ku E Total Value,. 
I Audition Special Deal with 
I FREE Starter Kit ....,  
\PI.US FRF.K SLX J WOUtUM MY PELfY& 

and full 2 year guarantee, you save £14$ 
CITIZEN 224 

Colour High Spec. lowest cosi 24 Pin cole 
primer on the market 

124 Pin for Perfect Quality text and 
1360 * 360 dpi Graphics RJ 
| Starter Kit R Total Value., 
^Audition Special Deal wilh 
| FREE Starter Kit  
lews FREE mxjwo&mG PAYPEMVE and full 2 year guarantee, you save £201 

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E 
| Colour High Spec 24 Pin Perfect Quality tew 
land 360x360 dpi graphics R-- 
|Starter Kit... R Total Value., 
^Aiuiitum Special Deal with 
|FREE Starter Kit... r 

and Ad I - M-.LT LiuarLintee, you savc£2tfj 
THE NEW CITIZEN PROJET 

MNEW INKJET PRINTER 
i La&cr qualily without ihe costh 3 built in fonts amc ■sheet feeder for high speed near silent printing ■with superb quality  
l.4r/i/j'ti<jff Special Deal with 
|500 sheets of quality paper  
jPLVS FRER iViTYr WORKWr, DA Y DELfVE 

and full 2 year guarantee, you save £18. 
GENUINE CITIZEN ACCESSOR!* 

Including all ribbons, .stands etc. Memory upgr 
Deiails on request. 

STAR PRINTERS 
STAR LC20 Mono 9 Pin Mono Printer - reliable a 
good quality printer - 3 fonts. An ideal first printer 
Audition Special Deal with 
FRFJi Starter Kit  

pr.rr mn re"1 nArneuv* 
STAR LC200 Colour 9 Pin Colour Printer 8 fonts 
Audition Special Deal with 
FREE Starter Kit  

W f1 ,T fW rvm fffff"™ BAY miivi 
STAR LC24/2O0 Mono 24 Pin Mono Primer 10 fi 
Audition Special Deal whh 
FREE Starter Kit  
ELmfSFJ NFXTwmW VAYDEUYt 

STAR LC24/200 Colour 24 Pin Colour Printer IC 
Audition Special Deal with 
FREE Starter Kit  
f JMS FREk NEXT WORKING DAYJ2ELM 

INKJET FKIMMS 
CANON BJI OF Portable Bubble let Printer with: 
Cable etc  
CANON BJ10E Ink cassette „.«  
CANON BJJQO Bubble Jet Printer, Single Sheet a 
Tractor Feed  
CANON BJ3W Ink cassette  

Justin 
COMMODORE MPS127G Ink Jet Printer 
Special Price »  
PANASONIC KXP1I70 

.High Quality 9 Pin Printer  

coMMonoki: CITIZEN AMSTRAD     CI I MAN A     PHILIPS     (iOLDFiN IMA(JE     NAKSHA AHACH 
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2,DO JVJjd/jjghi 

^ni^ MtMM&i Spake* Prof Guide „ 
Smifa Aaacmhl<f Lmauijs Proim/a.... 
lmtp BASIC bride ft Diu.__  
Imi p C Tor Btpsnere r-iu.,,,,, 

...JE 16.95 

...£12.95 
-£18.55 

toiu Dwitop Video 
Wif* Duktop Vidro Guide ... 
taip Dukbp Video WwkboDk-,.. 
3e*twp Video Pioduc&aa „_„_  
Iraip DOS a rjabhand Guide  
kot|* DOS Ii^dc * OvU 

*c*i*A F.di ipnn wj di DUt.. . 
itti K> DOS Manual 

  
 „£13,M 
 CI4v«S 
 £OWJ 
.nnJE1«.9S ,™.-£5,95 
..,.,.£17,35 
 ..,.£8.55 
 .£29. BS 
 £14.58 
 £28. W 
-.-£16,93 
_...J23.9S 

tmi p DOS Kefwra* Glide 2nd Edition 
unip. DOS R>fercwcGlide 3rd ELtimon. 
buij^ DOS Quick Rcftmoe  
tflSqaa. Onphiea fal idc. ft Qui  
ilBlft ftfocAitt (^U[UlfC  
taiga, Primen       ft Om,^ ..„„.,>..„_ 
tmijt* Ftafrsnmen Guide m  
kmip Ptatmnmn Handbook V*J 1 _ 
kmip PmpsHisen Hndbook Vol2 .. tV>Vi 
kmip 3D G™pb^ PnciMaiisiBt ia BASIC £16.95 idvinrad Ann j* BASIC ...£16.93 
leeoeuug j An Ami* Arnat_r   ,_£\6_$$ 
"he Ben Ami fa Trida ud Tipi' ^ --£34,95 
ILemtubu? Amiia BA5IC.^_,  Jd 4.95 
\m &«* of re* Ami„.    XI 6.9S 

—..w.&s 
ecood Hooi    lbs Ami(i- ,.„„,  
petite MwEDutuTYour AmijiVol2  
bl the Mm Oil of Yoar Anita V&{ 2* .„... 
e*ew Pliy -.,.,.„   ,„, ,., 
ciwo Ray 2 „.   
iiidc lie; Amite win C „„„„  
Writ Amiga. Gr^illifl 
id* and die Ataip ■ 2od Edition... 
utkmj, Miric ra the Ajai|i*  
UfpA| the Amiga— 

 -£9,95 
-JEIMS 
 CIG.V9  £14,95 
 -£29 93 
..M9.9S raftehD| Amiga DOS 2 - Volume 1" ..___ .J2l.95 

Iwfcrini Amdj* DOS 2 ■ Valume 2,  117.95 iinf Cfctaic P attic - Stood MSDB . . .. r,_ XH.gft 
dw «000._,_   J__L95 

1000 Aiaercihly LlBf H_ge Pln|  iSfcffl 
EC6-tm rnjnumi Reference MB .„ iS.SJ 
nip C: A DasbJDdGride,..  ,_„,_-.JEI4.95 
euiimj le Ply *i ifa PI     Sim __ Xl 145 
mipr«rBc|____n- 

Ntw™_iw/a WAIOL _^-_--..xiig 
cw vauaa       ]/} ft 2.0. _,  ....__...__JE1_LSB ■Ut AREKXna tW Anlfi HM* „ 4»J5 
Ion Aa_|l TrUJa ft Ttpt m„ __.._„_._____El$.45 
PA Bine iBtarf-rtr with Ch_k^„„ __.___j[l4.99 

C: PmgriiBBl__| Gt_pki _i 
HI_«AB-|*I_   -Xli95 mi«a ROM Kernel R-rMaDuaJ 
ltd Erid-D bcludcf and A_J_HW _ J_54.S8 

mi s> ROM Kernel R_f MaouaJ 
Jrd GdiboD Devket   , -£3193 

mite ROM Kernel Ref M_a__J 3rd Moan Libi-03.?5 
uift HtntwiiQ Reference Haniu) - 2nd EditianjE 10.00 
mi*m JEajdww* Ref^ce Manual - 3rd Eri_D_.-£25.9J Mteputer Viruara ft Chat Prutct _ _ j£ | _JB ■ffcriai Ami JA Bc*inacfi-  _  119,55 
: A Dabluud Guide _„, _. _E14,95 

* - *itk FREE DISK 

ir Control Centre cr Amt|iu as, Moniior hi<and & Second Disk Drive Holder. Matched Lo Amipa arid iupplwd wilh extension P!ups and = in hrmjt Purt-s r'onvard K> frc*u iide HA5 W 
Sofl BoiedMowcMflt., Bracket (IO hold motiie) _ ,....11.99 sk Drive Ht_d CkMiing KU_ 11.95 imtick/Mouse Extension Lead 15.99 tVllcMM "Y" Lead _ 13.99 Ic/Mouse A Jto Sensing Switch Box by Robo £ 16.99 : Joystick EKIcnsbn Leads .1499 SwLk-hing Boxes, fii in TV lead Co elirninate ldiac(m_«tvDD«d«nwonW 1_.99 'tDtectw Pings.  JE1I.99 CaWes 17.99 nor Extension. Lead Slops Your Modulaior falling 0UI*1 ito ^fod_]3tor port and BUBWI Modutator Jo sit along the the Ami#* instead of projcctinji_ . 12" cable Icajtft _ m  H0.99 Mowe witJi FREE Mouse Mat, viouse Holder and Oneraii^t SmllhGnme £22.99 Mi ILK! vmii- ■.pec mid _& N_kUi_ KH ^nhnu!   £14.95 Pht* Mousa Micmswitchcd 30DDP1!! £17.95 ^nrplified Speaker Syslcm  £39.95 !Y Mou-c Drawing Aid. _  ...,,.,.17.95 Case A KevhoBid aeann\g Kit* .£ 14.99 3 LEADS - COHKCL Your Ainigii to your Hi-Fi j Stereo Audio Leads 14.99 : Stereo Audio Leads 15.99 C Kitndy Scanner £99.99 Sc*rawr m 199.99 

K 200 DPI Trackball , £44.99 Triple Mouse High Qualitv >1 Mouse v.']lh FR£ci Mat and Pocket £16.99 

ProWriiE Word Processor 149.95 fafbflfe Dalahase £2L> 95 Amiga Logo arid Talking Turtle £14.99 Music Moose.., £14.99 Rombo R(1B Colour Splitter £59,95 Online Fonts £99.99 Delude Prim H , , -CM.95 Captain Planet „.,.„„   „._W,99 Dmne P-jnt BL, 119.99 Photon Paint _E9.99 LeLs Spell at Home..,..  _wJ9l99 Photon Paint A _ 124,99 GFA Basic Interpreter £24.99 TV Show/TV Text.... Video Titter and Special Effects I'' !•' I'' i I >  SPK< I U. PRICK £49.99 Amiga Vision ,. Pn-si-maSi.^n iuid MalUmedia Sof't^ are R.R.P£]||,99  SPI:< I VI I'Kli K£4').W 

Woniwofth v 1,1 from Digiu £74.99 
ScaJa500 „ _£_9.99 
Scala (Needs) 1 ,5Mh Ram & Hard Drive 1169,99 
Show Maker 1174.99 
ProfcssicmaJ Page 2 £169.99 
rWrite* JE87.99 
Gold Disk OfTice 163.99 
frn Pal 154.99 
GB Route Plus 159.95 
Design Worts _ 157.99 
Quarterfjack , 146.99 
Quancrhatk Tools 159.99 
Home Accounts „ , ,119.99 
Home Accounts 1 ,  136.99 
X-Bacfc Up Pro „ 135.99 
Mavis Beacon Teaches Tvpin L- £ J 9.99 
Pagesettcrll 146.9S 
Amos £32.49 
Amos Compiler.,.., _._.„,._„   119.49 
Amos 3D _ _._ 121.49 
Easy Amos _....„..139.99 
Torob Prim Pro £44.99 

Fun School 2 - U„OCf 6 __ £12.45 Rm School 1 - 6-8 Years £12.45 Fun School 2 - 8 and Over,-...,  £1145 Fun School 5 - L'nder 5 _ £].1.45 Fun School 3 - 5-7 Years 115,45 Fun School 3 ■ 7 and Over _ _ -..115-45 Fun School d - Under 5 £16.45 Fun School 4 - 5-7 Years ,...__.116.45 Fun School A - 7 and Over „„„ £16.45 
KOSMOS Answer Back Junior £N.45 AnsweT Back Senior ,__ £14.45 Fact File 50(1 - _0th Cent. History .£7.95 Fact File 500 - General Science 17.95 FactPDe - Spelling , ,„_£7.95 Fact Rle - Sport 17.95 Fact File - AriUimetic _£7.95 Fact Pile - Association Football _£7.95 The French Mistress 114.45 The Italian Tutor... 114.45 The German Master   „ ....114.45 The Spanish Tutor _ ,r, 114.45 Maths Adventure     _E 19.99 

L.C.L. Mk-ro English <GCSE> 118.93 Micro French <GCSE) 1IB.95 Micro Mams tGCSE)   118.95 Mega Maths (A Lcvdl £16.95 Primary Maths (3-12) _ £18.95 Reading 4 Writing (3-8) _ £17.93 

BBC Emulator .*°.S^ 135.99 Amiga Logo „ , £14.99 Better Maths (12-16) GCSE  _ £16.99 Better Speilmp (S-Aduh) £16.99 Mavtl Beacon Teaches Typing_„_„__„.  £19,99 Lets Spell at Horne-SPECIAL,-.,-  ..- 19.99 Fact File 500 - Know England._ ___„ 17 .95 Fact File 300 ■ English WonJ..._ -.-JE7.9J Fact File SOD - Natural History __, £7.95 Fact File 500 - World Geography   £7.93 ^ JZjut File     - First Aid .,„,.,-- „ £7.95_i 

Top Quality Amiga Colour Dusi Covers. Tailored, 
Monogrammed and with Bound Edges. 

Proltt-I Yonr [nrrstrnml 

Amiga Keyboanl £4.99 
Cilizen 120D Primer. £4.99 
Cilittrt Swift 9/24/124D £4.99 
Commodore Monitor , .£4.99 
Philip:! Monitor Mk II £4.99 
Amiga 1500 Two Part Cover £fi,99 
S14U-LC tO Printer £4.99 
Star LC200 Printer .£4.99 
Star LC24/200 Printer £4.99 

FXOUJSIVF 

THE AMIGA TUTOR VIDEO 
For new and not so new Amiga users - shows in clear graphic detail all you need to 

know to become proficient in, using the Amiga. 
| Subjects covered include: 
* Setting Up and Connections 
* The Workbench Fully Explained 
* How to Customise the Workbench 
* Copying, Renaming and Formatting Disks 
* The Notepad, Fonts, Saving and Printing 
* Clock, Sizing and Moving Icons 
* Pull Down Menus and Scrolling Windows 
* CL1 Directory Structure 
* Editing the Start-Up Sequence 

I * Printer Set-Up and Preferences etc, etc. 
Don't struggle with the manuals - watch as we show vou HOW - all for the cost of a game, 

1000's Sold... Available only from AUDITION 
ONLY £19,99 inc Post & Packing 

"Excellent- . A great help... Sensibly it teaches... you about the most practical areas - the ones you 
I will need. Range of topics covered is wide and, above all, practical,.. Put together by people who 
| know a fair amount about the Amiga" AMIGA FORMAT, fanuunf 1991. 

' Excellent.,, Simple answer to many tricky problems... 1 found the video excellent. May even 
| teach an old dog a few new tricks.,. Certainly for anyone taking their first Amiga steps it's well 

worth the asking price. If only such a thing was available in my formative years" AMIGA 
[COMPUTING, February 199h 

Philips CM8833 Mk □ Colour Monitor. HiRh Resolution, Tw in Speuktr Stereo complex vriih nil Leads and One- Year on-site Wjimmt)' *ilb FRlTF. F19 Stealth Fighter Simulator 1229.99 
MEW Commodore 10S5 SD2 Stereo Colour Monitor £229.99 Goldstar Colour 40 Channel Monitor,TV with full remote control and indudes Amiga Scan Leads £179.99 

Please note that all our monitors are officii UK specifications. We do not sell grey imports of any kind 
MONITOR SPECIAL 
Philips 15" TV Monilor, FST Screen, 4l> Program 
Memory. Fiiroscart Connector & Leads 
2000 Character Fine Picture Resolution 
Sleep Timer, Auto Programminj; 
2 Year Guarantee and with Full Remote Control 
For Superb TV Picture and all leads included Tor use 
as Amiga Monitor  £199.99 

Genuine Philips Till & Swivel Monitor Stands II6,99 

LNEW Commodore 1085 Stereo Monilor £229.99 

QUICKSHOT Python Turbo III £9.49 
QUICKSHOT 3 MicroSwhched QSt37F £9,99 
QUICKSHOT DIGITAL APACHE I QS131 ...£7.49 
QUICKSHOT FI.IGHTGRIP t QS129F £9,49 
QUICKSHOT GAME CON. OS I28P £14.99 
SIGMA RAY Autofiic £13.49 
POWER PLAY BLACK 19.99 
COMPETITION PRO 5000 Multi Col £U .99 
COMPETITION PRO COMBAT Sto/Mo £12,99 
KONLX Speedking Aulo £12.49 
ZIPSTICK Supcrpro Aulo £ 12,99 
QUICKJOY SV-129 FOOT PEDAL .£24.95 
VOLTMACH DELTA 3A Analogue. Ideal for Flight 
Simulators £14,95 
GRAVIS CLEAR £36.99 
TROJAN LIGHT PEN £39.99 

Telephone direct to our mail order hotline. All major credit cards 
accepted, Quote your number and expiry date. Same day despatch. 

Send all forms of payment made payable to Audition Computer Services, 
With your order please send your name, address and daytime telephone 
number. Along with your detailed order requirements. Goods will be sent 
by post, free of charge immediately after cheque clearance 

Next day delivery available for small additional charge, please phone for 
details 

Dept AMC, 35 Broad St, Stamford, Lines, PE9 1PJ. 
Tel: 0780 55888 Shop Hours    oyao 720531 out of Houn 

Switch Cards Welcome 
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THE SURVIVAL GAME 

WARNING! 
This interactive programme could save The lives of 
yourself and your family or friends. 
Our huge 12-disc programme includes hundreds of 
illustrations, animations and sounds written, 
compiled and drawn oy ex-Special Service Personnel. 

IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU. 
Fear and intimidation can come to anyone 

anywhere in the world, 
* Would you know what to do to protect yourself? 
* Do you really have the expertises are you fooling 

yourself? 
* Would you make the obvious mistakes like 

everyone else? 

COULD YOU COPE IF INNOCENTLY CADQHT 
MP 1H THESE SITUATIONS? 

• Burning buildings? * Storms and hurricanes? 
• Terrorist activity? • Car crashes? 
• Rape,and other sexual deviancy?  • Riots and bar brawls? 
• Encountering burglars ■ Airjand and sea disasters? 

and con-men? ^Encountering savage rJogs? 
Our comprehensive programme wllf give you the knowledge 
to survive these,and many more situations in a way that you 
would never get from a book. 

OUR PROGRAMME INCLUDES:- 
* On screen animated self-defence course, 
* Rescue from personal dangers and facing up to 

disasters, 
* First aid and natural medication. 
* Acquiring food, water/fire and shelter 
* Identification of poisonous plants and dangerous 

animals. 
* Interactive emergency communications . 
* Direction-finding (SUN MOON STARS). 
* Survival psychology. 

INCREASE YOUR SURVIVAL CAPABILITIES NOW. 
YOU MAY NEVER GET ANOTHER CHANCE 

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS FOR £29 95 + £2.50 p+p 
PAYABLE TO... 

INTRACDM APPLICATIONS, UNION BUSINESS CENTRE 
28B.HARROGATE ROAD,BRADFORD. WEST YORKSHIRE 

BD2 3SP 
□PHONE 0274 626174 FAX (SWITCH) r » 

ACCESS/VISA             U, J 
CD AND PC VERSIONS OUT SOON! ' " 

BULK DISKS DISK BOXES 

25 

50 

100 

250 

500 

1000 

3.5DSDD 

10.99 

20.50 

36.99 

84.99 

164.99 

317.99 

Capacity Size 
40 3.5 
80 3.5 
120 3,5 

3.99 
4.99 
6.49 

* OUR DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED AND 
ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS- 

r >>>S~PECFAL<<< "J 
120 Capacity Box & 100 
3.5 DS/DD Disks £42.99 

PAPER ■ TOP QUALITY 
Fanfold with Micro Perls. 1000 2000 
11 x9.5              60gsm 7.99 13.99 
11,66 x 9.25 (A4)    70gsm 10.49 18.49 
11.66 x 9.25 (A4)    SOgsm 11.99 20,49 
11.66x9.25 (A4)    90gsm 13.99 23.99 

RIBBONS-POST FREE 
Top Quality compatible brands 

2 off 4 off 
Citizen 120O/LSP10/124D Swift 24 2.50 2.30 
Citizen Swift 24 Colour 15.00 each 
Epson FX/MX/RX80/FX800/LX800 3.20 3.00 
Epson LX80/86 2.00 1,80 
Mannesman Tally 3.50 3,20 
Panasonic KXP 1080/81/82 

1123/24/40 2.90 2.70 
Star LC10 Mono 2.80 2.60 
Star LC10-4 Colour 5.90 5.70 
Star LC24-10 2.80 2.60 
Star LC24-10 Colour 12.50 each 
Star LC200 3.20 3.00 
Star LC200 Colour 2.80 2.60 
Star LC24-200 2.80 2.60 
Star LC24-200 11,50 each 
Star LC24-200 2.80 2,60 
Star LC24-200 Colour 12.50 each 

SUPPUESLTDl   ACCESSORIES • POST FREE 

HOTLINE 

0703 457111 

Fax: 0703 457222 

Amiga External Drive 
Amiga 512k Upgrade, Clock 
Amiga 512k Upgrade, No Clock 
Mouse Mat 
Mouse Holder 
2 Piece Universal Printer Stand 
3.5 Disk Clean Kit 
Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels 

54.99 
23.99 
21.99 
2.99 
2.99 
6.99 
2.99 
8.99 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES Ltd. All products are subject to availability - All prices include VAT. 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley, Abbey, Southampton. S03 5QA    Please add £2.99 P&P for disks & boxes, £3,99 for paper. E&OE. 



imm PCL5 LASER PRINTER 

Ricoh UK Ltd is part of the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originally established in Japan, in 1936, 
With a turnover of over $5 billion and 37,000 plus employees, Ricoh has been producing computers and 
peripherals since 1971. They am renowned in the industry as pioneers in the field of Office Automation 
Equipment and have won many awards for outstanding industrial design. Ricoh have employed ail their 
expertise to produce a 'first' in laser printers for the worldwide market, the LP1200 with FLASH ROM. 
Fully HP LaserJet Hi™ compatible, 

mm ' 
the new LP12Q0 laser printer employs industry proven laser 

technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use light emitting diodes, the LP1200's laser lightsource, 
focussed by high quality lenses, is able to produce the most accurate and intense printed images, it has 
2Mb of RAM built-in and requires no additional RAM to print a full A4 page of graphics, its fast, efficient 
processor and engine, together with straight paper path design, allows printing 
at a full 6 pages per minute. Unlike its competitors, this advanced laser engine 
enables the LP120Q to address a range of print resolutions up to 400dpi. A 
printer driver is scheduled for release in late April, to enable the Ricoh 
LP1200 to print at 400dpi from Windows 3. 
Again, unlike the competition, the LP120O includes a powerful document 
description language as standard. This language, 'LAYOUT, offers 
unique opportunities to develop custom-made printing systems. In 
particular, forms and document templates can be designed and stored 
electronically in the LP1200's unique FLASH ROM, alleviating the 
need for pre-printed forms.' 

FLASH ROM UPGRADABLE! 

400dpi 2 RAM 6 

The Ricoh LP12D0 is a genuine laser printer and nol an 
LEO printer. Make sure yon check out Ihe competition! 
See how the Ricoh LP120Q compares 

r EPSON 
EPL4100 

HP LASERJET ESMAN 
TALLY mm+ 

RICOH A 
LP1200 (FEATURES 

Ave rage STr-e c-t P-icp                 i-ewv#i\ \:m E699' 
Otlicial P.FI.P CI.179 El.099 LI. 105 
Maximum resolution in dots per inch 300x300 300^300 300*300 400x400 
Windows 3 Driver® A DO dpi (April) YES 
Print Speed 6pprn 4ppm 4ppm Bopm 
Straight Paper Path VES YES 
PCL 5 Printer Command Language •LS YES YES 
HP-GL/2 Vector Graphics included YES v:s YES 
Hesolu: cm lmorovemfinl/Enhancement YES v:s YES YES 
Full A4/300 dpi graphics with standard RAM YES 
Warm Up Time <<15 sees <W sees 60 sees 45 sees 
first Page of Text Output <2Q sees <AQ sees 3-133:s <15 sees 
Document Description Language included VES 
Flash ROM YES 
Upgradable Firmware YES 
IC Card Slot YES YES 
Scalable Res-.dent Fonts - in HP LJ 111 Emulation 8 S 8 
Sesidem flit-Mapped Fonts 11 ■A ■■1 14 
AGFA 1 nielli font Scalable Font Technn'ogy YLS YES 
HP LaserJet III Emulation Included YES YES YES 
EPSON FX Emulation Inducted YES YES YES 
IBM Pro Primer Emulation included YES YES 

Tray Capacity 100 70 ICO too 
Protective cover on standard tray YES YES YES 
Co&tper copy* ' 65a 2 OOp I 65D 
Mi- Ma* Paoc W-jiqhi :n gsm 60 157 60-1 to 60-120 6G-157 
Able to trim on QHP Fi in YES YES YES YES 
Ahletn prim on card (ISTgsm ■ Mantel Feed) YES YES 
Auto Sensmg or F TES YES 
Standby -Noise Level <4WB 31,7(11 

^Printing - Noise Level <5Du3 43 3dB <Am _J 

PPM 

FULLY HP LASERS III™ COMPATIBLE 

Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the 
revolutionary, new Ricoh LP120CX It has all of the 

specifications that you would expect to see in today's 
most technically advanced laser printer plus a unique 

additional feature which places it far ahead of the 
competition - FLASH ROM. This 'Future Proof technology 

protects the investment you make when you buy a Ricoh 
LP12O0. as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser 

firmware developments. FLASH ROM is an area 
of memory inside the LP1200 which 
holds the printer's controller instruction 
firmware. If new firmware is developed, 
updated printer command languages etc, 
can be downloaded into this memory, 
Other manufacturers would require you to 
buy a new printer]  Fonts, macros, 
additional emulations and graphics can 
also be stored in FLASH ROMr or on 
removable FLASH ROM IC cards. The 
new Ricoh LP1200 is the only laser printer 
to offer this FLASH ROM facility. 

6 RAGES PER MINUTE 
Using a straight paper path design 

PCL5 - SCALABLE FONTS 
Latest PCL version, includes HP-GL/2 

r 9 SHARP EDGED PRINTING 
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithm) enhances resolution 

400dpi RESOLUTION 
Default resolution - 300dpi. Will address 200,240 and 400dpi. 
2Mb RAM AS STANDARD 
Allows printing of a full A4 page of graphics at 300dpi 
UNIQUE FLASH ROM 
For controller software upgrade and storage 
IC CARD SLOT 
For programmable FLASH ROM cards 
EXPANSION BOARD SLOT 
For improved connectivity to additional systems eg. PC-LAN, FAX etc 
LAYOUT 
Document Description Language 
SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS 
For connection to PC compatibles and other computers 
1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 
S hour response 

DUAL BIN VERSION 
SPECIAL PRICE WITH 
UNIVERSAL FEEDER 

(AS SHOWN ABOVE} 

£799 
+VAT= £938,83 

Rsf: LAS 5200 +■ LAA &23B 
. (NORMAL FEEDER RFIP£135+VAT> 

LP1200 (WITH SINGLE BIN)   SILICA PRICE; 

£699 
+VAT- £821.33   Ref: LAS 5200  

V.E quccEC V manufacturers ■ l^Wl All TractemuKs sis atiworitbitti 

\ SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ] 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped In the UK mainland, 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
« PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details. 
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards, 
Before you decide when lo buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about 
WHERE you buy it. Consider what il will be tike a few months after you have made your purchase, when 
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice. And, will the company you 
buy from contaci you with details of new developments and products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that 
you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our 
unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an 
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complele and return Ihe 
coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: M The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent. DAH 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111 □roer Lines Op&- Mcr-Ssl S».03am-6 OC-J- :Nc si-: N ft.: Urging Fa* Na: 081-3-08 i*KW 
52 Totienhair Court Road, London, W1P QBA Tel: D81-580 4000 Moo-Sat 8.3Daitl-6.0Opm No late Wgftj Opening FEU NO: 071-323 4M7  LONDON SHOP. Opening Her?, 

LONDON SHOP: Seltridges fid Floor) Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234 Opening Hours:      Mon-Sa! g.aOanrf.Mpm LalB NigN: Thursday unhl Spm Extern: 3914  
SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 0B1-3D2 8811 Opening Hours:     Moh-Sal 9.0Qam-5.3Qpm Lt»e Nighl Friday ml- 7pm Fa* N:.- 3P. !-:•:::■) i.-y • J 

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200 

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

081-309 1111 
SILICA 

IYSTEMS 

l"7o: Silica Systems, AMSHP-0692-75. 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX^ 

I 

| Mr/Mrs/Mias/Ms:        Initiate:  Surname: 

I Tel (Home):   Tel (Work) 

| Company Name (if applicable):   

| Which oomputeF(s). if any, tfo you own? , , ?5^J 
"™ EfiOE™AdvenisK! pnCCsTnd specilicElion& may Change - Pleaae relurn Ihe coupon Mr H» latent inFomclicn 

Postcode.. 



Find your local group 

1520 Platter Group (ICPUG} 
06286 65932. 
16^32 Micro Programming AMOS, bimonthly 
fanzine, PD, (Rsh->590J Membership 100FF/ 
£10 Contacl F Moreau, 132 rue Jean Follain. 
50000 Saint-Lo, France n 31 52 20 02 
Amiga Addicts Newsletter and open nights For 
more info SAE to A Minnock, Clpnkelly, Brnnr Co 
Offaly, Ireland 
Amiga Artists Club 34 Roundhay Mount, Leeds 
LS8 4DW. For Amiga artists, musicians and 
coders. Pirates not welcome. Free. » KAM on 
0532 493942. 5~8prTL 
Amiga Beginners' Club 110 Whitehall Park, 
Limavidy, Co. Londonderry, BT49 OQG. Club to 
help newcomers. Bi-monthly club disk, and a 
small PD library. Membership £2 for a single 
disk, or £20 for every issue. 
Amiga Computer Club PD Library, graphics, 
video, DTP. monthly mag SAE for details to R 
McDonald, 3 Isiay Court, Irvine, KA11 4JQ 
Amiga Helpline Service DTP, PD, Help/problem 
service. Free membership. Beginners welcome. 
Send stamp for more info to: G Keen an, 21 
Skirsa PL Glasgow G23 5EE. 
Amiga Musicians' Club Membership gets you a 
disk with 50 IFF samples a month for 12 rnonths. 
Also sample service. Membership £30. Contact 
Gavin Wylie, Guthrie Street, Carnoustie, Angus. 
Amiga Network International 2 monthly club 
disk, reviews, advice For info contact Phil or 
Steve: 434 Den by Dale Rd East, Wakefield, W 
Vorks WF4 3AE 
Amiga Users' Klub, Windsor House, 19 Castle 
St. Bodmin. Cornwall PL31 2DX. Meets every 
Friday from 6.30-9pm, to expand members' 
knowledge of Amiga and to help solve people's 
problems. Contact Jack Tailing. 
Amiga Users Group - FVLDE Advice on Amiga, 
technical support, discussions, workshops, 
tuition . £10 year, £6 6 months. Contact A 
Wilkinson. 25 Glen Eldon Rd, Lytham St Annes, 
lanes * 0253 724607, 

If your group isn't mentioned, fill 

in the form at the bottom of the 

page to let us know about you 

Amiga Video Producers' Group Meets quarterly in 
Swindon. For info pack send SAE to J Strutton, 8 
Rochford Cl, Grange Park, Swindon. Wilts SN5 
6AB * 0793 870667. 
Amiga Wit ham Users' Group 85 Highfields Rd, 
Wttbam, Essex CM8 1LW. Tips and Basic 
programs, K Anderson « 0376 518271, 
AmlgahQhcs Club Free membership. Own disk 
magazine. For further information contact Kevin 
Bryan » 071-580 2000 Ext 240 or 29 Wolfe 
Cres, Chariton, London SET BTS, 
Amiga mania Quarterly newsletter (tips, advice 
etc), Quality PD, discount hardware, software and 
accessories, free advice. Annual membership 
fee £7, Contact S Green, 9 St Lukes Walk, 
Hawkinge. Kent CT18 7EF 
Amos Programmer Club Free members hip. .swep 
AMOS programs and PD, disk magazine and help 
for new users. Contact Gareth Downes-Powell, 6 
Bra&sey Avenue, Broadstairs, Kent CT10 2DS 
AMOS Programmers' Exchange Free 
membership, Swapping software and ideas. Help 
available. J Lanng. 7 Majestic Rd, Hatch Warren, 
Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4XD 
AMOS User Group Swap ideas, help on any 
AMOS subject, swap PD and own creations. 
Contact Andy * 0323 26790 or write: 22 Ceylon 
PL Eastbourne, E Sussex BN21 3JF 
Avon Micro Computer Club Graphics and 
animation, business and the chance to speak to 
professions* users. £3 per annum, Contact 
Roger: 95 Downend Rd, Horfield, Bristol » 0272 
513224. 
Basic Programmers' Group 68 Queen Elizabeth 
Dr, Norm ant on. West Yorks WP6 1JF. Encourages 

GIT YOURSELF LISTED 
If you run a user group which isn't listed on this page, fill in the 
form below for your free entry. Send it to Amiga Shopper User 
Groups List, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BAI 28W. We reserve the 
right to refuse entries. 

ASM 

Group name. 

Contact name, 

Contact telephone number. 

Contact address  

Place of meetings. 

! Time of meetings. 

i Type of activities. 
i 
i 

i 
i  

Membership fee, 

the use of Basic, exchanges ideas and assists 
beginners Jo the language. Free newsletter Mark 
Blackall «■ 0924 392106. 
Camberiey User Group Lectures, competitions, 
advice, meetings, free membership, For more info 
contact F Wellbelove n 0252 871 545 
Champion PD Club PD at 30p, newsletters, 
advice, help and more. Membership £10. 
Contact: Steve Pickett, 31 Somerset Close, 
Catterick, N Yorkshire, DL9 3HE. 
Chester I e-Strect 16-Bit Computer Club Ground 
floor function suite, The Civic Centre, Newcastle 
Rd, Chester-le-Street. Club meets Mondays from 
7.30-9.30pm, Exchange advice and swap tips. 
Contact Peter Mears » 091-385 2939. 
CDTV Users Club Swap views on software and 
hardware. Contact Julian Lavanini, 113 Fouracres 
Rd, News 11 Green, Manchester M23 6ES, 
Chic Computet Club Full details with an SAE to 
STAMP, Chic Computer Club, PO Eos 121, 
Gerrards Cross. Bucks. Contact Steve Winter ■* 
0753 884473. 
Club Amiga Membership £10 a year for PD 
software and a 24-hr helpline service (091-385 
2627}. For more info send SAE to Chris Longley, 
5 Bowes Lea, Shiney Row, Houghton Le Spring, 
Tyne and Wear. 
Club Fotura Advice to programmers and 
beginners. Send SAE for info to G Holland. 16 
Hermiston, Monkseaton, Whtiley Bay, Tyne & 
Wear NE25 9AN 
Comp-U-Pal Australian group for users in the 
outback. Newsletter, helpline, PD library. 
Membership A$24. Comp-U-Pal, c/o MDA, PO Box 
29, Knoxfield 3130, Victoria, Australia. 
Computer Club 16 Laton Rd. Hastings, East 
Sussex * 0424 4214B0. A 16-bit dub dedicated 
to being oornputer enthusiasts Membership costs 
£15 per year. 
Disabled Group (ICPUG) Contact David Bate, 71 
Bedford Rd, Bootle, Mersey side L20 7DN, 
Edinburgh Amiga Group Membership £5, 
includes free advice and PD. Contact Neil McRear 37 Kingsknowe Road North, 
Edinburgh EH 14 2DE with SAE. 
Guru Masters PD, demos etc, contact the Sheriff. 
Ill Sherbourne Rd, Banbury. Wolverhampton, 
VW10 9EU » 0902 782277 
Hereford Amiga Group Membership free, help, 
exchange of PO and shareware. Lotus Turbo 2 
Quad Player Championship. Contact John 
Macdonald, Alma Cottage, Allensmore, Hereford 
HR2 9AT» 0981 21414 
in Touch Amiga Penpals, contacts. PD, swaps 
£2.50/year. Contact P Allen, 0342 835530, PO 
Box 21, Lingfield, Surrey RH7 6YJ 
independent Commodore Products Users' Croup 
Biggin Hill Library, Church Rd, Biggin Hill, Kent. 
Meets most Thursdays from ?,45-9,45pm. 
Lectures and open nights.   John Bickerstaff 
after 8.30pm 081-651 5436. Also national 
network of user groups. Contact individual groups 
for details on activities, cost, meeetings etc: 
Andover « R Gee re 0264 790003 
Anglesey ^ N Massey 0407 765221 
Ayr * j Smith 0292 261408 
Coventry ^ W Light 0203 413511 
Dublin o- G Reeves 010 353 12 8S3B63 
Durham IT S Harvey 6S Wood Vue, Spennymoor, 
Co Durham DL16 6RF 
Edinburgh * 031 557 4242 
Leeds » R Eyre 0532 487691 
Macclesfield ■= P Richardson 0298 23644 
Merseyside u- G Titherington 051 521 2553 
Mid Thames " M Hatt 0753 645728 
S Wales ICPUG ' I Kelly 0222 513815 
Solent u A Dimmer 0705 254969 
SouthWest v P Miles 0297 60339 
Stevenage * B Grainger 0438 727925 
Watford » M Pryor 0442 B64 234 
W Riding « K Morton 0532 537318 
Wigan ^ B Caswell 0942 213402 

Imagine Users" Group Encourages the use of 
Imagine and other ray tracing packages. Affiliated 
to US group, Object library. Membership free. 
Contact Brian Walker. 16 Cambridge Road, 
Newton Cambridge CB2 5PL. 
Jam Bit Tech 24-hr hotline, PD library For info 
contact J Maron, Greycourt, Greycourt CJ, Idle, 
Bradford, BD10 8QH W Yorks *■ 0274 611111 
Ex 246 
Kent Youth Computer Group Computer fair visits, 
programming, video and DTP work, monthly 
newsletter. 30p entry/evening. Meetings Sundays 
6.30 - 9pm at the D Bowen Youth centre, 
Kingsriurth Road. Ashford, Kent TN23 2LY. 
» 0233 629804 
Maritime Amiga Club Maritime computing, 
interact with seafarers ashore on Amigas, 
Contact CDR K Osei, GN Ships Refit Office, 51 
Rue de la Bretonniere, 50105 Cherbourg, France. 
* 33 33225447 
Northern Ireland Amiga User Newsletter, free PD 
library. Send SAE for further info. £5 annual 
membership. Contact: S Hamer, 98 Crebilly Rd, 
Ballymena, Co Antrim BT42 4DS 
Norwich Masked Heros SAE for info. Free 
membership. Contact Zono, 278 Ayisham Rd, 
Norwich, Norfolk NR32RG * 0603 409899 
Pennine Amiga Club 26 Spencer Street, 
Keighley, West Yorkshire BD21 2BU. Free 
membership, free advice and a newsletter. 
Contact Nevilie Armstrong • 0535 609263. 
Public Domain Exchange Demos, music, utilities, 
aimation. Annual fee £S Contact D McLetsh, 26 
Taunton Ave, Leigh. Lanes WN7 5PT 
Public Domain User Group Swaps PD, provides 
advice. SAE to 12 Oxford Rdr Guildford, Surrey 
GUI 3RP, 
Red Led Amiga Club Swap games and utilities 
Contact N Hanseil, 62 Wolsey Dr. Waiton on 
Thames, Surrey KT12 3BA 
Rye Computer Club Swap/meet at the Rye 
Community Centre, For info contact Oliver 
Campion. 71 The Mint, Rye, E Sussex TN31 7DP 
* 0797 222876 
Serious Amiga Users Membership £5. £1 
admission. Contact J Kucak for more: « 0706 
290367. Fortnightly meetings 7,30-11 at the 
High Crompton Conservative Club, 
Sherlock PD Quarterly disk mag, help and advice 
tor begirners. 50p/disk. A Doyie, 44 Milton 
Street, Warren point Co Down N Ireland 
Shropshire Amiga Link Advice, monthly disk mag, 
PD £15/year fee. Contact M Cockayne, 2 
Dodmoor Grange. Randlay. Telford, Shropshire 
TF3 2AVY « 0952 591376 
Slim Agnus 115 Brocks Drive, North Cheam. 
Sutton, Surrey SM3 9UW. Meet last Thursday of 
month. PD library, BBS. advice from Amiga 
experts. Contact Philip Worrel. 
Software Exchange Service 13 Boumville Lane, 
Stirchley, Birmingham. West Midlands B30 2JY. 
Michael Pun * 021-459 7576. 
South Wales Club Newsletter, PD, advice. 
Contact D Alien 53 West Ave, Trecenydd, 
Caerphilly, CF8 2SF 
Southampton Amiga Nutters club SAE lor mo't- 
info to D Collins, 6 Bentley Green, Harefield, 
Southampton S02 5GB 
Warpdriva (friends of Amiga) Amiga help-line, PD 
library, bi-monthly disk mag, free drinks, 
competitions and infosheet £15 a year. Contact 
& Scales 110 Burton Ave, Balby, Doncaster DN4 
8BB * 0302 859715 
WCSPSAE Help available. PD disk of your choice 
and newsletter every month. PD at £1. 
Membership fee £25. For information contact A 
Jamieson T* 0749 677609 
Wrexham District Computer Club PD, library, 
equipment loan. 10p to join, 50p to get in. 
Memorial Hall, Wrexham every Thursday. 1- 10pm. 
Contact Paul Evans, 3 Ffordd Elfed, Rhosnesi, 
Wrexham, Clwyd LL12 7LU. 
Your Amiga Club Helplines, PD, sociaE evenings, 
classes, club mag. Fee: £12, family £15. Contact 
P Hlggins *r 0424 392269. The Old Chapel. 
Church Rd, Catsfield Battle, Sussex TN33 9DP 
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AMIGA REPAIRS 

JUST £44.95 inc. 

* Commodore registered 
* Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers 
* 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal 
* We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing 
* Some computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in. 
* Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary 
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements) 
+ A11 repairs covered by a 90 day warranty 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory for just £25.00 

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 
If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 

advert along with just an additional £25, we will supply and fit a 512K 
memory expansion at no extra cost. 

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 
payment and this advert and we will do the rest. (If possible please 
include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 

If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 
computer will he sent back by contract parcel post I comp 

Maim 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines) 
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in our opinion are tampered with, to an extent beyond 

reasonable repair 

AN 040 FOR LESS THAN AN 030 
We Can Sell You A 28Mhz 040 With 4 Megs £1275 with Nearly Four Times The 

Speed Of An 030 If You Want A Fast Hard Card To Go With It We Sell Nexus 
Cards At TVade Rice So Take Your Own Drive Across* 

SAVE filOO's ON C.S.A. 030 CARDS. 
33MHZ & 33 CO-FRO £425 2 MEG £199 4 MEG £325 8 MEG £499 SRAM £89 

25 mhz with co-pro £339   33mhz £389  33/33 SRAM 4 meg £799 
PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS 04 O S 

For 2000/1500 28 Mhz With 4 Meg And Scsi £1599 No SCSI £1399 
28 Mhz For^000 £2399 

64 Meg 32 Bit Dram Boards Avaitable 4 meg Increments 
G.V.P. 030 ACCELERATORS 

40Mhz With 4 Meg And Scsi £899 or 50 Meg With 4 Meg And Scsi £1399 
A530 40 Mhz 030 With 52 Quantum £750 With 105 Drive £900 

HARD DRIVES-STREAMERS ALL AMIGA5 
For Speed, Ease Of Use And Portability We Offer The Syquesr Removable 88 Meg 

At£45088Meg Any Amiga We Recommend The Nexus Or The led 2000 Hard 
Cards For Speed With Accelerators 

JUST IN 150 MEG SCSI STREAMER EXTERNAL CASE 
PSU & AND CABLE £399 HURRY-LIMITED STOCK! 

SAVE HUNDREDS OF POUNDS!!! 
When You Buy An Accelerator From Us Costing Over £1000 We Can Offer Yow A 

Choice Of One Of The Following At Trade Price Saving You £100's In Some 
Cases. Limited To One Item Per Accelerator Card (All are PAL) 

VISTA PRO2.0 - SCUPLT 4D FRO - IMAGINE 2.0 
3D PRO - DPAIMT 4 - REAL3D TURBO 

SUPER-FAST 24 BIT GRAPHIC CARDS 
Gyp Impact Vision £1550 All Amieas 

Visiona 24 Bit 130 Mhz Super Graphics Card With 40 Nansec Video Ram 
2 Or 4 Meg Versions Start At £2495 2000/1500/3000 for serious user or Pro use. 

A500/1500/2000 RAM SPECIAL 
Everything On One Board Up To S Megs Ram A Co-Pro And Scsi Interface- 

Rugs In The 68000 Socket - Board with 2 Meg Ram At A Silly £149 

Workbench 2.04 Kit, Rom And Manual £79 P&P £4.50 
Super Denise Rom £40 Muitistart Three Rom Switcher £39 

Megachip 2 Meg Agnus Chip Ram Conversion £199 

ACCELERATORS UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 87, LYTHAM St ANNES, LANGS, FY8 5SP 

j^^l TEL 0253 795796      FAX 0253 736035  _ 
j^JJjP|J Open 10am To 5jpm Monday Thru* Thursday 

Mail Order Only -Overseas Welcome 
Registered post or courier extra, Prices include VAT 

Fluctuation exchange rates mean prices may vary-check first 

The Klingon Cruiser had by sheer luck jumped out of 
Hypers pace just 300 miles from the Enterprise; they 
hosed in some metal and scored two Phason hits on the 
Engine room before Sulu got her out of range  
As usual, the Screens were down. As usual, James T. 
and the crew were in an ongoing deep frown situation, 
and Scotty cuidn'a hold 'er,... 
'Spock, we're in deeeeep sh*«/ said Kirk. The deepest, 
Captain/ replied Spock, with his usual attention to detail. 
"Lets get to the other end of the Galaxy with the utmost 
dispatch." Sulu punched in the numbers, but it was no 

use - the Trimensional Navigation Computer had been reduced to the mental age 
of seven by the passage of a Phason beam on its way tc the Engine room. 
Jumping around the Galaxy without Trimensional Axes could stuff you into the 
heart of a planet... As trie Klingon vessel ranged up on the Enterprise, all eyes 
turned to Spock. There's still a chance, Jim," he said. 'Around the ship en 
Ethernet there are some twenty AMIGAS, all toting FUSION-FORTY Accelerators 
and AMIGANET. I'll configure a Neural Net to calculate the Trimensional Axes * 
we should do 400 MIPS, no problem/ Spock set to, but in moments the Klingon 
Cruiser was back within striking range, its Commander on the comms screens 
making the usual demands. However, all was not lost: the ever resourceful 
Chekov cut a deal with the Klingon, trading the FUSION-FORTY boards and a 
few copies cf REAL 3D for a couple of second-hand Ion-Propulsion Motors. 
Chekov figured that while the Klingons got down to some Serious Rendering, 
Enterprise could slip away and make repairs. The rest, as mankind looks forward 
to StarTrek 17. will be History.,. thanks to the FFabulous 

FUSION-FORTY from RCS 
(Boldly going where no Accelerator has gone before...) 
20 MIPS and 4MB of RAM - just £1395-00 at your Dealer. 

The F40 is a 68040 Accelerator for A2000 Amigas, currently the fastest 
available in the Galaxy. Three times faster than the quickest '030 board 
but it still costs less. How can that be? It's not logical  

HYDRA SYSTEMS 

Red Lane, Kenilworth, UK. CVS 1PB Tel: 0203 471111 Fax: 473333 

I- —  — —   CUTOUT AND KEEP      -  —  — — 



NEW TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY OPENING FROM IOAM - 4P 

JOINT WINNER OF 
COMPUTER SHOPPER'S 

'Best Customer 

Service' 

- AWARD FOR 1991 - 

PRICES INC.DEUVERY ft VAT %17.5% 
Express Courier Delivery: 

(UK Mainland Only) £6,50 Extra 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
tl Evesham Micros FttSt. Firs! Tor choice, prices and service. Established for ovut -eight years, wilrt 3 strong financial status and secure future. 

Our Compulsrised Telesales Order Processing Investment means Fast, •a. efficient service, Well appealed Retail" Showrooms with large product 
range on display. Oyr huge Customer database, high percentage of Wj repeat custom and persona* referrals underlines our popularily. 

Uj REMEMBER ■ when you need us, we wttl still be here. Our extensive 
tj expansion program means we could eventually be there as well... 

HOW TO QR®m 

Call us now on 

0386 765500 
TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 
9am - 7pm Monday-Friday 
9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

10.00 - 4.00 Sunday 
Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to: 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ 

ACCESS / VISA 
Cards Welcome 

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome 
Same day despatch whenever possible 

Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only] £6,50 extra 
Please note that 5 hanking days must be allowed for 
cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Building 

Society cheques or Bank Drafts.  
~Mail Order Fox; 0386-765354 j 

New showroom opening times: 
Mon-Saf. 9.00 - 5.30 
Sunday 10.00 - 4.00 

Unit 9 St Richards Road. Evesham 
Worcestershire WRM oXI 

iS,0386 765180 
 fO* : 0396 765354 
5 Glisson Rd. Cambridge CBl 2HA 

0223 323898 
fox • 0223 322863 

Corporate Sales Dept. m IBM dealer 
251-255 Moseiey Road, 

Highgate, Birmingham B12QEA 
Tel: 021 Mb 5050 - Fas: 021 446 5GI0 

Corporate Sales pspt * EOSY Parking 
320 WIT AN GATE 

MILTON KEYNES MKv 2HP 
TT 0908 230 898 

tax : 0906 23Q 865 

'S 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10 00 - 5,00 

12 MONTHS WARRANTY 
ON ALL PRODUCTS 

M <tefai/s correct at lime of going to press « Ati goods subject to avaHabiiiiy 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

512K 

RAM/CLOCK 

UPGRADE 

et*a£ 22.99 
INC VArANODfUVFRr 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 1 
FOR ONLY : 

£ 1 7.99 
^ CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH vf AUTO-RECHARGING 

BATTERY BACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK* COMPACT, ULTRA-NEAT DESIGN 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM! 
Simply Plugs into trapdoor expansion area it 

Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb 'ChipRAM' 
it RAM On/Off Switch it Compact unit size it 

Only a low power RAM IC'S it High reliability 

'A500 PLUS' 

1MB RAM 

UPGRADE I ONLY £42.99 

UPGRADE 
TO 2MB FOR ■ 
.ONLY £79 i 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
Fully populated board increases total RAM in A500 to 2Mb!* Plugs 
into trapdoor area, & connects to 'GARY' chip ft Includes Battery- 

Backed Real-Time Clock ft Socketed RAM ICs on 512K / 1Mb Versions 
Unpopulated RAM board with clock  £ 34.95 i  N.B.. The e^ns^ b^rd 
with 512K installed E 54^5   with 1Mb installed.....£ 69.95 j Qper^eiXk^iVup^& 
RAM Board with 1.5Mb FASTRAM installed    £ 79.00 rawa^toitiuBforEa&.BB 

'MEGABOARD' 
With our MEGABOARD, you can further 

expand your ASOO's memory to a total of 
2MB without disposing of your existing 

512K upgrade (must be 4 K RAM-chip 
type, or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

ONLY £54.99 

CONNECTS TO YOUR 

RAM UPGRADE 

TO GIVE 1.5MB 
MEG ABOARD needs Kicksl.irt 13 to operate 
(Kickstarl 1.3 upgrade available from us for 

E29.95). Installation requires connection to the. 
GARY chip. Easy to follow instructions provided. 

A500 EXTERNAL 8MB RAM UNIT 

& Very low power consumption 
& Styled to match the Amiga 
"ft Th ro u g h po rt tor fu rthe r e xpan sion 
ft RAM access LED a RAM test/run switch 
ft Optional PSU (allows Amiga to power other devices) 
T£T Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb or fully populated with 8Mb 
incorporating the latest 'ZIP' DRAM technology, our new 
External Memory Upgrade allows the A500 / A500+ to be 
upgraded by up to a further 8Mb of auto-configuring FASTRAM. 

With 2MB fitted...E119.99   with 4MB...£179.99   with 8MB...E289.99 
PARTIALLY POPULATED UMTS EXPAND TO 3MB WW 2MB MODULES. A VAtLABLE SEPARATE Y ATOMY m.99 PER 2MB * OPTIONAL POWER SOPPL Y £U. 95 

31A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

AMAZING LOW PRICE I 

N. B. Any memory fitted to tht$ u"rf 15 
in addition to thai on your machine already, to a max\mum of 3Mb 

£47.99 
including VAT & delivery 

• Quality Citizen/Sony 
drive mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 

• Very quiet 
• Slimline design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 
• Sleek, high quality 

metal casing 
• Throughport faciiity for 

addition of further drives 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

Fully compatible, with 1 Mb 
unformatted capacity. 

Straightforward installation 
procedure. Kit includes full 

fitting instructions. 

ONLY 

£39.99 

NEW TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY OPENING FROM I OAM - 4P 



• NEW TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY OPENING FROM 10AM - 4P, EvesHSnMi!?!? 

TV. CI amplified stereo 
A ■  ■ * speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE 
SOUND POTENTIAL 

OF YOUR AMIGA 
WITH THIS PAIR OF 

FULL RANGE 

SPEAKERS! 
You; Amiga produces, Fine quality hi-1i E-IAJRO sound Enjoy quality slereo sou<nd r&pfoducliGn to the luU wrtn this specially designed, great new twin speaker system! Feaiures rellex ported speaker design wrlh 3 Separate drivers n each unrl. and incojporales a built-H ampliNer with adjusLabFe volume control Runs from PSU {supplied} or Irom uatt&nes (not included) Sps&ker Dimensions 248x93*125mm (HxWxD) 

ONLY 

£39.95 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANNER 

QUALITY SCANNING 
THE RIGHT PRICE! 
Representing outstanding value- 
for money, this paekago 
combines fop quuiity scanning 

AT 

hardware with the latest vsrslon of 
thfl distinctively powerful DAATASCAN^ 
PROFESSIONAL VERSION 2 sottwara 
AI a. genuine tioodp* scanning rasc-tuncm, mis new scantier produces Iruly superb quality scans. Has a lull lOSmm &cannlng*^ 
Widthi, vattabl* bnghflrwss COfilrOl and 100 / 200 i 300 / 400dpr resolution. 
Daalasean Praf«*«janal Version 2 scanning Mti editing seftwarc allows roal time Seaming in Bhhor line arl or in up lo &4 simulated grey scales. Provides powerful edrtrng 1ea1ures and 
axcollerM compatibility with 
moat OTP and Paiffl Packages, eg Deluxe Painl 4, Touch-Up. ONLY £99.99 

TRUEMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this Is the 

smoothest, most responsive and 
accurate replacement mouse you 

I can buy for the Amiga. Excellent 
performance, now with a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price t 

£16.99SAT,SFACV0N 
GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible - 
excellent traveltaccuracy assured NEW LOW PRICE!.. £ 29.00 

ROCGEN GENLOCK MK.II 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 

FOR MONEY, this fully 
compatible GENLOCK 

adaptor oilers levels of 
Quality, function and 

sophistical ion not normally 
available in this price category. 

Special features include the ability 
to record graphics & animations on 

video recorders and overlay graphic 
and text onto vkJeo. Capable of smooth 

and slaJble fading and overlaying effects 
with special tuning knob. 

ONLY £89.99 

NEW! 'ROCGEN PLUS' 
Compatible to arty Amiga or Commodore CDTY\ this NEW 
Genlock Adapter provides Advanced Special Effects and 

Performance Features without sacrificing user-friendliness! 
New Special Features include: Dual Dissolve conlrol knobs providing freery 

adjustable degrees ol overlay or invert 
(keyhole) elfects; Auto Video pass-thru; 

o.-fl ■X^<""'*"H extra Video throughport for separate 
line monitoring; RGB pass-thru lor 

real-time editing or Amiga 
graphics: plus Key-In poM for use 

with an external keying device. 

ONLY £129.95 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
dedicated monitor Input, this model combines 

the advantages at a high quality medium resolution 
colour monitor with the convenknc* of remote 
conlrol Teletext TV ■ at an excellent low price ! 

Features dark glass screen for Improved centrisL 
plus full range S-way speaker sound output, 

£269.00 lncludingVAT 
delivery & cable 

Philips CMM33 Mk.il Monitor (Genuine UK version) inc.cable. 
F19* Fiighi Sim. game & \ Year on-site maintenance       £ 219.00 

A590 ADD-ON HARD DRIVES 
ASM OWNERS! Expand your hard disk storage further wrlh one r>1 our add-on, 

otfernaHy cased SCSI Hard Drives, with 25ms autepartdng NEC mechanisms and 
separate power supply. Ptugs Into (he socket provided on the rear of the A590 unit. 
External 40Mb SCSI Drive cased with PSU to directly add-on to Ihe Commodore A5SC £ 249.00 
External 100Mb SCSI Drive cased with PSU £ 399,00 

CK AMIGA 500+ SPECIAL OFFERS 

A500+ CARTOON CLASSICS PACK 
TOP VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES : 
3 NEW 'AMIGA 500 PLUS' With 1 Mb RAM, 

1Mb Drive, Kick start 2, Workbench 2, 
TV Modulator, Mouse, etc. 

'DELUXE PAINT III', PLUS 
'LEMMINGS' (top setter!) 

'CAPTAIN PLANET' 

£349.99 

2MB CHI PRAM 

VERSION £379.99 
BART SIMPSON vs. THE SPACE MUTANTS' 

GAZZA 
limps to Evesham Micros I 

Classics Irtu Pawl 

'CARTOON CLASSICS EXTRA' PACK 

TOTAL OF 22 
MEGA GAMES! 

Tracksuit Manage 90' 
'20,000 Leagues Under The See' 
'Better Dead Than Allen' 

Features Amiga 500+ 'Cartoon Classics'Pack as detailed above, 
plus Virus Protector, Mouse Mat, Top Quality Joystick plus 19 
FABULOUS GAMES including : - 

GAZZA T CARDIAXX StJBBUTEO 
Bame squadron' NI GEL MAN SELL       ' ASTEHEX 
'Under Pressure' 'High Steel'    'The Ball Game' 

Diet Riot' 'HighI Walk'     Block Alanche 
'Treasure Trap' "LosflM'Maze'           'DiskMan 

Tank Battle AND 'Text Plus' spctlc hocking wordproccssor and 'Scale' spreadsheet 

£369.99 

2MB CHIPRAM 
VERSION £ 399,99 

Commodore A590 20Mb Hard Drive £ 29999 
A590 512K RAW Upgrade C 29.95 

A590 1 MS RAM Upgrade £ 59.95 
AS90 2Mb RAM Upgrade £ 9-9.95 

ge 1500 Starter Pack (1 Ma RAM, 2x3.5', Colour Mormof. 'DPaint 3', 'Platinum Works', 'Harm Accflunls', 3 r Games, elc)  C flZ&.OO 

NEW! A500+ ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF KICK5TART ON 

YOUR A500+ IS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
You am improve software compatibility on your A500 P us! By fitting our ROM 
Switcher, you can allernala between the Kickslart 2 already resirte.nl and 
another version of KJckslaM ROM chip, giving you 
Ihe freedom oJ choice. Fitting is very simple indeed, 
end requires no soSd^fing or special technical 
knowledge Fitting a llows two methods of switching; 
either by keyboard reset, or by an arternal toggle 
switch. N.B. Klckslart ROM not supplied. 

ONLY 

£24.95 
[ Kickslart 1.3 ROM supplied s'gparatnly for above   only £29 95 

NEW! RocHARD HARD DRIVES 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED IN THE MAY ISSUE OF AMIGA 

SHOPPER, THESE NEW HARD DRIVES ARE FITTED WITH HIGH 
SPEED, TOP RELIABILITY SCSI HARD DISK M EC H ANSIS MS. 

Very Fast & R&iam' Cooling Fan ■ Capacity for up lo 8Mb of addttonaf 
Amiga RAM expansion* External PSU* Game Switch ■ Easy Installation 
RocHard Hard Drive with 40Mb SCSI Drive titled £ 349.00 
RocHard Hard Drive with 100Mb SCSI Drive fitted , . .. ,£ 479.00 
RocHard Hard Drive with 200Mb SCSI Drive fitled £ 599.00 

TRACKBALL 
High peHcrmerlce Irackhall, directly compatible to any Amiga or Atari ST. Plugs into mouse or fOySliCfc pert. Super-smoQl^ ind accuraSe - yoj 

probably wonl want lo use a mouse again after using this Trackball I Full one-handed 
control. Top quality optn-mechanicad 

design, giving high speed and accuracy ever/1 ^e He drr^er sclwara neRdficr 

ONLY £29.95 

REPLACEMENT A500 PSU 
Genuine Commodore Amiga A500 

type replacement Power Supply 
■Unit. Good quality 'switch mode' 

type. Super low price! 

ONLY £39.95 

STEREO SOUND SAMPLER 
Ottering full compatibility With atmofl any Amiga audto dlgMser package. «ir Sound Sampler tedteros ascelienL circLit'y. yielding prolessicnal re-Sutls The mam A/D COiVrtnler gives a digilising jesolution of up 10 50KHZ. with a Tasl Slew rala. Two phono snckets are provided Tor stereo line inptil, plus an CpliOn for microphone Adjustable gain is achieved with buH-in control Nnob. COnplete with public, domain disk confining souna 
sampling applicaiiOM V irlrfilwE. ONLY £29.95 

MIDI INTERFACE 
Our lully compalible, iitgh qual.iy MIDI interface connects direclty with the Amiga 
serial pan and provides IN. OUT 
&   THRU   pods   lor good 
f I e xih iltf y,   Feal ui es LED 
indicators on each port lor ONLY £19.95 

VIRUS PROTECTOR 
Our compact Virus. Prelector fits easily to the Port of the last disk drive in 
your Amiga system, protecting all internal and external drives Irom boot 
block viruses. Incorporates a 
switch io enable or disable 
the protection facility ONLY £6.95 
VIDI-Amiga, video digtliser package inc. VIDI-Chrome £ 110.00 
VIDI Complete Colour Solution Kit ,„„ £ 149 96 
VI Dl =R GB colour frame generation ki1 lro<rn SS W images.. £  64.96 
Klckatart 1.3 Upgrade £. 2S 55 
Amiga 500 Dust Cover „ „„, , £ 4.95 

PRINTERS 
Prices Include VAT, Delivery 

and Connection Cable 

CjQo^d REGISTERED 

@^ilE@IIPf DEALER 

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

STAR LC20 9-Pin Printer 

ONLY £129.99 

NEW SUCCESSOR TO 
THE STAR IC-10, WITH 

MANY FEATURES AND A| 
FASTER PRINT SPEED 

Providing superlative 
paper handling, four 
excellent NLQ fonts 

and a new super-fast 
print speed of 160cps 
in draft and 44 ops in 

NLQ, the LC20 
appropriately 

supercedes the 
phenomenally 

successful LC10 ! 
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour, 4 Fonts, 180/45cps £ 199-99 
Star LC 24-10 24-Pin, 4 lonts. 180/60cps £ 199-99 
Stflr LC 24-200 24 Pinr 5 fonts, 200/67cps E 239.DQ 
Star LC 24-20OC 7 colDur version af above E 269.99 
Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers [pis.state model) ...£ 64.95 
NEW! Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pjn, 30 col. power printer..£ 369.00 
NEW! Smr XB24-2S0 132 column version of XB24 200 £ 439.99 

Citizen PRODOT-24 COLOUR 
Professional 24-Pin COLOUR Printer 

PROFESSIONAL 24-PIN COLOUR PRINTER - 
AT A BUDGET PRICE! 

d Highly venVahla letter quality 
printer □ 200 cps output in draft, 

6G cps in LO mods (S true letter 
quality Fonls) O Full control Tram tmnt rpafiel □ Graph.cs res 360 x 180dpi □ 2 

Year Manufacturers Warranty 
Normal RRP: £ 745 35 Inc.VAT 

HURRY 
WHILE STOCKS £451? 

ONLY £249.00 
inc.VAT, Delivery and Cablo 

Citizen Swlft-24 E Including COLOUR Kit £ 299.99 Olivetti 4P-150 Inhlet good qualitv - exceptional valua £ 249,99 Olivetti JP-35Q Inkjet excellent high speed 300dpi printer £ 343.93 
Hewlett-Packard DeskJet S00 £ 359 00 
Hewlett-Packard Detklet SOOC (Colour} , £ 559.00 Epeon LX400 budget 10" Carriage 9-pin 130/25ops £ 139.00 Epson LQ57Q 24^pin ISOvBOcps. flk butler.,,. E 289,00 NEC P20  ., £ 220.13 Panasonic KXP1124I uprated 24-pin model 300/1 OOcps £ 279.00 
Panasonic KXP1123 good value 24-pirV model £ 215.00 

SOFTWARE 
£pe£ia//Digi1a Wordwortti.. .£ 99.00 Kind Words 2   , ...£ 37.95 
Prated VS 5  £ 120.00 OigUa Home Accounts V2 ...£ sf-9.00 Deluxe Painl 4 £ 79.99 

Deluxe Video 3 £ 84.95. MR Backup £ 29 95 
AMOS .E37 SO HiSoft Lattice C £ 199 00 GFAfiASIC V3  £39 95 GFA BASIC CompilHf          E 34 05 Devpac 2.15 £44.95 Disney Animalion Stude    E 69 95 

EYCsnamnnros • NEW TELESALES AND SHOWROOM SUNDAY OPENING FROM IOAM - 4P> 



Missing the complete set? - well get your back issues NOW while y 

RIGHT 

IS 

MIGA 

[ £>*^     ON'T PANIC! 

SOLD OUT 

TOUR AMIGA 

life vou cai 

Buying a paint package plus reviews of 
Pagestrearn, Colourpic, Sequencer 1, 
KCS Powerboard, and Scala. 
Accelerating the Amiga plus reviews of Bars 
& Pipes, Daatascan, ATOnce, DynaCADD 
and BASIC languages. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

SOLD OUT 

Buying a 3D graphics 
package, setting up a DTP 
system, learning BASIC and 
MIDI music. Reviews of 
Vista Pro and a font designer 

in iiii.i, MOi HSO i. \• :•: I'O UP 

• o;( i, o > •' i' i :,i :•;„, 

0 m :\ Y 0 U * WM m U« 

FILL IN THE COUPONS BELOW OR CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON 0458 74011 

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO SUBSCRIBE TO AMIGA SHOPPER 

PLEASE SEND ME THE NEXT 12 ISSUES 
Please tick ffie subscription you require 

□ UK £14.95 □ EUROPE £33.25 (Airmail 

□ REST OF WORLD £50 JO {Airmail)    □ WORLD £27.60 (5uribce) 

Tefal amount payable 

HAME  

TELEPHONE NO  

ADDRESS  

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO PURCHASE THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES 

OF AMIGA SHOPPER AND/OR BINDER 
Please tick the issues you require 

BACK ISSUES £1.75 EACH ^□SD/DlE^niO 

□ 11 CD 12 D13 

□ BINDER £4,95       Total omounl payable 

NAME  

TELEPHONE NO _ 

ADDRESS  

POSTCODE 

f 1 CHEQUE 

I ][ ][ 

METHOD OF PAYMENT pkmtiA 

□ VISA/ACCESS 

CAHDilO □□□□ L 

EXPIRY DAI □□ AS/M AG/05 

Please make cheques payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send 

together with this cord in an envelope to the following address: 

AMIGA SHOPPER, FREEPOST, SOMERTON TA117BR 

Offer doses August lOlti 

POSTCODE 

METHOD Of PAYMENT plmalid 

□ VISA/ACCESS □ CHEQUE 

CARD NO I □ □□□□ 

EXPIRY BATE □□ □□ AS/M AG/05 

Please moke cheques payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD and send 

together with this card in an envelope to the following address: 

AMIGA SHOPPER, FREEPOST, SOMERTON TA117BR 



but better still, book up for the year ahead - and never miss out agai II 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A hardware and add-on buyer's guide special, 
tons of tips for Professional Page and an in- 
depth look at the HAM-E colour system 
The definitive guide to the A500 Plus, down- 
loading satellite images, choosing sequencers, 
using video and ProPage 2. 
Special graphics issue featuring the Amiga's 
top art packages. Audition 4, Sound Enhancer 
and desktop video directing with Showmaker 
Insight into CDTV, a comprehensive guide to 
printer preferences, 24-bit graphics, reviews of 
Genesis, Turbo Print and Stereo Master 
Drive guide special - all the facts and advice 
on hard drives, quality video output with 
Impact Vision-24 card, DCTV graphics and more 
FREE Tracey plus special animation tutorial, 
test drive of Roc Tec's new hard disk, Amiga 
CD, Pixel 3D, Superbase, A definitive memory 
guide and the biggest Amiga Answers ever EXCLUSIVE: 

VWAW. ii'jv/i 

MD mwimi ;,!o,,;i,:r;„. 

WE SELL LIKE THERE'S NO TOMORROW SO GET YOUR FUTURE ISSUES TODAYI 

You get all these benefits when you subscribe: 

You save time Subscribe now to ensure your 

You save trouble copy each month. For just £14.95 

You guarantee your copy you wi" 9j,he 12
L
issues 

You get it delivered dellvere,rdirect ,0 1mhon,e ■ 

11 ... all for just £14.95! 

it 

mBam 
Keep your copies of Amiga Shopper safe and 

protected right from the very start! 

Use the order form on the opposite 

f#<^       page to place your order 



Program 

the prest 

Amiga 

computer's ability 
make decisions 
perform a specific 
action depending on a 

given set of inputs - is the single 
component that makes it such a 
useful tool. When you Ye playing a 
game of Space Invaders, how does 
the computer know when to launch 
a missile from your space ship? It 
decides whether or not you are 
pressing the fire button, and 
whether you have any missiles left. 
The whole game Is orchestrated by 
a network of decisions, as Is just 
about every program written. 

The word 'decision' is rather a 
misnomer; computers can't think, so 
they certainly can't 'decide' to do 
something. What they do is test the 
truth of something (eg is the fire 
button being pressed?) and perform 
a different set of actions depending 
on the outcome of the test. 

So there are clearly two main 
parts to a programmed decision: the 
test itself, and the dependant 
actions to be performed. This is 
taken care of in Basic with the If and 
Then statements. 

The test part of the decision is 
known as the condition. The test 
always yields a result of yes or no, 
termed 'true' and 'false'. Two values 
are compared in a condition. The 
values may be held in variables, or 
they may be written explicitly into the 
program as constants. There are a 
number of ways in which these 
values may be compared; 

• Equal — thts is expressed with 
the=' symbol. If the two values are 
found to be equal, then the result of 
the condition is true, otherwise false. 

• Less Than - is expressed with 
the '<' symbol. If the first value is 
lower than the second t then the 
condition is true. 

• Greater Than - is expressed with 
the V symbol. If the first value is 

• Not Equal - is expressed with 
the '<>' symbols. If the two values 
are not equal to each other, then the 
condition is true. 

In addition, the greater than and less 
than symbols can be combined with 
the equals symbol: 

that anvom c 

month vu 

making, 

first stei 

noughts 

means that if the val ue i 
than five, the condition 

The second part of 
is the consequence. This is executed 
if the condition was found to be true. 
It is expressed with Basic's Then 
statement, followed by the required 
action (expressed as another Basic 
statement). For example: 

If A<5 'Then Print "The J 

• Less Than Dr Equal - is 
expressed with the '<=* symbols. If 
the first value is lower than or equal 
to the secondt the condition is true. 

• Greater Than Or Equal - is 
expressed with the '>=' symbols. If 
the first value is higher than or equal 
to the second, the condition is true. 

These comparative symbols appear 
between the two values to be tested: 

if A<5 ... 

variable A has a value of J 
less than five" 

will print out the text in quotes if the 
value in A is less than five, in last 
month's article the If statement was 
used with Stop to halt a program if a 
dummy vaiue was entered. In fact, 
any Basic statement can be used, 
opening up a range of possibilities. 

USER ABUSE 
It may well be that your program 
requires more than one statement to 
be executed if a condition is true. 

enter a number between one and five 
to indicate the required option. There 
is a possibility that the user, being 
the awkward soul that users can bet 
enters a number outside this range. 
In this case, it would be nice if the 
program could print out an error 
message and then give the user 
another go at entering the number. 

The condition is a little more 
complicated in previous examples. 
Suppose that the user's number is 
stored in the variable OPTION, We 
must test whether option is less 
than one, and also whether it is 
greater than five, If either one or the 
other of these tests turns out to be 
true, we know the user has made a 
mistake and that something has to 
be done about it... 

Two tests can be joined in the 
same condition by means of the And 
and Or keywords. With the And 
keyword, the condition is only true if 
both tests are true. We could write: 

If OPTION<l AND J 
GFTI0N>5 Then. .. 

This wouldn't make much sense: 
OPTION can never be both less than 
one and greater than five, so the 
consequence of the decision would 
never be executed. What we need for 
our exam pie is Or: 

If 0PTICH<1 Or J 
Option>5 Then.•. 

which will only prove true if the user 
has entered a value outside the 
correct range. 

There are a couple of ways to 
tackle the consequence of the 
decision, Here is the simplest (and 
most messy): 

AGAIN: 
Input "Enter your J 
option";OPTION 
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If 0PTI0N<1 Or 0PTI0N>5 J 
Then Goto MISTAKE 
Print "You selected J 
option:OPTION 
Stop 
MISTAKE: 
Print «Sorry, only values J 
between one and five are J 
allowed" 
Goto AGAIN 

Firstly, the program prints a message 
and gets the user's Input into the 
variable OPTION. The next line then 
checks to see if the retrieved value 
is outside the permitted range. If it 
is, control jumps to the part of the 
program labelled MISTAKE, Here, an 
error message Is displayed and 
another jump is made to the AGAIN 
label, where the user Is given anoth- 
er chance to make a correct entry. 

If the value of OPTION fs within 
the permitted range, then the 
consequence of the decision is 
ignored and control passes straight 
on to the next statement, which 
prints out a message of confirmation 
and halts the program. In reality, of 
course, this section of code would do 
something dependant on the option 
chosen by the user. 

This solution makes two uses of 
the Goto statement. As you can see, 
it starts to complicate things 
because control Is jumping all over 
the place for no good reason: this is 
the spaghetti effect which causes so 
many programmers to spurn the Goto 
statement altogether, 

A slightly more elegant method 
can be achieved by putting more 

AGAIN: 
Input "Enter your J 
option";OPTION 
If OPTION<l Or OPTION>5 J 
Then Print "Sorry, only J 
values between one and J 
five are allowed* : J 
Goto AGAIN 
Print "You selected J 
option:*;OPTION 
Stop 

As you can seeT we've managed to 
eliminate two lines and one Goto 
statement without making the 
program any more complicated. 

ARRAY OF HOPE 
That's quite enough of decisions 
for now (they always make my head 
hurt): it is time to move on to the 
subject of arrays. 

Arrays are an extended form of 
variable but, whereas a variable 
contains oniy one value, an array 
may contain several. An array has a 
size corresponding to the number 
of values it may hold. Each array 
used in a program must be properly 
set up with its size before it can be 
further used. The process is called 
dimensioning the array', and is 

done with the Basic Dim statement: 

Dim A(10) 

will set up an array called A, capable 
of holding eleven values, each of 
which is known as an 'element' of 
the array. What!? Eleven values! Yes, 
for reasons best known to the 
designers of Basic it was decided 

0  12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

A 2-dlmenslonal array can best be thought of as a grid. Each square represents 
an element which holds a value, accessed by using both coordinates 
than one statement on a line* Most 
Basics, AMOS included, enable the 
program to put two or more 
statements on one line so long as 
they are separated by a colon (:). 
Normally, this doesn't offer any 
advantages, and can make code 
quite difficult to read, but if used 
after a Then keyword it means that 
several actions can be performed by 
a single If statement The result 
looks like this: 

that the number of elements in an 
array would be one more than the 
number used in the Dim statement. 

Having an array with a number of 
elements is not much use if the 
elements can t be accessed 
individually. This Is done by following 
the array name with a number in 
brackets. The number corresponds to 
the element in question, with 
numbering starting at zero and 
ending at the number used when 

dimensioning the array. For example: 

A{5)=7 

would store the value 7 in the sixth 
(because A{0) Is the first element, 
remember) element of the array A. 

N-DIMENSIONAL SPACE 
The array above is said to be one- 
dimensional, but is possible to have 
multi-dimensional arrays. Consider: 

Dim A(10,5) 

Here we've created a two- 
dimensional array. For each of the 
left-hand indices of the array (A(0), 
A{l)t A{2) and so on), there are six 
further indices - A(0,0), A(0,1), 
A(0t2) and so on. It's similar to the 
coordinates on a graph (or the 
Amiga's screen, come to that}. Both 
numbers are necessary to access a 
particular element from the possible 
66 in the array. It's easiest to 
understand if you visualise the array 
as a grid. 

BACK TO REALITY 
At the moment, you may well be 
thinking that arrays are a pretty 
strange concept. They are all very 
well, but why use them instead of 
ordinary variables? 

Well, arrays really come into their 
own when used along with the 
For/Ne*t loop mentioned last month. 
The best way to get a feel for them is 
by implementing them in a 'real- 
world' program. 

The program we're going to nave 
a look at is one to play noughts and 
crosses, But let's not jump right in 
there immediately, It is usually a 
good idea when writing a program to 
break the task up into a number of 
stages, then write and test the code 
for each stage in turn, 

OK, so what constitutes a 
noughts and crosses program? For a 
start, we need to have some 
description of the board, in which the 
program can keep track of which 
squares are empty, which are filled 
with a cross and which are filled with 
a nought. This is where our array 
comes in. 

In addition, we need some code 
to draw the board on the screen. The 
other main section is the bit which 
gets the player's move, checks its 
validity and alters the board 
accordingly (we'll leave out the code 
for playing against the computer for 
the time being). Obviously, there are 
a couple of other bits and bobs 
which will have to be included to join 
the main parts together, but that is 
essentially that. 

We'll tackle the representation of 
the board first. 

Since noughts and crosses is 
played on a three-by-three grid, ft 
seems sensible to store the 
contents of the board in a three-by- 
three array: 

Dim BOARD(3, 3) 

Next, we need to decide which 
format the data will take. For noughts 
and crosses, there are 3 
possibilities: a square can be empty, 
it can contain a cross, or it can 
contain a nought. So, what about 0 
for empty, -1 for a cross and 1 for a 
nought? 

Having decided thist we must 
first make sure the board is blank at 
the beginning of the game. A zero 
must be stored in each of the 
elements of the array in turn. This is 
how it's done: 

For X=l To 3 
For Y=l To 3 

BOARD(X,Y)=0 
Next Y 

Next X 

Here we've set up two loops, one 
inside the other. The value of X goes 
from one to three. For each value of 
X, the value of Y goes from one to 
three. These variables are then used 
as indices to access the elements of 
the array BOARD. Think of X as 
representing the position across the 
board, and Y as the position down 
the board. 

That's all there's space for this 
month. Next month we'll go into the 
code behind displaying the board and 
getting a move from the player. Until 
then, have fun experimenting, 
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LISTINGS 

We're still after your 
listings. What 
we're leaking for 
are programs In 

any language supported on the 
Amiga, and well pay £20 for any 
that we publish. 

Programs of any type are 
admissable: serious and useful, 
wild and wacky, or stunningly 
creative. Just remember that we 
can't print listings that rely on binary 
files for sprites, samples and so on. 
Other than that, the world is your 
ostrich (or something like that). 

All you have to do is pop your 
program on an Amiga DOS disk 
(along with source code if it is 
compiled or assembled) and send it 

Give us your listings! Share the fruits of your 

programming endeavours with your fellow Amigans 

and earn fame and fortune (we//, £20 anyway) 

to us at the usual address: 
Listings 

Amiga Shopper 
Future Publishing 

30 Monmouth Street 
Bath 

BA1 2BW 
Don't forget to include a stamped 
addressed envelope if you want your 
disk returning, 

In the meantime, while we wait 
for your wonderful programs to 
come rolling in, we are printing the 

result to Cliff's Code Conundrum set 
in the January issue. 

You may remember (it was a 
long time ago, but space has been 
tight) that the task was to write a 
program which acted as a Reverse 
Polish notation calculator, With such 
a calculator, two operands are 
entered before the operator which is 
to apply to them. In other words, to 
add 7 and 6 together, you would 
enter the two numbers first, 
followed by a plus sign. 

The winning entry is by Mark 
Cooper, from Don caster in South 
Yorkshire. His program solves the 
problem in a structured manner, 
creating a display which is both 
attractive and clear. 

Well done, Mark - you'll be 
receiving your £50 prize soon. And 
many thanks to the rest of you who 
contributed to such a high standard 
of entries. 

Bye for nowt and don't forget - 
get those listings rolling! CD 

* * Reverse Polish Calculator * 
'"* by Mark A.Cooper * 

'* Notes: This program utilises an array, STACK(50), J 
implemented * 
'* as an, erm, stack! (The max. dimension of STACK can, * 
'* of course! be changed as appropriate) * 

Screen Open 0,640,256,2,Hires 
Palette $0,$FFF 
Hide 
Wind Open 1,0,0,78,4,1 
Wind Open 2,0,32,79,23,1 
Window 1 ; Print "REVERSE POLISH CALCULATOR"  : Wait 100 
Window 2 : Print * 

* »> Initialise variables «< 
Dim STACK*(50) 
Global STACK#(),PT,OK,TYPE,NO$,OP$,K$ 
PT=1 

GIVE_INSTRUCTIONS 

Do 

' »> Display stack status in upper window «< 

Window 1 
Print "Items on stack: ";PT-1;" " 
Window 2 
TYPE=-1 

' »> Collect input from user and validate «< 

Input *=> ";K$ 
CHECK_OK 

4 
' >» Take necessary action according to validity and entry J 

type «< 

If Not OK 
Print "Error in input" 

Else 
If TYPE<3 

Z#=Val(K$)   : Rem »> TYPE 1 = +ve digit; TYPE 2 = J 
Signed real or integer «< 

PUSH[Z#]   : Rem »> Add to stack «< 
Else 

If(PT<3) and(Upper$(K$)<>"C") 
Print "NOT ENOUGH ITEMS ON STACK"  : Rem >>> J 

Declare error if <2 items on stack (unless cancelling) «< 
Else 

If Upper$[K$}="C 
PT=1 
Print *STACK CLEARED" : Rem »> Clear stack J 

to avoid leaving results behind <<< 
Else 

PULL 
QPERAND2 #=Param# : Rem >» Remove SECOND J 

parameter from stack (LIFO, remember?) <« 
PULL 

OPERANDI#-Param# : Rem »> Remove FIRST J 
parameter from stack «< 

' »> perform correct operation «< 

If K$="+" 
ANSWER#=0PERAND1#+OPERAND2# 

End If 
If K$="-" 

ANSWER*=OPERANDl#-0PKRAND2 # 
End If 
If KS=**" 

AN£WER# ^OPERANDI# *OPERAND2# 
End If 
If K$=V 

ANSWERfMQPERANDi#/0PERAND2# 
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End If 

' >» Display answer - and PUSH it onto stack «< 

Print ; Print ANSWER! : Print 
PUSH[ANSWER#] 

End If 
End If 

End If 
End If 

Loop 
End 

Procedure CHECK_OK 

CUT_SPACES 

NO$="0123456789* ; OP$=*+-*/.cC* 
OK=True 

' »> Check: for illegal characters «< 

For 1=1 To Len{K$) 
If Instr(NO$+0P$,Mid$(K$,I,l)}=0 

OK=False 
End If 

Next 

If OK 
If Len(K$)=l 

If Instr(OP$,K$)=0 
TYPE=1 : Rem >» +ve digit - flag correct as J 

TYPE 1 <« 
Else 

If Instr(OP$,K$)=5 
OK=False : Hem »> Decimal point by itself - J 

flag as incorrect (can be equivalent, to EMIT in FORTH) «< 
Else 

TYPE=3 j Rem »> Operator - flag correct as J 
TYPE 3 <« 

End If 
End If 

Else 
For 1=1 To LenfK$) 

P=Instr (0P$, Mid$ (K$ ,1,1)] 
If(P=3) or{P=4) or(P=6) or(F=7) 

OK=False ; Rem >» Flag as incorrect if *** J 
"/" «c* or "C embedded «< 

End if 
Next 

For 1=2 To Len(K$) 
P2=lnstr(0P$,Mid$[K$,I,1)} 
If(P2=l) or{P2=2) 

OK=False : Rem »> Flag as incorrect if " + " J 
or        anywhere except beginning <« 

End If 
Next 

DP=False : Rem »> Set "Decimal point found" flag J 
as False «< 

For 1=1 To Len(K$) 
CH$=Mid$(K$,I,l) 
If CH$="." 

If DP 
OK=False : Rem »> Flag as incorrect if J 

more than one decimal point f ound «< 
Else 

DP=True 
End I f 

End If 
Next 
If OK 

TYPE=2 : Rem >» (Signed) number - flag correct J 
as TYPE 2 «< 

End If 
End If 

End If 
End Proc 

Procedure PUSH[V#] 
If PT=51 

Print *STACK FULL* 
Else 

STACK#fPT)=V# 
Xnc FT 

End If 
End Proc 

Procedure PULL 
If PT=1 

Print "STACK EMPTY" 
Else 

Dec PT 
V#=STACK#{FT) 
If PT<1 

PT=1 
End If 

End If 
End Proc[v#] 

Procedure GIVE_INSTRUCTI0NS 

Window 2 
Clw 
Locate 0,0 
Print * INSTRUCTIONS * 
Print ■ ■ 
Print 
Print "Any form of number is permitted except exponential J 
{type in full)" 
Print "Numbers can be signed and/or real if desired, e.g J 
365, +32, -3.141" 
Print "Operators supported are + - * /" 
Print "C or c clears the stack (max 50 items on stack)" 
Print "Enter items at the prompt =>" 
Print "Press Enter or CR after each entry" 
Print "Press CTRL and C to stop" 
Print 
End Proc 

Procedure CUT_SPACES 

CH=1 
While{CH<=Len(K$)) and(Mid$(K$,CH,1)=" ") 

I nc CH 
Wend 
If CH>Len(K$) 

OK=False 
Else 

K$=Right$ (K$ , Len (K$) -CH+1) 
End If 
If OK 

CH=Len(K$) 
While(CH>0) and(Mid$(K$,CH,1)=" ») 

Dec CH 
Wend 
K$=Left$(K$,CH) 

End If 

End Proc 
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From Friday 15th to 

Sunday 17th May at 

the Wembley 

Exhibition Centre, the 

biggest ever Amiga 

show will be taking 

place. Everyone whofs 

big in the Amiga world 

will be there. Will you 

be one of them? 

Plan your visit to 

Amiga heaven 

BEING THERE: 

THIS IS HOW 

Numbers 83, 92 and 182 
come to Wembley Arena. 

18 comes to the Triangle 
(5 minutes walk). 297 

(alight at Wembley Park 
Station) and 245 (alight 

at Bridge Road) serve the 
complex. 

To Wembley Park by 

Metropolitan or Jubilee 

i line. To Wembley Central 
by Bakerioo line (peak 

hours), 

To Wembley Central from 
Euston or Broad Street. 

To Wembtey Stadium 
from Maryiebone. 

UNDERGROUND 
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it's at, baby 

WHO'S WHERE... 
Company Stand 
16/32 C16 
Alternative Image B70 
Amiga Warehouse A46 
Ashcom BlOO 
AVR D6 
Bare Necessities B112 
Bitcon D32 
Bruce Smith Books B60 
Care Electronics D4 
Checkmate Digital D3S 
Citizen A16 
Commodore A50 
Computer Disks & Ribbons B42 
Computer Express Europe B48 
Computer Manuals B52 
Computer Mates A36 
Connect                     A28, D34 
Cortex DID 
Database Direct B68 
Dial A Disk C14 
Digita International B12 
Dynamite BIOS 
Entertainments International DS 
Future Publishing C8 
Futureworld A52 
GVP A26 
Gastelner B50 
George Thompson A4 
Golden Image 850 
Hard and Soft B58 
Harpers B18 
Hi Soft A6 
Home Computer Club D20 
JAM A3 
Kador A2 
LOG AID 
Logic Sales C26 
Mall Order B32 
MCDist B84 
MD Office B72 
Nasa Promotions D12 
NC Entertainments          856, 06 
New Dimensions D14 
PD Soft Al 
Pictureware A12 
Power A44 
Progressive Peripherals A32 
RGB D28 
Rombo B82 
RoSmoller B86 
Silica B2 
Siren Software Bi4 
Snap D2 
SoftStore D16 
Supra A30 
Swift Micros C2 
Syntronix A22 
Videk B44 
Waxride CIO 
We Serve A38 
WIS B16 
Zone Distribution A34 

WEMBLEY   EXHIBITION   CENTRE •  MAY   15   - 1 

The Amiga Shopper Show will be 

your chance to... 

• See the amazing new Amiga 

600 - the future of Amiga 

computing 

• Take a spin on Commodore's 

revolutionary A570 CD-ROM 

drive and judge CDTV for yourself 

• Try out the very latest in 

hardware and software 

innovations from the likes of 

GVP, Supra, Progressive 

Peripherals and Software, HiSoft, 

and many more 

• Pick up bargains, bargains, 

and even more bargains at 

incredibly cheap prices 

• Get your technical problems 

solved by the unrivalled experts 

of the Amiga Answers panel and 

win up to £1,200 worth of 

memory in the process 

• Find out how to get the very 

best from your set-up in a series 

of seminars by industry experts 

• Meet the Amiga Shopper 

editorial team and tell us just 

where you think the magazine 

ought to be going 

• Meet Damien Noonan of 

Amiga Format and Matt Bielby of 

Amiga Power 

• Slip into the Amiga Power 

Arcade for some serious games! 
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C A F TMF D        Tel: +44 081-365 1151 

VJrVkJ 1 Hill 1 £jl\      Fax: +44 081-885 1953 

Presenting an outstanding range of products from GASTEINER 

Trade & Educational 

Orders Welcome 

Credit Cards I Personal Callers 

Welcome Welcome 

THE TRACK BALL CORDLESS MOUSE 

Excellent quality three button track 
ball with click & hold. Smooth, 

precise, and priced at 

639.95 

OPTICAL MOUSE 

Fully rechargeable with long 6ft 
transmission distance. 

£49.95 
OPTO-MECH MOUSE 

Fast 300dpi resolution ideal for DTR 
Includes pad & holder. 600mm/sec 

tracking speed 

£35.00 

High resolution 300dpi mouse, with 
micro- switch buttons. Smooth and 
reliable. Long 6ft cable. QiJ 

Extra durable replacement pq f%f% 
mat for Optical Mouse fcV,VV 

MEMORY MASTER 

A New Age fast RAM expansion for 
Amiga 1500/2000/2500/3000, with 
2Mb memory. £129 
Expandable to 4/6/8 Mb. 

Auto Mouse/Joys lick Switch SCANNER 

Universal HardDisk controller Fully 
configurable, highly adaptable, totally 
compatible. 

Controller £129 

+2MB C189  +6Mb £309 

+4MBC249 +8Mb£369 

RAM UPGRADES 

Allows selection of mouse or joystick 

£17.95 

POWER SUPPLY UK/s best selling scanner - 400dpi, 
256 Grey scale, with Touch-Up 
software and Merge It (lets you scan 
full A4 page) £169.00 

OKTAGON 508 

g 1/2 Mb RAM Upgrade 
~ with clods 
2 2.5 Mb RAM Upgrade ^ ro with clock 

6 1/2 Mb RAM Upgrade 

» 1 Mb RAM Upgrade 

£26 

£99 

£39 

£79 

OHTAGON508 for A500, original Commodore 

£34.95 

1.3/2.0 Kickstart Switch £19.95 

Boot Selector for 

A500/A2000 £17.95 

GASTEINER Unit 3 Millmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London N17 9QU 

HardDisk Controller - Autoboot/ PC 
Partitions/ SCSI-2/ IMb/s / Hilly 
multitasking/ login & password 
protection/ A-Maxll support 

Controller £169 

ControlleH- 

2Mb £229 6Mb £349 

4Mb £289 8Mb £409 

Ail trade marks acknowledged, Prices and specifications may change without prtir notice. Prices include VAT but do not rclude delivery, 



BUSINESS 

If you're unsure how to make certain you stay in the black, take a look at the 
tips on page 142 on how to create a database with Superbase Personal 2. 

Keep your bank manager happy with this simple but effective system 

Despite its power, Superbase 

Personal 2 does have some 

shortcomings, Mark Smiddy 

reveals all. Plus: the secret of a 

healthy bank balance 

Put it on the accou 

The first two parts of this 
short series have 
demonstrated how easy it 
Is to create complex multi- 

file databases and retrieve just the 
information you need. That, however 
is not the end of the story; and I 
would like to complete this 
Introduction to Superbase by 
examining how to share your data 
with other applications, Including 
databases, and explain some of the 
practical pitfalls which should be 
avoided. (Many of the maladies can 
be cured by upgrading to Superbase 
Professional.) We'll finish off with a 
short example on creating a 
database to help you keep an eye 
on your credit card outgoings. 

Now let s assume you already 
have some data in another database 
(even the AmigaDOS database 
described elsewhere in this 
magazine) and want to process it in 
Superbase. That is hardly an 
unreasonable request - but the 
system of swapping data between 
applications can be a real chore. 
Fortunately, Superbase provides 
several means of swapping data; the 
simplest for general purpose files 
being SDF and CDF. For most 
purposes you will use a variation of 
CDF - or Comma Delimited File - so 
let's take a look at that one first. 

As you should be aware by now, 
any Superbase database file is made 
up from a series of records; where 
each record contains one or more 
fields. Take a simple address 
database defined like this: 

FirstName 
LastName 
Street 
Town 
County 
Postcode 

TXT 
TXT 
TXT 
TXT 
TXT 
TXT 

10 
20 
30 
20 
20 

Each of these "fields" is present for 
every record In the database (even 
though some fields may be blank in 
some records}. So, let's take an 
example: 

First name: Future 
LastName: Publishing Ltd 
Street: 30 Monmouth Street 
Town: RATH 
County: Avon 
Postcode: BA1 2BW 

In reality, the Superbase file contains 
something like this: 

Future Publishing Ltd. 
30 Monmouth Street.,,* 
BATH  J 
Avon  J 
BA1 2BW 

The Vs in this output represent 
padding characters where the data 
does not completely fill the field. A 
separate file is used to hold the 
actual file definition shown above. 

The idea of SDF and CDF formats 
is to divorce the data from its parent 
definition and create a usable file. By 
default Superbase looks for two 
delimiters (separators) the comma - 
ASCII 44 - and the line feed - ASCII 
10 - although these can be changed 

as you111 see shortly. Each field is 
separated by a command and each 
record is separated with a fine feed: 

Fieldl, Field2 , Field3„« J 
{record #1} 
Fieldl,Field2,Field3... J 
{record #2} 
Fieldl, Field2, Field3». J 
{record #3} 

Therefore, the address defined above 
could be written in CDF: 

Future Publishing Ltd,J 
30 Monmouth Street, J 
BATH,Avon,BAl 2BW 

Mote however, there are no spaces 

"Superbase seems 

at first glance to be 

a few bytes short of 

a RAM expansion, 
ft 

between the text and the punctuation 
- this FS important if you are defining 
an ASCII file ready for importing 
especially since a few stray spaces 
can cause truncation and halt the 
import. Something else to note with 
CDF is that blank records must be 
delimited too: 

Fieldl, ,Field3... {record #n} 

Fieldl, ,Field3... {record #n+l) 

Each time Superbase reaches a 
comma it skips to the next field and 
reads data into that one, so if the 
extra comma was missing the data 
intended for Field 3 would end up in 
Re Id 2. This error will rattle through 
all the fields up to the end of the 
record. 

• EXERCISE 1 
Why? 
(The answers are on page 142). 

- EXERCISE 2 
The following CDF record will not fit in 
the previous definition, why? 

Future Publishing Ltd,30, J 
Monmout h S t ree t,BATH,Avon,J 
BAl 2BW 

CDF Files crop up all over the place 
but they are not always convenient - 
as the previous exercises 
demonstrate. 

Another solution is to change the 
field (possibly even the record 
delimiters) to something which does 
not occur naturally in the database. 
Superbase allows for this 
contingency from the Set,. .Options 
requester; but pre supposes that; 

• the software performing the 
import/export also allows this 
facility. 

• you have an ASCIJ chart to hand 
(44 is ASCII for a comma). 
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SPACE DELIMITED 

An alternative method also 
supported by Superbase seems at 
first glance to be a few bytes short of 
a RAM expansion. Space Delimited 
Hies (SDF) have the fields spltt up 
with blank spaces; but as daft as it 
sounds this method can be very 
efficient. One record in a typical tile 
might look like this: 

Future Publishing Ltd J 
30, Monmouth Street J 
BATH Avon J 
BA1 2BW 

The idea here is that each field 
occupies a specific amount of room 
- and that remains constant for every 
record in the file - SDF can be 
thought of as being Size Delimited, 
Therefore, if every field is padded out 
to full size with spaces then field and 
record delimiters are not required. 
When Superbase reads this, it uses 
the field widths set in the file 
definition to decide how many 
characters belong in each fie id, 
Since the record size is decided by 
the sum of the number of characters 
in all the fields, a record delimiter is 
not required. 

The advantage of this method 
over, say, CDF is that you don't need 
to worry about the application getting 
confused because a delimiter is 
defined in one or more fields in one 
or more records. The disadvantage is 
less obvious: CDF works out for itself 
where a field/record begins and 
ends - SDF cannot. The field and file 
definitions of both exporter and 
importer must be identical or the 
entire database will be completely 
garb ted. 

To sum up: 

• CDF ignores field length, but is 
prone to delimiter errors, 
• SDF is indifferent to delimiter 
errors but the receiver's fite 
definition is critical. 
• An error in CDRmport is usually 
restricted to one record. 
• An error in an SDF-based import 
affects all records downstream from 
the error, 

As an exercise you should attempt to 
prove both these assertions by 
exporting, editing, and importing an 
SDF and CDF file. As a parting note, 
you should be careful attempting to 
use CDF files from other systems 
since records are often delimited 
with an ASCII 13. 

CLEANING UP IMPORTS 
Importing files from other databases 
using CDF is not a very exact 
science. Inevitably; any large 
database - especially one created 
using a spreadsheet or word 
processor - will contain extra 

' Paris'                       gai'snc*""""   RniHJfit Date WhatOrt 
ftccess                       -£ 22t.es         £15,89 3 Feb Mf>o I 

tm.W 2 Feb \m HOT Repairs 
129-38 2 Feb mi Petrel 
mm 3 Feb m2 

£288i88 12 Feb 1392 Sffke E<ttJip-- 

inn f¥"i FFI fTTj QJ   | rni n^i rvi pj OyLQy 
If you're not so handy with figures, try being ultra-organised and lot Superbase 
Personal 2 look after your cash flow - but don't blame us If your Incomings are 
still always greater than your outgoings, that's just the way of the world... 
spaces, While these may not be 
clear on screen they will almost 
certainly affect any queries you 
define, Therefore, the first operation 
you should perform is to globally 
remove all those spaces. Doing this 
manually is a daunting prospect - 
and as vulnerable to error as the 
blind (unvalidated) data entry itseif. 
Superbase provides a neat 
workaround in the form of the 
Process ♦.♦update option. (What lTm 
about to describe can be used on 
any database, but such cleaning up 
should normally be programmed into 

the file definition itself)- 

1. Select U pd ate... Edit fro m the 
Process menu and click OK on the 
Filter box. This is necessary to 
ensure the operation works on all 
records in the database. 

2, Enter the following for each field 
- substituting your fieldnames for the 
ones given here. (This is best done 
using the requester supplied with 
Superbase.): 

File.Fieldl = LTRIM$( TRIM$ J 

JARGON BUSTING - JARGON BUSTING 

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange. A standard 
binary numbering system almost universally accepted as the way to 
describe characters as 8 bit numbers. There are 256 combinations: 31 
special characters starting from 0; punctuation from 32 to 64 and the 
alphabet starting at 65 for a capital *Ar, 

CDF - Comma Delimited File, See main text, 

Database - A collection of one or more records. 

DIF - Data interchange Format. A standard format used to transfer data 
between different applications. The idea can be likened to IFF - but the 
two should not be confused. 

Export - Processes and stores a collection of data so it can be accessed by 
another application. 

Held - A blank area in a database record used to hold data. Fields are 
usually categorised by the type of data stored in them: text, numbers, 
dates and so on. 

Import: - Retrieve data from another application. 

Index - A iist of pointers. A normal index holds one pointer for every non- 
unique indexed record in the database. A unique Endex contains one 
value {key) for every record in the database. 

Key - An index pointer. Put simply, a value calculated from a field's contents, 
A collection of keys is catted an index, 

Query- Superbase1 $ name for a report. 

Record - A collection of one or more fields. 

Relational database - A more powerful form of database where Information 
can be retrieved arid collated from two or more database files. 

SDF - Space Delimited File. See main text 

(File.Fieldl): File.Field2 J 
= LTRIM${ TRIM$  (File.Field2) 

3. The number of fields that can be 
trimmed in one operation is limited 
by the number of characters on the 
line - so you may have to do this 
several times for all the fields. Each 
operation must be separated with a 
colon. 

EXERCISE 3 
The operation just described only 
applies to text fields. Why? 

OTHER FORMATS 
SDF and CDF should oniy be used as 
a last resort because they are prone 
to error and difficult to use, Many 
applications will support one or more 
of the following protocols: DIF, 
DBase II, DBase III and Lotus 1-2-3. 
DBase II and III are the file formats 

"DBase I never 

existed, the II in the 

title was a neat 

trick to imply a 

track record it never 

had/f 

used by AshtonTate's hugely 
successful, "industry standard" 
database - which goes by the 
staggeringly uninspired name DBase. 
(DBase I never existed by the way, 
the "SI" in the true was a neat 
marketing trick to imply a track 
record and history it never had.) 
Lotus 1-2-3 is another industry 
standard protocol, belonging to a 
spreadsheet, which is useful if you 
want to swap data with spreadsheets 
such as Analyse, The Advantage or 
K-Spread. 

DIF\$ the odd one out and is not 
widely supported in the Amiga world. 
To my knowledge only Kuma and 
Precision (as was) supported it. Like 
IFF, it defines a standard set of rules 
which allow data to be transferred 
easily between different packages in 
different environments. If you have 
the option, DIF should be preferred 
to SDF or CDF however. 

DANGER! 
UPDATE AT WORK 
I mentioned Superbase's Update 
function previously doing what it 
does best - cleaning up dirty 
imported files. However, there is a 
temptation to use this function to 
perform periodical updates of other 
information, i ndeed, Superbase f u 11 y 
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CITIZEN 

ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA 
Silica presents some great 
offers on the award winning 
range of high quality matrix 
printers from Citizen. Each 
Citizen printer is built in the UK 
to exacting standards, ensuring 
superb reliability and output. 
Our confidence in Citizen's 
quality is sucti that we are 
pleased to include a 2 year 
guarantee with every printer. 
Plus, if you buy a Citizen 
printer (not Inkjet) from us, we 
will give you the Silica Printer 
Starter Kit (worth £29.38), 
FREE OF CHARGE! 

FREE DELIVERY Went Day ■ Aityvrfiere in trie UK mainland 
FREE STARTER KIT WQrIh tEJ.SB - Wish even/ Ciliien printer (excluding lnkj«t) from Silea. 
2 YEAR WARRANTY Silica otter a 2 yea' warranty line :KIH;;I M H printer headl wHh every CHizen pririlw from Silica. 

WINDOWS 3,0 Free Windows 3.0 driver. Induced with the Silica Starter Kli 
FREE COLOUR KIT With every Prodot 9 and Swift 24t prime*. 

FREE HELPLINE Technical supporl helplsife cwen during oflioa hours. 
MADE IN THE UK Citizen printers ere manufactured tc high siand^rds. 

DOT MATRIX 
INK JET AND NOTEBOOK PRINTERS 

LOW PRICE 9 PIN PRINTER 

144 CPS 80 COLUMN 
■ Citizen 12QD+ - 9 pin - 80 column 

144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ 
4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts 
Parallel or Serial Interface 
Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi 
Epson and IBM Emulation 
Pull tractor & bottom feed 
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

RHP £133 
SILICA STAflTER KIT £25 

TOTAL VALUE: 
SAVING: 

£224 

SIUCA PUKE: £115 
The C1I12&11 120D pririlm curries supplied with a pa-ailel interface as slancurrj. IF you require a serial interface instead jttflase Slate      '-'-il 2'LiL; ■■,! ■. ' pi+O->.c. yi-ui order <:/\\\ 8uc£. 

9 PIN PRINTERS 

■ -- 
(FREE COLOUR KIT 

300 CPS 80 COLUMN 
• Citizen ProdotS - 9 pin - 80 column 
• 300cps Draft, 60cpS NLQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
» Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi ■ Epson and f8M Emulation 
• FREE Colour Kit 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
RfiP  ...£!M HUDUR HIT  £41 EILICfl STARTER KIT „QS 

TOTAL VALUE; E2S4 SAVING. £66 £189 

192 CPS    80 COLUMN 
* Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin - 30 column 
* 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ 
* 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi 
* Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Colour Option available 
* FREE Sitica Printer Starter Kit 
HHP  QM SILO STARTER IITJB5 

TOTAL VALUE; £2*4 SAViHO: £75 
SMC* MSCE; £1H 

192 CPS 136 COLUMN 
• Citizen Swift Sx ■ 9 pin - 136 column 
• t92cps Draft, 43cps NLQ 
• BK Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution; 240 x 240dpi ■ Epson and IBM Emulation 
• Colour Option Available 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
nnr can SILICA STJIHIIRKirns 

TOTAL WUrjf-'£3S4 SAVMG. E1Q5 
to'CAwi his \*vf>~= I232.E5 rel : J 

24 PIN PRINTER 

PRINTER + SOFTWARE + COLOUR 
• Citizen Swift 24e-24 pin ■ $0 cotb 
• 2fftrjw Craft, 72cps LQ 
• BK Printer Buffer * 6 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi 
• Epson, IBM & NEC P6 Emulation 
» FREE Colour Kit 
• FREE Silica Primer Starter Kit 
• FREE Lotus AMI 1.2 Word 

Processor and D TP package 
• FREE Adobe Type Manager VI. 15 
Lotvs + Adobe software is for PC only on 3f" oWr 

fin p £»g COlQUfl KIT OB SIUCA STJAftTEH KIT £25 LOTUS. AMI 1.1 WfrflTP PACKAGE  . LIS ADDBE TYPE MANAGER 'JTI.IS iFpntai rra 
WM VALUE; £WS SWNG. Q37 
SiLICA PRWE; £3*9 

+VAT=C31603 ref PFIIZ&U 

24 PIN PRINTERS 

192 CPS    80 COLUMN 
* Citizen 224 - 24 pin - $0 column 
* I92cps Draft, 64cps LQ 
* 8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts 
* Parallel Interface 
* Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360Ppi 
o Epson and IBM Emulation 
* Colour Option Available. 
* FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
RRr* - Lfea SILO STARTER KIT £M 

TUMI Mtitf: £294 
SiltW PRICE; ElflP £199 

INKJET PRINTER NOTEBOOK PRINTER   FREE STARTER KIT 
WORTH £25 WAT 

192 CPS 136 COLUMM ■ Citizen Swift24/-24 pin-136 column 
ft 192cps Draft. 64cps NLQ 
• BK Printer Buffer t 4 Fonts 
9 Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi 
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation 
• Colour Option Available ■ FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
RRP  E1H9 SILICA SJJWTfn m £25 

TOTAL VJ0.Hl: £514 £1|j5 SILICA fflJCf: £349 £349 

360 CPS    80 COLUMN 
• Citizen Projet - Inkjet - 80 column 
• 360cps Draft. 120cps NLO 
• 50 Nozzle Head - Vvh^per Quiet 47oB(A) 
• 8K Prtnter Buffer + 3 Fonts 
• Optional HP Compatible Font cards 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi 
• HP Deskjet plus emulation 
flW £4g6 

TDrAL VALUE; E4*t SAVtNQ: £13? SOSCA Fftitt: £3&9 £359 
fVW= «?t S3 rel PHI 209Q 

64 CPS      80 COLUMN 
• Citizen PN4B Notebook Prtnte\ • Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper 
• 53cp5 LQ - 4K Buffer + 2 Foots • Rear and Bottom Paper Loading 
• Parallel Interface • Graphics F$$oiutkin: 35Qx36Qdpi 
• Epson, IBM. NEC P6 & Citizen Emuiation • Pou&red From Mains, Battery or Car Adaptor 
• FREE SHica Printer Starter Kit 
RHP EK5 SILICA STAJtTER KIT £25 TOTAL VAWi: £ISU ,ML« 1'1 II srttfjifWMrf.' i2ig y*vi*T= £zse .a rei: PRI z i coy 

This starter kit will help you 
lo get you up and running 
with your new dot matrix or 
notebook printer when you 
buy it from Silica Systems. 

• 3Ys" Disk - Amiga & ST Drivers 
• 3Y/{ Disk - Driver for Windows 3 
# 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
* 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper 
* 100 Continuous Address Labels 
• 5 Continuous Envelopes 

ACCESSORIES 
SHEET FEEDERS i*A\M 1200 ET1.3B 

r?A\W 12tQ.?2l3vill11.?j [42 AC 
SERIAL INTERFACES PR* 1183 12D0*. fSH& 
m\m MU&tiQ* CH.3I 
32K MEMORY EXPN Tr-r Ki: 12J072i.SY*in24 ,.t13.1D 

PRINTER STAND 

ORIGINAL RIBBONS - :::2J 12tl 5-VX II ! BUM     U 51 F T-^- imll 9.9i Blidt . tTM H       I 12JC       iJ :       . H.T[ r 3?J.?i*il1f?4C[Jflir£15.(J i -j jl: PH13 5. ipl! Slliha .. . E3.61 = « - PM4BMnl!.Slr*i. .. .£3.(1 
COJ^OtVfl >OTS 

PI1A12*0 Slid fc,24ot U5.2J 
PW4S ACCESSO^ES PHA1'« WMBiallfr* ES1.TI 

All accessories prices includa VAT and fr&e delivery 

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 1 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland, 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally maich competitors on a "Same produci - Same price" basis. 
9 ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track is cord n prof es.5 inn il computer soles 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available for large orders. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup brartchgs, 
• TWf FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with otters and software/peripheral details. 
• PAYMENT: By Cash, cheque and all major credit cards. 
Before you decide when lo buy your new printer, we suggest you flunk very carefully about WHERE you 
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months alter you have made your purchase, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software, or hefp and advice. And, wilt (he company you buy from 
contact you with delails of new deve.'opments and products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will 
have nothing lo worry aboul. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an 
understanding which is second to none- Out donrt just take our word for tt Complete and return the 
coupon now for our latest Free literature and begin 10 experience the "Silica Systems Service", 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, SLrJcup, Kent. DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111 Prefer Lines Open: Man-Sal ^.OOgm-rj.Qrjptn No '.-no L-L'jv l QuCru^ Fa* NO: 081 -90S OSQS 
LONDON SHOP: Opting HPU-S 
LONDON SHOP: Opening Hours: 

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 081-580 4000 _Mor1SjU g.3QBm-6.0Upm \.V.<-. N.;|r i Opcnir-fl FA* Mo: 071-323 4737 

SIDCUP SHOP: Opwwng Hours; 
Mon-Sat fii.3Oam-6.00pi Selfridges (la Hoeri Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234 

1-4 Tue Mews, Hatherley Rd. SirJcup, Kent, DA1J 4DX TeJ: 081-302 6811 Mun^Sal 9.0Oam-5.30pm La^e NtqfA. Frtdfly        7pm Fa* NO; 091-309 QQ17 ^ 

I 

To: Silica Systems, Dept AMSHP-Q692-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX 

PLEASE SEND A CITIZEN COLOUR CATALOGUE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:  Initials; Surname: 

I 

Til 081-309 1111 
SIUCA 

SYSTEMS 

Postcode.... 

Tel (Work);. Tel (Home):    P ,  

( Company Name (if applicable):  

| Which computer^ if any. do you own?  
EiO£ - Ad^oniSfiO" pfiCOS snd speCiri^atiQi's ma^ change - Please rplum lha coupon 1or Che latest information. 
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continued from page 140 

supports this and the manual goes 
into some depth on the possibilities. 
But Et does not clearly outline the 
dangers. 

Assume if you will, a stock 
control system. This might consist of 
two basic databases: items Held and 
items Sold. Initially the Held 
database contains descriptions and 
quantities of all the items in the 
inventory. Similarly, every record in 
the items Sold database shows what 
was sold and how many. 

In order to update the inventory 
(Items Held) you would link the two 
fltes relational ly in the Update filter, 
like this: 

CODE.Held = CODE,Sales 

and update the fiie viz: 

InStock.Held = (InStock.J 
Held - Sold.Sales) 

This works very well - but it has a 
very serious flaw: what happens if 
the update is called twice? Nasty 
that - you could end up with a minus 
figure tn the inventory. In practice the 
solution is to clear the sales file 
(discarding the data) once it has 
been accessed. The Update 
becomes: 

InStock.Held = (InStock.J 
Held - Sold.Sales): J 
Sold.Sales - 0 

Each item has a unique stock 
reference (Held.CODE), but can exist 
many times in the Sales file. This 
could be used to keep track of a 
series of transactions - although it 
also makes sense to produce a 
report based on the sales 
transactions before running the 
update and deleting them forever. 
Such data could also be used to 
track how individual items are selling 
on a daily, weekly or monthly basis. 

This approach suffers from 
another problem which may not be 
immediately obvious: the active 
Sales file will get filled with 
redundant information very quickly. 
Such information can be disposed of 
easily using the Process...Remove 
facility. Given the previous example, 
it is only necessary to work on the 
flat file, Sales database, using a 
filter like this: 

Sold.Sales - 0 

... in other words, delete alt the 
records which have been processed 
into the inventory system, 

HOME ACCOUNTS 
From a home user's point of view, 
this is not a lot of use - but the 
same technique can be applied to 

more critical topics, credit cards for 
instance. Keeping track of spending 
is something which causes a lot of 
aggravation. Credit cards are typical 
- if you don't keep a careful eye, it's 
easy to go over those limits. (Before 
going ont I should say the definitions 
supplied here are primarily for 
example. They require a lot of will- 
power to update on a regular basis; 
without which they are useless.) 

To keep things simple, I have 
split this into three related 
databases - each with its own set 

PAID 
Name 
CODE 
Date 
Amount 

Attributes 
TXT REQ 
DAT REQ 
NUM. REQ 

Format 
IXD 5 
did iLiMit yy 

SPENT 
Name Attributes Format 
CODE TXT        REQ IXD    5 U 
Date DAT       REQ dd mmm yy 
Amount NUM       REQ $9599.39 
WhatCm TXT        REQ 40 

Every entry in the Spent file has 

ANSWERS TO BRAIN TEASERS 

EXERCISE 1 
Since the fields are accessed sequentially, the missing comma causes data 
meant for Field 3 arriving in Field 2. The field pointer increments to Held 4 
when the next comma is found and data for that field is entered into Field 3. 
This error repeats (and augments every time a comma is missed) until an 
End of Record delimiter is encountered at which point the field pointer 
resets. 

EXERCISE a 
The extra comma (after 30 in the address line) causes the reverse effect 
described in Exercise 1 and the last field is lost. 

EXERCISE 3 
Numeric and Date fields are stored internally as numbers and are therefore, 
not prone to spurious spaces. In any event, those operations will only work 
on ASCII (string) data. 

of rules. By following the examples 
thus far, you should be able to build 
on this idea and generate a far more 
friendly version. What counts are the 
techniques involved; the rest is 
merely icing on the cake. The three 
databases track: Spending; Payment 
and Account status as follows: 

HOME ACCOUNTS 
DEFINITIONS 
The main database fs made up as 
follows: 

ACCOUNT 
Name      Attributes Format 
CODE TXT REQ IXU      5 U 
AcName TXT REQ 20 
AcNumber TXT REQ 30 
Limit NUM REQ $9999,9? 

Quite simply, each account is 
assigned space for its name, 
account number and a limit which is 
intended to keep track of credit card 
spending and overdraft facilities. 
During initial setup, the limit should 
be set as follows... 

* Credit cards - The total already 
spent as a debit (minus). 
• Other accounts - The amount in 
the account* Overdrafts should be 
flagged as debits, 

Two other databases are also 
required - one to keep track of 
spending and the other of any 
payments you make. These are 
simply: 

space reserved for the description of 
the item the money was spent on. 

Of course this could, in itself, be 
a related database if you had a lot of 
fixed expenses. 

Let's take the example of a 
sales rep, who would spend most of 
his time away form home, Typical 
expenses would be for: meals, petrol 
and so on. I have already 
demonstrated how to do this so I will 
not cover that ground again. 

This database relies heavily on 
the Process..,Update functions. Two 
updates are required. 

Since the two updates remain 
the same from month to month, they 
should be saved to disk... 

EXPENDITURE 
The filter part is used to relate the 
money spent database to the main 
database like this: 

CODE.Spent = CODE.Account 

and the calculation is as follows: 

Limit .Account = Limit. J 
Account - Amount.Spent: J 
Amount.Spent = 0 

PAYMENT 
The filter and calculation for payment 
are similar: 

CODE.Paid = CODE.Account 
Limit.Account = Limit*J 
Account + Amount.Paid: J 
Amount.Paid - 0 

REMOVALS 

Finally, a short Process...Remove is 
required to clear any records that 
have been updated - the filters are 
respectively: 

Amount.Paid = 0 

Amount.Spent - 0 

Note: Once you have done this a few 
times, you should use 
Process,. .Reorganise to remove the 
deleted records completely and pack 
the file. 

REPORTING... 
The first two parts of this series 
covered the reporting facilities in 
some detail, so you should have 
some idea of how to get the data 
back out. In the interests of fair play 
though, here is a short query to get 
you started: 

Fields 
ON "Account s"Name.Account s,J 
Balance.Accounts, ON J 
"Spent" £40 Amount.Spent,J 
WhatOn.Spent 

Report 
GROUP CODE.Accounts SUM J 
Amount.Spent 

Filter 
CODE.Accounts CODE.Spent 

Order 
CODE.Accounts Ascending 

An interesting feature of this 
particular report is that it only 
displays those accounts which have 
been subject to activity. This is 
caused by the relational filter 
CODE>Accounts=CODE.Spent. If no 
spending entries exist for the 
acccount code in question, no 
relations are found and it is not 
displayed. 

As an exercise you should try to 
devise some queries of your own to 
track account usage and what items 
attract regular use. 

THE SHORTFALLS 
This application of Superbase is not 
a complete accounts system 
because it does not take into 
account where funds come from. It 
blithely assumes, if you pay £1000 
off your credit cardf you must have 
got the cash from somewhere, In 
reality of course, it must come from 
somewhere and the onus is on you 
to tell it where from. This is a 
limitation caused by the lack of a 
programming language. To be honest 
though, for the difference in cost, I 
think I could put up with the minor 
irritation. CB 
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SPECIAL (OFFER 

Start programming 

with our special offers 

AMOS 

AMOS is the best-selling version of 
BASIC for the Amiga. It offers 

powerful graphics commands and 
an easy-to-use editor, allowing you 
to create powerful programs 
simply. There are many AMOS 

programs in the public domain to 
learn from, plus our monthly column. 

Only £35.95 

AMOS COMPILER 

DEVPAC 3 

FOR 

For those occasions when AMOS 
simply isn't fast enough, the AMOS 

Compiler transforms your 
programs into speed fiends! Your 
existing AMOS programs will run 
without alteration at a 

considerably faster rate, Essential 
for serious work. 

Only £21.95 

For achieving sheer speed on the 
Amiga, you need to use machine 
code. And there's no better way 
to generate it than using 
Hisoft's acclaimed Devpac 3 
assembler. An absolutely vital 
utility for programmers 
everywhere. 

Only £65.95 

N 

HISOFT PASCAL 

Programmers have been anxiously 
waiting for this - Hisoft's version 
of the popular Pascal language, 
An extremely powerful 
language, it is easier to learn 
than C while offering many of 
the same facilities. An ideal 
choice when upgrading from BASIC 

Only £89.95 

Please send me the following programming products: 

AMOS (£35.95)    ASQI2 Devpac 3 (£65.95) I ASOI4 

AMOS Compiler (£21.95) "I ASOI3 

Hisoft Pascal (£89.95) ASIOS 

Total: £  
Method of payment (please ring) : Visa Mastercard Cheque PO 
Make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Ltd 

Name .... 

Address. 

Card No: Exp date. 

Postcode  
Send to: Future Publishing, The Old Barn, Somertom Somerset 
TA11 7 BR 

J 



SPECIAL OFFER 

Get on line with our 

Amiga Shopper modems 

HYUNDAI HMD2401 CONNECTIONS M5024/5 

This excellent budget modem (RRP £129+P&P) is capable of 
respectable speeds - up to 2,400 baud. It supports the V21T 

V22 and V22bis protocols. To use it you'll also need a serial 
cable, and of course some comms software! 

Only £99.95 

If you want higher speeds, the Connections Interdial 
M52024/5 includes MNP4 error correction and MNP5 data 
compression, giving effective speeds of up to 4,800 baud. 
Again, you'll need comms software and a serial cable. 

Only £299.95 

I'd like to go on-line. Please send me a modem at your 
special discount prices: 
~ Hyundai HMD2401 at £99.95 including VAT and P&P 

C0DE:AS010 
_. Connections Interdial M5024/5 at £299.95 including 

VAT and P&P CODI:ASOII 

Total: £  
Method of payment (please ring) : Visa Mastercard Cheque PO 
Make all cheques payable to Future Publishing Ltd 

Card No: Exp date. 

Name .... 

Address. 

Postcode ....  
Send to: Future Publishing, The Old Barnf Somerton, Somerset 
TA11 7BR 



READER ADS 

Shopper Reader Ads 

... Or how you can reach thousands of fellow Amiga owners for only £5 

WANTED 
Swap PD disci. Now over 500 discj in «ny 
ColtecfiOf,, oil virus frea Sen-d your printed hsl 
ro, Harry Hutchinson, 53 Cumberland Rd. 
Loughborc'u-gh, Lek& LEI I ODE 
Swop PD, send SAE, one For one, 4«nd ony 
fanzine discs, IBEII ro-B whar PD you wanlr lit rryond £|er, Wi|?iom McKenzie, 107 BroomJiill 
Cres, Sonh li, Dunbartonshire, Scotland. 
PD swappers wanted swap on one to on* 
basis. Plenty rochaose from. Send Li sis and 
SA£ to M Hczelby, 14 Lydd O. Eoslbourne, E 
Sussex BN23 7JT. 

PERSONAL 
GFA Forum Anyono interested in exchanging 
programming ideas, code, hinfs, lips etc » 
John, ony fim*. 07SB 891 197. 
Public domain swappers. Games and utilities 
wanted. SfraigM swop4. We olio require a 
sound orfist No rirne wasters. Contact The 
S.A.S. Crew, Ho. 1 Carnoustie CI, Swinron, 
Mexbro, S. Yarks. S£4 STS 
Exchange Amiga 500 PD, demoSj music, etc; 
for your ui*d Mercury phonecards Regular 
contacts warned. David James, P O Sqx 
1154, London W3 SPZ. 

FOR SALE 
Sculpl Animate 4D 2 09{A500+ camporible) 
Pre pocltdge a-; used by ^sygnosis lo 
praoduce ray traced inrros 'Awesome, 
Armour Geddan and KilJing game show £95 
ono.» 0302 359851 
Amiga 2000 monitor, louch screen jrww), 
genlock, two hard drives and 3,5" floppy 
SculpJ 40, Di^iview, DPaiftt4r Amos. Ideal for 
video work, £2.000, many boaks/sartwqre. 
• 0284 671S71. 
ProPogo 2.1 £65 onoJWnigen Genlock £55 
ona. DPaint III £10. Wainr II £5 ono Wonted 
odobe fonts for PC * 0947 820008. 
B2000 Epson 20 meg H/drive 1084 monitor 
A208B IBM/PC B/boord interna; 3 5  5 25 
drives, filter nalhs processor, many exlras, 
much s/war#, made redundanl hence £980 
ony time. 0787 700a4 
HcrsAPipes Profesiianal £150. Kowoi 16-bit 
digital synthesizer, immaculate with midi 
interface £450. FI9 Steollh Fighter, Their 
Fitted hour, Indie 500, £10 each, Dungeon 
Master £5. ftay daytime 0? 1 23° 4778. 
Amiga 3000, 25 MHi, i05Mb Quantum HD. 
2 megs chip, 4 megs fast RAW., bargain 
£ 1,750 ono, 350 meg HP HD. £350, ring 
Roelof an 081 553 2137 evenings. 
Cumana Cax 10005 5.25" Amiga externa 
disk drive, liflle used, £55. Amiga software 
£40. DG calc spfeadiheet progrom £ 10. 
5,25" Posso disk box £10. " 0509 210157. 
Amigo 500 1 meg witf, Zyfi speakers and 
external d-sk drive- Lot* of grjrres. DPa.nl. two 
Amos and manuals, complete with box. £275 
ono. W;ll split, * 0455 554531 evenings. 
A2000 3Wlb HAM 2 x 3.5, 1 x 5.25 drives 
XT Bridecord 30M8 HD Sony multisync 
monitor Toshiba 80 col 24 pin printer, 
£1500 ono, » Fran 0256 742075 (workf 
0252 890350 (home). 
Excellent 2 word pro. Unwanted gift, never 
used £40. Co-lac" 3 Egc^ry House. Ta".gley 
Grove, Danetn/ry A>>e,. Raehompron 5W15. 
Amiga 500, boxed, I meg power supply, 
mouse. 'AW expansion caver wilh space for 
2nd drive. £200. Dotal colour dig ilizer, 
£)00. H. (WNlshire) 0380 728449 
Xetec 65Mb hard drive ond memory board 
fctf 8Mb simms. Fast, reliable, s!ill 
guaranteed. £325. 1,5Mb internal expansion 
£50. New games - very cheap. All boxed. 
Reduction. For loi. » 0732 364339. 
Hi soft basic + Hisoff exlend £40. Aijo unused 
Falter Agnus 8372A cfvp with fitting 
instructions, still in sealed pack, £40. 
-a Graham 05395 36116. 
Amiga A500, 2 5Mb RAM, «*rro disk drive, 
cotour VGA monitor, Trilogk Audio, two 

joysticks, loodsof or<gma( software, manuals, 
mouse. £600. K061 4B3 7770. 
Serious and games software. Boxed and 
original. Inc Wordworth £65 Finest Hour £17 
Superbose Personal £20. F Sim 2 £17 Bottle 
Command £14. 0745 591432 after 3pm, 
Astek G Compiler 3.6 (of £50, Pascal 
Compile* 'metacomo' £50. Modula 2 
Compiler £40. Music Studio £15, Cambridge 
'Lisp' £30. Clip Art £20, + manuals. Sefl 
separate or whole, « 0602 765138. 
Amigo I500mouse, 1Mb, 10&45 monitor, 3 
months, 60 disks - games, manuals, excellent 
condition, only £700, Conrad L Knstokos, 
fiawland College, Lancaster University, LAI 
4YT, » 0524 65201 extension 2390 as* for 
Lik. Room B233. 
Amiga 1500 wilh 5Mb, cost £900, mouse 
pad, mouse, good condition, hardly used. 
£370 or will swap for Amigo 500 with 1 Mb 
and lots of gomes. * 0939 233505 5pm - 
Bpm, a^k For Ian 
Amigo KCS Powerbaard PC emulator, £120. 
Amiga 500 joystick, software, Cirmona drive, 
£250. Action Replay II £30. I also have 250 
blank disks at 40p, * Chris on 0947 83437. 
Amiga A50O (1 Mb|, A590 Fitted with 2Mb, 
1064 monitor, second drive, joystick, TV 
tuner, loads af software. £600. » 0635 
37903 [after 6.30 pm]. 
25MHz Mego Midget Racer. 68030/68882 
plus 2Mb 80ns DRAM, coit £750, 4*11 £500. 
A590 with 1Mb installed, £220. Bath boxed, 
as new. AH reasonable offers considered. Phil 
Brawn, 0372 729285. 
Farter Agnus 8372A. 1.5 Mb memory 
upgrade. Full instructs, easy fitting. Needs WB 
1.3. Sell both together for £60 Of will 
separate. DPaint 3 £10. Bill 0283 221780. 
A500 (lMb| external drive, Rendale 5802 
Genlock, video studio tirlmg program. Brother 

Ml 009 printer, Lot* of jortwarg DPaint 2 & 3. 
A I manuals including "Amiga for Beginners,". 
Will separate £525.-0425 479295. 
Amiga 1500. Nexus, hard card. 5 megs, 
1084 screen, 24-pin Star printer, Amos 1 3, 
Deluxe Point 3, sampler, works, games, also 
new SAS C 5 1  £ 18CO, 0444 233272. 
Amigo A500 A590 20Mb hard drive. 3Mb 
FtAM Philips CM 8B33 -11 colour monitor with 
slond joystick optical mouse, much PD 
software. £600 ono. 081 870 8197 evenings 
and weekends. 
A50O RAM expansion 4Mb + clack, can 
config ID 1Mb chip RAM. £155. 9 0705 
267540 
Amiga Al 500 two drives. Under warranty. 
Supra quonlum 52Mb hard drive Commodore 
memory card with 4Mb ItAM. Commodore 
10845 monitor Midi interface boxed, 
manuals, software. £950. Portsmouth 0705 
738647 
Amiga 500 [1Mb) 40Mb hard disk. Protext. 
Photon Paint, sound lampler, same games. 
£500 ono. Andy, 0293 774036 (Gotwickf 
GVP Series ll hard drive 100Mb with 2Mb 
Simms. Two months aid. £480 or best offer. 
v 0584 810970. 
A2000 GVP Combo 33MHz 030/82, 4MB. 
105 Mb HDD. Panasonic multiscan 2 x 3.5 
drives, flicker fixer, WB 2.04, Iwp nvonths old, 
£2000 ono. with HP Oeskjer-C, £2400 ono. 
[Ind ECS|. ' 0242 221577 (9 om ■ A pm[. 
Amiga A500oshcom 1 8Mb board 0.5 meg 
populated. With duslcover, naksha mouse, 
ma1, holder with over £ 100 of software. 
Excellent condition. Call after 5pm ond oik For 
Ahmed. £250.081 871 3431. 
GVP Series II HD 52Mb £320 (new ond 
seoledj Works Platinum [new) ideal match far 
GVP - £45. « Office hours, 0324 476842, 
PouL Central Scotland 

Amiga 1500 hard drive. Xetoc fas-Kord + with 
52Mb Quantum, 12 months warranty, £210. 
fCD ASCI conttof lerr very fait, £80. Platinum 
Works, £30, Awseme, Obitus, K.G. Show. 
£ 10 each. « 0733 243063 after 6pm. 
Varioui stuFf. Sculpl 40, £60. Ullracord, £10. 
Interchange. £25. DPaint III, £20 Imagine 
2.0. £125. Ediiman. £250. Clive 071 
2310515. 
Supro 9600 Baud Modem. Features; V42 bis, 
MNP15, speeds up to 13,000 baud, 4.5 
years warranty left, all manuals, cables and 
software included. Worth £500. Accept 
£375 ono. * Ken 0253 403252 
ftocgen plus Genlock, boxed, unused. Suitable 
for all Amigas. GuaroMeed. fieoson for sole, 
unwonted gih £70. half price, w Mick 0943 
466785 
Amiga A500, V.I 3 with 2nd drive and A590 
hard drive with 2Mb RAM. Same games and 
Kindwordl W,l P. £425. '0928 35957 after 
5. Ask for Dave Ouliram, oil boxed- 
RAM expansion A5O0 1 5Mb irapdoor, also 
Technoplus external disk drive, both unused, 
boxed RAM, £50. Disk drive, £30 or offers. 
West Yorks area. Also TV modulator, orig 
Commodore. £10. » 0484 425245. 
Amiga A500 1.3, Cortex SrVib esternol 
expansion with PSU, 2Mb populaled, external 
15" driv* Vidi'Amigo. lOyStick ond games, 
all boxed. £375 the lot. « 091 653 0542 
afar 6pm 
A500 1 5Mb expansion boxed unused. £50. 
0.5Mb expansion + clock, £ 10, Okimde 20 
printer, boxed. £70. Home accounts, £10. K- 
Spread 2. £15. Delude Point II, £15. * after 
6.30 pm 0454 615667. 
full image grabbing/manipulation set-up 
[virtually unused], be: Amiga 2000 
[upgraded to 3Mb]; Commodore 1084 
Colour Monitor; Hitachi CTV camera: copy 

iland & lightl. Digiview Gold 4.0; Digipaint fl, 
Photon Paint, software & accessaries etc- 
£ 1050 ono. » 0742 754982 (daytime}. 
Pcwer user Bmeg Cortex 16 bit/RAM. A500. 
£275 ono. Mega Midget Racer 63030 
A50O. £280 ono. 20 meg hard drive, £80 
ono. or all for £525. v Chr.s, 081 661 7464 
far deJails 
Amiga A500. Software manual* ond mouse, 
Hardfy used, excellent condition, only £240 
cro. a- 0628 338' 0 evenings after & DTI. 

Amiga A500 3Mb RAM Philips CM8633 Mk 
II colour monitor. Golden image hand 
icanner. Cruiser joystick. Qtec 3.5 extro drive 
Panasonic KYP10B1 BW printer. All 1 6 
months old. Games. £700. n 0268 692717. 
Amiga games boxed. Another Place/Lflrimav 
VDomoclei/Populus t/Future 
Wors/L>akken/BloDrJwych/Dala Disk Vol 
1/Loom/Populus Promised Lanes. £8 each. 
0329 42809 after 6 o'clock, 
GVP 80Mb Quonlum hard drive with 2Mb 
RAM For A500<P), £450. u 0268 680243 
AS90 herd drive w.th 2MB RAM. bo**d with 
warranty. £250. Sombo Digilizer with 
Vidirhrorr. software and leods. £50   C t:zen 
120D printer with cable, £70. « Mike 0928 7)4997 
Amiga 2000 wilh 40Mb quantum hord drive, 
2Mb RAM, £780 ono. Commodore A2286 
fj'idge soara, £ 150 ono. Will haggle, but no 
time wasters please, n 0224 649451. 
Amiga A590 hard drive 20Mb wilh 2Mb 
RAM on dislt c/w monual and power pack, 
cost £376 onty six months old. £200, ]07S8| 
565221, 
Books as new. supporting disks included. Besi 
Amiga tricks and tips. £16, Amiga Basic 
Inside- Our, £ 12. Postage, £ 1. Wanted Flacon 
F16 disk one. » Gerry [0404) 427508. 

It's only £5 to sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts. Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
(made payable to Future Publishing) or postal order for £5. But BE 
WARNED. This magazine is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other iltegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and 

a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. Please 
advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers. All 
ads are accepted in good faith. The editor reserves the right to refuse 
or amend ads, We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or 
losses arising from the use of this service. 

Trade ads will not be accepted, including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

Name  

Address (not for publication) 
, Issue 14 

Postcode. 

Date........ 

Tel.  

Tick one box to 
show required 

section heading 
For sale □ 

Wanted ...... 

Persona! 

Famines..,. □ 

Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section will he printed. Return with your 

cheque to: 
Reader Ads, 

Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth 
Street, 

Bath, 
Avon BA1 2 B W 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad. 

Signature, 
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UNDERSTANDING ADS 

Understanding 

_ A dvertisements 

E 

very one wants to save 
money, but it's equally 
important that when you 
buy something foi your 

Amiga, be It software or hardware, 
that you get the best product 
available for your particular budget. 
Just by buying a magazine such as 
Amiga Shopper, you've already 
taken a big and very sensible step 
towards ensuring that when you do 
actually buy something, you'll get 
the best deal possible. 

Obviously it would be Impossible 
for us to cover each and every new 
product that ever appears on the 
Amiga (there are just too many]). We 
try our utmost to cram as much into 
the magazine as space limitations 
will allow, but in the end it's up to 
you to make the buying decisions. 
We'll always try and help you to 
make the right choice, but with so 
many products being handled by 
several different suppliers, it would 
be impossible for us to keep a track 
of the best deals available. 

It's equally important to 
remember that no advertiser will 
deliberately try to rip you off. They're 
obviously out to make a profit, but at 
the same time advertisers do want to 
feel that they've given you a good 
deal After ail, if you're satisfied with 
the service that they have provided, 
the chances are that you'll shop with 
them again. Do bear in mind, 
however that prices do fluctuate 
between suppliers, so never buy 
from the first advertisement that you 
read without first checking out what 
the rest have to offer. 

As Jong as you follow a few 
simple guidelinesn it's very simple 
indeed to find the best deal for your 
own personal requirements among 
the many advertisements featured 
within Amiga Shopper. Over the next 
two pages we hope to give you some 
idea of what to look out for. Keep the 
following points in mind before 
making your final decision to part 
with your cash, and we're sure that 
you'll not only get a good product, 
but you'll save money tooE 

If you're looking to buy a hard drive but the 

advertising sales talk doesn't make sense, then 

this feature is for you, Jason Holborn cuts 

through the ad copy jungle 

jjflfff^Hk Products such as hard 
$Sn BR drives and printers can 

b source of many 
^BBpr   hours of frustration, so 

it's always worth buying 
new hardware and software from a 
supplier which offers some form of 
after-sales technical support. 

While most suppliers will try their 
utmost to help you out if a problem 
does arise, a company which offers a 
technical support line will almost 
certainly have staff on hand who 
have detailed knowledge of the 
products that they offer, 

©By far the safest method 
L of purchasing anything 
I from a mail order 

supplier is by credit 
card. This provides you 

with insurance of a sort - 
if the company goes bust before you 
receive the products which you've 
ordered, you'll be able to claim back 
the money you have lost through your 

j credit card company. 

dlfWIIfai When buying a hard 
Ju jft drive, don't 

I IVwlBf ^^tornatically think or 
^SllttgggfP^ believe that all drives 
^^^^^  are fast. Some hard 

drives (the A590, for 
example) are notoriously slow, so 
always compare the performance of 
the hard drive you have in mind with 
others on the market. 

The actual drive performance of 
a hard drive will usually be 
represented in terms of either 
access speed or transfer speed. In 
this particular case, an access time 
of 11 ms (milliseconds) is very good 
Indeed. 

OWith RAM expansions 
and hard drives that 
offer memory 
expansion capabilities, 

always check with the 
supplier how much it will actually 
cost to add extra RAM to the device. 

To the uncautious eye the card 
itself may seem cheap, you could 
end up having to pay through the 
nose if the RAM chips themselves 
are expensive. 

■ifrffjfftfo. Another very important 
JW^JSL feature to look out for 
l|Li|lw on any device which 
^Ljj^V connects to the Amiga 
^SSHiP^   via a connector is a 

pass-thru port. In the 
case of RAM expansions and hard 
drives which connect to the Amiga 
via the bus-connector, the lack of a 
passthru connector will render 
useless other non-pas sth ru devices 
(such as Datel's Action Replay 
cartridge), unless the drive or RAM 
expansion is removed first. 

0^he majority of hard 
drives offer a SCSI 
connector these days, 
but there are a few 

that don't Although 
this is not a necessity, 

you'll find the addition of a SCSI 
connector a must if you ever start to 
use scanners, other SCSI drives or 
tape streamers in the future, 

O 

Hard drives aren't as 
reliable as many users 
seem to think, so 
auto-head parking is a 

very important feature 
if you want to protect your 

data from head-crashes and 
read/write errors. Head parking 
moves the drive's head away from 
the disk surface, therefore ensuring 
that the two don't come into contact 
if your Amiga receives a knock. 

©Warranties are very 
t important Indeed, 
i Virtually all products 
" give you at least a 1- 

year warranty, but the 
more years you get the 

better. On-site maintenance is by far 
the best because the supplier will 
actually come to your home and 
repair the device, although this is 
rare unless you purchase the device 
from the manufacturers. 

If you're buying a device which 
costs more than a couple of hundred 
pounds, you may be offered the 
chance to take out an extended 
warranty for just a few pounds - if 
you can afford it, this is a very good 
idea indeed as It will protect your 
investment for several years. To 
quote Alexi Sayle, "many products 
seem programmed to break down the 
very second that your warranty runs 
out!" 

©Hne Important thing to 
check when comparing 
prices is that the 
prices which are 

quoted by the supplier 
include both VAT and 

delivery charges. Do watch out as 
some companies charge extra for 
delivery (as much as £10 on larger 
items]), so the saving that you 
appear to have made won't seem so 
great once VAT and delivery charges 
have been added on.  t vi 
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UNDERSTANDING ADS 

JOHN'S COMPUTER PARADISE 

Paradise House Commercial Road 
Southampton SH3 5DV 

TEL: 0123 456789 

for all your computing needs 

for Orders and Technical Support 

RLL MAJOR CREDIT CRRDS WELCOME M 

PRICES 

TurboSCSISOO TurboSCSI2G00 

52Mb £333.95 £349.95 

100Mti£499.95£429.95 

150Mb£575.95£499.95 

nil prices Include UHT and Deliuery [ 

>MADNESS 

SIK GOOD REASONS FOR 

BUYING fl TURBOSCSI DRIUE 

FOR YOUR R500 

mm 

ULTRA FAST - with an access time 
of 11ms, TurboSCSI driues are 

some of the fastest on the market! 
EHPANDABLE - expand the memory 

of your Amiga up to 9Mb using 

state of the art (and cheap!) SIMM 
modules 

PASS-TARU CONNECTOR - Euen when 

the driue is connected, you can 
still use all your R500 peripherals 
SCSI CONNECTOR - Connect up and 

use other SCSI deuices on your 

Amiga 

AUTO READ PARKING - All UPG driues 

feature auto head parking so they're 
not only quick, but reliable and safe 

too! 

2 VEAR WARRANTY - All UPG driues 

are couered ayainst mechanical 

failure for a period of 2 years 

HI 

'-T fj 

0 

LOOKING FOR fl HRRD 

DRIUE? UJE ARE THE 

EHCLUSIUE UK 

DISTRIBUTORS OF THE 

EHCITING RANGE OF 

TUABOSCSI A500 AND 

A2000 HAAD DRIUES 

AND HRRD CRRDS 

FROM UPG 

COMPUTING OF 

GERMANY 

JOHN'S COMPUTER PflRBDISE 

We have prepared this advertisement purely as an example of what you 
should expect to find. No relationship to real advertisers, products, prices 
or manufacturers is intended. 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 

fcs fib bill Mil, 

[|["i'Hti:xilMII 

Mvfifafnrih: 'llfliMfti, 
'pbiifJ cnated 

\Mn faiwik tips 
talus WKMI SIS kite 
tolitf jto^fiujmLisfo 
Mwttiis fe/tep HI? art if 

lit 1 utiuiSfl 

Win; itaip/asifo 

Kins foip/ltX.IHHl.ilfl 

This month PD sampler fan 

Wrigley takes a took at file 

compression utilities, as we// as 

rounding up the best of what's 

available in the freefy' 

distributable software 

marketplace 

This month, I'm taking a look 
at file com press ton utilities. 
These are (normally CLI- 
based) programs which 

reduce the amount of disk space 
which files occupy. File 
compression Is useful tor a number 
of reasons: for Instance, you may 
find that your hard disk becomes full 
of documents which you need to 
keep, but which you don't normally 
need to refer to. Simple - just 

missed. However, the selection 
covered should be capable of 
decompressing virtually anything you 
might come across. In a future 
column TIE be looking at utilities 
designed to compress whole disks, 
rather than individual flies and 
drawers. 

I've tried to make sure that I 
have the most current versions of 
the utilities, but again it's hard to be 
sure. The best thing to do is check 

WHAT IS DATA COMPRESSION? 
Data compression is the process whereby a fife is reduced in size. There are 
a number of different methods to do this - most of which require a degree In 
maths to understand! Normally, you compress data to archive it on floppy 
disks or to upload it to a bulletin board, and then decompress it using the 
same program when you need it again. 

Any file can be compressed , although the ones which produce the most 
impressive size savings tend to be text or pictures. 

archive them away on to a floppy 
disk. Or what about transferring 
flies to and from a bulletin board by 
modem? If you could reduce that 
200K file to 10OK or so, you'll halve 
the time that you have to stay 
connected - and thus halve your 
phone bill, which can be a pretty 
powerful incentive! 

There are a number of different 
utilities available on the Amiga; this 
month I'll be looking at the most 
common and popular, although there 
are bound to be some that I've 

with your PD supplier that they are 
sending you the latest version when 
you order. Also, keep an eye on the 
Fish disk collection - latest versions 
usually appear on a Fish disk soon 
after they are released, 

LHARC 
Lharc is a freely-distributable 
program, written by Paolo Zibetti, and 
is based on an MS-DOS file 
compression program* It is very 
powerful, and has a list of options a 
mile long. It's only runnable from the 
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Shell (as are most of the 
compression programs, unless you 
use a specially-written front-end), and 
would normally reside in your C: 
directory. 

I tested version 1.3 of the 
program, which fixes some bugs 
present in earlier versions, and also 
adds some new options. The basic 
command form is fairly 
straightforward; typing lharc' 
produces a listing of the major 
switches and options. There are a 
couple of neat features; using the V 
switch makes the utility recursively 
archive everything in any sub- 
directories found, so an entire floppy 

disk in dfl: can be archived just by 
typing in the following... 

lharc -r a newarchive.lzh J 

The 'a' option tells Lharc to create 
an archive, and the -rr switch says 
"Add everything you find on dfl: to 
the archive, including contents of all 
the directories." 

The other neat feature of Lharc 
is something called 'autoshow1. If 
you are creating an archive and you 
want to include a text file which must 

continued on page ISO 

BEGINNERS 
So what's PD, 
then? 

i author his 
requested fee. 

Actually, the name of this column 
is a little misleading. Although It's 
called 'PD World*, in fact PD 
(public domain) software Is only a 
small portion of what's 
collectively known as 'freely 
distributable1 software. 

PD is software which the 
author has put into the public 
domain - that lsT anyone can use 
ft, alter ft and redistribute it. 
Many software authors place 
some restrictions on their 
creations, such as banning people 
from altering ft, or requiring that it 
is only shipped with the original 
documentation. Software of this 
kind is known as 'freeware'. 

Shareware Is a 'try before you 
buy' concept. You take a look at 
the program, use it for a week or 
two and then decide whether you 
tike it enough to keep it. If you do, 
you are morally obliged to send 

This is normally less than £25 or 
so, and often registration entities 
you to upgraded versions of 
programs, or a properly printed 
manual. 

If you don't pay your 
shareware fees, authors are 
discouraged from putting any 
effort into upgrading programs - 
so paying up really does make 
sense! 

Can / give other people copies of 
PD and shareware? 

Of course - spread it around as 
much as possible; this is the only 
way that other people will get to 
see it. However, if you've got a 
special, registered piece of 
shareware, make sure that you 
don't give anyone that version. 
It's yours, and should be treated 
like any other commercial 
program. Instead, give them an 
unregistered version. 
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Amiga Public Domain Software 

AMES! 
117 MONOPOLY (NP) popular old board gam© 
135 CARD & BOARD GAMES (MP) Cluedo + solitaire games 
195 ELECTRIC TRAIN SET (NP) for when the kids are asleep! 
315 RETURN TO EARTH (P) "Elite" type space trading game 
496 HOLY GRAIL* (NP) excellent text adventure 
648 STAR TREK (USE) (2)* (HP) graphic adventures 
680 LEARN & PLAY (2) (NP) maths, words and colouring for kids. 
727 RICHTER'S STAR TREK (2) (P) best version to date 
76$ TR E AS U RE HUNT (N P) pi rate treasu re map game for kids 
957 PIPELINE {P) assemble your pipe to keep the oil flowing 
962 DRIP! (P) rust the pipes, avoid the nasties arcade game 
987 SNAKE PIT (P) nice "Caterpillar'' clone 
991 JEOPARD* {P) 2 player game of world conquest 

1004 GAMES DISK 9 (P) including Tetrix Metallical 
1113 WET BEAVER GAMES (P) funny demo plus Ping Pong 
1230 DRAGON CAVE (P) Sokoban type game with excellent gfx 
1520 BALLOONACY* (P) bomb the buildings & land your balloon 
1539 MEGABALL (P) the best breakout game around! 
1544 SEVEN TILES (NP} futuristic football game like Speedball 
1577 FRUIT MACHINE * (NP) great fruit machine simulator! 
1584 MISSILE COMMAND (HP) stop incoming missiles 
1591 QUIZ MASTER* (NP) excellent trivia game 
1670 WHEEL OF FORTUNE (P) based on the TV show 
1711 MENTAL IMAGE GAMES DISK (NP) 3 brill games! 
1715 FRANTIC FREDDIE (NP) C64 favourite platforms & ladders 
1720 CABARET ASTEROIDS (NP) faithful version of the classic 
1746 WORD GAMES VOLUME V (?) exercise the grey matter 
1747 WORD GAMES VOLUME 2* (P) and not the joystick! 
1748 STRATEGY GAMES* (NP) serious stuff including Sea Lance 
1749 TRUCKIN1 (2) (2D)(P) run /our own trucking company 
1832 POM POM GUNNER* (P) WW2 arcade action - our No.1 

game 
1879 SEA LANCE* (P) Trident submarine simulation 
1882 SIMPSONS GAME (P) help Bart in this S.E.U.CK. game 
1883 BIO NIX N* (P) never-ending shoofem up I 
1905 J NICKLAUS COURSES 1 data disk only! 
1916 AIR ACE fl (P) excelent WW1 shoot 'em up 
1926 NAPOLEONIC WARFARE SYSTEM* (P) war game umpire 
2011 TWINTRIS* (NP) 1 or 2 player Tetris done very good! 
2013 ZEUS (P) simple but addictive puzzle game 
2016 DOWNHILL CHALLENGE (NP) fun on the ski slopes 
2018 WIZZY'S QUEST* (NP) wizard fun! excellent game! 
2049 MATHS DRILL (NP) maths exerciser for a ages 
2050 INSIDERS CLUB* (NP) good stock exchange simulation 
2051 ATIC ATAC (NP) expfore and collect arcade game 
2052 SHAPES (P) addictive puzzle fun! 
2057 BATTLE PONG* (NP) 1 or 2 player arcade classic 
2155 GHOST SHIP (NP) 3D arcade adventure 
2167 LLAMATRON (NP) Jeff Winter classic! 
2177 J NICKLAUS COURSES 2 data disk only! 
2178 SKY FLYER excellent new SEUCK game! 
21 S3 REVENGE OF MUTANT CAMELS Minter'S back! 
2184 TOMCAT great shoot'em up! 
2185 QUIK & SILVA (*NP) smashing platform game 
2187 SKATE TRIBE (NP) skateboard frenzy? 
2188 CARD SHARP (P) solitaire collection 
2192 STORY LAND 2 (P) excellent kids adventure 
2196 ASSASSINS 14 (NP) Columns/China Challenge II 
2198 21 GAMES a!IA500+- compatible? 

DEMOS AND ANIMATIONS 

747 POPE YE MEETS THE BEACHBOYS (P) very funny! 
773 SHARK ANIMATION* (NP) deadly ray-tracing! 
825 BUD BRAIN 1 (S) (X) (NP) great 2 disk demo + naughty bits! 
895 A TRIP TO MARS (NP) demo with a difference 
906 MADONNA CARTOON ANIM* (NP) short digitised animation 
935 MADONNA: HANKY PANKY (P) excellent Madonna sample 

1033 AT THE MOVIES** (NP) loves of a squirrel? 
1188 FILLET THE FISH (P) funny cartoon 
1229 BUDBRAIN 2 (NP) good as the first one? you judge! 
1238 EVIL DEAD DEMO (X) * (NP) get them before they get you? 
1453 MORE AEROTOONS* (P> 2 Schwartz classics 
1540 AMY, Vs. WALKER ANIM" (NP) Eric Shwartz at his best! 
1541 BATMAN ANIMATION1 {P} funny Schwartz animation 
1552 MAGICIAN ANIMATION 2* (P) simply magic! 
1560 PHENOMENA ENIGMA* (P) superb gfx and music 
1628 DO THE BART, MAN* (NP) a must for all Simpsons fans! 
1701 TRON ANIMATION (2) * (P) based on the film 
1707 DECAY: SIMPSONS DEMO* (P) should appeal to everyone 
1753 LIFE OF BRIAN (2) <P) sample from the film 
1841 AN1T LEMMiN' DEMO (2) (NP)" for Lemmings fans with 2 Meg 
1850 THE WALL (6) (2D) (NP)* mammoth Pink Floyd six disker! 
1856 BETTY BOO ANIM/SLIDESHOW (P) doing the Amiga 
1885 ROBOCOP ANIMATION " (P) digitised from the film 
1900 SILENTS: ICE DEMO (NP) superb music and graphics 
1902 VIRTUAL WORLD* (NP) 3D filled vector demo 
1943 WINDSURFER ANIMATION (2) (P)* very good 
1947 MR POTATO HEAD (P)s funny cartoon antics 
1948 MR POTATO HEAD CHIPS ARE UP! (P)* more adventure 
1956 CREATURE COMFORTS DEMO (NP) from the TV adverts 
1982 3D PINBALL ANIMATION* (P) beautiful ray-tracing 
2193 4 STROKE ENGINE ANIM (P) technical animation 

81 UEDIT PROCESSOR (NP) 
119 AMIGA MCADfP) 
410 DPAINT CARTOON BRUSHES 
442 DPAINT FONTS DISK (4) (P) 
458 HAM RADIO UTILITIES (5) (NP] 
571 JAZZ BENCH (NP) 
580 DOPE INTRO MAKER (NP) 
591 BUSINESS CARD MAKER (P} 
632 MSH(MESSYDOS) (NP) 
642 C MANUAL 
661 PROGRAMMING 

DISK 1 (NP) 
632 SOUND APPS. (2) (NP) 
684 VIDEO APPLICATIONS [2) (P) 
901 THE COM MS DISK (NP) 

1022 AMOS UPDATE 1,32 (P) 
1095 DATABASE WORKSHOP 

(2){P) 
1097 DPAINT CLIP ART (2) (P) 
1099 VIDEO GRAPHICS (4) 
1117 GENEALOGY* (P) 
122B ST EMULATOR (GERM.) (NP) 
1273 C-LIGHT(P) 
1450 NEW SUPERKILLERS (P) 
1451 ELECTROCAD VI.4 

DEMO (P) 
1452 AM (BASE (P) 
1536 NORTH C (PACKED) 
1537 NORTH C (UNPACKED) (2) 
1545 SPECTRAPAINTV3.0 
1550 FLEXY-BASE V2,0 (NP) 
1569 LANGUAGE TUTOR (NP) 
1606 DATABASE MASTER 2 0 (NP) 
1S29 SPECTRUM EMULATOR (NP) 

1663 DYNAMITE BRUSH 
FONTS (P) 

1858 202 UTILITIES (NP) 
1878 TEXTPLUSWOHDPROC(P) 
1880 DCOPY 4 UTILITIES (NP) 
1884 EQUINOX INTRO WRITEr(NP) 
1866 MED V3.10 (NP) 
1893 DICEV2.06A (NP) 
1896 DESK BENCH (3) (NP) 
1906 PACESETTER CLIP ART 

(?) (P) 1914 SLIDESHOW CONSTRUE (NP) 
1951 KING JAMES BIBLE (3) (P) 
1954 CELTICS DEMO MAKER (NP) 
1987 QUICKSENCH* (NP) 
1990 NIGHTFLYERS UTILS. IV (NP) 
2004 TURBO IMPLODER V4.0 (P) 
2012 DRAW MAP V2.3D (P) 
2058 VECTOR BALL EDITOR* (NP) 
2168 MESSYSID 
2174 ANTIVIRUS V3.14 (P) 
2176 KIDS PAINT (P) 
2180 TEXT ENGINE (P) 
2181 AMIGA FOX DTP (?) 
2132 WINDOWS BENCH (NP) 
2186 PERM CHECK (P) 
2189 PRINT STUDIO V1 ^5 (P) 
2190 PICTURE CONVERTORS 

PACK 
2195 BBASE2(P) 
2197 UNICOPY V1.0 (P) 
2200 LITTLE BENCH (PLUS ONLY) 
2201 PC EMULATOR DEMO £P) 
2202 TARTO 2 (2) (NP) 

MUSIC DISKS 
61 J M JARRE - DEFINITIVE (P) 

407 CD PLAYER DEMO' (P) 
713 FLA5HI-QUEEN(2)(P) 
724 TECHNOTRONIC REMIX (P) 
746 CRUSADERS BACTERIA (P) 
941 S/TRACKER JUKEBOX (NP) 
976 SCOOPEX BEAST SONIX (MP) 

1026 DIGITAL CONCERT VI(NP) 
1292 CRUSADERS; GENESIS (NP) 
16S5 DEPECHE MODE MUSIC (P) 
1694 ART OF MED MUSIC DISK 
1695 SEAL CRAZY REMIX* (NP) 
1713 SPACED OUT VOLUME 1 
1714 SPACED OUT VOLUME 2 (P) 
1716 I THINK WE'RE ALONE (P) 
1717 EVERYBODY DANCE 

NOW (P) 
1718 DOING THE DO (P) 
1755 AMAZING TUNES 2 (3)* (NP) 
1993 CATS SING KYLEE (NP) 
2006 SAMPLE SENSATIONS* (NP} 
2008 MOVE ANY MOUNTAIN* (P) 
2059 VIVALDI 4 SEASONS (2)*{P) 
2159 CHARLY(P) 
2160 WHAT CAN U DO FOR 

ME?(P) 
2199 SHAMEN REMIX (P) 

SLIDESHOWS 
282 FORGOTTEN REALMS (P) 
617 NEIGHBOURS SLIDESHOW 
725 DIGGY PEGGIES (2) (NP) 
742 MADONNA SLIDESHOW (P) 
814 VIZ SLIDESHOW (P) 
891 CREEPSHOW(P) 
899 MADONNA S.'SHQW 2 (2)* (NP) 
968 G0HEZONES/SHOW[X}[P) 

1051 TOTAL RECALL 3,-SHOW (NP) 
1085 COMIC SLIDESHOW (X) (NP) 
1103 SPORTS ILLUST. GIRLS (P) 
1263 RICHTERS/SHOW (S) 

(2D)(P) 
1277 DIVINE VISIONS (2)*(NP) 
1279 FORGOTTEN REALMS '90 (P) 
1708 INVISIBLE WORLD (P) 
1719 YABBA DABBA CARTOONS (P) 
1781 REFLECTIONS (NP) 
1635 NIGHTBREED 

SLIDESHOW (P) 
1876 REFLECTIONS 6 (P) 
1901 LEEDS UNITED S.'SHQW (P) 
1919 DEBBIE HARRY (2) (2D)*(NP) 
1984 
198*3 
1991 
2179 MAG. FIELDS ART DISK 

TERMINATOR Si'SHOW (NP) 
ALIENS SLIDESHOW (NP) 
AQUARIUS IMAGES (P) 

BLANK DISKS 
Call for latest prices? 

DISK BOXES 
10 capacity  99p 
40 capacity ,,,.£4.99 
80 capacity.... £6.99 
100 capacity... £7.99 

MIC ROBOTICS M501 
512K UPGRADE 

With clock, 16 Chip 
A500/A5QO PLUS 

£25.99 

ACCESSORIES 

MASTERSOUND SAMPLER £34.99 
KEYBOARD COVER , £2.99 
PRINTER COVER £4.99 
MQNITOA DUST COVER ..£4.99 
MOUSE MAT , ..£2.99 
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND £4.99 
CENTRONICS PRINTER CABLE .£6.99 
MODULATOR EXTN'N CABLE ,..£12.99 
ACTION REPLAY 111 (PLUS OK).£56.99 
NAKSHA MOUSE ....£26.99 
Rue TEC DISK DRIVE £59.99 
CUMANA DISK DRIVE ..£59.99 
1000 DISK LABELS ....£12.99 
STEREO AUDIO LEADS ,£3.99 
DRIVE CLEANING KIT £1.99 
FURRY MOUSE COVER £3.99 
PRINTER RIBBONS VARIOUS 

A500 PLUS 
1MB UPGRADE 

Takes A500 Plus 
to 2 Meg! 

£45.99 

We stock 

<Deja Vu 

Licenceware 

Full details on 

request 

HOW TO ORDER 

Please send cheque/p.o. payable to 
"Crazy Joe's" to: 

CRAZY JOE'S 
DEPT. AS14 

145 EFFINGHAM STREET 
ROTHERHAM 

S.YORKSHIRE S651BL 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
(0709) 829286 

FAX YOUR ORDER ON 
(0709) 878308 

DISK PRICES 
1 to 9 disks 
£1.25 each 
10 or more 
99p each 

POSTAGE 
INCLUDED IN PRICE IN UK 

Europe, Eire...Add £2-50 
Rest of world...Add £4.00 

Overseas orders sent air mail 
Payment in Sterling please! 

Send a stamped addressed envelope 
for our FREE list! 

Loads of titles to choose from! 

VISIT OUR SHOP 
We stock commercial games, 
accessories, blank disks, etc, 

Open Monday to Saturday 
9.30am - 5.30pm 

CALLERS WELCOME 

KEY TO SYMBOLS USED 

(2) = NUMBER OF DISKS 
+= 1MB ** = 2MB, ETC. 

(2D) = 2 DRIVES (X) = ADULTS ONLY 
(P) = A500 PLUS COMPATIBLE 

(NP) = NOT A500 PLUS COMPATIBLE 

PD GAMES PACKS 

GAMES PACK 1 
(Some 1Mb - not A500+) 

37 titles including 
Invaders, Tetris, Asteroids, Missile 

Command and many more! 
8 DISK SET ONLY £7.951 

GAMES PACK 2 
(1Mb only - not A500+) 

Arcadia, Crossfire, Twintris, 
Balloonacy, Wizzy's Quest. 
5 DISK SET ONLY £4.95! 

, GAMES PACK 3 
(Any Amiga - A500+ compatible) 

Dragon CaveT Drip!f Zeus, 
Megaball, Air Ace II 

5 DISK SET ONLY £4.95! 

GAMES PACK 4 
(Not A500+ compatible) 

Card & Board games, Shapes, Frantic 
Freddie, Serene II, Mental Image Games 

5 DISKS SET ONLY £4.95! 
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be read, you just make sure that the 
file s name ends with the extension 
'jtxtdispiayme', and when the 
archive is extracted the contents of 
the text file will automatically appear 
in a window. This is a great way for 
adding a copyright notice, giving 
instructions about how to run a 
program or whatever. 

LHA 
This utility, written by Stefan Boberg 
from Sweden, is shareware - he 
requests a fee of $20. For that you 
will receive a version of the program 

%hA is so 

sophisticated that 

you will only be 

using a tiny 

proportion of its 

utilities. 

with more features, such as the 
ability to create multiple-volume 
archives (that is, archives which are 
split across two or more floppy disks; 
this is very useful if you're trying to 
compress really big files), 

The users' guide is extremely 
long - over 100K of text - but it pays 
to read it through at least once. 

As usual, just typing ihar will 
produce a limited list of the options 
available, but this program is so 
sophisticated that you will only be 
using a tiny proportion of its facilities 
if you just go by what's displayed in 
the list, 

LhA is compatible with Lharc, LZ 
and LharcA for the Amiga, and 
should be able (with only a couple of 
limitations) to decompress files 
which have been created with any of 
those utilities. 

Unlike many of the other file 
compression programs, LhA allows 
you to set the speed of compression; 
the faster the compression, the 
larger the archive will be. However, 
you don't have to set this every time 
- the program defaults to a perfectly 
reasonable mid-way setting, and 
most users won't ever bother 
changing this. 

ZOO 
Zoo was originally written by Rahul 
Dhesi, and was ported to the Amiga 
by J Brian Waters, who asks for a 
$10 to $20 donation - although he 
says that 'you should not feel guilty 
if you don 't send anything/ It is 
compatible with Zoo on both PCs and 
Unix machines. 

Zoo isn't as sophisticated as 

File compression utilities - speed tests 
To test out the file compression utilities, we created a "mixed bag' drawer 
containing an application, some text files and some IFF graphics, The total 
size came to 396K, We timed each of the compression utilities, both to 
compress and decompress the fifes, and we also measured the compressed 
file size. No other program was running while the files were being 
compressed/decompressed. The results are shown below; the percentage 
space saved is worked out by the formula 1 - (compressed size)/{original 
size), Note that PowerPackerwas not included in the tests since it is not 
designed to compress collections of files - merely single files. 

Program Time to 
compress (sees) 

Time to 
decompress (sees) 

% size saved 

that it is runnable from the 
Workbench (it has its own icon) and 
that it is Intuition-, rather than CU- 
based. For this reason, it will be 
popular with people who aren't 
particularly happy with the Shell, or 
those who hate typing in full 
pathnames for every file that they 
want to compress. 

The program, from the PKWare 
company, is shareware; $23 
registers your copy, while if you send 
$43 or more (!) you will be sent the 
most current version of the program. 

Setting up the program is 
perhaps a little awkward - you must 
copy three files to your S: directory 
before you start work - but once 
that's done, it is reasonably easy to 
use. One thing to remember is that 
when you want to compress a file, 
you must type in the name of the 
archive which you want to create - 

some of the other programs 
available, and can sometimes be 
rather annoying to use. For instance, 
it seems to demand that all archives 
have a .zoo' extension - so you 
have to rename any which don't 

On the other hand, Zoo does 
have one neat feature: it supports 
both 'novice' and expert' 
commands. So, someone not used 
to the program can type in '-add' to 
add a file to an archive, while a 
seasoned user wiii instead type 
'aP:'. 

Not many people seem to use 
Zoo these days, but because it's 
fairly popular on the Unix and PC 
platforms, it's certainly worth having 
in your C; directory. 

PowerPacker may not have the most 
but It's still an incredibly popular file 

PKAZIP 
Zip is probably about the most 
common file compression method 
used on PCs, so it's not surprising 
that a version has appeared for the 
Amiga. What is surprising, though, is 

Impressive file requester in the world, 
compression package 

WHERE TO GET IT 
There are two main ways of getting hold of PD and shareware for the 
Amiga: from a PD library or from a bulletin board. 

There are many Amiga PD houses about; youII see plenty of adverts 
here m Amiga Shopper, and we also print a iist of PD houses on page 158. 
You should expect to pay anywhere between 99p and about £2,50 per disk, 
often with a discount if you buy a large number of disks at a time. Whether 
you go for the cheapest or not is up to you - larger and more experienced 
PD houses often have to charge slightly more because they are em ploying 
full-time staff, and include a catalogue with your order. 

The advantage of getting software from a bulletin board is that you can 
be fairly sure it's the latest version - the people who use BBSs are serious 
enthusiasts, and always want the most up-to-date versions of everything. On 
the down side, though, you 11 need a modem to connect (check out Amiga 
Shopper's modem offer for a couple of reasonably-priced units). YouII also 
have to pay phone connection charges for the time that you are on-line. 

There are a growing number of bulletin boards with large quantities of 
Amiga software available for download. Two good examples are 01-for Amiga 
(071 377 1358) and The Cheam Amiga BBS (081 644 8714). On the other 
hand, you could join up to CIX (Compulink Information exchange), which 
caters for users of a vast range of computers, including the Amiga, There 
are also hundreds of conferences, ranging in subject from biking to pinball 
machines, politics to cryptography. Many of the Amiga Shopper writers have 
their own CIX accounts (mine is 'iwrigley'), so you can get first-hand advice 
on your problems. 

For details on CtX, call 081390 8446 (voice} or 0813901244 (modem). 

it s no use just specifying 'RAM;' as 
the destination, you must actually 
type 'RAM:myarchive.zip'. It's a 
shame that the program doesn't 
prompt you for the name of the 
archive, instead of just saying that it 
"Couldn't open destination file". Still, 
there is on-line help available if you 
want it- 

Using a compressor from an 
Intuition window is far easier than 
having to cope with the command 
line - I'd recommend anyone to have 
a look at PKAZip. 

LZ 
Lz is by Canadian Jonathan Forbes, 
who asks that you send him a fee of 
$15 (Canadian or US Dollars). It is 
compatible with both lharc and LhA. 

Jonathan is clearly somewhat 
proud of the speed and compressed 
file sizes that Lz achieves - he 
makes the point about a dozen times 
that Lz is the fastest, most efficient 
and all-round best thing since sliced 
bread. 

In use, Lz performs just like any 
of the other CLI-based compressors; 
just typing lz1 produces an 
abbreviated help screen (it's nice to 
have a Press return to continue' 
message, rather than the text just 
scrolling off the top of the screen, 
though). The program is indeed fast 
- see the table for actual speed 

continued Mi page 1 S3 
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CUT, TICK & POST.....CUT, TICK & POST 

m Credit Card Hotline (0702) 466933 

1^1 PD Soft IAS1411 Bryant Ave, Southend-on-Sea, ESSEX, SSI 2YD 
VARIOUS UTIUTIES 

JX V13 PLAY & READ \2\ A coUeclion d education programs lor the under 7 year old's. JX V16 FISH TANK SIMULATOR A program thai • an aquarium Visually pleasing, rjjf V28 WORD WRIGHT & AMIGA SPELL, Contains over 9,0QQ words & more words can be added, JX V29 HOUSE HOLD INVENTORY Means of maintaining oil your House hole possessions. □X V41 DPAINT ART Canolins loads ot pictures for you 1rj mess urcjnd wilh iouds into your Dpuinl. JX V4& TV & VIDEO GRAPHICS (6] Pocked with background screens Far your video pfoducllons.. Different types ol graph ic styles PwL takes an IFF Picture & peels it down the screen, & Much More. JX V&6 VIDEO PRODUCTION (2) Both disks are Packed wth video & Genlock utilities QX VT09- PRINT STUDIO ExaHlerllui jr. if niy uicturtb Or text An excelleni program tor all printer owners JX VT91 MASTER VIRUS KILLER Virus Checker & Killer. Wiih Exce lorn colons, includes search disk. □ VT93 THE EMULATORS Covers Various [21 Formats which Includes CPM. IBM -PC & ST Require 2 drives. |UX VIM M R,BACKUP HD An excellent Hard disk bock up program. Backs up all or any pad of the drive ! JX Vm GRAPHIC INTERCHANGE ntorchange graphics Between Af:ri Sr/FC Grc^'iit •:, lo ihe Aiilifja |jX V21S DT5KMA5TER v3.2 Copies flies from one disk h mother DISKSALV Corrects & repairs □ V261TEXTPLUS VERSION 3X This diskfs not just an update but complelly New Word processor. JX V262 DUPLICATION & BACKUP: Super Duperjurbo copy. Sanity copy & PCopy. Four new copiers to backup your orlginotsfor save keeping. jX V277 FORTRAN'-77 vl.3c Compiler, linker & run time support library- FflTO JX V279 CROSSWORD CREATOR A program Itia! Creoles crosswords. UPDATED VERSION. JX V284 MCAO PROGRAM The Oaiecl Drawing Program for :he Amigo.ie CAD JX V2S5 EDUCATIONAL: TYPING TUTOR A Simule ryplng which, measure your speed on the keyboard. JX V291 POSTSCRIPT INTERPRESTER vl.5 Down load any Po$S Scripl Fonts 1o yagr printer Like a laser Printer. JX V29B NORTH C vU [21 The mosl famous C: ■ntJiitnjH nn the Amiga F'irliidesal! f HS muuired. JX V301 EYE Of THE BEHOLDER HINT BOOK tnc mtrodutfion Background Maps, S1rategy fit Solution. JX V304 CHAOS STRIKES SACK HINT BOOK Inc introduction, Backqrourd, Maps, Slrategy & Soluiion J V3X)fr A-GENE V3.125 .asles! vermin"of I u> Fair-iy Tree program. Reviewed in CU Amiga. JX V311 JACK NSCKIUS COURSE DISKS [5) A .se nt lion ol Extra courses designed wilh the corstrucrion kit. JX V323 ANALTICALC SPREAD SHEET |2J this is Ihe best spread shee1 oragram to date or tie Amiga. □ V327 THE SOUND TRACKER CONVERTER Load in a sound Irocker fijne & save on executable File J V33Q RED SECTOR EXTRAS DESK 1 Or. I His, disk ore ■ 32 poim Fonts, 16 Point fonts, vector slats, Starftelds it masic Space Journev Lorna By The deadJOne Troopers. □ V3S1 RED SECTOR EXTRAS DISK 2 Or this disk are D;n logosJiUle Logos,Vector Slors, Starfields, Bob Anims, Vedor OtHeds, Vet!or Bull Ctajecrs & various Fonls. •JX V332 AMIGA PUNT PROGRAM Predict which horse will wi - wih ih s horse prediction program. UX V33J KING JAMES (4f This version o1 Ihfl 3ible By King |cmcs has been typing omo dis'< A Packed on |4f _l V33S TRANSFORMER v3.3 This, is the Lalest version of the IBM Emulator disk <?equirean MS-Dosdisk QX V339 SPECTRUM EMULATOR DATA DISK 1 oeds v216 orv443 _i V340 TSB VECTOR DESIGNER The Special Bothers presners The TSB Vecior designer vl.t mis program will CUHofH fili^u vet'i:' oh Ht IS lirn vnt lors   Eobs" JX V341 CUP ART COLLECTION 2L Eight more d sks fully packed wilh exceflenl clip ad. IB] JX V349 SJD vl.Oi Replaces tfleCU Command llne& ni:<ps life \Wf ensy ?«ro"nrriHrd«»:i for n I JX V350 BUSINESS CARD MAKER Design you* own Business cards on the Amiga JX V354 PCS UTILITIES No 13 r FREECOPY, Removes proteded games copy proletlion so that the user con install Ihem on his/her hard dis*. DCAT, Can create yuur UWII d!:lk catalogue SCENERY, Creoles some excellent fractal based 'and scapes. NUKE vl.4 JX V35B GENESIS LANDSCAPE Sr.jlpl or Mould any iradol Kmdscope in vorious types & siies Shareware, JX V361 PDS UTILTTIES 14 ; MODCONVERT, Prog mm NOISE PLAYER, P'ogram. MULTT PLAYER, Program, wtiici wi! piny vi:rioiis Tir>;i.jles "H:I nsl C K lypn □ V365 RED SECTOR MODULES (MUSIC); Vorious music modules Tor ,jse wilh I he RSI Dftmo Maker JX V366 600 BUSINESS LETTERS There are over aOO Slondarri business lelters on Ihis riisfe Cor be used ns ihoy ore, or insen some parts inlo you^ own leMeviexr. JX V39i> THE DESKTOP PUBUSHWO PROGRAM The Aral amiga PD DeskTop Publishing program. Includes various extra features over Ihe olrlvVara processor, Test Editor, Graphics editor & loads more LUf V3?2 AMICASH BANKJN Pie besl bonkin pragram Iho I i hove ever used an Ihe Amiga, easy controls. (JX V393 PDS UTILTTIES No 15 i BOOTGAMES, Tne kJea is to insloll oreol two ganrj&sonlo youraisla bootbkxk Braekout & Breaker, V&7 :;imr.ln; la      BOOTGENL Anolher boon block program 800TPIC. Tr^a program v.ill inral! any IFF pin-.. :i onlo Y&.r disks bcoiblock. TRAINER FAAKER, JX V354 CHEMESTETlC A program 1hol draws molecules JS na ihe coloife model Excellenl effeds. jU V39S UEDTf WORD PROCESSOR v2.Ah This is an excellent Word Processor with various learn modes. Menu customization, Hypertext On I ne help. A teach mode, Splil windows, Copy, Paste, Undo & More. •JX V396 PDS UTlLmES No 16: DATAfABY, Excellent L>alobase program. A nice menu driven system LANDSCAPE, Seised around a landscape drawing ■JX V397 MANDELBROT ADVENTURE KIT A well done mundt-lurol Generatur v.-ilh lull source Code JX V39? PCS UTIUTIES No 17 ; STITCHERY, A riling pattern program SMOV1E, Video production scroller. JX V40<3 RAY TRACER CONSTRUCTION KIT A Ray tracer tor ihe Amiga compuler. Load Workbench Jirsf jX V401 vVrNOO'WBENCH vl.O (Z) Ar excellenl VJort- bencti II replacement for oil vl.OJ users. Recomended JX V403 AMOS UPDATE vl.32 This is ihe lafesi RAMiDS update ior the Amos Programme*. JX V410 PDS UTILITIES No I: PfflNTWG UnLJTlES PPType, PPShow.. AEFD. View. Tiny Prinl. FA5TJET, A program for Deskjel Sfifl users ymj want lo u se the rasoluhon enhanced graph* set GWPdnt ll. JXV413 WORKBENCH 2 S WORK STATION IhSiS nol jusf anothierv^orkbench clone. H's a colleclsan of utilities with 1hc Wor<bcnch ihcmc. 12} jjf V4I5 VIDEO SCREENS:! Excellem back ground Hi'-tur^s for video pron'nd nn wo's Nice h-nck drops □X V417 SUPERBENCH & EXTRAS [2) An excellent re- placement c:sk with more utiklies lhan iho originci 'A3 J VQ 20 CURSOR BASIC COMPILER Compile any Amiga Basic program wilh this Uility disk. .JX V429 Ci COMMANDS Fhls chs^ is Med with ulilifces which can be used in Slartup-sequences □X V424 PDS UTILITIES No IB Utilities include. Anti-flkka- progrom, Said to slop 1he flicker in Hgh Res. Arori ST Emulator. FTcgram -0 lum yow on :a inio on ST.  J |mwg^Praoja^o^i^ouram|ga^ 

JX V431IMPLODER v4.t) Seriur^s file S EC fc* soroge on hard drrves our your own colfedion disks. JX V433 ANIMATION STUDIO Ar excelleni Animation cresfor for you to make your own. JX V43B OPT1 LmuflES v2.Q This u sk is pocked wiih some excellent hard disk ulSties •JX V43? AMIGA C: MANUAL U this nwiuOl is Ihe complete C: manual lor Ihe Amiga & describes open & work wilh oil pahs ol IheC: syslen. It ctea cantaini vorkjus examptes. same simple & same morecomplex ol *ie way through Ihe disks a tutorial is there lo help you cot (4) JX V4« SPECTRUM EMULATOR vl.2 By KGB Main updated feature Is n now has sound ability. JX V444 PRINTER DRIVER UPDATE DISK l|l Mow LOrlams 'ii^hudioMor- I JW 1U irL'::; \->.<. ■■• previous drivers included on Ihis disk Qve' 90 JX V445 JRCOMM vl,02 This is Ihe lalesl version ot Ihe 'jxcellent modem based computer pfogram. iJX V455 LAND BUILDER A fradal geflft'Otlny program 10 generate landscapes. J V463 SUPER C; COMMANDS The d Sk is nol 05 full as some aftiers but comes wilh Ml inslruslion. JX V448 DIGITAL ADRESS BOOK Collect & save your address lists on compuler. Sharewaf e. JX V475 P.5UITE vl.4 A colledian uS programs colled P^Wrtli, a simple word processor, P-Drow, P-Reridar and much much more. Exceltervl disk JXV479 CHESS S, CHESS UTIUTIES A collection of chess related Puzzles, Programs & uiilliies. J V483 THE RIPPERS GUIDE A colledian ol help full utities for people yoo rip piciures & sounds. J V4B4 AOVETURE SOLUTIONS R| Another goad colledian of adventure solutions 1m vanous gomes. JX V4B9 AMIBASE PROFESSIONAL J The Kilest updated version ol Ihe excellent Database progom. now includes various excelleni new features. JX V490 MESSY SID II This is the Irjlesl version 11 will read lylS-Dos desks and fronfer any text files lo & Irorn ihe PC disfe / Your Amiga. So you can do work an on fBM or an Amiga and swop rest between >hem LUf V49Z JAM RIPPER vl.7 & JAM CRACKER Vl.O Also contains an excellent music ripper program. □X V493 DESKBENCH (31 Ttils is Oft exceltenl Workbench reptacmem wilh special utilities. Jjf V497 BEATRIX POTTER CUP ART An excellent collection af clip art for any DTP program or Dpaint J V49B THIEF SOUND RIPPER v3.0 " ndr, SidmOn 1, 2 IMIdll, JHam cracker, future Composer. Sound monitor, Noise/Proffacker, Slartrekter. Delia, sound system, david Whioker 6. Nolseprjcker JX V499 STAR CHART vl.2 This is an excellent slar plorim prooram wilh some mlresling lealures. 
JX V509 MED v3.2 h;s is another update to ihe Ulrimo'c sound music Ecilor praaram jX VS10 UTTLEBENCH This ■.vorkbench replacement <s he lirsi ore "or Ihe new Anvga SOOp Computer. JX VS15 THE A*4 PACKAGE v2,0 jl] A very complele C 64 EmulalDr Adualty runs faster ihaf 64 Runs 64 basic, transfers disks from your original 64 disk drive wilh a shareware lead. JX VS17 VIDEO a AMIN : VIDEO DB, A program lor keepin frackon your video lope ooSJedions. RTAP, Lels you play lorcie Anims an small Mem machines JX VSlfl IMAGE LAB Performs many efleets from simple averaging to fosl kwrier irgnsforms. Toote On Top, Does fades, cotourbors tgray bar generation. JX V519 ST1U5TORE Used fd Creole over foe shoulder graphic Inserts like the "70 clock news. JX VS20 GRAPHICS ■ A GRAPH Creoles calourfull pie. bar and iine graphs PtCBASE, zrto*s reduced vefsions oJ all your IFF pidwes. " Requifes V522 JX V521 PLOTTING & GRAPHICS: PtOTXY, A powerful full featured plotting package PLANS, A well done enmpurer niOed drafting prc.qram JX VS22 ARPVLS1 Cor man irl.4( Makes many im-provements to AmigaDos & makes your system easier lo use. includeVwl users developers guide. JX V523 DICE C COMPILER [2| Wahhew Hans full feal-ured powerfull C compiler & envirom&Yl System. JX VS25 LABEL MAKER vl.3 An excellent dis*. EnnlftM program wilh various new features J Y52fr DRAW MAP v3.1 (2] -ViH now generarearry IS colour pofent ■ff-b user amfcoL New feaiufes include forger maps with nolionoi boundaries, improved he^P and printing. 1.2fVtb (1Mb version 00 disk V263f JX V52B PDS UTL520 s SUPEROUPER, Anolher excelleni disk copy p^oqram. Lolest updale with new tenure Dtskspeed & FullView, JX V529 FRACTAL & SCULPT 4d: Tree 4dr Creares sculpt 4d irees wilh leaves Contour 4d, IF5Gen & Plasma. Jjf VS30 BUDGET A pro^'om lo t;elp manogirKg personal finances. This is a update lo disk. V280 J)f V534 CATALOGUE UTIUTIES A collection of utilities used 10 Catalogue ask/ Video/ Tape cotections (2) JX V543 DISK STATION (2| t,i\ excelleni workbench roolc cement wifn built in utilities like &?d and olhcrs jX V546 KIDS PANT A parting program designed for children. Includes various colours and speech, j V547 RADBENCH vl.4Anolhei workbench rcplccmeril .''Enhanccmeri a sk. JX V549 ELECTROCAD V> 4 AilOlher Updated 00 Ihe cad drowning preview written in Amos. jVSSO KEFRENS POWER UTILITIES r N*wTopai, Power Fonts, Ciuole. ic>\ Or change any BxS Or 16x16 "onls Window, Change si?e of dos windows. JX V551 THE SUPER KILLERS V2,3; BOOT X v4.40, This is the besl virus killer diskla date kills over 232 virus & may be more, Includes exceitem kilters. Including VC vft.O, Zero virus III vl,20 & VTv2,37. JX V552 PRINT UTILITIES Osklik, HyperCol. Label n". Super rellab. LabeiBase HI. j VS53 SHADOW UTILfTlES Rasle- Blnsrer II. Simplesinai & Text Writter vT.O. □ V554 R.S.I. MUSIC MODULES 2/3 Another sc-iedior ol music from Red Section. (2} J V556- RED SECTOR HELP DISK A iOlher d Sk 10 help you use the Red Sedor Demo Crecrlor QX VSS7TOO SEXY UTIUTIES A very large selection ol utilities Including. V-Checker, Prinl SJudio. Super Dupper & Nu'u! far fa ITKUM urililus to Hsl. J VS59 PUMA TRACKER v>9 Another goad sound iracker dose. Used to Creole the music from Tokj. □ VSftO 10 AMIGA PD COPIERS A col ted kin af copiers lite amigaCopv. Coder copy, Pcopv. ftotttecopy & more. "JX VS62 MORE UTILITIES PopDir, Exchange QCail, Excellent little eolendar program. PhonoDir. .JX V567 PRINTER DRIVER GENERATORS A seledion .   4--. .v.'li vnrini is excel en* Pmler Oiveir Gehnratars JX VS69 DUNGEON MASTER MAPPER A littielool that creates maps of dungeons (and eventually townsl which can be used by a DM for use in a AD&D gome Jjf V570 CHRIS HAMES UTIUTIES : DIHWORK vl.St, Exce en tile copier simulai to diskmasier & Sid but contains more commands to hand. Recommend, jjf V571 WHOM II v2 02 (2] ^- updoie-o Ihe Dr.Who database program. Gives aH info an Cr.Wha progs JX V57J FILE & HARD DRIVE MANAGEMENT f2) : H DC LICK v2.0, A prooram seiedor to make Hard disk Menus. S1ads wirh OOdMfc FILE MINDER, Utty for moinlo.nirc files 4 Directories DOSCONTROt, Tool ihat combines me functiafiofiry of many separate lools. JX V57S HOME BUSINESS PACK (6) Ar excelleni seledion ol ulihiies baaed an word pmcessmg, Dcrta Management, Spread Sheets. Accounls S Prinling 

JX VS01 PDS PRINTING No 3 ; PRINTER DRIVERS. HP Deskjet 50u & SOu Colour, Canon EulOe, BJWO, BJ300, Nec24p, Oki24p, 39p, Star24p, Panasonic^ Seikosha9. HPMODE, Far use with Deskjet 500 □X V582 06, A Database with upto 50 fiefds.max oi ctboul 1.2 million records. CUCKOOS I, eon Amtga Dos enhacement thli^ FTLEF1ND & SUPERV1EW v3.0 _lX V5B3 ICONEDDOR [IE vS.O. Ccn C-Ode Icons uplo 64DK2UU pixels DOCTORICON vl.O, Imports images as icons. Can EOJ1 & Creole any Amiga icons. □X V5B4 EDUCATION : FA5TFACTS, E verything you ever needed to know about the solar system. WORLD MAP, Produces dirfeftend sorts of world maps PLANETS, Irian! locations of pfonls MATH MOUMTAW jX V585 ARCHIVERS 4 selection od most archivers, Ike I LHArc, Zoo, LHWorp, Pak, LZ, PKAZc, Zap, Zippy & more JX V586 FONTS & C: COMMANDS: DtSKSALVE, Repairs damaged dLsLs. SWEEP, Free unlJiid atiocaled memow FONTASSIGH, iss:; ns U ;r.lr, lu I !IH ">YS pulh. jjf V5B7 GEUGNITE FONTS m A selection of Amigo lonfs for use wilh any DTP Package or Dpainl deles □ V590 CRUNCH N COPY A selection of programs lhal will crunch files & Copy disks for safe keeping. □ V591 HAM LAB IFF CONVERTERS GIF lo IFF & bdek. Used wilh the GIF Morhine lo convert Pic 10 Ihe IBM 
JX V592 MICRO EMACSThis is an excellent Word processor also comes wilh a Spell checker wogram JX TEXT ENGINE v3.0 Another excelleni ward processor program Simple bur will do the |ob JX VSvQ DATABASE WIZ This program will record all your Names A Address Easy Dulabase program. JX VSv-y BBASE i vS.3 This disk is one of the most well known dalabose program. Recommend. □ V400 DELTA MUSIC EDITOR An excelleni Music editor program A new flavor in music creation. 'j Vfiflt AUDIO MAGIC v2.o me lafesi co*iedlon of music based programs Excellent selection, J V&02 UNICOPY Ne.vdisk copy program wilh various extro features with onboard features. JX VW3 POOL FORCAST An extra helping hand (Of people who monitor ihe pools, j V604 PO COPT v3.0 Newd sk copy wilh some extra commands & quick copy modes bull In. _iX V6Q5 PRO CA1C vl.O An a^:ceilont prcduc*ion which will produces graphs. See AF32 tor review MAKER vl .O j V606 SAMPLE MAKER vl.O "nis orogram works in a similar way to synthesisers, just choose Ihe wave form, alter It to lasle & Insert Into your sample, j V*07 PflO TRACKER v2.0 A rOsiSiC Editor, which you con create music with, Also load any sample. J V40B DCOPY v2,0 Tnis iii ihe best copier yeJL powedull commands wilh deep scan modes. JX Vola GOLF SCORES v1.fl2 Coif scores just got betler with easy charts 1o keep your averages up*o dale. J V611 FOOTBALL LEAGUE EDITOR JOdde you r ioagues positions tor ins1anloorbail league info □X V620 ASPfCE v3.2 Circuil analysis progrom vv tfi 'iosf.fr.:'       i~:!:. •. 1 .<• -ifA'i. ; J JX V621 ED WORD v2.2    •: f.iiiy J

HUI..HH:J i, opom llonal lexl / Ward processor which offers all standard features & More like Powerful search routines, use any S-poml Amiga font &. hos a built in virus checker. J V62 4 NIB COPIER v2,0 The latest updole to lhal ext. ellenl disk 1 ->P-I program R^uires 2 disk drives □ V62S NCOMM v2 A Ws here the long owarJed update to Ihe besl mcden related program on ihe Amigo. Also contains a New version olLHAn:, !JX VS27 DPAINT FONTS Na'S 1-3. jSJ Ihe latesl selectkin Fonts for use wilh any IFF DTP Program |3| □X V630 AMtCASH Anolher excelleni program to keep a frock of all your checks & expences. 
JX V634 DUNGEON MASTER II MAPS IF maps lor FTVs Dungeon Master ll. Lood through Dpaint. J V635 IBeM EMULATOR This is the best IBM Emulator which supports vorious colour monitors unhfce all ihe athe-rs Volc-d b-esi shercwarc program JX V636 SHADES & FADES : TURBO TTTLE, Video tiller especially suiled Tor inseding him subtitles. STAR BLANK, Blanks screen & desploys a 3d Star Field. 

THE STAR TREK SELECTION 
□X AT05 kUNGOW D7 CRUISER, fees torpedoes while . NCC -1664 RIUANT, Very good aewn mdeed, jf ATIO ENTERPRICES, .aoves iho Slor slatwn dock. NCC T70T-A The classic original Animation JXAT17 THE TWOK NCC l§6Qr ReKort & «he NCC 1701-A-Enterprise. MENSCH ROBOTER JX AT18 TWOK 0 Arim NCC 1B60 Avenger & NCC 1701-A-EntGf prise. NQC C 59 Grissom. JX AT22 APPROACHING VESSELS, Animation, Binary Right Wireframe landscape by T.Richler JX AT23 STAR TREK FLEET MANEUVER, N CC-1940 Fly over & by animation excellent classic JX AT33 THE PROBE II, A-irr .rim BRID OF PREY, Animation from Star Trek. KUNGONHTT. JX AT34 LEAVING SPACE OFflCE, Aninotion, DOCKING, Animalion from slar irek ATTACK MODE, 6-ird of Prey Seoul nip n rlock mode _lX 1060 STAR TREK THE NEXT GE_NERATION, Th:5 game is by Terry A. Mc Infcrah. vl .47 * JX 1061 THE UTLTIMATE STAR TREK M Gome by Topias Richter Now wilh Enalish instructions. JX 2222 STAR TfiEK THE NEXT GENERATION "ni- v, the latest gulz game based on ihe Next generation (2| JX 5MAUGT20 "n! STAR TREK Gome by Ere Guslafson US Inport requires 1Mb & (3( disks, j 5MAU0156 "he STAR TREK Game by Jfrnba Barber The American version 1Mb & [2) disks. jX AMUSE19 TREK73, A ST A? "?F< Rc'l H :..ii"jk:l.r where you con atiock klingons & Romulans JX V367 STAR TREK INFORMATION A DOIOI: :ISH :jf all ihe original series. Very Detailed. JX V0I6 THE FINAL FRONTIER ISSUE 1 Tnis is a dist magatjne based on Two disks both pecked 

He are ihe best NEW Mega demo's from our collect- ion irom the pasr 2 months. The BESl ore lisled tielaw J 19 Be RAY OF HOPE II BY MAGIX 12 _i 2028 IBB MANGAD MEGA DEMO J 2137 THE WILD FILE MEGA DEMO J 2250 ODYSSEY ALCATRAZ |5f "his 4 disk space Oayssey needs to been seen 10 be beleved. Brill J 2259 HARDWIRED CRIONICS |2| J 2375 FEEL THE VIBEL BT DIGITAL j 2379 FLASH FOR FANTASY BY SANITY j 239H RHYTHM NATION BY TLB [2) J 2400 DIGITAL DISCO II BY CHROME (2] J 2404 SKIN EGG ANIM BY EVA C0RTE5E £3) J 2413 DEVILS 'COLOURS' MEGA DEMO 
ERIC SCHWARTZ SECTION 

JX 1700 ANTILEMMINS Anim Requires \2\ 2Mb _1X 1703 THE DATING GAME Anim requires (2] 2Mb jx 1842 shumE COCK Animation [IMbJ JX 1B5 0 LATE NIGHT & TERMINAL Anim |lMh} JX 2013 AGtLLlTY Aninoiion r.st fMb] jX 2021 VIETNAM CONFUCT Animation (1Mb] JX 2133 GULF WAR CONFUCT L2Mbf _1X 2307 AMY AT THE MOVIES II (4] 1Mb Only. jX 2311 AMY vs THE WALKER II \2) 3Mb JX 2384 AMY AT THE BEACH m Probley Ihe besl ' nation hy ES to date, ExCeBenl 3Mb 2427 CAMOURFLAGE ANIM 1Mb 

JX 242B MR POTATO HEAD'THE CIRCUS ACT [2) By Chris Hill, know this is nol on Es Anim bul it uplo his standard & features or* ol his characters The Harrier Excelleni slorr JX 2430 SKUNKS & HUNKS: POGO II Ani motion 2Mb .JX SMAUGSO^ AMYHIST InTroduces Amy the ^qu iiel jx SMAUG303 BATMAN, An ol her Animation VTOL, about a Harder vs PropeDer plane contest. JX SMAUG305 HOW TO RUN, How to run into a wall Very funny Animation by Eric Schwarti. JX SMAUO306 AMYWALKS, Anim of Amy Ihe squirrel flalk ng AMYJOGS, Anim of Amy 1he Squirrel Wolking 

j 1Q73 TETR15 ORlGlNALlI -:. is tno closest gameto ihe original telrts computer gome. A Classic JX 1420 DTRIS This is the besl 2 Ployer Tetris game. _lX 1454 MEGA BALL An excelleni Arkanc+d game JX 14B4 SOLITAIRE ft BOUTAH ROYAL Card gomes _ix 1561 TRiTWis Ihis ri fie besl version ofTems on the Amiga, wilh 1 player, 2 player & 3 Payer ophons. _ T73S ASTERIOOS THE ORIGINAL' Another old classic. This is the original classic comouler game. J1747ILAMATRON GAME 2001 By Jeff Mlnrer Bni :irl stulf fi= An excellent produdion. Shool lo kill JX T749 SCRAMBLE Tr,e OngJnd Remember thorl old classic well is now on the Amino.The Shool em up. 
JX 1B70 PATIENCE'S, This -s ihe besl version to dole DOMINOS, Ray vs Ihe compete? or ufiOlher ptoveT. .JX 1977 POM POM GUNNER Shcc" dowi fre incOm-mg worW war l air planes in this Operation Wolf type game JX 1981 TRUCKING ON A Iruck Irovel-ng adventure Irading gome An excellent simulator <2| JX 1984 AIR WARRIOR Thfl I rsl TOl Pighl SimulOlor on Ihe Amiga wilh various Air planes 10 Fly J 2018 JETMAN Anolher Spectrum classic conveded lo Ihe amigo. H s JeiPak wilh all the nrir;;nal souncs JX 2022 SEA LANCE ihe firsl Silenl Ser.ico tvpe sub come within our Amiga PO collection. JX 2054 AT1C ATAC A rendrlinn ol Ihe game from the original Spectrum computer. Graphic Maze adventure JX 21ol ETHOS GAME An excellent new role plc^incj/ Slratery game Load ihraugh workbench. JX 2162 BATTLE OF BRSTTAN WAR GAME ? Srrrjlegy wor gomes which bolh need kiading ihrough Wb. jX 2144 DUNGEON ON NADROJ This is Ihe best Dungeons & Dragons Public domain type game we have played sn a long lime Recommended lor all. j 2171WESTLANDS An excellent game, viewed in masl Magazine with very good reviews. J 2173 CARD GAMES, Vorious card games Idled Cribbage. Blue Moon, King, Patience & Hearts. jX 2177 MISSION X : RAID ll This isoshool em up game in ihe style of SWFV & 1943. Very good game JX 2175 SURVIVOR A spno e bnserl rrrfvelurs game wilhin Ihe Aliens theme, Nicecolourfull graphics JX 2179 ADVENTURES IN HELL A collection of Six. gornes, Jedi, Sior irek, Ailanlis, Ring & indication. JX 21&0 SKODA CHALLENGE An excellent A plcyc hotRod game wrvlten in Amos. 5impte but good fun. :JX 2185 BATTLECARS Excellent Sold 3d Graphics. Irovel around, bock down the other cars & deslroy. □X 2199 PARACHUTE JOUST You ore foiling down 10 eanh & must lake Ihe Parochcrlefrom the other player. JX 2219 NAPOLENlC WAR SIMULATOR v5.0 An excellent simulator program. Senl direct by the Author. JX 2220 STRATEGIC GAMES, Elcira Rome. Lords of Hosts, In Moonshine, An Exceierrt collecBon.of games. ijX 2221 MIND GAMES 21 ol the best Mind games to challenge your mind nol your stiooling skills. J 22 2i SWORD OF THE WARLOCK A Bards loles f Eye ol Ihe BehoWer adventure game packed on ihree disks. The besl 5horewore rote playing game on the amigo Excetfenl Advelure (3) 1Mb (2Dmu| JX 2265 HOLLYWOOD QUIZ. A nicely prrxli.-rerl VAVZ game with a choice of sob?ecis. DOWNHILL SKIING JX 2272 BLACK JACK LAB P!ay Pontoon uplo7PScryers. The cwTiputer plays banker & knows the papula* veraais of the oome. jif 2278 CARD SHARP A very professionally presented selection of solitaire type card games. Excellent versions JX 2279 SUB ATTACK vl.O Centre' roe torpedoes & sink 1he enemy ships as they sail pasl LANDMINE. JX 22B0 OtPiOMANCT u2,0 A rlassir ^trnEegy game loosely based on World Wor I. A very detanled game. JX 2313 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS By Jerf MlrHer The ride of 0 lilelime wilh mulonl comets 1ha1 spit ptufonium dealh. Now PLUS Compatible. •JX 2357 SPACE POKER The alternative Poker Game :JX 2411 TOTAL WAR The board garr.e vwskxi oJSISK: JX 2412 FORMULA 1 SIMULATOR Anodftlve simulator JX 2414 MIDNIGHT THlEfEx.ce or I C : i'.'cri, m Orjinr- JX APD329 AMOS FRUIT MACHINE II AS nea' OS aossob'o 10 rhe Fru^t mochine found in Pubs & Arcades JX 5MAUG312 AMI M0RIA v5.22 Tt: 5 is Ihe lolest update 10 the Original Morla adventure game. Beher r5r:if.h f\ rnd Ihr- TM-.I :i. t/en1crre lo dote Excellent 

LATEST AMOS & FISH LUSKS 
All Fred flsh disks are Workbench driven buf knowage of CU/Shelf may be required to run some of ihe programs. Most programs will work with Wb 2.04 
JX APD151 UNDERSTANDING AMOS The Amos Tutorial Program Disk A musl j APD3S4 POWERBASE v2.0 1MS is or easy, iriendtyand Paftierfully database which can handle 10,000 records. □ F57? OCTAMfD vl.OOb A music edilc ;\*- Ct was Ortjincfly designed for making music for programs Idemos. games, ale!', but works we3 OS 0 sland- alnne music prcc of- as well OcloiViEO is the S-chanrel version ol MED j FS80 WORLD DATABANK v2.2 Usina a dolo bose from rhe CIA. Ihis program will plol world mops. □ f583 SUPERSPELLA yloLxjl spelling cnecker thai checks your spelling no matter what program you ore typing under Comes wilh 0 9000 ward o*clionoryr which you can edjl. add to or replace completely j F590 5UPERDUPER v2.01 A very fast U sk copier & f'Lirmulhjr Verified copies very qucdy inn eon J F593 ANALYRIM <2] An inlergratiun of AnatyiCalc sp<eodsheel & R1M-5 Dalabose manngemenl j F*01 PP vl.4 Use Ihis Patch lo load Power Packer files Into orv stordard word processor le rexl Plus cr Udil j F602 MATHS ADV A snpfe game where yoL ihe youngadvenlurer, mustlry to escape Ihe Krigs fyloih's odvern..re Alter each foom +vc- questions gef harder. J F607 AMMFADER Video praduclion utility to lode screens In 6- out An wceSeriv :ten txised u\lity. j F621 IE, Icon editor wilh import & expod commands MULTlPLAYER vl.17, Plcvs musl ^JSIC progs modules, j F62B LEGEND OF LOTHIAN vl.02 is ar aovehlure game n ih e vie n ol tie- UH-nn qorr ,i s«- ies h icludes graphics, hordes o* rrxviilers <i. puzzles ro soke j F629 ROCKY Anatner boulderdash clone. This one has loads of levels & is Joystick or keyboard driven 
i.i.^r.,"':.m,:i^ 
FREE POSTAGE ^ PACKING |F6fl NO CHARGE Title £7,99        2 Budget Tilles E7.7? Each 3 Budget tifles £- Over £7.00 Each 

BB ARCADE TRIVIA X 
BT7IMFO55AW0LE BT9 CYBERBALL 
BT12 HARD DRMN BT1S MIAMI VICE X 

S.O.I x BT19 BARBARIAN II BT21 CALIFORNIA GAMES BT22 FORGOTTEN WORLDS X BT24 HERDS OF / LANCE   BT2 5 I '■! LHAN A JONE^i 

BTS SILK vMORMX BTS 5UPCRCAR5 X BT11 SHUPFLEPUCX CAFE X BT13 :ANTA5'r' W0R^' JlZZ'r X 
BTT6 PSO BOXING SIMX BTIB ALEXS MAGIC rtAAWiER X 
BT20 DRILLER X 

BT27 MOONWALKER 
BT29 ROAD BLASTERS 
BT31 TURBO OUT RUN BT33 1943 
BT3J Nrreox BT41 MENACE BT43 BUBBLE BOBBLE BT45 PCftrjER EiRiFTX 
BT47 CRAZY CARS X BT49 CABELX BT51 BEACH VOLLY BALL 
8T53 OPERATION WOLF BTSS THE LAST NINJA 

BT2B SUPER SCRAMLE 
BT30 SWrTCH BLADE X BT32 lURRltAN 
BTS4 WLANTEX BT3B BLOOD MONEYX BT42 ALTERED BEAST X 
BT44 PLATOON X BT46 NEW ZEALAND STORY 
BT48 DRAGON NINJA 
BTSO RAMBO III BT52 HEAD OWR HEALS X 
BT54 R-TYPE X BT56 LOMBARD RAC SALlV 

BT57GAWES5UWEDIT0NX ST58 U5 AlJPHANT ANltCSX BTS* FAST FOOD 
ITWWACKEY DARTS 
BT73 THUMOEESTIKEX BT75 MANIXX 

BT60 NINJA RABBITS X 
BT72 ULTIMATE 00.'X 
BT74 RESOLUTION 101X 
BT76 M'NDBENDERX 

EASY ORDERING INFORMATION & ORDER FROM 
ORDERING BY POST; When ordering disks please lick the boxes to Ihe lefl ol the disk numbers LAny coloured pen, Hi-Lighter or just justoutSne the disksl Ahe'seleciir-n ihedisfts/softsvare that yoo require. Please (111 in your Name & Address on ihe order Form provided, Cut oul or Photocopy this advert. Hnnri written orders are acepted. & Past lo ihe oddess Above. Cheques & Postal orders should be made payable 10: FO-50FT. if you hove ordered before pteose tHzklhe account Number box. 

BT77 1ST DIVISION MANX BT79 PRO BOXING SIM BT81X-OUTX BTB2 SrJNT CAR RACERjf 
BTB3 RICKOANGEROUSX BTB4IK+X 
BTBSSKTHC+i STUNT ISWIX BTB6R0BOC0RX BT87 RENEGADE BT4B CHASE HQX 
BT89IVANHOEX BT71 RAINBOW ISLANDS 

LATEST BUDGET iPhone lor ASOO Plus CompafibitTtyl 
BT92 MOtJtGHT RESSTANCE BT74 TUSKER BT95 1000 CC TURBO      BT96 CYBERCOP BT97 ?TRIOE? BT9B 2-OUT 
BT100 TOYOTA GT RALLY   BTTOl JAMES POhO 
BT102 VOCOOO NCHTftAAfiE BT103 VENUS F.'r~RAP 

BT104 COMBO RACER      BTtOS APACHE FLIGHT 
TITTLES PRICED @ £6/?9 Ecch / EBM Each far 2 

BT67 ROCKET RANGER Superb Graphical advenlure BT^S BLOQDWYCH Brillio.n1      ploying Game BT90 CAVTTAS One ol ihe besr shorn em ups gomes BT?3 MONTY PYTHONS Strange Graph:cal advenlure 
BT99 ITALIA 90 An excellent soccer computer game BTIOfi SUPER OFF ROAD RACER Ar e*jCelierH Super Sprint clone with exlra effect's & Special weapon's. 

FLETCHER VIDEO FONTS: £15.00 Per Pack 
Packes in Stock FFPA, FFPB, FFPi, FFP2, FFP2, FFP3. FF(>-4 j and PD-Sort |Uk) Only have FFP5 The best pack yef. 

Six disks packed with a varied assortment ct coloured I: fonls. in many colours, shapes & sizes For use wilh 1 Dpalm programs or any Video production utilities This I pock has some lolaly outstanding fonts and for onty CIS | they give you over 70 fonls 10 ploy with. Best produced I SJotaly stunning 
Tlttpl^NEORDERS & COLLECTING DISKS The Telephone hotline ss open six days a week from 9am I so 7pm {Week daysl & from 10am - 4pm ISaturdoysl. You can now colled any disks af our New office address [ 6-8 DURHAM ROAD SOUTHEND-ON-SEA SSI 2YD. EUROPEAN ORDERS - NO POSTAGE CHARGE When ordering from wrthin Europe remember lhal there is \ a min order of 5 disks, All orders sent by AIRMAIL Free. INTERNATION ORDERS ONLY All orders are senl by Air Ma-I. Please add 2LV*(Minimun I £2.001. fa Ihe lolal of the r}:rl*r, 'nwaids the postage Inlemalion Cheques musl oe drawn on a U.K. bank. 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER (MASTERCARD or VISA)      EXPIRY DATE T0JM m 

PRICES ARE PER DISK 
1-5 Disks £2.50 
6-10....Disks £2.25 

ASOO PLUS SPECIAL NOTICE LX| ■ IT WORKS ON YOUR PLUS 
PERIPHERAL PRICE'S 

THE MOUSE PAD  THE AMIGA DUST COVER  3.5 DON CLEANING KITS .... DISK LABELS Single / Mm SO . 
11-20  DiskS £2 00 c ^ ^l-- ^ v ROLL OF lOOO DISK LABELS 3.5 £10.99 *      *        1    ^ crsks w*;h 1he cross 2M PRINTER LEADS...  21-50 DISKS £1 75 cherthe seteclion DISK BOX (40) 3 5 INCH. „ X __ '„ boK.Kaicle each disk DISK BOX WO) 3.5 INCH 51+ DISKS £1.50 ilerDflhelillel SQUIK REPLACEMENT MOU51 . 

£2.9* £ £3,99 £ £2.99 £0.0 3p £ £10.99 £ 
£4.99 £ 
£14.vfl £ 

COMPLETE The Complete Fred fish hos been ,P°;^FJ^!OCKS ALL THE FRED F,S^?ISKS 
FRED FISH arolessionaI prinled, bound & Includes a sorted index of oil Hie disks. II now stands at over 134+ Pages H olsocomeswrth Iree updole prrje-; as the now disks are roleoscd P^eose noic 1hai Ihe updalesare only available from PD-Sott. FRf D FISH is a collodion of Amiga Gomes, Utilities & Much, More. Each disk is lolaly packed wirh programs —. __j Ail Fred Fish rsiskscnmfi wilh 1L. inslrur'inns t"*,TV 

CATALOGUE Tired of boring catalogue disks? Get the DISKS unique, easy to use Oulubuse Diiki They contains uetails of ovei 4^500 disks & are all available. directly Trom slot^;. A rriultilucle of crpfions including Search 5 Print Conta isdeloilsrinFmn Fish. TBAG.Amas, FAUG. S.MAUG, Scope. Agatron. APDC. Panorama, | 
Amicus, Slip disk, .'ae Larson, tCUG p-| qn NZAUO. TOFIK R PO:. ^OFT L irsr reware 

Any other disks Requ»red,[ 
<tnc Budget Software) 

TOTAL 
PRICE £ 



BE 

W 36 BODELWYDDAN AVE, 36 BODELWVDDAN AVE, 

OLD COLWYN, TJRIL0 (MQJS  ^tl^TOtl OLD COLWYN, 
L     CLWYDLL299NP        ^ ^HJ^^li       CLWYD LL29 9NP 

CHOOSE FROM OVER 1600 QUALITY PUBLIC DOMAIN TITLES.... 

ASOO PLUS OWNERS - LOOK FOR THE (P) SIGN 
4EG REQUIRED. ( ) = No OF DISKS. (D) = NO OF DRIVES 

ilso We also 

stock 

Fred Fish 

and T.BAG, 

G4 GS G9 G14 G22 G£3 G33 G34 G35 G36 G39 G43 G44 G4fl G49 G53 G5B G 59 661 G62 

GAMES 
Megaball <P> Star Trek 1 (2) (P) Flaschbiar Hoty Grail (NP) Card Games (P) Superlwintris (P> Wizzy'5 Ouesr IP) HeiLjm to Earth an Uamatron 512Ki*(l Monopoly (NP) Bug Bash (NP) Downhill ClhalF«r^ (NP) Draaors Cave (P) 

•111 (PJ 

UTILITIE 

(NP) 

Mechflight RPG (P) Scum Halers (T 1 (P) 
MP) 

Sea Lance * (P Klondike-card i Survivor RPG (P) Air Ace El (P) Adventure Sotuilone 1 {Pi Adventure Soiuiions 2jP) Merv lha Merciless (NP) Snake Pit (P) Garrws Cheat Llsl v1.0 (P) Parachute Jousl (NP) Crystal Cavefns (P) Zeus.The Game (P) Pick-Up-A-Puzz'e + (P} Cfiainsaw Death * lorvacy (P) kJacfc-c-J *-cards {F) Peters Quasi {NP) Amigaman Gaines Collection Shapes(P) 
Star Trek-T.N.G. " (F) Dragon Tiles {P) 

U4 UH U22 U42 U47 U54 US7 USA U59 UEfl use UB7 USB U91 U&5 U96 \m utoo UIOS i j ion. U104 U10& U111 una U124 U131 Ut32 U133 U135 U139 U140 UH1 U143 U146 U147 U149 U150 

Jazzbench Cterh v4.0 Accounts RelaciortaJ DBase Disk Salvage C Language. Manual (3) Quick Bench Plus {F) ' Genealogy * (P) Arrsi-F .ka' W ndows Bench (2) jP) Messy Sid II (P) Journal Spectrum Em + 40 games md Designer Mead (P) E-leclrocad (Pj Amiba»v376 (P) Catalogue Workshop 1 (P) Calaloguc Workshop 2 ;P; ■ : Amateur Radio (6} Banking OBaH/Sprtad 

ilea com... U152 Amlrjase. Professional FI Speclra Paint v3.2 Text Engine v3,o Goff Recorder Hack Pack (2) Label Designer Teira Copy + game 

U154 uiei U175 U183 U212 U224 

PACKS 
Business Pack 1 {NP} VVcrdpfocessor elc 6 DISKS £6.M 
Business Pack 2 (P) □TPaJo. 7 DISKS £7;00 

Music Pack 2 {f) StartFekker/samples. 6 DISKS £6,00 
Games Pack 1 (P) Arcade type. 5 DISKS £5-00 

ANIMATION 
DA227 Magician v2.0 (P) 
DA238 Star Wars II {P) 

I DA25S Camouflage * (P) 
DA262 Real Plnball 3D (P) 
DA265 Odyssey (5) (2D)* 

EDUCATION. 

P 
E11 

IE12 

Learn & Play (2) (P) 
Wordgamrjs Vol 1 
Typing Tutor (P) 
Kids Patnt (P) 
Simons Colours (P) 

Analyticalc*(^)(P) -letitose w2-0 IP) Business Card Make/ (P) U-Erit [NP) Textplus v3.0 606 Bi Amsgalon DTPvll (I A64 Emulator (NP) Trartsroimer v3.3 (NP) {2D) 
IBBM Emulalor STEmulalonlNP) Masler Virus Killers v2.2 (P) PD Copy v3.0 (P) Cf54 Games Disk 1 (NP) C64 Games Disk 2 NP) 

DEMOS & MUSIC SLIDESHOWS 

AU Disks 

are Virus 

Checked 
and Tested 

prior to 

Despatch 
032 D1CM D13S D2S3 DM4 

Budbrain Megademo II Tirrrican || Payable 
Slienis "ice- (P) Hypnotic Hammer 11 (NP) Ulopla Total Confusion 

M1D-M39 Sample Sounds (P) M45 Protrecfiefui.ila (NP) M49 StarTrekkef vl .3 (P) M77 MED v32 (P) M99 Classical Music M159 Th8Wall(fi)2DjP) M1S2 Masters At Work 2 (F) 

S14 Psygnosis 
S16 Invisible World 
S19 Madonna 
S22 The Simpsons 
S27 Doctor Who 
S30 WWF Wrestling * (3) 
S32 Fraxion Divine 1 & 2 * (2) 
S36 Neighbours 
S40 Robocap 

IN STERL NG PLEASE, 
HARDWARE AVAILABLE AT LOW PRICES. (DETAILS ON CAT DISK) 
CATALOGUE DISK £1.00 OR FREE WITH ORDER (OVER-5 DISKS) 
FAST, RELIABLE FRIENDLY SERVICE ***24 HOUR DESPATCH*** 
OFFICE OPEN 10am TO 11pm 7 DAYS - ANSWERPHONE11pm to 10am 

^HELPLINE OPEN 7 DAYS FROM 7pm UNTIL 11pm. 

PRICES 

1-5 £1.50 Per Disk 

6-10 £1.25 Per Disk 
11+   £1.00 Per Disk 

Please make cheques/FOs out to: 
DELTRAX PD (AS) 
POSTAGE & PACKING 
U.K. = Free Delivery 
Europe = +25p Per Disk 
R.O,W. = +50p Per Disk 

For a fast, reliable but foremost friendly service. 

AMIGA PD 
1-9 disks £1.20 
10-15 disks 99p 
15+ 90p 

FREE PROGRAMS 
Order 10 get I FREE 
Order 20 get 2 FREE 
Order 25 get 3 FREE 

061 370 9115 
No minimum order. 
All orders sent out 

the same day* 

DEMOS 
DE001 Red Sector Demo 

Maker 
DE006 Ghost Writer 

Speech Toy 
DE009 Abnormal Demo 
DEO 15 Predators [2 disks) 
DEO 17 Wave Sailing (2 disks) 
DEO 19 Robocop 2 
DE245 Odyssey |4 disk) 
UTILITIES 
UT046 Pendle Europa 
UT051 Amibaae V3 76 
UT057 A64 EmuJator 
UT114 ASS Menumaker 
LTT145 Vogue Dili's (Brill) 
UT179 CLI Tutorial + 
UT190 Video Graphics 

{3 Disks] 
DT214 Amateur Radio 

{6 Disks) 
UT237 Work Bench 2 

(A500+) only 
UT253 D-Copy 2 

GAMES 
GA006 Pipeline + 
GA030 Tennis + 
GA067 Truckln {2 disks)* 
GA086 Assassins 1-20+ 
GAI80 Star Fleet + 
GA182 Killer Cars + 
GA204 Chess Tutor n + 
GA205 A500+ Games Pack + 
GA207 Cars Sharp + 
MUSIC 
MUG 17 Digital Concert 

(2 to 6) 
MU025Star Trekker 
MU034 Queen {2 Disks) 
MU055 Pro Tracker V3.00 
MU072 Mozarts Flute 

Concerto 
MU077 Puma Tracker (Brill) 
MU058 Mozart (2 Disks) 
MU054 EFX Music Creator 

GRAPHICS 
001 M-Cad 
003 Print Studio + 
005 Clip-Art I to 13 + 

Original set uncut 
024 Colour Fonts {5 disks)+ 
028 Walt Disney Cllp-art+ 
033 Graphics TJtils + 

BUSINESS 
BU004 Clerk (Brill) + 
BU005 Genealogy+ 
BU007 Bankin' + 
BU016 Text Plus V3.O0+ 
BUG 19 Analytical V2.00 + 
BU021 Amicash V1.0+ 
BU025 House Hold 

Inventory + 
BU026 Textenglne + 
BU031 BBase (DauabaseJ+ 

AMOS 
APD014 
APD031 
w\)<m 
APD036 
APD101 
AFD123 
APD205 
APD303 
AFD329 
SETS 
SPD001 
SPD002 
SPD003 
SPD004 
SPD005 
SPD006 
SPD007 
SPDOOS 

SPD009 
SPD010 

IFF Pics Nol [Brill) + 
Screen Designer + 
Pink Goes Ape + 
Amos I 3 Update +■ 
Auto Player VI. 10 + 
Deadline + 
R.DrawV1.48 + 
Utter Busters + 
Fruit Machine II + 

Beglmicrsl .(5 diaks - £5.60} 
Beginners 2.(5 disks - £5.80) 
Clip-Art 1.(4 disks - £4.60) 
Clip-Art 2.(4 disks-£4.60) 
Games l.,(5 disks - £5.80) 
Games 2...C5 disks - £5.80) 
Clip-Art 3. .14 diks - £4.60) 
Educational 1 
(4 disks - £4.60) 
Educational 2 
(4 disks - £4.60) 
Edu/Sclence 1 
(4 disks - £4.60) 

StarTronics 
4 Arnold Drive, 

Droyslden, Manchester 
M35 6RE 

ACCESSORIES 
3.5 50 cap box £4,95 
3,5 100 cap box £5.90 
Barix Box £9,00 

DISK SPECIAL OFFER 
Sony Bulk £5,20 
KAO Bulk £4.99 
+ = Compatible with Plus 
Postage & packing 70p 
Add £3.15 per item for 
disk box. Please submit 
payment by cheque or 

postal order 
FRED FISH 1 - 610 

TBAG 1 - 060 

ft 

IS your AMIGA your best AMIGO ? 
A500 & A500 J>1LIS ct>mpiitible.       CAN IIF.f P! 

ACTIOS FllOM OLH VAST A AMALL SELECTION AMIGA l>i BUC DOMUNLJilhLUiY ^V^V 
STAH'E'l-:» r u h -.1. ;:. -.i       Wuidwriglu 4 Amiuj spell. Si[3 copy util. bln?l mik^r. lam muki-r * irairO 8 disks ....XS.95 HOME BUSUNESS PACK r^ixipfocessor, >]x'lk liL'ckcr, diHahy*?] honit biuikinjs. raemopad + more] 8 (iistas $5M t: PRiLX;RA.V1MING PACK (C compileK, C utils ♦ debugger, QED editor, C manual. Ham Kernel Ref.)9 disks Jt6.75 EDUGVTION PACK (Svotafoo, Dww ina.[i. German tutor., Sp«Mk s spt'lL Cheotetiy periodic lahle) s disks i3.5>9 RED SECTOR UFMO MAKER PACK llitih. Yum X WLU"ir WhlofS. Ytt^am it l/lOs'diSks) 5 disks J0LT5CMP MUSIC MAKING PACK iMED. Nuisetmcker, KJKmnd player He samples, sou ml modules) S disks..  tv'* GAMES PACK \ Arcade OasskS, Adventure Game, Trading Game. Star Trek. Puzzle G-jme. SupeT Quiz) IO disks ....£7.50 
SOUND A VISION PACKED demo Enifima. kay irjced Aitim Ju^ler. Tctrinolronk-,HL Madonna + more> 8 disks  

Sid. Label Maker, disk utils      UiOOO Lariice C 
1311304 North C iZ disks) 11.70 
U10O5 C Manual (4 disks) £A.OO 
U20O1 KOM Kernel Hd-. 
U555 CHW.u F.mLil:U(rr (NP) 

[?2000 S-inhTkilk-rs IIJX'.SI vi:as killers 
U737 Mess>rdos (read PC disks) 
U2010 PC Einuliitor 
U647 ICONS (over 300) 

U»064 konrnk'stcr & konmuster 
1/2020 (.Jt'iitLiloAy I'umilv lieu dlia^ 
1.-Q&43 fiiorkviluns 
U2030 Pascal Compiler (NEW) PCQ 
US41  n-.T.K Am^ufox 

H700  11' inwr Bunking. Turbu M'ktip 
BP10 Home Management Pack 

(3 disks) £225 
E75 Learn & Play (2 disksj £1.70 
SL861 Invisible ^i'oriil 1 Creepy crawl iesj 

B407 Clerk (accounts) 
ULIX'I Bast:, <lesij{r«fr 

m 

B100 
Mil* 

Business letter.s (600) 
Viskulc <similar Co Lotus) 

El CO World Data ba.se (11+) (NP) 
M&627 Madonna (justify. Vogue > 
G732 Megaball 

Talking Colouring Book (NP) 
MS77 Tcdinotronic Remix 

G847 Mental Ima^ iGridairinerj£iv,iders)   G342 Stan Trek 3 (2 disks > £1.70 
SOl-ND SAMPIJ-S 1 l.icence^arc 1 SC1-R. DPI'MS. GUITARS, ATMOSPHERICS + lots more Jt-2.50p each or £8.00 for pack of 4. 
Disks are Virus checked. (NP) ■ Not A500+ compatihle 
Oidei J IO.1KI+ and C\WKVK 1 free PI) disks  Rlank disks available al -<5p each. 100 capacity disks boxes JUJ.50 (inc. P&P) 
MAIL ORDER:- Disks despatched within -\H hrs of receipt of order. Comprehensive hrochure returned with order. OR ■ad an S.A.E. for brochure only. PW* UK75p Eumpe it.00 World £2.00. Cheques & rx*stjl urdeis payable tn 3 AMIGOS- 
I AM1G0& DEFT AS13,16 MAJtSETTUAY, LEEDS LSI 4 2DN. Tel. Eng. welcome after d.30pm TEI (0532) T^ft^y 

* P D MAJIK t; 
PUBLIC   DOMAIN   &   S H AREWARE 

10-21 22 + 
EL30EA E1.1S EA tl.OOEA 

POSTAGE & PACKAGING INCLUDED!! FI RST CLASS PQiT 9AM - 9PM 7 DAYS A WEEK 
YEAR BON US FO?? ALL CI 

DiTAiLS OH CATALOGUE DM. 

DISK CATALOGUE £3.00 FREE wmn ORDERS OVEJ? f.6.00 

UTJLITIES 
UJ07 SIOVI6 
U209 OUJCKBENCH 
U2I3 RIMQATABASE 
U214 BUSINESS CARD MAKER 
U215 EXILE FONTS 
U2I7 TEXTENGIWE 3.0 \P\ 
U22I HAM LAB 
U225 MEED 3.11 
1. J,' / / CI ROSS WORD CREATOR 
U234 LABEL PRINTER 1 
U235 LABEL PRINTER 7 

m Pius compatftite ffl No. Of cfesks 

U241 BANKIM 
U243  AMJGAFOX jDTPf 
U245 OFTI-COMMS 
U246  GRAPHiC CONSTRUCITON 
U257   VIDEO GRAPHIC TOOLS 
U266   NEW VIRUS KILLERS 
U269a ANALYTICAL {1\ 
U269b AS ABOVE 
U270   PRINT STUDIO 
U273a WINDOWS-BENCH (2\ 
U273& AS ABOVE 
U274  AMJ GAZER 
UZ75   C LIGHT  

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDEJ?^ TCS 
RD. MAJIK 

GAMES 
GG299 HCWI1 MEGfjPI 
GG3?2 ESCAPE|IMeg|fPJ GB006 EMPJRE 
GB009 SEALANCE f] Meg] i?\ 
GB03>  CARD GAMES 
ANHVLATJONS 
A102 WALKER II fl Megj 
A106 FILLET THE FISH \ \ n>eg) 
Al 12 PUGGS IN SPACE 
All 5 ELVIRA j 1 Meg; 

I RD,JMLAJIK 
199. NELSON STREET, 

NORWICH. NORfCfj: NJ?2 4DU 
PHONE (06031 628^06 



PUBLIC DOMAIN 

continued from page ISO 

tests, it doesn't have much in the 
way of added features; the author 
has obviously gone all out for speed 
and efficiency, and left it at that In 
fact, this is a perfectly reasonable 
approach; when looking at some of 
the other programs, I must admit 
that I found myself wondering just 
who would want all the 
esoteric options that 
they provide. 

IS THERE ANYBODY 
OUT THERE? 

POWERPACKER 
PowerPacker is now a 
commercial program, but 
version 2.3b remains as 
shareware - to register 
send $10 to the author, 
Nico Francois, in 
Belgium. 

PowerPacker is the program 
responsible for the flashing cursor 
arrow which you sometimes see 
when you run a program or read a 
doc file. It produces a self- 
decompressing version of any 
program which you run it ont while 
crunched data files such as 
documentation can be read using 
something like PPmore - a text 
reader which can decompress 
PowerPacker files. 

PowerPacker Es Intuition-based, 
and has a large range of menu 
options - studying ^mmmmmmmmm 
the manual is 
certainly 
recommended 
before you start 
trying to use the 
program. It's 
certainly not the 
fastest file 
compression 
program available,  *1111111111111 11 1 

but features such 
as a built-in scripting language go 
some way to reducing the problem - 
just write a quick script to tell the 
program what to do, then let it get on 
with the job while you go off to the 
pub for a couple of hours. 

Double-clicking on a program 
which has been compressed with 
PowerPacker makes the cursor (or 
the background - you decide when 
you compress the program) flash in 
different colours while the program 
decrunches, then it runs as normal. 
For this reason - you donrt need to 
manually decompress files - 
PowerPacker has become extremely 
successful in the Amiga world. It's up 
to you whether you are willing to wait 
while programs are compressed - 
PowerPacker is by far the slowest 
program under test, 

AMIGARC 
For completeness, ive also tested 
the Amiga version of Arc, which was 
written by Raymond S Brand (the 
original Arc was created by System 

Well, not much of a 
response to my request 
for disk magazines so 
far; coma on, guys, I 
can't review them If J 
don't see them I 

"ArchEdge puts an 

Intuition-based front 

end on many of the 

archWers" 

Enhancement Associates). Raymond 
requests a fee if you use the 
program, although he doesn't specify 
an amount for home users; 
commercial users must pay $35. Arc 
isn't a widely-used compression 
format on the Amiga, but you may 
still find some archives which have 
been created with this program. 

ARCHIVERS 
PD Soft disk V585 
All of the above 
compression programs 
are available on various 
Fish disks or from on- 
line services such as 
CIX. However, just prior 
to starting work on this 
column, I received a 
disk called Arch ive rs 

from PD Soft. Although the programs 
included are not all the most recent 
versions available, this disk 
contains loads of programs: Lharc, 
Zoo, IX, Arc and PKAZip to name but 
a few. 

There is also a program called 
ArchEdge, which puts an Intuition- 
based front-end on many of the 
programs; and this is what really 
interested me. Archiving programs 
can be a real pain to use, because 
you've got to remember the exact 
path to the files that you want to 
compress, and the exact path of 
■iMMMiMBiaiiiaiMMi V0Lir destination 

archive file. 
ArchEdge does 

away with this by 
providing you with a 
(somewhat quirky) 
user interface which 
allows you to specify 
files via a standard 
Requester. You 

■ select the files that 
you want, where the 

finished output is to be stored and 
whether you are compressing or de- 
compressing. 

If you are decompressing, the 
program works out which utility has 
been used and automatically 
selects the right one. You still need 
the relevant utilities in your C: 
directory, but they are all included on 
the disk. 

ArchEdge will support Zip, 
Lharc, Arc, Zoo, Pak (which is a 
virtually unused compressor) and 
LHWarp, a disk compression 
program. It proved to be a little 
unstable on my Amiga (an A500 
Plus which is equipped with some 
extra memory and a hard disk 
drive), sometimes crashing without 
warning, but I can live with that, 
given that it finally allows me to use 
things like Lharc without having to 
work out the command syntax 
beforehand. 

This disk is well worth getting 
hold of; the collection of utilities plus 
ArchEdge is well worth the money. 

a I ArchEdge V3 Jt - 21/sm - Robert Lang 
ILI! Hu nu i u 

ha 
flrcL info 

Contred. info 
etas* I ha 

LAZuUfo 

PP.info 
T0PIK_3S.info 

zip161. Lzh 

ABOUT iFnf 
DELETE 

I mm n LMRC I   ZOB I 
\   LIST il fiRC 1   PAK ! LHHRRP 1 

mi DF1 i| DF2:| 
READ »H§:| D«1 i RfiH: 

Path Fran » dh1 :flPPLICHTI0NS/Con0 

Path To  » RAN: 
ff] file To » M^firehiye 

ArchEdge automatically works out what 
type of archive you want to decompress - 
as long as It's supported by the program. 
Of course! 

NODE I Execute *** scmnER 6 flfW/flPR 92 *** r- -f 
riusic                   CBoth buttons exit) M\\ **   TUTOR MLS 

M*   RFGULRRS = CLI Tutorial Part 3a o] 
Edi tor ial CLI Tutorial Part 3b Mi 
Contents ail 
Letters Mil nuBe l*5a docs 
Scenery M| K;...             St      *      3f      3E S X X 
Reviews nil Telescan Computer Services 
General Info m\\ tiandsuorth Road 
Uhat you"ye hissed! Ml fj i .v-Hpoo] FY 3 m 

1EL (0253) 22296 
£  '   3E      *   '   IE .    *...   it. ... M 9f 9E 

** FunnnE 
Jill 

Con miter Chaos £       if       J       3t      S       jf. 3f X 
Maicoin on PR0GRRE1 nERU 

|The Reverand *       X       X       *       £       X X X K 
Scanner, the disk magazine from Telescan 
Computer Services, is accessed using a 
clear and attractive menuing system 
EdHord V2.2 - M,fleddy 1991 

^^^^^5S|:..:   .   &e,| iff 11 tons 
Keywords File \ | pascaI.key 

Ko* Of Keywords 
Keifword Casing 

Variab ie Castng 

76 
OFF 

BOOLEAN CASE 
if CONST PgDn J 

mm j   LORE KEYFftlBPS J   frEUMnEBS j   CBNCEt | 

EdWord is just about the last word In text 
editors - whatever the feature you want, 
It's bound to be there 

DISK MAGAZINES 

SCANNER Issue 6 
Telescan Computer Services 
One disk mag which regularly turns 
up is Scanner, from Telescan 
Computer Services, which is run by 
Norman Jordan. It's a bi-monthly, 
two-disk affair which costs £2.50. 
And well worth the subscription price 
it is, too, 

Scanner self-boots and, after 
checking your Amiga for viruses with 
the Nuke program, presents a nice, 
clean menu screen. Most of the stuff 
accessible from the first menu is 

text: editorial, general information, 
jokes, a CU tutorial and so on. 
However, clicking on the 'Program 
menu' button presents a second 
screen which allows you access to a 
surprisingly large number of 
programs. These range through 
games and demos to more serious 
applications; on disk 6, for example, 
there are drivers for the Canon BJ 
series of printers, Virus Checker 
6,01 (as well as Nuke), the latest 
version of the bBase II database 
program, and a great deal more. 

Although some of the jokes on 
the disk are a little suspect (well, 
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ff-X ACCOUNTS 

Un-Reconeiled Only 

By  Cost Centre 

Se kect Payer/Payee 

Select  Month Frort 

Deb It  Transact ions 

Credit   Transact ioni 

CI ear Set t i ngs 

FT-X is an impressive accounts package, 
which should help to keep a track on your 
bank balance 

SHRINK I 22:52 

11131 
IB 

J J J 

1        1        1        1 1 
\ 7 I   8    | 9 1        I I 
1 1 1   5    | 6 1 1 
| 1 I   S    | 3 i 1 
I DO i   0    I • 1 1 
1                 1 1 

ProCafc is a programmer's calculator 
which manages to fit a lot (perhaps too 
much) into a small window 

they are if you're politically correct, 
anyway) and some of the grammar 
is, to be kind, 'creative', this disk 
magazine really is worth getting hold 
of. For a copy of issue 6, send a 
cheque for £2.50, made out to N 
Jordan, to Telesean Computer 
Services, Handsworth Road, 
Blackpool FYl 2RR 

And incidentally, while I'm on the 
subject of disk magazines, I must 
apologise for art error in the review of 
Premier, in the April issue. The first 
issue is freely distributable, but is 
not actually free. The author is 
making a charge of £1.50 to cover 
disks, postage and so on. Sorry! 
VaJue for money .......9/10 

UTILITIES 

ANTS UTILITY DISK 2 
Aardvark PD 
Aardvark PD is a small PD library, 
and the owners say that they try to 
stock ''only good quality titles with a 
rating of 7/10 or over" - a very 
worthy intention. Aardvark can be 
contacted on 0509 210157. 

Ants (sic) Utility Disk 2 is 
compiled by Anthony Coop from 
Blackpool (why does everyone seem 
to come from Blackpool...?}, and 
contains a range of utilities such as 
TextPlus 3.0EN (reviewed in the last 
issue of Amiga Shopper), LVD (a jink 
virus killer) and MED. None of the 
programs are original, but it's a 
reasonable collection of utilities. For 
that reason, I'll give it... 
Value for money ..... .....7/10 

EDWORD 2.2 
PD Soft disk V621 
Edword is a text mmmmmmmmmm 
editor for 
programmers - and a 
damned good one it 
is, too. It was written 
by Martin Reddy, who 
asks just £5 as a 
shareware fee - 
which means that 
there's no excuse not 
to send it to him.  ■ 1  

The program is a 
rather large 143K in size, and is 
packed full of features. For instance 
(and in no particular order), you can 
convert numbers between binary, 
octal, decimal and hexadecimal. You 
can force keywords to upper case 
(there are three keyword files 
supplied, for Pascal, C and 
AmigaDOS). You can access 
AmigaDOS directly from within the 
program, You can alter a file's 
attributes. You can set a filter on the 
Open filer Requester so that only, 

say, files ending in ',GFAr are 
displayed. You can set the program 
to auto-indent as you enter your 
program. You can... the list goes on. 

This really is one of the most 
fully-featured text editors that I've 

RATING THE 

PROGRAMS 
I use two different ratings 
systems (just to be awkward). If 
I'm reviewing a single program, 
I gtoe a 'Program Rating' at the 
end. If on the other hand, I'm 
looking at a disk full of utilities 
or whatever, you'll find a 'Value 
for money* rating at the end. 

seen. I congratulate Martin - and I'd 
advise any programmers out there to 
get hold of a copy. 
Value for money .,.9/10 

FT-X ACCOUNTS 
Downloaded from CIX 
FT-X Accounts {snappy name!) is a 
shareware program from a guy called 
Fred Trigg, who asks that you send 
£20 if you use the program. For that, 
you will get an updated version of the 
program which has some extra 
features added. Not that the 
unregistered version is limited - it's 
quite a powerful program, with good 
documentation too. 

You'll have guessed from the 
name that this is an accounting 
program, but it s not the norma! 
'home accou nt i ng1 -type j obby: FT-X 
could actually be used to keep track 
of a business' finances* 

Getting started isn't too easy; I 
had a couple of crashes before I got 
the hang of everything, and I must 
say that some of the methods used 
to enter data aren't the most 
intuitive that I've seen. However, a 

few minutes' 

"FT-X Accounts - at 

lash a way of 

checking up on your 

bank!" 

playing solved 
things, and once I 
got further into 
the program I 
realised just how 
impressive it is. 

You start by 
entering your 
details - name, 

mnnnmnn ^,,11 L., „„ „ i,»   address and so 
on. You also enter 

the starting number for credit and 
debit payments; typically you'd start 
with 1 for credits, and with the first 
cheque number for debits. 

The next thing to do is set up 
some cost centres. These are 
descriptions of where money comes 
from and where it goes to. If you 
were using the program for your 
home accounts, you'd set up cost 
centres for things like Food, 
Electricity, Salary, Clothing and so 
on. A business would have things 
like Till Receipts, Mail Order, Goods 
Purchased or whatever. 

To enter a transaction, you 
supply a cost centre, details like the 

paqe 156 
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PENTIRE PD 
10A HAG HILL LANE, TAPLOW, MAIDENHEAD, 

BERKS SL6 OJH (0628) 666641 

• 99p per disk • 5 or more 85p each 
P&P 90p per order. European add 25p per disk 

Worldwide add SOp per disk 

THE TOP 50 PD CHART AS COMPILED BY 
PENTIRE PD: OUR BEST SELLING UTILITIES 

1, Ja/.zbench 18, SpectrapainL 33. Lex Check 
2.  Cli Tutorial 19. Dope Intro Maker 34. Noisemon 
3. RJLM 20. Messysid 35. C-Lightll (2) 
4. Textplus 21. Ghost Writer 36. Words (2) 
5.  Icon Mania 22. R.S.I Vector Editor 37, Svsinfo 
6. Quickbcnch 23. Slideshow Const 38, Hack Pack (2) 
7.  C64 Emulator (2) Kit 39. Designer Disk (3) 
3.  Menu Maker 24. 100 Utilities 40, T.V Graphics (2) 
9 Soundtracker 25. Clip Art (4) 41. Bootblock III 

Utilities 26. Text Engine 42. Drums & Pipes 
10, Flexibase 27. Talking Colouring 43. Invoice Printer 
11. R,S,I Demo Maker Book 44. P.D. Comms (2) 
12, TetraCopy 23, Darkstar Vol 2 45. Coders Club (6) 
13. UEdit 29. R,SX Font Editor 46, Pascal 
14. Learn-Play(2) 30. ESA Utilities 47. Quickstart III (2) 
15. Quick Copy 31. Spectrum 48. Hard Drive Utils 
16. Music Creator Emulator 49. ARP 
17. Visicalc 32. Ham Lab 50. Multi-fax 

1000 titles listed on 
our catalogue inc. 
a range of glamour 

disks 

CATALOGUE DISK 75P 
CONSTANTLY UPDATED 

We also stock 
Fred Fish and T*Bag 

collections 

BLANK DISKS 
£4.99 FOR 10 INC LABELS 

AMIGANUTS UNITED 
169 DALE VALLEY ROAD, HOLLYBROOK, SOUTHAMPTON, SOI 6QX. 

AMIGANUTS UNITED AUTRALiA - 199 TAYLOR ST, TOOWOOM&A, QLD, 
AUSTRALIA 4350. WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE DEDICATED 

AMIGA CODERS CLUS DISKS. EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR FOR 
THE TBAG DISKS* Numbers 1 to 63 HOW AVAILABLE. 

ALL ARE V2 COMPATIBLE - V2 COMPATIBLE PROGS ALSO DENOTED IN OUR 
1   CATALOGUE. MAIL ORDER ONLY - IF MAKING AN ENQUIRY, PLEASE ENCLOSE S«AX I 
 .. . ■ ■ ■ 

INTO MUSIC? Then the eight channel Midi compatible OctaMed V2 is for you! Contains full 
notation with notation editor, {slaws), print facility plus 16 track display for Midi users. It also 
has its own built in sampler. 
All this for £20.00 {note that you do not need a Midi keyboard to use this excellent music 
program). 

THE OCTAMED MANUAL IS HERE!! 
! Authorised re-write which will show you what an excellent utility it is. | 

Parts also cover the earlier Public Domain Med prosram as well. 
Send for your copy now! 

ONLV_£9195__ __] 

INTO CODING? - NEW TO COMPUTING AND WANT TO LEARN? THIS 
CLUB IS FOR YOU! If you want to learn how to assemble (hat strange looking code, 
von need us. Amiga Coders Club is now being sold worldwide, so why not find out 
why they are so popular for yourself? Each issue contains loads of source ready to 
assemble and is also packed with help, tips, contacts, letters, plus advice. ACC is 
published monthly ana is available for the low piice of £4.00 per issue. Our special 
introductory compressed ACC disk 1 to 4 is only £2.00, so order your copy now! 
1038: Amidash is a boulderdash clone that deserves to be in your collection,,.. £3.00. 
1199: Amnuts text/Video displavet: A brilliant new way to display your text! 
You can use different fonts in the size you choose, control the colours and 
presentation of the display, search for a given word, printout the whole file or just (he 
screen etc, etc.. It will even load crunched powerpacked files! £8.00 
1201: The delightfully crazy and fun hotdog game. Can you get through? ...£4.00 
1206: Storyland. A truly excellefit childrens program and a must have! £3.00 
1214: Scrdzzk. Enjoy playing the game with a similar name? You'll love id £4.00 
1232: Golf Recorder V3. The latest version for all golf enthusiasts (3 disks} £7.00 
1231 A-Vian Demo from the author of A. Gene, this one is forpidgeon breeders £2.00 
1235: Bingo. Will print your bingo cards and then run ihe program. Excellent! £4.00 
Amibase Professional III. The additions to this new two disk version Database are 
excellent, (see reviews). Also contains a converter to alter files saved with the previous 
version. Only £10.00 EC or £15.00 ROW (remember the postage). 

Postdge for all EC Countries, (including U.K.), Add SOp - Non EC £1.50 
Orders from overseas customers must be by Battk Draught, Postal or Eurocheque. 

(Sorry but we do not accept credit card orders as these would push up prices). 
The 1992 catalogue is available now!! £1.50 (don't forget to add postage). 

PROGRAMS COMING SOON FROM AMIGANUTS 
INTUISYS ★ A-GENEV4 ★ OCTAMED PROFESSIONAL * AMICASH PROFESSIONAL ] 

Further details on release date and prices to be announced. 
WATCH THIS SPACE » 

ALL DISKS 
STILL ONLY 
lip EACH anglia PD 

CiitaloEite Disk <P) 
u nlv Hip - I tie I ii li es a 

suptrh Scenery 
Generator! 1 {%) = Magazine review score (P) = Works on A500 and AS00 Plus 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK (P)    4 DISKS MM 
Outstanding collection for video producers, includes Ratting 
Credits. Slideshow. Video Backgrounds, Special Effects, 
Pattern Generator and more!!.1 

HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3 DISKS (P) £2.97 
Calender, Mortgage, Spreadsheet. Grwnmw, Mileage. World Time. Budget. Chequebook. Database, Typing Tutor, 
Typewriter, Grocery, List Maker, Nome Banking. 
CL1PAKT PACKS L2 OR 3 KACH PACK = 5DTSKS UM 5 different path of'5 disks, alt full of the very hen rlipartfor DPa\nt etc. (Pi 
FONTS PACK i OR 2 EACH PACK * 5 DISKS   S £4,95 2 different packs of 5 disks, pack i contains: Publisher fonts, 
various fonts, fonts disk 2, Cosmopolitan fonts, large fonts 
{loads of great fonts for DPaint etc) (P) 
ANGLIA COLOURFONTS (F) 5 DISKS £4,95 5 dish full of original colour fonts produced here at Anglia. 
These are I6 colour fonts - not cut and paste! They are produced in the same way as the chisel font supplied with Ui'aini and the Kara range of commercial fonts! They are ryped straight in and work * ith Dpaint and TV Text. 
UTILITIES PACKS 1, 2.J OR 4 EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £4.95 
4 different pocks wfh all the utils you will ever need! Pack i 
ontains: Chet Solace disk (26 utils). Diskmaster v3.0, 

Darltstar Utilities 2,3 A 4. 
EDUCATION PACK 1 (P)        5 DESKS £4.95 German, Globe, Gcolime, Drawmap, Evolution, Clouds, Formula. Airfoil. Gravity Sim. Weather. Wave Maker, World Data Rank and more!! (this pack is one of our best sellers 
and is incredible value for mvnevi 
ASTRONOMY PACK (P)        4 DISKS £3,% Star Chart. Arnlgazer, Deepsky, Gravity Well. Grav Sim. Orbit. Planet. 
PRIN TE K IISE K VA C K (P)       4 DISKS £3.96 Essential tor tilt printer owners! Includes, Label Designer, 
Label Printer, Primer Driver Generator, Prim Studio, Plus 
More! 
FRACTALS PACK (*) (P)        4 DISKS £3.96 // you want to explore fractals then here's everything You'll nerd! CPlot - Shfan - Mandelpaug - Polysys - CPM - ZPtot Fractal Ijift - Mandanim - Mandelbliti - Polysysexamples - 
Julia - PCS ■ Mandelmountains 
PUZZLES PACK II {*) (P)       2 DISKS tlM Superb an: pack for fan of crossword type pur-Jo. includes. Witrdsearch ■ Reader - Wonihat - Wordgame - Crosswords - CWP • Scra-'ie - Ohuntt 
SIMULATIONS PACK {*) (P)   5 DISKS £4.95 All Of the best PD simulations in one pack! Metro - Be a city pUnnrr, Kins: OH - yau are S.R.! Nuke - Nuclear arms race, Impre.ium Romanum - drab ancient Mediterranean power, balance - Save the world v,ith your nuclear sub. Truckin - Run your own truckin company. DC id - Learn lofty a DCI0 jst. Isirc of Conauest - Two players: take over the gala-ic,:' tn-iders Club - Superb stockmarket simulation, Air Warrrior - Take you pick from a huge range of aircraft with this excellent flight simulator! 

EASY ttL SINESS PACK \ Pl      5 DISKS £4.95 All programs included are powerful hut easy! includes: Text Enftiite V3 (The very latest wordprocessor\t Spread Vi (Spreadsheet}. QBnte /Simple Database). BBasell (Good Database), Bankn (Great accounts package), X-Spcll (Spell checker). Prim Studitr, Business card maker. 
INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS PACK (P) 5 DISKS £4.95 
U WH I-J I^ (Wordprocessor including Mail Merge and Macros'), S-Calc (Good Spreadsheet}, Amihase Pro 2 (Stunning PD Database - New.'i.AmigaspelliSpeSl Checker}, LS Label (infinite label control). Mwroirf V2 (Amiga File Management + PC File Transfer}, Amiga Fox (Desktop Publishing) 
DISK EXPERT PACK (F) 5 DISKS £4,95 if you want to learn more about your Amiga, get this pack! - You'll be a disk expert in no time! Includes Power Packer (Easy file com{>acier}, Sid (Brilliant CLI Replacement Tool!), tconmania (Change any lean in srct>nds}. Fixdisk, \1ruscheeker V5J, D-Copy (Copies, Repairs, Formats and more). CU Tutorial (All you need 

J know) and 202 other utilities!!! 
C " PROGRAMMERS PACK {P> 6 DISKS £5,94 A complete "C" language and superb instruction manual provide all you need to learn the "C language, includes North C (2 disks) and the C Manual (4 disks) 

MED V3L2 MUSIC PACK (F)    4 DISKS £3,96 \ff.D I T widely recognised as the best music package, PD or Otherwise!! This pack contains VS.2, the latest version complete with loads of digital samples, a disk full of MED music scores and Some greut MF.D music to load and play! Listen M wlmi vim/ machine is capable of! 
500+ CLASSIC C AMES PACK (E31 5 DISKS £4.95 An incredible collection of superb commercial quality arcade games! Hours tif fun for hoth kid? and adults, includes: Defender. Galaxians, Scramble. Missile Command, Pac-Man. Bi-PSanes, Drip!. Space Invaders, Astrwids. Breakout, Ttiris + more! 
CARD + BOARD GAMES 2 (P) 4 DISKS £3,96 Another Oui.\tiinilini{, evflb lion! 3R verv good 'Thinkint"Games!: Chess V2.8a*.ki>amm*.m. blm kbv*.. Timer*, Pipe. Zetg.Maie. Cluedo, Connect*. Dominoes, Draughts. Olhello, Go Moku. Dragon Tdes, Klondike. Canfield, Mastermind. Wordsearch. Hangman. Pontoon and many more. 
HARD DISK USERS PACK      3 DISKS £2,97 Easy Backup, Mr Backup. DSD Park, Krick Backup, Click Dos li. Fix Disk, FMS Disk, Seclorama, Disk Perf,AHDM (A hard disk menu) HeaHC note all pack disk* Dliy be bought singly At 99p1 
SINGLE DISKS At ONLY 99p£ 
BUSINESS Bi03 (Pi (85%} Flexibase (Good DBase with form designer) B321 (P) (85%} Amigafox (English Desk Top Publishing} B322 (P) (9S%) 600 Business Utters (Superb! ■ fteady to use) H<24 (Pi (?H%.lQ Base (The perfect database far beginners) B} 14 (70%) Business Card Maker (Design Your Own) (P) (RQ* i Amicash (Superb new bank account manager) BS31 (P)(92*)QED (Very good wordprocessor for beginners) B332 (P) (90%) U-Edit V2,otf \i.ate.-.i and creates! nordprot B333 (P) (SbKiAnribasr Professional 2 (fi^PD!-Super database. 
B334 (Pi Appointments tuner miss one! Let your Amiga renundyou} B337 (Pi Findex (an easy database with good search facilities). B339 (P) A-Graph (very easy to use - make bar + line graphs and pie charts!) 

B32?:P> -Vi':. in; F.;ijr;r '■' 11 {itSt forfjjfeg wordprncessor. 
easy vet powerful i B340 (P) (S5%) BBase li (Lightning fast database - easy and very well designed) 

UTILITIES !■■)■'>: -WKi Master Virus Killer v2.1 (The best Vtrus Killer) U4tl (P) (i0O%)Sid vi.b (makes fOM a master ofCUi U4i6 (P) (70*i CU Tutorial (Learn all about it) 1)427 (?) Demolaher Utilities (over 200 utilities on one disk) V43? (P) (95%) D-Copy (As good-as X-Copy) U471X Copy ii! (PD version of commercial prog: Save £30!!) L-47S tPtT.pfw; Tuiur iNcw' C->n.n y.u.Dfi j C4^JiP} P,Mr;J.', :? -M.h   williati: Linage) 
U49S (97%) Viruxhecker Vo.OO (P) (The latest - For the plus too!) UJ9$<P!W\ !Mr::r,,!d V: 'Headsand writes PC dish) 
C.i<)?(P!WCr,AWf+ Utilities (For the .A5ff0+only!) U49S (P) Turbotitle (Add subtitles to your videos!) U499(Pi S-Movie (Smooth scrolling video titter J U4Q04 (P) Pools Predictor (significantly improves your chances) V4Q05 (P) (75%i Turbo Imploder (saueezt loads more onto a disk) U4006 (P) Fancy disk label designer (the best afOUnd, in colour too!) U4C07 (P) (92%) Disk Optimiser (brilliantly simple! Any disk loads up to i 5 times faster) U40Q8- (P) Sid V2 (tfs superb'!! Fully functional apart from 

Config save!) 
GAMES - f^lMEG) G6Q12 (P) Backgammon (Great version ofa gttat gamfi 
G6013 (P) Chess Tutor (improve your skill) includes a full chess game! 
G6018 (Pi Domittos and Connect 4 (Good versions of the originals) GtsQlV (Pi A500+ Games (21 Games for the Plus!) 
G6021 (P) \90%) Tanx (great fun! get it now - you won't be disappointed J 
G6Q22 (Pi Cluedo (iOO*. accurate version of the board game) 
GW23 (P \ American Football Simulator (very addictive) G6025 (P) Monopoly (excellent American plus compatible 

version!) 
G6026 tP) Nebula (very good ID Shoot em up!J G677  f P) (90%) Amigoids (The best Asteroids Game) G625   (F) Drip.' (* i (You must get this classic game!) 
G624 (Pi Blizzard (*}(PDs best shoot em up) G689 (P) Pom Pom Gunner V2 (Latest ■ New levels) 
CHILDRENS C?0l (Pi Uarn + Play (2 disks-super education for4-10ws} C704 (Pi Simon Saysf'Space Maths C705 Treasure: fstand X marh the spot - with speech!) C706 bufaj -i- Udders (Classic board game fun) C107 (P) Pair It (*r (Match the c arts-greatfun!\ C7UH (P) Crossfire (*) (Hectic arcade game) C7Q9 (P) Pixie Kingdom (2 dish - save the pixies) 
Clil (P) Colour Pod (New colouring book for youngsters) C7I3 (Pt (90%) Peters Quest (Lais sffan s-^hrrn game) C7I4 (94%) Storyland li (Brtlliant kuis game) C715 (Pi Composer (simply superb music maker for 12yrs +J C7I6 (P) Snake in the Grass (great game for under i 2si ( 7! 7 i P i Frog t}cr! (frantic frog fun for under 10s) C7!H (P) (92%) Centipede (wonderful graphics, brilliant game 

for ages 8 to adult!) C719 (P) (B?%) Total Concepts (2 Disks) (Astronomy A. Dinosaur Education Pack - Good!) 
Simply phone your order through or send a cheque/postal order. Please add 60p to cover post and packing. 

FISH DISKS IN 
STOCK 350-630 

ONLY 99P EACH? 

DEJA-VU 
IN STOCK 1-RS 

£3.50 EACH! 

PUBLICil 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
(Dept ASH). 115 Ranesagh Road. Felixstowe, Suffolk. IP11 7HU 

TELE 

Cheques + 
Postal Orders 

payable to 
Anglta PD CREDITS! 

0394 

283 

494 
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date and payer/payee, and the 
amount involved. Strangely, you 
enter figures with no regard to the 
decimal point - so you'd enter £100 
as 110000\ and £1.23 as '123\ 
This may be the way accountants are 

"The only complaint 

with ProCalc is that 

there is just too 

much data on 

display," 

used to doing things, but it caught 
me out a few times. You must also 
state whether the payment has been 
reconciled or not. Reconciliation is 
the process of checking your 
accounts with your bank statement - 
so you only enter a payment/debit as 
reconciled if you have a statement 
which agrees with it. At last - a way 
of checking up on your bank! 

When you want to print out a 
balance, you are provided with a 
reasonably wide range of options, 
including the ability to print only 
unreconciled entries, whether to print 
debits, credits or both, and whether 
to sort by cost centre, Registered 
owners will get a version of the 
program which also allows them to 
print out the accounts from a certain 
month. 

Transactions can be altered after 
they have been entered - to flag 
them as reconciled, for example - 
and the new reconciled balance 
calculated. Finally, at the end of your 
accounting period you can instruct 
the program to print out all the 
transactions and then erase the 
individual details from disk, leaving 
only the balance, next reference 
number and so on. 

FT-Xis an impressive program: 
i ve not even seen a commerciai 
accounting program with this range 
of features on the Amiga. Fred Trigg 
is to be congratulated; if you can Jive 
with the occasional quirk in user 
interface design, I'd recommend FT-X 
to anyone who thinks that their 
accounts could be Improved by 
computerisation. 
Program rating 8/10 

PROCALC 
PD Soft disk V605 
ProCalc, by Timespan Software, is 
intended for any programmers out 
there. It has two modes: 68000 and 
FFP (floating point). Cycling between 
the two is done by means of the 
[TAB] key, and each mode has 
different functions; for instance, the 

flu It* Plot XLNe v\ ri ter &. X Mooriey 1987 - 1991 
ALTERNATE TITLE 

• Data Set 1 
—* Data Set 2 

Data 1 Smoothed 
-* Date, 2 Smoothed 

20 3D 
TIME (.seconds) 

MultlPlot is one of the most powerful data plotting packages available. The 
ability to produce 'best fir curves will please scientists and maths students 

i<!tiWiwm»ra'g!n^a[;MiMgmiimi 
Operator     12    3 4 

!@n/iff 
jfiui Le^ei 99 
frequency 63 
Fr§q Ratio 
Detune -3,1 

ittt&k tots 31 

Decay lm\ 15 
ktwt Rate §1 

lease 15 

92 
4 

1.8 

!5 

14 

Oa On In 
e 54 0 

31 36 25 
8,8 12,8 8,8 

8 22 
8 18 
I 15 
8 8 
8 4 

Off   Off Off 

rfe Poly H 
Full 

■ mX Pitch 
W 8    E8 eias 

6 3 
1 

I 
I 
i 

Pitch 8     P Bias 5» 
The 0X100 Editor/Librarian provides a reasonable, although not spectacular, 
way of keeping your libraries of sounds In order. Editing sounds can be a little 

frustrating, though 

68000 mode allows you to perform 
operations like EOR and NOT on 
data, while the FFP mode gives you 
things like a random number 
generator and the ability to calculate 
square roots and factorials. 

Data input is done either via the 
keyboard or by clicking on the 
number keys displayed on the 
screen. The calculator launches in 
'shrunk1 mode, where it appears as 
a small gadget at the top of the 
screen, displaying the time (yes, you 
get a clock display for free). Clicking 
on 'Expand1 brings it to full size. 

My only real complaint with 
ProCalc is that there is just too much 
data on display: binary digits zing 
about with alarming speed, and it 
would have been nice to have just a 

little more explanation in the doc file 
of just what everything is, For some 
reason, the programmer has decided 
to keep the calculator's window as 
small as possible; it wouldn't have 
hurt to make it half an inch deeper, 
and increase the size of some of the 
buttons. 
Program rating. 5/10 

MULTLPLOT 
Fish disk 572 
Supplied by Unique Computing 
MuttiPiot is a shareware data plotting 
program; the authors, Alan Baxter 
and Tim Mooney, request a $20 fee. 
And if you have any need to display 
data on-screen or on a printer in the 
form of a graph, it's $20 extremely 
well spent. 

The program starts in overscan 
mode by default, although this can 
be changed by altering one of the 
tool types. It reads data from a 
plain ASCII file, which should 
contain columns of numbers as 
generated by a spreadsheet, 
database or whatever. You can, of 
course, just use a word processor 
or text editor to enter the numbers. 

The Requesters used for loading 
data don't conform very well to the 
user interface standards that we 
expect to see these days, but they 
are easy enough to cope with once 
you've got used to them. After data 
has been loaded, the format of the 
display can be customised to 
contain things such as a 
background grid and so on. You can 
then print out to any device which 
uses the PLT: port, such as a 
plotter or laser printer. 

But the really impressive feature 
of MultlPtot is its ability to provide 
best fit' curves for data entered. 

These can be linear, interpolated, 
polynomial... you name it. And once 
you've produced the graph to your 
liking, you can save it out not only 
as an IFF but also as encapsulated 
PostScript (EPSF), PostScript, Draw 
(a Mac format) or in HPGL/2 
format. This means that you should 
be able to port the image to 
whatever device you want. 

The programmers have obviously 
spent some time using Macs: 
things like the Edit menu have 
clearly been designed with the 
Macintosh user interface in mind. 
This means that the commands are 
clearly Jaid out, and are very easy to 
learn. 

True, MultiPtot will not appeal to 
everyone. But if you ever have the 
need to produce good-looking, 
professional graphs - be it for work 
or at school - this program should 
solve all your problems. 
Program rati ng  8/10 

DX100 AND 
TX81Z EDITORS 
Fish disk 598 

Supplied by Unique Computing 
Fish disk 598 contains a voice editor 
and librarian for Yamaha's DX100 
synthesiser - it is also compatible 
with the DX27 and DX21. The 
program by James M Smith is 
shareware - $30, to be precise. 

To use the program, you 
(obviously) need one of the three 
synths mentioned, plus a MIDI 
adaptor which plugs into the Amiga's 
serial port. Connect up the DX, 
select the correct MIDI channel - one 
of four possibles - and you're ready. 

The program allows you to edit 
and audition voices before the whole 
voice bank is transferred over to the 
instrument - you can play sounds 

continued on page 158 
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AMIGA 

ONLY 
ULTIMATE PD 

ONLY 99P 

; PER 
  

D279 
D280 

D294 
D297 

D150 
D315 
D316 
D318 

D001 
D002 
D003 
D004 
DO 12 
D014 
D023 
D028 

D047 
D045 

D062 
D077 
DOSS 
D095 
D115 
D127 

D264 - Shark Animation (lMeg) 
D27S - Madonna Hankv Panky (P) 
D240 - At The Movies (2 Meg) 

More Aerotoons (lMeg) (P) 
Amy V.S. Walker Anim 

(lMeg) 
Life Of Brian (P) (2 disks) 
And Lemmin Demo ( 2 Meg) 
(2 disks) 

D298 - Robocop Animation (1 Meg) 
CO 

D300 - Silents: Ice Demo 
D254 - Virtual World (1 Meg) 

Windsurfer Animation (P) 
Mr Potato Head (1 Meg) (P) 

Creature Comforts Demo 
3D Pinball Animation (1 Meg) 
(P) 
Walker 1 (1 Meg) 
Walker 2 ( 1 Meg) 
Walker 3(1 Meg) 
Cool Cougar (1 Meg) 
Rebels Megademo 
Space Ace Demo 
Stealthy 2 Anim (1 Meg) 
Budbrain Mega Demo 
(2 disks) 
RAF Megademo ( 2 disks) 
Arse Wipe Advert 

DOS9 - Red Sector Megademo 
(2 disks) 
Red Sector Cebit 90 
Good Morning Vietnam 
Silents Megademo 
Outsiders Acid Demo 
Vision Mega Demo 4 
Chubby Brown 

D134 - Garfield Demo 
D147 - Neighbours Slideshow 
D148 Viz Slideshow 
D151 - Robocop 2 Slideshow 
D153 - Epic Game Demo (1 Meg) 
D158 - Operation Vark 
D160 - Exodus Real 3D (1 Meg) 
D163 - Probe Sequence 
D164 - Slycath Amazing Demo Comp 
D168 - Horizon Mega Demo 
D169 - Budbrain Mega Demo 2 
D176 - Jasper Carrot Demo 
D184 - Dragons Lair 2 Demo 
Dl 85 Wrath Of The Demon Demo 
Dl 87 - Batman The Movie Demo 

Decaying Paradise (1 Meg) 
Hardwired (1 Meg) 
Phenomena Enigma 
(1 Meg) 
KGB Mega Demo (2 disks - 
lMeg) 
Silents - Global Trash 
Vic Reeves Demo ( 2 disks) 
Ray Of Hope ( 2 disks) 
DMob It's A Lame Demo 
Odyssey - Alcatraz (5 disks) 
Anarchy - Seeing Is Believing 
Hynautic Hammer 
Greatest Demos Vol 1 
Greatest Demos Vol 2 
Greatest Demos Vol 3 

D345 - It Came From The Desert 
Demo 

D346 - Harry Meets A ST Owner 
D347 - Shuttle Cock Animation 
D354 - NASA Slideshow 

KGB Mega Demo 2 
Kefrens Guardian Dragon 
Terminator 2 Slide Show 
Navy Seals SlideShow 

D251 
D264 
D225 

D231 

D237 
D240 
D241 
D247 
D2S4 
D312 
D325 
D327 
D330 
D333 

D357 
D359 
D370 
D379 
D388 - Track Ro Vectra 

MOO 1 - Seriously Good Music 1 
MOO 2 - Seriously Good Music 2 
MOO3 - Seriously Good Music 3 
MO 11 - DMOB Music 2 
MO 12 - DMOB Music 4 (2 disks) 
MO 14 - Rebel Megablast 
MO 16 - Micromix 2 
M022 - Amiga Charts Mix 3 
M029 - D-Mob Music 3 
M023-Titan Traxl 
M026 - Amiga Charts Mix 5 
M029 - D-MOB Music 3 
MO 34 - Arnie Swarzenaggar Total 

Remix (2 disks) 
MO 3 5 - Digital Concert 2 
M036 - Digital Concert 3 
MO 3 7 - Digital Concert 4 
MO 3 8 - Digital Concert 5 
M039 - Digital Concert 6 
M040- RAF Megamix I 
M042 - Bat Dance Remix 
M049 - Ben Elton (xxx) 
M057 - DMOB Music 1 
M0S1 - Flash 2 (disks) 
M102 - Debbie Gibson's Electric 

Youth (2 disks) 
M l 14 - Bettv Boo - Doing The Do 
M121 -Band Aid 11 (2 disks) 
Ml 22 - RAF Beat Thiz 1 
Ml23 - RAF Beat Thiz 2 
M124-RAF Beat Thiz 3 
Ml 25 - RAF Megamix 2 (2 disks) 
Ml26 - Amiga Charts Mix 2 
Ml 27 - Amiga Charts Mix 6 
Ml34 - Miami Vice Theme (4 disks) 
Ml36 - Laurel And Hardy (2 disks) 
M141 - JM Jarre - Definitive 
M143 - CD Player Demo (1 Meg) 
M144 - Flash? Queen (2) 
Ml 59 - Techotronic Remix 
M161 - Crusaders Bacteria 
Ml83 - ScooPex Beast Sonix 
Ml57 - Digital Concert 5 (VI) 
M151 - Crusaders: Genesis 
M132 - Depeche Mode Mix Disk 
Ml56 - Seal Crazy Remix (1 Meg) 
M185-I Think We're Alone 
Ml86 - Evervbodv Dance Now 
Ml87 - Doing The Do (Remix) 
Ml89 - Amazing Tunes (I Meg) (3 disks) 
Ml90 - Move Any Mountain 
M192 -Charlv Remix 
Ml93 - What Can You Do For Me? 
Ml 94 - Bruno Music Box (2 disks) 
Ml95 - Manic Raves (2 disks) 
M199 -Star Trek Theme 
M201 - Journey Into Sound 
M203 - Looney Tunes 
M205 - Vogue CD Player 
M206 - Flashing Bytes 
M208 - Remember The Time (Remix) 
M209 -Enjoy Live 
M211 - Rave Around The Clock 
M212 - Raver's Delight 
M216 - Genesis 
M217 - Dirtv Digit Songs 
M225 - Phil Collins 
M226 - The Wall By Pink Floyd (6 disks) 
M229 - Desire Lego Land 
M230 - Manic Raves Remix 
M234 - 808 State Remix 
M241 - The Equiliser 
M246 - Music Dream 2 
M247 - Four Seasons 
M248 - Flash Team Music 
M249 - Move Any Mountain 
M251 - Roger Ramjet 
M253 - Crazv Looney Tunes 
M260 - Old Soul Remix 
M265 - Stand Bv Me 
M269 - My Girl 
M271 - Simply Red-Stars (2 disks) 

U001 - Sound Tracker Collection 
(3 disks) 

U012 - Mega Utilities (175 utilities) 
U024-Sid Cli Utility 
U039 - Amibase V3.76 
U042 - Front Disk 
U043 - Kim Database 
U059 - Clip Art 
U062 - Ultimate PD Copiers + 

Virus Killers Disk 
U069 - Demolisher Utilities 
U071 D^Copy 
U073 - Hard Disk Utilities 
U074 - Easy Back Up And View 80 
U075 - Pascal C Compiler 
U078 - A500 + Utilities (For The 

A500 +only) 
U080 - Turbotitle 
U081 -S-Movie 
U0S2 - Graphs 
U083 -Drawmap V3.1 
U085 - RBase IIV5 
U086 -Text Engine V3 
U025-SidV! 6 
U091 -Opti Utilities 2 
U093-PCQ Pascal 
U094-M.UJCV2.1 
U095 - Zerovirus + Bootx V430 
U096 - ST Emulator 
U098 - Amibase V3 6.7 
U099 - M-CAD 
Ul01 -C Manual V2.00 
U103 - Iconmania 
U104 -Messvsid 11 
UJ05 - Insanity Tools 
U106 -ImploderV4.0 
U107-N-CommV 1.921 
U108 - Amiga MCAD 
U109 - D Paint Cartoon Brushes 
Ulll - D Paint Font Disks (4 disks) 
Ul 12 - Ham Radio Utilities (5 disks) 
Ul 13 - Programming Disk (2 disks) 
U117 - Sound Applications (2 disks) 
U119 - Video Applications (2 disks) 
U128-TheComms Disk 
U129 - D- Paint Clip Art ( 2 disks) 
U130 - Video Graphics (4 disks) 
U132 - Genealogy (1 Meg) 
U066 - C-Light (1 Meg) 
U135- New Super Killers 
0138 - Electrocad VI .4 Demo 
U139 -Spectra Paint V3.0 
U140 - Language Tutor 
U145 - Database Master 2.0 
U146 - Dynamite Brush Fonts 
U147 - Textplus Word Processor 
U149-MedV3.10 
U151 - Dice V2.06A 
U152 - Pagesetter Clip Art ( 8 disks) 
U154 - Night Flyers Utilities IV 
U156 - Vector ball Editor {1 Meg) 
U157 - Antivirus V3T4 
U158-Kids Paint 
U159-Text Engine 
U160 - Windows Bench 
U161 -PDS Utilities Nol Printing Utilities 
U163-NCommeVl,921 
U164 - Work Bench 2+ Work Station 
U165 - Video Screens 
U167 - Cursor Basic Compiler 
U16S -JRCommVL02 
U171 - Super C. Commands 
U172 -P Suite VI.4 
U173 - The Ripper Guide 
U174 - Jam Ripper VI .7 Jam Cracker V1 
U175 - Beatrix Potter Clip Art 
Ul 77 - Thief Sound Ripper V3.Q 
U178 - Faulty Towers Samples 
U179-News Flash 21 
Ul 83 - Swag No 4: Fractals 
U184 - Little Bench 
U185 - Plotting + Graphics: Piot-X-Y 

U186-DrawMapV3,l 
G001 - Star Trek 3 (2 disks) 
G006 - Breakout Construction Kit 
G008 - Board Games (Monopoly etc) 
G014 -Buck Rogers 
GO 15 - Star Trek ( 3 disks, 1 Meg) 
GO 16 - Tennis (1 Meg) 
G020 - Train Set 
G024 - Pipeline 
G026 - Treasure Hunt 
G031 - Drip! 
G033 - Jeopard (1 Meg) 
GO34 - Dragon Cave 
G037 - Seven Tiles 
G038 - Pom Pom Gunner 
G043 - Mental Image Games Disk 
G056 - Strategy Games 
G057 - Simpsons Game 
G059-Biomx 11(1 Meg) 
G062 - Atic Atac (1 Meg) 
G065 - Battle Pong (1 Meg) 
G066 - Frantic Freddie 
G068 - Air Ace n 
G069 - Down Hill Challenge 
G070 - Llamatron 
G071- Sky Fiver 
G074 - Revenge Of Mutant Camels 
G075 - Jet man 
G077 - Asteroids 
G078 - TWintris 
G079 - Card Games 
G080 - Battle Cards 
G081 - Mind Games 21 
G083 - Sword Of The Warlock 
G084 - Solitaire 
G086 -Scramble 
G087 - Dungeon On Nadroj 
G088 - Roval Boulder Dash 
G090 - Sub Attack 
G092 - Mega Ball 
G093 - Air Warrior 
G095 - Super Skoda Challenge 

^ SPECIAL * 

OFFERS 

UNBRANDED 

BLANK DISKS 

38p EACH 

DISK BOXES 

3.5" Cap 10 99p 
3.5" Cap 40 £4.00 
3.5" Cap 80. £6.50 

Mouse Mat.. £2.99 
1000 Disk Labels.,.£9,99 
512K Memory Upgrades 
With Clock ,...£32.50 
Without Clock £28.50 

We also stock Fred 

Fish disks 1-596 & 

T-Bag 1-59 

Please make cheques and postal orders payable to: 
Ultimate PD, 

The Ultimate PD Mag - Catalogue disk is available 
for 75p or free with orders of 2 disks or 

PLEASE SENI 
ULTIMATE PD 

44 FESTINIOG ROAD, 
GAB ALFA, CARDIFF CF4 2QS, 

WALES 

All disks are 99p each, some titles are on more 
than 1 disk. 

Please add 50p p&p to the total order. 
European orders please add 50p per disk and 

the rest of the world add ISp perdisk VISA 
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either from the synths keyboard or 
the Amiga's. However, it's the editing 
of the voices that I'm not keen on. 
With the editor display on-screen, 
you click on parameters to change 
them. But clicking on a number 
immediately deletes it, and leaves 
the cursor over a blank space. You 
then type in the new value. If you 
forget what was originally there, 
though, you re stuck; just hitting the 
Return key will fill the space with a 
value of zero. The only way to return 
the parameter to its original setting 
is to cancel the editing procedure 
altogether - which means discarding 
any other changes that youve made. 

Some people may not see this 
as a major failing, but those who, 
like me, tend to play around and 
then forget what the original value 
was will find this incredibly 
frustrating. 

Another failing is the fact that 
the program isn't very multitasking- 
friendly. Although it's possible to 

TurbQUfe - probably one of the most 
on a computer for some time... 
hide the screen and go back to the 
Workbench or another running 
program, for some reason windows 
deselect themselves about two 
seconds after you've clicked on them 
- so they are totally unusable, No 
data is lost, and the program didn't 
crash, but you have to quit from the 
librarian before you can use any 

mediocre adaptations of Life to be seen 

other applications. So much for 
multitasking! 

Still, those gripes aside, this is a 
perfectly reasonable librarian and 
editor program. 

Also on the same Fish disk is a 
similar editor for the 1X81Z and 
DX11 synths. 
Program rating 7/10 

TURBOL1FE 

Fish disk 584 
Supplied by Unique Computing 
Wizard Works wants $10 as a 
shareware fee for this version of the 
classic Life simulation - but quite 
how they can get away with asking 
for any money at all I don't know. 

Life has been ported to every 
computer ever built, and the Amiga is 
no exception. There are some very 
passable versions available, with 
additions to the basic model such as 
colour and even sound. 

All of this makes TurboLife seem 
just a little basic, True, it is a 
passable version - the grid is large, 
so there will be no problem running 
out of space while you are creating 
your colony. But that's about it - no 
special features, not even a click as 
each iteration is produced, it's now 
generally accepted that Life is fairly 
old hat', and that only really whizzy 

versions are now worth exploring. 
TurboLife just ain't in with a chance. 
Program rating 4/10 

3 Amigos 
16 Marsett Way 
Leeds LS14 2DN 
* 0532 733043 

Amiga nuts United 
169 Dale Valley Road 
Holly brook 
Southampton SQ1 6QX 

AMOS PD Library (also Deja Vu) 
25 Park Road 
Wigan WN6 TAA 
* 0942 495261 

AngHa PDL 
115 Raneiagh 
Fellxtowe 
Suffolk iPll 7HU 
■o 0394 283494 

BHtter chips 
Cliffe House 
Primrose Street 
Keighley BD21 4NN 
» 0535 667469 

CLS 
PO Box 7 
Bietchley 
Milton Keynes, MK2 3YL 
n 0908 640763 

Crazy Joe's 
145 Effingham Street 
Rotherham 
South Yorks S65 18L 
* 0709 S292S6 

Deltrax PD 
36 Bodefwyddan Ave 
Old Colwyn 
Clwyd LL29 9NP 
* 0492 5159S1 

Digits 
PO Box 144, Mexborough 
South Yorks S64 9SL 
* 0709 571748 

EdLib 
Scotland Farm, Stock wood Road 
Brislington 
Bristol BS4 5LU 
* 0272 7234S9 

EM PDL 
54 Watnalf Road 
Hucknall 
Nottingham NG15 7LE 
* 0602 630071 

Essex Computer Systems 
118 Middle Crockerford 
Basildon 
Essex SS16 4JA 
* 0268 553963 

George Thompson Services 
Cucumber Hall Farm, 
Cucumber Lane 
Essendon 
Herts AL9 6JB 

0707 664 654 

Goldstar Computers 
PO Box 2 
Tyldesley 
Manchester M29 7BN 
w 0942 895320 

ICPilG 
PO BOX 1309 
London N3 2L)T 
* 081 346 0050 

Kernow Software PD Library 
51 Ennors Road 
Newquay, Cornwall 

NBS 
1 Chain Lane, Newport 
Isle Of Wight P030 5QA 
w 09S3 529594 

Neurol Images 
4 Flint Walk, Hartlepool 
Cleveland TS26 OTE 
® 0492 263508 

Office Choice f OC-PD) 
30 Town St Kirkintilloch 
Glasgow G66 1NL 

0236 737901 

PD Soft 
1 Bryant Ave, South end-On-Sea 
Essex SSI 2YD 
* 0702 612259 

Pen tire PD 
10a Hag Hill Lane, Taplow 
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 OJH 
» 0628 666641 

Public Dominator 
PO BOX SOI, Bishop's Stortford 
Herts CM23 3TZ 
* 0279 757692 

Riverdene PDL 
30a School Road 
Hiehurst, Reading 
Berkshire RG3 5AN 
* 0734 452416 

Telescan Computer Services 
Hands worth Road 
Blackpool FY5 1SB 
tr 0253 22296 

Sector 16 
160 Hollow Way, Cowley, Oxford 
v 0865 774472 

Seventeen Bit Software 
PO BOX 97, Wakefield 
West Yorks WF11XX 
* 0924 366982 

Software Expressions 
Hebron House, Ston Road 
Bedminster 
Bristol BS3 3BO 
» 0272 637634 

Softvllle 
Unit 5, Stratfieid Park 
Eiettra Avenue, 
Waterloo vi lie 
Hants 
P07 7XN 
* 0705 266509 

Start Computer Systems 
Barbican House 
Bonnersfield 
Sunderland, SR6 OAA 
* 091 564 1400 

Start ronfes 
4 Arnold Drive, Droylsden 
Manchester M35 6RE 
n 061 370 9115 

Unique Computing 
114 Salters Road, Gosforth 
Newcastle on Tyne3 NE3 3UP 
* 091-284 7976 

Vally PD 
PO BOX 15T Peterlee 
Co Durham SRS 1NZ 
* 091587 1195 

Wirral PD 
PO Box 4, Birkenhead 
Mersey side L43 4FW 
w 051 651 0646 
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Swift Microcomputers Ltd 
84 High Street North, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU6 3HP 

Tel: (0582) 470257 Fax: (0502) 478258 

COMMODORE 
CDTV 
£445 

AMIGA A500+ 
CARTOON 
CLASSICS 

£349 

AMIGA A500+ 
2Mb RAM 
CARTOON 
CLASSICS 

£399 

A500 WITH 1Mb 
RAM 

EXTERNAL 
DRIVE 
£369 

AMIGA A600 
CALL 

FOR DETAILS 

DISKS & BOXES 
50 Disks + 100 box £25 
100 Disks + 100 box £36 

200 Disks + 2x100 
Boxes £70 

400 Disks + 4x10Q 
Boxes £138 

50 £21.00 
100 £33.00 
250  £77.00 
500+ CALL FOR 

BEST PRICE 

Internal Drive,,.£46 
External Drive ..£49 
Cumana Drive.,£59 
.5 Meg RAM £21 
1 Meg RAM (+) .£41 
2.04 K/Start £49 
Hi-res S/Denise£36 
Fatter Angus ....£49 
ROM Sharer £29 

PHILIPS 
CM8833 Mk2 

£215 
{Inc. Lead) 

CANON BJ1 Oex £239 
STAR LC20 £150 
STAR LC24-10„,£219 
STAR LC200 £209 
STAR LC24-200.£269 

BOX OF 10 DS/DD 
£6.50 

HOW TO ORDER 
Visit our showroom j 
with easy parking or 

send cheque or postal 
order to the above 

address. 
Access and Visa 

accepted. 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY. ADD £9 
FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY. 

QUALITY AMIGA PD PROGRAMS 
From OUT extensive library we present two superb disks jam- 

packed with the very best and most popular programs. All 
programs Menu driven/Virus cheeked & include documents. 

DISK I 
TEXTPLLS V3.0EN + One of tlie best PD Wordproeessors 
IMPLODER v4,0 4 Crunches programs lo allow more spate on disks 
FLASH DISK v0.3a + .Tidy up your data to speed up loading time, GREAT 
DISK MASTERv3.2..,.. , [...EXCELLENT CU utility program. ESSENTIAL. 
FIX DISK v 1,2+ Get rid of theo« nasty READ/WRITE errors. ESSENTIAL 
SYSINFO v2.58 + Find out what's inside your Amiga 
LABEL PRINT v3.5 + Create your own customised labels, GREAT 
VIRUS CHECKER v6.0+ Can detect over 150 viruses, ine nle viruses 
NEWZAPv3,3+ Multi-purpose Me sector editing utility. GREAT 
GO-MOKU + An outstanding board game 
PEG PUZZLE + Nice puzzle game. 
KGB+ Interspace demo, GREAT 

SUPERDUPERv2.01 + Up to 4 ropies from RAM In 36 sec*. EXCELLENT 
ARTM vl.3+ Amiga real time monitor, GREAT 
HYPER CAT vl.2+ Catalogue all your floppy disks and their contents 
BOOTX v4.4 + The most powerful virus detector, kills up to 220 viruses 
PICTSAVER v2,0+ Save anv part of the screen as an IFF file, GREAT 
MIGHTY MOUSE vl .05+ Mouse accelerator/blanker, screen blanker 
FULL VIEW v3.04+ Text viewer, displays colour text+ IFF pictures 
PAULCOPY vll Single-drive disk copier with 1Mb RAM. no disk swaps 
BOOTGAMES+ Play Boolout vS.O/Squash v4,3 on start up. GREAT 
DILEMA+/XFIRE-H/MIRROR WARS* Thrett super games 
POL DEMO Good music & graphics 

ALL THIS FOR ONLY £3.00 PLUS 50p P&P 
# & # All orders dispatched 1st class same day $ # # 

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to "S. Parker" 
ORION PD 

Dept AS, 14 OUSTON CLOSE, WARDLEY 
GATESHEAD, TYNE & WEAR NEIO 8DZ 

Overseas orders: Europe add 50p, World add £1.00 
+ = A500+ compatible 

QUALITY DOESN'T HAVE TO COME AT A PRICE! 

ANIMATIONS 
Planetside 1M (CDTV animation) 
At The Movies 1,5M (+) 
At The Movies 2 (4) 1MNB £3.50 
Anti Lemmin' (2) (2 drives) 2M (+) 
Mr Potato Head 1 1M<+) 
Mr Potato Head 2 1M(+) 
Buz2ed! (3) (2 drives) 3M 
Rollerball (2) 1M 
In Bed With Madonna 1M (+) 
Gulf War Conflict 2M 
Robocop Digi movie 1M (+) 
Woman In Red (+) 
Spiderman 1M 
Knight Anim 1M (+■) 
The Beings 1M (+) 

EDUCATION 
T.C. Dinosaurs (interactive book) 
Learn and Play (2) (+) 
Typing Tutor 
Train Construction Kit C+-) 
Elements (+) (periodic table info) 
German Tutor (+■) 
Spanish Tutor (+) 
Colour It! (+) 
Space Maths (+) 
Treasure Search (+) (with speech) 
Power Logo (+■) 
Storyland2(+) 

Blank Disks inc 
Labels, 
Post and 

Packing just 
£5.50 

UTILITIES 
Form Designer (+) 
Cassette Labeller (+) 
Amicash (+) 
DPalnt Fonts & Surfaces (+) 
Amibase Professional (+) 
Text Plus V3.00C+) 
Video Applications (2) (+) 
MessySid 2 (+) 
Amateur Radio 1 (+) ■ 
Pacman Copier (+) 
Hard Drive Utlls(+) 
Spectrum Emulator (with snd) (+) 
Spectrum Datadisk 1 (+) 
Atari ST Emulator (2 drives) 
PC Emulator (+) 
Last Hope (file recovery progs) (+) 
Med V3.2C+) 
Med Music Disk (+) 
RSI DemomakerV2 1M 
RSI Demomoker Instructions 
Cult TV Guide 
Home Applications (2) (+) 
Desktop Publisher (English) (+) 
Clip Art Pack (5) (ONB £4.50 
Starchart (+} 
600 Business Letters (+) 
King James Bible (4) C+) MB £3.50 
Crossword Creator (+) 
DPaint Cartoon Brushes (+) 
Tarot2C2)(+) 
Business Card Maker (+) 
Pascal Compiler 
Calc VK2 (spreadsheet prog) (+) 

GAMES 
Jetman 
AticAtac1M(+) 
Frantic Freddy 
Dragons Cave (+) 
Ghost Ship 
A500 Plus Game Pack (21 of 'em) 
Truckin{2)(+) 
Killer Cars(+) 
Raphael's Revenge (+) 
Card Sharp (+) 
Quizmaster (+) 
Raid (+) 

DEMOS & MUSIC 
Sllents Blues House (2) (+) 
Hardwired (2) 
Anarchy Digital Innovation 
Drvina Technofright (+) 
PMC Alpha Omega (+) 
Total Recall The Demo (+) 
Amos 3D (+) 
Stlents 'Ice' (+) 
Bruno's Box 3 (2) (+) 
The Four Seasons (2) (+) 
Alcatraz Odyssey (5) 1M MB £4.50 
Utah Saints Remix (+) 
Andromeda Decaying Paradise (+) 
CharlyO-) 

SLIDESHOWS 
Terminator 2 (2 drives) 1M 
Divine Visions (2) (fantasy) 1M (+) 
Kim Wilde (+) 
Betty Boo (+) 
Robocop 2 
Advance HAM 1MC+) 

THE SERVICE 
SAME DAY DESPATCH BY FIRST CLASS POST 

FREE NEWSLETTER WITH SCREENSHOTS 
AND REVIEWS OF LATEST PD TITLES. 

FREE PRIZE DRAW FOR COMMERCIAL TITLES 
DETAILS BY RETURN 

ORDER MORE THAN 10 DISKS AND PICK A FREE 
DISK AND GET FREE P&P TOO! 

WHEN ORDERING! 
PLEASE INCLUDE 60p TO HELP WITH 

POSTAGE & PACKAGING 

I CANT SEE THE DISK I WANT! 
WE WILL PROBABLY HAVE IT! JUST GIVE US A CALL, 

IF WE DON'T WE WILL GET IT FOR YOU 
AT NO EXTRA COST! 

A500 Plus Owners just look for the (+) 
sign! CAT disk 75p or 

FREE with orders over 5 disks 

gives detMied revto 

When ordering please make 
CHEQUES and P/O's 

payable to: 
NEURAL IMAGES 
Department AS5 

4 Flint Walk 
HARTLEPOOL 

Cleveland TS260TE 
TEL (0429) 263508 



Q: HOW MANY 

PROGRAMS 

CAN YOU GET 

FOR £30? 

A: 30! 

Public Domain is your 

essential monthly guide to 

the world of free software. 

For as tittle as a pound you 

can pick up games, utilities/ 

even fully-fledged business 

packages for your Amiga. 

# New look issue! Redesigned to 
be even clearer than ever before 

0 Hundreds of programs reviewed 
and rated each and every issue 

0 In-depth features that tell you all 
you need to know 

# Lower price! - For only £1 ;95 
you could save yourself hundreds 

DON'T MISS ISSUE SEVEN 

ON SALE 7TH MAY 

Yet another superb magazine from future Publishing, the 
m company that brings you 

U|i  Amiga Format, ST Format, 
■ iyS Ami3°power ^ 
Vl W    Shopper, PC Plus, 

PUBLISHING   PC Format, PC Answers.. 

BISK 



ADVERTISERS 

INDEX 

S A F I 

BUYING ADVICE 

FOR SHOPPERS 

Whether buying over the phone or at a local store, 

here's our advice on how to get what you want 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that it works properly. 
• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you need, 
• Don't forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as clear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy. Make 
sure you confirm all the technical 
details of what you are buying. Some 
things to bear in mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
model of Amiga (that is, make sure 
you know which version of Kickstart 
you have). 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it s the 
same as the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering 
is actually in stock, 
• Check when and how the article 
will be delivered, and that any extra 
charges are as stated on the advert. 
• Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you 
are buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where it's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary* You 
should also make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you buy by, you 
are entitled to return a product if it 
fails to meet any one of the following 
three criteria: 

A CHECK LIST FOR 

MAIL ORDER BUYING 

1 Make sure you know exactly what you want. Draw up a checklist of the 
specifications you are looking for and what you want it to be able to do. 
Check with the suppliers that their product matches your list 

2 Will the product you have In mind Work with your existing set-up, and 
anything else you are planning to buy? 

3 Can you see a demonstration? Many products are on display at computer 
shows around the country. 

4 Are there any hidden extras? Does it need 1Mb to runr or a bard disk? 

5 What technical support Is provided by the supplier? Does the 
manufacturer offer after-sales advice? Check before you buy. 

6 Check the guarantee terms. How long Is the free warranty? What does It 
offer? 

7 Draw up a list of these details and make them a condition of your order. 

8 Check the prtee and delivery details when you order, and make a note of 
them. 

9 Note down when you placed the order and who you spoke to. 

10 When It arrives, check everything carefully. If anything Is missing, don't 
use the product at all ~ contact the supplier. If It doesn't work, make the 
obvious checks such as the fuse. If It still doesn't work don't try to fix It - 
contact the supplier. 

• The goods must be of 
'merchantable quality'. 
• The goods must be las described1. 
• The goods must be fit for the 
purpose for which they were sold. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all of the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to; 
• Return them for a refund. 
• Receive compensation for part of 
the value. 
• Get a replacement or free repair, 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason it is important that you check 
the hardware or software as soon as 
it is delivered to make sure 
everything you ordered is there and 
works as it is supposed to, 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible way, whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
the money from the credit card 
company even if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
help sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the mail, 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect. 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible, and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee. 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm all orders as 
clearly as possible. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD because 
different houses charge dEfferent 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses are, in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit 
making operations. 

1st Choice (Leeds). 49-51 
3 Amigos 152 
16 Bit Centre 114 
316 Supplies 33 
Accelerators Unlimited,„ ,„_127 
Ace  
Almathera , „,, 28 
Amiga Format .........144 
Amiganute , 155 
Amispeed.. 44 
Anglia PD ...... ,,,.155 
Ark 85 
Artworks 81 
Astrocalc... ..,,...85 
Audition Compact Services 122-123 
BCS 93 
Best Prices 101 
Bitcon . ...44 
Bruce Smith 71 
Coombe Valley 85 
Cortex 20 
Crazy Joes , 149 
Dataplex. 76 
Dataschool 81 
Delta Pi 28 
Deltrax ,152 
Diamond 106-109 
Digita 9 
Drgitz 86 
D irect Comp ute rs 76 
Dynamite 102-103 
E.M.C. Graphic .81 
Evesham Micros... ,..128-129 
Firecresi 85 
Future World 64-65 
Galaxy Grafix 85 
Gastetner ..„. 138 
Harwoods 12, 55-61 
Hobbyte .... 96-97 
Hydra Systems 127 
(CPUG 86 
Intracom... ...124 
Kosmos 71 
Ladbroke Computing 119 
Merlin 53 
MJC Supplies 95 
Neural PD 159 
Omega Projects 116 
Optbn 20QQ 44 
Orion PD.... ....159 
P.P,N 85 
Palatine. ., 86 
PDMajlCk 152 
PDSoft 151 
Pentire PD 155 
Phoenix 39 
Power.... OBC, 25, 63 
Public Domain. 160 
Roctec... IBC 
Silica Systems ...121, 125,141 
Snap , 124 
Softstore  71 
Startrcnrcs 152 
Swift 159 
Switchsoft 76 
Tel ©scan 80 
The Grapevine Group Inc 28 
TK Com ute rs 80 
Trilogic 42-43 
Ultima PD.. 157 
Vortex , ..IFC 
We Serve 6 
White Knight    61 
WTS Electronics ..91,127 
York Electronics 76 
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SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE 
Welcome to the Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide, your regular guide to what's 
hot and what's not in the Amiga market place. It's designed as a simple-to- 
use yet comprehensive guide which will help you to make the right buying 
decisions. It may not include each and every product ever produced for the 
Amiga (that would take up virtually the whole of Amiga Shopped), but rest 

assured that all the major brands are here. 
The Buyer's Guide will run each and every month and as new products are 

released and others discontinued, we'll be updating it accordingly. This 
month we bring you what is possibly the most comprehensive guide to 
software for the Amiga owner. 

PAINT PROGRAMS 
Product Supplier Price Screen Modes Max Colours Overscan Animation Rating Issue 
MyPaint H8 Marketing £20 12 NO NO * * * 2 
The Graphics Studio Accolade £50 L/M 32 No No * # * 2 
Deluxe Paint 3 Electronic Arts £70 L/LI/M/H 64 Yes Yes 2 
Deluxe Paint 4 Electronic Arts £90 L/LI/M/H 4096 Yes Yes sfc r-fc ^fc 10 
Deluxe PhotoLab Electronic Arts £130 L/LI/M/H 4096 Yes No * * * 2 
DigtPaint 3 Silica Systems £80 L/LI 4096 Yes No * ** * 2 
Photon Paint 2 Microll fusions £90 L/LI 4096 Yes Yes ***** 2 
SpectraColour HB Marketing £60 L/LI 4096 Yes Yes * ** 5 
L-Low Res, Ll-Low Res Interlaced, M-Medium, H-Hign Res 

ANIMATION SOFTWARE 
Product Supplier Price ANIM Com pat    Onion Skin 
Disney Animation Studio Silica £80 Yes Yes 
Fantavfsion            HB Marketing      £50 No No 
MovieSetter            SiHca £80 No No 
Take-2                  Rombo £95 No No 

SOLID MODELLING/RAY TRACING 
Product Supplier Price Ray Tracing 24-bit 
Real 3D 1.4 Alternative Image £120 Yes Yes 
Imagine SiUca £235 Yes Yes 
3D professional Marcam £260 Yes Yes 
Draw 4D Surface UK £150 No No 
Sculpt 4D Alternative Image £400 Yes Yes 

X-Sheet Sound 
Yes Yes 
No Yes 
No Yes 
Yes Yes 

Animation Bump Maps Textures 
Yes Yes Yes 
Yes No Yes 
Yes No Yes 
Yes No Yes 
Yes No Yes 

Product 

Art Department 
Art Department Pro 
PIXmate 
Butcher 2 

PAGE LAYOUT SYSTEMS 

Supplier 

Silica 
Silica 
Precision 
HB Marketing 

Price 

£100 
£200 
£70 
£50 

24-bit 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 

Ma* Colours 

16.7 m 
16,7 m 
4096 
4096 

Hie 
Formats 
Many 
Many 
IFF, Neo 
IFF 

Composition Colour 
Control 

No 
Yes 
No 
No 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Rating issue 
1 
14 
14 
14 **** 

Rating issue 

ii: + if * 
^ +      + 'Jr. 
** * * 

4T7 
4h7 
7 
7 
7 

MISC GRAPHICS 
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue 
VistaPro 
Genesis 

HB Marketing 
Microlllusions 

£100 
£50 

Fractal Landscapes 
Fractal Landscapes 

7 
11 

IMAGE PROCESSORS 
Rating Issue 

10 

Product Supplier Price Outline Fonts Pantone Postscript 24-btt Cot Colour Sep Rating Issue 
PageStream 2.2 Silica £200 Yes No Yes Yes Yes 2,3 
PraPage 2.1 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 1 
Saxon Publisher Surface UK £200 Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
PageSetter 2 Silica £100 Yes No No No No * 

Shakespeare ClDudhall £100 No No Yes No Yes 
CityDesk Precis Eon £130 No No Yes No No * * 

STRUCTURED DRAWING PROGRAMS 
Product Supplier Price Bezier Curves Postscript Outline Fonts EPS compat Rating Issue 
PrcOraw 2.1 Silica £132 Yes Yes Yes Yes * * * 

DesignWorks Silica £100 Yes Yes Yes No ** 

CAD PACKAGES 
Product Supplier Price DXF Compat No, Of Vector Postscript Rating Issue 

layers Fonts 
OynaCADD Ex press Works £650 Yes 256 Yes Yes 3 
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X-CAD 2000 Digital Multimedia £129 Yes 255 Yes With util included ** * * 
X<:AD 3000 Digital MultiMedia £300 Yes 255 Yes With util inciuded ***** 
UltraDesign Ma ream £200 Yes 128 Yes Yes ** * 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Product Supplier Price Thesaurus Rating Issue Spell Checker Picture import 

: Scrioble! £30 No No * * * ■ 6,9 HB Marketing Yes 
Transwrite HB Marketing £40 Yes No No * * * 6,9 
Pen Pa! 
Kind Words 2 
Pretext 5,5 

Harwoods 
HB Marketing 
Arnor 

£80 Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
No 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
No 

* * ¥# 6r9 
6,9 
6,9 

£50 
£150 

** 

Wordworth Digita £130 Yes No Yes 4r6r9 
Excellence 2 
ProWfite 3,2 

HB Marketing 
Silica 

£130 
£143 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes Yes 
Yes 

* * * * 
* ** 

6P9 
12 Yes 

Word Perfect Sentinel £230 Yes Yes No * ** 
DATABASES 

Product Supplier Price Type Programmable dBASE Rating Issue 
Compatible? 

Infofile HB Marketing £50 Card Index No No 9 
ProData 1,2 Arnor £100 Card index No Yes * * * 9 
SuperBase Precision £30 Relational No Yes * * * * 9 
SuperBase 2 Precision £100 Relational No Yes ** *# 9,12 
SuperBase Pro 4 Precision £400 Yes $ * * * * 4,9 Relational Yes 
Organize 2 HB Marketing £62 Relational No Yes * *# 

SPREADSHEETS 
Product Supplier Prrce Lotus Compatibility Graphs Rating Issue 
SuperPian Precision £80 

£50 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes * ** 9 
Analyze! Precision Yes * * * 9 
Maxipfan 500 HB Marketing £80 Yes Yes ** * 9 
ProCalc 
Advantage 

Silica 
Silica 

£150 Yes Yes 
£100 Yes Yes *+* * 1,9 

K-Spread 3 Kuma £70 Yes Yes * * * 9 
Spread 4 Kuma £100 Yes Yes * * * * 9 

DGCalc Digita £40 No No * * 
Analyze 2 HB Marketing £50 Yes Yes * * * 

MULTIMEDIA 
Product Supplier Price Interactive External Drivers ARexx Rating 

** ** 
Issue 

Presentation Master H8 Marketing £350 Yes NO No 9 
HyperBook Silica £100 Yes No Yes 6 
ArnigaVision Commodore £80 Yes Yes Yes ** * * 
CanDo 1.5 Checkmate Digital £130 Yes No Yes 
Viva! MicroOeal £200 Yes Yes No ** 

Hi   VIDEO TITLERS 
Product 
Broadcast Titler 2 

Supplier 
HB Marketing 

Price 
£234 

Overscan 
Yes 

Transitions 
Yes 

Amiga Fonts 
No 

Horrz Crawl 
Yes 

Rating Issue 
2 

Scaia 1.1 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes No ***** 2 
Scaia 500 Silica £100 Yes Yes Yes No. 
Alternative Scroller Alternative Image £50 Yes No No Yes 
Home Titter HB Marketing £40 Yes No No Yes * 9 
ProTitEer MB Marketing £100 Yes Yes Yes Yes ** * 9 
Video Caption Designer Maze £200 Yes No Yes Yes * ** 3 
Video Ease Interactive Tchnlgy £40 Yes Yes Yes Yes ** 11 

DTV UTILITIES 
Product 
AntfA 

Supplier 
Zen 

Price 
£40 

Type 
Font Enhancer 

Rating Issue 
8 

BT2 Font Enhancer HB Marketing £130 Font Enhancer 8 
ShowMaker Silica £250 Presentation System ■4. * Df.' 10 
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Elan Performer 2 Silica £180 Presentation System 
Presentation System 

11 
Deluxe Video 3 Electronic Arts £100 4* 4=4 

MIDI SEQUENCERS 
Product Supplier Price Ho. of Tracks Amiga Song Arrange Rating Issue 

Samples 
Sequencer One Gajits £90 20 Yes Yes * * * *. 2 
Bars&Pipes Pro Zone £200 Unlimited Yes Yes 4 4 + 3 
Pro-24 Even i ode £300 24 No Yes # ¥ # 4 
Harm on i HB Marketing £50 24 Yes No #44 7 
KCS 3.5 Zone £280 Yes 8 48 Yes 
Tiger Cub Zone £100 12 Yes Yes 
Music-X Microlllusions £150 256 Yes No 4 44 * 

Music-X Junior Microl Hustons £50 256 Yes No 
Master Tracks MOM £200 64 No Yes 
Trax MCM £70 64 No Yes 

MISC MIDI SOFTWARE 
Product 
JAM 
X^Or 
CMPanion 
Caged Artist 
Copyist Apprentice 
Copyist DTP 
Audition 4 
AudioMaster 4 
Audio Sculpture 
Quartet 
Mugician 
Music Studio 
TFMX 
OctaMED 2 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
Product 
Learn to Read With Prof 
The Three Bears 
Donald's Alphabet 
Case 

Supplier Price 
Zone £100 
Zone £220 
Gajits £100 
Zone £100 
Zone £100 
Zone £230 
HB Marketing £50 
HB Marketing £80 
SMG £50 
MicroDeal £50 
Thalamus £30 
HB Marketing £25 
HB Marketing £45 
ArmgaNuts £20 

Supplier Price 
Prisma £25 
School Software £23 
Entertainments int. £25 

Type 
Algorithmic Composition 
Librarian 
Patch Editor 
Patch Editor 
Score Notation 
Pro Score Notation 
Sample Editor 
Sample Editor 
Sample Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 
Sam pie Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 
Sample Sequencer 

Type 
Reading 
Reading 
Reading 

Rating Issue 

Lets Spell Softstuff £20 Writing 
Things To Do With Words Softstuff £20 Writing 
Kids Type GeniSoft £25 Writing 
Mickey's Zoo Entertainments Int. £25 Maths 
Game, Set & Match GeniSoft £21 Maths 
Magic Maths School Software £23 Maths 
Fun School 3 Euro press £25 3 (R's 
Fun School 4 Europress £25 3 'FTs 
Puzzle Book 1 Softstuff £20 3 JRTs 
Sesame Street Merit Software £16 Painting 
Play it Safe Deja Vu £3.50 General 
Pick A Puzzle Deja Vu £2,50 Jigsaw 
Hooray For Henrietta Sket lander £25 Maths 
Back To Basics HB Marketing £40 Maths 
Maths Adventure HB Marketing £26 Maths 
Spell! Europress £9 Writing 
Maths Blaster Plus Ac lac Computec £40 Maths 
Maths Mania School Software £23 Maths 
Better Spelling School Software £23 Writing 

* 4*4 
* 4* 
* 4 * 4 

4 + 
.4*4 
4*4 
* * 
* # 4 
+ 4: + 4 * 

6 
6 
6 

10 

12 

Rating Issue 
* * * 2 
* * * 2 

2 

4*4 + 2 
4; * * 2 

2 
444 2 
44 2 
* 4 4 2 
#***4 2 

$c :f: :■: -Jf. 9 
# + 2 
444 2 
4 44 4 2 
* ** 2 
* 4* 2 
* * * 9 

9 
3 
3 

#444 3 
3 
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PRODUCT-LOCATOR 

Answer Back Quiz Kosmos £20 3 'R's * ** * 3 
Weather Watcher 
What Is It? 

GeniSoft 
GeniSoft 

£25 
£20 

I TUG LI (CI 
Geography 

+ * % 
* * ** 

*f 
4 

Better Maths School Software £23 Maths *** 4 
French Mistress 
Mr Robots 

Kosmos £20 French * + * 4 
FID IVIOI rvcLEF I& vv nung *** 6 

Speak&SpeJI 
Early Learning Maths 
SpelliCopter 

ESP Software 
ESP Software 

£20 
£20 

Maths 
Writing 
Writi ng 

* * * 
* * * * 

6 
6 

Onfall &.nr\l{ C/\f|-Gtt iff -to 6 
Coombe Valley £12 Quiz $ * * 7 

Maths Dragons Coombe Valley £12 IVtclUlS *** "7 7 
Shapes & Co fours Rainbow £S Basic * * * * 7 
First Letters Rainbow £S Reading . 7 . 
Reasoning With Trolls Coombe Valley £15 Quiz **** S 
Spellbound Lander Software £26 Writing 10 
Cound & Add Lander Software 

Prisma 
Triple +R' Education 

£26 
£26 
£20 

Maths 10 
Pepe's Garden 
Picture Book 

3 JR s 
3 'RTs ^ jj? 

10 
10 

Money Matters Triple cRr Educational £20 Money * * * * * . 
Maths Adventure.-. : Kosmos £26 Maths # * # 12 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
Product Supplier Price Language Compiler Rating Issue 
GFA BASIC 3.5 GFA Data Media £50 BASIC Separate 3,9 
GFA Compiler 
Bfitz 

GFA Data Media £30 ■ • Compiler 3,9 
Siren Software £70 BASIC Yes 3,9 

AMOS Europress £50 BASIC Separate $ £ # 3,9 
AMOS Compiler Europress £30 Compiler Yes ijf 3fC * T# 5,9 
AMOS 3D 
AMOS Tome 

Europress 
Deja Vu 

£30 
£30 

BASIC Extension 
BASfC Extension 

5,7 
D$£ j(t .+ jji 11 

Easy AMOS Europress £35 BASIC No 3jc A 12 
Hi Soft BASIC HiSoft £50 BASIC Yes * * * * 9 
RQ Forth H8 Marketing £80 Forth Yes * * * * 9 
Lattice C 5 HiSoft £230 C Yes ifc jjjs ±. 3fc 3,9 
Aztec C Precision £130 C . Yes :+ f: r+c 9 

7,9 M2 Amiga Heal Time £125 Modular Yes i)f    !^ tfc 
ArgAsm HB Marketing £50 Assembly 9 
Devpac 3 HiSoft £70 Assembly ***** 10,12 

UTILITIES 
Product 
Ami-Back'1.4 
Quarter Back 
Personal Fonts Maker 
GB Route Pius 
GB Route Plus Edit 
Plow 3.0 
Turbo Print Pro 
Directory Opus 

Supplier Price 
Omega Projects £50 
HB Marketing £50 
HB Marketing £70 
Complex Computers £80 
Complex Computers £30 
Silica £80 
HB Marketing £50 
Checkmate Digital £40 

Type 
Hard Disk Backup 
Hard Disk Backup 
Bitmap font. Editor 
Journey Planner 
Editor For GB Route 
Ideas Processor 
Enhanced Printing 
Directory Utility 

Rating Issue 
9 
5 
7 
10 
10 
10 
11,12 

* * * * * 
:f. X f IT 

** * 
** *+ * 
*'.*** 
* ** 

***** 

SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST 
Abiac Computec 
Accolade 
Alternative Image 
Amiga Centre Scotland 
Amor 
Checkmate Digital 
Cloud hall 
Commodore 
Compfex Computers 
Coombe Valley 

0626 331464 
07 1 73S 1391 
0533 440041 

031 557 4242 
0733 68909 

071 923 0658 
0604 231211 
0628 770088 
0706 224531 
0626 779695 

Vu 
Digita 
Digital Multimedia 
Electronic Arts 
Entertainments Int 
E$p Software 
Eu repress 
Even Lode SoundWorks 
Express Works 
Gagits Music Software 

0942 495261 
0395 270273 
0702 206165 
0753 549442 
0268 541212 
0702 600557 

051 357 1275 
0993 898484 
0252 726255 

061 236 2515 

GeniSoft 
GFA Data Media 
Harwoods 
HB Marketing 
HiSoft 
Interactive Technology 
Kosmos 
Kuma 
Lander Software 
Ma ream Ltd 

0753 686000 
0734 794941 
0773 836781 
0753 686000 
0525 718181 
0423 501321 
0525 53942 

0734 844335 
041 357 1659 
071 258 3454 

0101 
MOM 
Merit Software 
Microlllusions 
Omega Rejects 
Precision 
Prisma Software 
Rainbow 
Real Time Associates 
ftombo Productions 
School Software 010 

081 963 0663 Sentinel 
214 385 2353 Silica 
0480 496497 Siren Software 
0925 763946 Sketlander 

0S1 330 7166 SMG 
0244 326244 Softstuff 
0392 77369 Surface UK 

081 656 7333 Triple 'R' Software 
0506 466601 Zone 

353 61 45399 

0932 231164 
081 309 1111 
061 724 7572 
041 357 1659 
0274 562999 
0732 351234 

081 566 6677 
0742 780370 
081 7666564 
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Here's your at-a-glance guide 

to all the features reviews and 

tutorials ever to have appeared 

in the first twelve issues of your 

favourite magazine 

AMIGA 5HOPPER INDEX • AMIGA SHOPPER INDEX • AMIGA SHOPPER INDEX 
WORD PROCESSING 

Think about it Review of: Thinker 2.1 2 
TEXtuai analysis Reviews of: Amiga TEX 3.1a, The TEXBook 4 
Dear John.,. Review of: Excellence!, KindWords, Personal Write, ProWrite, Quickwrite, Scribble!, 

Trans Write, WordPerfect, Pen Pal, Pretext, Wordworth 6 
Go with the flow Review of: Row 3 10 
Mark my words Review of: ProWrite 3.2 12 

DATABASE MANAGEMENT 

Superbase goes forth Review of: Superbase Professional. Superbase Personal, Superbase Personal 2 4 
Superbase Pro 4 Part 2 Review of: Superbase Professional, Superbase Personal, Superbase Personal 2 5 
The Beer Test How to construct a survey using Superbase Pro 6 
Data analysis How to present the results of a Superbase Pro survey 7 
Superbase Personal 2 How to get more from this excellent database 12 
FINANCIAL MODELLING 

Spreadsheets How to produce business graphics the easy way 8 
Chart attack Review of: Charts and Graphs 11 
INTEGRATED BUSINESS 

Down to business Review of: Home Office Advantage 1 
Business on a budget Reviews of: Gold Disk Office, The Works! Platinum, Home Office Kit 9 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

OK Punk.,. Make my page Review of: Professional Page 2 1 
Streaming headlines Review of: PageStream 2.1 2 
Capital gains The art of creating drop caps with Page Stream 3 
For what it's worth Review of: Wordworth 1,0 4 
Fun with fonts Review of: Personal Fonts Maker 7 
DIY DTP The kit required to set up a desktop publishing workstation 7 
Wobs and drops How to use Professional Page to create drop capitals and white text on black panels 8 
Card sharping Designing Christmas cards 9 
Flying aflotments! How to produce leaflets and flyers 10 
Fade to grey Review of: Power Scanner 11 
Allm a dither Review of: TURBO print Pro 12 

DESKTOP VIDEO PRODUCTION 
Moving Pictures Review of: Simpatica 1 
BAS Review of: BAS 1 
Genlock and load Review of: Videomaster VM-2 Genlock 1 
Image conscious Reviews of: Scafa, Broadcast Titter 2 2 
Entitled opinion Review of: Video Caption Designer 3 
Just Imagine Review of: imagine 4 
Completely captivating? Reviews of: Rom bo Complete Colour Solution, VideoCenter Plus 5 
Hot toast Review of Video Toaster 6 
Control your editing Reviews of: EMR Videopilot V320 main unit, Multiipfexert PCM Decoder, 

Time Code Modifications, Extra infra red units, 33 pin parallel cable, 
VideoC enter VC3, VC3 main unit, RMC1 remote controller, FJectridown disk 14 7 

Smoothing it Reviews of: AntiA, Font Enhancer 8 
Quick and easy gen locking Review of: Rocgen Genlock RG3000C S 
Invision Plus/Live Review of: Invision Plus/Live 8 
Veni, Vidi, Vici. A Beginner's Guide to desktop video 9 
Pal & Y/C Genlocks Reviews of: Electronic Design Pro, Electronic Design 9 
Scats 1,1 Review of: Scata 1,1 9 
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^ear that was 
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On a screen near you... Reviews of: Rend ale Super 8802, Rocgen Plus genlock, ShowMaker Gold Disk 10 
Grab this) Guide to DTV takes a look at grabbing 11 
A bit of a media station! Review of; Elan Performer 2.0 11 
Video Ease Review of: Video Ease 11 
A Board of many colours Reviews of: Impact Vision 24, RGB Splitter, GVP 68030, 68882 12 

ON-LINE COMMUNICATIONS 
Can i CIX It? How to use Compulhnk Information Exchange 1 
BB King How to set up a modem 2 
Getting baud Inside your modern 3 
The hoarder they comm Reviews of: SupraModem 2400zi, SupraModem 2400, Supralvlodem 24QQzi plus. 

Supra Modem 2400 plus, FCM2400 4 
Brilliant bulletin boards The most popular - and oddest - bulletin boards around 5 
Comm paring packages Reviews of: A-Talk 111, Online! Platinum Edition, JR-Comm 1,02A, 

NComm 1.92 6 
Going on-line Why it's worth it's getting hold of a modem 11 
Electronic mail and conferencing The world of E-Mail and CIX 12 
MIDI AND MUSIC 

MIDI class How to get more from your MIDI gear 1 
First in fine Review of: Sequencer One 2 
Sound plumbing Reviews of: Bars and Pipes Professional, Bars and Pipes 3 
Pro test and survive? Review of: PRO 24 1.1 4 
S-s-s-sampting How to use sampling technology 5 
Sound sense Reviews of: Caged Artist MT-32/4 Op Deluxe, XOOr, CMpanion 6 
MIDI revealed MIDI - what It is and how you can use it 7 
MIDI revealed MIDI - what ft is and how you can use it 8 
MIDI revealed MIDI - sequencing 9 
MIDI revealed MIDI - percussion 10 
MIDI revealed MIDI - codes and messages 11 
MIDI revealed MIDI - SYSEX & implementation charts 12 
Doctorin' the T? Review of: KCS 3.5 S 
Sounding out the samplers,.. Reviews of: Sound Enhancer, Audition 4, Perfect Sound 3 10 
S-S-Stereo Master Review of: Stereo Master 11 
Music for the masses Review of: Audio Sculpture 12 
GRAPHICS 

wond or graphics Reviews of: Disney Presents The Animation Studio 1 
Paint war Review of: My Paint, Deluxe Paint III Deluxe Photolab, Photon Paint 2, Digi-Paint 3, 

Express Paint, The Graphics Studio 2 
Take your ColourPic Reviews of: ColourPic, SuperPic 2 
Picture this Reviews of: Colorburst, DCTV, HAM-E, ACS Harlequin, Video Toaster 3 Draft dodges Review of; DynaCADD, Ditek 3 Back to reality Review of: Real 3D version 13, Real Things 4 
Spectacular Spectra color Reviews of: Digi Paint 3, Spectracolor 5 30 or not 3D Reviews of: Draw 4D( Real 3D, Imagine, 3D Professional 7 A welcome vista Review of: VistaPro, Vista 7 Show your true colours Review of: HAM-E S The image factory Review of: Art Dept Professional 10 Paint by numbers How to get more from Deluxe Paint 3 10 Succeeding with flying colours Review of: Deluxe Paint IV 10 The new world generation Review of: Genesis the Third Day 11 More colours for less Review of: DCTV 12 
PRESENTATION/MULTIMEDIA 

Multimedia marvel Review of; Hyperbook 1,0 6 All present and correct Review of: Presentation Master 9 
EDUCATION 
ieacn to your own 
Child's play 

Reviews of: Fun School (under 5), Disney (2-5), Fun School (5-7) Database, Puzzle Book 1 
Reviews of; Sesame Street, Funschool, Hooray For Henrietta, Donald s Alphabet Case, 

Mickey's Runaway Zoo, Learn to Read With Prof, Let s Spell, 
Things To Do With Words, Puzzle Book 1, Play It Safe, Game Set and Match, 
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Magic Maths, The Three Bears 2 
Teach to your own Reviews of: Spell!, Fun School (over 7), Maths Blaster Plus, Maths Mania, 

Setter Spelling, Answer Back Junior Quiz 3 
Ltve and loam Reviews of: Weather Watcher, What is it, Where is it?P Better Maths, 

Scrabble, Sim City, French Mistress 4 
Public schooling Reviews of: Learn and Play; Simon and Space Maths, Touchstones, 

Shapes, Quingo, Treasure Seach, Jigmania 5 
Live and learn Reviews of: Big Top Fun, Flower Power, CYAD, Mr Robot's Speak 'ft* Spell, 

Early Learning Maths, Spellicopter, Spell Book (4-9} 6 
New kids in school Reviews of: Cave Maze, Maths Dragons, Shapes and Colours, First Letters 7 
School's out Reviews of: Magic Story Book, Languages Tutor, Reasoning with Trolls 8 
Tackling the age-gap Reviews of; Fun School 4 (under 5), (5-7), (7-11), Back to Basics, Maths Adventure 9 
Building on the basics Reviews of: Spellbound, Count and Add, Pepe's Garden, Picture Book 10 
Education forum Reviews of: Maths Adventure, Micromeasure, MoG 12 

ROUTE PLANS 

A mute to suit Reviews of: GV Route Plus 2. GB Route Plus Edit 10 

UTILITIES 
Get your bach up Review of: Quarterback, Quarterback tools 5 
Hard disk back-ups Review of: Ami-Back 1.4 9 

RADIO 

Making Waves Review of: Amigasat, Bonito 9 
A captain's log Review of: G4TYF Log 9 

GENERAL PROGRAMMING 

Which is the best programming language for you? 2 
Intuition's built-in message passing facilities 4 
Beginner's guide to programming 11 
Beginner's guide to programming 12 

ASSEMBLER PROGRAMMING 

Opening libraries, allocating memory, checking Input 1 
Cleaning up memory and safe exiting 2 
Assembly language on the Motorola 68000... 11 
Pack a devil of a punch Review of: Devpac 3 12 

C PROGRAMMING 

How to jump f rom C to machine code and back 1 
How to build an Amiga application in C 3 
Windows, gadgets and projects 4 
Handle user input 5 
Connecting ADraw to screen pixels 6 
File handling 7 
Introduction to C 9 

BASIC PROGRAMMING 

Battle of the Basic Reviews of: AMOS, Blitz Basic, GFA Basic, Hi Soft Basic 3 

OTHER LANGUAGES 
Code a la mode Jvlodula 2 7 
Write truthfully Prolog 8 
Arguing with ARexx 10 
10 top tips for Workbench The secrets of Workbench 12 

AMIGA BASIC 
The value of the variable 3 
Simultaneous equations 5 
Grappling with GFA gadgets 7 
More gadget grappling 8 
How to build requesters using GFA-BASic 9 
Gadget Images, Alerts andSuperBitMaps 10 

AMIGAD05 
Cracking the Shell The workings of your operating system 1 
Operational madness Review of: Mastering Amiga D0S2: Volume 1, Volume 2 1 
Disk housekeeping with Amiga DOS 2 
System re-direction Controlling the heart of the system 3 
How to re-constitute those dead disks 4 
Customising your own disks 5 
Tuning up startup sequences 6 
How to create a multi-user system 7 
How to use pipes to implement simple real-time chat systems 8 
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Multi-tasking at the AmigaDQS level 
Was AmigaDOS 2 worth the wait? 
How Workbench can start an application 
The theory behind AmigaDOS 

9 
10 
11 
12 

AMOS 

How to create music scores for use with AMOS on a PD budget 
Utilities, demos and games written in AMOS Basic 
The AMOS PD Library, plus AMOS hints and tips 
Object control with the mouse and the joystick 
Looping in AMOS,the AMOS Compiler and AMOS 3D preview 
AMOS animation language 
AMOS 3D and its tips 
AMOS AMAL and exotic copper routines 
CText and SpriteX 
AMOS TOME and the Oasis NCOMMAND extension disk 
Easy AMOS system for beginners 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 

AMIGA SYSTEMS 

Worid of Commodore - the Amiga range and the men behind it 
Amiga for saJe 
Hard-hitting software 
Plus what? 
Serious CDTV                                            Reviews of: 

Essential software                                    Reviews of: 

Buying new & second-hand Amiga peripherals 
A no-nonsense New Year guide to every Amiga product you're likely to need 
A first look at the new A500 Plus 
Hutchinson's Encyclopedia, Time Tabie of History - Science and innovation, 
World Vista, Guinness Disc of Records, Japan World 
Fletcher Video Fonts, 3D Construction Kiit, Mostra, Sound Enhancer, The MA36 Midi 
Analyser, The FT3 Patch Commander, Midi Interface, The Imagine Companion, 
Design for Desktop Publishing, Sirperduper, The Zhodani Conspiracy, Mig-29M 
Super Fulcrum 

8 
8 
9 
9 

11 

9 
HARD DRIVING 

Hard drives on trial 

Power steering 

Reviews of: GVP Series II A500-HDD+ (50Mb), GVP Series II A2000-HC+8 (173Mb), 
Expansion Systems Data Fryer 2000 (48 Mb), SupraDrive 50GXP (40Mb). 
SupraDrive Word Sync 2000 (52Mb), Amiga A590 (20Mb), Amiga A2094 and 
A2090A controller card 
A beginner s buyers' guide to hard drives 

1 
12 

PRINTING 

Printers on trial 

Bubbling under 
How to perfect your printing 
Prints charming 

Review of: 

Review of: 

Review of: 

Citizen Swift 9, Epson LQ-55Q, Epson LX-850, Citizen 124D, NEC Pinwriter P20, 
Star LC-200, Star LC-24, Citizen Swift 24, Epson LQ-400, OKI MicroEine 380 
Canon BJ-330, Cut Sheet Feeder, Font Cards, RAM Card, BJ1-642 Ink Cartridges 
Everything from Preferences to printouts 
TurooPrint Professional 

4 
5 
11 
11 

SCANNING 
Drag art 
Touch and go 

Review of: 
Review of: 

Daataecan Professional hand scanner 
JS-105-1M hand scanner and Touch-Up software 

3 
5 

ACCELERATION 

Pedal to the metal 

Baok to life 

Reviews of: 

Review of: 

CSA Mega Midget Racer, 3001 Expansion System (50MHz), ICD AdSpeed, 
B5000 card, HARMS Pro 030, HARMS 030 and HARMS 020, Turbo 68000 
Rejuvenator board 

3 
3 

EMULATION 

Down to business 
See you emulator 
Messing with DOS 
Pretentions on the PC 

Review of: 
Review of: 

Review of: 

KCS Powerboard 
Basic unit 
How to get the best out of MessyDOS 
KCS Power PC Board 

2 
3 
7 
11 

EXPANSION 
tsest expanders 
Mew port 
ExpandaRAM 
Conceptually brilliant 
Techni-coioured dream card 

Review of: 
Review of: 
Review of: 
Review of; 
Review of: 

Sotfega Bay, Checkmate r A1500 
A2232 card 
Supra Ram board 
Concept Keyboard plus overlay software 
Harlequin 32-bit card 

1 
3 
5 
7 
11 

PERIPHERALS 

Motor mouse 
On the buses 
Rat race 
Sounding off 
Born again hardware 
Say cheese] 
Mightier than the mouse 

Review of: 

Review of: 
Review of: 

Reviews of: 
Review of: 

5 in 1 Mouse Upgrade, DAATAmouse 
What is SCSI? 
True mouse 
Zyfi Stereo Speakers 
Resurrecting outmoded peripherals 
Action Replay H A500 version, A2000 version 
Trojan Lfghtpen 

1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
5 
11 
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COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

Win a Swift colour 

printer from Citizen! 

Yep, it's your chance to w/n nearly £500 worth of printer kindly 

donated by Citizen and experience the vibrancy of full colour 

Our challenge this month 
will leave one of you 
lucky, lucky people out 
there with a fabulous 

Citizen Swift 24e printer and 
everything you need to get printing 
Immediately, 

There's none of that fuss about 
trying to find the correct printer driver 
- included with the package is the 
Citizen Print Manager program, 
custom-written to produce the best 
possible results. The program 
removes banding effects, uses 
smoothing to increase the sharpness 
of images, and provides facilities for 
image scaling, colour and gamma 
correction. 

Full colour output is provided 
with Citizen s colour kit. 

The original Swift 24 was 
reviewed in Amiga Shopper issue 4, 
and was recommended as the best 
buy amongst the 24-pin range. The 
24e is an enhanced version of this 
same printer. 

These enhancements include an 
improved print speed - now up to 
216 characters per second - a quiet 
mode, and a colour kit. 

As you can see, it's definitely a 
piece of kit worth getting your hands 
on. And all you have to do is provide 
answers to the questions on the 
right and send them in to us. It 
couldn't be easier! 

Just jot your answers down on a 

postcard or the back of a sealed 
envelope and send them to: 
Printer Palaver 
Amiga Shopper 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA1 2DL 
The closing date is 9 June. Multiple 
entries from the same household or 
church (the guilty party knows who 
we mean) will not be accepted - you 
have been warned! £Q 

THE CHALLENGE 

QUESTION 1 
Who wrote, starred in and directed 
the film Citizen Kane? 
a) Orson Wells 
b) Orson Scott Card 
c) Jacques D err id a 

QUESTION 2 
What does the term 1 cock-up' mean 
in printing? 
a) a horrendous mistake 
b) a raised capital In a larger 
typeface than the other letters 
c) one barnyard animal too many 

QUESTION 3 
When was Citizen Europe founded? 
a) 1066 
b) 1979 
c) 1985 

GUARANTEE YOUR COPY OF 

AMIGA SHOPPER - RESERVE IT AT 

YOUR NEWSAGENT 

Please reserve/deliver me a copy of Amiga Shopper 
Name ,   ,   

Address  

TO THE NEWSAGENT - Amiga Shopper goes on sale 
month. It's by Future Publishing and available 

the first Thursday 
your local wholesaler 

The Citizen Swift 24e is a handsome machine, and no mistake. Capable of 
printing In full colour, and augmented with Citizen's custom Print Manager 
program, It produces results of remarkable clarity 

ANOTHER WINNER 
Yes, it's true - Amiga Shopper can 
exclusively reveal the winner to 
the competition set In the May 
edition, It is (tadadadadadah!) Mr 
J Fleming of East Kilbride, Well 
done Mr Fleming; a genlock will 
be winging Its way towards you. 

CALLING ALL GFA 
BASIC WINNERS 

(or, it's the Amiga Shopper, You're 
tired - Edf admin cock-up corner) 
If you were one of our GFA Basic 
winners, could you please get In 
touch with your full names and 
addresses as soon as possible, 

IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE 

June 4 sees the return of your favourite magazine, in which 
we'll have our usual Amiga Answers extravaganza, all our 
regular informative columns, and... 

• The public domain top 100. We rate the best, most useful PD 
programs and show you how to set up a productive system for next 
to nothing, 

• Philip Gladwin continues his artificial intelligence series. Join the 
cutting edge of Al research - build a neural network in AMOS! 

• We look at Morph, a new 3D modelling package from the US. 

• Paul Overaa examines Dataschool s correspondence course in 
assembly language and decides whether or not it's right for you. 

• So, happy computing until next timeT folks! n^i^get^n^aut... 
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RocKey Chromakey & special video effects device for Amiga 

RocLite The World's slimmest external drive for Amiga or CDTV, with anti-virus and no clicking functions 

RAM Cards   Available in 512KB, 1MB and 2MB versions for A500 and A500 Plus 

Roc tec Mouse Hi-resolution replacement mouse 

RocGen        A full-featured, budget-priced hobbyist's genlock with adjustable fade and overlay effects 

RocGen Plus This high-specification, semi-professional genlock sports extra features for the discerning Film-maker: 
• adjustable overlay, dissolve and keyhole effects 
• video and RGB pass-thru 

 * dual-controls for pin-point accuracy and support for external keying 

HocHard       A new concept in hard disks means you will never get left behind: 
• supports SCSI or IDE hard drives (40MB up)     • safe and efficient switched-mode power supply 
• expandable to 8MB of RAM in 4 easy stages     • can be used solely as an 8MB RAM expansion 
• compatible with A500 and A500 Plus • game switch ensures complete compatibility 
• autoboot and Autoconfig compatible 

long Kong Office 

OCTEC ELECTRONICS LTD. 
/FWin Win Ind. Bldg., 
8 Lee Chung Street, Chai Wan, 
bng Kong. 
el: (852) 897 3869     Fax: (852) 558 8099 

Trade Inquiries 
ZYE Tel: 0293 538 666 

Fax: 0293 538 414 

New Product 

ROCTEC 

All brand names are registered trademarks of their owners. 



Ear 

Commodore 

3 

The now o )inpad Ao.00 from Commodore 
Built-in TV modulaior 
Workbench & Kickstart 2 
Enhanced chip set 
1MB of chip RAM 
IDE hard disk controller built-in 
Credit card size RAM & ROM slot 
A600 £399 
A600 with 20MB £499 
A600 with 40MB £639 
A600 with 80MB £739 

Commodore  A500 + 
Amiga 500+, 2MB RAM £339 
A1S00, A3000 also available £POA 
Monitors and printers also available £POA 

Miscellaneous 

New PCSSOB 
Now with X-Copy Professional! 

Power Computing fu ■ -- teamed up with Cachet 
of Germany to bring yuu r.fic uliiin.ne in di.sk 
backup systems. 

The new PC880B div. drive can lie used directly 
with the X-Copy Professional Cyclone software 
without any extra cables or interfaces. 
This gives you the the power and reliability ot the 
proven 'Cyclone' kuk^p software with the conve- 
nience of the PC880B tl< >ppy drive. 

PC50 1+   RAM Card 
I Our RAM board is designed specially for the new 
I ASO0+ computer and comes with 1MB of RAM on board 

to expand your memory to 2MB of chip RAM  Pluf» m 
and go operation Hits into irapd<x>r>. 
Gives you a total of 2MB of chip RAM £49 

I 32 chip RAM card £39.95 

8MB  for  any A500 

now you can have two backup systems Blitz 
I 'Cyclone* available at the touch of a button! 

> And the PC880B still has our unique swiichable 
anti virus mode, preventing all write accesses to 
the bootblock of your floppy disks! 

11 you all ready own a PC880B. and the Cyclone 
copier, a hardware -.v^rade is available to take 

^ Plugs into side sh )t 
^ Fully auto config 

V   Full thru'port 
fl& Fxpand 2MB-8MB 

2MB £129 
8MB £299 

4MB £189 
I x 42ip £19.95 

V°ur drive up to the latest specification. 

^« New PC880B with Blitz tk X-Copy £99-95 
|JJ New PC880B <C\vlone u-nipat.bk i £79.95* 

Cyclone hardware upgrade lor existing POSrtOB 
owners £15-00 
*This drive is available only to Rr-GISTHKKD owners of X-Copy 
HTott'isitjnjI   Von niu-i prowik' print! nl rHirchj>c • >! X-Cop\ 
p, 

7 PC880 l)i>k drive 

i 

2MB  for  any  A 5 O O 
Fionomy 2MB RAM externally cased 
KvChip d x 1 DIP) 
No thru port £99-95 

1 

.H9.95 

PC881 A500 Internal drive £40.00 

lo Maxell disks, optical mouse. Zipslick £45 
h IWLT \h nise £15 

! Optical Mouse £29.95 
Replacement optical mouse mat £9.95 
AS00 Plastic dust cover £9 
Maxell multi colour branded disks ■ H,A <,i Icni £9-95 
f loppy disks bulk £POA 

Blitz Amiga 
Back up disks at lightning speed 
Mops all external drives from clicking 
Contains anti-virus from being written into the 
tootbiocker £25 

PC882 A2000 Internal drive £45 

^r A500 Interna! anti-click board £9.95 

pecial upgrade 
offer! 

Q   [f you consider your scanner system to be inferior 
to the Power Scanner, we will happily upgrade 

and interface for only £49-95 \    your software 
\   O'nwer Vanner i> c< 

P \ vm 

1.5MB   RAM Board 
Plugs easily into your Amiga 

« Fully supports 1MB chip RAM 
^TH 1 -ully compatible with Fatter Agnus £79 
■jl ikuk^i.tn ! < .irI1.1 .ilwtve, n<A ixjmp.ilibk with 

Your Amifla need^ \<> iv <>|VIH\1 ihis ni.n Otol u>ur warrant < 

1 M B  with   Thru'port 
I xpand your ASufl's memory in a total of 2MB withoui 
disposing of your existing S12K upgrade. W orks with 

»     1MB ot' chip RAM, simple internal fitting. £49-95 
<S12K RAM must he 4 chip type, *>r no< exceeding 9cm in \tt\^h) 

■ Vjl < ^ i iur Anujia needs to he opened, ihls may effect vsnir warranty) 

^ ASOO  RAM Card 
St IK RAM expansion with battery backed clock and a 
tree disk packed with useful software (4 chip RAM* £29 | 

ffV S] JK RAM card withoui dock £24 
l&| 16 chip RAM card with clock £24 

<">** K> clap RAM card without clock £19 
lA^MH compatible) 

w 

c 

2MB £129 

Aries RAM 
A 1 500/A2OOO 

I MB £169 oMB£209 BMB £249 

/ *A\T*: m "SOU 
Send your order to Power Computing Ltd, I nil 8 Railton Road, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, kempstun, Bedford MK42 7PN 

Ring your credit card order through on 0234 843388 (10 lines) or Fas on 0234 840234 Technical helpline 0234 841882 

All price miLiUr \ AT. delivery ami an- suhjeei u> change Specifications arc Subject tn change without notice  Next day delivery vt So <I K mainland only), all irademarks acknowledged 
I^MT i iMiipuiinK s«i iiatv \ u IVIk- Hikrjn. W, 00121 IXu bdrt. Sdmu i Hkl WHuifK "^>U Haav FuEKi 

lifK>i IJV t ln3.W»5S 
Pnwer (imputing I JUL 1\ Stm\U -rv sn,V! SM!L- '»H l'lnUk-lphu. PA 19106 

Tifl Z1S «>2J       F.^      ViJ illlh 


